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PREFACE
This document is part of a series (see inside front cover) that describes data sets and
related spacecraft and investigations from space and earth science flight missions. The
series describes the data sets held by the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) and
some of the data sets held by NASA-funded and other investigators. The series also refers
to extensive data sets held and serviced by other Government agencies. This is the second
and last volume of the Planetary and Heliocentric Spacecraft and Investigations Catalog.
The first volume, issued in 1982, described the spacecraft and investigations along with
personnel names and affiliations. This publication describes the data sets associated with
the various investigations. As NSSDC is issuing this series, it is working toward remote
electronic accessibility of its information files.
We would like to thank the many investigators who have submitted their data for archiving
at NSSDC. Their cooperation in supplying supporting information is gratefully
acknowledged. We are particularly indebted to the many past and present NSSDC personnel who
interacted with the investigators in bringing to NSSDC the flight data and who provided the
descriptions appearing in this catalog. Thanks are also extended to the other NSSDC
personnel who have been involved in the information handling necessary to produce this
volume. Special acknowledgement is given to Patricia Ross for supervising the production
of the computerized portion of the catalog and particularly for creating the Region and
Discipline Index. Extensive editorial assistance was provided by Mary Elsen and Karen
Satin. This catalog was begun by Winifred Cameron and Robert Vostreys. Subsequent
contributions were made by Michael Purucker, Paul Butterworth, Susan Kayser, and
Raghavingar Parthasarathy. The catalog was brought to completion by the undersigned.
The Data Center is continually striving to increase the usefulness of its data holdings,
supporting indexes, and documentation. Scientists are invited to submit their space and
earth science data and related documentation to NSSDC. Their comments on and corrections
to the present catalog will be greatly appreciated. Catalog recipients are urged to inform
potential data users of its availability.
Richard Horowitz
John E. Jackson
April 1987
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) was established by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) to provide data and information from space and earth
science flight investigations in support of additional studies beyond those performed as
the principal part of any flight mission. This volume is one of a series of 11 that
describes (l) the spaceflight investigations for which NSSDC possesses data or can direct
people to the data source, (2) all data sets held by NSSDC, (3) some data sets held and
serviced by NASA-funded investigators, and (4) some data sets held and serviced by foreign
investigators. The series also refers to extensive data sets held and serviced by other
Government agencies, particularly the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). There is one major omission from this series: the extensive set of data obtained
from the lunar missions conducted by NASA, supplemented by a few small photographic data
sets from Soviet missions. These are described in the Catalog of Lunar Mission Data
(NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S 77-02) and are not repeated in this series.
The series consists of (1) five volumes that describe the spacecraft and their associated
investigations separated into various categories, (2) five corresponding volumes that
describe investigation data sets and the available orbital information, and (3) a master
index volume. The five categories of spacecraft are (i) Planetary and Heliocentric, which
includes planetary flybys and probes; (ii) Meteorology and Terrestrial Applications; (iii)
Astronomy, Astrophysics, and Solar Physics; (iv) Geostationary and High-Altitude
Scientific; and (v) Low- and Medium-Altitude Scientific. It is impossible to provide an
organization of categories that separates the investigations cleanly into scientific
disciplines, since many missions were multidisciplinary. With the above organization,
which is partly discipline-oriented and partly orbit-oriented, it was found that in nearly
all cases a given spacecraft belonged clearly to only one of the five categories.
The organization for each volume is described in the Organization Section. The standard
description of a data set from an investigation is a free-text brief description, since the
wide variety of instruments precludes using a tabular format in most cases.
This catalog series, and the periodic NSSDC Data Listing identifying NSSDC data sets
very briefly, will be for some time to come the principal off-line sources of information
on NSSDC holdings in the disciplines that NSSDC handles. However, NSSDC is bringing its
information files to a state of remote electronic accessibility so that users can be
confident of easy access to the most current information.
1.2 ORGANIZATION
Volumes 1A and 1B of the NSSDC Data Catalog Series deal with planetary and heliocentric
spacecraft that measure properties of the planets in the solar system and that measure the
characteristics of interplanetary space. Included are probes that will pass out of the
solar system into interstellar space. Volume 1A describes the sources (spacecraft and
instruments) of the data sets described in Volume lB. Volume I A was organized by planet
out from the sun and then by missions that collected interplanetary data. The latter group
includes missions that collected interplanetary data only and missions that collected
interplanetary data on the way to the planets.
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This volume, Volume IB, is organized differently. 1 The data set descriptions are presented
alphabetically by spacecraft common name. Under each spacecraft name, the appropriate
investigations are given alphabetically by the name of the principal investigator. Under
each investigation heading, the data set descriptions are arranged according to the NSSDCID. 2
Data sets added to the NSSDC archives and older data sets extended since January 1, 1984,
are identified by an asterisk following the long name of the data set. Whenever the
notation N/A appears in the "time span of data" field, it indicates that time span is
either not applicable or not available. For data contained on magnetic tapes, the stated
characteristics are those of the magnetic tapes that currently hold the corresponding data.
If these characteristics are not suitable, the data user should discuss his or her
requirements with the NSSDC staff, and NSSDC may be able to provide the same data in a more
convenient tape format. Additional information is often available at NSSDC for the data
sets, and this information is provided either on request or with the Information Packet
that is sent by NSSDC with the requested data. As a general rule, NSSDC does not provide
publications that are referenced in the data set descriptions. If the publication of
interest is not readily available, such as might be the case for an internal agency report,
NSSDC can, in most cases, provide a microfiche of its file copy.
For most of the data sets in this catalog, the corresponding spacecraft ephemeris data are
merged with the data from the investigations. In other cases, the ephemeris data must be
obtained from a spacecraft data set, i.e., a data set identified by the spacecraft ID
followed by the designation 00D, 00E, s etc. Spacecraft data sets may contain ephemeris
information, or they may provide other spacecraft-related data such as tables showing when
the spacecraft was turned on or indexes providing a comprehensive summary of available
data. Spacecraft data sets are listed after the spacecraft name and ahead of the
investigation data sets.
The Index of Data Sets that follows the Data Set Descriptions section is ordered in
the same manner as the data set descriptions. It provides, in effect, a detailed
table of contents for the catalog.
A Region and Discipline Index has been provided to help users of this catalog locate
data of interest to them more readily. This index should also allow users to work
smoothly from the organization of Volume IA to that of Volume lB. In this index, the
data sets are sorted by planets, proceeding outward from the sun. The interplanetary
I.
.
.
The Region and Discipline Index of Volume IB provides a correlation between Volumes IA
and lB.
The NSSDC ID is an identification code used in the NSSDC information system. In this
system, each successfully launched spacecraft and experiment is assigned a code based on
the launch sequence of the spacecraft. This code (e.g., 73-085A for the spacecraft
Mariner I0) corresponds to the COSPAR international designation. The experiment codes
are based on the spacecraft code. For example, the experiments carried aboard the
spacecraft 73-085A are numbered 73-085A-01, 73-085A-02, etc. Similarly, data sets
corresponding to experiment 73-085A-01 are coded 73-085A-01A, -01B, etc.
There are no spacecraft data sets in this catalog with designations 00A, 00B, or 00C
because the A, B, C coding corresponds to very specific types of ephemeris data
applicable only to earth-orbiting spacecraft. (See Appendix A of Volume 3B for further
details).
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data are given last as a separatecategory. In each region (planet or
interplanetary),the data sets are sorted further in three major groups of comparable
sizes: Imaging; Fields, Particles,and Plasmas;and Other Disciplines. The Other
Disciplinescategory containsa variety of data sets related to experimentsperformed
in subject areassuch as atmosphere(neutral and ionized), biology, chemistry, radio
science,ultraviolet and infrared radiation, etc. Within each major group, the data
are organizedalphabeticallyby spacecraftand principal investigator,and finally by
NSSDCID. The last column of this index is the page number on which the data set
brief description appears.
Appendix A is a Listing of Spacecraftby Region Investigated.It provides useful
information concerningthe missionsto each region, including the related spacecraft,
with their launch dates, datesof closestapproach,and distancesat closestapproach.
Appendix B is a ChronologicalListing of Spacecraftfor which data sets are available
and describedin this catalog. This appendixgives the spacecraft'scommon name, its
launch date, the NSSDC ID, the regions investigated, and the text page number on which
descriptions of data sets obtained from the spacecraft begin.
Document Request Forms and Data Request Forms have been provided at the end of this
report.
1.3 NSSDC PURPOSE, FACILITIES, AND SERVICES
The National Space Science Data Center was established by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration to provide data and information from space and earth science
investigations in support of additional studies beyond those performed by principal
investigators. As part of that support, NSSDC has prepared this series of volumes
providing descriptions of archived data, divided into five categories as presented in
Section 1.1. (See also inside front cover.) In addition to its function of providing
selected data and supporting information for further analysis of space science flight
experiments, NSSDC produces other publications. Among these are a report on active
and planned spacecraft and experiments, and various user's guides.
Virtually all the data available at or through NSSDC result from individual
experiments carried on board individual spacecraft. The Data Center has developed an
information system utilizing a spacecraft/investigation/data identification hierarchy.
This catalog is based on the information contained in that system. The Data Center is
initiating an effort to design a new information base, using a relational data base
model, to facilitate easy electronic access by remote users. This new information
base is intended to describe many more data sets held outside NSSDC than has been the
case in the past.
NSSDC provides facilities for reproduction of data and for onsite data use. Resident
and visiting researchers are invited to study the data while at the Data Center. The
Data Center staff will assist users with additional data searches and with the use of
equipment. In addition to spacecraft data, the Data Center maintains some supporting
information and other supporting data that may be related to the needs of the
researchers.
The services provided by NSSDC are available to any individual or organization
residing in the United States and to researchers outside the United States through
WDC-A-R&S. Normally a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost of
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processing the request and of reproducing the data. The researcher will be notified
of the charge, and payment must be received prior to processing. However, as
resources permit, the Director of NSSDC may waive charges for modest amounts of data
when they are to be used for scientific studies or for specific educational purposes
and when they are requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations,
NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their
contractors, or their grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state or local
governments; or (5) nonprofit organizations.
Data Request Forms have been provided at the end of this report to facilitate ordering
data from NSSDC. A researcher may also obtain data described in this catalog by a
letter, a telephone request, an onsite visit, or electronic mail utilizing the Space
Physics Analysis Network (SPAN). Anyone who wishes to obtain data for a scientific
study should specify the NSSDC ID and the time span (and/or location) of interest. A
researcher should also specify why and when the data are needed, the subject of the
work, organizational affiliation, and any Government contracts used for performing the
study. The Data Center staff is available to help requesters identify data sets for
use.
NSSDC would also appreciate receiving copies of all publications resulting from
studies in which data supplied by the Data Center have been used. It is further
requested that both NSSDC and the original data provider be acknowledged as sources of
the data.
Data can be provided in a format or medium other than that used here. For example,
magnetic tapes can be reformatted; computer printout or microfilmed listings can be
reproduced from magnetic tape; enlarged paper prints can be provided from data on
photographic film and microfilm, etc. NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S will provide the requester with
an estimate of the response time and, when appropriate, the charge for such requests.
The Data Center's address for information for U.S. researchers follows:
National Space Science Data Center
Code 633.4
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 2077 l
Telephone: (301) 286-6695
Telex: 89675 NASCOM GBLT
TWX: 7108289716
SPAN Address: NSSDC::REQUEST
Researchers residing outside the U.S. should direct requests for information to the
following address:
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 630.2
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 U.S.A.
Telephone: (301) 286-6695
Telex: 89675 NASCOM GBLT
TWX: 7108289716
SPAN Address: NSSDC::REQUEST
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NSSDC is a node on the Space Physics Analysis Network (SPAN), which can be reached in
two ways. Electronic mail can be directed to NSSDC::REQUEST. For access to a menu of
information, including the Central Online Data Directory (CODD), and to leave data
requests, requesters may log onto the NSSDC node with USERNAME=NSSDC. No password is
required. Finally, NSSDC may be reached by Telenet; current procedures are available
from the NSSDC Network Hotline (301-286-7251).
1.4 DATA ACQUISITION
NSSDC invites members of the scientific community involved in spaceflight
investigations to submit data to the Data Center or to provide information about the
data sets that they prefer to make accessible themselves. The Data Center assigns a
discipline specialist to work with each investigator or science working team to
determine the forms of data that are likely to be most useful to the community of
users that obtain data from NSSDC. The pamphlet Guidelines for Submitting Data to the
National Space Science Data Center can be provided on request.
A different procedure, however, should be followed for archiving planetary data.
Under an agreement signed on December 17, 1986, between NSSDC and the Planetary Data
System (PDS), an organization recently established by the NASA Solar System
Exploration Division, planetary data should now be submitted to NSSDC via the PDS.
The PDS will be responsible for validating the data and ensuring that they are
properly documented. The PDS can be contacted at:
Planetary Data System
MS 179-112
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91109
Telephone: (818) 354-6347
Telex: 675429
SPAN Address: JPLPDS::TRENFROW

Data Set Descriptions

NSSDC ID 74-09TA-OaEt ORBIT ATTITUDE DATA ON MAG TAPE
Time period covered - 12/10/7¢ TO 05/31/78
(As verified by NSSDC)
guanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
Thts 9-track data set was written b y ac IBM 360 in binary
codew at 6250 bptt tn a single file. It provides hourly vALues
of Helios t ecliptic Longitudes Latltudet sun-Helios
d_stance(AU)t earth-HeL_os distance (AU)t earth-Helios-sun
angte_ Helios-sun-earth angles heltographtc Latitude9 and
velocity components (radial and tangentta LIAU/day),
...............................................................
HELLOS-At FECHTIG
MICROMETEOROID DETECTOR AND ANALYZER
...............................................................
Data set name - MICROMETEOROID IMPACT DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID 74-097A-12At MICROMETEOROIO IMPACT DATA
Time period covered - 12/19/74 TO 01102/80
(As vertfied Dy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This 9-track data set was written by a DEC-IO in binary
¢ode_ at 1600 bptt tn a single file. The file has A38 physical
records. Of these* 235 records provide the time intervals when
the experiment was active. The remaining 235 records (of ¢7
words each) describe the 235 mtcrometeorotd Impact events that
were registered. Each such record provides the impact time, the
Sensor number (0 for the ecliptic plane sensor, and 1 for the
south sensor), velocity of impact, mass, densttyl
mass-spectrum* and a na_ber of derived orbital characteristics
of the mtcrometeorotd.
...............................................................
HELIOS-A_ GURNETT
SOLAR WIND PLASMA WAVE
...............................................................
Data set name - 2c-HOUR SURVEY PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NS_C IO 74-09TA-OiA9 2C-MR SURVEY PLOTS_ MFILM
Time period covered - 12/I0/7A TO 12/31/77
(As vertfted oy _SSOC)
Guantlty of data - 3 REELS OF MICROFILM
Thls 3S-mm microfilm data set provides electric field
tntenstties of plasma waves tn the fre3aency range of 20 HZ-200
kHZt in 16 bands. Each frame covers data for 24 hours. Below
the tlme axis are prlntedt every 6 hours, the radtal distance
(AU)I ecliptic Longitudes sun-earth-Helios angles and
hetlographlc Latitude and lon_ttJde of the spacecraft.
Interference problems have contributed to data degradation In
several of the Low frequency bands.
...............................................................
HELIOS-At GURNETT
FINE FREgUENCY, COARSE TIME RESOLUTION
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
...............................................................
_ata set name - SURVEY PLOTSI ALL FREQUENCIESI tMZ TO
207KHZ ON MICROFILM
NSSOC L_ 7_-097A-OSA, SURVEY PLOTS_IHZ TO 207KFZt MFILM
Time period covered - 12/10/7A TO 12131177
(As verified by N3SDC)
Quantity of data - 35 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set contains exoer]menter-supplled plots on
microfilm covering 60 mln each. Each plot shows signal
strength in decibels from 21 narrow-oand cha n_Ls covering the
range 1_.2 HZ to 207 kHzt and a broadband channel covering fro_
less than 1 HZ to 210 Rz. The same format is used for both
HeLtos-A and HeLtos-B_ but each data set contains data from
only one spacecraft.
...............................................................
MELIOS'AI GURNETT
26.5-KHZ TO 3-MHZ RADIO WAVE
...............................................................
Data set name - LOG ANTENNA TEMPERATURE ¥S TIME IN 24-HR
PLOTS
NSSDC ID 7a-O97A-O6At LOG ANT TEMP VS TIME*24 HR PLOTS
Ttme period covered - 12/10/TA TO Oh/3O/T6
(As verified by NSaDC)
guanttty of data - 3 REELS OF MICROFILM
These data_ on microfilm supplied by the experlmenterl
are plots of antenna temperature for each observing frequency.
Four frequency plots are displayed on each frame. The plots
Are presented on a 2A-h scaLe_ wtth years monthl and day
indicated at the bottom of each frame. Each point is a 1-m_n
average.
Data set name - TO-MINUTE AVERAGE SUMMARY DATA ON TAPE
NSSOC ID 7A-O97A-O6B_ LOG ANT TEMP VS TIME ON TAPE
Time oertod covered - 12/13/74 TO 04/25/76
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF TAPE
These lO-mtnute averaged summary data are on magnetic
tape created on an IBM 360/91 computer at 6250-bolt g-tracks
binary. Each physical block contains 61 Logical records of 520
bytes (130 real words). The Logical records each contain ttme
in year_ months days and millisecond of day; frequency channel
zero count; number of non-zero p_tnts of the frequency in the
lO-mtn Interval; 2t minimum and ma_tmum of the points from the
value Of 10- Log T calibrated; mode (most frequently
found) and median of value of lot Log T calibrated; and 100"
Log (sigma T) Linear sum. These ¢aLcuLattons are repeated for
_6 channels within the Logical record.
...............................................................
Data set name - LOG A_TENNA TEMPERATURE MONTHLY PLOTS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 7A-OeTA-OGCt LOG ANT TEMP_MONTHLY PLOTS
Time oertod covered - 12/10/7A TO 04130/76
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Duantlty of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
These data_ on microfilm supplied by the expertmenter_
A_e plots of Antenna temperature for each observing frequency.
Four frequency plots are displayed on each frame. The plots
are presented on a 2_-h scales with year_ months and day
indicated at the bottom of each frame. Each point ts a lO-mtn
average.
...............................................................
RELIOS-A_ KEPPLER
ENERGETIC ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTOR
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED ELECTRON-PROTON DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 7¢-097A-lOAt HOURLY AVERAGED ELECTRON-PROTON
Time _erlod covered - 12/10/7S TO 12/31/80
(As verified by NSS_C)
Guanttty of oats * _ REELS OF TAPE
These 9-track tapes were written by P3 ° 11t_0 in binary
code_ At %600 bpt. Each tape has a single filet blocked in ¢A64
bytes. Each block co,tarns four 1-hr averages. ELectron as
well as proton averages pertain to IG sectors in the ecliptic
pLane_ with sector I pointing to the sun. For each sector_ the
electron data pertatn to 15 energy channels, spanning the total
range of 17-835 keVt plus a channel that counts electrons of
energy greater than 835 keY. Likewlset for protonst 15
channels cover the total range of 21-677 keV; the 16th channel
counts protons of E>677 keY.
...............................................................
RELIOS-At KUkOW
COSMIC-RAY PARTIC E S
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED COU_T RATE DATA
MAGNETIC TAPE (*)
P_.E,._ ...... ": _' '"....." __,F FILMED 11
NSSDC IO 7R-OgTA-OTAt HOURLY AVG COUNT RATE DATA
Time period Covered - 12/11/Y4 TO 12/31/83
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - _ REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains hourly averaged fluwes of
etectrons$ protons_ and alpha particLe_ in the HeY range, The
g-track tapes Nero written by P_P 11/45, in ASCII. Tapes
drttten at 800 bpl as well as those written at 1600 bot are
available, Each tape has a single file, and each record
¢ontai_s 1C hourly averages. The differential fluxes
(partlcles/sQ.P1 s_ art MeV) covert in several bands, the
energy range 0.3-2.0 MeW for electrons_ 4.0-51 MeV for brotons_
and 2,O-R6 MeV for alpha particles. ALso provided are the
integral fluxes of alphas above _@ MeW and protons above 51
WeV. For some of the e_ergy ¢ha_neLst the standard deviations
of the averages are also provided, Each file Is preceded by a
header recordt providing the start an_ stop times of the data
tn the file.
...............................................................
HELIOS-At LEINERT
ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - _EDUCED DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
(,)
NSSDC Ig 7_-OgTA-11A_ REDUCED DATA TAPE
Time period covered - 12/11/74 TO 02/18/85
(AS verified oy _3SDC]
Quantity of data - 72 REELS OR TAPE
These g-track tapes were written by PDP/IOt in binary
coder at 1600 Phi. Each tape is _ulttftledt a_d contains one
month of data. The reduced data are not corrected for star
light or plasma scattered Light. The first file tn each tape
is a tape header file; the file confalns_ aLsot in sequence all
the measurement cycle header blocks. These 3locks provide
information about the status/health of the tnstruments_
caLtoratton_ etc.t for all the science data blocks in the tape.
Thts tape header file is followed oy a series of individual
ftLesD each providing science data. The file structure is as
follows: The first block is a measurement Cycle header. (It
iS a repeat of the ftem in the tape header file.} The second
block provides house keeping information, Lately the average
temperatures of the sensors. The third block provides the
reOucec science data: Stokes parameters CO) In ULtra-vloLet,
Bluet and Visible Lights (U_B_V), polarization anglesv Stokes
parameters (u). polarized tntenstttes_ total tntenstttes_
degree of polartzatton_ again in the U_ B_ and V bands. The
ftnalo 4th block provides a number of coordinate values and
velocity components of the spacecraft and some ptanetst angles
such aS earth-HelJos-s_ angler aspect angles of some PLanets_
etc.
...............................................................
Data set naee - ZODIACAL LIGHT DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
(*)
NSSOC ID 7_-OgTA-IIB_ ZODIACAL LIGHT DATA ON TAPE
Tlme period covered - 12/iI/7_ TO 02/18185
{As verified Oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 72 REELS OF TAPE
These tapes are further arocessed verstons of the data
set 74-097A-11A_ and the science data accoJnts away t he
contributions of star ltghtt and Plasma-scattered light. They
are written by a POP/lOt in binary code_ at 1600 bpt. Each
tape ts muLttfiLed_ and contains one month of _ata. The first
file tn each tape is a tape header file; but it also tncludes
in sequence all the _easurement cycle header blocks. These
blocks prow¶de information about the status/health of the
tnstrumentit caltbrattonw etc. t for all the science data blocks
in the tape. Thts file is followed Py a series of ftles_ each
providing science data. The file structure is as follows: The
first block is the measurement cycle header for that file.
(It t= a repeat of the ttem contained in the tape header file.)
The second block provides house keeutng tnformatton_ mainly the
average temperatures of the sensors. The third block provides
the science data: Stokes parameters (Q} in Ultra-_toLet_ BL_et
and Visible Lights (U_BIV). polarization angtea_ Stokes
parameters (U]_ polarized tntenstttese degrees of poLartzatton_
again in the U_ B_ V bands. In addition to these_ the science
block includes the above parameters for the actual Zodiacal
Light0 after subtract..=g out the conta_tnants_ star Light and
plasma-scattered Light. The ftnaL_ fourth block provides a
number of coordfnate values and velocity cotoonents of the
spacecraft and tome planetst angles such as earth-Helios-sun
angte_ aspect angles of some pLanetst ate°
...............................................................
MELIOS-A_ NESS
rLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR AVERAGE FIELDS
Oata set name - HOURLY AVERAGE3 MA@NET]C PIEL3 VECTOR
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ]D 7_-Og7A-O2A_ _DURLY AVERA3ED MAGNETID fIELD
Time period covered - 1211417A TO 12131/77
(AS verified by NSSDC]
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
Ihls data set was written by an IB_-360, on g-track
taoes_ in binary code and at 6250 bpl. Each tape has two
ftles_ with block size of 32 kilobytes. The first file
contains a table describing the symbols of the data on the
tape. The sesond file .gives the hourly averaged magnetic field
data. The field components XSE_ YSE_ and ZSE pertain to the
solar ecliptic cartesian system. It also provides the magnitude
of the average fleld_ tts standaro devtatton_ the elevation
angle of the field vector above the ecliptic plane, ano the
Longitude of the ecliptic plane projection of the field. The
Longitude angle PHI = O, implies that the projection is atong
X-axis; PHI = 90 implies that it is along Y-axis. ASCII
version of each tape is also available at the NSSDC.
...............................................................
HELIOS-A_ NEUBAUER
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR FIELD
FLUCTUATIONS
...............................................................
Data set name - 8 SECOND AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR
DATA 3_ MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 7Q-Og7A-OiA_ 8 SEC AVG MA6 FIELD VECTOR DATA
Time period covered - 12/lO/T_ TO 0_/_0/76
(As verified by NSS)C)
Ouanttty of data - 4 REELS OF TAPE
This data set was written by a P3P computer on g-track
tapes_ in binary code and at 1600 bpt. It provides 8-s average
values of the solar ecliptic x_ T_ Z components of the magnetic
ftelO_ in units of c_ntt-gamma. ALso available are the number
of samples of each component used in the averaging. The
Location of the spacecraft is specified in terms of ecliptic
LongJtude_ heLiographlc tatitude_ and radial distance from sun,
Data Quattt y flags a re also included.
...............................................................
Data set name - H3URLY AVERAGED MAeNET]C RILL3 VECTOR
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID T_-OgTA-OIB, HOURLY AVG HAG FIELD VECTOR DATA
Time period covered - 12/10/7R TO 06/30/79
(AS verified by NSSDO)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS DF TAPE
This data set was written by a MP-3000 computer on
9-track tapes_ in binary code a_d at 1600 bpl, Each Logical
record ts 237 bytes Long. It provides l-hr average values of
the soLar-ecttptl¢ kt Y_ Z components of the magnetic fieLdt in
units of senti-gamma. ALso available are the number of samples
of each component in the averaging. The Locatton of the
spacecraft Is specified in terms of ecliptic longitude_
hellographlc latttude_ and radial distance from sun. Data
auaLtty flags are also included.
...............................................................
Data set name - MERGED HOURLY AVERAGED FIELD AND PLASMA
DATA ON MAGNETIE TAPE
_SSDC ID 74-OgTA-01C_ MERGEO _OURLY AVGD FIELD * PLASMA
Time period covered - 12/10/7A TO 12/29180
IAs verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These merged hourly-averaged magnetic field and plasma
data are on 9-track, 1600-bp% blmary magnetic tape created on
an IBM 360 computer. The first ftLe consists of ASCII card
images describing the data fileS. Each 30-word data record
contains spacecraft tdentlftcatten; data code El=plasma data
onLy_ 2:magnetometer data only_ and 3:both); year_ day_ and
hour of the data interval; cumulative day and fractional day
since January 1_ 1972; spacecraft heltocentrfc distance (AU);
Carrtngton rotation number and Longitude of the subspateeraft
potnt; earth-sun-spacecraft separation angle; components of the
tnterplanetary magnetic field; magnltude of the interplanetary
magnetic field vector; standard deviation; solar wind bulk flow
speed; radfat component of the proton temperature; solar wind
number $denltty; standard devtattan of bulk flow $peed_ proton
temperature_ and proton number density; proton flow elevation
angle and a=tmuth angle; eLevatton and azimuth angles of the
magnetL¢ field vector tn the solar ecliptic coordinate system;
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and the cumulative word count.
...............................................................
Data set name - l-HOUR AVERAGE PLOTSt PLASMA AND MAGNETIC
DATA MERGED
NSSDC IO 74-CgTA-OID0 L-H AVE PLOTe PLASMA +MAG MERGED
Time period covered - 12110174 TO 12129/80
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 14 COLOR SLIDES
This data set consists of color plots of 1-_ averages of
solar wind and IMF (interplanetary magnetic field) parameters.
The plots were made from data sets 74-OgTA-01Ct 74-097A°OgBI
76-OOaA-01Ct and 76-O03A-OgB_ _htch consist of a simplified
format tape containing the merged solar wlnd plasma and
magnetic field data from Helios A ang B, The original data
from which these merged tapes were made were provided by Ralner
Schwenn and H. Rosenbauer (plasma) and Fo NeudaJer (magnetic
field), Also included in this data set are derived parameterst
such as energy flux and betal obtained from algorithms prepared
by J* W° Freeman at NSSaC. The plxels making up each plot are
color coded to indicate the magnitude of each solar wind or IMF
parametert wlth only one parameter shown on each plot. The
plxels are located on a grid of Carrlngton rotation number
versus Carrlngton Longitude of the sJospacecraft polnt, Thus
time progresses from right to Left on a Slag, and from the top
to the bottom of the picture. In this mannerl approximately 6
years Of data may be displayed on one plot. The resulting
plots are easy to read, and rapid tdent tftcatto_ of features
such as high speed streams0 shocksw and sector boundaries iS
possible. Parameters displayed are solar wtn_ bulk flow speedt
radial component of proton tem_eraturet proton number density,
proton energy density (including flow and thermal energy),
solar wind energy flux, rectangular components of the IMF in
solar ecliptic coordlnatesl magnitude of the IMF, energy
density of the IMFI beta (ratio of broton thermal energy
density to IHF magnetic energy denstty)t and the Math number
(ratio of the solar wind bulk flow speed to the Alfven
velocity). The data are available as color Drlnts or as 35-mm
Color slides. This data set is identically Listed under
Icentiflcatlon numbers T4-OgTA-OIDt T_-OgTA-09C. 7G-OOaA-OID_
and 76-003A-09C.
...............................................................
HELIOS-At NEUBAUER
SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - 8 SECOND AVERAGED SPECTRAL DENSITY. 8
CHA_NELt 6,8-1470 HZ DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 74-OgTA-OaA. B-S AVG SPECT DEN 8 CMAN G.8-14TO
Time period covered - 12/10/7q TO 09/20175
(AS verified Py NSSDC)
Quantity of data - g REELS OF TAPE
This data set in written by a POP on 9-track tapest in
binary code and at 1600 bpt. Each tape has a single file. The
records are of different Lengths. The first record is a
header, It is followed by pairs of records: the first provides
the day number and its fraction; the second provides several
B-s averaged values of the amplitude and peak values
encountered during the 8-s interval, of the magnetic field
components in _ frequency banOs, These bands are centereq at
6.8, l_.T, 31.E_ 68. 14Tq 316_ GSlt and l_TO HZt and have
w_dths */- 50% of the frequencies. The Z-comoanent amplitude
iS taken In the direction of the spin axtsp and the X-cOmponent
from one of the equatorial plane antennas, Among other entries
are the ecliptic LongitJde, Latitude, ang hellograDhlc Latitude
of the spacecraft_ and the Hellos-sun-earth angle, Quality
flags are also ¢rovIced.
...............................................................
HELIOS-A* ROSENBAUER
PLASMA DETECTORS
...............................................................
Data set na_e - HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
KSSDC ID 7_-Og7A-OgA. HOURLY AVG. PLA_M_ DATA
Timo perioo c0vere_ - 12/12/7q TO 32/3_/BO
(As verified by N!_SOC)
Ouantlty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These g-track tapes of solar wl nd plasma data were
wrltten by IBM-3GO_ in binary code and _t I_00 bbi* in a single
file per tape_ olocke_ into _000 bytes: each block contains SO0
logical recoras, and each record has 20 words. These words
include tlmet earth-sun-Hellos angle, sun-Helios Jlstance (A_),
Carrlngton longitude of Helios, solar-ecliptlc Latitude,
Carrln_ton rotation number, proton _ulk spee_ temperature_
number denstty_ flow angles of ecltptt¢ elevation and azlmuth_
standard deviations of the plasma parameters_ and the number of
data points in the hourly averages,
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - MERGED HOURLY AVERAGED FIELD AND PLASMA
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 7Q-Og7A-OgB, MERGED HOURLY AVGD FIELD * PLASMA
Time period covered - 12110/7_ TO 12129/80
LAs verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These merged hourly averaged magnetic field and plasma
data are on 9-track, 1GOO-bpl, binary magnetic tape created on
an IBM 360 computer. The first file consists of ASGII card
images describing the data files, Each 30-word data record
contains spacecraft identification; data code (l=pLasma data
only, 2=magnetometer data only, and 3=both); year_ day_ and
hour of the data interval; cumulative day and fractional day
since January le 1972; spacecraft heliocentric distance (AU)&
Earrtngton rotation number and longitude of the subspacecraft
potnt¢ earth-sun-spacecraft separation angle; components of the
fnterplanetary magnetic fteld; magnitude of the interplanetary
magnetic field vector_ standard deviation; solar wind bulk flow
speed; radial component of the proton temperature; solar wind
number density; standard deviation of bulk flow speed; proton
temperature_ and proton number density; proton flow elevation
angle and azimuth angle; elevation and azimuth angles of the
magnetic field vector in the solar ecliptic coordinate system_
and the cumulative word count.
...............................................................
Data set name - I-HOUR AVERAGE PLOTSt PLASMA AND MAGNETIC
DATA MERGED
_SSDC ID ?_-OgTA-ogc_ I-H AVE PLOT_ PLASMA _ MAG MERGED
Time peri _ covered - 12/10/74 TO 12129/80
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I_ COLOR SLIDES
This data set consists of color plots of 1-h averages of
solar wlnd and IMF (interplanetary magnetic field) parameters.
The plots were made from data sets 7Q-OgTA-OIC_ 74-097A-og_9
76-003A-01C* and 76-OO3A-ogB* which consist of a simplified
format t doe containing the merged solar wind plasma and
magnetic field data from Hellos A and B. The original data
from which these merged tapes were made were provided by Ralner
Schwenn and H. Rosenbauer (plasma) and F. _eubauer (magnetic
field). ALso included in this data set are derived parameters_
such as energy flux and beta_ obtained from algorithms prepared
by J, W, Freeman at NSSDC. The p]xels making up each plot are
color coded to indicate the magnitude of each solar wind or LM=
parameter, with only one parameter shown on each plot, The
plxels are located on a grid Df Carrlngton rotation number
versus Carrlngton Longitude of the subspacecraft point, Thus
time progresses from right to left on a llne_ and from the top
to the bottom of the picture. In this manner_ approximately
years of data may be displayed on off* plot. The resulting
plots are easy to reab_ and rap_d identification of features
such as high speed streams, shocks* and sector boundaries is
possible. Parameters displayed are solar wind bulk flow speed_
radial component of proton temoeraturee proton number density,
proton energy density (including flow and thermal energy)_
solar wind energy flux, rectangular components of the IMF in
solar ecllotlc coordlnates_ magnitude of the IMF_ energy
density of the IMF_ beta (ratio of proton thermal energy
density to IMF magnetic energy denslty)_ and the Math number
(ratio of the solar wind bulk flow speed to the Akfven
velocity). The data are available as color prints or as 35-mm
color slides. This data set is identically listed under
identification numbers 7_-09TA-O_D, 7Q-O97A-09C_ 76-O03A-OID_
and 76-O_aA-O_C.
...............................................................
HELIOS-A. TRA]NDR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
.................................. _ ............................
Oata set name - SECTO_EO X-RAY PLOTS ON 41CR3_ILM
(*)
NSSDC ID 74-CgTA-DGA. SECTORED X-RAY PLOTS. MFILM
Time period cove red - 12/17/7a TO O2/12/8_
(As verified by NSSOC)
guanttty of data - 15 REELS OF MICROFILM
This aata set consists of sectore_ x-ray plots on
microfilm suomltteo by the experimenter. The sectored X-ray
plot contains counts per second on an every-readout basis.
Each frame covers a 5-h ttmespan_ and each point is an average
of one set of e(ght sectors. On the bottom of the plot fS a
ranking table, _ith the three most intense directions indicated
such that the most intense sector is placed on top, The tfme
on the plot consists of the spacecraft event time associated
with the readout of the first sector, The second ttme ts a
correction for one-way ttght tt_e to the sun and represents the
event t4me at the sun. The spacecraft position in ecltpt$¢
coordinates is g(ven at the top of each froze, The name of the
spacecraft t$ also given at the top of the frame.
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED FLUWES DF PROTONS DATA ON
_AGNETIC TAPE (*)
N_SDC ID TA-097A°ORat HDURLY AVERA3ED _LU×ES 0_ PROTONS
7im_ _eriod covered _ 1211517_ TO 02i12i8_
(As vertfted by NSSDC_
Quanttty of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
These hourly averoged croton flux data ar_ on 9-tracko
1600-bptw binary magnetic tope created on an IBM 360 cowputer.
The variable length data records each contain about 5 gays
worth of data. Each contains a count of the nJ_oer of hourly
intervals in the record; number of physical quantities in the
record (3); st_ 132-character t_nes _oenttfytn 9 the phystcaL
quantities (fluxes) contained in the record; t_me ¶n yeor_
• onth, day of month_ h, mtn ond s; v_tues of croton flu_es tn
energy bins from 3.3 to 21.6 MeW, 21.6 to 57.0 _eVi and above
57.0 MeW; and stattstlcai errors associated with the fluxes=
*'"°" ''***'*****,-,,-, HELIOS-B **-*-*****,***,..**. *** ,.,.°..
...............................................................
Data set name - ORBIT ATTITL_)E DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 76-O03A-OOOt ORBIT ATTITUDE DATA ON MAG TAPE
Time period covered - 01/15/76 TO 03/31/78
(AS vertfled by N;SOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAP_
This _-track dlta set was written by On IBM 360 tn binary
codes at 6250 bptv in • single file. It provides hourly values
of Helios' ecliptic Longitude, totttude_ sun-Helios
dtstance(AU), earth-Helios dtstonce (AU)w eorth-Hettos-sun
angLem Helios-sun-earth angLe_ hettoqraphtc totttudet and
veLoc Sty components (radial and tangenttal;AU/doy).
...............................................................
HELIOS-Bt GURNET7
SOLAR WIND PLA SMA WAVE
...............................................................
Data set name - 24-HOUR SURVEY PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 76-003A-O_A, 2_-HR SURVEY PLOTSe MFILM
Time pertod covered - 01119/76 10 03/OR/BO
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 5 REELS OF MICROFILM
This 35-em microf¶lm data set orovtdes electric field
intensities of plasma waves 4n the frequency range of 20 Hz-200
kHzl tn 16 bands, Each frame covers data for 24 hours. Below
the ttme axis are pr|nted_ every 6 hours_ the radial distance
(AU)_ ecliptic longttude_ sun-earth-Helios ongte_ and
hetiogrooht¢ Latitude and Longitude of the spacecraft.
Interference problems have contributed to data degradation tn
several of the Low frequency bands.
...............................................................
HELIOS-B_ GURNETT
FINE FREQUENCY_ COARSE TIME RESOLUTION
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
...............................................................
Dato set name - SURVEY PLOTSt ALL FREQUENCIES_ I_Z TO
20TKHZ ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 76-003A-OSA_ SURVEY PLOTS_ 1HZ TO 207KMZ_MFILM
Ttme period covered - 01115/16 TO 12/31/77
(As vertfted by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 20 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set contotns plots on mlcrofttme supplied by
the expert_enter_ co ve rtng 60 mln each. E och plot shows signor
strength tn decibels from 21 narrow-ban d channels covering the
range I_.2 HI to 207 kHz, and a broodbana channel covering from
Less than 1 MZ to 210 HZ. The same format is uaed for both
HeLtosmA and Meltos-B_ but each data set contains data from
only one spacecraft,
...............................................................
HELIOS-B_ GURNETT
26.5-KHZ TO 3-MHZ RADIO WAVE
...............................................................
Data set _ me - L33 AWTENNA TEMPERATURE VERSUS TIME IN 2_
HOUR PLOTS
NSSDC IO 76-003A-O6A_ LOG ANT TEMP US TIME_2_ HR PLOTS
Ttme oertod covered - 01/23/76 TO 10/51/77
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - } REELS OF MICROFILM
These data_ on microfilm supplied by the expertmenter_
are plots of antenna temperature 'or each observing frequency,
Four frequency plots ore dtsolayed on each frame. The plots
ore oresented on o 2e-h scaLe_ wtth year, month_ and day
indicated at the botto_ of each frame. Each point is a 1-m4n
average.
...............................................................
Data set name - IO-MINUTE AVERAGE SUMMARy DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 76-003A-06_ LOS AkT TEMP VS TIME ON TAPE
flme period covered - 02/02176 TO 10/31177
(As verified by NSSDC)
guanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These lO-minute averaged summary data ore on magnetic
toga created on an IBM 360/91 compute# at S250-bpt, 9-trock_
btnary. Each phystcoL block contains 61 Logical records of 520
bytes (130 real words). The LogtcaL records each contain time
in year, month, day, and ms of day; frequency channel zero
count; number of non-zero points of the frequency in the lO-mln
interval; 2_ mlntmum and maximum of the points from the value
of 10- tog T calibrated; mode Imost frequently found)
god median of value of 10- Log T calibrated; god 100. Log
(S4gmO T ) lLneor sum. Theae cattulat|ons ore repeated for 16
channels within the Logical record.
...............................................................
Data set name - LOG ANTEkNA TEMPERATURE MONTHLY PLOTS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 76-003Am06C_ LOG ANT TEHP_MONTHLY PLOTS
Time period covered - 11101/76 TO 12/31/77
(AS vertfted by NSSOC)
guonttty of Ooto - 1 REEL 0 = MICROFILM
These doto_ on microfilm _upptted by the expertmenter_
are plots of antenno temperature for each observing frequency,
Four frequency plots are displayed on each frame, The plots
are presented on a 2A-h scaLel with yeor_ month_ and doy
tndtcoted at the bottom of each frame. Each potnt is • lO-mtn
average,
.................................. _ ............................
HELIOS-Bt KEPPLER
ENERGETIC ELECTRON AN3 PROTON DETECTOR
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED ELECTRON-PROTON DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 76-003A-tOA_ HOURLY AVERA§ED ELECTRON-PROTON
Time oertod covered - 01/15/T6 TO 03/08/80
(As vertfted by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
These 9-track tapes were written by PDP 111@0 in btnary
coder ot 1600 bp4. Each tope has a single fite_ blocked in _A64
bytes, Each block contoina four Z-he overages. ELectron as
welt as Proton overages pertatn to 16 sectors in the ecttpti¢
glories with sector 1 pointing to the sun. Pop each sectort the
electron data pertain to 15 energy channetst sponntng the toto[
range of 17-835 kev_ plus a channel that counts electrons of
energy greater than 835 keY, Llkewllee for protons_ 15
channels cover the total range of 21m677 keY; the 16th channel
counts protons of E>67T keY,
.................................. _ ............................
HE LIOS-Bl KUNOW
COSMIC-R AY PARTICLES
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED COUNT RATE DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE (*)
1@
OF POOR QUAL;TY
NSSDC IO T6-OO3A-O7At HOURLY AVG COUNT RATE DATA
Time period covered - 01116/76 TO 03/08/80
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains hourly averaged fluxes of
electrons, protonst and alpha particles in the MeV range. The
9-track tapes were written by POP 11/A51 tn ASCII. TaDes
written at 800 hp¶ as well as those written at 160Q bpt are
available. Each tape has a single filet and each record
contains 10 hourly averages. The differential fluxes
(parttcLeslsQ. m$ s_ art MeV) cover, in several bands_ the
energy range 0.5-2.0 MeV for electrons9 A.0-51 MeV for protons,
and 2.0-48 MeV for alpha particles. Also provided are the
integral fluxes of alphas above 48 ReEl end protons above 51
MeV. For some of the energy channelst the standard deviations
of the averages are also provided. Each file is preceded by a
header record_ providing the start and stop times of the data
in the file.
...............................................................
HELIOS-at LEINERT
ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - REDUCED DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 76-O03A-1LA, REDUCED DATA TAPE
Time period covered - 01/1T/76 TO 12/22179
(AS vertffed by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 37 REELS OF TAPE
These g-track tapes were written by PDP/IO, in binary
codel at 1600 bpt. Each tape is multiftled_ and contains one
month of data. The reduced data are not corrected for star
light or plasma scattered light. The first ft_ in each tape
ts a tape header file; the file ¢ontainst alsot sequence all
the measurement cycle header blocks. These blocks provide
information about the status/health of the instruments,
saltbratfong etc.t for all the science data blocks in the taped
This tape header file is followed by a series of individual
ftLest each providing sctence gate. The file structure ts as
follows: The first block iS a measurement cycle header. (It
is a repeat of the item in the tape header file.) The second
block provides house keeping Informatlon0 mainly the average
temperatures of the sensors. The third block provides the
reduced science data: Stokes parameters (Q) in Ultra-vlolett
Blue, and Visible lights IUsBtV), _olarlzatlon anglesP Stokes
parameters (U). polarized intensities, total tntenstttes_
degree of potarlzation_ again in the UI BI and V bands. The
final0 4th block provides a number of coordinate values and
velocity components of the spacecraft and some planetst angles
such as earth-Helios-sun angle, aspect angles of some planets_
etc.
...............................................................
Data set name - 7DOICAL-LIGHI DATA O_ MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 76-O03A-11B, ZODIACAL LIGHT DATA
Time period covered - 01/01/76 TO 12/23/7g
(As verified oy N_SDC)
Quantity of data - 37 REELS OF TAPE
These tapes are further processed versions of the data
set 7_-OgTA-11At and the science data accoJnts away the
contrlbutlons of star llghtt and plasma-scattered light. They
are written by a PDP/IO, in binary codel at 1E00 bpl. Each
tape is multlfiled* and contains one _onth of data. The first
file in each tape iS a tape header file; but it also includes
In sequence all the measurement cycle header blocks. These
blocks provide information about the status/health of the
Instrumental calibration, etc.i for all the scle_ce data olocks
in the tape. This file is followed by a series of filesl each
providing science data. The file structure is as follows: The
first block is the measurement cycle header for that file.
(It is a repeat of t he item contained in the tape header file.)
The second block provides house kee_Ing Informatlonl _alnly the
average temperatures of the sensors, The third block provides
the science data: Stokes parameters (Q) in Ultra-vlolet_ Rlue_
and Visible Lights (UtB_V)_ polarizatlon anglesq Stokes
parameters (U)I polarized Intensltles_ degrees of polarlzationt
again in the U, _ V bands. In addition to theset the science
block includes the above 3arameters for the actual Zodiacal
llghtt after subtracting out the contamlnants_ star light and
plasma-scattere_ Lfght. The flnal_ fourth block brovt_es a
number of coordinate _alues and velocity co_ponents of the
spacecraft and some planetsw angles such as earth-Hellos-sun
angler aspect angles of some planets_ etc.
...............................................................
HELIOS-B_ NESS
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR AVERAGE FIELD3
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 76-O03A-O2A_ HOURLY AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD
Time period covered - 01/17/76 TO 12131/77
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quontlty of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This data set was wrtttem by an IBM-360t on 9-track
tapes_ in b*nory code and at 6250 bpt. Each tape has two
f|lese with block size of 32 kilobytes. The first file
contains a table describing th_ symbols of the data on the
tape. The second file gives the haurly averaged magnetic field
data. The field components XSEt YSE$ 8nd ZSE pertain to the
solar eoltptta cartesian system. It also provides the magnitude
of the average fleldt its standard devlotlon_ the elevation
angle of the field vector ebov_ the ecliptic plane_ and the
Longitude of the ecliptic plane projection of the field. The
longitude angle PHI = O_ implies that the projection is along
W-axis; PHI = 90 implies that it is along Y-axis. ASCII
version of each tape is also available at the NSSDD.
HELIOS-B_ NEUBAUER
FLUWGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR FIELD
FLUCTUATIONS
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIEL3 VECTOR
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
ESSDC IO T6-OOGA-OIAI HOURLY AVG MAG FIELD VECTOR DATA
Time period covered - 01/15/76 TO 06/26/79
IAs verified by NSSDC)
Ouanttty of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This data set was written by a MP-3000 computer on
g-track tapest in binary code and at 1600 hot. Each logical
record is 237 bytes long. It provides 1-hr average values of
the solar-ectlptlc X, Y* Z componemts of the magnetic fleLdt in
units of centl-gamma, Also available are the number of samples
of each comoonent in the averaging, The location of the
spacecraft is specified in terms of ecliptic longttude_
heltograDhtc latttudel and radial distance from sun. Data
Quality flags are also included.
...............................................................
Data set name - R SECOND AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 76-003A-01B* 8 SEC AVG MAG FIELD VECTOR DATA
Ti_ oerlod covered - 01115/76 TO 0_130/T6
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set was written by a POP computer on g-track
tapes_ in binary code and at 1600 bpt. It provides G-s average
values of the solar ecliptic X. Y_ Z components of the magnetic
fleld, in units of centi-gamma. ALso available are the number
of samples of each component used in the averaging. The
Location of the spacecraft is specified in terms of ecliptic
longttuge_ heltographtc latitude, and radial distance from sun.
Data Quality flags are also includeD.
...............................................................
Data set name - MERGED HOURLY AVERAGED FIELD AND PLASMA
OATA )_ MAGNETIC TAPE
_SSDC ID 76-003A-01C* _ERGE_ _OURLY AVGO FIELD ÷ PLASMA
Time oeriod covered - 01115/76 TO 03t0Q/80
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These merged hourly averaged magnetic field and plasma
data are on g-track_ ZGO0-bpt_ binary magnetic tape created on
an IBM 36C computer. The first file consists of ASC_I card
images describing the data files. Each _O-word data record
contains spacecraft Identfflcatlonl data code (I = plasma data
only, 2 : magnetometer data only9 and 3 = both); years day_ and
hour of the data interval; cumulative day and fractional day
since January 1_ 1972; spacecrafl heliocentric Otstance (AU);
Carrlngton rotation number and longitude of the subspacecraft
point; earth-sun-spacecraft separation angle; components of the
interplanetary magnetic field; magnitude of the interplanetary
magnetic field vector; standard deviation; solar wind bulk flow
speed; radial component of the proton temperature; solar wlnd
number density; standard deviation of bulk flow speed_ proton
temoeraturel and proton number density; proton flow elevbtlon
angle and azimuth angle; elevation and azimuth angles of the
magnetic field vector in the solar ecliptic coordinate system;
15
and the cumulative word count.
...............................................................
Data set name - I-HOUR AVERAGE PLOTSt PLASMA AND MAGNETIC
QATA MERGED
NSSDC ID 76-O03A-OID. L-H AVE PLOTI PLASMA • MAG MERGED
Time period covered - 01115176 TO 03104/80
(AS verified by N_SOE)
Quantity of data - I_ COLOR SLLDE_
This data set consists of color plots of 1-h averages of
solar wind and IMP ;interplanetary magnetic field) Parameters.
The plots were made from data sets 7_-OgTA-OICt 74-097A-09_,
T&-QO3A-OIC, and 76-OQ3A-OVB, which consist of a sfmctifled
tormat tape containing the _erged solar wind plasma and
magnetic field data from Helios A and B. The original data
from which these merged tapes were made were provided by Palmer
Schwenn and H. Rosenbauer (plasma) and F. Neubauer (magnetic
field). ALso included In thts data set are derived oarameterst
such as energy flux and betel obtained from algorithms prepared
by d. W. Freeman at NSSDC. The pilels making up each plot are
color coded to indicate the magnitude of each solar wind or IMF
parameter, with only one parameter shown on each plot. The
pi=els are Located on a grtd of Carrington rotation number
versus Carrtngton Longitude of the subspacecraft point. Thus
time progresses from right to Left on a Liner and from the too
to the bottom of the picture. In thts manner, approximately £
years of data may be displayed on one plot. The resulting
3lots are easy to read, and rapid identification of features
such as high speed streams, shocks, and sector _oundaries Is
possiote. Parameters displayed are solar wlnd bulk flow speed,
radial component of proton temperature_ proton number denstty$
Proton energy density ;incluglng flow and thermal energy),
solar wlnd energy fLuxo rectangular components of the IMF in
solar ecliptic coordinates, magnitude of the IMFI energy
oenslty of the IMF, beta ;ratio of proton thermal energy
density to IMF magnetic energy density), and the Math nd_ber
(ratio of the solar wind bulk fLoH speed to the Alfven
velocity). The data are available as color prints or as 35-mm
color slides. This data set is identically Listed under
identification numPers 7_-OgTA-OID, 7_-OgTA-09C, TG-OO3A-010,
and 76-003A-09C.
...............................................................
HELIOS-B, NEUBAUER
SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - _-SECOND AVERAGED SPECTRAL DENSITY 8
CHANNEL 6.8-1RTO HZ DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 76-O03A-D3A, B-S AVG SPT DEN 8 CHAN G.8-_iTOHZ
Time period covered - 01/15/76 TO 11/21/76
(As verified oy _SSDC)
Quanttty of data - 9 REELS OF TAPE
This data set in written by a POP on g-track tapes, in
binary code and at lGO0 bpl. Each tape has a single file. The
records are of different Lengths. The first record is a
header. It ts followed by pairs of recordS: the first provides
the day number and its fraction; the second orovtdes several
R-s averaged values of the amplitude and peak values
encountered during the 8-s interval, of the magnetic field
components in R fregu_nc y bands. These bands are centered at
&.8, 14.7, 31.&, &8, 1_7, 316, 681, and 14TO Hzt and have
widths _/- 50X of the frequencies. The Z-component amplitude
is taken in the direction of the spin axtst and the X-cOmponent
from one of the equatorial plane antennas. Among other entries
ere the ecliptic Longttudet tet¶tude, and hettographtc Latitude
of the spacecraft_ and the Hellos-sun-earth angle. Quality
flags are also provided.
...............................................................
HELIOS-Bj ROSENBAUER
PLASMA DETECTORS
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC IO TG-OO3A-OVA_ HOURLY AVG. PLASM_ DATA
Time period covered - 01/1T/TO TO 03/08/80
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of date - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These 9-track taPeS of solar wind plasma data were
written by IBM'3GOI in binary code and at 1600 bplt tn a stngle
file par taper blocked into 8000 bytes; each black contains 100
Logical recorder and ee¢h record has 20 words. These words
include ttmam earth-sun-Halloa angle0 sun-Hellos distance (AUil
CerrtnQton Longitude of HeLtost solar-ecliptic Latitude.
Carrtngton rotation number, proton bulk speed, temoeraturel
number density, flow angles of ecilptlc elevation and azlmuthl
standard deviations of the plasma parametersp and the number of
data points In the hourly averages,
...............................................................
Data set name - MERGE] HOURLY AVERAGED FIELD A_3 PLASMA
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO T6-OO3A-OVB_ MERGED HOURLY AVGD FIELD • PLASMA
Time period covered - 01115/76 TO 03104180
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I PEEL OP TAPE
These merged hourly averaged magnetic field and plasma
data are on 9-track. 1GOO-bpi, binary magnetic tape created on
an IBM 3GO computer. The first file consists of ASCII card
images describing the data files. Each 30-word data record
contains spacecraft identification; data code (1 = plasma data
only_ 2 : magnetometer data only, and 3 = both); year, dayt and
hour of the data interval; cumulative day and fractional day
since January 1. 1972; spacecraft heliocentric distance (AU);
Carrington rotation number anP longitude of the subspacecrait
point; earth-sun-spacecraft separation angle; components of the
Interplanetary magnetic field; magnitude of the interplanetary
magnetic field vector; standard deviation; solar wlnd bulk flow
speed; radial component of the proton temperature; solar wlnd
number density; standard deviation of bulk flow speed, proton
temperature, and proton number density; proton flow elevation
angle and azimuth angle; elevation and azimuth angles of the
magnetic field vector in the solar ecliptic coordinate system;
and the cumulative wOrd count.
...............................................................
Data set name - I-HOUr AVERAGE PLOTS, PLASMA AND MAGNETIC
DATA MERGED
NSSOC ID 76-O03A-OVE, 1-H AVE PLOTt PLASMA + HAG MERGE3
Time period covered - 01115176 TO 03/04/80
[As verified by NSSDC)
Guanttty of data - I_ COLOR SLIDES
This data set consists of color plots of 1-h averages of
solar wind and IMF (interplanetary magnet¶c field] parameters.
The plots were made from data sets 74-097A-01C_ 7q-OgTA-OgB_
76-003A-01C, and 76-OO3A-O9B_ which consist of a simplified
format tape containing the mer_e_ solar wind plasma and
magnetic field date from Helios A and B. The original data
from _hich these merged tapes were made were provided by Ratner
Schwenn and He Rosenbauer (plasma) and F. Neubeuer (magnetic
fielD). ALso included in this data set are derived parameters_
such as energy flux and beta, obtained from algorithms prepared
Oy d. W. Freeman at _SSDC. The ptxets making up each plot are
color coded to indicate the magnitude of each solar wind or IMF
parameter, with only one parameter shown on each plot* The
pixels are Located on a grid of Carrlngton rotation number
versus Carrtngton Longitude of the subspacecraft point. Thus
ttme progresses from right to Left on a tine_ and from the top
to the bottom of the picture. In this menner_ approximately 6
years of data may be displayed on one plot. The resulting
plots are easy to read, and rap_d identtftcation of features
such as high speed streams_ sho£ks, and sector boundaries is
possible, Parameters displayed are solar wind bulk flow speed_
radial component of proton temperature, proton number density,
proton energy density (Intlud¶n_ flow and thermal energy)_
solar wind energy flux_ rectan g_Jlar components of the IMF in
solar ecliptic coordinates, magnitude of the IMF_ energy
density of the IMF_ beta Iratlo of proton thermal energy
density to IMF magnetic energy density), and the Math number
(ratio Of the solar wind bulk flow speed to the Atfven
velocity). The _ ta are available as color prints or as 35-mm
color slides. This data set _s fdentlcally Listed under
identification numbers 7_-OSTA-OID. T_-OVTA-09C. 76-OO3A-OID_
end TG-OO3A-09C,
.................................. .............................
HELIOS-B_ TRAINOR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - SECTORED X-RAY PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NS_C ID 76-OO3A-OBA_ SECTORED X-RAY PLOTS_ MFILM
Ttme period covered - 01119/76 TO 12123179
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF MICROFILM
ThHs data set consists of sectored X-ray plot S on
etcroftlm submitted by the experimenter. The sectored X-ray
plot contains counts per second on en every-readout balls,
Each ire _ covers a 5-h tlmespan and each point is an average
of one sat of eight sectors. Om the bottom of the plot tl a
ranking tablet wtth the three most intense directions indicated
such that the most intense sector is placed on top. The time
on the plot consists of the spacecraft event time associated
with the readout of the flrst sector. The second time is a
correction for one-way Light time to the sun and represents the
event time at the sun. The spacecraft position in ecltpttc
coordinates is given at the top of each frame. The name of the
spacecraft is also given at the top of the frame.
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED FLUXES OF PROTONS DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID TG-OO3A-O8Bt HOURLY AVERAGED FLUXES OF PROTONS
Time period covered - 01/18/76 TO 03107/80
{AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These hourly averaged proton flux data are on g-track,
1600-bpi, binary magnetic LaDe created on an IBM 360 computer.
The variable length data records each contain about 5 days
worth of data. Each contains a count of the number of hourly
intervals in the record; number of physical Quantities in the
record I3); six 132-character lines identifying the physical
Quantities (fluxes) contained in the recordi time in yeart
months day of months h_ mtn and s, values of proton fluxes in
energy bins from 3,3 to 21.6 MeV, 21.6 to 57.0 MeV_ and above
57°0 MeV; and statistical errors associated with the fluxes.
NSSDC ID 62-041A-dOOr MULTI COORD SYS EPHEM
Time period covered - 08/2?/62 TO 01/04/G3
(As verified by N_SDC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF IAPE
Complete trajectory Infor_atlon was generated and
supplied by dPL. The data are contained in twO files on one
7-track magnetic tape in binary at _O0-bPt. The 7094 system was
used. File 1 has the trajectory information from the time of
mldcourse maneuver, SePtember 51 ig62, to the approximate end
of the spacecraft playback, January A, 1963. The data are
available from September 5, 19621 to December 14, Ig621 with
one ephemeris point given every 12 h and then at l-h or 2-mln
(inner _ h) intervals to December 16, 1962_ and then _ 12-h
intervals to January 4p 1963. File 2 has the trajectory
information at 1-mtn (for 20 mtn)_ lO-mtn (for next 2.3 h) and
l-h tnter_als from August 27, 1962_ to August 2g, 1962, and
then in 3-h increments to September S, 1962. The ephemeris
irformat¶on on the tape includes the following: (I) date, (2)
time, (3) distance from earth to probei (4) distance from the
earth to the sunl (5) distance from the earth to the mooqi (6)
distance from the sun to the propel IT} geocentric right
ascension ano declination of orobe_ sunl moont (8) geocentric
latitude, Iongltude_ and altltJde above the earth_ (9)
earth-sun-probe angle, (10) earth-probe-sun angle, (11)
sun-probe-near li_p of earth angle (sun-probe-earth angle minus
the angular seml-dlameter of earth where the angular
seml-dia_eter would be the orooecentered angle 3etween earth
llmP and center of earth)t (12) moon-earth-probe angle_ (13)
moon-probe-sun angle0 (1_) earth-probe-moon angle, (15)
Canopus-orobe-earth angle_ (1G)Canopus-probe-sun angle, (IT)
angle made by the sun to probe vector and the ecliptic plane of
pater (18) X,Y_Z components of spacecraft in the sun-earth line
coordinate system (sun-centered systeml R-axls is along the sun
to earth vector_ Z-axis is toward the ecliptic north pole)_
(19) longitude of spacecraft in the sunmearth line coordinate
system_ (20) X, Yt Z components of spacecraft in geocentric_
selenocentrlc, hellocentrlc_ Venus-centered, Mars-centered,
Saturn-centered_ and Juplter-centered inertial coordinates (x
points to Vernal [quinox_ Z points along the north pole vector
with the reference plane being the earth's true equator of
oate), (21) magnitude of the velocity vector and X_Y,Z
components of the velocity vector in geocentric inertial
coordlnatest (22) geocentric inertial oath angle (angle made by
probe velocity vector and plane normal to earth to probe
vector), (23) geocentric inertial azimuth angle (angle between
the plane defined by the vector along the earth's spln axis and
the earth to prpoe vector and the plane cefined by the earth to
proPe vector and the geocentric inertial velocity vector)t (24)
heliocentric inertial velocity, (25) heliocentric inertial path
angle (angle made by the heliocentric velocity vector and the
plane normal tO the sun to probe vector)1 (2G) celestial
longitude of probe (angular distance measured counterclockwise
along the ecliptic plane of date from the Vernal E_ulnox to the
projection of the sun-probe vector on a plane as viewed from
the ecliptic north pole)i (27) celestial longitude of earthl
(28) celestial latitude of earths (29) _nd various clock angles
anO hinge and swivel angles _hich are described in the
documentation. Some tracking station information is also
included on the tape. These _ata include the data from Oata set
G2-OilA-OBA.
...............................................................
MARINER 2_ ANDERSON
COSMIC-RAY IONIZATION
...............................................................
Data set name - QUARTER DAY AND DAILY AVERAGED
OMNIDIRECTIONAL FLUXES ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 62-OAIA-O_A_ QUARTER AND DAY AV6 ION DATA LIST
Ttme period covered - 08/28/62 TO 12/30/62
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quant¶ty of data - % REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set_ which was supplied by the expertmenter_
consists of a computer Listing on mtoroftL_ of 6-h and 2A-h
averaged omnidirectional fluxes from the ion chamber_
stainless-steal-shielded GM tube_ and berylltum-shteldedGM
tube in a time-ordered format. The stainless steel GM tube
fluxes are separately calculated based on the 0.828-$
accumulations and on the 9.6-s accumulations. This was also
done for the berylllum-shlelded GM tube fluxes. Hence_ there
are five fluxes calculated for a given 6-h time period -- four
for the GM tubes and one for the ion chamber. The format also
includes tlme and various statistical _ara_eters. A detailed
format description precedes the computer Listing of these data.
...............................................................
MARINER 2_ COLEMAN_ JR.
FLUWGATE MAGNETOMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 62-041A-ODA_ FIELD COMPONENTS ON MAG TAPE
Time period covered - 0B/29/62 TO 11/15162
iAS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of one T-track_ 55G-bolt btnary
taper written on an IBM 709S, as submitted by the experimenter*
The tape consists of 7709 physlcat records_ each containing 21
Loglcal records. There IS one data point (logtcal record) on
the tape for each 35.g6 s* Each data point contains the time
of the observation |day_ h_ mln_ and S), the heliocentric
radius, solar colatitude_ and solar Longitude of the
spacecraft_ three orthogonaL components in a Quasl-solar
eouatorlal coordinate system, plus the magnitude of the total
field and an indication of whether an Infllght calibration is
occurring. The data are time ordered anO cover approximately
70% of the period from August 29_ 1962, to November 15, 1962.
...............................................................
Data set name - PLOTS OF MASNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 62-OhIA-03_ PLOTS OF fIELD COMPONENTS_2HR
Time oerlod covered - 08/29/62 TO 10/31/62
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
Thls data set consists of two reels of 35-mm microfilm
that were generated at NSSDC from hardcopy plots submitted by
the experimenter. Each frame contains 2 h of data wlth data
colnts presented every 36,96 s. The plots on each frame+ from
top to bottom_ give approximate projections of the measured
magnetic field on the solar equatorial plane and on a
perpendicular plane containing the sun dlrectlon. A third
graph gives the measured magnetic field magnitude and Mariner 2
plasma velocity data supplied Oy Dr. M, Neugebauer. These
data, which are time ordered, cover approximately 70X of the
period from August 29* IgG2_ tO October _i, 1962.
...............................................................
MARINER 2_ NEUGEBAUER
INFRARED RADIOMETER
...............................................................
Data set _ me - PUBLISHED INPRARED RAOIATION TEMPERATURES
NSSDC ID 62-O_IA-O2A_ IR RADIATION TEMPERATURES
Time period covered - 12/14/62 TO 12/IQ/62
(AS verlfleo by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - T CARDS OF _/W MICR3FIS_E
These data consist of radiation temperatures of the R._-
and 10.4-mlcron bands, which are available for three scans that
were accomplished during planetary flyby on December IAt 1962,
Each approximately merldlanal scan consists of about five to
eight frames, with the flrst sca_ crossing the dark side near
17
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50 Oeg longitudes the second near the termtnator_ and the thlrd
in the sunlit side near 60 deg ton?=ruDe. The accuracy of the
temperatures obtalned varies from 2 deg for source temperatures
near 500 deg x to %0 deg for source temperatures near 200 beg
K. The spatial resolution is 1/250 for the total planetary
area. The data can be found in J. Geophye. Res=_ v° 68_ go.
G15T-&1691 19E_. A complete description of the
tnstrumentatton_ oDeratton_ and calibration of the radiometer
is also presented.
MARINER 2. NEUGEBAUER
SOLAR PLASMA ANALYZER
Data set name - REDUCED ELECTROMETER NUMBERS AND TIME
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC I] 62-OAIA-OGAt ELECTROMETER _UH_ERSt-T* VtCALIB
Time period covered - 08/29/62 TO 12/30/62
(AS verified by N$SDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
Thts data set conslsts _f electrometer oJtput numbers
(these are related to the measured current by a simple
equation) and time for each energy-per-charge step. The data
are contained on one 7-track, 800-bp1, binary magnetic taoe In
a 7094 DCS format. A FORTRAN IV program that rea_s and Drtnt_
out the tape is available. The data set has a 90% coverage of
the tire period Indicated.
...............................................................
Data set name - UNAVERAGED ANALYZED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ]D 62-041A-OGH, PLASMA PARAMETERS TtVtOEN
Tlme period covered - 08129/62 TO 12129/62
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These analyzed data consist of time, uDDer and lower
Limits of temperature, upper and lower limits of velocttyl
density of protons, ratio of alpha particle density to proton
densttyt and a parameter that rates the validity of the _odel
used In the analysis. The plasma parameters were derived by
the experimenter from the reduced data on the basts of a
convected tsotrootc MaxweLl-Boltztann velocity distribution.
This assumption was applied to the proton portion of each
spectrum and extended to the alpha particle portion by essu_tng
either that proton and alpha particle temperatures or bulk
speeds were equal. The data are on one 7-track, 5_G-bOtt
binary magnetic tape. The 709A system was used in preparing the
tape. Data coverage over the time pertod tndtcated was 90_.
...............................................................
Data set name - ONE-HR AVERAGED PLASMA 9ULK VELOCITY
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 62-041A-OGCt HOUR AVERAGES OF VELOCITY
Time period covered - 08129/62 TO 12t30162
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These analyzed data consist of l-h averages of plasma
bulk speed computed by the experimenter from unaveraged
oar=meters (data set G2-O41A-O6B). Where upper arid tower
ltmtts of the velocity were gtven_ the upper limit Was used tn
the calculation. The data are contained In one file on one
T-tracks 556-bDt, BCD magnetic tape. Eaoh physical record of
84 characters (a control word and an 80-character card image)
contains the times bulk speedl the number of values used to
generate the average, and bay of year. Data coverage is 90_
over the ttme bert_ t t_tcateO.
...............................................................
Data set name - THREE-HR AVERAGED PLASHA PARAMETER DATA
NSSDC 10 62-OAIA-OGD, 3-HR AUG OF PLASMA PARAMETERS
Time period cPvered - 08129162 TO 12129162
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These analyzed data consist of ]-h averages of upper and
lower ltmttt of vetoctty_ uDDer and Lower limits of
temperatures density, ratio of alpha particle density to proton
de_ ttyt and a high-energy tail parameter. Also included ts
the number of spectra used tn computing each of the averages
and time. The_e data were computed by the experimenter from
unaveraged parameters. The data are contained on one file _ a
7-track, 556-bpt, BOP =agnett¢ tape with 84 characters (control
word and 80 character card image) per phystcat record. There
is a 90 _ data coverage over the time period indicated. A
mlcrofttmed Ctstlng of this tape ts alSO available
(G2-O41A-OGE)o
.................................. p ............................
Data set name - THREE-HOUR AVERAGES OF SOLAR WIND PLASMA
PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 62-041A-OGEp 3HR AVGS OF PLASMA PARAM ON M/FLM
Ttme period covered - 0B/29/62 TO 12129162
(As verified by NSSDC)
quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICRO FILM
These data are 16-mm microfilmed Listings (about 10 feet
of film) ftt_ed at NSSDC of the 3-h averaged plasma parameters
on magnetic tape (data set 62°041A-OGD). Contained on the film
are day _umber and time of day_ solar wtnd speed, the number of
spectra useO to generate the average, the uDDer and lower
ttmtts of the temperature esttmatel the density estimate0 the
ratio of aLDha to proton dens_typ and a parameter that
describes the high-energy tail.
NSSDC ID Ga-OTTA-OgAI CELESTIAL MECHANICS_MAQ TAPES
Tt_e period covered - II/_/G4 TO 12/08/67
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set conatats of magnetic tapes of com_resse_
edited Mariner R tracking data recorded at 556 bpt_ binary
model on an IBM 7094 computer. One tape contains data from
Launch to December 5, 196_ (first atdcourse maneuver). The
data on the stcond tape cover the iertod from December 5_ 196_*
to December 8, 1967 (end of Mariner R mission). The
information contained on the tape ts ranges range rates
etevation_ aztmuth_ declination, hour angLe_ one-_ two-_ and
three-way Doppler shlft_ tlme resotver, range units, and
planetary range units, lhe sampling rate was once every 10 mtn
except when the spacecraft was wtthtn 2_ h of MarKs approaching
and Leaving. The sampling rate was once every minute under
these conditions,
........................................ _ ......................
Data set name - CELESTIAL MECHANICS LISTING (2-WAY
DOPPLER SHIFT VS. lIMES ON 16-MM MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 64-O?7A-OgB_ CELESTIAL MECHANICS LISTING
Ttme period covered - 12105164 TO 12108/67
/As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set ts an experimenter-supplied Listing of the
two-way Doppler shift on iG-mm _tcroflLm. Glven on the Listing
are station _umber, tt_e (UT)I day_ number_ yeart transmitter
frequency_ and Doppler ahtftt all ordered by station and then
by ohronology. Measurements are given tn lO-mtn intervals, and
the data presented are primarily scattered through the years
1965 and 1967.
.................................. _ ............................
MARINER as LEIGHTON
MARS TV C_ ERA
Data set name - ENHANCED VERSIONS OF TELEVISION PICTURES
NSSOC 10 64-077A-OIA, PHOTOS CALIBRATED • CORRECTED _X5
Time pertod covered - 0T/1_165 TO 0711_165
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 112 BtW NEGATI¥E FRAMES
Thts date set concerns several tFpes of enhancementl of
the 21 pictures plus 21 lines of picture 22 returned by the
television experiment. The photographs are on ¢- by 5-|n.
negative film sheets. The following types of enhancements are
available: type A -- Aeronautical Chart and Information Center
(ACIC) air brush renditions lan l_terpretlve rendition of what
the surface of Mars may took ltke)t type B -- e calibrated and
18
geometrically corrected version enhanced In contrastt type C --
the same as Bt but also sharpenedl type O -- a negattve version
of the caltbratedt enhanced picture in the orlgtnal picture
format, type E -- •¢eltbreted* contrest-enhencsd version tn
the original picture format, type F -- lame is E vereton* but
sled =herpenedt type G -- =fluctuation plot" tn which smooth
areas ere rendered as dark and locally rough areas are rendered
as ttght. Calibration removes the sensor properties from the
image, t.e.t vtdtcon plate shadtng. Sharpening helps to
delineate the crater edges. Variance plots are basically for
photometry purposes. The pictures are numbered 1Bt 1C, etc°p
denoting picture order number and enhancement type as
designated above. Each of the first 16 pictures taken by the
vtdtcon has been enhanced by the methods descrtPed. The ACIE
airbrush renditions combine two overlapping pictures on one q-
by 5-in° film sheet. There are therefore eight of these
numbered 1, 2At 3, 4A, etc. Picture no. I was enhanced to
discern haze. Stnce the picture element Lptxel} range was
small in pictures 17 to 22t the ptxeLs have been linearly
stretched to present some contrast in the image. The tow
contrast discernibility in the negattve_* howe_ert results in
pictures of negligible value. In a separate enhancement of
picture no. ] (designated as 1H)t ptxels were stretched and
lightened only in the _ ze portions in order to indicate
contrast In this ohenom_on. Reoroductfons and further
discussion and interpretation of these television pictures are
presented in Mariner Mars 1964 Pro_ect Report, Television
Experlment, Part I, investigators t Report, of JPl Technical
Report 32-RB49 eMarlner IV Pictures of M_rs_'* by Robert B.
Letghton_ et el., 1967.
...............................................................
Data set name - PICTURE ELEMENT MATRICES
NSSDC IO 64-077A-OIBt PHOTOS OF MARS,JPL REPORT 32-884
Time oerlod covered - 07114165 TO 07114165
(Oate supplied by exoeriment mr)
Quantity of data - 5 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of microfiche pages of the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Report, TR32-884D Part I. The
report concerns the IV experiment and the resulting photography
of Mars from Mariner 4* along with the Investlgstors I reports.
Reduced data are presented in numerical and pictorial fbrm_ and
procedures for correcting the original digital data are
described. Calibrated and contrast-enhanced pictures show much
more detail than the uncorrected pictures: 300 distinct
craters, and possibly 3gO more which are tess dtstinctt can be
discerned In contrast to only i00 d_tected on the preliminary
shotos. Background information on the photos iS given in
appendices. Various renditions bf 19 usable photographs are
presented= These photos range from the Martian Limb to the
terminator. Of these photos, IG have oeen callbratedl enhanced
in ¢ontrastl sharpened in resolution, and geometrically
corrected° These IG photos are presented in the stated
verslons_ ' plUS an airbrush drawing as interpreted by
Aeronautical Chart and Information Center (ACI3) personnel.
Frames 17-22 are presented in one version only. Each picture
appears in the following forms (a) the ACIC alrbrushl (b) a
calibrated and geometrically corrected version enhanced in
contrastt (c) as (b) bdt sharse_ed_ (d) • negative version of
the calibrated, enhanced picture in the brlglnal format, (e) a
cali_ratedg contrast-enhanced version of the original format_
(f) as (e) but sharpened* ands (g) the plctures are presented
in patrsl with a .fluctuation" plot in which smooth areas are
rendered as dark and totally rough areas are rendered as Light.
The ACID renditions Incorporate two overlapping pictures of a
balr In a slngle vle_ bit the _hotograph5 _re presented
separately, lechnlcal information is also provided and
includes (I) filter used, (2) _hoto center location, (3)
dimensions of the photo field In km_ (4) Local solar time and
zenith angle, (5) brightness range and, (6) com_eqtso Captions
describe each version. This data set iS found tn TRF E-02970.
Photo quality is very good and may be used in some scientific
studieS*
...............................................................
Data set name - TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHS OF MARS ON
MICROFILM
N$SOC ID 6A-QTTA-OIG, TELEVISION PICTURES ON MICROFILM
Time period covered - 07/14/&_ TO OT/I_/G5
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - l REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of the complete photography of the
Martian s_rface" from the Mariner _ _Isslon received from JPL
reproduced onto 35-mm microfilm. This data set may be used as
a catalog for the 4arlner 4 photography. Of the 22 raw frames
ottalned$ only 10 contain usable data. These frames are of the
orlglnalw rawt uncorrected photos only.
...............................................................
MARINER 4, SIHPSON
COSWIC-RAY TELESCOPE
...................... . ........... p ..... . ......................
Date set name - COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE RAW COUNT
ACCUMULATIONS ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC IO 64-07TA-O4At RAN COUNT RATE(CONTAIN OVRFLOW)
Time oertod covered m 11128164 TO 10101165
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This data sell supplied by the expertmentert consists of
edltedl uncorrectedt real-tlme ¢ounttrw3 rate data tn a
time-ordered format. The data ere on one 7-track BED megnettc
tape written st BOO bpt w|th 36 characters per Logical recordt
50 logical records per physical record, and one file per tape.
Each Logical record contains (1) time, (2) date_ (3) satellite
telemetry btt rate_ (4) calibration tnformatton_ and (5)
accumulator outputs from several coincidence modes of the
cosmic-ray telescope -- Ol not D2 (electrons >200 key and
protons and heavier nuclei 1.2 to 15 MeV/nueleon)* D102 not D3
(protons and helium nuclei 15 to 70 MeV/nucteon)t and 01D2D3
(protons from 70 to 170 Meg and helium nuclei )70 MeV/nucleon).
The data cover spout 90% of the pbrtod when the spacecraft was
active.
...............................................................
Data set name - COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE PULSE HEIGHT
ANALYZER OATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID G4-O77A-O4B* PHA DATA(MEET JPL HI QUAL°LVL)
Time period covered - 11128/6A TO 10101165
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This data set, supplied by the experimenter, consists of
edtted_ real-time, pulse-height data in a time-ordered format.
The data are on one 7-track BCD magnetic tape wrftten at 800
bpl wlth 48 characters per logical record_ 50 logical records
per physical record_ and one file per tape. Each Logical
record contains (1) time, (2) date_ (3) satellite telemetry bit
rate_ (4) calibration tnformation$ and (5) pulse-height
analysis information for Oetector element 01 of the cosmic-ray
telescope, By noting whether the D] element of the telescope
was triggered at one of two discrimination levels_ pulse-helght
a_lysts of protons and alpha particles separately from 15 to
70 MaY/nucleon* protbns from 70 to 170 MeV_ and alpha particles
with energies e>70 MeVlnucleon was possible. The first
coincidence event between D1 and D2 occurring between
Successive resdouts was pulse height analyzed,
...............................................................
Data set name - ONE-HOUR AND 4-HR AVERAGE LOW-ENERGY
COUNTING RATES ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 64-077A-04C* D(1)RATE(I.A HR.AVE)*DIS*SUH.
Tlme period covered - 11/28/64 TO 10101/65
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
Thts data set, supplied by the experimenter, consists of
reduced 1-h and 4-h average Ol not D2 cofnctdence rates in a
tlme-ordered format on one T-track BED magnetic tape written at
800 bpt. The tape format consists of 132-character physical
records_ where every fifth record corresponds to the 4-h
average data. The 1-h average counting rate records contain
the tlme (UT) of the beginning of the 1-h interval of
accumulatlon_ the date, the corrected counting rate average,
and various data dUality indicators. The W-h records contain
the corresponding information for the 4-h averages. The 01 not
D2 cosmic-ray telescope coincidence corresponded tb electrons
wlth energies >200 keY and protons and heavier nuclei with
energies 1.2 to 15 MeV/nucleon.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - POUR-HR AND 24-_R AVERAGE COINCIDENCE
COUNTING RATES ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 6_-077A-Q_D_ 3(1)O(2)RATE(4.24 _R.AVE)_D.S.
Time period covered - 11/28/64 tO 10/01/65
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity bf data - I REEL OF TAPE
this data set, supplied by the e_perlmenter, consists of
reduced A-h and 24-h average DID2D3 and 3102 not 03 cosmic-ray
telescope coincidence counting rates in a time-ordered format.
The data are on one 7-track BCO magnetic tape written at 800
bpl, The data for each accumulation period (4 h or 2_ h) are
fbrmatted in grouos of seven successive ohystcal records. ALl
data for a given day of the mission are contained in as many
groups of seven physical records as required for the q-h
averages and in one additional group of seven physical records
for the 24-h accumulation and corrected counting rates. The
_-h averages were accumulate_ every _ h starting at 0000 UT for
a given eay and were compiled provided that at least one
satellite telemetry frame (72 ; long) of counttng rate data
existed tn that time interval, Each grouo of seven physical
records contains the cay_ ttme (UT of beginning of accumulation
period); corrected accumulated counts and counting ratesD and
various data auality tqdtcators. The OlD2 not D] coincidence
corresponds to protons and aloha particles from 15 to 70
MeV/nucleont and the DID2D3 coincidence corresponds to protons
from 70 to 170 MeV and alpha particles of energtes greater than
70 MeV/nucleon.
...............................................................
MARINER R* SMITH
HELIUM MAGNETOMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD - 3 HOUR
AVERAGES
NSSDC ID 6R-OTTA-O2A, INTRPLNTRT. HAG. FIELD-3 w AVGS.
Time perlod covered - 11/28/6R TO 10101165
(As verlflea by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This analyzed data set consists of one T-track. 55G-Po¶.
BED magnetic tape as supplieo by the experimenter. It contains
(1) 3-h averaged values of the spherical components of the
vector _agnetlc field tn an inertial heliocentric equatorial
coordinate systemt (2) the field magnitude. (3) the rms
deviation Of each of the averaged valuest and (R) the number of
data points used in the average, These data provide
essentially complete coverage for heliocentric radial distances
from 1 to 1,5_ RU and for tlme periods which span 11 solar
rotations,
...............................................................
Data set name - INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD - 50.4
SECOND AVERAGES
NSSOC ID 64-O77A-O2B. INTRPLNTRY.MAG.FIELD-50.R S AVGS.
Time period covered - 11/28164 TO 10/01165
(AS verlfled by NSSDC]
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of three reels of IBM 709%
experimenter- generatedt 556-DDf_ btnaryt 7-track tape. The
data consist of 50.4-s averages of the magnitude of the
magnetic field and Its three s_herlcal components, tn an
tnertt&l heliocentric equatorial coordinate system, expressed
as functions of time. These tapes include all available data
for the time period from November 28. 196A. to October 1_ 1965,
There are two significant data gapst one from July 15 to August
3t and the other from August 31 to September 2. Each record
contains 253 words (sty bytes/word) and tncludes 21 data
points.
...............................................................
Data set name - INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD - 2.8
MINUTE AVERAGES
NSSDC IQ 64-0TTA-02C_ INTRPLNTRY.MAG.FIELB-2.@ MIN AVGS
Time period covered - 11/29/6_ TO 10101165
(As verified by NSSDCI
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
Thts experimenter-generated microfilm contains Cartesian
components of magnetic field and field mlgnttude plotted as a
function of time. Averages of 2.8 mtn are plotted to a scale
of 24 h per 35-mm frame. The data are presented in solar
ecttptt¢ coordinates. Time coverage IS nearly continuous for
the interval included.
...............................................................
Data set name - INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD - 4.2
SECOND AVERAGES
NSSDC ID 64-OTTA-O2D. INTRPLNTRY.MAG.FIELD-4.2 S AVGS.
Time perlod covered - 11129164 TO 01103165
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This experimenter-generated mlcrofl lm contains Cartesian
components of magnetic fteLd and field magnitude olotted as a
function of time. Averages over 4.2 s are pLotteo to a scale
of 1 h per 35-im frame. The data are presented in solar
ecliptic coordinates. Time coverage IS nearly continuous for
the interval Included.
...............................................................
Data set name - INTERPLANETART MAGNETIC FIELD - 16.8
SECOND AVERAGES
NSSDC ID 64-077A-O2Et INTRPLNTRY.MAG.FIELD-I&.B S AVGS.
Time period covered - 01103165 TO 10101165
tAS verified by NSSDC)
Ouanttty of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
Thts experlmenter-generated microfilm contains Sartestan
components of magnetic field and field magnitude plotted as a
function of ttme. Averages of 16.8 s are plotted to a scale of
3 h per 35-mm frame. The data are presented in solar ectipttc
coordinates, Time coverage IS nearly continuous for the
interval included.
NSSDC ID 67-060A-OTA_ CELESTIAL MECHANICS MAG_TAPES
Time period covered - 0G/14167 TO 11120167
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set, provided by the experimenter9 consists of
T-track_ 55E-bpi. binary magnetic tapes that were produced on
an IBM 7094 computer system and used to record the Doppler
radio tracking data from Mariner 5, One tape covers
pre-midtourse datat and the second tape covers data from
mt_¢ourse to the end of the mission. The fnformatton contained
on these tapes includes ranger range rate, elevatlon_ azimuth,
declination, right ascension, one-t twoml and three-way 3oppler
in cycles per secondt time resolver, range units, and planetary
range units. The frequency Of the data points appearing on the
tape varies from one point every 10 s to one point every 10
m§n.
...............................................................
MARINER 5t RRIDGE
INTERPLANETARY ]DN PLASMA PROBE FOR
E/Q OF 40 TO 9R00 VOLTS
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED PROTON PLASMA _ARAMETERS
ON 16-MM MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 67-060R-QDA, ONE HOUR AVG° PLASMA PARAM. -FILM
Time period covered - 06/1_/67 TO 11/21/67
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data m 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
These data consist of one rebl of 16-mm microfilm made by
NSSDC from experimenter-generated computer listings of Z-h
averaged interplanetary oLasma parameters from Mariner 5. The
printout contains the bulk velocity vector tn both solar
ecliptic and solar equatorial coordinates and corresponding
standard deviations.
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED PROTON PLASMA PARAMETERS
ON 7-TRACK BCD MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO G7-OGOA-O3bt ONE HOUR AVG PLASMA PARAM.ON TAPE
Time oerlod covered - 06/14/67 TO 11/21/67
[AS verified by NSSDC)
Quanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These datat supplied by the _xperlmentert are on a single
T-trackt 556-bptt BED magnetic tape with 402 characters per
physical record. The tape contains one filet which includes
the hourly averaged vector bulk proton velocity in solar
ecllpttc and solar eq=atortat coordtnatest the number densltyt
the most probable thermal speedt a_d the flux (bulk speed tlaes
number density) merged with the hourly vector magnetic field
data from the trlaxlal low-field magnetometer experiment
(67-060A-O5B), The corresponding standard deviations are also
included,
...............................................................
Data let name - LISTIVGS OF COUNTS/FRAME-FINE TIME
RESOLUTION ON MICROFILM
2O
NSSDC ID 67-060A-O3Ct LISTINGS OF COUNTS/FRAME-FINE RES
Time period covered - 06114167 TO 11121167
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This microfilmed data set consists of tape printout
tables of counts per frame in fine resolution of Faraday cup
measurements. They were written on a FORTRAN IV CA BED program
which tS given on the first four pages and which gives the
parameters listed. Each set of frame counts and data array is
given for the day of yeart hour, minute and second of tlmet and
frame count number. Sixteen columns of data are given.
...............................................................
Data set name - HIGH TIME RESOLUTION PLASMA PARAMETERS
MERGED WITH MAGNETIC FIELO VECTORS ON TAPE
NSSQC IO 67-06QA-O30t PLASMA PARAM WITH B-FINE TIME TAP
Time period covered - 0611_/6T TO 11/21/67
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplleO data consist of fine time
resolution plasma parameters and magnetic field written at 556
bpt on 7-track, binary magnetic tape on an IBM 360 computer.
The blocks are fixed Length wlth 10 Logical records of 30_
bytes per physical record. The data consist of time oarameters
(year, day, hour, mlnJte, second), proton and alpha particle
parameters, quality flags, magnetic field parameters, plasma
flow velocities (km/s)9 flow angles, and position and
aberration. The data from data sets -03D and -OBE are merged
on the same tape .
...............................................................
MARINER 5_ ESHLEMAN
TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY VALUES O _ REDUCE3 TOTAL ELESTRON
CONTENT DATA ON PUNCHED CARDS
NSSDC ID 67-060A-O2A, TOTAL ELECT CONTENT,HRLY VAL (CQ)
Time period covered - 06/14/67 TO 11/21/67
(As verified by NSSCC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of digitized hourly values of
total electron content thradgh the ionosphere and the solar
wind. These are reduced data calculated from measurements of
the differential delay of the group velocity. The hourly data
are representative values manually selected from analog
records. Each set of hourly values is for the oortlon of the
day (about 12 h per day} when the spacecraft was in view from
the Stanford transmitter. This data set is on one 55E-Dpi,
T-track, BED magnetic tape generated at NSSOC from punched
cards Sdpolied by the ex_erlmenter. The tape also contains
identical data for other time periods from Pioneers 6
(65-105A-OQA)t 7 (GG°O75A'O_A)t _ (GT-123A-O3A)_ and 9
(68-100A-OJA).
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCE3 TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 67-060A-O2B, TOTAL ELECT CDNTE_JT, HRLY twO)
Time period covered - 06114167 TO II/21167
(As verified by N$SDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of digitized and plotted hourly
values of total electron content thrnuQh the ionosphere and the
solar wind. These are reduced data calculated from
measurements of the differential delay of the group velocity,
The hourly data are representative values manually selecteP
from analog records. Each set of hourly values is for the
Doer,on of the day (abo_t 12 h _er day) when the spacecraft was
in view from the StanforP transmitter. This data set _s on
35-mm microfilm generated at NSSDC fro_ data supplleo by the
experimenter. Thls microfilm also contains identical data for
other ti_e periods from Pioneers 6 (GE-IO5A-OQB)I T
(EG-OT5A-OqB), B (67-123A-OJB), and g (6£-IOOA-CJB), and solar
winn electron-oenslty plots from Pioneers 6 (EE-IOiA-OaE), T
(GG-GTSA-OiE), 8 (6T-123A-O3D), and 9 (Ea-IOOA-033).
...............................................................
Oats set name - 3IGITAL VALUES OF SgLAR WIND ELECTRON
DENSITY VS TI_E NORMALIZED TO IAJ
NSSDC 10 6T-O6OA-02CI CORRECTED ELECTRON DENSITY, TAPE
Time period covered - 09/01/67 TO 10/26/87
IAS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These data were prepared from the original analog records
by the expertme nterls staff. The primary data consist of
hourly values of normalized electron number density in the
solar wind. To obtain these data9 the tonolphertc total
content was removed from the observed total content valuesw end
the total content path length was used to convert total content
to density. The resulting values were then normalized to 1 AU
assuming density to be proportional to the inverse square of
the satellite-solar distance. Values resulting from
interpolation are flagged. NO Interpolated values were
recorded when data gaps exceeded 4 days. lhts data act is on
one 800-bpt, 7-track_ odd-paettyt binary magnetic tope written
on an IBM T094 computer. Auxiliary data on the tape include UT
and Carrtngton rotation number. Data are available for about
12 h per day when the spacecraft was in view from the Stanford
transmitter. Identical data for other time periods from
Pioneers 6 (65-105A-OiD)t 7 (66-075A-OiD)J 8 (67-123A-OJCt, and
9 (68-100A-03C) also appear on this tape.
...............................................................
MARINER 5, SMI TH
TRIAXIAL LOW FIELD HELIUM MAGNETOMETER
Data set name - FINE-TIME SCALE MAGNETOMETER DATA ON
TAPE
NSSDC 10 67-060A-OSA, TRIAX. MAGNETIC FIELD ON TAPE
Time period covered - 0G/1_/67 TO 11121/67
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL 0 _ TA_E
This experlmenter-supplled data set on binary 556-bptg
?-track IBM 709_ magnetic tape has a physical record size of
330 words, and a nominal logltal record size of 652 words.
_omlnally there are 128 frames of data per logical record.
Each frame contains five packed data words, corresponding to
one time word and Cartesian components of three vector readings
of the magnetic field, The time covered by each frame is 12._
s for the high satellite bit rate and 50.4 S for the low rate.
At the end of each logical record are contained ephemeris
information and data required to generate the original
telemetered data in spacecraft comrdlnates. These data are in
the JPL version of spacecraft-centered solar ecliptic
coordinates wlth the X-axls pointing raotally away from the
sun, the Y-axls pointing in the direction of planetary motlont
and the Z-axls normal to the ecliptic (positive north). ALL
available good quality data points, about 300tO00 vector
valuest are contained on this tape.
...............................................................
Data set name - l-i 3-, AND 2Q-POUR AVERAGES OF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIll] VECTORS
_SSDC ID GZ-OGOA-OBB, TRIAX HR. AVG. MAGNETIC FED. TAPE
Time 3erlod covered - g6/I_/67 TO 11/21/6?
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Duantlty Of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This 9-track_ BOO-bpl, IBM 360, binary tape_ supplied by
the experlmenter_ contains averaged data from the JPL helium
magnetometer experiment on Mariner 5. There are two logical
records per 2q h of data. The first logical record spans 20
physical records of 257 words and one physical record of 173
words. This record contains time, ephemerlse 168.TS-st
22,5-mln, 3-h, and l-c averages of the maqnetlc field vector
components In GSE coordinates, and the field magnitude,
variance, and number of vector readings in each average. The
second logical record spans 6 bhyslcal records of 255 words and
one physical record of 227 words. It contains the cross
variances for each of the above sets of averages. These Oats
are mergeb with the bulk proton velocity data of data set
67-BGCA-OJB.
...............................................................
Data set name - I-OAY, 3-HR, AND I-HR AVG PLOTS
OF TPIAXIAL MAGNETOMETER DAT_ ON MICRO:ILM
KSSOC ID 67-O60A-O&C_ B'FIELD AVGS. 1 DAY_ 3 HR, I HR
Time oerlod covered - 06/IA/67 TO 11/21/67
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Guanttty of data - 1 PEEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of one reel of 35-mm
experimenter-Qenerated mlcrofIlm_ as follows: (1) 1-h averages
from June 1_, _96T_ to July 23t ]967_ (2) ]-h averages from
July 24, 1967, to November 21, 196T_ and (3) l-day averages
21
from June IRt 1967, to November 21_ 1967. The magnetic fletd
a grill ude average and averages of the vector components in the
JPL version Of spacecraft-centered solar ecliptic coordinates
are plotted. Data coverage is nearly complete.
Data set name - TR]AXIAL RAGNETIE PIELD MEASUREMENTS
FOR TME MARINER ENOgUNTER WITH VENUS
NSSDC ID 67-OBOA-05D_ TRIAX MAG. FLB. gE_UG ENCDU_TER
Time period sovereO - 1011916T TO 1C11916T
(As verified by NSSDO)
guantity oi data - 1 REEL OF TA
This tape generated fro_ cards provided by the
eRperimenter contains approximately _6.8-s averages of the
magnetic field ma_nitJde and vector co_ponen(s in spacecraft
coordinates. Since Mariner _ was three-axis stabilized_ these
components represent the tieIo components alon 9 the spacecraft
sun Iinei in (h_ direction of motion aPout the sun9 and normal
to the ecliptic olane. Also contained o_ each card are the
standard deviation_ for each of the a_erages. Data in this
_ata s_t complement th_ data on _a_ti¢ tape (_A) and contain
only t_e data relevant to the Ven_s _lanetary encounter.
D_t_ set name - _ADNET_C _ELO VEETD_S ME_ED _ITH HIGH
TIME R_$_L_TION PLASMA _A_AMETER_ _N TAPE
NS$DC ID BT-_OA-O_E_ _ W_TH PLASMA PARAR-PLA$ S_ALE TP
Time period co_ered _ _/_R_BT TD _T
(As _erified Py _GDC_
_antity of data _ _ REEL DP TAPE
These exp_ri_nter-s_Qolied Oat_ consist of fine time
resolution plasma parameters and magnetic field data on ?-trac_
binary written at _ bpi on a_ _ _0 computer. The _Ioc_s
are fi_eO length _ith _ logical records of _ Pytes _er
oh_sicaI re¢ordo The data c_si_t of time parameters (year_
Oay_ ho_r_ _in_te_ second)_ proton and a_pha particle
para_eters_ qu_lit_ flags_ magnetic field _arameters_ plasma
flow velocities (_sI_ flow angles_ and position _nd
aberration. The data on data sets -_ a_d -_E sre _er_e_ o_
the sa_e tape.
**.*...-..**-*---..-.-* MARINER 6 *..-..******-*-*********.**.
MARINER _ ANDERSON
CELESTIAL MECHANICS
...............................................................
Data set name - CELESTIAL MECHANICS RANGE AND RANGE-RATE
LISTING ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC I3 69-01AA-O5A_ 2 WAY DOPPLER RAOIO TRACKInG,TAPE
Time period covered - 03105169 TO 09102169
(As verified Py NSSDC)
@uantlty of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set, obtained from the experimenter_ is
contained on 556-bDit Oinaryt 7-track magnetic tape generated
on an IBM TOgA computer. Range and range-rate data are listed
as a function of time. ALSO included are other useful
parameters_ such as the station used. The data_ which are
available in single precision or do_ole oreclsto_ for_ co_er
the time period from mtdcourse maneuver through the 50th day
after Mars encounter.
...............................................................
MARINER 6t BARTH
UV SPECIROMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - UPPER ATMDSPMERE FAR-UV. MIODLE-UV_ AND
LYMAN-ALPHA SPECTRA
NGSDC ID 69-01_A-OAA_ UPPER ATMOS. UV SPECTRA. MAG. TAPE
Tlme period covereO- 07/_I/69 TO 07/31/69
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data aet_ supplied by the experlmenter_ consists of
two reformatted 7-track_ 800-bpts binary magnetic tapes wtth
odd parity generated on a CDC 6AO0 computer. These tapes _re
derived from the original expertmenter,s data tape_ which
contained both the Mariner 6 and 7 ultraviolet spectrometer
(UVS) data. The data set contains Less than 30 mtn of UV data.
File 1 contains unprocessed (as transmitted by the spacecraft)
data between 1900 and AO00 A, while file 2 contains the same
data calibrated in units of rayletghs/A. These spectra
represent atmospheric emissions from the 90- to 2QO-km altitude
region. The formats for the two files are identical. The
first record of each file provides a six-word description of
the file contents including information on whether the data are
processed or unprocessed_ whether the spectra are middle UV
(1900 to _000 A) or far UV (1100 to 1800 A)_ what units the
data are tn_ and the record size. The subsequent records
consist of a 10-word description =f one spectrum (the spectral
_umber_ spacecraft ID, altitude at flr=t wavelength, attitude
at Last wavelengtht slit hetght_ solar incident angle( solar
emtsst on angle, a nO phase angle) and the data from that
spectrum. Each spectrum iS presented as alternating words of
wavelength and relative amplltuoe, These two files of data are
unique In that no times of observation are given, The second
tape contains one file of Lymam-alpha (121E A) data derived
from emissions observed near the planetary surface to 30,OOO-km
altitude, The file consists of a series of three-word
sequences that give (1) the integrated value of the Lyman-alpha
signal in rayletghs_ (2I the ptanetocentrt¢ distance of that
signal In kmt and (_) the actual time the signal was taken
expressed in units of UT (in decimal form} times 10 to the A,
The quality of the data iS excellent.
...............................................................
MARINER 6_ KLIORE
S-BAND OCCULTATION
...............................................................
Data set name - S-BAND DOPPLER RESIDUALS/REFRACTIVITY
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSS_)C IO 69-01_A-06 A. S-BANO OCCULTATION DATA_ MAG TAPE
Time period covered - 07/00/69 TD 00/00/69
(Date supplted by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
Thts data set consists of Doppler residuals and
refractivity data on 7-track_ 800-bpt, Univac ]108_ binary
magnetic tapes. Oats on both emtrance a r._ e=tt occultattons
from Mariner 6 (69-01_A) and Mariner 7 (69-030A) are included.
The data are reduceo data supplied to NSSOC by the
experimenter.
...............................................................
MARINER 6_ LEIGHTON
MARS IV CAMERA
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - RAW-ANALOG NEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOS
NSSDC TO 69-014A-OIA. PHOTOSmRAW ANALOG _EAR ENCOUNTER
Time period covered - 07/31/69 TO 07/51/69
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 25 B/W NEGATIVE fRAMES
This data set consists of 25 unenhanced photographs on
TO-mm positive film. These are second-generation copies of the
photographs taken by both the narrow-angle and the wide-angle
cameras, Each photograph contains S limited vlew of the
Martian surfase.
.................................. p ..... _ ......................
Data set name - RAW-ANALOG FAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOS
NSSDC ID 69-014A-OIB_ PHOTOS_RAW ANALOG FAR ENCOUNTER
Time period covered - 07129169 TO 07/30t_9
(Dote supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 50 B/W NEGATIUE FRAMES
Thls data set consists of 50 unenhanced photographs taken
by the narrow-angle camera. These are second generation copies
on 70-mm positive film. The firm was supplied by the
experfmenter team at JPL. Each photograph contains a ltmlted
view of the Martian surface.
.................................. p ............................
Data set name - NEAR-ENCOUNTER MAXIMUM D;SCRTMINABILITY
OPTIMAL PRESENTATION PHOTOS
NSSDC ID 69-01AA-01C_ PMDTOS_ ENHANCED NEAR ENCOUNTER
Time _ertod covered - 07/31/69 TO 07/31169
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 25 B/W NEGATI¥E FRAMES
This data set is an e_hanced version of the 25
near-encounter Mars photographs tn the original computer
enhanced 70-mm negative version, In these photographst which
were produced for optimal presentations the small-scale detail
within each frame was emphasfzedt contrast was enhanced0 system
noises were suppressed_ and geometric distortions were
corrected by digital processing of the images on the spacecraft
and on the ground during video reconstruction and
rectification. Improvement of image resolution and sharpening
of features was a result of high pass filtering. This
Drooesstng of the television data achieves maxtmum Quality
tlage display for photo tnteroretatton,
...............................................................
Data set name - FAR-ENCOUNTER MAXIMUM DISCRIMINABILIIY
OPTIMAL PRESENTATION PHOTOS
NSSDC ID 69-014A-OID_ PHOTOSt ENHANCED FAR ENCOUNTER
Tlme period covered - 07129163 TO 07/30169
{Date sdpolted by exoertmenter)
Quantity of data - R9 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set is an enhanced version of _9 of the
far-encounter Mars ghotograohs in the original computer
enhanced TO-mm negative version, In these photographs_ which
were produced for optimal presentatton_ small-scale detail
within each frame was e_ohastzedl contrast was c_hanced_ system
noises were suppressed0 and geometric distortions were
corrected by digital processing of the images on the spacecraft
and on the ground during video reconstruction and
rectification. Improvement of t_age resolution and sharoentng
of features were a result of filtering, This processing of the
television data achieves mawtmum Quality image display for
ohoto interpretation,
...............................................................
Data set name - NEAR-ENCOUNTE_ PHOTOMETRICALLY
DECALIBRATEO PHOTOS
NSSDC IO 69-gI_A-OIE_ PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB NEAR ENDDUNTR
Time pertod covered - 07131163 TO 07131169
(Date sJpolted oy ex3ertme_ter)
Quantity of data - 50 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of t*o decaltbrated versions of
the 25 near-encounter ohotograohs of Hats fro_ t_e television
investigation. These versions are on 70-mm negative film and
were dlqltally processed to remove the effects of the TV system
and to depict the actual scene Lumln_nce and large-scale aLbedo
varlationsp not small-scale detail, The reoresentatlon is
rather flat in contrast for all the Martian terrain tonal
characteristics, The spacecraft vldlcons were calibrated to
determine the relationship between the input Luminance and the
camera output signal as a fdnctlon of position in each frame,
Each picture element was then treated as a tiny photometer with
unique transfer properties, The recorded outout signal was
converted to the actJaL scene lj_Inance_ and the result was
stored in the corrected output image for these photometrically
oe¢.allbrated phctograohs.
...............................................................
Data set name - _AR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOMETRICALLY
DECALIRRATED PHOTOS
NSSOC 10 69-01_A-OIF_ PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB FAR ENCOUNTER
Time period covered - 07/29/69 TO 07/30/69
{Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 98 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of two decaLibrateO versions of _g
of the far-encounter ohotographs of _ars from the tcLev]sLon
investigation. These versions are on 70-mm negative film and
were digitally processed to remove the effects of the IV system
and to deplot the actual scene Luminance and Large-scale albedo
variatlons_ not small-scale detail. The representation is
rather flat in contrast for all the Martian terraln tonal
characterlsttcs, The spacecraft vldIcons were catlbrated to
determine the relationship betaeen the In_ut Luminance and the
camera output signal as a function of position In each frame,
Each picture element was then treated as a tiny photometer with
unique transfer properties. The recorded output signal was
converted to the actual scene Lj_t_ance_ and t_e result was
stored in the corrected output image for these photometrically
decallbrated photographs,
................ _ ..............................................
Data set name - NEAR-ENCOUNTER MAXIMUM DISCRIMINAHILIIY
ALTERNATIVE CONTRAST ENHANCED PHOTOS
NSSDC ID &9-O14A-OIGt MAX DISCRIM CONTRAST ENHANCED N[
Ttme period covered - 07/31/69 TO 07/31/69
{Date suppll_d by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 72 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
Thts data set consists of up to Six alternative versions
of 24 contrast-enhanced near-enaounter photographs of Mars.
{Frame 6N25 was not processed.) These versions were produced on
70-mm negative film by digitally processing the original raw
analog data, The orocedure divided the 25g-Level gray scale
into three provost the Lowers middles and upper data number
ranges_ and stretched one range, Each specialized version was
produced from one of these gcay-scale stretches. Video
reconstruction and rectification processest as in data sets
-01C and -01DI were applied to obtain the final versions,
.................................. p ............................
Data set name - FAR-ENCOUNTER MAXIMUM DISCR IMI_ABILIIY
ALTERNAIIVE CONTRAST ENHANCED PHOTOS
NSSDC ID 6g-OliA-OiMt MAX DISCRIM CONTRAST ENHANCED FE
Time period covered - 07/29169 TO 07/30/69
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 195 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of up to stx alternative versions
of _9 contrast enhanced fsr-e _ ounter photographs of Mars,
These versions were produced on 70-mm negative film by
digitally processing the orlglmaL raw analog data. The
procedure divided the 25G-level gray scale Into three groups
(the dark_ Lights and polar cap data number ranges) and
stretched one range. Each specialized version was produced
from one of these gray-scale stretches, Video reconstruction
and rectification processes_ as tn data sets -O1C and -01D_
were soolled to obtain the final versions,
...............................................................
Data set name - NEAR-ENCOUN7ER PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS
NSSOC ID 6g-OI_A-011_ PHOTOS_ _/W MOSAICS NEG 4X5 NE
Time period covered - 07131/69 TO 07131/69
{Date supplied _y experimenter)
Quantity of data - 2 BIW NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of two _- by 5-in. mosaics
assembled from the near-encounter photographs of Mariner 6.
The first mosaic_ assembled from frames 1 to 8_ shows the
Aurorae Sinus area, The second mosalce assembled from frames 9
to 2Q_ shows the 4ertOtant Sinus area. 3ollectlvety_ these
mosaics contain all the Mariner 6 near-encounter pictures
except that taken right at the terminator,
...............................................................
Data set name - NEAR-ENCOUNTER ENHANCED PHOTOGRAPHS ON
TAPE
NSSDC ID &9-OIcA-O]J_ NE ENHANCED TAPES
Time period covered - 07/31/&9 TO 07131/69
(As vertffeo by _SS3C)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains the comDLete set of Mariner 5
near-encounter enhanced photographs on two I_M 360, 7-track_
binary magnetic tapest wlth odd parity at 800 bpl, Each file
contains a single plcture_ and each record in a file
corresponds to a Line of TV pictures, A picture element tS
written in binary as an eight-bit byte. Preceding the binary
picture data of each file are several Label records written in
EBCDIC, These records_ which contain five 72-byte Logical
records eath_ provide information such as the number of Lines
and samples in the following file_ the picture tdentlflcation_
and a history of the co_puter processing to which the picture
has been sub_ected,
...............................................................
Data set name - NEAR-ENCOUNtER PHOTOMETRIC PHOTOGRAPHS
ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 69-01_A-OIK_ NE PHOTOMETRIC TAPES
Time period Covered - OT131/6g TO 07131/69
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS DF TAPE
This data set contains the complete set of Mariner 6
near-encounter photometric photogrsohs on two IBM 360t 7-track_
binary magnetic tapes_ with Odd parity at B00 bpl. Each file
contains a single picture, and each record in a file
corresponds to a Line of TV pictures, A otcture element iS
written tn binary as an eight-bit byte, Preceding the binary
23
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ptcturedataof each file are several Label records written in
EBCDIC. These reoords0 whtch contain five 72°Pyre LogtcsL
records each0 provide information such as the number of lines
and samples tn the following ftLe_ picture identification9 aria
a history of the ¢O_puter processtnq to which the ptcture has
been subjected, DocJmentatton that describes the genesis and
scaling of the numerical photometric oats ts available in
hardcopy and is sent to requesters along wtth the tapes.
Data set name - FAR-E_COUNTE_ PHOTO_E?RIC P_OTDGRAP_S DN
T_PE
_SS_C I_ 69-01_A_01LD FE PHOTOMETRIC TAPES
Time _erioa covered - D7129t_ _ 0_
_s _e_ifie_ _y _SD_
Q_antit_ of data _ _ REE_S _ TA_
This daia set ¢o_ta_s the _o_pLe_e se_ of Mariner
fa_-e_c_ter photometric _h_to_ra_s _ f_r _ _0_ T-tra¢_
_i_ar_ _a_e_i¢ tapes_ _ith odd parity at _00 _pi_ _¢_ fite
contains _ si_Ql_ _ict_re_ a_ e_ch record i_ a _iL_
corresponds _o a Li_e o_ T_ _i¢_re_° A p_ct_re ele_ is
_ritte_ i_ binary as an ei_ht-_i_ _yteo _re¢edi_ t_ _i_r_
picture data of each file _e several Ls_e_ re_ords writt_ i_
_C_C° ?hese re¢ords_ _hi¢h contain _ive ?_yte Logical
records each_ _ids i_for_ati_ s_ch as t_e _er of _i_es
and samples i_ the _oLlowi_ file_ pi¢t_re identifi¢ation_ _d
a history of t_e ¢o_ter processi_ _o _hi_h the picture h_s
_e_ s_tedo Doc_me_tat_ _t d_s¢_i_es _he _e_esis a_d
sca_i_Q of t_e _eric_L photometric da_a is svaila_L_ i_
hardcopy a_d is se_t to requesters a_ _ith the t_pes,
MARINER _ _E_EBA_ER
T_D_ANNE_ _ RA_ID_ET_R MARS SURFA_
_MPERA?_RE
Oata set _a_e _ _CEO _C_ANNE_ IR _AOI_E_ER _ATA
_ TA_E
_SSD_ _ _O_A_O_A_ _ _AN_ IR _E?E_ DA_
Ti_e period c_ver_ _ 0?_ T_ 0_
_As verified o_ _$DC_
Q_anti_y of data _ _ REE_ D_ _A_
_his da_a set consists o_ reduced i_frare_ r_dio_e_er
data recorded o_ _00-opi_ _-track_ B_D _a_e_¢ _ape, It
¢o_tai_s_ i_ tabular for_ _riQ_tness temperatures ide_ _
deri_ed fro_ the B° to _-m_crometer a_d 1_ _ to _-_icrometer
radiometer ¢ha_e_ o_tP_ts as a i_nc_ion of _ati_de_
l_oit_de_ a_d spacecraft _To The ti_e s_an o_ the data is
_o_ _ _i_ f_o_ 0_ h 0_ _in _A S to 0S h _ _i_ _ s
spa¢ecr_ _T _ _L_ _1_ _9, There a_e no temperatures
_e_eted fro_ t_e B _ _o l_-mi¢ro_eter c_a_e_ w_ile o_ly ei_h_
o_t of the possible _ _e_perat_re re_di_s are deleted fro_
_h_ 1_ to _¶¢rometer cha_neL du_ _a e_¢essi_e respons_ t_
off_a_is radia_io_o
_A_N_R _ _LM_?E_
IR SPEC?ROM_TE_
_at_ set _ame ° _R S_EC_R_E?_R DA_A
NSSDC ID 69-014A-O2Ae IR SPECTROMETER DATA
Time period covered - 07/31/69 TO 07/31/69
(AS verlfle_ by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 6 CARDS Or BIw MICRDFICRE
The IR spectral data from the Mariner G speotrometer
experiment are contained on six 4-1/8- by 5-7/8-tn. mtoroftche
cards that were generated from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,s
master data record tapes. The cards_ which are attached to the
University of Eallfornla at Berkeley data formal reportp each
show separate plots of the absorptto_ |ntenstty for channel 2
vs wavelength for lO-s intervals. Also included on the plots
are the spectrum nulrA)er_ time of each spectrum, spacecraft
ngmbert and an indicator designating w_ether the soeotra were
high or low gain. The data cover the time pertod from 05 h 02
mln 55 s to 05 h 32 mln 10 S spacecraft UT On duly 311 1969,
The quality of the data ts gOOJ. A suPole_e_t to the data
format report contains the spectrometer calibration data on
four microfiche cards,
**t*,.. *** MARINER 7 ****=*= *********************
RAR_NER _ _OERS_N
CE_ES_A_ _A_I_$
Data set name ° CELESTIAL _ECHANICS RANGE AN_ R_3E-RATE
LISTING ON MAGNETIC T_P£
_SSDC ID 69-030A-O5A_ 2_AY OOPRLE_ RADIO TRKING ON TAPE
Time period ¢ove_ed - 0_/12/69 TO 09/07/&9
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data ° 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data setg obtained from the experimenter, is
contained on 556-bpt_ btnary_ 7-track magnetic tape generated
on an I_M 709_ computer, Ranoe and range-rate data are Listed
as a function of time° Also included are other useful
parameters_ such as the station used° The data_ _htch are
available in single precision or double precision torm_ cover
the time period from mtdcourse maneuver through the 30th day
after Maps encounter,
MARINER 7_ BARTH
UV SPECTRCMETER
_ata set _a_ _ _ER _D_ERE _AR_ MI_D_ AND
_M_NoA_A $_E_?RA
NSSD_ IO _-O_A_O_A_ _P_E_ A_S° _ SPE_RA_ _A_oTA_
?ime peri_ ¢ove_ed ° 0_0_ ?_ 0B_0_
_As verified _y NSSO_
Q_a_tity of data o _ REE_$ _ T_
_his data set_ s_lied _y the e_peri_e_ter_ c_s_sts of
t_o reformatted T_rac_ _Oo_pi_ binar_ io_d parit_ _a_netic
tapes _enerated _n a _D_ _00 co_p_ter_ _hese tapes were
derivsd fro_ the e_peri_e_ter_s o_iginal data tape_ _hi_h
c_ntained _oth the _ariner _ and T _ltr_violet spectrometer
_S_ data° _he d_f_ _et contains less tha_ _ _ _f _
spectra obtained _y _he Mariner _ _ speotro_eter investigation
o_ _u_st _ 1_o _he first tape contains four files of _
spe¢tra_ _e I ¢o_tai_s u_p_ocessed data _et_een 1_ and
_B00 Ao _ile _ e_ai_s the sa_e da_a as f_Le 1 ¢alt_rated i_
ra_lei_hs_Ao _ile _ co_tai_s _processed dat_ _etween 1_0 a_d
1_00 Ao _iLe _ ¢_ta_s the sa_e data as _i_ _ ¢ali_rated i_
r_yle¶Qhs_A_ _hese spectr_ represent at_ospheri¢ e_i_sio_s
tro_ _he 90 ° to _AOo_ altitude re_ion° _e tor_ats for the
four files are iden_i¢aLo The tirat resord of each fi_e
provides a _i_wor_ des¢riptio_ of the file conte_ts in¢L_di_
information o_ whet_er the data are processed or u_p_ocessed_
_het_er the spectra are _iddle _ _I_D to _BDO A_ or far _
_110_ to I_00 _ _at _its the _ata are in_ and the record
si_eo _e _se_ent records consist _f a l_word description
o_ t_e spe¢tr_ _th_ speotraI n_e_ spacecraft I_ altitude
at first _a_eLe_Qth_ altitude at _a_t _aveL_g_h_ _lit heig_t_
solar i_cide_t a_gle_ solar e_i_sion a_Le_ and phase anQ_e_
a_d _he d_ta fro_ _at spe¢tru_o _ach spectrum _s p_es_nted as
alter_ati_g _ords of _velen_i_ a_d relative a_plit_deo _hes_
four files of data are _idue _ that no ti_es of observation
are _¶Ve_o ?he s_co_d tape i_ this data set ¢o_ta_s one file
_t _y_an_alpha _I$ A_ _ata derived fro_ e_i_sio_s _served
_ear the planetary surface to _0_000 _ altitude° The file
consists of a serie_ _ t_ree_word se_ences that give _I_ t_e
_nte_rated vaL_e of the _y_a_pha si_n_ _ rayLei_hs_ _ _
ihe distance of that signa_ in k_ a_d _ the a¢t_a_ ti_e t_e
ci_al _a_ taken e_pressed _n _its of _? _in deot_al to_
times I0 to the _ po_ero _e o_aLity of the d_a i_ e_¢ell_to
MARINER 7_ KLIORE
S-BAND OCCULTATION
Data se_ _a_e _ S-_AN_ DORP_E_ RES]D_S_RE_RA_I_?y
DA_A DN _A_ETIC _A_E
_SSD_ _ _-O_QA-O_A_ S°_AN_ _CC_A_DN DA_ MA_ TA_
Ti_e pertod _vared - D_00_ TO 0_00_
|Date _ppLi_d _y e_pe_i_e_ter_
Quantit_ o_ data _ _ REE_S _ _A_E
_his data set oonsists of _op_ler residuals a_d
refractivity data on ?-trackt BOO-bptt Univac 1108, binary
magnett¢ tapes. Data on both e_ntrance and exit occultattons
from Martner 6 (69-01_A) and Mariner 7 (69-0]0A) are included
on the tapes, The data are reduteO data supplied to NSSDC by
the experimenter.
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NSSDC IO 69-030A-OIA_ PHOTOS_RAW ANALOG NEAR ENCOUNTER
Time period covered - 08105169 TO 08/051&9
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Ouantlty of data - 33 BIW NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of 33 unenhanced photographs on
TO-mm positive film. These are s econ d-generation copies, of
the photographs taken by both the narrow-angle and the
wlde-angle cameras. The fllm was supplied by the experimenter
team at JPL. Each photograph contains a limited view of the
Martian surface.
...............................................................
Data set name - RAW-ANALOG FAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOS
NSSDC ID Gg-oooA-oIH_ PHOTOStRAW ANALOG FAR ENCOJNTER
Time period covered - 08102169 TO 08/04169
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 93 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of 93 unenhanced photographs taken
by the narrow-angle camera. The photos are second generation
copies on 70-mm positive film, Each photograph contains a
limited vlew of the Martian surface,
...............................................................
Data set name - NEAR-ENCOUNTER MAXIMUM DISCRIMINABILITY
OPTIMAL PRESENTATION PHOTOS
NSSOC ID Gg-OOOA-01Ct PHOTOS$ ENHANCEg SEAR ENCOUNTER
Time period covered - 08105/6g TO 08105IGg
(Date sJoolled Dy exoerlmenter)
Guantity of data - 32 B/W NEGATIVE FRARES
This data set is an enhanced version of 32 of the
near-encounter photographs of Mars returned by the television
investigation. This version is the second-generation
computer-enhanced 70-m_ negative, produced for ootlmal
presentation. Small-scale detail within each frame was
emphaslzed_ contrast was enhanced9 system noises were
suppressed_ and geometric distortions were corrected by digital
_rocessing of the i_ages or the spacecraft and _n the ground
during video reconstruction and rectification. Improvement of
l_age resolution and sharpenlnq of features was a result of
hlgh-pass filtering. This processing of the television data
achieves maxlmum quality image display for photo
interpretation.
...............................................................
Data set name - FAR-ENCOUNTER MAXIMU_ DISCRIMINA_ILITY
OPTIMAL RRESEN TATION PHOTOS
NSSDC 10 69-030A-010_ PHOTOSI ENHANCED FAR ENCOUNTER
Time period covered - 08/02/69 TD 08/0#16g
(Date supplied Dy exoer Imelt er)
Quantlty of data - gl 8/W NEGATIVE _RAMES
This data set is an enhance_ version 3f 91 of the
far-encounter photographs of Mars returned by the television
investigation. This version is the second-generatlon
computer-enhanced TO-mm ne gatlve, produced for optimal
presentation. Small-scale detail wit hln each frame was
emuhasizede contrast was enhanced_ system noises were
suppressed, and geometric distortions were corrected Dy digital
processlng of the i_aaes on the spacecraft and on the ground
during video reconstruction and rectification. Improvement of
i_age resolution anc sharpenlnq of features was a result of
filtering. This processing of the television data achieves
maxi_u_ quality image display for photo interpretation.
...............................................................
Oata set name - rJEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOMETRICALLY
DECALIBRATEO PHOTOS
NSSOC ID 6g-OOOA-01Et PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB NEAR ENCOUNTR
Ttme period covered - 08/05169 TO 08105169
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - &2 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of a decaltbrsted version of 31 of
the near-encounter photographs of Mars from the television
investigation. This version is o_ 70-ms negattve ftlm and was
dlgttatty processed to remove the effects of the TV lystem and
to depict the actual scene luminance and large-scale atbedo
vartations_ not smalt-scale detatt. Thts representation is
rather flat tn contrast for all tke Martian terrain tonal
¢haractertstiss. The spacecraft vtdtoons were calibrated to
determine the relationship betwee_ the tngut luminance and the
camera output signal as a function of position in each frawe,
Each picture element was then treated as a tiny photometer with
unique transfer properties. Th_ recorded output signal was
converted to the actual soene luminance0 and the result was
stored in the corrected output image for these photometrically
decatibrated photographs.
...............................................................
Data set name - FAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOMETRICALLY
DECALIBRATED PHOTOS
NSSDC 10 6g-OOOA-OIPt PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB FAR ENCOUNTER
Time period covered - 08/02/69 TO 0810_169
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Q uantlty of data - 91 BIW NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of a deoeLtbrated version of 91
far-encounter photographs of Mars from the television
investigation. (Frames ?FS4 and 7FG8 are excluded due to
insufficient photo data.) This version is on TO-mm negative
film and ,as digitally processed to remove the effects of the
TV system and to depict the actual scene Luminance and
large-scale atbedo variations_ not small-scale detail. This
representation ts rather flat in contrast for sit the Martian
terrain tonal characteristics. The spacecraft vtdtcons were
calibrated to determine the relationship between the input
luminance and the camera output signal as a function of
position in each frame. Each picture element was then treated
as a tiny photometer with unique transfer properties. The
recorded output signal was cor_werted t o the actual scene
lumlnance_ and the result was stored in the corrected output
image for these photometrically detaLibrated photographs.
...............................................................
Data set name - NEAR-ENCOUNTER MAXIMUM DISCRIMINABILITY
ALTERNATIVE CONTRAST ENHANCED PHOTOS
NSSDC TO 6g-OOOA-OIG_ MAX OIS CONTRAST ENHANCED NE
Time period covered - 08/05/Gg TO 08/0516g
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 93 B/W NEGATIWE FRAMES
Thts data set consists of up to six alternative versions
of the 33 contrast enhanced near-encounter photographs of Mars.
These versions were produced on 7O-mm negative film by
digitally processing the original raw analog data. The
procedure dtvtded the 256-level gray scale into three groups_
the Lowers _icdlee and upper data number rangest and stretched
one range. Each specialized version was produced fro_ one of
these gray-scale stretches. Video reconstruction and
rectification processes, as in data sets -01C and -PIP. were
applied to obtain the final versions.
...............................................................
Cats set name - FAR-ENCOLNTER MAXIMUM DISCRIMINAalLITY
ALTERNATIVE CONTRAST ENHANCED PHOTOS
NSSDC I0 6g-OOOA-OIHt MAX DIS CONTRAST ENHANCED FE
Time period covered - 08/02/69 TO Oa/OAIG9
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 37g _/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of up to sty alternative versions
of 91 contrast enhanced far-encounter photographs of mars.
(Frames TF3_ ana TP_ were not processed.) These versions were
produced on TO-_m negative film by digitally processing the
original raw analog data. The procedure divided the 2_-level
gray scale into three groups, the dark, llght_ and polar cap
data number ranges_ and stretched one range. Each specialized
version was produced from one of these gray-scale stretches.
Video reconstruction and rectification processes_ as in data
sets -OIC and -010, were applied to obtain the final versions.
...............................................................
Data set na_e - NEAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOGRAPHIC uOSAICS
25
NSSDCI 69-030A-01I,PHDTOS_B/WMOSAICSNEGWX5NE
TimeDeriodcovered- 08/05/69TO08/05/69
(Date sJOOLle3 by exoerlmelter)
Quantity of data - 5 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of five mosaics assembler from the
near-encounter ohotograohs of Mariner 7, The first mosaic
compromises frames 1 to 3 and shows the limb, The second
mosaic includes frames 4 to 9 and shows the Mertdlant Sinus
area. The third mosalct frames II to igt shows the polar cap
(photometric verslon)t the fourth _osatcw frames 10 to 20t
covers the polar caP (maximum OtscrtmtnabtLtty version), and
the Last mosaic, frames 21 to 31, covers Noachts-hellas,
CotLectlvety, these _osatcs contain all the Mariner T
near-encounter ptctures except those taken right at the
terminator.
...............................................................
Data set name - hEAR-ENCOUNTER ENHANCED PHOTOGRAPHS ON
TAPE
NSSDC ID &9-O3OA-O1Jt NE ENHANCED TAPES
Time period covered - 08/05/69 TO 0R/05/69
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
fhts data set contains the complete set of Mariner 7
nearmencounter enhanced photographs on three IB_ 3GO, 7-trackt
binary magnetic tapes, wtth odd parity at BOO Opt, Each file
contatns a sinqLe picture, and each record in a file
corresponds to a Ltne of TV pictures, A picture element is
drttten tn binary ms an eight-bit byte. Preceding the binary
picture data of each ftte are several Label records wrltten in
EPCDIC, These records, which contain five 72-byte Logical
records eacht provide information such as the number of Lines
and samples in the following file. picture tdenttficattont and
a history of the computer processing to which the picture has
been sub_ected.
...............................................................
Data set name - _EAR-ENCDUNTE_ PHOTOMETRIC PHOTOGRAPHS
ON TAPE
NSSOC IO 69-030A-OLK_ NE PHOTOMETRIC TAPES
Ttme period covered - 08/05/69 TO 08105/69
(As verified by NSSDC)
Guanttty of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
Thls data set contains the complete set of Mariner 7
near-encounter photometric photographs on three IBM 360t
7-trackt binary magnettc tapes1 wtth odd parity at BOO bpl,
Each ftle contains a single picturet and each record tn a ftte
corresponds to s Ltne of TV pictures, A picture etement is
written in binary as an eight-bit byte. Preceding the binary
picture data of each file are several Label records wrttten tn
EBCDIC, These records_ which contain five 72-byte Logical
records each, provide information sdch as the qJ_ber of Lines
and samples tn the following file. picture tdenttftcatlont and
a history of the computer processing to which the pltture has
been subjected. Documentation that descrtbes the genesis and
scaling of the numerical photometric data ts available In
hardcopy and is provided to requesters along with the tapes,
...............................................................
Oats set name - FAR-ENCOUNTER PHOTOMETRIC PHOTOGRAPHS ON
TAPE
NSSDC ID 69-030A-O%Lt FE PHOTOMETRIC TAPES
Time pert od covered - 08102/69 TO OBlOql6g
(As vertfied by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - T REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains the complete set of Mariner 7
far-encounter photometric photographs on seven IBM 360.
T-track_ binary magnetic tapes, wtth odd parity at 800 bat.
Cash file contains a single olcturet and each record tn a file
corresponds to a Line of TV pictures. A picture element tS
wrttten tn btnary as an eight-bit byte, Preceding the binary
picture data of each ftte are several label records written tn
EBCDIC, These recorder whtch contain five 72-byte Logical
records each9 provide information such at the number of Lines
and samples tn the following ftLe_ picture Jdentlftcmttont and
a history of the combutee prOCessing to which the Dtsture his
been subjected. Documentation that describes the oenesls and
scaling of the numerical photometric data tS available in
hard-copy form and Is provided to requesters along with the
tapes.
............................................................ ...
Data set name - PRESS-RELEASE RECONSTRUCTED COLOR PHOTOS
NSSDC ID 69-030A-OIM, PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHS AX5
Time period covered - 08/02/6_ TO 08/0_/69
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Ouantity of data - I COLOR POSITIVE FRAME
This data set consists of reconstructed color photography
from three of the original Mariner 7 black and white frames
taken through redt green_ and blue filters. The originals also
conta¶ned only 1/7 of the data_ the rest being filled tn by
computer processing, The resulting photography shows more
detail than can be seen from earth telescopic views. North
polar and terminator haze and some craters can be distinguished
on it. At present. NSSDC has only the press-release frame
71-HC-665,
...............................................................
mARINER 7t NEUGEBAUEP
TWO-CHANNEL IR RADIOMETER MARS SURFACE
TEMPERATURE
...............................................................
Data set name - RED LtEED TWO-CHA NkC__L IR RADIOMETER DATA
ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 69-030A-O3A, 2 CHANNEL IR RADIOMETER DATA
Time period covered - 08105/69 TO 08/05169
(As verlfted by NSSDC)
Ouanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
Thts data set consists of redused infrared radiometer
data recorded on BOO-bptl 7-track= BCO magnetic tape, It
container in tabular form, brightness temperatures (dee K)
derived from the 8- to 12-_tcrometer End 18- to 25-micrometer
radlometer channel outputs as m function of latttudet
tongttude_ and spacecraft UT. The time span of the data ta
about 26 mtnt from OA h 42 mtn 05 s to OS h OB mln 28 s
spacecraft UT on August S. 1969, There are 109 temperature
readings deleted from s bosstbLe 520 from the 8- to
12-micrometer channet_ whtle only 40 out of 520 temperatures
are deleted from the 18- to 25-micrometer channel due to
excessive response to off-axts radiation.
...............................................................
MARINER 7. PIMENTEL
IR SPECTROMETER
...................... - ........... r ............................
Data set name - IR SPECTROMETER DATA ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 69-O30R*O2At IR SPECTROMETER DATA
Tlme period covered - 08105169 TO 08105169
(As verified by NSS_C)
Quantity of data - 1A CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
The IR spectral Oats from the Mariner T spectrometer
experiment are on 4-1/B- by 5-7/8-In, mlcroftche cards
generated from the Jet Proputs3on Laboratory,s master data
record tapes. The cards_ which are attached to the University
of CmLtfornta at Berkeley data formmt reportt each show
separate plots of the absorption intensity for channels I and 2
vs wavelength for lO-s intervals. ALso included on the plots
are the speAtrum number, time of each spectruml spacecraft
number, and an tndtcmtor designating uhether the spectra were
high or Low gain, The data cover the time period from 04 h 59
mtn Ag s to 05 h 13 mtn 25 s spacecraft UT on August 5_ 1969t
and are of good Quality, A supplement to the data format report
conta¶ns the spectrometer calibration data on four microfiche
cards.
NSSDC TO TI-OSIA-OOD. PRELIMINARY TRAJ, CHART
Tlme period covered - 05130171 TO 11/30173
IAS verified by NSS_C)
Quantity of date - 1 PAGE OF UNBOUND HARDCOPY
This data set ¢onltsts of tmo lets of charts of
preliminary trajectories provided by JPL* One let of charts ts
for the spacecraft Pioneer E (G9-OTSX Launched August 2Tt 19691
but failed to attain orbtt)l Pioneer P iPloneer 10, T2-O12A)_
and Pioneer G iPloneer 11_ 73-019A). Thts set can be used to
determine the posttton of the epacecreft mtth respect to the
earth-sun Line at vamtoul times tnto tke IllS|Ohio i user cain
also determ¶ne the estimated teLemeteF bit rate that was used
al a function of position of the spacecraft with respect to the
lone and ms a function of the vartoua ¢ommunlsation antennas
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avaiLable to receive the data, The reverse side of the chart
contains similar information for Mariner 71 (Mariner 9_
71-051A)t Mariner J (Mariner 10_ 73-085A)_ Heltos-A (7A-Og7A),
end Pioneer 9 (68-100A) superimposed on the Pioneer Et F, and G
trajectories. The second set of charts ts similar to the first
but contains Mariner 9t Pioneer tO, Pioneer gt Msrtner Jr and
Helios A on one side. and Pioneer LO and Pioneer O on the other
side. Both sets of charts can be used to determine the direct
Line-of-sight viewing period.
...............................................................
Data set name - ORBITAL DATA FOR THE COMPLETE MISSION OF
MARINER 9 ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 71-051A-OOE_ MARINER 9 ORBIT DATA TAPES
Tlme period covered - 05/30/71 TO 10/25/72
(As verified by NSSDC)
guantlty of data - 8 REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains Mariner 9 orbit data ta_es
originated on a UNIVAC 110R using Fortran V unformatted write
statements. The tapes were written in binary at BOO bpi in
seven tracks with odd parity. Each tape contains one file.
Each tape is a series of records which has been divided into
groupst describing the tape itself or containing actual
spacecraft data. The tapes begin with a file identification
group_ followed by a user label group, an orbit data summary
groupt an IDentifier groupt an orbit data group (which contains
the actual spacecraft orbit data), a control statement group,
and finally, a file close groJp (_htch ends with a physical
end-of-file mark on tape). All records are written in logical
records of 28-word size with one excepttont the orbit data
Logical records (part of the droll data group) that are blocked
into 252-word records. Some of the tapes do not end exactly as
the format description indicates, i.e.t with a file close
group.
...............................................................
MARINER 9, BARTH
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER IUVS)
...............................................................
Data set name - PUBLISHED DATA ON MARS, LOWER ATMOSPHERE
ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO 71-051A-O2A_ LOWER ATMOSPHERE DATA ON FICHE
Time period covere_ - 11/27/71 TO 01/2%/72
(As verified by NZSDC)
Quantlty of data - 7 CARDS OF BIw MICROFICHE
This data set consists of three puhllshec reports
supplied by the experimenter -- "Mariner 9 Mars Orbiter
ULtraviolet Spectrometer (UVS) Experiment Oats Report 2,
DecemPer 22, 1971", "Mariner 9 Uars Orbiter Ultraviolet
Spectrometer Experiment Data Report _. February 2_ 1972"t and
"Mariner 9 Mars Orbiter UI travlolet Spectrometer E xperlment
Data Report 121 March 22r 1972o" These reports were oubtlshed
in hardcOpy by the Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space
Physlcst University of Coloradov Boulderl Colorado. Report 2
covers November 27 to _ece_aer 15, 1371t which COincides wlth
the pkanetwlde dust storm conditions in the Lower atmosphere.
It presents the UVS data and several appropriate observational
parameters grouped according to orbltaL pass an_ plotted as a
function of time. The first figure of each group shows the
path of observation on a 1 to 50_O00.O00-scale Mercator
pro_ectlon. The subsequent figures of each group come in oalrs
and include (1) a f_gure showing the c_slne of the IlLumlmatLon
angle, the cosine of the Instrument viewing angle, and the
scattering angler (2) the UV data snowing the reflectance of
the 3050°A band, the blue color reflectance ratio (2580 elggSO
A), and the red color reflectance ratio (3380 AID050 A).
Usually there will be two sets of figures for the morning
mapping sequence and one for the afternoon sequence. Report
covers December 16, 1971, to January I, 1972. This was a period
when the Lower atmosphere of Mars began to clear. AS in Report
2, the data have been grouped according to orbital pass a_d
plotted as a function of timer wlth the first figure in each
group being the _ercator chart sho_Ing t he general latitude and
longitude regions covered during the pass. however, following
this figure the data arrangement is somewhat _Ifferent. _ll
the 3050-A and 2630-A data ootalned on that pass are plotted in
time sequence. Each section Of data is subdivided into two
parts and arranged on opposite bases covering the sa_e tlme
interval. Four curves based on the viewing and lltumlnatlon
geo_etrles have been included to far,lit at e an J_dersta_dinq Of
the geometry of the measurements -- (1) the scattering angle is
plotted along with the 263D-A to 305g-A reflectance ratio an_
(2) the cosines of the solar incidence and viewing ePissloq
apples and a representative ohotometrlc function are plotteb
along with the 3050-A reflectance. Re;_ort 12 covers January 3
to January 21. 1972. AS beforet the data are presented in
orbital sequence, and the coverage is indicated on the Mercator
projection. Also Inolcated on this map is the scattering angle
for each of three time intervals of observation. _he second
flg_re shows the 305_-A reflectance and the re_ color ratio
plotted as a function of time.
Data set name - PUBLISHED DATA ON MARS' UPPER ATMOSPHERE
AIRGLOW ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO 71-D51A-O2B_ UPPER ATMOSPHEBE-AIRGLOW_ FICHE
Time perlod covered - 11/1A/71 TO 02/08/72
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - B CARDS OF B/W MICRDFI:M[
This data set consists of six published reports supplied
by the experimenter "Mariner 9 Mars Orbiter Ultraviolet
Spectrometer Experiment Data Report 1_ December 8. 1971"_
_Marlner 9 Mars Ordlter Ultraviolet Spectrometer Experiment
Data Report 3_ December 15. 1971", _Martner 9 Mars Orbiter
Ultraviolet Spectrometer Experiment Data Report 5_ December 29_
1971"_ "Mariner 9 Mars Orbiter ULtraviolet Spectrometer
Experiment Data Report 7. January 5_ 1972"_ "Mariner 9 Mars
Crblter Ultraviolet Spectrometer Experiment Data Report 9_
January 26, 1972", and ,,Mariner 9 Mars Orbiter ULtraviolet
Spectrometer Experiment Data Report 11_ ;ebruary 15, 1972."
These reports were published in hardcopy by the Laboratory for
Atmospheric and Space Physics, University of Colorado_ Boutdere
Colorado. Report 1 provides Mars upper atmosphere airglow data
that were obtained on November 1dr 1971_ during the first orbit
tn which high data rate communication was possible with Mariner
9 following orbit insertion. The report also includes data
obtained during a systematic upper atmosphere study from
November 27 to December 3_ 1971. The airglow emissions are
grouped as - (I) the CO fourth positive bands and the CI 1561-
and 1657-A Lines in the LA%B- to 175R-A spectral region, (2)
the CO Camerom bands in the 1910 to 2Q58 A spectral region, (3)
the Ol 130_-A llnet and JR) the HI 1216-A Lines. The data are
presented in successive groups of eight figures containing the
Log emission rate vS altitude for each of the above four
spectral ranges for the etght orbits reported. The orbital
pass number is indicated on each figure. A table is also
included giving the orbital parameters associated with each
bright tlmb crosslng. Report 3 covers the period November 20
throuqh December 13t 1971; Report 5 covers the period December
15 to December 21_ 1971; Report 7 covers the period December
23, 1971_ to January 2, 1972; Report 9 covers the period
January 3 to danuary 21, 1972; and Report 11 covers the period
January 23 to February 8t 1972. ALl these reports present the
same data in the same format with one exception. An anomaly
appeared in the Long wavelength channel on orbit 114 and
affected the acquisition of airglow data in that region.
Conseouentty_ no data for the CO Cameron bands are presented
after this date. The other datar however, are unaffected.
...............................................................
Data set _ me - P_BLISiED DATA ON 1216- AND 130A-A LIMa
AND DISC AREAS OF MARS ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO 71-051A-02C, 1216, 130_ A LIMB/DISC DATA,FICHE
Time oerlod covered - %1/12/71 TO 12/06/71
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 2 CARDS OF HIW MICROFICHE
This data set consists of two published reports supplied
by the experimenter "Mariner 9 Mars Orbiter ULtraviolet
SPectrometer Experiment Data Report B, March B, lgT2"r and
"Mariner 9 Mars Orbiter ULtraviolet Spectrometer Experiment
Data Report 10r March 15, %972." These reports were published
in hardcop¥ by the Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space
Physics, university of Colorado, Boulder, _olorado. Report
provides OI 130a-A data from both the bright tlmb and disc of
Mars. The 130_-A data have been previously reported in Data
Reports I a _ 3 (71-051A-02_). Presented in Report 8 are data
for November 12, %971, and for November 27 to December _ and 6_
1971, Each pass shown represents approximately _0 mln of
viewing time as the FOV crossed the bright Limb, moved onto the
disc. and continued past the evening terminator. The data are
divided into two parts - preorbltat and orbital. Figures 1 and
2 deal with the preorbltal oatao Figure l shows first-order
soectru_ between 1270 and 1370 A obtained by averaglnd 511
successive spectra of the disc of Mars viewed from
approximately 30OtOCO km. The relative intensity of OI laO_ and
OI 1356 are depicted on an intensity vs wavelength plot with a
disc in the upper right hand corner showing the Illu_Inatlpn of
the clsc ant the FOV. Figure 2 shows theoretical intensity
contours of these features for the same viewing conditions.
Figures 3 to 11 d_al with the orbital data. Each figure tS
composed of two parts. The upper half shows the orbital
parameters (cosine of angle at intersection point between took
direction and Local zenith, cosine of solar zenith angle, and
scattering angle) needed to specify the Line of slqht and solar
zenith angle along that Line. The lower half of each figure
shows the laO_-A Intenslty, a theoretical 130a-A intensity, and
the CO (a-x) intensity on a relative scale. ALso Indlcateo iS
the approximate time the rov moved from the Limb onto the else.
Report 10 provides HI 121E-A Lyman-alpha data from both the
bright Limb and disc of Mars. The data format is Identlc_L to
that of Report 8. except that there are no preorhttal data,
theoretical 1216-A intensity, and CO (a-_) plots included*
thls report covers the same perloo as Report 8.
...............................................................
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Data set name - STELLAR UV SPECTRA 3ATA ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 71-05LA-O2D+ STELLAR DATA ON MICROFICHE
Time berlod covered - 11/14/71 TO 01/IG/72
(As verlflen by :ISSDC)
_uantlty of aata - 2 3ARDS O_ BI_ MIZROrICHE
This oats set COnSiSts of one published report+ in
hardcopy fermi provided by the ex_erl_enter - "Mariner g Mars
Orbiter ULtraviolet Soectro_eter Experiment 3ata Report 6+
January 19+ 1972." The report covers the period November 14.
1571+ to January 16+ 1972. The data consist Of stellar spectra
observed by the UV spectrometer ranging in spectral type from
OT to AZ. The data are _resented in Plots of instrumental
response in data numbers VS wavelength in angstroms for both
the I_00 to ]_OO A and i]00 to 2000 A channels of the
instrument, The sky background Lyman-aLpha emission has not
been removed from these plots. The data for each of the blots
have been multiplied by an arbitrary constant to make the peak
intensity fail between 200 and 250 data numbers. Noise bulses
were suooressed by ignoring signals greater tha_ a fixed level
and the spectra have been smoothed _tth a running three-point
average. Meadlngs for the plots give the star name+ orbit
numbers and scaling factor. The quality of the IROO to 3sO0 A
channel data is not as high as that of the 100 to 2000 A
channel because of a higher noise level and a smaller field of
vlew_ which reduced the effective observing time for the star,
Stellar measJrements were Oy Mariner g when the planet could
not be viewed, i.e,+ a 20-mtn period after earth occultation
and a period of an hour or two at aooapsls between the end of
tape recorder playback and the time Mars sets at Goldstone,
The region of the sky that was observable with the instrument
was tlmiten by spacecraft design to the area north of the
ecliptic between 96 deg and 165 deg from the sun. Each orbit
generated about one _llllon stellar data points. Good data
were obtained for 29 stars. These stars are Listed in e table
presented in the report along Mith the spectral type_ the
visual magnitudet the blue to visual intensity magnitude ratio+
the UV to blue intensity magnitude ratio, the nJtber of scans
summed+ indications if any IADO to 5ROe A channel plots were
obtalnedw and the pass number, Also included were (I) a table
giving the strongest UV lines In the Mariner 9 stellar data+
(2) a Picture giving the sequence of spacecraft events for a
typical zenith (Goldstone) pass+ (3) a celestial map showing
the area of the sky that could be observed with the instrument
on November 15. 1971+ and (4) a plot showing the average signal
in the 100 to 1200 A channel during orOtt 72.
...............................................................
Data set name - AN ATLAS OF MARS: LOCAL TOPOGRAPHY
NSSDC IO 71-051A-022+ LOCAL TOPOGRAPHY-ATLAS
Time periOd covered - 01122172 TO 02126/72
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Ouantlty of data - IS CARDS OF BIw MICROFICME
This attass mlcroflched from hardcopy provided by the
experlmenterl presents altitude profile Infor_atlon for the
surface of Mars_ derlveo from the ultraviolet spectrometer
(UVS) data. Durtng close approaches to the planet_ the
bore-sighted UVS and television cameras made observations
simultaneously. From these data, altitude profile information
was matched with the observed surface features. Pairs Of TV
pictures are shown in the Lower portion of each page. The UVS
track iS shown as the heavy dark Line across the center of the
photographs. The upper portion of each page contains the
attitude profile for the track shown. The right hand legend
gives the revolution number+ the spacecraft code data
atquisttlon signal ttme (DAS-ttme from launch)+ the latitude
and longitude of the center of the left-hand TV picture.
Within a sequence of photographs taken on an orbital pass the
TV PiCtUres appear twicel first following and then Leading
photos Of a pair9 for ease of interpretation of the data. The
true surface distance can be found by expanding the distance
axis by the scale factor given in the accompanying table.
Distances found this way are accurate for the center to center
distance of the ptcture pair. The accompanying documentation
identifies periods of dust storms which contaminate the dotal
and detail the formula used to construct the profile.
...............................................................
Data set name - PRESSURE-ALTITUDE MEASUREMENTS ON 4A RS
NSSDC ID Tl-O51A-O2F_ PRESSURE ALTITUDE MEASUREMENTS
Tlme period covered ° 01/23/72 TO 03/01/72
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set mtcroftched by NSSDC from a reprint of an
article "Rartner 9 Ultraviolet Spectrometer Experiment:
Pressure-Altitude Measurements on Mars" by CoW. Herd et el,
which was publlshe_ in Icarust 2]+ 292-302 (1974). UVS
measurements of the reflectance at 3050 A Ire modeled to glve
pressure-altitudes for Mars assuming a quiescent atmosphere.
The overall scaling factor is found by Intercomparlson wlth
Mariner 5 occultation pressures. Data appear in both table and
contour plot forms.
...............................................................
MARINER _, HANEL
INFRARE_ INTERFERSWET[R SPECTRO_IZR
(I_IS)
...............................................................
Data set name - I_rRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER DATA
TAPES
NSSDC ID TI-OSIA-O3At MARINER 5 ]R INTER. SPECT. (IRIS)
Time period covere_ - 1111R/71 TO 10116/72
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 5 REELS OF TAPE
Thts oats set consists of 160O-bpl binary data tapes+
produced on a n IBM 360. The tapes are g track. E ash contains
one file of data. The records have a physical record slze of
E_OB bytes and a Logical record size of 6404 bytes. Each tape
contains the following seven types of records - (1) tape
summaryt (2) cold reference caktbratton_ (_) warm reference
calibration+ (A) average normalized responslvlty+ (5) noise
equivalent raolancep (6) average instrument temperature_ and
(7) calibrated Martian spectra. Approximately 2LtOOD
cattbrated spectra are included in this data set. For a more
complete description of this data set. including calibration
proceoures+ see Hanelt "Mariner 5 Infrared Interferometer
Spectrometer (IRIS) Reduced Data Records Documentatlon"i
October 1973, GSFC X-622-73-305.
...............................................................
MARINER g+ KLIORE
S-BAND OCCULTATION
...............................................................
Oats set name - REDUCED AND ANALYZED MARTIAN OCCULTATION
DATA (TABLES ANO PLOTS) O_ MIORO_ILM
kSSDC IO TI-DSlA-O_A, OCCULTATION DATA+PLOT,TAHLES,FILM
Tlme betted covered - Ii/I_/71 TO 10/26/72
(AS vertfled by NSSOC)
Ouantity of data - 11 REELS Dr MICROFILM
This data set contains both reduced and analyzed data on
1G-mm microfilm. The reduced data are tables and plots of
observed frequency anO residuals (both raw and smoothed) versus
time. The analyzed data include tables and plots of derived
electron density, plasma scale height+ plasma temperaturet mass
denstty_ number density+ temperature Lapse rate_ pressure scale
helght_ pressure+ and temperature versus radius from the center
of mass of the planet Mars. Most of these items are also
ltsteo and plotted versus altitude from the surface. The
spacecraft orbit number+ day of year+ and start-stop times are
also given for each occultation. Geodetic coordinates
(latttude_ lengttude_ surface radtus_ parameters referenced to
a reference ellipsoid) are also Riven for each occultation.
Data are included from the standard mission (orbits 0 to Tg)_
the first extended mission (orbits 352 to _50)_ and the second
extended mission (orbits 6_8 to 696}.
...............................................................
MARINER 51 MASURSKY
TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHY
...............................................................
Data set name - MTVS RAW PHOTOS ON BIW POSITIVE 70-_H
FILM
NSSDC ID 71"05IA-OAA_ PHOTOSI MTVS RAW
Time period covered - 11/13/71 TO 10/27/72
IDate supplied by experimenter)
Ouanttty of data - B451 B/W POSITIVES
This data set which consists of 7O-mm B/W film+ iS one of
three verstons reproduced from the digitized images transmitted
from cameras on Mariner 9. These photographs, reproduced by
the MTVS laboratory have had no enhancement, stretching+ or
tittering+ and hence are raw data. The other two versions
appear n_xt to the raw versto_ followed by a data block
containing tke following information: mission deslgnatton_
playback number_ orbit (often _ot glven)_ set (often not
gtven) t time from pertapsts_ slant ranger viewing angler phase
angle_=ltghttng angle, latitude and longitude of corners and
center of frame, picture numberl ¢lmeral fitter+ exposure ttme_
OAS humbert rate_ pn _rroral ptxel sptkest frame number_
stretch ¢ontrot_ translation+ and picture version° Below the
picture are two graph ¢harts_ one ehow_ng data output and the
other showing film output.
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Data set name - MTVS ALBEDO PHOTOS ON B/W POSITIVE 70-MM
FILM
NSSDC ID 7%-05IA-OAB_ PHOTOSIMTVS ALBEDO
Time period covered - 11113171 TO I0127/T2
(Date sjpplted by exoertmenter)
Quantity of data - 8_61 B/W POSITIVES
This data set is the albedo version of data set -OIA. In
these frames, the original data have been computer-enhanced
(shading corrected) and stretched to bring out the range of
brightness of details that are contained in the originals.
This version may be used for more magnified data on range of
albedos or the Light reflectance range of the Martian surface.
The accompanying data block contains the following information:
mission destgnattonw playback number, orbit (often not given)_
set (often not gtven)t time from pertspsts, slant range_
vtewlng angle_ phase angle_ llghtlng angler latitude and
longitude of corners and center of photot otcture number_
camera filter_ exposure time, DAS n_mbert rates pn errorst
plxel spikes) frame numbers stretch sontrol_ translation, and
picture version. Below the picture are two graphs, one showing
the data o_tpdt and the other sho_tng film o_tpJt. The duality
iS generally good after the first 40 revolutions, In the first
few weeks of photography_ a planet-wide dust stor_ obscured
nearly all surface detail. After the dust settled, excellent
detail was recorded.
...............................................................
Data set name - MTVS MAXIMUM DISCRIMINATION PHOTOS ON B/W
POSITIVE 70-MM FILM
NSSDC IO 71-05LA-04Ci PHOTOS,MTVS MAX DISCRIMINATION
Time period covered - III13171 TO 10/27/72
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 8q61 B/W POSITIVES
This data set is the enhanced version of data set -OLA
and is the third version of the original data as processed by
the MTVS laboratory. This version contains the ohotos that
resulted after the digital data had been passed through a
filtering process that gives maxtmum discrimination Of details
but in which the albedo is not as apparent as in the albedo
version. Each frame is acco_oanted by a data block that gives
the following information: mission deslgnatlon_ playback
number_ orbit (often not glven)t set (often not given)) time
fro_ perlapsls, slant range, vfewi_ a_le, phase angler
lighting angle, latitude and longitude of corners and center of
photo_ picture humbert camera filter_ exposure tlmet DAS
number_ rate, pn errors) plxel splkest frame number9 stretch
control9 translation) and otcture version. Belo_ the pfctJre
are two graphst one showing data output and the other showing
film output. The ouallty is generally good after about
revolution _0. Before that time the camera was operating during
a planet-wide dust storm which obscured nearly all detail.
After about the first 3 weeks of the mission, the dust settled
and excellent detail was recorded.
...............................................................
Data set name - IPL ALBEDO PHOTOS 0;_ _LACK/WHITE POSITIVE
?O-MM FILM
NSSDC ID 71-051A-O_D, IPL ORTHOGRAPHIC CONTRAST E_HANCE
Time period covered - 11113171 TO 13127172
(Date sJoolle:) by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 8410 B/W POSITIVES
These photographs are albedo versions of the original
70-mm frames processed by the IPL laboratory. The alnedo
versions have been enhanced by stretching o_t albedO$ for
contrast_ thus encompassing the entire nrlghtness range of the
exoosed regions. A data block Included on the frame gives the
following data: mission deslgnation_ date, time, DAS number,
picture numberl exposure tlme (ms)_ filter used, altitude of
spacecraft, wlew zenith angle_ long_tJde and latltJde of center
of photo, approximate horizontal distance (width) on surface,
vertical distance (height) on surface, solar zenith anglel
frame corner coordlnates_ correction for residual image,
conversion factor for lumlnaslty (to fL), and stretch factor.
This version has had flrst-order correction for error and
orthographic correction. The quality of the frames is
generally good. Very Little detail is found on the frames
taken early in the mission (November-December I)71) owing to
the planet-wlde dust storm in progress _t that time.
...............................................................
Data set name - lPL MAXIMUM DISC RIMINATION PHOTOS ON
_LACK/WHITE POSITIVE 70 -u_ FILM
NSSDC ID 71-O51A-O_E, IPI ORTMOGRPHIC MAX DISCRIM.
Time period covered ° 1L/1_/7I TO LO/27/T2
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 8_I0 B/W POSITIVES
These photos are enhanced versions of the original ?O-mm
frames processed by the IPL laboratory. In this verston the
original has been flttered to produce maximum discrimination
for surface detail and has had some first-order error
correction and orthographic correction, Included on each frame
is a data block containing the fallowing information: mission
deslgnatlon_ date_ time, DAS no._ ptcture_ exposure time (in
mS)_ filter used, altitude of spacecraft= view zenith angtel
lo_ttude and Latitude of photo ¢enter_ approximate horizontal
distance covered on the Martian surface in the frame (wtdth)_
vertical distance on surface covered by the frame (hetghtt_
solar zenith angler corner coordtnate$ of the framer correction
for residual tmage_ conversion factor tor luminosity (to fL)_
and stretch factor. The Quality is generally good. Very
Little detail is seen on those frames taken early in the
mission (November-December 1971) owing to the planet-wlde dust
storm in pro _ ess at that time,
Data set name - MTVS PHOTOGRAPHS_ WITH SUPPORT DATA, ON
MICROFICHE
NSSOC ID 71-051A-OQF, MTVS PHOTOS W/SUP DATA_ ON MFICHE
Time period covered - 1l/Ia/Tl TO LO/27/T2
(Date supplied by exoerlmenter)
Quantity of data * 759 CARDS O ¢ B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of q- _ 6- in. B/W microfiche
containing all versions of the Mariner 9 TV imagery reproduced
by the MTVS laboratory. The versions are (1) raw_ (2) atbedo_
(3) maximum discrimination (horizontally filtered) and_ in some
cases_ (_) maximum discrimination vertically filtered. These
versions appear side by side, followed by the data block with
the data common to all versions. Up to _0 frames appear on
each card, Up to four successive cards constitute the imagery
from one orbit. The East card contains aOdltlonat support
data. The cards are ordered by roll and file numbers and are
also DAS sequential, The DAS number is the common datum to all
versions of the same picture. Each card is headed by the
identlftcatlon of the mission photo laboratory and roll number.
The last card for each orbit contains updating Of tome of the
parameters contained in the data blocks that contain predicted
values that may be in error, These microfiche constitute the
NSSDC catalog of Mariner g MIVS photography, Included are 15
cards containing the adoltlonal and complete suoportlng data
for each of the frames of the photography.
...............................................................
Data set name - PANORAHIC MOSAIC PHOTOGRAPHS ON _- BY
5-1N. _/W FILM SHEETS
NSSDC ID TZ-O51A-O_G_ BLACK & WHITE PANORAMIC MOSAICS
Time period covered - 1111_/71 TO 10/27/T2
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 9b B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of _- x 5- in, negatives filmed
from JPL-prepared mosaic boards containing the Mariner 9 3
camera (narrow-angler hlgh-resolution) photography in whlth
frames in a given Quadrangle of the Martian surface are shown
together. Frames of adjacent areas are arranged togelher_
producing a kind of mosaic. The last four digits of the DAS
time are given beside each frame, the JPL-assigned board number
at the lower right corner, and the camera and type of
processing (shading corrected [sc] or maximum dlscrlmlnation_
either vertically [VAGC] or horizontally :HASC] in the upper
right corner. The revolution number and full DAS time are
given in each row. The Quality is excellent_ and these photos
can De used for some scientific purposes, but their main
purpOSe iS for use as a catalog. An Index_ together with
reduced-slze copy of each of the mosalcS_ iS available in
microfilm (see 71-051a-O_N),
...............................................................
Data set name - TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHY SdPPORTING DATA ON
I6-MM MICROFILM
_SSDC ID 71-851A-O_H, SEDR SUPPORT DATA IG-_M M/FILM
Time period covered - 11/1_/Ti TO 18/27/72
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL 0 _ MISRO_IL M
This data set consists of lE-_m microfilm containing the
supporting data for the complete 70-mm photography of the
Mariner 9 mission. Explanatory tables and diagrams are at the
beginning of the roll and pertain to the followlng supporting
data: revol_tlon number_ DAS tlme_ camera, shutter time in UT_
day of year, filter _nd exposure tlmel Local time from tlme of
2g
OF ku,_,, "_.....=,
perlapsl$1 distance from spacecraft to center of planet (R_AG)0
true anomaly of the spacecraft (SCITA)e sunls latltude and
longitudes spacecraftts Latitudes and Longitudes, principal
point's Latitude and Longitude (_ tat and Q longI_ picture
height and wldtht north direction on the planetary surface
measured in the image plane and plxel sizes and sun angle
(,hlch is the sun's direction on the planet measured in the
image plane]. These support data are early data that contain
some errors, The SEDR support data (data set 71-051A-ORK) on
magnetic tape contain the final best data.
...............................................................
Oata set name - TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHY INDEX DATA ON
15-MM MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 71-051A-0_I, TELEVISION INDICES 16-MM M/FILM
Time period covered - 11/1_/71 TO 10127/72
(Date SuPPLte_ Oy experimenter)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set c3nslsts of the complete indexes of MTVS
and IPL versions of the Mariner 9 70-mm photographyv reproduced
at NSSOC on LT-mm microfilm for catalog purposes. The indexes
are arranQed in six different sorts : (I) orlnclpal point
Latitude, (2) principal point Longitude, (3I BAG elmer (4) MTVS
roll and file numberp (5) IPL roll and process tlme_ and (5)
comments. Each sort contains the parameters Listed above ands
in addition, gives the revoldtlon number.
...............................................................
Data set name - IPL MICROFICHE CATALOG OF SELECTED
PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC IO 71-051A-O_JI IPL/RDR MICROFICHE CATALOG
Time period covered - IL/I_/71 TO 08/06/72
(Date supplied by experlmenter)
Quantity of data - 251 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of the best Mariner g photography
on microfiche from the IPLIRDR. The first card contains
explanations of data for this microfiche catalog. The Quality
of reproduction is sufficient for some scientific studies to be
made directly from them.
...............................................................
Data set name - SEDR FINAL SUPPORT DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 7L-OBIA-OqKt SEDR FINAL DATA TAPE
Time period covered - 11/12171 TO 10/18172
(As verified by N_SDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of the final and most correct
Support data tape for the Mariner g photography. The tape was
written in 7-tracks binary code at 556 bpt on an IBM 360. The
contents of the tape suoersede any other support dotal such as
the records on the data blocks on the tmagery_ or those on the
reduced data records (ROR). The information given iS similar
to that contained in data set 71-051A-OiH.
...............................................................
Data set name - CATALOG OF MTVS PHOTOGRAPHY ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 71mO51A-OiLt CATALOG OF MTVS PHOTOS ON MFILM
Time pertoo covered - 11109/71 TO 10/27/72
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Ouantlty of data - 20 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of the complete Mariner g MTVS
_hotograohy on 16-m_ film for catalog purposes. Generally_
three renditions of each frame are gtven: la) rawl (hi albedo
retttftedt and (c) high pass filtered (for maximum
discrimination). The quality is very good, and the photos can
Oe directly used for so_e scientific p_roose$.
...............................................................
Data set name - PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHS ON BLA_K AND
wHITE film
NSSDC IO 71-OSlA-OiMt BLACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
Time period covered - 11110171 TO 08106172
(Date supplied by experlmenter)
Quantity of data - 62 B/W NEGATIVE FRANCS
This data set conststs of 4- by 5-1n. black and white
negatives of the press-released Mariner ? photographs and
mosaics from JPL. Included among these _hotogra_hs are seven
color ones of models made from Mariner 9 photographs and other
experimental data. These frames are copied from a film
ent¶tted "Mars: The Search Begtns. _ The designations are a
JPL-PlO system of numbers unrelated to the DAS or frame number
system used on the originals. The phOtdS are of interesting
and unusual features_ e.g.t OLympus Mona and the other great
volcanoes or areas; and they include the two Martian
satellites. Large strips of the Martlan surface are inCLuded
in mosaic. The Quality of the photography is very gOOd.
..... . ............................ p ..... . ......................
Data set name - MOSAIC PHOTOGRAPHS AND INDEX CATALOG ON
LG-MM MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 71-051A-OiN, MOSAIC CATALOG * I_OEX ON MFILM
Time period covered - 11/13/71 TO 10127172
IDate SUDpLted by ewperlmenter)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of dPL-prepared mosaic boards of
selected areas of the Martian terrain together with an index on
16-mm microfilm. The photographic mosaics are grouped
according to specific geographical areas and were filmed from
_- x 5-tn. negatives (data set 71-051A-OiG). The index
consists of two Listings which are identical in content. The
first ts ordered by mosaic number and the second by DAS time.
This mosaic catalog enables users to identify those mosaics for
which they require higher QUality reproductions.
...............................................................
Oata set name - LIMB INOEK WITH SUPPORT DATA ON
MICRO:ICHE
NSSOC ID 71"051A-OQOt LIMB INDEX W/SUPPORT DATA_ MFICHE
Time period covered - 11113171 TO 10127172
(Date SUpplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 16 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of B/W positive microfiche cards
Indexing the complete set of llmb photography from the Mariner
9 IPL reduced data found in data set 71-051A-OQP. Each frame
contains the support data that all Mariner 9 photography
possesses. The Listings are ordered by ]PL roll number and
SEDR/OAS time.
...............................................................
Data set name - LIMB PHOTOGRAPHY CATALOG ON B/W
MICRO:TOME
NSSDC ID 71-051A-O_Pt LIMB MICRCFICHE CATALOG
Time Period covered - 11/13171 TO 10127/72
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantlty of data - 166 CARDS OF BIW MICROFICHE
This data set consists of microfiche of the Martian Limb
photography. In addition to the photographic Imageryt there
are plots of Limb profiles, supporting data blocks for the
photographs, and supporting data for the plots, The data blocks
for the photography contain the following information : Picture
numbero DAS time, attltuael view zenith angle_ center and
corner coordtnates_ year, day_ month_ UT times ftLter_ Picture
height and width in km on the surfaces phase anglee process
data_ and IPL number. The data blocks on the Limb profile
plots contain the following information : 3&S tlme_ ftLter_
Limb abscissa_ plot Line number, local tlmet Longitude and
Latttude_ Line sampie_ illumination angle, phase angte_ sun
azimuth, scaiee start Linee start samples end t|ne_ and end
sample. The imagery iS generally vmry good_ including the
plot= and the data blocks. Occasionally some of the Letters
bleed a Little in the data bLocks_ but even these should be
LegtbLe.
...................... . ........................................
Data set name - SELECTED MTVS ANO ]PL PHOTOGRAPHY ON
MICROFICHE FROM CAt TECH
NSSOC IO 71-051A-O4Q, CAt TEE w SELECTD MTVS_IPL PHOTOS
Time period covered - 11113/71 TO 10127/72
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - _65 CARDS OF BIW MICROFICHE
This data set consists of microfiche, selected by Cat
lath personnel representing the best frames from the MTVS and
I E reprodulttona. Most of the photographs are the
albedo-stretched and maxtmummdlssrtmtnatton versions of the
or_gtnaL imagery, Included with the photographs are gray
scateat quadrant maps_ and supporting data for the images that
appear on each card. The supporting data contatn the following
information: Picture t denttftcatton_ DAS ttme_ orbit number_
cameras ffLtere roll and ftLe number IMTVSIt data plcture$
footprints (maps)_ corner coord]natell slant ranger viewing
angLe_ reaolutton_ solar ltghttmg angle, phase angle= Local
3O
time of the center fro_ midnight0 sun direction in the tmageg
direction of north in the image, and exposure interval. The
ttme period covered is from November 12, 1971 (far-encounter
photos}, to October 2Ti 1972. The supporting data in these
¢ards are equivalent to the SEDR data. which are therefore the
most correct. The photographic imagery is generally very good.
The footprint and supporting data imagery vary from fair to
Door. These microfiche are for catalog purposest b_t the
imagery may be useful fn some areas of research.
...............................................................
Data set name - USGS SEMI-CONTROLLED MOSAICS
NSSDC TO 71-051A-OcRt USGS SEMICONTROLLEO MOSAICS
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 30 PAGES OF UNBOUND HARDCOPY
This data set consists of 30 quadrangles of
seml-controlled paper photomosalc maps of the Martian surface,
ordered b y Quadrangle map number, e.g., MC-Io Each Quadrangle
(on 76- X 91cm [30-x 36-tn.] oaoer) consists of (I} the
photomosalc map, and (2) the individual, unrectlfled B-camera
(high resolution) frames that comprise the map. The Indlvlduat
frames are on a 110-1 15-c_ (4-x G-in.) format and a re
identified by OAS number. The mosaic maps are made with
computer-enhanced photos, rectified and scaled to polar
stereographlc pro_ectlon near the poles, Lambert conformal
oroJectlon for midlatltudes, and Mercator projection for Low
latitudes. Descriptions of methods used are included on each
map. The location and scale of each quadrangle with respect to
the Martian surface are indicated in an insert map.
...............................................................
Data set name - SHADED RELIEF MAPS OF MARS ON 2_X30-INCH
PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER
NSSDC ID 71-051A-04S, SHADED RELIEF MAPQ
Time period covered - 01101172 TO 10128/72
(AS verified by NSSOC}
Quantity of data - 5R PAGES OF UNDOUND HARDCOPY
This data set consists of shaded relief section maps of
the Martian surface with the Mariner _ photography as a base.
A coordinate grid accompanies each section. The maps are
Mosaicked photographs. Albedo differences betwee_ ohotograDhs
comprising the mosaics are obvious, and users are advised to be
cautious in interpreting albedos or color properties of the
surface from these maps, The quality i_ very good.
...............................................................
Data set name - PICTURE AND ENHANCEMENT CA TALOQ ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 71-051A-@_7, PICTURE ÷ ENHANCEMENT DATA TAPE
Time period covered - 10/09/71 TO I0/17/72
(As verified by N$SOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
Thls data set consists of a _agnetlc tape of the o_ctJre
and enhancement catalog for Mariner g. The tape is 556 bpi,
blnaryw 7 track, and created on an IBM 360 computer. Each
record on the tape is divided Into three sections. Section i_
Two Df the fieldslevel I$ occurs one time for each olcture.
it contains, PL count (Image Processing Laboratory count) and
MTV count (Mariner 71 TV-plcture count)t reflect the number of
entries in the other two sections. Segment 2, level 2,
contains entries which reflect the number and type of
processing of a picture by the I_ade Processing Laboratory.
Segment 3, level 2, contains entries which reflect the number
and type of MTVS frames on which a picture exists (usually
three or four).
...............................................................
Data set name - HARINER g JPL HOSAIC CATALOG AND I_DEX ON
MICROFICHE
NSSOC IQ ?L-Q51A-O_Ut JPL MOSAIC CATALOG - INDEX M=ICME
Tlme period covered - ILILO/71 TO 10/27/72
(Date supplle_ Dy ewperlmenter)
Quantity of data - 7 CARDS D_ BI_ MICROFICHE
This data " set consists of JPL prepared _osalc t_3ards of
selected areas of the Martian terrain together with an index on
microfiche. The photographic mosaics are grouped according to
specific geographical areas and were filmed from 4- x 5-in.
negatives (71-051A-ORG), The index consists of two listings
which are identical in content. The first is ordered by mosaic
number and the second by DAS time. This mosaic catalog enables
users to identify those mosaics for which they require higher
Quality reproductions.
Data set name - REDUCED DATA RECORDS STATUS INDEX ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 71-051A-OiVt ROR PRODUCTS (STATUS}
Time oerlod covered - 11/09/7% TO 10/27172
tOate supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set is an index of the mission status of the
reduced data record (ROR) for Nartner photography copied on
16-mm microfilm from computer listing hardtopy supplied by JPL.
The index is ordered in two wayst by IPL roll no. and by DAS
tlme0 and contains the folLowlng information (ordered by roll
no.) in columns : (I) roll no._ (2) processing time, (3} OAS
ttme_ (4) revolution no.. (5} camerat (6) no. of frame in
revPluttont (7) total pictures in revotutlont (8) DSPLt (g)
cumulative picture no.t (10) enhancement 1, (11) enhancement 2,
and (12) RDR status. The listing by DAD time is preceded by an
explanation of terms in the status column.
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - IMAGE PROCESSING LABORATORY PHOTOGRAPHY
ENHANCEMENT INDEX ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 71-051A-Oiw, IPL ENHANCEMENT CATALOG
Time oerfod covered - 11/0g/71 TO 10/27/72
(Date Supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 1 PEEL OF MICROFILM
This data set is an index catalog of the IPL enhancement
processing Of Mariner 9 photography supplied by JPL In the form
Of a computer printout reproduced onto I6-mm microfilm. The
index Listing, ordered by processing tlme contains the
following information: (I} processing time, (2) DAS time, (3}
orocesslng date, (4} role no., (5) enhancement l, (6)
enhancement 2, (7) enhancement 3t (8) enhancement 4, (g)
enhancement 5_ (10) enhancement 6, (11} enhancement Tt (12)
output tape, (13) taoe file, and (14) remarks. NO explanatory
notes are included. The material is generally legible.
...............................................................
_ata set name - MARS GLOBE RHOTOMOSAICS
NSSDC ID 71-051A-Oixt MAPS GLOBE PHOTO_OSAICS
Time period covered - 01/01/72 TO 10/27172
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Ouantlty of data - s32 P/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set from JPL consists of photographs taken from
the Mars gloPe_ wh(ch was constructed from photomosatcs of
Mariner g photography. The photographs comprising the
photomosatcs are primarily from photos taken after the dust
storm had started to subside and features began to appear. The
_osalcs cover all of _ars, including the polar caps.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set na_e - MARS 3LOBE PHDTOMOSAI_ I_E _ _N
MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 71-05LA-OqY, _ARS GLOBE PHOTOMDSAIC INDEX
Ti_e period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 1 CARD OF B/_ MICRO=TO HE
This data set is the index of the ohotomosalcs that made
the NASA-JPL Mars globe. It is broken down into several
_ovlnces. Sections it 2, 3, G, T, B, and g are areographlc
(Mars geographic) areast a_o sections 4 and 5 are the volcanic
and canyon lands provinces. Contained in the indexes are (1)
grouping order (serial numPer)_ t2) areographlc latltude_ (3)
areograohlc longltude_ and (4) frame number. In the cases of
the volcanic and canyon Lands indexes, only the grouping order
and frame number are given.
...............................................................
Data set name - INDEX OF IMAGES BY 10 DEGREE BOX
NSSDC ID 71-051A-O_Z_ INDEX OF IMAGES _Y 10 DEGREE BOX
Time oerlod covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 3 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
Thls data set consists of I Listing of Rarlner 9 images
sorted bY 10-dog boxes. These boxes contain all images
obtained for the designated center Latitudes and longitudes
where the center tat(tude is held _ixed and the center
Longitude varies (n lO-deg increments. The columns of data
are: (i) picture number (plcno)t (2) DAD number, (3) Latitude
31
(LatB)i(A) longitude (lonB)t (5) emls_lon angle (ema_)t (6)
InclPe _ e angle (InaB)_ (7) range, and (8) mars time. Thls
data set acts as an index of all of the ohotograohy for areas
on Mars of 10 deg sguare°
Data set nape - PLANETARY IMAGE QATA QN RAGNETIC TAPE
(.)
NSSDC ID T1-O51A_O_at IMAGING DATA _N MAGNETIE TAPE
Time per; Od covered _ 1111_1TI TQ I0122fT2
(As verified _y _SDC_
Quantitv ot data - _4 REELS DF TA_E
This data set consists _f the Experiment Data _ecords
(EDRs_ for the approximately T3_0 i_ages obtained by the
_riner ? T_ _peri_ent_ _tore_ _ _-bpi _agnetic tapes°
Thc EDRs co_si_t ot u_rocessed _r_ i_stru_e_t data in VICAR
format. Each image file consis_ of _ blocks containing
_I_A _ytes per blOC_o Each block i_ ¢pmposed of _ Logical
recorDs of 9_ bytes each° The first Logical record of the
_irst block contains a Labcto Th_ ta_els are followed _y _0_
logical records (one per image tine_ containing pixel and
engi_eertng _ata_ Details of the data set are provided b_
Martin et aL._ _PLa_etary _a_e _onversi o_ Task; EinaL Report_ _
JPL P_pLicatio_ _0_ _ _hioh is a_aiLabte at NSSD_. This
publication includes the o_Ly catalog c_rrc_tly available i_r
the data set° The catalog Li_t_ images _y DAS time_ a
_pacecraft cLoc_ cou_t_ against taoe_file oo_iti_no For this
reas_ ii is necessary to be a_le to identity the DAS ti_es oi
interest before _Lacing an order°
MARINER _ NEUGEBAUER
IN_R_REQ RA_ID_TER _RR_
Data _et na_e _ INFRARED RADIOMETER _ A_ _ _I_
_RIG_TN_SS_TEMPERATURE _ATA ON TAPE
_SSQ_ IQ TI_A°_IA_ _0 AND _OMI_R_N _RIO_T TEM_MTAPE
Tim_ periOd covered _ _I_1 T_ _'_
_A_ verified py N_SDE)
_ua_tity of data _ _ RE_L OR TAPE
Thi_ data set co_aists of o_e _-trac_ bina_y_ I_-bpi
_agne_ic t ape created o_ an I_M _T_ computer. The data are
contained on 1_ tiles. The tape has variable Length spanned
PLoc_ed records _ith a _a_im_m physical record length of _
_ytes_ incl_din_ a S-Pyte _Lock descriptor word._ Esch logical
record consists oT 1A _-byte integer _ords co,tailing L_) DAS
time of measure_enL_ i_) _rightnes_ te_Rerature_ (_) tatit_de_
longitude and Local time o_ Mars; _ _ieLd_of-view ¢orrectio_
i_ Limb_ i_cidence_ _issio_ and ohasc angle_; a_d i_ the
n_ber ot measurements used to get t_perature for each record.
ALL _eo_etricaL _uantities are as specified in JPL document no.
_-_BS_ dated September _ I_T_.
MARINER 10t BRIDGE
MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA ENVIRONMENT
...............................................................
Data set name - MARINERtVENUSoMERCURY PLASMA DETAIL TAPE
NSSDC I; 73-BBBA-O3At MVM PLASMA DETAIL TAPE
Tlme period covered - 03128174 TO 03116175
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These plasma detail data are contained on _agnetlc t ape
wrltte_ at 6250-bpi_ 9-trackt binary. The data were created on
an IBM 360 Computer with a physical record stze of 31t200
bytes. There arc 100 Logical records Per physical record.
Each record contains time tn montht_dayl yeart hourp mtnutet
second an_ millisecond of day; decimal day; angle for each
energy step; channeitron count; command and status words;
temperature_ denstty_ alohal and gamma halo; maonettc vectorsl
and magnetic data avaltabILityt time valldlty_ and date flags.
...............................................................
MARINER lOe BROADFOOT
EUV SPECTROSCOPY
...............................................................
Data set name - HYDROGEN-HELIUM INTERPLANETARY EMISSION
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
_SSDC IO 73-OFBA-OBA_ INTERPLANETARY EMIS H-HE_ ON TAPE
Time period covered - 11/06/73 TO Ol/2B/T_
LAs verlfied by NSSDC)
_uantfty Of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This 7-track_ ROO-bplt RCD tape was supplied by the
experimenter and contains the data used to generate the four
data figures in hls paper_ "The Interstellar wind: Mariner 10
Measurements of M (121_A) and He {5_AA) Interplanetary
Emlsslont" submitted to The Astrophysical Journal (1977). The
tape contains four fiLest one file tot each roll caltbratto_
maneuver (RCM), The number of records per file varies but fs
near 1000. Each record contains the background photoelectron
events per 21 st the number of helium photoelectron events per
21 s, the number of hydrogen photoelectron events per 21 st
right ascensLon_ and decltnatLon. One rayletgh of emission
ytel_s 0.36 photoelectron events per second for helium (BRAA)
and 0.033 photoelectron event per second for hydrogen (1215A),
File I contains data for November 6_ 1973; file 2 contains data
for December 7_ 1973; file 3 ha_ Oata for December 19, L973;
and file _ has data for January 28t 197A.
.................................. _ ............................
MARINER 10_ CHASE_ dR.
TWO-CHANNEL IR RADIOMEIER
...............................................................
Data set name - INFRARED RADIOMETER DATA OF MERCURY ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID T3-OBBA-O6A_ IR RAp. DATA OF MERCURY ON TAPE
Ti_e period covered - 03/29/7¢ TO 03/29/?A
(AS verified by NSSQC)
Quantity of data - l REEL OF TAPE
Thls data set consists of one 9-trackt 1600-hOt, E_CDI_
magnetic tape recorded on an IBM _70/158 computer. Each record
consists of 92 B-bit characters, Ftle I of the tape contains
data from the Mercury forward pass. File 2 contains data from
the Wercury aft paSS. Each Logical record contains SIC GMT
time in hourst mtnutas_ and seconds; latttude_ longitude, and
Local time on Mercury; emission angle; slant range; tlmb angle;
a P_ field Ot view correction and brightness temoeratures for
two channels. These and other data are also held by E. D.
Mlner_ Jet ProouLsLon Laboratory_ Pasadena_ CaLtfornta_ to whom
requesters are referred.
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - I_RA-RED RADIOMETRIC DATA OF VENUS
NSSDC ID 73-085A-DEBt IR RADIOMETR_C DATA OF VENUS
Time period covered - 02/05/7_ TO 02105/74
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 CAR_S OP B/_ _CR_F]_H_
This data set consists of two published papers by the
prLnclpat investigator and colleagues, they contain results
and the reduced data obtained for the ]R Radiometer experiment
and contain the only data that NSSDC will receive for Venus
from thts experiment. The meager data obtained for Venus were
matnty used for calibration of Mercury data obtained in the
mlssJon. In the publications _he results are presented as
graphs of (1) the 48 micrometers intensity vs Venustan
Longitude. (2) Venus coordinates of the viewed point on the
planetl (3) temperature vs height above surfacer iA) radiance
measurements for both 11 and 45 micrometers channels vs
Longitude and vs cos phi, (5) dLffcrence between the measured
radiance at A5 micrometers and the Limb-darkening taw vs Long..
(6} optical depth vS height above surface for both channeLs_
and (7) CLOUd particle Oenstty VS height above the surface.
Brightness tempcrature_ opadueRess_ Ltmb-darkentng_ and
implications are given. The two papers have been mlcroflched
in tandem and are available in that format from NSSDC, The two
publications are from Sctencet v. 183t OP, 1291-2t |974t and J.
Atmosoh. Sctencest v. 32t PP. 1101-6_ 1975. These and other
data are also held by E. D. Miner= Jet Propulsion Laboratory=
Pasadena_ CaLtfornta_ to whom requesters are referred,
...............................................................
Data set name - INFRA-RED RADIOMETRIC DATA OF MERCURY
NSSDC ID 73-085A-06C_ IR RADIOMETRIC DATA OF MERCURY
Time period covered - 03/29/7A TO 03/2917_
IAa verified by N$SOC)
Guantlty of data - 2 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
Thts data set consists of two oubtished papers by the
principal investigator and co(Leagues containing results
derived from the data of the IR Rmdlometer experiment on
32
OF POOR QUALITY
Mariner 10 for Rercury on the first passt which was the only
pass with data. PLots are given of (1) brightness temperature
at 45 micrometers vs local time for the forward is) and aft (b)
beamst (2) overlap data of the intensity of the two beams vs
local timer (5) geometry of the flay for March 299 1974t (4)
adopted response of the 45 micrometers channel to off-axis
radiation angler (5) trace of the forward beam across Mercury,
(6) brightness temperature of forward and aft beams vs Mercury
longitude= (7) surface temperatures vs longitJde for both 11
and 45 micrometers channelst (8) nighttime surface temperatures
vs longitudes and (9) nighttime surface temperatures compared
with a homogeneous surface of a gtve n thermal inertia. ALso
tables of representative data points at Longitudes latttude_
and times give the brightness temperatures9 slant range for
both channels, small-scale thermal features charactertsttcst
and characteristics of the radiometer systet are presented.
The two publications are Science9 v. 1851 PP* 1_2-145. 197At
and Icarus, v, 28_ n. 41 PP* 565-578_ 1976* These and other
data are held by E. D. Mtner, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasade nag C altfor nip, to w_m r eguesters are referred.
...............................................................
MARINER 10_ HOWARD
S- AND X-BAND RADIO PROPAGATION
...............................................................
Data set name - FINAL PLOTS AND LISTINGS OF VENUS
OCCULTATION OAIA9 ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 73-O85A-D2A, VENUS OCCULT-FINAL PLTS/LSTS MFLM
Time period covered - 12/04/T3 TO 02/05/74
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - Z REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set is contained on 16-mm microfilm and
consists of Listings of the putouts of the intermediate and
final programs used to analyze Mariner 10 data resulting from
occuttattons of Venus. These data _nclude the derived
atmospheric parameters (e.g,9 temperature* pressure9 ladse
rate) that a_pear nowhere else. Other outDutsD resulting from
intermediate programs, are also Listed. These data _ere
received from the principal investigator* Included on this
reel of microfilm are data from the Pioneer iO occultation of
to.
...............................................................
Data set name - INTERMEDIATE DATA FILES OF VENUS
OCCULTATION DATA, ON _AGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC 10 73-O85A-O2B* RED TELE SIGNAL DATA_ VENUS 3CCLT
Time period covered - 02/05/7_ TO 02/05/7Q
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 27 REELS OF TAPE
This data set is contained on 27 magnetic lades s_plted
by the principal investigator. These tapes are 9-track,
800-hot, odd-parity tapes generated on a Univac 1108 computer.
These tapes were prepared by sampling the analog spacecraft
signal and time from analog-recorded tapes. The sample rate is
IGO_OO0 samples/s for both S-band and x-band. The data on the
tapes are a digital representation of recorded signals received
from the spacecraft, the time of receotton (UTS), and header
information. These are reduced data. These magnetic tapes
contain only the data from the Venus occultation.
...............................................................
Data set name - REO_CED TELEMETRY SIGNAL DATA FOR VENUS
OCCULTAIIONS, O_ MA3_ETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 73-OeGA-_2C, VENUS OCCULTATIO_J_ INTE_MED. DAIA
Time period covered - (N/A)
Guantlty of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set was generated by the prlncIDal investigator
usln 9 the _arlner 10 radlo-occut_atlon data as input to a
subset of the occuttatlon software. The software removed drlft
and bias from frequency residuals, computed bending angle*
ray-asympt0te distance, power corrections, and refractivity as
a function of radius to the center of the planet Venus. This
oatd set is contained on one 7-track, 800-bpl, binary magnetic
tape generated on a Univac 1108 comoJter.
...............................................................
Data set name - REDUCED MERCURY OCCJLTATION DATA _
MASNE_IC TAPE
NSSDC ID 73-085A-O2Dt MERC.OCCULT p REO.TM SIGNALS*TAPE
Time period covered - 03/29/74 TO 03/2g/74
tAs verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF TAPE
This data set ts contained on magnettc tapes lupplted by
the principal investigator. These tapes are @-tracks 800-bpl,
odd-parity tapes generated on a untva¢ 1108 computer* These
tapes were prepared by sampling the analog spacecraft signal
and time from analog-recorded tapes. The sample rate ta
160,000 samples/s for both S-band and X-band. The data on the
tapes are a dtg¶tal representation of recorded signals received
from the spacecraftl the time of reception (UTCDt and header
information, These are reduced data. These magnetic tapes
contain only the data from the Mercury occultation.
MARINER LOt MURRAY
TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHY
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - MARINER 10 CALIBRATION SEQUENCE PMOIOS OF
EARTH AND MOON ON ?OHM FILM
NSSDC IO 73-O85A-OIA, EARTH/MOON CALIBRATION SEQ 70-MM
Time pertod covered - 11103/73 TO 0g/23t7_
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 918 B/W POSITIVES
This data set is the calibration photography for the
Mariner 10 mission on 70-mm black and white film. The earth
and moon were used for calibration along wlth frames of gray
scales. Each frame contains a data block of supporting data to
the right of the photo and gray scales at the bottom for
ortgtnal and for stretched (albedo) versions, The data block
contains the following information: first rOw--MTCF (Mission
Test Computer Facility) identifier and mission identifier;
second row --day no._ h, m9 s9 and ms and rllght Data System
(FDS) count (similar to the Mariner g Data Automation Set (DAS)
no.); third row--spacecraft data transmission model imaging
system mode, bit rate (117 : 117.6 kbps, 22 = 22.05 kbps, 7 :
7.35 kbps)9 and editing mode tss = skip-slide, cs : center
strip); fourth row--first in-synch Line/last in-synch Line, no.
of good llnes/no, of bad Lines/no. of missing llnes_ total =
700; fifth row --bit error (blank in system test phase) and no.
of spikes (blank in system test phase); sixth rowm-camera
designation9 exposure time in s and ms, and filter position and
type¢ seventh row--cathode beam status (off or on)_ camera
flooding Light status A and B (camera A and _ on), A (camera A
on, camera B off), B (camera B on_ A off)_ off (both off)9 and
calibration mode status (off or on); eighth row--filter step
command (09 le 2, or error) and dark current (de) status {off
or on); ninth row--camera (A then camera B) temperature control
status (Low, high, both, or error); tenth-fourteenth rows--data
nos. of 10 IVS housekeeping measurements; flfteenth-nlneteenth
rows--processlng versions (raw, stretched (albedo) or AGC or
High Pass Filtered (HPF) [maximum discrimination])* filter size
in picture elements (blank for raw), type of stretch (none_
manual auto [end search] es or auto Icenter search] cs)_ input
parameters for specified stretch, resulting end points of
stretch used (equating input no. [0-255] with output level
[0-63]), translation table Identifier (ttO [none]t ttl, tt2_ Or
ttS}, MPF transference factor (blank for other than high pass)
giving percentage of HPF output used_ blemishes removed (blank
if not selected) used on HPF or AGC only, and radiance
contouring type identifier (nonm_ llne I: tlnear]_ log [:
Logarithmic])* twentieth (last) row--day, month, year of
processing by MTCF, and 7000 series number. The two bottom
gray scales show, Left--full range of gray scalel
rlght--stretched range. The original numbering system was a
7000 series. Several rolls were spliced together to form a
Larger roll. These Larger rolls were designated by a
gO_O-serles numbering system. The Latter frame number iS
imprinted in large pold-faced type in the space between the
gray scales (the roll iS preceded by the gO00 number system).
_hese two series numbers will be cross-referenced so that
requests may be made by elther number. The 7000-serles number
appears in the Last rOW in the data block,
.................................. . ............................
_ata set name - MARINER 10 CALIBRATION SEQUENCE PHOTOS OF
EARTH AND MOON CN MICROFICHE
NSSOC ID 73-OBGA-OI_, EARTH/_OON CALIBRATION SEO, FICHE
Time period covered - 11103/73 TO 0g/23/7_
(AS verified by NSSDC)
_uantlty of data - 16 CAR_S DF B/W _ICROFIDH{
This data set is the calibration photography for the
Mariner IC mission on microfiche. The earth and moon were used
for Calibration along with frames of gray scales. The raw Jr)9
hlgh-pass filtered (h), and vertical AGC (v) are dlsp[ayed
together for one FDS time. The frames have a 7-digit number_
which Is preceded by a camera ID Letter (A for wide angLe_ B
for narrow angle) and followed by a letter identifying imagery
_3
version. Below each fra_c are two graphs: one (left)
indicating data input gray scaler and the other (rIqht)
indicating ftLm output gray scale.
Data set name - MARINER 10 PHOTOS Or VENDS ON 70MR FILM
NESDC 10 73-OBSA-OIC, VENUS ENCOUNTER PHOTOS, 70-HM
Tl_e period covered - 02/05/74 TO 02/10/7_
(Date supplieO by experiment er)
_uantlty of Data - 71R7 B/W POSITIVES
This data set is the photography of Venus for the Mariner
IC mission on 70-mm black-and-whlte fil_. Each frame contains
a data block of supporting data to the right of the photo and
gray scales at the b_tto_ for original anJ for stretched
)aloedo) versfcns. The data block contains the following
information: first rOw°-MTCF (m_ssion test computer facility)
identifier and mission identifier; second row--day no., hl mt s
and mS and flight data system (FDI) count (similar to the
Mariner 9 _ata automation set (OA$ no4); thlro row°-spacecraft
data tr_nsmlsslon model imaging syste_ mode, bit rate (i17 =
117.6 kops, 22 : 22.05 kbDs, 7 = 7.35 lops) an_ editing _ode
(as : sklp-slide_ CS : center str(o)_ fourth row --first
In-synch llne/last In-synch llne, no. of gOOD llnes/no, of bad
llnes/no, of _sslng llnest total : TIO; fifth row--blt error
{blank In system test phase) and no. of solkes (plank in system
test phase); slxlh ro_ --camera desi_natlon, exposure time In S
and ms, and filter DOSltion and type: seventh row--carhoPs beam
status (off or on)t camera floodln_ light status A and B
(samara A and B on)_ A (camera A onl camera B off) B (camera B
o_p A off)_ Off (both off), and csllbratlon mode status (off or
on); eighth ro,--fIlter step command (0, 1, 2_ or error) and
dark current (dr) status (off or on); _Inth row--camera (A then
camera H) temperature control status (low_ hlght both_ or
error); tenth-fourteenth rows --data noso of IC TVS
housekeeping mea_Jre_ents; f¶fteeqth-nlneteenth
rows--processlng verslons (raw, stretched (albedo)t or AGC or
high pass filtered (HPF) (maxlmum discrimination)), filter size
in picture elements (blank for raw)B type of stretch (none,
• anuaI auto es fend search) or auto cs (center search)t Snout
parameters for specified stretchl resulting end points of
stretch used (equating input no, [0-255] Nith output level
_0°63]), translation table identifier (ttO [none] it1, tt2,
ttI)l HPF transference factor (blank for other than high pass)
giving percentage of HPF Output useD, blemishes removed (blank
if not selectea) used on HPF or AGC Only, and rsdlance
contouring type identifier )nonej l_ne [: Linear}, Log _=
Logarithmic]); twentieth (Last) row --dayt month_ year of
processing by MTCF, and 7000 series number. The two bottom
gray scales show -- left - full range of gray scale;-- rights-
stretched ranged The or|gln_l numbering system was S
7000-serles° Several rolls were spliced together to form a
larger roll. These larger rolls were designated by a
9000-serles numbering system. The latter frame number is
imprinted in large bold-faced type in the space between the
Qray scales (the roll is preceded by the 9000 numPer system),
These two series numbers will be cross-referenced so that
requests _ay be made by either number. The 7000-serles number
appears in the last row in the data block. These data are
avallable in digital tape form from Susan La Vole, mailstop
16B-514_ Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California.
Data set name _ MARINDR _ PHOTOS 0_ MERCUR_ 0_ T_MM FILM
NSSDC 10 73-OBSA-OID_ MERCURY IST ENCOUNTER 70-MM
Time period covered - 03129174 TO 04102174
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 29_6 B/W POSITIVES
This data set consists of the flrst-encounter photography
of Mercury from Mariner 10, Each frame contains the Dtcture
Imaget two gray Scales below it, and a data block to the right
of the picture. One gray scale (left) is the data tnput_ and
the other gray scale (right) is the film Output° The camera
designation and frame number are printed below the picture
frames. The photography of the pictures and gray scales is
very good_ but the printing of the frame number and gray scale
values is poor; in some cases the printing t$ SO faint that it
is almost illegible. The data block printing is adequate.
These data are available in digital tape format from Susan Ls
Vole, mailstop 168-51_ Jet Propulsion Laboratory_ Pasadena,
California.
...............................................................
Data set name - PRESS RELEASE PHOTOS OF MERCURY + VENUS
NSSOC ID TI-O85A-OIE_ PR PHOTOS OF MERE _NO VENUS
Time period covered - 02/0_/74 TO 0_/03/T4
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - _4 _/W POSITIVE _RAMES
This data set is composed of Q- x 5-1n. photos of Venus
and Mercury relessed oy JPL. The photos sre both far and near
encounter images. Those of Venus =how views of its cloud
structure but no surface detalls° Tile far images of Mercury
show its distant moon-llke appe_rance_ while close-up photos
reveal ridge and rills P_tterns not found on the moon or any
other Planet investigated so far (including the earth). The
ouallty is generally good, The identification numbers of these
photos were ssslgned oy the Public Information Office (PAD) of
NASA_ and are independent from the NSSDC identification system.
The photos may be ordered by the PIO number.
...............................................................
Oat_ set name - PHOTOGRAPHy OF MERCURY _ROM SECOND
ENCOUNTER ON 7DMM _ILM
NSSOC 10 TI-ORSA-OIF_ MERCURY 2NO ENCOUNTER TO-MM
Time oerlod covered - Og/23/T4 TO 09/23/T_
(As _erlfled by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1518 R/W POSITIVES
This 70-mm B/W photography of Mercury is from the Mariner
10 second-encounter (September 2_, 1974) in a format similar to
that for Marl r_r 9 Mars photography. Each _DS image is
peesented in three versions° There are two frame numbering
systems: the original 7000 series, on the Last line of the data
block_ and the 9000 sertes_ in bold type between the two output
graphs below the photographs. The left graph contains the
data-input shadtng scale, the right graph_ the ftlm output
shsGlng scale. The oats block gives the following information:
photography tab_ day of year, h, mtn_ and s_ FDS numbering
system_ mode and rate_ camera_ calibration tnformatfon_ error_
camera system information, type of rendition, stretch factors_
amount of translation, radiance level, 7000 sertes_ frame
number_ and date of processing° These data are also available
in digital tape format from I. Plerl, at the RRIF, Building
26q_ Room 115; Jet Propulsion Laboratory_ Pasadenat California.
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - MARINER 10 PHOTOGRAPHY OF VENUS
ON MISROFICHE
NSSDC 10 73-ORSA-OIG, VENUS ENCOUNTER MICROFICHE
Time period covered - 02/05/7_ TO 02/05/74
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 120 CARDS OF BI.W MICROFICHE
These numbered microfiche taros contain three versions of
the Mariner 10 Venus-encounter photography. Each frame has a
vertical and horizontal scale (0 to 700 on the ordinate and 0
to 800 on the abscissa} and contains one version of imagery in
the following order: (1) raw photograph (R), (2) high-pass
filter (H)_ then (3) vertical AGE (Vii which is generalEy the
most detailed version° The three versions have the same
T-digit frame number_ which is preceded by a camera I0 letter
(A for wtOe angle_ B for narrow an_ie) and followed by a letter
identifying imagery version. Below each frame are two graphs:
one (left} indicating data input gray scale_ and the other
(right) indicating film output gray scale.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - MERCURy FIRST ENCOUNTER ON MICROFICHE
NSSOC ID 73-OBSA-OIH, MERCURY IST ENCOUNTER 4I:RO_ICHE
Time period covered - 03/29/T4 TO 03/2g/7_
IOate supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 50 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
These nmmbered microfiche cards contain three versions of
the Mariner 10 first encounter Mertury photography_ Each frame
has _ verttsal and horizontal scale (0 to 700 on the ordinate
and to 800 on the abscissa4 and contatns one version of
imagery in the following order: (1) raw photograph (R), i2)
high-pats filter (M)_ then (3) verttca( AGE (V)l which iS
generally the most detailed version. The three versions have
the same _dtgtt frame number_ whteh iS preceded by a camera ID
Letter (A for wide engle_ B for narrow angle) and followed by e
letter identifying imagery version. Below each frame are two
graphs: one (left) Indicating data input gray scale_ and the
other (rtghtl indicating film output gray scale=
...............................................................
Data set name - MERCURY 2NO ENCOUNTER MICROFICHE
34
,_ _,t'*._._, ' , : ;: _" _ ._ _ ;,,,
_,_ .......:':;:is ....
NSSDC ID T3-OBSA-011_ MERCURY 2ND ENCOUNTER MICROFICHE
Tlme period covered - 09/21/?_ TO 09/21/74
(Date supptled by experlmenteri
Quantity of data - 26 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
Thts data set consists of the second-encounter
photography of Mercury from Mariner 10 reproduced in microfiche
form for use as a catalog, Each frate of _tcroftche contains
the picture image and two gray scales below it, One gray scale
(left) tt the data tnputt and the other gray scale (right) is
the ftLm output. The camera designation and frame number are
printed below the picture frames. The photography of the
pictures and gray scales is very goodw but the printing of the
frame number and gray scale values is poor; In some cases the
printing is so faint that tt is almost ILlegible,
...............................................................
Data set name - INDEXES OF MARINER 10 PHOTOGRAPHY ON 16MM
FILM
NSSDC ID 73-085A-OIJ_ INDEXES OF DATA
Tlme period covered - 02/05/7S TO 09/21/74
(Date supplied by experimenter}
Guantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of eight Listings of the same
parameters9 each ordered separately for the Mariner 10
_ercury-Venus photography on IG-mm microfilm and includes the
calibration+ Venus and Mercury (through seco_d-encoJnter]
photography, The eight parameter listings are (I) FOS counting
no.+ (2) spacecraft (S/C aLt,)t (3) Latttudet (4) Longitude,
(5) view angle9 (6) solar Lighting angle_ (7) roll and file
nO._ and iS) spacecraft event time, given as day of year+ h, m_
S_ and ms, The parameter relationships to the photograph are
given in a diagram at the beginning of each Listing, The
headings for each coljmn in the tables are (l) the coljmn by
which sorted_ e.g._ (I) Latitude+ (2) Longttude_ (3) spacecraft
aLtltudel (A) FOG countt (5) spacecraft event day and time, (G)
camera deslgnatlon_ (7) exposure tlme_ (8) filter co_e+ (g)
picture type (raw+ vertical AGO, or high pass fllter)_ (10)
view angle9 (11) Light angler and (12) roll and file no. If any
of the eight parameters of sorting are known+ the photograph
can De retrieved on repJest_ though the p referred parameter ts
roll and file number.
...............................................................
Data set name - MERCURY THIRD ENCOUNTER PHOTOS ON 70-MM
bLACK AND WHITE FILM
NSSDC ID 73-O85A-OIK_ MERCURY 3RD ENCQUI_TER 70-MM
Time period covered - 03/12/75 tO 03/17/75
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - IOR7 B/W POSITIVES
This data set consists of photography of Mercury obtained
at the third and Last encounter of Mercury by _arlner 10 when
the spacecraft approached _tthin 200 km of the planet's
surface. These photographs contain the highest resolution
(approx. I00 m} of the three encounters. The photography IS
good* Beside the #icture, of which three versions are
glven--Ca) raw_ (b) high pass filter and (c} vertical AGO)--Is
a data block which gives the following information: MTC_
(Pisslon Test Computer Facility) identifier, mission
identifier+ day no._ hour+ mlnutet second_ and _llllseconds+
FCS (Flight Data _ystem) count+ spacecraft data transmission
• ode+ imaging system mode_ bit rate+ ed_tlng mode+ first
In-synch Line/last in-synch llne+ no. of good Lines/no. of bad
llnes/no, of missing lines+ bit error_ no. of sGikes+ camera
oeslgnatlon_ exposure time+ filter position and typet
cathode-beam status_ camera flooding light statusl caLiPratlon
mode+ filter step command, dark carreni statosl housekeeping
measurementsw process version, filter size, type and input of
stretch parameterst translation tablet filter transference
factor_ blemishes removed+ radiance contourlng_ year_ month_
and day of processing. (See _rief _escrlptlon Of 73-O85A-O1A
for fuller OescrIption=) _elow the picture are two gray scales_
the Left one the full range and the right one the stretched
scale. The nu_Perlng system is a @O00-sertes _umber a r_ Is
Imprinted in bold type between the gray scales. These data are
also available in digital tape format from Lo Plerl at the
BPLF_ _uiLdlng 2_ Room 11_, Jet Propulsion Laboratory+
Pasadena+ California.
...............................................................
Data set name - SEDR SUPPORTING DATA FOE THE MTCF MARINER
i0 P_OTO3RAPMY ON l_MM MICRO=IL4
NSSOC IO ?3-085A-OIL+ MTCF SEDR SUPP3R_I_G DATA M/FILM
Time period cove red - 11/03/73 TO 0_/2]/7R
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
These data are designated the Supplementary Engineering
Data Records (SEDR) and are supporting data for the MTCF
Mariner 10 photography, Included are supporting data for Venus
and Mercury and supporting data for earth and moon catlbratton.
Since three passes were made of Meroury_ the data are
identified according to passes, The data are preceded by a
description of the contentst and correottons to errors in the
FLight Data System [FDS} number are included. There are 29
parameters ttsted_ such as camera-related data+ spacecraft
pOSition dato_ and grounp Location data,
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - SEDR SUPPORTING DATA FOR MARINER 10 IPL
PHOTOSRAPHY ON iGMq MICRO=ILW
NSSDC ID 73-O8_A-DIM, IPL SEDR SUPPORTING DATA_ M/FILM
Ttme period c_vered - 11/03/73 TO 09/24/74
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
These data ore designated the Supplementary Engineering
Data Records (SEDR) and are supporting data for the Mariner 10
Mercury photography processed by the Imaging Processing
Laboratory (1PL). Each Mercury pass is identified, The 27
parameters tnclude csmera-reCoted_ spaaecraft position-related
anO ground location-related data. Insluded also is a listing
of photographic coverage divided into H-areas based on latitude
and Longitude divisions. Listed are the appropriate Flight
Data System (FDS) frames and identifying passes for those
areas.
...................... . ........................................
Data set name - IPL/_DR PHOTOGRAPHY OF ALL MERCURY
ENCOUiTERS CROM MARINER iO ON 70MM PILM
NSSDC ID 73°085A-OIN_ MERCURY EKCO_NTERS IPL/RDR 70-MM
Time Derloa covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 655 _/W POSITIVES
These datae on ?O-mm fltm_ come In two versions: the
contrast-stretched or atbedo versfon_ and the htgh pass
filtered version (MPr). These two processes were chosen to
provide visually useful pictures of two different typeS. The
contrast-stretched or albedo version portrays the RDR (reduced
data record) with the relative brlg_tness exaggerated in a
Linear fashion+ but not distorted, This version would be Of
primary interest to Investigators _nterested in surface atbed_
The hlgh-pass filtered version suppresses the Large-scale
variation In brightness and enhances the contrast of smaller
features+ which would be of primary interest to investigators
interested in surface detail.
...............................................................
Data set name - IPL MERCURY STEREO PAIRS ORTHO3RAPHICALLY
RECTIFIED AND CONTRAST-ENHANCED ON 70-MM
NSSDC IO 73-ORSA-DIO_ IPL MERCURY STEREO 70-_M
Time oerlod covered - 03/2g/74 TO O9/2G/T4
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 264 B/W POSITIVE =RAMES
This data set consists of 70-mm film of Mariner 10 stereo
pairs of selected photography of Mercury, Each frame is
orthographically rectified and contrast-enhanced and contains a
data block. Processing and scaling parameters have been
selected to preserve Image resolution an_ ma_Imlze feature
dlscrlmlnabIllty. Acco_panylng the imagery is a listing of the
stereo pairs coverage which Includes other parametric
information such as Latitude and longitude+ date_ time+ and
filters. Included with the supporting data are conic plots for
each frame demonstrating graphically the position of each image
on the planet's surface In Latitude and longltuQe. ReQuesters
for these data should write tO ESSDC for the three-part
document titled Mercury Stereo Data Package (B2_T36-OOOA) which
contains _sers Gulde_ SEOR_ and conic plots+ and is available
in microfiche or on 16-mm microfilm (MP236gO), This contains a
Listing of the steeD oalrs and an explanation of their use.
Selections for reproductions in desired slze may then be
requested from NSSDC. Appropriate SUDPortlng data amp conic
plots will be supplied with the requested frames.
...............................................................
Data set name - SEOR SUPSET SUPPORT DATA FOR ALL PHOTOS
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID T3-Oa_A-OIP9 SEDR SUBSET SuP, DATA FOR ALL PHO
Time period covered - 11/03/73 TO 09/23/74
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These Supplementary Experiment Data Records (SEDR) subset
support data are on magnetic tape written at 5_.G bDl_ blnarye
T-track and were creeled on an l_m 3&0165 computer, The data
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are ttme-orderedw unblocked_ with a logical record of 204
bytes, Each Logical record contains dan of year_ flight data
subsystem count_ yeart camera I3. filter posttton_ s_zet
numbert colort instrument IDt TV system serial no,_ measurement
time at saacecraftt planetw and spacecraft ephemeris
Information.
Data set name - °ERC_RY ENCOUNTER SOL CALTECH MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO TO-OBSA-OIQ_ MERCURY IPL CALTECH MICROFICHE
Time period covered - 03/16/74 TO 09121/74
(As verified Dy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 17 CARDS OF _/W MICROFICHE
Thls data set consists of _Icroflche cards obtained fro_
California Institute of Technology (Cal Tech) of Mariner 10 ]PL
photography of the third Mercury encounter and the
corresponding support data for each photo. The first part of
each card contains the Photographs and the data block that
accompanies each photograph. The other part of the card
contains the matching support data (most accurate) for each
photograph with two supporting data blocks per mtcroffche
frame. ALL data are arranged in order of the FLight Data
System (FDS) count. The supporting data are the following:
FDS countp event tlmet manual code (Lab 13)j tlme from
encounter (in seconds)_ altitude, local time at center (in
hours)w camera_ dlrect|on of north in image (in oegrees
clockwise froe 5-G. as designated on frame dlagram)t surface
distance between points designated on frame dlagraml latitude
and Longitude of corners and center oolnt of f ra_l solar
ilghtlng_ phase and viewing angles of the corner and center
polntst resolutions and slant ranges for the corner and center
points. Quality is generally good except for card no. _ which
is badly blurred.
...............................................................
Data set name - MERCURY 3RO ENCOUNTER _TCF CALTESM
_ICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 73-085A-OIR_ MERCURY 3RD ENCOUNTER MICROFICHE
Time period covered - 03116175 TO 03/L_/75
(AS verified Dy _SSDC)
Quantity of data - 18 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of the third-encounter photography
of Mercury from Mariner LO reproduced In microfiche form for
use as a catalog. Each frame contains the picture image and
two gray scales below It. One gray scale (left) Is the data
tnputt and the other (right) is the ftl_ outoJt, The ¢a_era
designation and frame number are printed below the picture
frames. The photography of the pictures and gray scales is
very good_ bJt the printing of the frame number and gray scale
values is poor and almost illegible in some cases.
...............................................................
Data set name - PHOTOGRAPHY PROM ATLAS OF MERCURY.
NSSDC ID 73-085A-01S_ PHOTOGRAPHY FROM ATLAS OF MERCURY
Time period covered - (N/A}
Quantity of data - 316 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set ¢onstata of various-sized negatives and
positives of the maps and photos contained in the atlas of
Mercury prepared for NASA by M. E. Oavlesl S. E. Dwornlk_ g. E.
Gautt_ and R. G. SCram (NASA SP-A23). The atlas is in
sectlons, designated H (for Hermes to distinguish from M which
iS used for Mars) and each section has a shaded relief map at
scale l:StOOOBOOO, Some of the photos are mosatcs and some are
tndtviduaL ones tn high resolution. The map is followed by a
computer-enhanced photomosatc (designated A) and in turn
followed by high-resotutlon photos of smaller sections tn the
area (designated B and C), Some stereopatrs are Oestgnated
1-1t 1-2 etc.; in each patr the first number points out the
Locatton of a region and the second number points out an area
within the region. Footprints of the individual and stereo
pairs are shown on the maps. The ohotos are fro_ all
encounters.
...............................................................
Data set name - PLANETARY IMAGE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
(*)
NSSDC ID TO"OBSA-OITI IMAGING DATA DN MA6NETIC TAPE
Time perloo covered - 11103173 TO 03116175
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - ST REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of the Experiment Data Records
(EDRs) for the approximately BSO0 imaged obtained by the
Mariner I0 TV expertmentt stored on &250-bpl magnetic tapes.
The EDRs consist of unprocessed (raw) instrument data in VICAR
format. Each image file consists of 22 blocks contatnlng
31_g_ bytes per block. Each block IS composeo of 33 Logical
records of 968 bytes each, The first Logical record of the
first block contains a label. The Labels are followed by 700
Logical records (One per image Line) containing plxel and
engineering data, Details of the data set are provided by
Martin et al.t "PLanetary Image Conversion Task: Final Reporti"
JPL Publication 85-501 1985_ which iS available at NSSDC. Thls
publication includes the only catalog currently available for
the data set. The catalog Lists images by FOS count_ a
spacecraft event timer against tape/file position. _or this
reason# it is necessary to be able to Identlfy the FCS counts
of interest before Placing an order.
...............................................................
MARINER I05 NESS
FLUWGATE MAGNETD_ETERS
...............................................................
Data set name - 1.2 S_C RESOLUTION PLOTS_ SE3 COORDINATES
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 73-085A-OQA_ 1.2 SEC PLOTS, SEO CDORDS_ MFILM
Tlme period covered - 11/03/T3 TO Oq/lq/T_
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of 16-mm microfilm which contains
1 hour of 1,2-S average vector magnetic field data plots per
frame (30 min across the frame_ twice). The data consist of
field Latitude and longitude angles and standard deviations in
quasi-payload coordinates (Z along spin a_ts_ X along
spacecraft-sun line), Listed each 30 minutes are spacecraft
positions in solar ecliptic coordinates (Cartesian component
and radial distance),
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC
FIELO VECTOR PLOTS
NSSOC ID 73-085A-OAB_ HR AVG INPL HAG VECTOR PLOTS
Time period covered - 11/03/73 TO 04/11174
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICRO_IL4
This data set consists of the GSFC X-692-76-20_9 *Mariner
I0 Interplanetary Magnetic FteLd Measurements November
lg7_-March 19TA" by K. W, Behannon and r. W* Ottens, The
document contains two plOtS for each of six solar rotations.
The plots contain hourly averageo field magnltude_ field
Latitude and Longitude angles in solar equatorial coordtnates_
and standard deviations, One plot per solar rotation iS Linear
in timer and the other is linear tn sub-spacecraft solar
Longitude. Two additional plots are given: one shows hourly
averaged field magnttude_ angles_ and standard deviations vS
spacecraft distance from the sun; and the other shows daily
averages vs time.
........................................ _ ......................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC
FIELD VECTORS O_ MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC iO TO-OB5A-OQC_ HR AV3 INPL WAG VECTORS 3N TAPE
Time period covered - 11/03/73 TO 04/15/74
IAS verified by NSSDC)
Ouantttx of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of ane 9-track_ 800-bpt_ IBM 360
tard-lmage magnetic tape provided by the experimenter. Hourly
averaged field vectors are given in solar equatorial
coordinates through the prime data acquisition phase of the
mission (i.e._ through the first Mercury encounter). Data
words given for each hour include time and spacecraft ephemeris
wordst average field magnltude_ magnitude and direction angles
of the average field vector_ and standard deviations of the
magnitude and Cartesian components_
Data set name - 42-SEC MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS IN SEQ
COORDINATES_ MAGNETIC TAPES
NSSDC IO 73-OBSA-O_Ot _2 SEC DATA_ SEQ COORDS_ TAPE
Time period covered - 11/03/73 TO D4/Og/TA
(AS verified by N$SDC)$
quantfty of data - 32 REELS OF TAPE
lhts data set conststs of _2-a averaged magnetic field
vectors in aoLar equatorial coordinates on 9-track_ 16DO-bait
btnary_ standard Labeled magnetic _ape. The data were recorded
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on an IBM 3GO computer. Bach tape contains a header record of
10t152 bytes followed by data records of 11,&52 bytes. Header
records contain a satellite ID; day of year; milliseconds of
the day of the first data record; yearw day, and _onth of data
generation; coordinate system of the data; cruise mode; Low end
high range; x_ Yt and Z components; sensitivity Levels for each
sensor; magnetic coupling coefficients; Earth, Venus, and
Mercury true orbit of date; Sun true equator of date; and
radtus of Earth, Venus_ and Mercury in kilometers- The data
records contain averages of the ambient magnetic field. Each
record contains one 42-s average, _even 6-s averagest and
thirty-five 1°2-s averages. Each data record also contains
year and day-of-year of data of the beginning of the current
42-s block0 housekeeptmg and status words, and data quality
flags.
...............................................................
Data set name - 42-SEE MAGNETIC FIELD vECTORS NEAR VENUS
ENCOUNTER IN VENUS-CENTERED COOROS, TAPES
NSSDC ID 73-O85A-OiE_ 42 SEC DATAt VENUS COOROS, TAPE
Time period covered - 01120174 TO 02106174
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of 42-s magnetic field vectors,
venus coordinates on 9-track9 iGOO-bPll blnaryt standard
Labeled magnetic tape recorded on an IBM 360 computer. Each
tape contains a header record of 10t152 bytes followed by data
records of 11,652 bytes. Header records contain • satellite
I0; day of year and milliseconds of the day of the first data
record; year, day+ and month of data generation; coon J trite
system of data; cruise modev Low and high range; Xt Y_ and Z
components; sensitivity levels for each sensor; magnetic
coupling coefficients; Earth, Venus. and Mercury true orbit of
date; Sun true equator of date; and radius of the Earth, Venus,
and Mercury in kilometers. The data records contain averages
of the ambient flelo. Each record contains one 42-s average,
seven 6-s ave rages, and thirty-five 1.2-s averages, Each data
record also contains year and day of year of data; milliseconds
of day of the beglnnlng of current q2-s block; housekeeping and
status words; and data quality flags*
...............................................................
Data set name - G-S RESOLbTION FIELD COMPONENT, ANGLE_
MAGNITUDEs AND RMS DEVIATION LISTINGS
NSSDC IO 73-O85A-OiF, 6 SEC LISTS, SEg O00RDS. MFILM
Time period covered - 11/03/73 TO 0_/15/74
(As verlfleo by NSSDC)
Quantity of qata - 18 REELS OF MICROFILM
ThlS Gate set consists of a listing on microfilm of G-s
averages in the solar equatorial coordinate (SEG) system in the
cruise mode. X-sub seq is the Line formed oy 0 deg meridian
plane (that meridian at 0000 UT 25 October 1973 for earth
observers) and the solar equatorial plane; Z-sub sed is
parallel to the sJn's rotation axis (positive northward) and
Y'Sub seq is also in the solar equatorial plane, 3eroendlcul ar
to X-sub sea. The columns are day of year_ time (in hours),
flelo magnitudes, Eat. {th)_ and azlmuth (phi. the seq X, Y, Z
coordinates and the root _ean s_Jore (rms) _alues of the
Cartesian magnetic components. At the top is spacecraft
information.
...............................................................
Oata set name - 6-SECOND NEAR-VENUS _AGNETIC FIELD AND
TRAJECTORY DATA
NSSDC I_ 73-OBSA-O_G, 6-SEE NEAR-VE_JUS FIELD PLOTS
Time period covered - 02/04/7_ TO 02/05/74
(As verified by _SSDC)
Guanttty of Data I 1 BOOK Oq ROUND VOLUME
This data set consists of the G;FC X-documentt ._arlner
i_ Near-Venus Magnetic Field and Trajectory Data with
Bibliography." It presents0 in a useful form, the magnetic
field data for a oerlod of 2 days. i_cl_oing 41 hours oefore
ard ? hours alter the closest aoorodch to Venus. which occurred
at 1702 UT on February 51 197_° Si_-secon_ averages of the
field are presented In plot form. It also Drovldes the
associated spacecraft trajectory for this time period and
contains a comprehensive up-to-oat, bibllo_raphy on the
interaction of the solar wind with Venus and related studies.
...............................................................
3ate set name - 1.2-SECOND RESOLUTION PLOTS4 VENJS
COORdiNATES ON MICROFIL _
NSSDC ID 73-085A-OiHw 1.2 SEC PLOTSt VENUS COORDSt MFLM
Time period covered - 01/20/74 TO 02/05/T4
(AS verified by NSSDC)
guant_ty of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data sets on microfilm supplied by the expertmentee_
contains 1.2-s averaged resolution pEpSI of Venus coordinates:
each frame contains 1 h of plots per frame (30 mtn across the
frame_ twtce). The data consist of field latltude and
longitude angles, and standard deviations in Quasi-payload
coordinates.
...................... . .......................................
Data set name I 1.2-SECOkD RESOLUTION PLOTS_ MERCURY
COOOINATES ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID TI-O85A-04I_ 1.2 SEE PLOTS, MERE. COORDS_ MFLM
Time period covered - 03/25174 TO 03/30174
(AS verified by NSSDC}
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set, on microfilm supplied by the expertmenter_
contains 1.2-s averaged resolution plots of Mercury
coordinates- Each frame contatms i h of plots per frame (50
mln across the frame_ twice). The data consist of field
Latitude and Longitude angles_ and standard dev(attons in
quasi-payload coordinates.
.................................. - ............................
Data set name - 6-SECOND RESOLUTION LISTINGS. VENUS
COORDINATES ON MICROFILM
NSSDC TO 73-O85A-O_J_ 6 SEE LISTS, VENUS COOR]S. MCILM
Time period covered - 01/19/74 TO 02/05/?4
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set ts contained in the GSFC X-document
695-77-207 titled .Martner 10 Near-Venus Magnetic ¢tetd and
Trajectory Data with Bibliography-" There are 23 figures
showing plots of 6-S average magnitude (F)_ Longitude (4) and
Latitude of the magnetic field for days 4 and 5 February 1974,
with 2 hours of data per figure.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - G-SECOND RESOLUTION LISTINGS, MERCURY
COORDINATES ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 7_-085A-OiK_ 6 SEE LISTS, MERC. COORDS, MFILM
Time period covered - 03/25/T4 TO 03/30/74
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - l REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of a Listing on microfilm of 6-s
averages in the Mercury orbital (MO) coordinate system. Here X
iS in the equatorial plane in the direction from the center of
Mercury to the Sun, Z i s perpendlc_lar to the _ercurlan orbital
plane (positive northward) and Y ts in the equatorial plane
also perpendicular to x. The columns qlve the day of year and
time tO hours, field magnttudes_ lat. [th). and azimuth (oh)
coordln_tes_ the _0 coordinates X, Y_ Z_ and the root mean
square values (rms) of the Cartesian magnetic component. At
the top iS soacecraft Informatlon°
...............................................................
Data set name - 1.2-SECOND RESOLUTION PLOTS_ GSE
C33 RDINATES ON MICROFILM
NSSIC ID 73-ORSA-OiL, 1.2 SEC PLOTS, GSE COORDS, MFILM
Time oerlod covered - LltO_/T_ 10 11106173
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of _Lots on microfilm of the field
data in 1*_-s averages. They are plotted In the solar
e quatorlal coordinate system (SEg), and the spacecraft position
was determined relative to that sun-flxed reference frame where
W-sub seo lles along the intersection of the O-deg seq meridian
plane and the solar equatorial p_ane_ with the 0 deq meridian
defined as that meridian at the center of the solar disk for
earth observers at 0000 UT 25 October 1973; Z-sub sea is
parallel to the sun's rotation axis (positive northward); and
Y-sub seq also lles in the solar eouatorlal plane. The plots
contain the following information: tOO plot--ordlnate is F,
the field magnitude (In gammas)_ abscissa is date and ti_e to
the minute, GE coordinates; Z's on the line means folded scale
in nT's, y means two folds, and x means three folds, etc.
Middle plot: ordinate Z theta which tS the field vector
latitude angle (in deg), the dashed tlne is the O-deg llne and
numbers on the solid line are times (in mtn); the Lower set of
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nu_ers is the @E X, Y, Z, r positions in earth radii, Bottom
ptot: ordinate is oht, the field aztmath angle (tn deg); on the
upper l_ne_ the A'S indicate that the instrument is higher than
the ground state range (6-16 nt); dashed line ts the O-deg
l¶ne_ and the numbers at the Dotto_ are the sad AZ and Let
positions of the spacecraft. The accompanying listing gl_es
the spacecraft position dater date by day of year and ttme_
field data in nT, SEQ coordtnates_ and root mean square (rms)
val_es of the Cartesian magnetic co_Do_ents,
Data set name - b-SEOOND RES_LUTIDN LISTI_GSt QSE
COORDINATES ON _ID_O_IL_
NBS_C ID 7_-085A-0_M_ G $EC LI$TS_ _$E COBRD$_ _I_M
Time perioa covered - 1110317_ TO Ili06173
_s verified _y NSSD_
gua_tity oi data _ _ _EL D_ _C_I_R
This data set _n _icrofil_ i_ a listing _ith i_fo_ma_ia_
si_|lar t_ the I,_-s listi_ _t is i_ _-s averages i_stead,
The listing contains the following intorm_ti_ spacecratt
positi_ oa_a i_ GSE coordinates in the encounter _o_e_ the
c_l_S a_e _ay ot year_ tim_ in ho_rs_ tield magnitude I_
latitude _theta_ a_d azimuth _h_ ×_ Y_ an_ _ c_ordi_ates i_
the _$E system_ an_ the root _ea_ s_uare _r_s_ values af the
_ariesi_ magnetic components,
_ata set n_me - MARINER_ENUS_ _ RO_RY P_A$_A _ETA_L TAPE
NSSDC ID 73-O@_A-O_Nt MVM PLASMA DETAIL TAPE
Time period covered - 03/28/7_ TO 0_/16/75
(AS verlfled by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These olasma oetall data are contained o_ _agnetlc tape
written at 6250-bpI_ 9-track_ blnary. The data were created on
an IBM 360 computer with a physical record size of 31_200
bytes. There are 100 Logical recoras per physical record.
[ach record contaSns time in _onth_ day_ year0 _our_ mlnutet
second and millisecond of day; decimal day; angle far each
energy step; channeltron count; command anO status words;
te_peraturet density_ alpha_ and gamma bald; magnetic vectors;
and maanetlc data availabillty_ ti_e valldSty, and flags.
Data set _a_e - 1._ A_D _-SE_ MA_NETIE _IEL_ A_
_A_EETQR¥ DATA _QR _ER_¥ _÷_ ENC_NTER$
_$S_C _ T_o_B_Ao_ _A_ _LD_T_ _ATA PLQT$_L_ST_NQS
Time perIo_ cov_e_ - _1_17_ TD _l_B
_As verified _X NS$OC_
Quantity of data - _ DARD$ B_ B_ _RB_C_E
This data set consists of the NASA TM dos_ment_ _Sum_ary
of _ari_er l_ _agnetic _ield a_d Trajectory data for _ercury I
a_d _ E_counters _ by R. _ Lepping_ N. _. NeSA_ and R. _°
_ehan_on. The _ocum_nt co_ta_ns a summary co_pilatio_ of the
_arIner _ _agnetic field and associated trajectory data at
_erc_ry I i_arch _ _9_A_ a_d _rs_ry _ _March _ _gT_
enc_nters. The fie_d data are presented in _seful ptots a_d
numerical listings cf _._-_ G_ a_ _s a_erages along w_th
summary f_res a_d tables _hich have res_Itod fro_ the st_die_
ot tho GB_D _ariner _ _ag_etomet_r tea_. A comgrehe_sive
bibIi_Qraphy is also incl_ed_
_ata set name _ _E_GE_ HO_RLY A_E_AQE_ _ELO-$TANDA_
DEEP SPACE I_l$_L_ _I_D _AT_ 0_ T_RE
_$SDC _ _-_B_A-_P_ _RLY-_VQ _L_-STN_ IMPl$_LAR _ND
Ti_e period covered - 1_0_1_ TB _I_BIT_
_As _eriiied by NSS_C_
_antity of data - _ _EEL _ TAPE
Thts d_ta set_ on _track taRe_ sontains _h a_er_ges o_
the interplanetary magnetic field° The data _ere derived tro_
data set _-_A_C° T_a data _ere coeeected to $otar
eduatorial X_ _ a_d _ co,parental a_d tha Carrington
longit_de_ _arrtngto_ rctation nu_ber_ and earth-sun-spacecraft
angle _eee added by NSSOE_ to put the data i_to the standard
for_at of the deeps_ace _isa_o_ solar _ind data serioa produced
b_ _SSOD° The eight _orda ot the atandaed foemat reserved for
plaa_a d_ta _re sot to zero in this data set. T_e data set
consists of o_e fite of AS_II-sharacte r d O_u_e_tat¶on a_d one
fi_e of _ _G_ bi_aey data. The data poi_ta are eeferred to
spaceceaft event ti_e. The parameters i_cluded are ti_e_
apasecraft beltoaentric diatance_ _arrtngtpn rotation _ob_r_
_arrington longit_de_ hetio_rap_ic tatitude_
earth-au_-apacecraf_ angle_ and magnetic tield vectPe in the
solar equatorial system_ both in rectangutar coordinates and In
spherical coordinates, The rms deviations of the rectangular
components an_ magnitude are also given°
Data set name - ONE-HOUR AVERAGED PLOTS
NSSDC ]D 73-OBSA-@_Q, I HOU_ AVERAGED PLOTS
Time perlod covered - 11103/73 TO 09/18174
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 5 COLOR SLIDES
This data set consists of color Plots of t-h averages of
interplanetary magnetic field (I_F} parameters vs the
Carrtngton rotation number and the Carrtngton longitude of the
subspacecraft point. The plots are from the data set of -04P.
The _agnltude of each IMF Parameter is color coded as indicated
above the plot. Each number shows the upper ltmtt of the
parameter in that color range; e.g,t IMF energy densities from
1.91E-I0 to 2.6[-I0 are plotted in green, Lowest energies are
in purple and the highest are in red, For the component data_
the same scheme applies except that the passhand limits are
Lower Limits in the case of negatt_e values, and zero is at the
center. Each l-h 3verage data point is plotted 1 pt_el wide
and 3 plxels high. A blank tlne 3 plxels high iS left between
data lines, The parameters Include BWSE _T which equals the
compo_ nt of IMF along the X-axls in the solar equatorlat
system_ positive toward the sun_ in nanotestas° Stmtlarly_
BYSE NT is along the Y-axts_ BZSE NT is along the Z-axia_ BTOT
NT iS the IMF vector_ and M_G° ED is the IMF energy density in
ergs/cc° Blank areas are data gaps. The Carrlngton longitude
decreases as a function of time, thus the start of each line _s
at the right, Therefore_ the rotation and year are correct at
the right end, The rotation number given is the one seen by an
earth-based observer at the start of the 1-h average data
accumulation interval.
Data set name - 1.2.6_ & 42 SECOND MERCURY ENSDUNTER DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE (*}
NSSDE ID 73-OBSA-OqR_ 1,2_6_&A2 SEE MERCURY ENCTR TAPE
Time period covered - 03/261TA TO 0313117_
{AS verifieo by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL O_ TAPE
This data set consists of 1.2°$, 6-s and 42-a average
magnetic field vectors_ in Mercury-centered Cartesian
coordinates on 9-track_ 1600-bp_ binary, standarg labeled
magnetic tape recorded on an IBM 360 cOmputer. The tape
contains a header record of 10.152 bytes followed by data
records of 11_652 bytes. The header record contains a
satellite ID_ day of year and mtlltse¢onds of the day of the
first data record_ coordinate system description and tnltrument
information, The data records contain averages of the ambient
field. Each record contains ore A2-a average_ seven 6-s
averages_ and thirty-five 1.2-s averages. Vector rms error
estimates are provided. Each data record also contains the
year and day of the data_ milliseconds of the day of the
current _2-s block_ housekeeptr_j and status words_ and data
Quality flags. Spacecraft ephemeris information iS also
included after each _2-s set of measurements,
...............................................................
MARINER I0_ SIMPSON
ENERGETIC PARTICLES
...............................................................
Data set name - PULSE HEIGHT DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID T3-O85A-O7At PULSE HEIGHT OATA ON TAPE
Tlme period covered - 11103/73 TO 03121175
iAS vertfted by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - _5 REELS OF TAPE
These expertmenter-supptted_ purse-height data are on
7°track= 8OO-bpt. binary magnet]¢ tape created on an W_S 930
computer. Non-zero pulse-height events _ere extracted from raw
experimental data records beginning at a specified time and
coolected over the following 15 mtn° At the end of a 15-Btn
pertod_ two or more physical records containing a variable
number of events (depending primarily upon solar activity) are
written onto tape. The first of these records is a header of
t20 2_-btt words containing ttme (in da_ and fraction Of day)
and supporting information necessary tor the analysts of the
data, This information includes a data quality tnd¶cator_
eo_mand status_ summarization of &overage and guattty of dalai
selected counting ratea_ satett_te numb_r_ and the number of
events. The data records ¢ontat_ non-lard pulse hetghts from
the 15-mtn period described in the header record° The phyalcat
records are If vartaote length wt_h s ltntmul of 150 words and
• maximum of 1020 words° Two 2@-bit words represent either a
38
main telescope or low-energy telescope event containing the
range Identification for a parttclet data quality tndtcatort
and the telemetered pulse-height analysis channel reported for
the event from detectors it 2_ and 5.
Data set name - RATE DATA ON TAPE
NSSOC ID 73-085A-OTB, RATE DATA ON TAPE
Time period covered - 11/03175 TO og/23/TR
(As refitted by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 6 REELS OF TAPE
These expertmenter-suo_Lted, charged particle telescope
rate data are on 7-track_ 800-bpt* binary magnetic tape created
on an XDS 930 computer. An obse£vatton la logical record of _A
24-bit words) is deftned to be a collection of all rates
computed over a l-mln tntervat of real-time together with some
identifying information, data quality indicators and supporting
spacecraft or instrument parameters, The physical records
contatn 12 logical records. The identtfylng Information
includes yeart spacecraft tdenttftcatton_ and time Itn seconds
of year) of the beginning and end of the count accumulation
used to compute the rate for the observation. The remaining
data include seconds of coverage for three rate tyoes; co,outed
rate in counts per second of seven frame rates;
charged-particle teles¢opet spacecraft bay seven0 ano battery
temperature; and spacecraft buss voltage and current during the
1-min interval.
*********************** PIONEER 5 ****************************
...............................................................
PIONEER 5, GREERSTAOT
SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - TABLES A_O PLOTS OF MAGNETIC FIEL_
AMPLITUDE CN MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 6C-O01A-O2A, TABLES AND GRAPHS OF T_ MAD AMP
Time period covered - 03111/60 TO 05106/60
(AS verified by flSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
These reduced data are available in the TR_ oubtlcation_
"A Compendiu_ and Crlticue of Pioneer V Magnetometer Dalai" by
Euqene W. Greenstadt_ Space Technology Laboratories,
9_90-6OOI-RUOOG_ January 12, 1965. The data are also available
at NSSDC on one reel of 16-m_ _Isrofilm. The data are compiled
according tolndlvldual digital telemetry transmlsston perlods_
and these time periods are ordered chronoloqlcalky. Within
each telemetry transmission period all the digital outputs are
Ilsteo In decreasing ordert and the nJ_ber of ti_es that _jmber
was transmitted is indicated. The following information is
contained on tables in the publication (and on microfilm) :
dater time (beginning and end) l transmlsslon sequence number_
bit rate_ digital readlngl number of data dotnts at each
digital reading and the total for each transmlssiont and
magnitude of the field (in hi) _t the center of the OIgltal
reading. The tables have a 10% cove rage for the period
indicated. Also included with these data are s_e statistical
plots. For each day from March 12, 1960_ to April 30t 1960,
the measured field in nt vs the percent of the measured points
that lie below various values of the measured field is plotted.
...............................................................
Data set name - RAW EXPERIMENT dIGITAL OUTPUTS (S nMPUTER
LISTINGS) ON MICRORIL_
NSSDC TO 6C-OOlA-02_ COMPUTE p LISTINGS OF TELEMETRY
Time period covered - 03111160 TO 0711Z/60
(AS verii¶e_ by _SDC)
Quantity of data - S REELS 0 _ _IC_O_ILM
These raw data consist of computer Listings on five reels
of 16-mm microfilm of the _Igltal outputs from each of the
exberlments on the satellite. Ti_ev 3ate_ and ground station
are Ir_Icate_. The last useful data from the maonetometer were
received on May 6_ 1960. Ephemeris cata past this t_me are
found on the microfilm.
...............................................................
Data set name - _6_ A_ALOG DATA FOR S_N;IO;N OSCILLOGRAMS
ON _ICROClLM
NSSOC IO 60-001A-02C_ SANBORN OSCIELD_RAMS AN3 CALIBRAT
Time period covered - 03/11/60 TO 07/05/60
IAs vertfted by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 12 REELS OF MICROFIL_
These raw data consist of the Sanborn osctLlograms
recorded for the entire telemetry life of Pioneer 5. They were
made from the analog magnetic tapes that were recorded at the
Manchestert Cape Canveral_ Stngaporel and Hawaii ground
stations. The osctllograms are p_ots Of frequency V$ time for
each analog telemetry channel. The data are time ordered and
are available on 12 reels of 35-mm microfilm. The last useful
data from the magnetometer were received on May 6_ 1960.
Ephemeris data past this time are found on the microfilm.
...............................................................
PIONEER 5_ SIMPSON
PROPORTIO_L COUNTER TELESCOPE
...............................................................
Data set name - S_GL_ AND TRIPLE COINCIDENCE COUNT
RATES VS TIME ON MICROFILM
NSSDC TO 60-O01A-OIA_ PLOTS TRIF.+SINGLE DATA VS TIME
Time period covered - 03111160 TO 05110160
IAs verified by NSSOC}
Quantity of data - I REEL OR MICROFIL_
The data consist of 10 graphic plots of triple
cotnctdence counting rates and single counting rates plotted vs
time. The data cover the period March 11_ lg60_ to May 10_
1960. ALso included are tables of triple coincidence counting
rates (April 2, I960_ to May 4, 1960}. The data are time
ordered on one reek of 35-mm microfilm.
...............................................................
Data set name - TABLES OF SINGLE AND TRIPLE COINCIOENCE
COUNTS (TIME ORDERED) ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 60-OOIA-OIB, DIGITAL TRIP,.SINGLE DATAiTIME)
Time oertod covered - 03111/60 TO 05116160
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 5 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of tables of raw single and trlpte
coincidence counts from the proportional counter telescope. The
counts are in a tlme-ordered format covering the time IntervaI
from March ii. 1960_ to May 16, 1960. The data are on flve
reels of 35-mm microfilm. Also included in the
¢omputermproduced tables are mlcrometeorlte measurements,
Gelger counter and ion chamber counts_ and search coll
magnetometer data.
...............................................................
PIONEER 5, W_NCKLER
I0N CHAM_ER AND GM TUHE
.................................. . ............................
Oata set name - TABULATIONS OF COUNT AND PULSE RATES VS
TIME ON MICROFIL_
NSSDC ID 60-001A-ODA_ TABULATIONS RATES VS T MFLM
Time period covered - 03111160 TO 0_/2g/60
(As verified by NSSDC)
_uanttty of data - l REEL OF MICROFILM
Thls data set consists of one reel of 35-mm microfilm
that was generated from tabulations submitted by the
e_perlmenter. GM tube data include the value of the G _ tube
register, the change in this register between two successive
data transmlsslons_ a calculated counting rate, and a counting
rate corrected for the dead time of the reqlster. Data from the
ion chamber include the value of the ion chamber registert the
change in this register between two successive oats
transmIsslons_ a calculated pulse rate. and normalizes and
dead-time corrected pulse r_tes. The date_ the on and off times
in UT of the transmission_ and the receiving station _re given
/or each _ata value. These Data* which are time orderen and
contain no ephemeris Informatlon t cover approxlmateiy _OX of
the period from March 11_ 1960, to April 2g_ lg_O.
...............................................................
Oats set _ame - COMPUTER LIETING _F COUNT A_ _LSE
RATES VS TIME ON MICROFILM
3_
.-. \ _o_
OF "" .:;,;;d.iTY
NSSDC IO SQ-OOIA-030, COMpUT LSTNG RATES V'S T MFLM
Time perlo_ covered - 03111160 TO 051171G0
(As verlfled by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF RICROFILm
Thts data set consists of two reels of 35-mm microfilm
that were generated from computer printout sJbmttted by the
eMperlmenter. Values in the GM and Ion chamber registers are
given. The ephemeris tnformatLon presented includes the
spacecraft radial distance from the earth an_ from the suns
perpendicular dlstance to the ecLi_tlc plane, and right
ascension and declination. The dates the on and off ttmes CUT)
of the transmission, and the receiving station are glven for
each data value. Inventories 3f the data received fro_ each
sta(ion immediately precede the data listing from each station.
These data, which are time ordered for each statton_ cover
appro,lmateLy 20_ of the period from March 11, 1960, to May 17p
1960. Data for that Portion Of the period after April 27t lg60p
are no(sy, ang have not been included In the microfilm.
*********************** PIONEER 6 ****************************
...............................................................
Data set name - PLOT OF PIONEER G ANO 7 TRAJECTORY IN
_IXgD SUN-EAnTH LINE COORDINATES
NSSDE TO 65-10_A-000, EPHEMERISI ORBIT PLOT
Time period covered - 12/16/65 TO 03/11/70
(As verified py NSSDC)
Quantity of oata - 1 PAGE OF UNBOUND HARDCOPY
Thts data set consists of one R.S by 11 harocopy plot of
the trajectories of Pioneers G and 7 tn sun-earth line ft=ed
coordinates. The data cover the periods from [aJ_Ch until day
70, 1770t for PLoneer & and from Launch untLl day 190, 1971,
for Pioneer 7. On the PLotsw tick marks are shown 10 days
aoart_ and field lines are given for a 400-km/s solar wlnd
velocity. This plot ts JsefJL for _Jlck Look information only.
See data set 65-105A-OOE for more accurate trajectory
Informdtlon.
...............................................................
Oata set name - MULTI-COORdINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS TAPES
NSSOC ID 65-105A-OOE, EPHEMERIS TAPES
Ttme period covered - 12/IG/&5 TO 05/16/72
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantlty of data - g REELS OF TAPE
Complete trajectory information was supplied by the
Pioneer Project Office at Ames Research Center. The data are
contained on nine 7-track. 800-bot, IBM ?O?R_ _tnary magnetic
tapes. Each tape has one file. A Fortran IV program which
reads the tapes and prtnts out the data tS available. Each
tape was generated by JPL. The tapes consist of trajectory
information, described below_ oredlcted from _rott ete_entsp
which were themselves determined from obcerved trajectory data.
Thust the tapes overlap in the time parlod covered, For the
most accurate trajectory Informatlon_ the tape whose start tLme
lS closest to the date required should be used. The Pioneer 6
trajectory tapes cover the following ttme periods: 12/18/65 to
OT/06/&&, 12/16/65 to lO/2_/G&, 10/1A/S& to lllla/&Tt 03/07/$7
to 0A/01/68, 03115/68 to 03115169, 03/15/69 to 03/15/70,
10101169 to 10/01/71w 01/15/70 to 01/16/72t 05/15/70 to
05/16/72. The following Informatlon is available In Intervals
of 1 day (except for oertods when the spacecraft Is close to
the earth when the interval may be shorter) ol each of the
trajectory tapes: (1) datel (2) time, (3) distance from earth
to probes (4) distance from the earth to the suns (5) distance
from the earth to the moon0 (6) distance Trot the sun to the
probel (7) geocentric right ascensions end declinations of
probed sunl and moone (8) geocentric Latttudev Longitudes and
altitude above the earth_ (g) earth-sur_-probe engLew (10)
earth-probe-sun angLe¢ (11} s_n-prooe-near limb of earth angle
(sun-probe-earth angle minus the angular semt-dtometer of earth
as oPserveO froB the probes (12) moonmearth-probe anglel {tO)
moon-probe-sun anglel (1_) earth-probe-moon angler (15)
Canopus-orobe-earth angLew (16) Canoo_s-orobe-sun anglel (17)
angle made by the sun-to-probe vector end the ecliptic plane of
date_ (18) xt Yt z components of spacecraft in the sun-earth
Line coordinate syste_ (s_n-centered syatem_ x axis is along
the sun-to-earth vector_ z awls is toward the ecliptic north
poLe)_ (19} Longitude of apacecraft tn the sun-earth Line
coordinate system_ (20) x. y. Z components of spacecraft in
geocentrtc_ selenocentrtc_ heLtocentrtcm Venus-centeredt
Nars-¢entared_ Soturn-centeredt and Juptter-centered tnertlsl
coordinates ix potnt$ to vernal eQutnox, z potnts along the
north pole vector with the reference plant betng the earthms
true equator of date) t (21) mlgnitode of the aeLo¢tty vector
and xt yl z components of the velocity vector in geocentric
tnertial coordtnotest (221 geocentric tnertlat path angle
lengle made by probe vetoctty vector and :Line norlll to
earth-to-probe vector)= (23) geocentric tnerttaL oztmuth angle
(angle between the plane defined by the vector along the
earth+$ spin axis and the earth-to-probe vector and the plane
defined by the earth-to-probe vector and the geocentric
tnert_aL velocity vector)t (2_) heliocentric inertial veloctty_
(25) heliocentric tnerttal path angle (angle ma_e by the
heliocentric velocity vector anb the plane normal to the
sun-to-probe vector)_ (26) celestial Longitude of probe
(anqular distance measured counter-clockwise along the ecliptic
plane of date from the vernal eputnow to the projection of the
sun-orooe vector on a plane as viewed from the ecliptic north
Dole), (27) celestial Longttuqe of earth_ (28) celestial
Latitude of earth_ and (27) various clock angles anb hinge and
swivel angles which are described in the documentation.
...............................................................
Data set name - COMPRESSED EPHEmERiS DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSOC ID 65-105A-OOF_ COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS TAPES
Time period covered - 12/16165 TO 0_/IE/72
{As vPrlfled by KSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set which contains complete trajectory
information _as generated at NSSOC by taking the most accurate
information from each ephemeris tape provided by JPL (data set
65-105A-OOE) and eliminating overlap. The data set consists of
one 7mtrack_ IBM 7094_ 800-bp% binary magnetic tape. Each
Logical recorb contatns 89 words_ and each physical record
contains 20 logical records. The following information Is
available in intervals of 1 day (e_cept for pertoos when the
spacecraft is close to the earth, when the interval may be
shorter): (1) oate_ (_) ttmet (3) distance from the earth to
the prObe_ (4) distance from the earth to the sun, (_) distance
from the earth to the moon_ (G) distance from the sun to the
probe, (7) geocentric right ascension and declination of probe_
sun_ and moon_ (R) geocentric Latttude_ longttuoe_ and altitude
above the earth_ (g) earth-sun-probe angler (10)
earth-probe-sun _ gLe_ (11) sun-probe near llmb of earth angle
(sun-probe-earth angle minus the angular semimdlameter of earth
where the angular seml-dlameter would be the probe-centered
angle between earth Limb and center of earth)_ 112)
moon-earth-probe angLe_ (13) moon-probe-sun angles (la)
earth-probe-moon angler (15) Canopus-probe-earth angle, (IS)
Canopus-probe-sun angle_ (L7) angle made by the sun to probe
vector and the ecliptic plane of Qate_ (18) x_ y_ z components
of spacecraft in the sun-earth Line coordinate system
(sun-centered system_ x axis iS along the sun-to-earth vectort
• axis Ls toward ecliptic north poLe)_ (lg) Longitude of
spacecraft In the sun-earth Llne coordinate system_ (20) x_ y,
• components of spacecraft in geocentric, seLenocentrtct
heliocentric Venus-centereOt Mars-centered, Saturn-centered_
and JuPiter-centered inertial coordinate (x polnts to vernal
equtnoxt z points along the north Dole vector with the
reference plane being the earth's true equator of Pete)9 (21)
magnitude of the velocity vector and wt y, z components of the
veloctty vector in geocentric inertial coordlnatest (22)
geocentric inertial path angle (angle made by probe velocity
vector aflO plane normal to earth-to-probe vector)t (23)
geocentric inertial azimuth angle (angle between the plane
defined by the earth-to-probe vector and the geocentric
inertial velocity vector), (2_) heliocentric inertial veLoctty_
(25) heliocentric inertial path angle (angle made by the
heliocentric velocity vector and the Plane normal to the
sun-to-probe vector}_ (26) celestial Longitude of probe
(angular dtstonce measureg counterclockwise along the ecliptic
plane of date from the vernal equinox to the projection of the
sun-probe vector on a plane as v_ewed from the ecliptic north
polP)_ (27) celestial Longitude of earth, (2B) celestial
latitude of earth, and (29) various clock angles and hinge and
swivel angles which are described _n the documentation.
...............................................................
Data set name - COROT&TION DELAY T]WE PLOTS AN_ LISTIN$S
ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 65-105A-OOG_ _OROTATION DELAY TIME LISTINGS
Time period covered - 12101165 TO 05/01/72
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
Thls data set was derived from part of data set
65-105A-0_ by printing out ttme_ the earth-pun-Pioneer angLe_
the sun-Pioneer dtstancee end the earth-sun distance. From
thls Information, the corotettom delay times for solar wtnd
velocities of 200_ _OOt and 600 kmls were dertved and printed
Put for each tlme, Thtc date set Includes listings of the
above aS well es plots of the earth-sun-Pioneer angte_ the
sun-Pioneer range_ and the corotatton delay times (for a color
wind veloclty of _OO km/s) for each of the Pioneers. At leost
one Dotnt ts glven per week_ with more frequent coverage for
most of _he tlme.
...............................................................
PIONEER 6t ANDERSON
CELESTIAL MECMRNICS
...................... . ........... o ............................
_0 .....
Data set name - DOPPLER RADIO TRACKING DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC IO 65-105A-O7A_ CELESTIAL MECHANICS MAO, TAPES
Time period covered - 12118165 TO 0912q/67
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data sett supplied by the exp_rtmenter_ consists of
two 7-trackt 556-bptt binary magnetic tapes that were produced
on an IBM 7OUR computer system and used to record the Doppler
radio tracking data from Pioneer 6. The data are ranger range
rate_ elevatton_ aztmutht decttnattont right ascenstont one-t
two-i and three-way Doppler in cycles per second_ time
resolver_ range unttsp and blanetary range units. The frequ_nc y
of the data points appearing on the tape varies from one point
per mln to one point every 10 mln,
...............................................................
PIONEER 61 BRIDGE
SOLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP
...............................................................
Data set name - PLOTS OF HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR WIND
PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 65-105A-O2A_ PLOTS DF VEL, DEN, TEMP_ VS TIME
Time period covered - 12/16165 TO 0_/03/69
(As verified by NGSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
These flrst-generatlon analyzed data consist of
time-ordered plots of _-h averages of solar wind positive ion
bulk speed (kmls)_ density {no./cu cm), and temperature (in
I09000 deg K), Indlvloual plots continue for one solar rotation
(_7 days) and are available On one reel of 35-mm microfilm.
Data plots from the MIT experiment on Pioneer 7 (data set
66-075A-O2A) appear on this same reel of microfilm, The plasma
parameters were derived by the experimenter on the assumption
of an isotroplc Maxwelllan distribution function. Data are
available from December 18t 1965t to May 1966_ with 95%
coverage_ and from June 1966 to April 31 I96gt wlth 20%
coverage.
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED VELOCITY AND DENSITY
VALUES IN SOD BULLETINS
NSSDC ID 65-I05A-02B, MIT PLASMA PARAM i HR AV GEDPHYSB
Time period covered - 03/01/69 TO 02/2R170
(As verified by NSSOC)
Ouantlty of data - 11 HOOKS OR SOUND VOLUMES
In this data set, solar wind hourly averaged velocity and
density are presented as listings against time, These data are
in certain IssJes of the Solar Geophysical Data Bulletins
published by ESSA_ Boulder_ Colorado,
...............................................................
Data set na_e - I-HR AVG SOLAR WIND DATA FROM THE
EXPERIMENTS ON PIONEER 6 AND PIONEER 7
NSSDC IO 65-105A-020_ NSSDC PLASMA PUHLICATION-HIT DATA
Time period covered - 12/16/65 TO OBIIB/TI
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of Oata - 8 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
The contents of thts NSSOCIMIT publication were created
at the Center for Space Research_ Massachusetts Institute of
Technology* Eambrldge_ _assachusetts, The p_bllcatlon contains
a description of the instrument, a description of the data
taking and analysis procedurest 27 one-day plots Of l-h
averages of olas_a parameters (denslty_ temperaturet bulk_
speedt polar and azimuthal angles of flo_ with respect to the
ecLtpttc)_ and data and trajectory information in both tabular
and plotted form, The document is on 8-I/2- by iT-In, paper, iS
1-112-1n, thlck_ and has holes punched in the margins for
insertion into a standard three-hole binder. Pioneer T data
(66-075_-02C) are also included in this Document.
...............................................................
Data set na_e - _OU#LY AVERAGED PLAS_NA PARAMETERS ON BED
7-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 65-105A-O2De HOUR AVG PLASMA PARAMETERS ON TP
Time period covered - 12116/65 TO 05109171
(AS verified by N$SDCI
Quantity of data - i REEL OF TAPE
This magnetic tape contains t-h averages of nine
parameters from the MIT Solar Wind Experiment, The parameters
are solar wlnd bulk speedt denattyt moat probable thermal
speedp fluxt ratio of thermal speed to bulk speed_ two flow
anglest velocity component in the ecliptic perpendicular to the
radial dtrectton_ and velocity component perpendicular to the
ecliptic, Each record contains time and the averageal standard
deviations0 and numoer of points in the average for each
parameter. The tape ts a 7-track_ 800-bptw BCD tape created on
an IBM 360. There are ten 2B6-character Logical records
blocked per physical record.
...............................................................
PIONEER 61 ESHLEMAN
TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTE_T DATA ON MAGNETIC TAP_
NSSDC ID 6B-IOBA-ONA_ TOTAL ELECT CONTENT_HRLY VAt (DO)
Time period covered - 12116165 TO 07111166
(AS verified by NSS3C)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of digitized hourly values of
total electron content through the ionosphere and the solar
wind, these are reduced data calculated from measurements of
the otfferenttal delay of the group velocity of signals from
earth to the spacecraft. The hourly data are representative
values manually selected from analog records. Each set of
hourly values is for the portion of the day (about 12 h per
day) when the spacecraft was in vlew from the Stanford
transmitter. This data set is on one BaG-bOlt 7-trackt BE3
magnetic tape generated at NSSDC from punched cards supplied by
the experimenter, The tape also contains identical data for
other time periods from Pioneers 7 (66-OTBA-O_A)t 9
(67-123A-OOA)t and 9 (68-100A-OOA)t and Mariner 5
(61-060A-O2A).
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT RATA ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 65-I05A-0_B_ TOTAL ELECT CONTENTtHRL Y VAL(MO)
Time period covered - 12/16/6_ TO 07/11/66
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of digitized and plotted hourly
values of total electron content through the ionosphere and the
solar wind. These are reduce_ data calculated from measurements
of the differential delay of the group velocity of signals from
earth to the spacecraft. The hourly data are representative
values manually selected from analog records, Each set of
hourly values iS for the portion of the Day (abOUt 12 h per
day) when the soacecraft was in vlew from the Stanford
transmitter. This d_ta set ts on one reel of 35-mm mlcrofIt_
generated at NSSDC from data suoplled by the experimenter, This
reel of microfilm also contains _dentlcal data for other time
periods from Pioneer 7 (66-075A-0_Si_ _ (67-123A'O3B)_ g
(68-100A-ODR)t and Mariner B (67-060A-02_), and solar wind
electron density plots fro_ Pioneers 6 (65-105A-ORE}I 7
(E6-075A'O_E)_ 8 (67-123A-OOD)_ and g [6R-IOOA'OOD).
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - OIG]TAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON
OENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZE3 T3 i AU ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 65-105A-OQD_ CORRECTED ELECT DENSITY,TAPE
Time oerlod covered - 01109/66 TO 05125/66
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These data were prepared from the original analog records
by the experlmente r_s staff. The primary data consist of
hourly values of normalized electron number density in the
solar wind. To obtain these Oata_ the ionospheric total
content was removed from the observed total content values$ and
the total content path length was used to convert total content
to density. The resulting values were then normalized to l AU
assuming density to he proportional tO the inverse square of
the satellite-solar distance, Values resulting from
interpolation are flagged. No fnteroolated values were
recorded when data gabs exceeded ¢ days. Thls data set is on
one 800-bpi_ T-track_ odd-parlty, binary magnetic tape
generated on a Sigma 5 computer. Auxiliary data on the tape
include UT and Carrtngton rotation numoer. Data are avatLabLe
for about 12 h per day when the spacecraft was tn vtew from the
Stanford transmitter. Identical data for other ttme p_rtods
iro_ Pioneers 7 (66-075A-OAD)t _ (67-123A-03C), and g
(Ea-IOOA-O_C)I and _artner 5 (67-O_A-g2C) also appear on this
tape.
Data set name - !)IGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELESTRDN
JENSITY VS TIME NORYALIZED TO IAJ (MFILM)
NSSD£ ID 65-105A-O4E, CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTS_ 35MM
Ttme period covered - 01/10/66 TO 06701/66
(As verified by N_SDC)
Quantity of Oata - I REEL OF MICROFILM
These data were prepared from the original analog records
by the experimenter,s staff. The primary data consist of plots
of electron density vs time in the solar wlnP. To obtain these
data, the _onosphertc total content for the same times at a
nearby location were removed fro_ the observed total content
values. Then the observed total content Path length was used to
convert total content to density. The resulting values were
normalized to I AU_ aasjmlng density to de prooortlonal to the
inverse s_uare of the satelllte-solar dlstence. Thls data set
is on one reel of 35-mm microfilm, Thls reel of microfilm also
contains identical data for other time periods from Pioneers 7
(66-OTSA'OSE)9 8 (67"Á23A-OdD)_ and g (68-100A-Od_)t and hourly
values of total electron content from Pioneers G (65-I05A-OAB)_
7 (E6mOTSA-OAp)_ R (67-123A-OdB)t ant 9 (68-100A-O3B)_ and
Mariner 5 {6T-OEOA-02_), This data set iS also available on
tape (65-10EA-O_D),
PIONEER 6, LEVY
SUPERIOR CO'JUNCTION FARADAY ROTATION
...............................................................
Data set name - SUPERIOR CONJUNCTIO_J FARADAy ROTATION
DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC IO 6S-IO5A-OaAt SUPERIOR CONJ. FARADAY ROTATION
Ilme perlo_ covered - 10/12/66 TO II/24/66
(AS verified by NdSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
Thls data set contains reduced data in the form of card
images (8_-¢haracter records) on one 7-track_ _CD_ 556-bolt
single file magnetic tape. The data are Listings of the
polarization angle (relative to the ecliptic plane) averaged in
200-S Intervals, the standard devlatlont and the average ttme
and date {In decimal days) of the ooservattons. The data are
complete. Data from Pioneer 7 {data set 6G-OTSA-OBA) are also
included.
PIONEER 6p MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY
...............................................................
Data set name - COUNT RATE LISTIN3S ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 65-105A-O5A, HOURLY COUNT RATES, MFILM LISTING
Time period covered - 12/16/65 TO 02106167
{AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of a microfilmed copy. generated
at NSSDCt of a hardcopy data Listing supplied by the
experimenter. Each frale consists of data for I day. Data
presented include hourly averaged count rates for each of four
angular sectors and each Of three energy wlndowst for the
oentotrecttonal integral-energy model and for the estimated
galactic component of this mode. Hourly averaged,
omnidirectional (t.e._ summed over sector ¢ount$)l
energy-wlndow count rates are Presentedl as are measures of the
amount of finer time scale data contributing to each hourly
average. Daily averages of all the count rates are given, end
3"t 6-_ and 12-h averages are given for the Lowest energy
window omnidirectional model for the integral-energy
omnidirectional mode_ and for the estimated gal_ctlc component
of thts mode. Daily measures of temporal percent coverages are
also given wlth considerable variation {from 0 to i00) in the
percentages. Days for which no data exist are not found on the
mlorofiLm. The data are contained on one reel of 35-mm
microfilm that also contains data set 65-105A-OSB,
...............................................................
Data set name - COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 65-I0_A-05_, HOURLY COUNT RATES, MFIL_ PLOTS
Time Derlod covered - 12/16/65 TO 01/25/67
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I PEEL _ MISROFILM
This data set consists of a microfilmed Copy_ generated
at NSSDC_ Of harPcopy count rate plots supplied by the
experimenter. Each frame consists of data for T days, Hourly
averaged count rates for the omnidirectional Integral-energy
and energy-wlndow modes are presented_ as are relative count
rates from the Deed River Neutron Monitor. The decreasing
percent coverage wlth time is readily apparent. This data set
ts contained on one reel of 35-mm microfilm that also contains
data set 65-105A-OSA,
...............................................................
PIONEER 6_ NESS
UNIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - dO-SEE AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC
FIELD DATA CN TAPE
NSSDC ID 65-105A-OIA_ 30 SEC VR MAGNETIC FIELD AVG_IAPE
Time period covered - 0)/26/66 TO 07126/66
(AS verified by NSSdC)
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF T_PE
This data set consists of 7-track_ 556-bpt_ I_M 709_
binary tapes supplied by the experimenter, Each tape contains
one filel and each physical record contains data for 1 h, Given
are 30-s averages of the vector magnetic field components in
solar ecliptic coordinates. The number of points In eaoh
average (up to 301 and the standard deviation are given. Times
of the averages and other supporting information are also
given, There is no spacecraft ephemeris information.
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD
DATA DN MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 65-I05A-01_ HObRLY AVGD VR HAG FIELD_ MPILM
Time period covered - 12117/65 TO 09/05167
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of a microfilmed (one 35-mm reel)
version of Godoaro X- document "Kagnett¢ Field Measurements by
Pioneer 6, l-Hourly Averages_ (X-690-71-_49) by N_ F, Nasa and
F, W. Ottens. Data presented in the document include hourly
averaged magnetic field plots [magoltude_ latltude_ longitude}
in spacecraft-centered solar ecliptic coordinates. Time
coverage is nearly complete from launch until May 22_ 1966_
after which the coverage_ aS limited by spacecraft telemetry.
fS very spotty, Each Of 21 frames contains plots for one solar
rotation during the time period covered$
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - TIME SEQUENCED INTERSPERSED PIONEER 6 * 7
HR AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 65-105A-01C_ HR AVG PION-6 - 7 YECTO_S ON TAPE
Tlme period covered - 12/15/65 TO 09/15/67
[As verified by NSSgC)
Ouanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of a magnetic tope generated by
NSSDC personnel by extracting hourly averaged Pioneers 6 and 7
magnettc field data from a composite interplanetary magnetic
ffeLd tape of the experimenter. Tile tape is _-track_ 1600 bp%
IBM 360 binary and has 16 data words per Logical record and 50
logical records per physical record. The data in a logical
record consist of tlme, hourly averaged field magnttuOe and
field direction angles tn solar esLtptlc coordinates_ standard
deviations in field magnitude and in Cartesian components_
number of 30-s averages in hourly averagea_ and a spacecraft
identifier. There are 6375 and q962 Pioneer G and 7 data
hours_ respecttvely_ interspersed such that the entire tape is
time sequenced,
.................................. _ ............................
PIONEER 6_ SIMPSON
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE
...............................................................
Data set name - REDUCED COUNT RATE AND PULSE HEIGHT
ANALYZER DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
R2
#%
OF' PO0_ QOxk:Fy
NSSDC ID 65-105A-ODAt COUNT RATE * PULSE HEIGHT _ATA
Time period covered - 12/16/65 TO 12/30/70
CAs verified by NSSOC)
guanttty of data - 10 REELS OF TAPE
This data set_ supplied by the expertmentero consists of
proton and alpha particle count and oulse-hetghi analyzer
accumulator readings in a time-ordered format on 7-track_
binaryt IBM-compatible magnetic tapes written at 800 bpt. The
time resolution for the count accumulator dats ranged fro_
about one measurement per O.q tO 28 S depending on the
spacecraft telemetry rate. Each physical record consists of
500 Logical records of 12 bytes each. The Logical records are
of two types: header records and data records. A given header
record ts followed by from i to 6A data records of the same
spacecraft subcommutated sequence. Each tape terminates with
an EOO flag tn the Last good data record, Each header record
tncLudes various spacecraft temperaturesl spin rate_ telemetry
bit rate, and other housekeeping oarameters. Each data record
includes ttme_ pulse height analyzer output tO1 and D5 elements
of the cosmic-ray telescooe)_ and data Quality information,
The data are uncorrected but have been edtted to the extent
that doubtful information has been flagged and unusable data
deleted-
...............................................................
_ata set name - COUNT RATE PLOTS AND TRAJECTORY PLOT ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 65-105A-O3Dt COUNT RATE PLOTS_2T DAY EACH
Time period covered - 12/16/65 TO 12/26168
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
The Rata set is contained on 16-mm microfilm and includes
(11 a plot of the Pioneer 6 trajectory in heklocentrlc solar
ecliptic coordinates covering the tl_e interval from day 350 of
1965 (December 16, 1965) to day 70 of 1970 (March 11t 19701 and
(2) count rate plots (counts/s vs day number) produced on a
Calcomo olotter for 27-day intervals for the telescope
coincidence combinations that correspond to the following
energy intervals for protons: 0.6 to 13.9 MeV9 13.9 to 73.2
HeY, 73.2 to 175 MeV, and e>175 MeV, The count rate data,
which are a composite of real-tl_e data and duty-cycle-storage
data, cover the tLme interval from _ecember 16, 1965. to
December 26t 196_.
...............................................................
PIONEER 6_ WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
...............................................................
Data set name - PLOTS OF ANALYZED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON
HICROFILM
NSSDC 10 65-105A-O6A, PLOTS OF PLASMA pARAMETERS
Time period covered - i_116165 TO 0311817A
(As verified oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 22 REELS OF MICROFIL_
These analyzed data were supplied by the experimenter and
constst of time-ordered plots of the following solar wind
parameters: (i) proton number density (orotons/cu cm), (2)
azimuth (solar ecliptic longitude) of the peak particle flux
for ions (deg)_ (3) oulk velocity (k_/s), (W) oolar a_le
(solar ecliptic Latitude) of the peak particle flux (deg)_ (51
proton temperature an_ helium tp_oerature (dog)* (6)
hellum/hydrogen ratio (number of helium ions/cu cmlnumber of
orotons/cu cm)_ (7) electron temoerdlJre (oeg <)t and (R) two
indicators of the anIsotropy in the solar plasma ion
temperature distribution. The experimenter gives the following
inolcators of accuracy: (11 bulk velocltyt good to 10%* (2)
Oirectlont good to a few degreest and (31 te_oerature and
densltyl coulO b_ off bY as _uch as 200_. The plasma pars _eters
were derived by the experimenter based on the assumption of an
Isotroplc _axwelllan dlstripJtlon fjnci_on (in the frame _ovlng
wlth the bulk solar wlnd veloclty). Data are available from
December 16_ 1965_ tO February 1966 _Ith a 95% coverage_ from
March 1966 to _ay 1966 with a 50X coverage_ from June 1966 to
deCoDer 27_ 1968_ with a 101 coverage; and after October 1968
with very It_.Ite_ coverage.
...............................................................
Data set name - PUBLISHEO PRELIMINARY 30EAR WIND
pARAMETERS
NSSDC ID 65-105A_O68t SOLAR QEOPHYS DATA PRLSD SOLAR WD
Time period covered - 12/16/65 TO 05/05/75
(AS verified by NDSOD)
Quantity 04 _ata - 71 BOOKS OR BOJND #OLU_[S
This data set consists of prellmi_ar.y solar wlnd
parameters presented tn the monthly publication
_Sotar-Geophystcat Data" issued by the NOAA Environmental
Research Laboratories, These parameters are determined by
measurements on the Pioneer 6 and 7 space probes, lhe
information given consists of date, timer spscecraftt pass
humbert bulk veloctty_ and corotstton delay time, The bulk
velocity ts accurate to 10_. The corotatton delay time is the
number of days between the Observation at the spacecraft and
the subsequemt observation at the earth of the corotattng
interplanetary magnetic flux tube (assuming that the solar wind
speed reported remains constant@* TyptcaLLyt there iS one
velocity value given for each satellite per day, On abOUt 30¢
of the dayst no data are given. There is a 1-month Lag between
the ttme the data are acquired and the tlme the data are
published.
...............................................................
Data set _ me - HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA PARA _ T_RS
NSSOC IO 65-105A-OGCt MR AVG PLASMA PARAM ON MAG TAPE
Time period covered - 12118/65 TO 03/0_/66
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
These analyzed data were supplied by the experimenter and
conslst of time-ordered hourly averages of the following solar
wind _arameters: the alpha/proton number density ratto_ the
proton number denstty_ the alpha particle temperature (deg K)t
the proton temperature (deg K)_ the bulk velocity (km/s)_ the
azimuthal angle (solar ecliptic Longitude) of the peak particle
flux (deg), and the polar angle (solar ecliptic latitude) of
the peak particle flux (deg). The above otasma parameters are
good to 10%_ The data were derived by the experimenter based
on the assumption of an tsotroptc MaxweItian dtstributlon
function (In the frame moving with the bulk solar wlnd
velocity). The data are contained on two 9-track_ IBM 360_
binary magnetic tapes written at a density of 800 bpl. They
were written with variable Length unbLocked records. The data
consist of all the high btt rate data and have a 90X coverage
over the period Indlcated. A microfilmed computer printout of
these tapes Is avallaole at NSSOC ss 65-105A-050.
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA _ARAMZTERS ON
MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 65-I05A-06D_ HOURLY AVERGD PLASMA PARAP - MFLM
Time period covered - 12/18165 TO 0310_/66
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL O: MIC ROcILM
This data set was microfilmed by NSSOC from a computer
printout of data set 65-105A-06C,
7 ****************************
*********************** PIONEER
...............................................................
Data set name - PLOT OF PIONEER 6 AND 7 TRAJECTORY IN
FIXED SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATES
NSSDC tO 66-O?SA-DDD_ EPHEMERIS_ ORBIT PLOTS
Time period covered - 0R117/66 tO 07/09171
(As verified by _SSOC)
Quanttty of data - 1 PAGE OF UNBOUND HAROC3 _Y
This data set consists of one 8.5 by 11 hardcopy plot of
the trajectories of Pioneers 6 and 7 in sun-earth ltne fixed
coordinates* The data cover the periods from Launch until day
70_ IgTO_ for pioneer 6 and from Launch until day i_0, ig71_
for Pioneer 7, On the pLots_ tick marks are shown _0 days
apart, and field Lines are given for a AOO-kmls solar wind
velocity, This plot ts useful for Quick look information only.
See data set 66-075A-006 for more accurate trajectory
Informatlon.
...............................................................
Data set name - MULTI-COORDINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS TAPES
NSSOC 10 66-075A-OOEt EPHEMERIS TAPES
Time oertod covered - 08117166 TO 01/02/T2
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 9 REELS O_ TAPE
Complete trajectory information was supplied by the
pioneer Project Office at Ames Research Center- The data are
contained on nine 7-track, 800-bplt IBM Togw_ binary magnetic
taoes. Each tape has one file. A Fortran IV program which
reads the tapes an3 prints out the data is available. Each
tape was generated by JPL* The tapes consist of trajectory
_3
Infor_atlonwhichIs destrlPed betow_ predicted fro_ orbit
elements which were themselves determlned from observed
trajectory data. Th_st the tapes overlap tn the time Derloo
covered. For the most accurate trajectory Informatlo_, the
tape whose start tlme _S closest to the Oate required should be
use_. The Pioneer 7 trajectory ta_es cover the following tlme
oerlods -- 08/17/66 to 03/05/67t OB/Ig/&6 to 03/07/67_ 03/01/67
to 02/01/68, 01/25/68 to 05/01/_, OA/18/6R to 10/I_/68t
07/15/6_ to OT/15/Ggv OT/15/6g to 07/15/710 11/15/Gg to
12/31/69_ 01/01/70 to 01/02/72. The following information is
available tn intervals of i day (exceot for aerlods when(he
spacecraft is close to the earth when the (ntervaL may be
shorter) on each of the trajectory tapes: (1) dater (2) tibet
(3) distance from the earth to _robp, (A) dlst3nce fro_ the
earth to the sun_ (_) distance fro_ the earth to the moOn_ (6)
distance from the sun to the urobew (7) geocentric right
ascension and declination of probe( _n_ moon_ (8) geocentric
fat|lode0 longitude, and aLtltJde above t_e earth_ (g)
earth-sun-probe engle, (10) earth-probe-sun angley (11)
sun-orCbe-near llmb of earth angle (sun-orobe-earth angle minus
the angular seml-dle_eter of earth where the angular
semi-dlameter would be the probe centered angle between earth
l(mb and center of eerth)t (12) _oon-eerth-probe angte_ (13)
moon-proPe-sun angle_ (14) earth-probe-moon englel (15)
CanopJs-orabe-eerth anate t (16) C_no_Js-orobe-s_n englet (17)
angle _ade by the sun to probe vector and the ecliptic plane of
dated (18) xt Yt z components of soacecraft in the sun-earth
llne coordlnete syste_ (s_n-centered system( x _xls is along
the sun to earth vector_ z ox(s is toward ecliptic north pole)_
(_g) long(t_de of spacecraft In the Sun-earth llne coordinate
system( (20) x_ Yt z components of spacecraft In geocentric(
selenoce_trlc_ hellocentrlc_ VenJs-centered_ _rs-centered_
Saturn-centered( and Juplter-centered inertial coordlnates (_
points to vernal eQulnoxt z points _long the north pole vector
_Ith the reference plene Delng the earthts true equator Of
date)t (21) megnltude of the velocity vector end x_ y_ z
components Of the velocity vector in geocentric Inertlel
cOordlnates_ (22) geocentric Inertlal path angle (angle made by
oroOe velocity vector and alane normeL to earth to orobe
vector)l (23) geocentric Inertlel azimuth angle (angle between
the plane defined by the earth to probe vector and the
geocentric inertial velocity vector)_ (2A) heliocentric
inertial velocltyt (25) heliocentric inertial path angle (engle
made by the heliocentric velocity vector and the plane normal
to the sun to probe vector)_ (26) celestial longitude of probe
(en_ular dlstance meesured counter-cLockwlse along the ecLIotlc
oLane of date from the vernal equinox to the projection of the
sun-probe vector On • plane as viewed from the ectlpti¢ north
pole)t (27) celestial Longitude of earth( (28) celestial
latltude of earth( and (29) various clock angles and hinge and
swivel angles which are described i_ the doc_mentatlon°
Date _et name - COHPRESSED EFMEMERI_ DATA 0_ HAGNETIC
T_PE
_SSOC I_ 6_-073A-_F_ _OWPRESS_D _P_D_C_IS _AP_S
_i_e perio_ covered - _BIIT166 TO 011_21T2
_A_ _erified by _S_C)
_uantity of date - I RECL OF TAPE
This deta set which contains co_ple_e tre_ectory
information _es genersted at NSSOC Py taking the most e_curate
in_orma(ion fr_ each ephemeris tape provided by _PL (data set
6_-_T_A-O_C_ and eliminating overlap° T_e date set consists of
one ?-track_ IBH T09_ _00-_i_ b_ary _agnetic teae° _ac_
logical recor_ contains _ _ord_ and each physical record
co_(ei_s 2_ logical records_ _he following information is
available in i_(ervels of _ day _e_ce_t for oeriods _hen the
spacecraft is close to tbe eerth_ _hen the ¶nterveL may be
shortee)_ tit date_ (2_ time_ (3_ distance fro_ tbe esrth to
t_e probe_ (A_ distance from the eart_ to the sun_ (_) distance
fro_ the earth io the moon_ (_) _is(_nce fro_ the s_ tQ the
probe_ t_) geocentric rigbt ascensio_ and declinetion Q_ ProPe_
SU_ moon_ (_ geocentric tatit_de_ _ongitude_ end altitude
sbove the eerth_ _9) earth-s_-probe engLe_ (_0)
earth-pro_e-s_n a_gLe_ (_ sun-proPe_neer limb o_ oerth angle
(sun-prob_-eerth angle minoc the angular semi-diameter of earth
_ere the a_guLer _eai-diameter _o_Id be t_e probe-centered
en_le between earth li_o s_d center of esrth)_ (L2)
moon-esrtb-probe a_gle_ (_3) moon_probo-eu_ a_gLe_ (_)
earth-probe-moo_ engle_ (_) _e_op_s-_robe-esrth engLe_ _6)
_anop_s-probe-su_ a_gLe_ (I_) angle _ode Py the s_t_probe
_e¢tor end the ecliptic pLe_e _f dete_ (I_ _ y_ _ components
of spacecraft in tbe s_n-me_th _ino coordinate system
(sun-centered system_ _ a_is is along t_e s_n°to-earth vecto_
a_is is to_erd ecliotic north poLe_ (1_) Longitude of
epacecreft in tbe s_n-eerth li_e coordinate sysIe_ (_0_ _ y_
co_o_ente of spscecreft in g_ocentric_ seLenoce_trie_
beLioce_tric Venus-centered_ Mars-centere_ Seturn°centered_
snd U_piter-centered i_ertieL coordinate (_ points to _erneI
e_ui_o_ z points along the north pole vector _itb lhe
reference plebe Pei_g the earth's true e_uetor o_ datet_ (21_
magnitude of tbe velocity vector an_ _ y_ z components of the
velocit_ voctor i_ geooe_tric inertial cp_rdinetec_ (_2_
geocentric tnertlaL path engle (angle made by probe vetoctty
vector and plane normal to earth-to-probe vector)0 (23)
geocentric inertial Oztmuth angle (angle between the plane
defined by the earth-to-probe vector and the geocentric
tnertiat vetoctty vector)o (24) heliocentric tnertlet velocity9
(251 heliocentric tnerttot peth angle (angle made by the
hellocentrlc velocity vector and the plane normal to the
sun-to-probe vector)_ (26) cetestial longitude of probe
(angular distance measured counterclockwise along the ecliptic
Diane Of date from the vernal equinox to the projection of the
sun-probe vector on e plane as viewed from the ecliptic north
pole)t (27) celestlel longitude of earth0 (2B) cetestlal
letttude of eartht and (2g) various clock angles and hinge and
swivel angles which are described in the documentation.
...............................................................
data set name - COROTATION DELAY TIRE PLOTS AND LISTINGS
ON MICROFIL_
NSSDC ID 66-07BA-OOG, COROTAT]ON DELAY TIME LISTINGS
Time period covered - 081011E6 TO 01/00172
(AS verified by _SS]C)
guantlt_ of data - I REEL OF MICrOFiLM
This deta set wes derived from pert of data set
&6-07EA-00F by printing out time, the eerth-sun-P_oneer angle,
the su_-Ploneer distance, and the earth-sun distance. From
this Informatlont the corotetlon delay times for solar wind
velocities of 200, 400t and &dO km/s were derived for each
time. This data set includes Listings of the above as welt as
plots of the earth-sun-Ploneer angler the sun-Ploneer ranger
and the corotet ion delay times (for a adler wind velocity of
400 km/s) for each of the Pioneers, At Least one point is
given per week_ wlth more frequent coverage for most of the
time.
.................................. _ ...........................
PIONEER T* BRIDGE
SOLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP
...............................................................
Data set name - PLOTS OF HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR WINd
PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 66-075A-O2A, PLOTS OF VEL9 DEN_ TEMPt VS TIRE
Ttme period covered - OB/1B/_6 TO 12102168
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
These first generation analyzed data consist of
time-ordered plots of 1-h averages of solar wind positive ion
bulk speed (km/s)t density (noe/cu cm)_ and temperature (in
10_000 dog K), InOtvtdual plots continue for one solar
rotation (27 days) end ere available on one reel of 3Bmmm
microfilm, Data plots from the MI_ experiment On Pioneer 6
(date set 65-10BA-O2A) appear on this same reel of microfilm.
The otesma oarsmeters were dertv_d by the experimenter on the
assumption of an tcotroptc MexweLllan distribution function (in
the frame of reference movlng _tth the bulk velocity of the
solar wind). Data ere available from August IBt lg&6_ to
October I966t with a 94% coverage; from October 1966t to
February 19E7_ with a _0_ coverage| end from February 1967o to
December 2t 1968_ wtth • 30X coverage.
.................................. _ ...........................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED VELOCITY AND DENSITY
VALUES IN SSO BULLETINS
NSSOC lO 66-O75A-O2B_ HIT PLASMA PARAM / MR AV GEOPMYSB
Time period covered - 06/02/69 TO 10/31169
(AS verified by NSSOC)
guentSty of data - B BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUMES
In this date set, solar wtnd hOurLy averaged velocity and
density ere presented as Listings against time. lhese data are
in certain issues of the Sotar Geophystcet Data _uttetlns
published by ESSA! BouLder_ Colorado.
...............................................................
Data set name - 1-HR AVG SOLAR WIND DATA FROM THE
EXPERIMENTS ON PIONEER G AND PIONEER 7
NSSDC ID 66-OTBA-O2Ct NSSOC PLASMA PUB-HIT DATA MFICHE
Time period covered - 08/18166 TO 12102/68
lad verified by NSSDC)
guanttty of data - B CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
The contents of thts NSSOC/MIT Publication were created
at the Center for Space Reseercho Massachusetts Institute of
Technology9 Cambridge; Malsechusetta. The publication contains
• description of the 4nltruqntl a description of the date
tektngS and analysis orocedurel_ 27 one-day plots of l-h
averages of plasma parameters (density0 temporeturet butkt
speedt polar end azimuthal angles of flow wlth respect to the
ecttptt¢)_ end dill and troJector_ Information in both tabular
and plotted form. The document ts on 8-1/2- by 11-tn. popeet Is
1-1/2-tn, thtckt end has holes punched in the margtns for
A_
OF POOR (_,,..... _r_
insertion into a standard three-hole binder, Pioneer 6 data
(65.105A-02C) are also included in this document.
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGEO PLASMA PARAMETERS ON BCD
T-TRACK MAGNET]C TAPE
NSSDC ;D 66-075A-O2Ot HOUR AVG PLASMA PARAMETERS ON TP
Ttme period covered - 08119/66 TO 11129168
IAS verlfled by NSSDC}
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This magnetic tape contains 1-h averages of nine
parameters from the HIT Solar Wind Experiment, The parameters
are solar wind bulk speeds densttyt most probable thermal
speedt flJx_ ratio of ther_ L to bulk speed_ two flow angtes_
velocity component in the ecliptic perpendicular to the radial
direction and velocity component perpendicular to the ecliptic.
Each record contains time and the averagest standard
deviations9 and number of points in the a_erage for each
parameter. The tape is a 7-trackt 800-optt aDO tape created on
an IBM 360. There are ten 2B6-character logical records
blocked per physical record.
...............................................................
Data set name - LISTINGS OF MAG_ETOTAIL HIGH RESOLUTION
FLUXES ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 66-OTSA-O2E9 MAGNETOTAIL HIGH RES FLUXES-LIST
Time period covered - 09/19/66 TO 09/30/66
(AS verified Dy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF MICROFILM
Thts microfilm data set was produceO at NSSDC from a
computer printout supplied by the investigator. It represents
Pioneer 7 plasma data during passage through the Earth's
magnetotalt. It iS a listing of htgh resolution flux
measurements,
...............................................................
PIONEER 71 ESHLEMAN
TwO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELEOTRON
CONTENT DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 66-O75A-OtAt TOTAL ELECT CONTENTw HRLY VALIDD)
Tlme period covered - 0811B166 TO 11129/67
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of digitized hourly values of
total electron content through the ionosphere and the solar
wlnO. These are reduced data calculated from measurements of
the differential delay of the group velocity. The hourly data
are representative values manually selected from analog
records, Each set of hourly values ts for the portion of the
day (about 12 h per day) when the spacecraft was tn vlew from
the Stanford transmitter. This data set tS on one 556-bolt
7-trackt BCD _agnetl¢ tape generated at NSSDC from punched
cards supplied by the experimenter, The tape also contains
tdenttcaL data for other time periods from Pioneers 6
(65-105A-OtA)t B (67-123A-OOA)t and 9 (6B-IOOA-OOA)_ and
Mariner 5 (67-060A-O2A).
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCE3 TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 66-O75A-OtB_ TOTAL ELECT CONTENTtHRLY VAL (NO)
Tlme period covered - OB/IB/&6 YO 11/29/6T
(AS verified oy N$SDC)
Guantlty of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of dlgltlzeb and plotted hourly
values of total electron content through the ionosphere and the
solar wind. These are redJced data calculated from
measurements of the differential delay of the group velocity.
The hourly data are representative values manually setecteO
from analog records. Each set of hogrly valJeS t; for the
portion of the day (about 12 h per day) when the spacecraft was
In view from the Stanford transmitter, Thts data set is on one
reel of 35-mm microfilm generated at NSSDC from data supoLted
Oy the experimenter. This reel of mtcroftl_ also contains
identical data for other time periods from Pioneers 6
(65-105A-O_B)t B (67-123A-OtB)9 and 9 {68-100A-OOB)t and
Mariner 5 (6T-O6OA-O2B)I and solar wind electron density plots
from Pioneers 6 (65-105A-O_E), 7 (60-075A-OtE), 8
(67-123A-OOD)t and 9 (6B-IOOA-030).
Data let name - DIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON
DENSITY VS TIRE NORMALIZED TO I AU ON TAPE
NSSDC IO 66-O75A-OtD$ CORRECTEO ELECT DENSITYt TAPE
Ttme period covered - 08117/66 TO 10/26167
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These _ta were prepared from the original anolog records
by the experimenter _s staff. Ihe pTlmary data consist of
hourly values of normalized electron number density in the
solar wind. To obtain these data, the ionospheric total
content was removed from the obserwed total content valuest and
the total content path length was used to convert total content
to danstty, The resulting values were then normalized to I AU
assuming density to be proportional to the inverse square of
the satellite-solar distance. Values resulting from
interpolation are flagged. No interpolated values were
recorded when data gaps exceeded 4 days. This data set t= on
one 800°bpt$ 7-track_ odd-parttyt binary m a<jnettc tape written
on an IBM 70go computer. Auxiliary data on the tape include UT
and Carrlngton rotation number. Data are available for about
12 h per day when the spacecraft aas in vtew from the Stanford
transmitter. Identical data for other time periods from
Pioneers 6 (65-105A-OtD)t 8 (67-125A-03C}1 and 9 (68-100A-OOC)t
and Mariner 5 (67-060 A°02C) also appear on this tape.
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - DIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON
DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED 1AU (MICROrIL M)
NSSDC ID 66-OTSA-OtE_ CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTS_ 35MM
Time period covered - 09112/66 10 05120169
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MI:ROFILM
These data were prepared frP_m the original analog records
by the expert menterts staff. The primary data consist of plots
of electron density vs time in th_ solar wind, TO obtain these
dotal the ionospheric total content /or the same times at a
nearby Location was removed fr©m the observed total content
values. Then the observed total content path length was used
to convert total content to density. The resulting vakues were
normaltzeg to 1 AUt assuming density to be proportional to the
inverse square of the satellite-solar distance. Thts data set
is on one reel of 35-mm microfilm. This reel of mlcroftim also
contains identical data for other time periods from Pioneers $
(E5-lOSA-O4E)_ R (67-123A-OOD)t and 9 (6B-IOOA-OOD)I and hourly
values of total electron content from Pioneers 6 (65-105A-O48)t
7 (66-075A-OtB)_ 8 (67-123A-OOB)_ 9 (6B-IOOA-03B)_ and Mariner
5 (67-060A*O2BI. Thts data set is also available on tape
(66-075A-040).
PIONEER 7_ LEVY
SUPERIOR CONJUNCTION FARAOAY ROTATION
...............................................................
Data set name - SUPERIOR CO_JUNCTION FARADAY ROTATION
DATA ON TAPE
NSSOC ID 66-075A-oaAt SUPERIOR CONJUNCTION FARADAY ROT
Ttme period covered - 06/13167 TO 07119/67
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This data set contains reduced data tn the form of card
images (p_-character records) on one T-trackt BCD_ 556-bptt
slngle-flte magnetic tape. 7he oata are Listings of the
boLartzatton angle (relative to the ecltpttc plane) averaged in
200-s IntervaLst the standard devtattont and the average time
and date (in decimal days) of the observations. The data are
complete. Pioneer 6 data set 65-105 A°OaA ts also contatned on
this tape.
.................................. . ............................
PIONEER 7t MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY AhISOTROPY
...............................................................
Data set _ me - CDJNT RATE LISTINGS ON WICR _ ILM
NSSO[ ID 66-OTSA-OSA_ HOURLY COUNT RATESt MFILM LISTING
Time period covered - 08/18/66 TO 01/31/6T
(As vertfted by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - I REEL O r MI_ RO_ILM
This data set consists of a _tcroftLmed coDyt generated
45
,,.- :_ ; -, :(L
dt _SSOC_ of a hardcopy data listing supplied by the
e_rt _ ricer. There are two frames of microfilm for each full
day of experiment ooerattont one frame for the _ode with the
sun near the middle of an anquLar sector and the other frame
for the mode with the sun near a sector bOundary. Data
presented include hourly averaged count rates for each of four
angular sectors and each of three energy wtndowsp for the
o_ntotrecttonal integral-energy mode, and for the esttmateo
galactic component of thts mode. Hourly averaged_
omnidirectional (t.e.t sJ_med over sector counts)t
energy-window count rates are presentedt as are measures of the
amount of finer ttme scale data contributing to each hourly
average. Daily averages of all the count rates are gtvent and
3-t 6-t and L2-h averages are given for the Lowest energy
window omnidirectional model for the integral-energy
omnidirectional model and for the estimated galactic component
of this mode. Daily measures of ten,oral oercenL coverages are
also gtven_ with considerable variation (from 0 to LO0) in the
percentages. Days for which no data exist are not found on the
microfilm. The data are contained On one reel of 35-mm
microfilm that also contains data set 66-075A-058.
Data set name - COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MID_OFILM
NSSDC ID 66"O75A-OBBt HOURLY COU_T RATE_t MFILM PLOTS
Time period covered - 08117166 TO 01128167
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantlty of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of a microfilmed copy_ generated
at NSSDC, of hardcopy count rate plots supplied by the
experimenter. Each frame consists of data for 7 days. Hourly
averaged count rates for the omntdlrestlonal Integral-energy
and energy-window modes are presenteow as are relative count
rates fro_ the Deep River Neutron Monitor. The data are
contained on one reel of 35-mm microfilm that also contains
data set 66-07_A-OBA.
...............................................................
PIONEER 7. NESS
SINGLE-AXIS mAGNETOMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD ]ATA_ 30-SZC
AVERAGES ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 66-DlBA-DIAt 30 SEC VR MAGNETIC FIELD AVG_TAPE
Time period covered - 08117/66 TO 02/25/67
(AS verified by NSSDCI
Quantity of data - a REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of 7-track_ 556-bpt_ IBM 709A_
binary taQes supplled oy the exoeri_ente r, Each tape contains
one ftLe_ and each physlcaL record contains data for 1 h, Given
are 30-s averages of the vector magnetic fleLd components qlven
in solar ecliptic coordinates, The number of points in each
average (Jp to 301 and the standard deviation are given, Tt_es
of the averages and other supporting information are also
given. There tS no spacecraft ephemeris information,
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD
DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 66-075A-OIBt HOURLY AVGD VR HAG FIELD, MFILM
Ttme partod covered - 08117/66 TO 10129167
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of a _tcroftlmed (one 35-mm reel)
version of Goddard W-document "Magnetic Field Measurements by
Pioneer 7_ l-Hourly Averages (X-6?O-71-A521" by N. F. Hess and
c. W. Ottens. Data presented in the document include hourly
averaged magnetic field PlOtS (magnitJde0 LstttJdet Longitude)
in spacecraft-centered solar ecliptic coordinates. Time
coverage IS nearly complete from Launch until March 3t L967_
after which the coveragee as Limited by spacecraft teLemetry_
ts very s_otty. Each of 17 fra_as contains DLots for one solar
rotation during the time period covered.
...............................................................
Data set name - TIME SEQUENCED INTERSPERSED PIONEER 6 * 7
HR AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 6&-O75A-OICt MR AVG PIPE 6 * T VECTORS ON TAPE
Time period covered - 08117166 TO 10127167
(AS verified by NSSDC)
O_nttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of a magnettc tape generated by
NSSOE personnel by extracting hourly averaged Pioneer 6 and 7
magnetic field data from a composite interplanetary magnetic
field tape of the experimenter. The tape is ?-trackp 1600-
bpl, IBM/3GO binary and has I6 data words per Logical record
and BO Logical records per physical recordo The data in a
Logical record consist of ttmel hourly averaged fteLd magnitude
and field direction angles in solar ecliptic ¢oordtnatest
standard deviations tn field magnitude and in Cartesian
¢o_oonents_ numoer of 30-s averages in hourly averagesp and a
spacecraft Identifier. There are 6375 and Ag62 Pioneer 6 and
Pioneer T data hours interspersed such that the entire tape is
time sequenced,
...............................................................
PIONEER Ii SIMPSON
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE
...............................................................
Data set name - REDUCED COUNT RATE AND PULSE HEIGHT
ANALYZER DATA ON MAGNETIC TA_[
NSSDC IO 66-DTBA-O6At COUNT RATE + PULSE HEIGHT DATA
tlme period covered - 08117/66 TO 12129167
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of proton and alpha particle count
and pulse-height analyzer accumulator readings in a
time-ordered format on 7-track. btnaryl IBM 709a compatible
magnetic tapes written at 800 bbl. The ttme resolution for the
count accumulator data ranged from about one measurement per
0._ to 28 s depending on the spacecraft telemetry rate, The
tape format conslsts of physical records each 60gOt 6-bit bytes
in Length, Each physical record consists of 500 Logical
records of L2 bytes each. The Logical recorDs tnsLude header
and data Logical records. A g_ven header logltal record is
followed by from 1 to 64 data Logical records of the same
spacecraft subcommutated sequence. Each tape terminates with
an EOF flag in the Last good data record. Each header Logical
record includes vartous spaceorlft temperaturest Spln rate_
telemetry bit rate_ and other housekeeping parameters. Each
data Logical record includes t_me_ pulse helght analyzer
outout_ four telescope coincidence count rates_ and data
auallty information. The date ire uncorrected but have been
edited to the extent that OoubtfuL information has been flagged
and unusable Oats have been deleted.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - COUNT RATE PLOTS (COUNTS/SEC VS DAY
NUMBER) AND TRAJEC|ORY PLOT ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 66-O7SA-O6De COUNT RATE PLOTS_27 DAYS EACH
Time period covered - 08/17/66 TO 12/27/68
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data m 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
The data set is contained on one reel of 16-mm microfilm
which tnotudes (11 a plot of the Pioneer 7 trajectory in
heliocentric solar ecliptic coordlnates covering the time
interval from day 229 of 1966 (August 17_ 19661 to day 190 of
1971 (July 9e 19711 and (2) c c_nt rate plots (counts per second
vs day number) produced on • CaLcolp plotter for 27-day
intervals for the telescope ¢otnctdense combination which
correspond to the following energy interval for protons: O.S to
12,7 MeVl 12.7 to 73.0 MeV_ T,O to 165 MeV_ and e>165 MeV, The
count rate data are a composite of real-time data and duty
cycle storage data and cover the time interval from August 17_
1966_ to _¢ember 27, 1968.
........................................ _ ......................
Oata set name - COSMIC-RAY PROTON COUNTING RATES
PUBLISHED IN =SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA_
NSSOC ID 66-O75A-OGE_ SGD PBLSHD C_ PRDT3_ COUNT RATES
Time period covered - 03107/69 TO 08107171
IAs vertfted by NSSDCI
Quanttty of data - 52 BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUMES
This data set consists of monthly tabular Listings of
directional ¢ountlng rates of irotonl wlth energies in the
intervals 0,6 to 12,7 MeV_ 12.7 to 165 MeV_ and greater than
165 MeV. The rates are typically given once per dly. A Letter
flag indicates whether the flux was ril_ngt steadyt or fitting
st the time for which the data are Presented. Data obtained
during a given month are published in _Sotar Geophysical Data
(Prompt Reports1" with a 1-month Lag,
_6
PIONEER71 WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
...............................................................
Data set name - PLOTS OF ANALYZED PLASMA pARAMETERS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 66-OTSA-O3A* PLOTS OF PLASMA pARAMETERS
Time period covered - 08/17/66 TO 02/09/69
(As verified by NSSDC)
Ouanttty of data - 11 REELS OF MICROFILM
These analyzed data were supplied by the experimenter and
consist of time-ordered plots of the following solar wind
parameters: (1) proton umber density (orotons/cu cm)t (2)
azimuth (solar ecliptic longitude) of the peak particle flux
for ions (deg)t (3) bulk velocity (km/s)t (4) polar angle
(solar ecllottc Latitude) of.the peak oarttcLe flJx (deg)* (5)
proton temperature and heLtum temperature (deg)t (6)
helium/hydrogen ratio (number of helium tons/cu cm/number of
protons/cu cm), (7) electron temperature (deg K), and L81 two
indicators of the entsotrooy in the solar olasma ion
temperature distribution. The experimenter gives the following
indicators of accuracy: (1) bulk veLocttyt good to within 10%t
(2) direction1 good to a few degreesl and (3) temperature and
density, could be off by as much as 200_. The plots are
available on lG-mm microfilm. The plasma parameters were
Derived by the experimenter based on the assumption of an
tsotroptc Mex_etLtan distribution fjnctton (in the frame _ovtng
with the bulk solar wind velocity). Data are available from
August 17t 1966, to December 196Gt with a 90_ coverage; from
December 19661 to March 1967_ with a 50¢ coverage; and from
March 1967, to November lgt 1968_ with a 10_ coverage.
...............................................................
Data set name - PUBLISHED PRELIMINARY SOLAR WIND
PARAMETERS
NSSDC IO 66-OTSA-O391 SOLAR GEOPHYS DATA PBLSD SOLAR WO
Time period covered - 05121175 TO 0B121/75
(AS verified oy NdSDC)
Quantity Of Data - 56 BOOKS OR _OUN3 VOLUMES
This data set consists of preliminary solar wind
parameters presented in the monthly publication
-SoLar-Geophyslcal Data" issued by the NOAA Environmental
Research Laboratories. These parameters are determined by
measurements on the Pioneer 6 and 7 Sp ace probes. The
information given consists of dat'e_ time, spacecraft, pass
number, bulk velocltyt and corotatlon delay time. The bulk
velocity is accurate to 10%. The corotatton delay time is the
numoer of days between the observation at the spacecraft and
the suoseouent observation at the earth of the corotattnq
Interplanetary mag_tlc flux tube (assuming that the solar wind
s_eed reported remains constant). Typlcally_ there Is one
velocity value given for each satellite per day. On about 30%
of the dayst no data are given, There is a l-month Lag betNeen
the tlme the Data are ac_ulred and the ti_e the data are
published.
...............................................................
Data set na_e - HOURLY AVERAGED pLASMA PARAMETERS
NSSDC ID GE-O7BA-OdCt HR AVG PLASMA PARAM ON HAG TAPE
Time period covered - 08_19166 TO 11/28/66
(As vertfteO Dy _53QC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These analyzed data, suaplled oy the exoerimenter_
consist of tlme-ordered hourly averages of the following solar
wlnd parameters: the alpha/proton number oenslty ratlot the
oroton number denslty_ the alpha particle temperature (deg K)_
the proton temperature {dog K)_ the bJlk velocity (kmls)l the
azimuthal angle (solar ecliptic lon_Itule) of the peak particle
flux (deg)_ and the polar angle (solar ecliptic Latitude) of
the peak oarttcle flux (dog), The above 3Lasts 3srameters are
good to 10%, The data were derived by the exoerlmenter based
the assumption of an Isotrooic _axweLllan qtstrtbutton
_nction (in the frame moving _Ith the bulk solar wind
velocity)- The data are contained on _ne 9-track_ IHM 360,
binary magnetic tape written at a density Of 800 bpl. The ta_e
(s written with variable Length _nblockec records, The _ata
consist of all the high bit rate data an_ have a g0% coverage
A microfilmed comoJter Listing of
over the period indicated=
these tapes is a_aILable at NSSDC as 66-OTSA-030.
...............................................................
Data set name - _OURLY AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON
MICROFLL_
NSSDC ID 66-OTSA-03D_ HOURLY AVERGO PLASMA PARAM - MFLM
Time period covered - 08119166 TO 11428166
(As verified by NSSDC)
Ouentity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set WaS mtcroft(med by NSSOC from a computer
printout of data set 66-075A-03C.
NSSDC ID 67-123A-00C_ EPHEMERIS TAPES
Time oertod covered - 1211516? TO 11/15/71
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 6 REELS OF TAPE
Complete trajectory information was supplied by the
Pioneer Project Office at Ames Research Center and I$ contained
on SiX 7-track, 80O-bpt* IBM TO9ql binary magnetic tapes. Each
tape has one file, A Fortran IV program which reads the tapes
and prints out the data is available. Each tape Was generated
by JPL. The tapes consist of trajectory tnformattont described
betow_ predicted from orbit elements which were themselves
determined from observed trajectory data. Thus the tapes
overlap in time period covered. For the most accurate
trajectory information* the tape whose start time is closest to
the date required should be used. The Pioneer 8 trajectory
tapes cover the following time perlo_s: December 13t 1967_ to
June 30* 1968; December 16_ 1967_ to July 3t 1968; March 15t
17601 tO March 15, 1969; July 25* 1968, to July 25* 1969; July
20* 1969 to July 20_ 1971; and November 15_ 1969. to November
15_ 1971, The following information is available in intervals
of 1 day (except for periods when the spacecraft iS close to
the earth when the Interval may be shorter) on each of the
trajectory tapes: (1) date, (2) _tme. (3) distance from earth
to probe, (_) distance from the earth to the sun, (5) distance
from the earth to the moon_ (6) distance from the sun to the
probe_ iT) geocentric right ascension and declination Of probe_
sun_ moon, (B) geocentric LatituDe* Longltude_ and altttud_
above the earth* (9) earth-sun-probe angle, (I0)
earth-probe-sun angle_ (11) sun-probe-near Limb of earth angle
(sun-probe-earth angle minus the angular semldlameter of earth
where the angular semldlameter would be the probe-centered
angle between earth Limb and center Of earth)_ (12)
moon-earth-probe angle, (13) moon-probe-sun angte_ (IR)
earth-probe-moon angle, (15) Canopus-probe-earth angler (16)
Canopus-probe-sun angLe_ (17) angle made by the sun to _robe
vector and the ecliptic plane-of-date_ (18) x_ y_ z components
of spacecraft in the sun-earth Line coordinate system
(sun-centered systemt x axis is along the sun to earth vector_
axis is toward the ecliptic north pole)t (1_) Longitude ofz
spacecraft in the sun-earth line coordinate system* (20) x, y*
z components of spacecraft in geocentric* selenocentrlc_
hellocentrlc_ Venus-centered_ Mars-centered_ Saturn-centeredt
and Juolter-centered Inertial coordinates (x points to vernal
equinox, z points along the north pole vector with the
reference plane being the earth's true equator of date)l (21)
magnitude of the velocity vector and x, y_ Z components of the
velocity vector in geocentric inertial coordinates* (22)
geocentric inertial path angle (angle made by probe velocity
vector and plane normal to earth to probe vector), (23)
geocentric (nertlal azimuth angle (angle between the plane
defined by the vector along the earthts spin axis anO the
earth-to-probe vector and the plane defined by the
earth-to-probe vector and the geocentric inertial veloclty
vector), (2_) heliocentric inertial veloctty_ (25) heliocentric
inertial path angle (angle made by the heliocentric vetoclty
vector and the plane normal to the sun-to-probe vector), (26)
celestial longitude of probe (angular distance measured
counterclockwise along the ecliptic plane-of-date from the
vernal eoulno_ to the projection of the sun-probe vector on a
plane as viewed from the ecliptic north pole), (27) cetestlat
Longitude of earth_ (28) celestial Latitude of earth_ and (29)
various clock angles and hinge and swivel angles which are
descrlbec in the documentation.
...............................................................
Data set name - COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAOE
NSSDC _D 67-123A-ODE* COPPRESSEO EPHEMERIS TAPES
Time oertod covered - 12/13/67 TO 11115/71
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This data set which contains complete trajectory
information _as generated at NSSOC by tak(ng the most accurate
Information from each ephemeris tape provided by dPL (data set
67-123A-000) and eliminating overlao. The data set consists of
one 7-track_ IBM 709A_ 8CO-bPi_ binary magnetic tape, Each
Logical record contains B9 words_ and each bhystcaL record
contains 20 logical records. The following information is
_7
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availabletn intervals of I day (exceot for oertods Nhen the
spacecraft tS close to the earth, when the interval may be
shorter): (1) Date9 (2) times (3) histence from the earth to
the probe_ (A) distance fro_ the earth to the sunl (5) distance
from the earth to the moon9 (6) distance from the sun to the
propel iT) geocentric right ascension anc declination of probe_
suns moons (8) geocentric Latttu_e_ longttude_ and altitude
above the earths (9) earth-sJn-orobe angles (10)
earth-probe-sun angle1 (11) sun-probe-near Limb of earth angle
(sun-probe-earth anqle minus the angular semt-Ptameter of earth
where the angular semi-diameter Noulo be the probe-centered
angle between earth Ltmb and center of earth), (12}
moon-earth-probe angte_ (13) moon-probe-sun angle_ (1_)
earth-probe-moon angle. (15) Canopus-Drobe*earth angle. (I6)
Canopus-oroba-sun angler {17) angle _ade by the sun to orooe
vector and the ecltpttc plane of date, (18) x_ yp z components
of spacecraft in the sun-earth Line coordinate system
(sun-centered system_ x axis is aLon_ the sun-to-earth vector.
z axts is toward ecllottc north Dole), (lg{ Longitude of
spacecraft in the sun-earth Ltne coordinate system_ (20) x_ yt
z components of spacecraft in geocentrtc_ selenocentric$
heliocentric Venus-centared_ _ars-ce_teredt S3turn-centered.
and Jupiter-centered inertial coordinates (K points to vernal
eou(nox, z points along the north pole vector with the
reference plane being the earthts true equator of date, (21)
_agnttude of the velocity vect3r anh xt y. z cono3nents of the
velocity vector in geocentric inertial coordtnatesw (22)
geocentric (nerttal path angle (angle made by _robe velocity
vector and plane normal to earth-to-probe vector) t (23)
geocentric inertial azimuth angle (angle between the plane
defined by the earth-to-probe vector and the geocentric
inertial velocity vector)t (24) heliocentric inertial velocity0
(25) heliocentric inertial path angle (angle made by the
heliocentric velocity vector and the plane n3rmal to the
sun-to-probe vector)_ (26) celest(al Longttude of probe
(angular distance measured counterclockwise along the ecltpttc
plane of date from the vernal equinox to the projection of the
sun-probe vector on a 0lane as viewed from the ecliptic north
pole), (27) celestial longitude of earths (28) celestial
Latitude of earth, and (29) various clock angles and hinge and
swivel angles which are described (n the documentatton.
...............................................................
Data set name - COROTATION DELAY TIME PLOTS AND LISTINSS
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 67-123A-DOF_ COROTATION DELAY TIME LISTIN;S
Time per(od covered - 12113/67 TO 11101/71
(AS verified by NSSDC)
guantlty of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set was derived from part of data set
67-123A-OOE bl printing out ttme, the earth-sun-Pioneer angle_
the sun-Pioneer distance1 and the earth-sun distance. Fro_
thts lnformatton_ the corotatton delay times for solar wtnd
valor(ties of 200t 400t and 600 km/s were derived for each
ttme. Thts data set includes listings of the above as welt as
_lots of the earth-sub-Pioneer angles the sun-Pioneer rangel
and the corotatlon delay times (for a solar wind velocity of
4C0 km/s) for each of the Pioneers. At Least one point is
gtven per weeks wtth _ore frequent coverage for most Of the
time.
...............................................................
PIONEER 8_ ESHLEMAN
TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER
...............................................................
Data set name - _OURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT DATA ON PUNCHED CARDS
NSSDC IO 67-123A-O3A_ TOTAL ELECT CONTENT_ HRLY VAL(DD)
Time period covered - 12/1_/67 TO 08125/69
(As verified Oy NSSDC)
Quantity Of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of digitized hodrty values of
total electron content through the ionosphere and the solar
wind, These values are reduced data calculated from
measurements of the differential Delay of the group velocity.
The hourly data are representative val_es ma_aalty selected
from analog records, Each set of hourly values is for the
portion of the day (about 12 h per day) uhen the Spacecraft was
in vtew from the Stanford transmitter. This data set is on
556-bD1= T-track, BED magnetic ta_>@ generoted at NSSOC fro_
punched cards supplied by the experimenter. The tape otto
contains tOentlcal data for other time periods from Pioneers 6
(65-105A-O_A)_ 7 (60-075A-OiA)_ and 9 (68-100A-O3A), and
Mariner 5 (67-060A-O2A}.
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 67-123A-O3B. TOTAL ELECT CDNTENT_HRLY VSL {_0)
Time period covered - ]2/la/6T TO 08/2_/69
(As verified by _SSOC)
Ouanttty of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set cons(sts of digitized and plotted hourly
values of total electron content through the ionosphere and the
solar wind, These values are reduced data calculated from
measurements of the differential delay of the group velocity.
The hourly data are representative values manually selected
fro_ analog records. Each set of hourly values ts for the
portion of the Day (about 12 h per day) Nhen the spacecraft was
In view from the Stanford transmitter. Thls data set Is on one
reel of 35-mm microfilm generateO at N$SOC from data supplied
Py the experimenter, This reel of mlcrofiim also contains
identical data for other time periods from Pioneers 6
(65-105A-OAR), 7 (66-075A-OaB)_ 9 (68-100A-03_)_ and Mariner §
(67-OGOA-O2B)_ and solar wtno electron density plots from
Pioneers G (65°I05A-OaE)_ 7 (66-O75A-O_E)_ 8 (_7-123A-OSD)_ and
9 (68-tOOA-O3B),
...............................................................
Data set name - DI31TAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON
DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO l AU ON TAPE
NSSOC IO 67"123A'03C_ CORRECTED ELECT DENSITY_ TAPE
Time period covered - 12119/67 TO 03107171
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL O c TAPE
These data were prepared from the ortg(nal analog records
by the experlmenter_s staff. The primary data consist of
hourly values of normalized electron number density tn the
solar wind. To obtain these data_ the ionospheric total
content was removed from the observed total content valuest and
the total content path Length was used to convert total content
to denstty. The resulting values were then normalized to 1 AU
assuming density to be proportional to the inverse square of
the distance of the satellite from the sun. Values resulting
from interpolation are flagged. NO interpolated values were
recorded when data gaps exceeded A days. This data set ts on
_O0-bpt_ 7-track_ odd-osrtty_ binary magnetic tape created on a
Xerox Sigma 5 computer. Au_lllary data on the tape incluDe UI
and Carrlngton rotation number. Data Ire available for about
12 h per day when the spacecraft _as tn view from the Stanford
transmitter. Identical data for other time periods from
P|oneers 6 (65-105A-OiD)_ 7 (6E-OTSA-OiDb_ 9 (68-100A-03C), and
Mariner 5 (67-060A-02C) also appear on this tape.
...............................................................
Data set name - MICRO=ILM PLOTS OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON
DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO I AU
NSSDC ID 6T-123A-O3D_ CORRECTED ELECT DENS, PLOTS_ 3_MM
Tlme period covered - 02120168 TO OR/30/7O
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
_hese data were prepared from the original analog records
by the experimenter's staff. The prtmary data consist of plots
of electron density vs time in the solar wtnO. To obtain these
data, the ionospheric total content for the same times at a
nearby Location were removed frem the observed total content
values. Then the observed total content path length was used
to convert total content to denstty. The resulting values were
normalized to 1 AUt assuming densfty to be proportional to the
inverse aquore of the satellite-solar distance. This data set
is on one reek of 3S-m® microfilm° Thts reel of microfilm aLao
contains identical data for other time pertoOs from Pioneers 6
(65"105A-O_E)_ 7 (66-075A-O_E)_ and ? t68-1OOA-O3D)_ and hourly
values of total electron content from Pioneers 6 (65-105A-ORR)_
T (66-075A-O_B}_ 8 (6T-123A-O3B)_ ? (&8-100A-03_)_ and Mariner
5 (67-060A-O2B), This data set ta also available on tape
(67-123A-03C),
PIONEER _ MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY
...............................................................
Data set name - 7.5-MIN AND I-MR COUNT RATES FOR ALL
MODES ON MASNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 67-123A-OSA_ 7 MIN AND I MR COUNT RATESt TAPES
Time oerlod covered l 12113167 TO 03131169
(AS verlfled by NSSDC)
Ouant_t_ of data - 6 REELS OF TAPE
Thls data set consists of experimenter-supplied 9-track
magnetic tapesl written in EBCDIC at 800 bpt on an IBM 3701155.
Each tape contains BO days of datav and each Logical and
physical record contains 1 h of data. Each data record
a8
contains time and counts at T.5-mtn tntervats and for the full
hour for each tsotropi¢ and antsotroot¢ mode, The time
coverage of the tapes mirrors the periods during which the
spacecraft was being tracked (nearly 100% until October 1968_
and then between 60 and 9OZ through March 1969). Data for
times after March 1969 are found in microfilm data set
67.123A°O5B. The experlmenter also provided a program to
generate listings such as those found in data set 67-123A-O5B
from the tapes of this data set 6T-L23A-OSA,
...............................................................
Data set name - T,5-MIN AND 1-HR CDUNT'RATESt ALL
MOOESt ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 67-123A-O5B_ T MIN AND i HR COUNT RATES, FILM
Time period covered - 03/21/69 TG 12/31/70
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 3 REELS DF MICROFILM
This data set c}nsists of 1G-_m microftl_ generated at
NSSDC from experimenter-supplied computer printout. Each frame
contains data matrices for 1 h. Counts accumulated during
indicated numbers of spacecraft revolutions for 7.5-mln
intervals and for full hours are given for all tsotrobtc and
antsotropic counting modes. Data coverage begins at the time
the coverage in tape data set GT-123A-OSA ends. The data
coverage for the later time period covered by this microfilm
data set runs between 50 and 75& per week.
...............................................................
PIONEER 8t NESS
SINGLE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD
PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSOC I_ &T-123A-OIAt HOURLY AVERAGED VECTORS0 PLOTS
Time period covered - 12/23/67 TO 12/07/68
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set conststs of one reel of 35-mm microfilm
containing analog olots of hoJrly averaged _ognetic field
components (magnitudes Latitude, longitude) tn a
spacecraft-centered solar ecliptic coordinate system. Each of
the 13 data frames contains data for one solar rotation, The
time coverage is nearly complete for most of the interval
covered, The data and documentation are found in -Magnetic
Field Measurements by Pioneer 8 to Hourly Averages of the Field
Elements dJrlng Time Period Covered (Barrels' Solar Rotation
IB39 tO 1851)" by F. Martani_ N. F. Ness_ and B. Bavassano_
Laboratorio di Rlcerca e Tecnologla oar lo Studio oel Plasma
Nello Spazio, LPS-71-225 July 1971.
...............................................................
_ata set na_e - ,AGNETIC FIEL} VECTOR 3g-SEC AVERAOES ON
TAPE
NSSOC IO GT-123A-OIH, 30-SEE VR MAG FIELD AVGS ON TAPE
llme period covered - 12/13/GT TO 12/03/6R
(As verified by NoSOC)
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of three T-tracks ROO-bpi_
multlfile U_IVAO 1108 _Inary tapes suo_ttted by the
experimenter. Each file contains data for about 1 day. Each
physical record containsl in T26 Mordst packed data for I hour.
The data consist of time and 30-s averages of magnetic flel_
magnltude_ solar ecliptic Cartesian co_oonents_ aJtocorrelatlon
functlons0 and cross-correlatlon functions. The data coverage
is nearly complete over the tlme perlO._ coveredt although over
the Last month or so there are several data gaps of about a
day*s duration. An J_Oackln_ roJtlne that w_s submitted to
NSSDC by the experimenter and which results in a printout
designed by him iS available. This is a FORTRAN program that
runs on the UNIVAC 1108. A slightly _odlfled 19M 7094 version
is also available. Alternatively_ a detailed format statement
is available for users wishing to unpack the data in a
different way.
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID GT-123A-OIC_ HOURLY AVERAGED VECIORS_ MA$ TAPE
Time period covered - 12117/67 TO 12130169
(AS verified by NSSDC)
guantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAP[
This hourly averaged vector data set is on magnetic tape
written at 1600 bpt. ?-trackl binary. The data were created on
an IBM 360 computer with each physical record ¢ontatntng the
hourly averages for 1 day. T_e f4rst three words of each
physical record are the year_ months and day; the rematntng
words are stored in a matrix 1_ x n where each column of 1A
words contains all the informatfon for one hourly average,
That information includes hour (starting time) of the first
average_ number of ]O-S overages in the hour_ number of data
potntsl hourly averages of the _ yt Z components of the
magnetic field and magnetic field fntenslty_ standard devtatton
for x_ y_ and zt and hourly amerages of standard deviation
delta x of xt delta y of y_ and delta z of z components for
30-s averages, All quantities are in a solar-ecliptic frame of
reference (x-axis toward the suns centered on the spacecraft*
All field Quantities are given in units of nanoteslas,
...............................................................
PIONEER 8_ SCARF
PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name ° REDUCED ELECTRIC FIELD DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 67-I23A-O7A* FINE TIME SCALE E-FIEL3 SPECTRUM
Ttme period covered - 12/15/67 TO 10/07/68
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 16 REELS OF MICROFILM
These 16 reels of 35-mm mlcrofllm contain reduced data
plots of the broadband outputs the 40O-Hz outputs and the
22-kHZ output after calibration and in the finest time stale
available from the telemetered data. The appropriate
statistical information accumulated over each experiment cycle
tS also included. It is noted that the experiment cycle
depends on the bit rate of the transmitter and varies from 7,_7
min to 1 h for one broadband measurement of 16 steps and for
sixteen 4OO-Hz and sixteen 22-kHz measurements. The 22-kHZ
channel was degraded considerably from spacecraft interference
and was useful only when strong 22-kHz stgnats were present tn
the ambient plasma_ such as near the earth or at the passage of
an interplanetary shock.
...............................................................
Data set name - SUMMARY PLOTS OF EAC _ EXPERIMENT CYCLE
ON MISROFILM
NSSDC ID 6T-123A-D7B_ SUMMARY PLOTSt ELECT FLD. OET.
Time oeriod covered - 12/13/6T TO 09/23/68
(As verifled by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS O_ MICROCILM
These data on tWO reels of experimenter-generated 35-mm
mtcroftLmt summarize data set 67-123A-OTA, They contain
maximum and mlni_um _O0-MZ leve_ maximum and mlnlmum 22-kHZ
Levels and the average of two (step 7) 100-HZ broadband levels_
presented for each experiment cycle (102¢ main telemetry
frames) in the full data plots, They represent about one to
eight data points per hour.
...............................................................
PIONEER _ WEARER
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT D_TECTOR
...............................................................
Data set name - 20-MIN AVERAGES OF PARTICLE COUNT RATES
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 6T-123A-O6A, gOMIN AVG TELESCOPE RATE PLOTS
Time period covered - 12/13/67 TO 0_/I0/68
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of microfilmed copies of
experlmenter-oenerated plots of 20-mln averaged count rates for
all coincidence modes an_ discrimination states except for the
alpha particle count rates. (The alpha bartlcle count rates are
found in data set GY-123A-06E.)
...............................................................
Data set name - R-MR AVERAGES OF ALPHA PARTICLE COUNT
RATES ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 6T-123A-06_ 8 HR AVG TELESCOPE RATE PLOTS
llme period covered - 12/13/E7 TO 0_/21/68
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of nata - I PEEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of _Icrofllmed copies of three
experlmenter-generated plots of B-h averaged alpha particle
_9
countrates ¢overtnq the period December 13, |967t through
April 1_, 19(@. These plots are found on the same microfilm
reel _htch contains the oroto_ plots (67-123A-U6A}°
Data set name - PROTON COUN7 RATES PUBLISHED 2N
'SOL_R-GEOPHYS2C_L _TA t
_SSOC I_ 67-123A_06C_ SGg PBLS_O PROTON DOU_T RATES
Tim_ Deriod covered _ 1_101169 TD 0_12_17_
(As veritied by _SOC_
Quantity of data - _2 BOOKS DR BOUN_ VOLUMES
This data set consists of mon2hty taoular listings of
co_t r_tes ot protons with energies abo_e 1_.9 and &4 _e_.
_pically, _our _o_nt rates per energ_ chan_el per da_ _er_
_i_e_ i_ the early fife o_ the soacecratt_ _ lal_ 1_ only a
fe_ c_u_t rates _er _o_th _e_ gi_e_ _d for _a_ary _g7_ one
co_t rate was _iven. _ata obtain_ _ring a given _onth _ere
_li_he_ (_s _t _ove_ber _7_ in _olar-_e_bhysic_l _ata
(Pro_ 2 _eport_ _ _ith a _-m_nLh la_
_ata set na_e - _2_ A_ERA_O _O_N_ _E L2SI_N_ _
_0_ _ _7ol_A-_D_ D_LY A_ 8_T_ _E_M _IST2_
Ti_ periOd c_ered - _1_1&_ TD _g_1_1
(_s verified by _SS_E)
_antity ot data _ 1 _EEL OP MI_RO_L_
_his data set consists of _-_m microfil_ generated at
_SSD_ fro_ e_o_ri_enIer-s_Lied co_outer ori_tout_ Daily
averaged count r_tes and standard error_ (less than _ of co_t
rate_ are listed for both Pioneers R and _ tor mopes T_ and
T_o _ode T1_2 corresponds to elect_ons above _.4 _e_ and
_uclei a_ove _ _e_l_ _n Pioneer _ and to electrona above 5._
_e_ and nuclei a_ove 4_ _e_ln on Pioneer _. _ode T_
corresponds to electrons aPple _._ Me_ and nuclei a_o_e _4
_e_n o_ _ioneers 8 a_d _. Data g_os near the end oi the tim_
period co_ered r_lect decreasing _p_e_raft trac_in_o
_at_ set name - _L_ A_R_E_ COUNT _TE PLOTS 0_
_I_LM
_S$_C I_ _7_12_Ao_E_ gAIL_ A_OD RA7E_L_ P_OT_
ti_e period _overed - _1_1_T TD 111_1_
(_ _erified by NSS_E_
_antity o_ data - _ REEL DP M_D_E_LR
T_is data set c_nsists ot _-_ _icrotil_ generated at
N_$_ fro_ experime_ter-s_plied hardcopy plots. Daily
average_ count rat_s tor mObeS TI_ a_d T5 are plotted with 1
year oi da(a _er trame_ Rionee_ 8 and _ data tra_es are
i_terspersed. _r each soacecratt_ _de_ and year, there are
t_o plots. Dn_ _i these has a linear count rate scale_ a_d the
other h_s a logarithmic co_t rate scale. Data gaps _hich
retlect the lac_ of spacecrafI 2racking become increasingly
ab_d_t ne_ th_ e_ o_ the ti_e _erio_ o_ coverage°
_2g_E_ 8, _0_
ELE_O$tA7IC A_L_E8
Data set _a_e - _L_ED PLaSmA _8AMET_RS DN MIC_D_2_M
NSSDC IO 67-1234-024_ PLASMA =ARAMETER$
Ttme period covered - 12/14/G7 TO 01/05/74
(_s verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 38 REELS OF MICROFILM
These analyzed data were supplied by the experimenter and
consist of time-ordered plots of the following solar wtnd
parameters: (1) proton number density (protons/cu ¢m). i2)
azimuth (solar ecltptts Longitude) of the peak particle flux
for tons (deg). i3) bulk velocity Ikm/a)_ (4) polar angle
(solar ecliptic latitude) of the oea_ particle flux (_eg)_ (5)
proton temperatuee and helium temperature (deg)t (_)
helium/hydrogen ratio (number of helium tons/cu cm/number Of
_rotons/cu S_)_ 27) electron temperature (deg _)t and (82 two
indicators of the antsotropy tn the solar plasma ion
temperature distribution.
**********''****''*-*'' PIONEER 9 *'.****l*,l****,.*.,.****.**
Oata set _ame - _UL_2-_OO_D_N_TE S_TER EP_EME_2S TAPES
NSSDC IO 68-]OOA-OOD, EPHEMERIS TAPES
Time oertod covered - 11/08/68 TO 04116172
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 6 REELS 0_ TAPE
Complete trajectory information was supplied by the
Pioneer Project Office at Ames Research Center. The data are
contained on six T-track, 800-bplt IBM 70g@0 binary magnetic
tapes. Each tabe has one file. A _¢rtran IV program which reads
the tapes and prints out the data is available. Each tape was
generateo by JPL. The tapes consist of trajectory information
descrlbeo below, predicted from orbit elements which were
themselves determined from observed trajectory data. Thuat the
taoes overlap in time period covered. For the most accurate
trajectory information the tape whose start time ts closest to
the date required should b_ used. The Pioneer g trajectory
tapes cover the following time periods -- |1/08168 to 0712&171,
11/1D/68 to 08/OB/Egt C_/15/Gg to 08f15/6_ 08/]5/89 to
0811&171_ 12115169 to 12/151Tit 04115170 to 04115171. The
following information is available in Intervals of i day
(except for periods when the spasecraft is close to the earth
when the interval may be shorter) on each of the trajectory
tapes: (1) dater (2) ttme_ (3) distance from earth to probe_
(4) distance from the earth to the sun_ (5) distance from the
earth to the _oon_ (G) distance from the sun to the probe_ (7)
geocentric right ascension and declination of orobe_ sun, moont
(8) geocentric tatltudet longltude_ and altitude above the
earth_ (_) earth-sun-probe angle_ (LOt earth-probe-sun angte_
(II) sun-probe-near llmb of earth angle (sun-probe-earth angle
minus the angular seml-dlameter of earth where the angular
seml-dlameter would be the probe centered angle between earth
limb anD center of earth)_ (12) moon-earth-probe angle, (13)
moon-probe-sun angle. (la) earth-probe-moon angle, (15)
Canop_s-probe-earth angler fiG} _anopus-probe-sun angle, (17)
angle made by the sun to probe vector and the estlptlc plane of
Oate_ (18) x_ y_ Z components of spacecraft in the sun-earth
line coordinate system (sun centered system_ x axis is along
the sun to earth vector, Z axis ts toward the ecliptic north
pOte)_ (19) longitude of spacecraft In the sun-earth line
coordinate system, (20) x_ y. Z components of spacecraft tn
geocentric, selenocentrlc, heliocentric, Venus-centered_
Mars-centeredt Saturn-centereO_ and JuPiter-centered inertial
coordinates (x points to vernal equtnoxt z points along the
north pole vector with the reference plane being the earth*s
true e_uator of date), (21) magnitude of the velocity vector
and x. y, z components of the velocity vector in geocentric
inertial coordtnates_ (22) geocentric inertial path angle
(angle made by prObe velocity vector and plane normal to earth
to probe vector)t (23) geocentric inertial azimuth angle (angte
between the plane defined by the vector along the earth,s spin
axis and the earth to probe vector and the plane deftned by the
earth to probe vector and the geocentric Inertial velocity
vector), (24) heliocentric inertial velocity. (25) heliocentric
inertial path angle (angle made by the heliocentric velocity
vector and the plane normal to the sun to probe vector), (26)
celestial Longitude of probe (angular distance measured
counter-clockwise along the ecliptic plane of date from the
vernal equinox to the projection of the sun-probe vector on a
plane as viewed from the ecliptic north pote)_ celestial
longitude of earth_ (2_) celestial latitude of earthl and (29t
various Clock angles and hinge and swivel angles which are
described tn the documentation.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC IO 68-100A-OPEc COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS TAPES
Ti_e period covered - 11/081&8 TO 04/18172
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set which contains complete trajectory
information _aa generated at NSSDC by taking the most accurate
Information from each ephemerla lade and eliminating overlap.
The data set consists of one 7-traskt IBM 7094_ 800-bpt_ binary
magnetic tape. Each logtcaL record contains 8g words_ and cash
physical record contains 20 lo@tcal records. The following
Information is available in Intervals of 1 day (except for
periods when the spacecraft ¶S ClOSe to the eartht when the
interval may be shorter) -- (1) date_ (2) ttme_ (3) dtatance
from the earth to the probe, (4) distance from the earth to the
sun_ (5) distance from the earth to the apon_ (6) distance from
the sun to the proPe_ (7) geocentric right ascension and
declination of prober sun_ mooml (8) geocentric tatttudet
Longttude_ and altitude above the eartht (9) earth-gun-probe
angle_ (10) earth-probe-sun angte_ (11) Bun-probe-near ttmb of
earth angle (sunmprobe-earth angle minus the angular
semi-diameter of earth where the amgular semt-dlameter would be
the PrPbe-centered angle betwee_ earth Ilmb and center of
eaeth)t (12) moon-earth-probe angler (13) loon-probe-sun angler
(14) earth-probe-moon angler (15) Canopus-probe-earth a rq_ta_
_0 ORiOIE"AL 2#C:E _S
OF POOR QUAL|TY
(16) Canooui-probe-sun angle0 (%T) angle made oy the sun to
probe vector and the ecliptic plane of date_ (18) Kt Yl z
components Of spacecraft fn the sun-earth Line coordinate
system {sun-centered system, x axls is along the surer _ earth
vector_ s axis is toward ecliptic north poLe), (19) Longitude
of spacecraft in the sun-earth Line coordinate systeml (20) x,
y, Z components of spacecraft fn geocentrtct seLenocentrf¢l
heLtocentrfc Venus-centered_ Mar$-centtred_ SatJrn-eenteredt
and duptter-centered inertial coordinate (x points to vernal
eouinox_ z points along the north pole vector with the
reference plane being the earth*s true equator of dateIt (21)
_agntt_de of the velocity vector and x, y_ I co_oonents of the
velocity vector in geocentric inertial coordinates, (22)
geocentric inertial path angle (angle made by probe velocity
vector and plane normal to earth-to-probe vectorIt (23)
_eocentrtc tnerttaL azimuth angle tangle between the oLane
defined by the earth-to-probe vector and the geocentric
inertial velocity vector), (24I heliocentric inertial velocity,
i25I heliocentric inertial path angle (angle made by the
heliocentric velocity vector and the oLane normal to the
sun-to-probe vector), (26) celestial Longitude of probe
(angular distance measured counterclockwise along the ecliptic
plane of date from the vernal equinox to the projection of the
sun-probe vestor on a diane as viewed from the ecliptic north
pulpit (27I celestial Longitude of eartht (28) celestial
Latftude of earth_ _nd (29) various clock angles and hinge and
swivel angles which are described in the docu _ ntatton.
_ata set name _ COROTA11_N dELAY TIHE PLDTS ANd _ISTING$
ON _ICROFILM
_SSDC 1D 68-100A-OOF* CO_OTAT_ dELAY TIME LISTINGS
Time pertod covered _ 1LIGOi6_ TO _T_
(As verified Py N_$DCI
_ua_tity of data _ L REEL _R _IC_O_L_
Thts data set _as derived fro_ part of data set
&_A-O_E by printin_ out ti_e_ the earth-sun_Rioneer a_gle_
the sun°Pioneer distance_ and t_e earth-sun distance, _r_
this infor_atto_ the corotation delay times for solar _i_d
velocities _f _ _ _nd _ _m_s _ere derfved f_r each
ti_e, This data set i_cLudes listings of the a_o_e as well as
plots of the earth_sun_Pioneer angle* the sun-Pioneer range,
and the corota_ion delay ti_es _f_r _ solar _ind velocity ot
_ _s) for each _f the Ri_neers, _t Least one p_int i_
_i_en oer _ee_ _tth _ore trequent c_veraQe fo_ _ost of the
ti_e,
Data set na_e _ O_A_$ 0_ PRELImINArY _A_EC_ORIE$
_S_D _ _-_A_ RREL_INARY _R_Jo C_ART$
_i_e _eriod co_ered - (N_A_
Q_antity of data _ _ P_E _ UN_I_ _A_CORY
_his d_ta set cpnsists O_ t_o sets _f chart_ of
_reLi_i_ary trajectories p_o_ided _y _L_ Dn_ s_ of chart_ is
for the spacecraft Pioneer C (_T_ L_nched AuQust _T_ l_
P_t failed to _ai_ _rpi_ Pioneer _ (Pioneer _ _ _A_
and Rioneer _ _Rio_eer _L -T_O_ A_ _his _t can _e use_ to
deter_tn_ the _ositto_ of th_ _o_cec_ft _i_h r_s_ect to the
ea_th_sun Ltne at various tim_s into the missions° A _ser can
determine the estimated telemetry _it r_te tha_ _iLL _e _ed a_
a functio_ _f positi_ of the spacecraft with resoect to the
s_n_ and as a functton _f t_e v_rio_s c_m_untcation antennas
availa_L_ t_ receive the _ata° T_e r_verse side ot the chart
co_t_ins similar info_ation t_r _ariner _ (Marine_ _ -_
7L_LA_, _ariner _ _Msri_er _ _- _A_ _elios (Helios °A
_- _?_A_ and Ri_neer _ _ superimposed on the
_ione_r E_ R_ _nd _ tra_ecio_ies. The second set _f chart_ is
similar t_ the first but contains Rariner _ _ioneer _,
Pioneer l_* _ariner _, and _elips °A on _ne si_e_ and Pton_er
_ and Ri_n_er _l on the oth_r _ide. Ro_h sets o_ charts c_n _e
_se_ to _eter_ine th_ direct Ltne-_i_sig ht viewin_ _eriodo
_ION_E_ _ CS_LE_AN
T_O_REg_ENC_ _A_O_ REEEI_E_
_ata set na_e _ _O_Y VALUES 0_ RE_UCE_ TOTA_ ELECTRON
O_NTE_T _ATA _N P_C_E_ C_RD$
_S$_C _ _-_A-_A_ TOT_ E_E_ _TEI_T_ _RLY _A_D_
_i_e period _ve_ed - _0_ T_ _
(As verified _ _SDO_
_u_nti_y of data _ _ R_EL 0_ TA_E
This data set consists _f _i_tti_ed hourly values of
total electron co_tent through the ionosphere and the soLa_
_in_, These vaL_es are reduced data caic_Lated f_om
_eas_re_ents of _h_ ditfere_ti_L _eLay _ the _r_u_ velocity,
The kourLy data are representative values manually selected
from analog records, Each set of hourly values ls /or the
portion of the day (about 12 h per day) when the spacecraft was
tn view from the Stanford transmitter, This data set t$ on
556-but* 7-trackl BOO magnetic tape generated at NSS_C from
punched cards supplied by the experimenter, The tape also
contains identical data for other time periods from Pioneers 6
(65-105A-OlA)w 7 t66-OTSA-O4A), and 8 (&7-125A-OSA)_ and
Mariner 5 (67-060A-O2AI.
Data set name - HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSOD ID 68-100A-O3B, TOTAL ELECT CONTENToHRLY VAL (MO)
Time pertod covered - 11/09/68 TO OT/16/&?
(As vertfted by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF H]CROFILM
This data set consists of dtgttlzed and plotted hourly
values of total electron content through the ionosphere and the
solar wind. These values are reduced data calculated from
measurements of the differential delay of the group velocity.
The hourly data are representatfve values manually selected
from analog records, Each set of hourly values is for the
portion of the day (about 12 h per dayl _hen the soacecraft was
in vtev from the Stanford transmitter. This data set ts on one
reel of 35-mm microfilm generated at NSSOC from data supplied
by the experimenter. This reel of microfilm also contains
Identlcal data for other time periods fro_ Pioneers
(65-105A-O_B}_ ? (6&-OT_A-O_B)* 8 (67-123A-O_B)_ and Mariner
(67-060A-02BIt and solar wind electron density plots from
Pioneers 6 (_5-105A-O4E), ? (G6-O75A-OAE)_ B (67-123A-030)* and
9 (_8-100A-O3DI,
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - OIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON
DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO 1 AU ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 68-100A-C3C* CORRECTED ELECT DENS]1Y* TAPE
Tfme pert _ covered ° 11/11/_8 TO 03/0T/71
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These data were prepared from the original analog records
by the experlmente r_s staff, The primary data consist of
hourly values of normalized electron number density in the
solar wind. To obtain these data, the ionospheric total
content was removed from the observed total content values, and
the total content path Length was used to convert total content
to density. The resulting values were then normalized to _ AU
assuming density to be proportional to the inverse square of
the sateLllte-solar distance. Values resulting from
interpolation are flagged. No interpolated values were
recorded when data gads exceeded _ days. This data set is on
one 800-bpl, T-track_ ood-parlty, binary magnetic tape wrltten
on an I_M T09_ computer. Auxiliary cata on the tape include UT
and Carrlngton rotation number. Data are available for about
12 h per day when the spacecraft vas in vlew from the Stanford
transmitter, Identical data for other time periods from
Pfoneers E (_-105A-04_)* ? (G6-OT$A'040|_ and 8 (67-123A-03C),
and Mariner 5 (67-060A'02C) also appear on this tape.
...............................................................
Data set na_e - _]CRO:IL_ PLOTS O r SOLAR ul _ SLECTRON
DENSITY VS TIME _ORMALIZEO TO 1 AU
NSSOC SO 6R-IOOA-O3D* CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTS* 3SMM
Tlme period covered - 0_/04/G9 TO 08/27/70
(AS verlfteP by NSSDC)
Quantity of Data - I REEL 0 _ MI:RO¢ILM
These data were prepareo fro_ the original analog records
b y the e xperi_enter's staff. T he primary data consist of plots
of electron density vs time in the solar wtno. To obtain these
oats* the _onospherlc total content for the same times at a
nearby location were removed from the observed total content
values. Then the ooserveO total content oath Length was used
to convert total content to density. The resulting values were
normalized to I AU_ assuming density to be proportional to the
inverse square of the satellite-solar distance. This data set
is on one reel of 35-_m mlcrofil_. This reel of microfilm also
contains identical data for other time periods from Pioneers 6
(65-105A-OAE)* 7 (66-OTSA-O_E)_ an_ _ (67-L23A-O3D)_ ano hourLy
values of total electron content fro_ Pioneers E (SE-IOSA-O_H]_
7 (66"075A-04_)_ 8 (67-123A-03_)_ and g (68-100_-C_)_ and
Mariner E (GT-OEOA-O2F)* Thls data set is also available On
tape (6_-I00A-03C).
...............................................................
Data set name - PLOTS _ LISTINGS OF bEACON AMPLITUDE
SCI_IILLATIO_ DUE TO SOLAR wIND TURBULENCE
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NSSDC ID 68-I00A-03E, PUBLISHED BEACON SCINT OBS
Time period covered - 12100168 TO 00100173
(Date SuDOlled by experimenter)
;uantlty of data - 3 BOOKS OR BOUND _OLUMES
These data consist of 7g records for each of two
freque _ let. Each record covers a 29.75 s perlod. Within each
recordt about gO0 observations of signal strength are normally
received at the spacecraft from the Stanford transmitter.
These records were taken over a period of about 4 yr+ i.e.+
fro_ an earth-sun-Ploneer-angle (ESPY) of 35_ deg around
through conjunction (ESPA=360 deg) and occultation (ESPA=I80
deg)l to ESPA:333 deg. Records are most frPouent near
occultation, i.e.t between ESPA:I_? through 214 deg. These
red,ted and analyzed data are presented in four different
formats. The first form is contained in one volume and
tonslsts of plots of signal intensity (oBm) vs time (measured
from the beginning of each record). In this form there is one
record Per page. The second form is contained in a second
volume. It Is printed from computer listings and gives digital
values of signal intensities shown in the plots. The third
fo _ consists prlr_rILy of four different analysis plots and a
calculated scintillation index, an aJtocorrelatton PLot+ using
selected signal intensity observations from each record, is
presented along wlth three different spectral plots. The last
for_ consists of digital valJes JSed in these spectral
analyses. They are included as Listings subsequent to the
spectral plots in the third volume. In addltton to the
oPservatlons already descrlbed_ there are 14 additional
amplitude Calibration records tnclJded in the first volume in
the same form as the data plots in that volume. The digital
forms Of the data described here _re also available on tape
(data set 68-100A-OOF).
...............................................................
Data set name - 3IOITAL RECORDS OF BEACON AMPLITUDE
SCINTILLATID_ DUE TO _OLAR WIN{) TURBULENCE
NSSOC 13 GB-IOOA-O3FB BEACON SCINTILLATION OBS ON TAPE
Time _erlod covered - 12/00/68 TO 00100173
(Pate supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These data, wrltten on g-track, BOO-bpt magnetic tape in
binary format, consist of 7g records for each of two
frequencies. Each record covers a 2g. TS-s time _erlod. Within
each record are normally about gOO observations of signal
strength received at the spacecraft from the Stamford
transmitter. These records were taken over a period of about 4
years_ i.e.i fro_ an earth-sun-Pioneer-angle (ESPA) of 35B deg
around through conjunction (ESPA=OGO deg) and occultation
(ESPA:180 Oeg) to ESPA:333 deg. Records are moat frequent near
occultation (ESPA between 147 and 214 deg). The tape Lists
digital values of signal intensity (dBm) versus time (measured
from the beginning of each record). It alto Lists derived
values used in obtalntng spectral analyses of these
observations.
...............................................................
PIONEER 9+ MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTRORY
...............................................................
Data set name - 7.5-MIN AND 1-HR COUNT RATES ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 6B-IOOA-OSA, PRTCL COUNT RATES MFILM LISTINGS
Time period covered - 11108/68 TO 09125t70
(As verified by MSSDC)
Quantlty of data - 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set colststs of 16-mm mtcroflL_ generated at
NSSOC from experlmenter-auppiled computer printout. Each frame
contains data matrtces for 1 hour. Counts accumulated during
indicated numbers of spacecraft revolutions for 7.5-mln
intervals and for 1-h intervals are given for all tsotroptc and
antsotropi¢ counting modes. Two years of data are contained in
the data sect but the coverage ts very Low t_ the Later part of
that time period, because of greatly decreased spacecraft
tracking.
...................................... s ........................
PIONEER 9+ SCARF
[LECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR
...............................................................
Data set name - PLOTS OF HOURLY AVERAGED BROADBAND AND
400-HZ WAVE LEVELS
NSSDC TO 68-100A-OTA, E-rLD HR AVG HROAO BAN_s_OOHZIAP
Time period covereo - 1110816R TC 02127169
(AS verlfleo hy NSSDC)
Ouantlty of data - I REEL O_ MICROFILM
These data consist of fi_e experlmenter-generated hourly
averaged plots of broa_bano wave level and 400-_Z wave level_
both in mY, from the TRW electric field experiment on Pioneer
g. The data are about ROX complete. ROt convenlencet the hourly
averaged AP index has Deem Includeo with these data.
...............................................................
Data set name - MICROFILMED FINE T]VE SCALE E-FIELD
SPECTRJM DATA
kSSDE ]O Ea-lOOA-O7B+ FINE TIME SCALE E-FIELD SPECTRUM
Time oerlod covered - 11/09/68 TO 09/07169
(AS verlfleo by _SSDC)
Quantity of data - g REELS OF MICROFILM
These original 3E-mm microfilm plots were generated at
NASA/AMES for TRW. They are one of three reduced data outputs
from the E-field experiment. Included are the count rates for
each of the eight Levels in the pulse-helght height analysis,
the 40C-HZ and 3O-kHz wave amplitudes, and calculated
statistics based on these measurements. The statistics include
the average standard deviation and the maximum and minimum of
the eight _O0-HZ wave amplltuaes and of the eight 30-kHz wave
amplitudes observed during the elght-polnt pulse-height
analysis. Ephemeris data are also included.
...............................................................
Data set name - FRAME SUMMARY PLOTS OF 100 HZ+ 400 HZ*
ANO 30 KHZ E-FIELD ARPLITUOES ON FILM
NSSOC 10 68-100A-OTCB E-FIELD SUMMARY PLOTS DN M/CalM
Time period covered - 12103168 TO 09/06/69
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
These data represent summaries of data presented in data
set GB=IOOA-OTB. PLotted against common time are the 1CO-HE
amplitude in mV for each framer and max and mtn 400-HZ and
_O-kHz amplitudes in mV for each frame. These data are on
experlmenter-generated 35-mm microfilm.
...............................................................
Data set name - FINE-TIME SCALE 100 HZ, 400 MZt AND 30
KMZ ELECTRIC FIELD AMPLITUDES ON TReE
NSSDC ]O 6B-IOOA-OTD, E-FIELD (IO0_400,3.ER HZ) ON TAPE
Time period covered - 11108168 TO 07103169
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF TRPE
These magnetic tapes made at NSSDC from
experlmenter-supplled data tapes contain all probably correct
data from tke Pioneer g experiment tn both reduced and packed
raw form. Logical tests were made on the time words during tape
copying to assure that scrambled_ and thus unintelligible data
recordsl wer_ not retained. Records containing all zeros were
not deleted+ and some files may contain no data records. The
data are on BOO-hot Ptnary_ 7-track tapes with numerous files
per tape+ Each file contains a 648 character BCD header record
followed by 450 binary 36-blt word data records (2700
characters). Each physical record contains one logical recor_
Each Logical record includes e_ght sets of etght IO0-Hz
measurements, sixty-four AOO-Hz and 30-kHz amplitude
measurements+ times for each measurement_ and satellite
ephemeris.
...............................................................
PIONEER 9e SONETT
TRIAXIAL MAGNETOMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - 3D-SEE AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD
PLOTS ON MICROCILM
NSSDC ID 68-100A-OiA+ 30 SEE AVG MAd FIELD VRS ON MFILM
Time period covered - 11108/68 TO 06113/69
(As verified by NSSDCI
Ouantitp of date - 2 REELS OF mICROFILm
This data set consists of 35-mm atcrof¶lm generated at
NSSOC from hardcopy plots submitted by the experimenter. Each
frame ¢ontet,i 70 Bin of data. Given are 30-s averaged values
of magnetic field megnttude_ w_th standard deviations, and
field vector polar and azimuthal angles in solar ecliptic
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coordtnates.
...............................................................
PIONEER 90 WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT
...............................................................
Data set name - PROTON COUNT RATES PUBLISHED IN
,SOLAR-GEOPHYSICAL DATA'
NSSOC 10 &8-1OOA-DGA_ SQD PBLSHD PROTON COUNT RATES
Time period covered - 121011&9 TO OB/LQ/74
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 4g BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUMES
Thts data set consists of monthly tabular listings of
count rates of protons with energies above 13.9 and _0 MeV.
Typlcalkyt one or two count rates per energy channel per day
were given in the early Life of the spacecraft. By late lgTl,
only a few count rates per month were given. Data obtained
during a given month were ouollshed in .Solar-Geoohyslcal Data
(Prompt Reports)" wfth a L-month lag.
...............................................................
Data set name - DAILY AVERAGED COUNT RATE LISTINGS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 68-100A-06B0 PION 9,DAILY AVG RATE HiP LISTING
Time period covered - 11108168 TO 09/0R/71
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I PEEL OF MICROFILM
ThlS data set consists of i6-mm microfilm generated at
NSSDC from exoerimenter-subPlled comauter printout. Daily
averaged count rates and standard errors (Less than 11 of count
rate)9 are listed for both pioneers R anO 9 for modes TI+2 and
75. Mode T1+2 corresponds to electrons above 8._ MeV and
nuclei above 6_ MeV/n on Pioneer _ and to electrons above 5.1
Pioneer g. Mode T_
MeV and nuclei above 42 MeVln on
corresponds to electrons above O.G MeV and nuclei abOVe ]Q
MeV/n on Pioneers 8 and 9. Data gaDS near the end of the time
period covered reflect decreasing spacecraft tracking.
...............................................................
Data set name - DAILY AVERAGED COUNT RATE PLOTS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC 10 GQ-IOOA-OGCt DAILY AVGD RATEStMFILM PLOTS
Time oeriod covered - ii/08168 TO 09104171
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of 35-_m mtcroftL_ generated at
NSSDC from experlmenter-supplled hardcopy plotso Daily
averaged count rates for modes TI+2 ano T5 are plotted with I
year of data per frame. Pioneer _ and g data frames are
interspersed. For each spacecraft, model and year, there are
two plots. One of these has a Linear count-rate scale and the
other has a logarithmic count-rate scale. Data gaps which
reflect the lack of spacecraft tracking become Increaslnqly
aoundant near the end of the ti_e period of coverage.
...............................................................
PIONEER 9, WOLFE
SOLAR PLASMA DETECTOR
...............................................................
Data set name - ANALYZED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID Ga-IOOA-O2A, PLASMA PARAMETC RS
Time period covered - ll/O8/GB TO O_/IB/TW
(As verified oy N;SDC)
Quantity of data - IG REELS OF MICROFILM
These analyzed data were supplied by the exoerlme_ter and
consist of tire-ordered plots of the following solar wiro
parameters: (I) proton number density (protons/cu cm), (2)
azimuth (solar ecliptic longltdde) of the peak oartlcle flux
for ions (deg), (3) bulk velocity (kmls)_ (4) polar angle
(solar ecliptic latitude) of the peak oartlcle flux (deg)_ (_)
proton temperature and helium temperature (deg), (E)
hellum/hydrogen ratio (number of helium ionsltJ cmlnu mber of
protons/cu cm)t (7) electron temperature (dog K)_ and (8) two
indicators OT the anlsotropy in the solar plasma ion
temi)erature Oistributlon.
NSSDC ID 72-012A-OOD_ PRELIMINARY TRAJ. CHART
Time period covered - 05103/72 TO 05100174
(AS vertfted by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 PASE OF UNBOUND HARDSOPY
Thfs data set consists of twO sets of charts of
preliminary trajectories provided by JPL. One set of charts fs
for the spacecraft Pioneer E (Launched August 2It 1969_ but
failed to attain orott)_ Pioneer P (Pioneer tO, T2-Ot2Ait and
Pioneer G (Pioneer 11_ 73-019A). This set can be used to
determine the position of the spacecraft with respect to the
earth-sun line at various ttmes t_to the missions. A user can
also determine the estimated telemetry bit rate that will be
used as a function of position of the spacecraft with respect
to the sun_ and as a function of the various communication
antennas available to receive the data. The reverse side of
the chart contains similar information for Mariner 71 {Mariner
9_ 7]-051A)_ Mariner d (Mariner lOt Launched In 1973)_ Hetto$
(launched In 1974), and Pioneer 9 (69-I00A) superimposed on the
Pioneer E, 10, and 11 trajectories. The second set cf charts
iS similar to the first but contains Mariner 9_ Pioneer 10_
Pioneer 11_ Mariner lot and Hettos _ on one side, and Pioneer
10 and Pto_er 11 on the other side. Both sets of charts can
be used to determine the direct line-of-sight viewing period.
....................................... - .......................
PIONEER lOt ANDERSON
CELESTIAL MECHANICS
Data set name - DOPPLER TRACKING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC 10 72-012A-ODA_ DOPPLER TRACKING DATA ON HAG TAPE
Time period covered - 10/05/7_ TO 12128173
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF TAPE
This data set is c ontat_d on magnetic tape (T-track_
800-bpt* 32-bit-word Length). The data include (a) the time of
observation (in seconds since January 1_ 1950_ at zero hourst
zero mtnutest zero seconds)t (b) the DOODler compresston time
(in hundredths of a second) or ranging components for range
data_ (c) the radio band tndtcator_ (d) a tracking network
tndlcator_ (e) a transmitting station number_ (f) a receiving
station number, and (g) a data type indicator (e.g._ one-way
Doppler, two-way Doppler* etc.).
...............................................................
Data set name - DOPPLER TRACKING,DURING SOLAR 3P=OSITION_
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 72-012A-098_ DOPPLER TR_INQ I SOLAR OPPOSITION
Time period covered - ii/13/81 TO 12/09/81
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF TAPE
These expertmenter-supplled_ Doppler tracklng/solar
opposition data are on 9-track_ 625D-bpl, binary magnetic lade
created on a UNIVAC 1100/81 cnmputer. Each logical record
contains 5 double precision (T2-btt) floating point wOrdS
consisting of tlme in seconds since January 1, 1950, station
number_ tracking mode_ Doppler cycle countl anb
pseudo-residuals. These data are written tn 36-sector blocks
Of I00 points each (500 double pretlston words and 4 null words
at the end of each block).
...............................................................
PIONEER lO, _ARNES
OUADRISPHERICAL PLASMA ANALYZER
...............................................................
Cata set name - MICROFILM PLOTS OF SOLAR WIND BULK SPEED
VEPSUS TIME
NSSDC ID 72-012A-13A_ PLOTS OF BULK SPEED VS TI_E-PILM
Time period covered - 0_IIR/72 TO 12/12173
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data " I REEL OF MICROFILM
This experimenter-generated _5-mm mlcrofltm contains
plots of bulk speeds vs time, w(th one data point per hour
(with the point taken from any time during each hour) and with
about lh days of data In each plot. Data were calculated from
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leastsquaresfits to the entire spectrum of a convected
tsotroptc MaxwetLtan distribution fJnctton. Ba_ _sta have been
removed. The _xpertmenters believe these speeds are accurate
to wtthtn 1%. A _escrtptton of the fitting procedure may be
found in Mthalov and wolfe_ C_s_tc Electrodynamtcs, v° 2_ n. 3t
_. 326t October 1071.
data set na_e _ _OLAR _I_D PRDTQ_ BJL_ SPEEd DATA _N
_AGNE TIC TAPE
NSSOC ID T2-Oliaml3_. SOLAR WIND PROTON BULK SPEED DATA
Time perloo covered - 04/18/T2 TO 12/3117g
(As verified _y NDSOC)
Quantity of data - R REELS OF TA_E
These eNperlmenter-supplledt solar wind proton bulk speed
data are on g-track_ BOO-bolt binary magnetic tape created on
an IBM 36C COmputer. The unolockedt 32-byte records contain
two 360 control words; year; day of year; milliseconds of day;
chl-sduare; error with free proton hulk velocity (km/s); and
free proton bulk velocity (kmls). Time parameters and control
words are i_ integer format, The re_alni_g words are In
floatlng-polnt representation,
...............................................................
_ata set name - FULL HISTORY. SOLAR MIND PROTON. PLASMA
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE, (*)
NSSDC IO 72-012A-13Ct PULL HISTORY, SOLAR WIND PROTONS
Time period covered - 04118/72 TO 06/25/83
(As verified Dy NSSOC)
Duantttx of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-suoolled data are written as file 1 on
a g-track_ l&OO-bpl, binary magnetic tape created on an IB_
3_81 computer. They consist of the following time-ordered
solar wi nd parameters for protons: the number density (_/cc).
temperature (deg K), bdLk speed (k_/s)_ flow aztmJthp and flow
elevation (deg). The parameters were derived by Least-square
fttttng a converted Isotroplc maxwelllan dlstrlbutlon function
to the raw data; the b_lk velocity was transformed to inertial
coordinates centered on the spacecraft, with the Z axis toward
the north ecliptic pole and the x amls in the Z sun plane.
Estimated errors are LQ% for densfty_ 20_ for temperature_ 20
km/s for speed, and 1 Oeg for an_les. All analyzed fits are
included in this data set. with pad and questionable fits
flagged, (During the period April 1972 to December 1977t only
one sample per hour was fltted_ except during the Jupiter
encounter of December 1973. There Mere uP to 5 samples taken
per hour.) In addltlon to the five parameters, each data
record contains the uncertainties of each parameter_ the
cht-sduare of the fftt and trajectory parameters (heltdcentrtc
ecliptic). Microfiche plots of the Oarameters and related
functions are available at NSSDC as T2-O12A-13F and G.
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR WIhD PROTON PLASMA
DATA AND MOMENTS ON MASNE TIC TAPE. (,)
_SSDC ID TI-O12A-130, HR AVG SOLAR WIND PROTONS-MOMENTS
Ti_e period covered - OA/LB/72 TO 06125183
(As verified by N3SOC)
Quantit_ of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set ts written as file 2 on a 9-track_
160O-Opi_ binary magnetic tape created on an iBM 3081 computer.
It consists of time-ordered hourly averages of the five solar
wind Plasma parameters and related f_ncttons, The parameters
are density (protons/c¢), temperature (deg K)_ bulk speed
(kmls)e and the two flow angles (de_), The functions are the
moment um flux_ convective pressure_ thermal pressure_ and
energy density. Also Included is the rms dlsoerslon in each
parameter average, The averages are generated from the full
data set_ 72-012A-13C.
...............................................................
Data set name - DAILY AVERAGED SOLAR WIND PROTON PLASMA
DATA AND MOMENTS ON MAQNETIC TAPE. (*)
NSSOC ID 72-012A-I3E, DAILY AVG SOL WIND PROTON*MOMENTS
Time period covered - 0_/18/72 TO 06125183
(AS verlfled by NSSDC)
Ouantlty of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This data set is written as file 3 on a 9-t rack_
1600-bpl_ binary magnetic tape created on an IBM 3081 computer.
It consists Of time-ordered hourly averages Of the five molar
wlnd plasma parameters and related functions. The parameters
are density (protons/co)9 temperature (Oeg <)t bulk speed
(km/s)_ and the two flow angles (deg). The functions are the
momentum fluxt convectlve pressure_ thermal pressure_ and
energy density, Also included ls the rms dispersion in each
parameter average. The averages ere generated from the full
data set. 72-012A-13C. Microfiche listings of the daily
averages are also available at NSSDC as 72-_12A-I3H,
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - FULL HISTORY SOLAR WI_D PROTON PLOTS ON
MICROFICHE (*)
NSSDC ID 72-012A=ISF. PULL HISTORY SOL WIND PROT PLOTS
Time period covered - 0R/18/72 TO 06/25/83
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - T CARDS OF BIW MICROFICHE
These experlmenter-generated microfiche plots present the
time history of the proton plas_ parameters and some related
functions obtained from the data set avallaole on tape at NSSDC
as 72-012A-13C. _ad fits have b_en omitted. There are three
frames for each AO-day interval containing temperature_
denstty_ bulk speeds _omentu_ flux_ convective pressure_
thermal pressure, energy density_ flow azlmuth_ flow etevatlon_
and the cht-square of the fit. (The temperature, denstty_ and
speed plots are excerpted as 72-012A-13G.)
...............................................................
Data set name - 54-DAY SOLAR WIND mROTON T.N,V PLOTS
ON MICROFICHE, (*)
NSSDC ID 72-012A-13G_ 5A DAY S W PROTON TsN_V PLOTS
Time period covered - 04/16/72 TO 06125/83
(As verllled hy NSSDC)
Ouantlty of data - 2 CARDS OF 8/W MICRO_IS_E
These experlmenter-generate_ microfiche plots present the
ttme history of the proton plasma parameters obtatned fro_ the
data set available on tape at NSSDE as 72-012A-13C. Bad fits
have been omitted. Proton temperature_ denslty_ and bulk speed
are plotted for each 54-bay Interval. (Data set 72-OL2A-13F
contains Plots of functions of these parameters as well,)
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - LISTING OR DAILY AVERAGES SOLAR WI_D
PROTONS AND MOMENTS ON MICROFICHE (*)
NSSDC IO T2-O12A-15H, LIST DAY AUG S g PROTO_MDMENTS
Time pertoo covered - 04/1B/T2 TO 06/25/83
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This experlmenter-generated microfiche Lists the daily
averages of the solar wind plasma proton parameters anO related
functions (available on tape at NSSDC as 72-012A-13E), Listed
are the temperature_ denslty_ bulk speedt momentum flux_
thermal pressurel convective pressure_ energy denstty_ flow
angles_ and the heliocentric ecliptic otstance_ LongttuOe_
latitude, and solar Latitude of the spacecraft.
.................................. _ ............................
PIONEER i0_ FILLIUS
JOVIAN TRAPPED RADIATION
...............................................................
Data set name -DECEMDER 1973 JUPITER ENCOUNTER DATA
SUMMARy TAPES
NSSDC ID 72-012A-O5A_ ENCOUNTER DATA SUMMARY TAPES
Time period covered - 11/25/73 TO 12119173
IAs verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 6 REELS OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled summery data on 556-bpt_
T-track_ btnary_ magnetic tape were created on a CDC 3600
computer from raw data tapes using a reduction program. Eoch
300-word (aS-bit words) record contains one complete data
summary (108 s each)t along with associated information
including satellite number; mode of reduction; time and data;
bit rates; and outse_ etettrometer, snd trajectory data for
Jupiter encounter.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - DECEMBER 1973 JUPITER ENCOUNTER DATA
ANALYSIS TAPE
5_
NSSOC ZO 72-012A-OSBt ENCOUNTER DATA ANALYSIS TAPE
Time period covered - 12/0_173 TO 12/05173
lAB verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These detaw on 556-bpl_ 7-trackt BCD magnetic taper were
created on a CDC 3600 computer from raw data tapes ustng a
reduction program. Theae experimenter-supplied analysis tapes
include 120 characters per Logical record and one Logical
record per phystcal record. The data consist of detector ID
(channel used)t time in day and fraction of dayt average
counting rate, coefficients of sin and cos for the first
through the fourth harmontcst rms error_ number of data points
end communication cycles per fire and full width of triangular
weight function in days.
...............................................................
Data set name - INTERPLANETARY DATA SUMMARY TARE
NSSDC ID T2-O12A-05CI INTERPLANETARY DATA SUMMARY TAPES
Time period covered - _3/03/72 TO 05/30/77
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
These summary data are on 55E-bpt_ 7-track_ binary
magnetic tape created on a COC 3600 comouter from raw data
tapes using a reduction program, Each 30g-word (AS-bit words)
record contains one complete data summary (108 s each)_ along
with associated infor_atlon_ tncLJdtng satellite number; mode
of reduction (earth traversal, cruise or Jupiter encounter);
time and data; bit rates; and Dulcet electrometer* and
trajectory data for the cruise mode.
...............................................................
Data set name - INHOMOGENEOUS DAILY SUMMARY DATA AT
VARIOUS BIT RATES ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID T2-O12A-OSO, INHOMDGENEOUS DAILY SUM INTE_PLNT
Time period covered - 03/03/72 TO 12/31/80
(AS verified oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-suppLiedt Inhomogeneous daily summary
interplanetary data are on 7-track, 800-bPIp olna ry mag r_tlc
tape created on a COC 36D0 computer. Each 300-word record
contains one complete data summary and consists of satellite
numoer; mode of reduction; start and stop time of summary tn
Cole ti_e (_s]; day of year and year; EDR LaDe name; binary
reduction tape name; data format; bit rate; roundtrtp light
time (ms); minimum, maximum, and avera)e pulse temperature and
high voltage regulator current and detector C temperature;
pulse data cor_Istlng of average nJ_ber of cou_t5 per readlng_
RMS devlatlont max. and mln. reslduet number of readlngs_ total
counts_ total time (in seconds)1 average number of
counts/seconost and orobaole error; electrometer dat_
consisting of av. readtng_ RMS deviation, max. and mln.
resldue_ max. and mlnlt av. current, and no. of reaolngs; and
_1 words of ephemeris information for one of three modes: earth
traversal, crJlse9 or duolter encounter.
...............................................................
Data set name - INTERPLANETARY DATA PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 72-012A-OSEt INTERPLANETARY DATA PLOTS,_FILM
Time period covered - 01/01/72 TO 02/09/82
(As verified by N_SDC)
Quantity of data - L REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of plots of trapped particle count
rates vs tl_e from three channels on each of the C, M_ and E
detectors on the Trapped Rad|atlon Experiment for the
interplanetary medium. The data for Pioneer 11 (T3-019 A-05_)
are also contained on this roll.
...............................................................
Data set name - 24-HOUR COMPRESSED S_MMARY DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE (')
NSSDC lO 72-012A-OSF_ 2_-HOUR COMPRESSE_ SUMMARY DATA
71me berloa covered - 02/01/72 TO 12/31/83
(AS verified oy N_SDC)
Quantity of data - " 2 REELS 3 _ TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled, 2q-hour compressed summary
data are on 9-track. 1600-b_i, binary _agnetlc tape create_ on
a VAX 111780 computer. Each 330-word record contains one
complete summaryt along wlth assoclated Informatian consisting
of satellite number; mode of reductlon; start aria stop ti_e of
luamary (Cole time); year_ end day of year; tape IO; data9 and
bit rate flags; round trip tight time (mS); mlnlmum_ maxlmum_
and average pulse temperature_ high voltage regulator ¢urrentl
end detector C temperature; average guile counts per reedtng;
RMS deviation; number of readings; tote't pulse date; total time
(seconds); average number of counts/s; average electromagnetic
reading; maximum end minimum residue; averaget _aX=t and _t_
current; number of readings; am d trajectory data for earth
traversal_ crutcel and Jupiter encmunter modes.
.................................. p ..... . ......................
PIONEER 10_ GEHRELS
IMAGING PHOTOPOLARIMETER (IPP)
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID ?2-OI2A-O7At COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
Tlme period covered - 11/0117_ TO 12115/73
(Date supplied by exper4menter)
Quantity of data - 25 COLOR POSITIVE FRAMES
This data set contains these photographs of Pioneer 10
which have been released to the press. The pictures are of
interesting features, such as the Great Red Spot_ the Little
Red Spotl and the north tropical zone. Also included are
pictures of Jupiter with 90_ of the dtsk visible end the moons
named To. Europa, and Ganymede.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name ° POLARIZATION DATA FROM PIONEER i0 FOR
JUPITER ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 72-012A-OTB, POLARIZATION OATA ON MICROFICHE
Time period covered - 0R/26/72 TO 07/20/75
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 185 CARDS OF B/W MICR_ ;:HE
This data set on microfiche contains polarization data of
Juolter from the photopolarlmeter obtained from the Pioneer 10
mission. The data are in tabular form and contain the
following information: (1) sector number_ (2) number of rolls.
(3) polarization values_ (4) standard deviatton_ and (5)
maximum and m¶n¶mum values. The heading of each card indicates
which aperture was used, The first card contains computer
Orogram information such as commands_ address_ tength_ ftLe_
and miscellaneous Information,
...............................................................
Data set name - BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC IO 72-012A-07C* BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
Ti_ period covered - 12/02/73 TO 12105173
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 165 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set conststs of B/W negatives of Pioneer 10
images obtained from the ImaGing Photooolarlmeter experiment
(IPP}. When the negatives are viewed wlth the caption at the
bottom, north is uP and the rising Limb is on the Left. The
images are displayed at a constantscale of 0.8 mm/s/c roll
(scan by IPP). There are two Images_ one red and one blue for
each frame number. The numbering system oroceeds from high
numbers and decreases until closest aDorOach (designated A)
such that number I ts at periapsfs. The numbers then increase
on the outgoing trajectory and are designated _. For exampLe_
image A IO_R WaS obtained Oy exposure of ftLm through a red
filter while the spacecraft was approaching Jupiter but still
distant from the planet, There tS a corresponding frame in the
blue (H), Since the numbers were Osstgned before image
dtsok}y_ there are So_e numbers for which no good data tmages
exist. The images are d_spLayed with only a one-dimensional
recttftcattont SO there iS some distortion present, The
Quality of detail of the images ranges from poor to good.
...............................................................
Data set name - BLACK AN_ wHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
NS39C ID 72-012A-O7D, B/W 8XI0 PMOTOGRAPffY
Time period covered - 12/02/?3 TO 12105/73
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity Of data - 52 BIW NEGATIVE =RARES
This data set consists of BIW negatives of Pioneer 10
images obtained from the Imaging Photopolarlmeter experiment
(IPP). When viewed with the caotlon at the bottom_ north is uo
and the rising llmb iS on the left. The images are displayed
at a constant scale of O.B mm/S/C role (scan by IPP). There are
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two images, one red and one blue for eaoh frame nu_bero The
numpering system proceeds from htgh numbers and decreases until
closest aDD roach (designated A) such that number 1 is at
pertdpsts. The numbers then incr ease on the outgoing
tr•jectory aria are destgnateq R. For example, image A IOR_ was
obtained by exposure of film through a red filter while the
sP•cecraft was •ooroachtng JuPiter oJt still distant from the
planet. There is a corresponding frame tn the blue (R). Since
the numbers were asstqned before image display, there are some
numbers for which no good data tma_e_ exist. The images are
displayed w_th only a one-dimensional recttfication_ so there
is some distortion present. The quality of detail of the
t_ages ranges from poor to good.
Data set name - INDEWEG TD PIONEER 10 t_AGE
PHDTOPOLARIMETER P_OTOS ON RICHE
NSSOC IO 72_g12A_0TEw I_DE×ES OR DATA
Time period c_vered - D112&ZT_ TO 021I_1T3
(As verified py _$SDC)
Quantity of data - I CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set is the index for the i_ages fro_ the
Imaging Photopolarlmeter experiment (|PP) on Pioneer I0, The
index is seguentlalt and the columns in the In_ew are as
follows: (i) _onth and days (2) frame n uwnber (with fllter
designation foLLowIng)_ (3) date and time in UT_ designated •s
day of year, hour and minuted (_) range in kilometers from
spacecraft to center of Jupiter, 15) fixed slze (one picture
element in kilometers _rpJected on the planet)_ (&) phase angle
(Cegree)_ (7} latitude (at subspacecraft), (B) longitude (in
System I)t and (9) longitude (in system II)o
...............................................................
Data set name - IMAGING PHOTOPOLARIVETER POLARIZATION
DATA ON MAG TAPE
NSSOC ID T2-OI2A'GTF_ POLARIZATION DATA ON TAPE
llme period covered - 04126172 TO 07120/78
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - lO REELS OF TAPE
This data set is polarization data from t he I_ aging
PhotopoL•rlmeter exoerlment (IPP) on the Pioneer I0 and 11
missions. The data are on 7-track_ 556-bpt, HCDI unbLocked
with variable length_ magnetic tapes. A copy of the COC 6400
program CDPTAV_ used to generate these tapest accompanies them.
Tables 1 and 2 provide Lists of Pioneer lO and 11 obaervattons
(day/yr)_ the number of 4-roll data sets (each set of which may
yleLa a polarization sotution}_ and the number pf sectors/roll
(SECT). Each sector consists of four words (cha'nnels BPe Bat
ROt RS). These tables also List the tape files and obJest
observed for each day. The record length varies as A* SECT.
Each observing d•y consists of two ftles: (1) the header record
(similar to that found on the E_bertmenter Data Record_ EDR)
with indication whether original EDR data have been edited Or
not ("Edited PLUM Run" or "PLUM Run_" respectively) prior to
being averaged by the program PLUM and (2) the data file
consisting of 2-record sets_ the spacecr•ft altitudes (A-BA) in
the first record_ spacecraft (EDR) housekemplng_ and the data
(C-M subscript 5&) tn the second record. The second record
Length may vary from day to day •S a function of A* SECT (Table
1). E•ch dU•L record set pertains to data aver•gad over a
single aperture (word 81 of the housekeeping data). A
pol•rtmetrtc SOlution iS computed from •n 8-record set wlth
records 21 _, _ and 8 containing data for apertures 0*_ mrl
L•mbda/2_ dp_ and B mr i4* 51 6_ _* respectively). Table 3
equates parameters A-M found In COPTAV with the conventional
names or mnemonics given in Pioneer do¢um•nt•tton, These tapes
¢ont•tn the same information as the PLUM mtproftche data sets
172-012A-078 and 73-017A-078)t e=cept they do not contain the
st_=nd•rd deviations for intensities included in the PLUW
microfiche. It tS recommended that the PLUM microfiche be used
if possible.
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER IMRGE LOG ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO 72-OL2A-OTG_ JUPITER IMAGE LOG ON MICROFICHE
Tlme period covered - 11125173 TO 1211_tT3
(AS vertft•d by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
thts data set con•tits of • Log o| the images of Jupiter
made by the ltlSiOnl of Pioneers 10 •nd 11. Im•ges mre
Id•nttfted by a series Letter •nd • sequence nul_0mr. The
Letter tdentlftma the sp•¢mprmft: A •nd B are foe Pioneer 10,
and C and 0 •re foe Pioneer 11e A indic•tea image• taken prior
to pertcenter, and the numberl decrease monotonically; B
denote• tm•ges taken •fter pertc•nter, •nd the nuloers tncre•se
monotonically. Likewise for Pton••r 11_ C denotes
mnt•-pmrtcenter tm•ges, and D denotea lost pertcenter. Oth•r
p•rameters ire •Lso Listed giving earth transmit tibet earth
receipt ttme_ stretch factor_ telescope motion, range to
Jupitert phase angle_ longitude of central meridian on system
II_ ptxel size, zenocentrtc latitude, cone angle, and clock
angle,
Data set name - COLOR P_OTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID 72-012A-O7H_ COLOR PHDTOB_AP_Y
Time period covered - 12101/73 TO 12105173
(As verlfled by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - AO COLOR NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set_ supplied by the InvestIgator_ consists of
color negatives fro_ Pioneer 10 obtained by the Imaging
Photopol•rlmeter experiment laPP), The imaging
photopolarlmeter gathered data using the red and blue
components of the light reflected from Jupiter. Reconstructing
images by using the red and blue produceq a purple image;
boweverl it was possible to synthesize a green image SO that
when all the images were composlted_ an adequate color image
was produced,
...............................................................
Data set name - INDEX OF JUPITER IMAGES
NSSDC IO 72-O12A-OTJ* INDEX OF JUPITER IMAGES
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 5 PAGES OF UNBOUND MAROCOPY
This data set consists of the tnde= of the photos
obtained on the Pioneer 10 flyby of Jupiter on December 3_
1973. from the Imaging Photopolarlmeter. The parameters
provided •re (1} the Im•glng seouence nu_ber_ (2) mld-tlme of
the exposure, 13) range of the spacecraft from the planet, (q)
p¶_el size of the footprint on the planet,s surface from which
resolution can be derived, (5) phase angle_ {G) l•tttudel and
(7) Longitude of the center of the dtsk tn systems I and IT,
lhe numbering iS decreasing until closest approach and preceded
by the letter 6. After closest approach1 the numbers increase
• nd are preceded by the Letter B, Therefore_ a numbers
Indlc•te appro•chlng photos and _ numbers denote receding
photos.
.................................. _ ............................
PIONEER 10. JUDGE
ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY
...............................................................
Data set name - EUV EDR PHOTON EMISSION DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID T2-OIZA-OGA_ EUV EDR PHOTON EMISSIO_ DATA
Ttme Period covered - 03111172 TO 05130181
iAs verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 38 REELS OF TAPE
These elpertmenter-supplted, Uttravtotet Photometer data
• re on 9-track, 6250-bpt_ bln•ry magnetic tapes created on an
IBM 360 computer. Each tape ¢ont•_ns a varying number of days _
worth of data, Data from each day consist of four data files
called •n Experimenter Data Record (EDR). Each EDR consists of
(1) _ Logistics file containing spacecraft and tape
tdentt t¢•tton information; (2) • command ftLe containing day
of year and time of day of sommmnd vertftcatton_ command
mnemonic (instrument on_ fnttrument off_ •n_ remove cover}, and
¢omm•nd status; (3) • spacecraft attitude file containing
elapsed days since start of yeart elapsed time in milliseconds
(ms) since start of Pay. ecliptic Latitude and Longitude of
spin axis* and clock angle of Su_ (Hellos) and star (Canopus)
in degrees; •nd (q) •n experiment data file containing elapsed
time in day of year and milliseconds {mS) of daym time
correction flag, reference select status (clock angle
determlnatton) t signal notset Deep Space Station number_ bit
rmtm, mode IreaL tibet telemetry store or memory readout)_
round trip Light.time (malt extended frame counters star delay
ttmet roll attitude ttmert spin period, roll pulse and
rott-indes pulse phase error _easurement_ time-of-roll attitude
ttmerl d¢ b_s voltage •nd currents power status_ platform
temperature, and a data word containing subcommuteted
engineering data (when related tm the uttravlolet photometer)
and two mainframe words.
Dmtm se_ name - USC ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
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NSSOC I0 72-012A-O6B. USC _ TRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
Time period covered - 03130172 TO 09/25180
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Guanttty of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
Thts data set, submitted by the principal investigator in
hardcopy form was microfilmed by NSSDC and is available in that
format. It contains both Pioneers 10 and 11 data on the same
roll. The plots give time-averaged counting rate vs
clock-angle for the two-channeled photometer* The title
contains the Pss Pass loss ODO0 ddd mmm dd yyyy)l where pss =
10 for Pioneer los pss = 11 for Pioneer 11+ ppoP = pass number
or number of days since Launchs ddd = day of yeart mmm = monthl
dd = date+ and yyyy = year. The Y axis represents the average
count rate in counts per second+ while the x axis Elves the
clock-angle in degrees. At the bottom of the plot are ltsted
the following than: N-hydrogen or Lambda Le He Or Lambda S, the
channel of the tnstrutent; interval times: ti_e period for
which the average is taken given in hours, minutes, and
seconds, where Ntns Avg, Max : values for corresponding count
rate gtven in counts per second; Mtn+ CLock. Max = clock-angle,
where (mtntmdm/maxlmum) count rate occurs; and _ OBS= nJmPer
of observations made by the instrument.
...............................................................
PIONEER 10. KINARD
METEOROID DETECTORS
...............................................................
Data set name - METEOROID ENVIRONMENT DATA FOR JUPITER
NSSDC ID 72-012A-OiA. METEOROID ENVIRONMENT DATA/JUP
Ttme period covered - (N/A)
Ouanttty of data - i CARD 3F BIW MICROFICHE
Thts data set consists of published documents by the
orlnclpaL investigator a _ co-lnvestlgators on the Meteoroid
Detector Experiment on Pioneers 10 and 11 at Juptt er and Saturn
and constitutes the only data to be deposited at NSSCC. There
are five papers+ (1) Mumes, D, H.+ et al.+ "Cosmic Dust
Encountered by Pioneers 10 and 11"--a paper presented at the
1973 AGU meeting; (2) Kinard. W. H., et al.t -Interplanetary
and Near-Jupiter Meteoroid Environments: Preliminary Results
from the Meteoroid Detection Experiment'; Science, v. 183, n.
4122+ pP. 321-2+ 197_; (3) Hjmes, O. H.. et at.+ "The
Interplanetary and Near-Jupiter _eteorotd Envtronmentst" d.
Geophys. Res.+ v. 79, n. 2_ 1974; (4) Humesw 0. H+t et al.,
"Pioneer 11 Meteoroid Detection Experiment: Preliminary
ResuLts_" Sc¶ence. v. 188+ n. 4187+ pp. 475-_+ 1975; _d (5)
Mumest D. M., "The Jovian Meteoroid Environment"+ In Juplter_
edited by T. Gehrels and M. S. Matthews_ U+ of Arizona Presss
Tucson9 Artzonat 1976. Do- 1052-G7. In these DOCuments data
that are presented are plots of 11) cells penetrated vs time
from Launch for various thicknesses of cells, (2) penetration
flux vs distance from sun for Explorer 23 and Pioneer LOg (3)
spatial density vs s_ distance for assumed circular end
elliptical orbits for Pioneer 10 data+ (A) number of cells
punctured vs time after instrument turned on for Pioneer I0+
(5) interval between penetrations vS ttme fro_ oertapsts for
Pioneer 10, (6) distance from Jupiter vs time to perlapsls for
Pioneer 10. (7) penetratlon flux vs distance from Jupiter for
Ptoneer 10+ (8) average impact speed vs distance from Jupiter
for Pioneer 10. (9) ratio of effective area to actual area vs
Jupiter distance for Pioneer 10+ fIG) spatial density vs
Jupiter distances (lid log cumulative spatial density vs Log
mass at 5 AU from channel O for Pioneers 10 and 11+ (12)
calculated Log cumulation flux vs Log mass into Jovlan
atmosphere_ and (13) pressure vs meteoroid mass. These
Documents have been microfilmed onto one roll and are available
in that format from NSSDC.
...............................................................
PIONEER I0. KLIORE
S-BAND OCCULTATION
...............................................................
Data set name - FINAL PLOTS AND LISTINGS OF JUPITER
OCCULTATION DATA+ ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 72"OI2A'IOA+ JUT. OCCULT - FINAL PLTSILSTS MFLM
Time periOd covered - 12/04173 TO 12/0_/73
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set is contained on Ig-mm microfilm and
¢onststs of Listings of the oJtouts of the t_termedtate and
final programs used to analyze Pioneer 10 data resulting from
o¢cuLtattons of Jupiter. These data include the derived
atmospheric parameters (e. gos temperature+ pressure. Lapse
rated that appear nowhere else. Other outoJtS+ resulting from
intermediate programs+ are also Listed. These data were
received from the principal investigator. Included on this
• tcroftlm are data from the Pioneer 11 occultation of Juotter.
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Data set name - FINAL PLOTS AND LISTINGS OF IO
OCCULTATION DATA, ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 72-OI2A-IOBe TO OCCULT - FINAL PLTS/LISTS MFLM
Time perl _ covered - 12/04/73 TO 12/04/73
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
Thts data set tS contained on 16-mm microfilm and
consists of ktsttngs of the outputs of the intermediate and
final programs used to analyze P_oneer 10 data resulting from
occultattons of ]o° These data include the dertved atmospheric
parameters (e.g., temperature, pressure, Lapse rate) that
appear nowhere else. Other outputsl resulting from
Inter_edlate programst are also Listed. These data were
recetved from the prlnclpaL investigator. Included on this
microfilm are data from the Mariner 10 occultation of Venus
(data set 73-O85A-O2A).
...............................................................
Oats set name - INTERMEDIATE DATA FILES OF IO OCCULTATION
DATA+ ON MAGNETIC IAPE
NSSDC ID 72-012A-IOCs TO OCCULT -- INTERMED.DATA+ TAPE
Time period covered - 1210_/73 TO 12/04/73
(As verlfled by NSS)C)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
Thts data set was generated by the prtnclpal investigator
using the Pioneer 10 radio occultation data for Io as input to
a subset of the occultation software. The software removed
drift and blas from freduency residuals, computed bending
angle_ ray-asymptote distance+ power corrections+ and
refractivity as a function of radius to the center of the
planet Jupiter. This data set is contained on one 7-trackt
BOO-bpt. olnary magnetic tape generated on a UNIVAC 1108
computer.
.................................. p ............................
Data set name - REDUCED TELEMETRY SIGNAL DATA FOR IO
OCCULTATION DATA. ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 72-012A-lOD+ TO OCCULT -- RED.IN SISNALS, TAP£
Time pertod covered - 12104173 TO 12/OR/T3
(As verified by NSSOC)
Guanttty of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set is contained on two magnetic tapes supplied
by the principal investigator. These tapes are 9-track_
mOO-bat+ odd-parity tapes generated on a UNIVAC 1108 computer,
These tapes were prepared by sampling the analog spacecraft
signal and time from analog-recorded tapes+ The sample rate is
80+000 samples/s for both S-band and X-band. The data on the
tapes are a digital representation of recorded signals received
from the spacecraft+ the time of reception (UTC), and header
tnformation. These magnetic tapes contain only the data from
the ]o occultation.
...............................................................
Data set name - INTERMEDIATE DATA FILES OF JUPITER
OCCULTATION DATA, ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC IO T2-OI2A-10Et JUT.OCCULT -- ]NTERMEO.OATAt TAPE
Time period covered - 12/0a/73 TO 12/04/73
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set was generated by the principal investigator
ustng the Pioneer 10 Jovian radlo occultation data as input to
a subset of the occultation software. The software removed
drift and bias trot freauency residuals, computed bending
angle, ray-asymptote distance, power corrections, and
refractivity aS a function of radius to the center of the
planet Jupiter. The data set is contained on one T-track+
800-Oot, binary tape magnetic tare generated on a UNIVAC 110_
computer,
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - REDUCED TELEMETRY SIGNAL DATA FOR JUPITER
OCCULTATION+ ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 72-012A-lOF_ JUP.OCCULT - RED.TM SIGNALS, TAPE
Time period covered - 12/0_/73 TO 12/0R/73
(AS verified by NSSDC)
guanttty of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set ts contained on two magnetic tapes supplied
0,_,_:"_: _-_AGE IS
OF POOR QL_ALITY
by the principal investigator. These tapes are 9-trackt
800-bptt odd-parttyt 9CD taoes _enerateo on a UNIVAC 1108
computer. They were prepared by sampling the analog spacecraft
signal and time from analog-recorded tapes. The sample rate is
80rOOD sa_pLes/s for both S-oand and X-band. The data on the
tapes are a digital representation of recorded stgnaLs received
from the spacecrafts the time of reception (UTC)t and header
information. These magnetic tapes contain only the _ata from
the Juotter occultation.
PlDNEER 10s MCDONALO
COSMID °RAY SPECTRA
Data set name - 15-MIN AVERAGED JUPITER ENCDUNTE_ OATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
_SSDC IO T2-O12A_12As 15_MIN AVERAGE_ JJPITER ENCOUNTER
Time Deriod covered - 111261T3 TO 12115173
_s verified hy N$SO0_
Quantity of data - _ REEL OF TAPE
These experi_enter_suppliedl l_-mtn averagec Jupiter
encounter data are on 9°tracks _6_O-b_i_ Pi_ary _agnetic tabe
cre_ted o_ an I_M _O computer. Each _ariab_e length Logical
record contains _ber of _ata items in the recor_ n_mber of
averaging i_ter_als in the reco_d_ _-ch_racter titl_
|oent_fying the satellite a_ giving the stsrt ti_e _f the
first a_d last a_eraging i_terval i_ the record_ l_-character
_escription_ of _ _ariab_e number of data items_ and a variable
_u_er of averaging i_terval e_tries consisting of time in
_ear_ month_ da_ hours mi_te_ a_ _e_o_ds_ a_d _ _word fl_x
e_try containing a fL_x value a_d a_sociate_ statistical error.
Data set name - _ _DUR AVERAGED INTeRPLAnETARY DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
_SDC _0 _-_t_A_ _-_ AVERAQED I_TERPLANE_ARY OATR
_i_ p_ri_d c_vered - _0_7_ TD _l_
_s verifie_ b_ N_SDC_
guantity of data - 1 REEL DF TAR_
these • _eri_e_te r-a_pplied_ _-h averaged t_terplanetary
data are on _-trac_ _O0-_pi_ binar_ _g_etic taae created o_
an L_ _ comp_Ier° Each _ariable length logical re_ord
contains _u_ber oi data items i_ the record_ _mber of
averaging intervals _n the records_ _character title
identifying the satellite a_d _iving the start ti_e p_ the
first anP last averaging inter_aL in _he record_ _character
descriotions of a variable number ot data items_ a variable
_mber _f _eragi_ i_terval e_tries cons|sti_ of ti_e of
y_ar_ month_ da_ ho_r_ mi_ute_ _ seco_d_ and a _word _L_
entr_ containing _ fLu_ _al_e a_d asaoctateo statistioaL error.
PIONEER _ _IM_DN
O_ARGED PARTIDLE OOM_O _lTI ON
Data set na_e _ OOU_T RATE P10_S _Y S_LAR RDTATI_N ON
MIERO_L_
NSSDC 10 T2-OI2A-O2At
Tlme period covered -
Quantity of data -
This data set
SOLROT COUNT RAtE PLOISI MFILM
03/03/72 TO 01/I_/7_
(As verlfled by N$SDC)
2 REELS OF MICROFILM
consists of cotnctdence-_odeD count-rate
plots on microfilm, Each plot covers S 28-day tntervaL
oegtnntng each 27-day solar rotation. The data begin in sotar
rotation 1895 on March 3, 1972. For each rotation 13 count
rates and 2 temperature readings are presented. Rates from the
main teLescobet the low-energy subsystem telescobe_ the
electron current detectorl and the fission cell detector are
included. Indtvtduat data ootnts represent 15- or 60-mtn
averagest depending on the mode.
Data set name _ RULGE ME_G_T ANALYSIS OATA_
_-MIN ACEUMULAT_DN$ ON _APE I_)
NSS_C ID T_-_A-O_ PULSE MEIG_T A_ALYSIS DATA_ TAPES
Time period covered _ _ _0 _0
IAs verifiad by _SSDD)
g_antit_ of data - 5T REELS DF TAPE
This data _et consists of T-f_ack_ _i_sry_ _-bpi taoea
prOduced by the e_peri_enter on an _DS_ com_uter_ The data
IncluOe coinctPence-mode count rates together with 12R-channel
PUlSe heights of the three pulse-height analyzed elements (Dlm
D2t and 05) of the seven-element detector tele$copet
accumulated durtng 15-_Inute periods of real time. Data for
each 15-mtn period are organized Into a variable number of
variable-length ohystcal records_ the ftrst pf which is a
120-word (2_-btt words) header record containing the ttme_
count rates_ spacecraft attitude angless and housekeeping data,
SubseQuent records contain triads of P_A measurements occurring
within the _5-_In period, No ephemeris data are included on
the tapes.
...............................................................
Data set name - 5-MIN ACCUMULATED SECTORED COUNTING-RATE
SUMMARY TAPES (*)
NSSDC ID 72-O]2A-O2E_ 5-MIN AVG, COUNT RATE TAPES
Time period covered - 03/03/72 TO 12/51/80
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2A REELS OF TAPE
This data set iS contained on 7mtrack_ binary magnetic
CoDes written at BOOmbo t with an XDS 950 computer, the data
are grouped into physical records of 960 2_-btt words. Each
physical recor_ contains six 160-wOrd Logical records. Each
logical record contains all experlment-mode count-rate data
accumulated over a nominal period of 5 minutes. Information on
particle arrival directions tS provlOed by count rates recorded
in each of the eight octants (sectors) about the spacecraft
spin axis for the main and low-energy telescopes. NO ephemeris
data are included on the tapes.
...............................................................
PIONEER 10_ SMITH
MAGnEtIC FIELDS
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - ONE MIN AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD
PLOTS ON MFILM FOR JUPITER ENCOUNTER
NSSDC IO 72-012A-010_ ENCOUNTER i MIN AV DATA PLOTS_FLM
Time period covered - 11/2_/73 TO 12/15/73
(As verlfted by NSSOC)
Ouantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
The X_In averaged data are plotted for 5-h intervals.
the cotatttude_ longttude_ and total value of the field in nT
are gLotteO on each frame in the St d coordinate _ystem.
Following each 7 dsys of thts format_ there are l-h averaged
angles and magnitudes plotted for a Tmday interval. Several
?-day frames are used to change the value of B scale_ which is
Ltnear The S_ J coordinate system isa one.
spacecraft-centered with the positive x axis formed by the
spacecraft-sun llne. The X-Z plane contains the rotation axis
of the planet_ and the Y axis. co_pletes the rtghtmhanded
system, This system ts defined on page B12 of the books
Juptter_ edited dy T, GehreLs_ U. of Arizona Rress_ 1976,
...............................................................
Data set name - DN_ MI_UTE_ HOURLYt DAILY AVERASES _RTA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 72-OI2A-OIEt ! MIN_ HOURLYs DAILY AVG. CRUISE
Time oerlod covered - 02127172 TO X1/17/75
(As verified by NSSDC)
_uantity of data - Ag REELS OF TAPE
The vector heLium magnetometer I-mln average data set is
On magnetic tape written at BOO-bbt_ 7-trackt HOD= on an IBM
360 computer. Each tape contatn_ an integral number of weeks
of data (usually q or 5 weeks). Each day of data Is contained
on 50 physical blocks. The first togtcal record for a doy is a
120-byte header containing year_ day of yeorl spacecraft IO_
dtstance of spacecraft and earth from sunl and heliocentric
celestial Latitude and longitude Of spscecraft and earth. The
next 1_40 logical records contain minute averages, The next 2A
logical records contaln hour averages followed by one logical
record of day averages.
...............................................................
Data set name - MINUTE AND _OURLY AVERAGED VECTOR
MAGNETIC FIELD PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NS_C ID 72-O]2A-OIF_ 1 MIN AVGD VR MAG FIELD OATAtFILM
Time period covered - 09/03/72 TO 09/50/72
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
The t-men averaged data are plotted for 3-h tntervatl.
The ¢olotttude_ longltude_ and total walue of the field tn nT
are p&otted on each frame in the S_ M coordinate system.
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Following each seven days of thts formatw there is a T-day
Interval tn xhtch 1-h averaged angles and magnitude are
plotted. The SI H coordinate systems known as the solar
interplanetary system9 ts defined tn Smith at at._ J. _oohys.
Res, o v. 82_ p, 1077t 197T. It ts spacecraft-centered with the
positive x axis formed by the sun-spacecraft Line. The X-Z
aLane contains the rotation axts of the sun, and the Y axis
completes the right-handed system.
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER ENCOUNTER INSIDE 7 RJ_ JG
COORDINATES DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC TO 72-012A-PIGs JUPITER ENC,TRAJ.INSIDE 7RJ JG CO
Time period covered - 12105173 TO 12/0_/73
(AS verified oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 PEEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-suppliedp Pioneer magnetometer data
for Jupiter close encounters are written tn two files on a
g-tracks 1600-BOil ASCII _agnettc tape. The ftrst file
contains PIoneer 10 data inside seven Jupiter radii; the second
file contains Pioneer 11 data Inside seven Jupiter radii. A
third file contains documentation describing the data. Each
data record ts 80-bytes tong and contains toe following:
ground-received time In days ( 3.0= Dec. 3900:00): distance of
satellite from Jupiter (in Jupiter radii); Latitude and
Longitude of satellite tn the Jupiter-entered JG system; and
1-min average of X, Y, and 2 components of field in JG.
Zenographtc (JG) coorptnates are defined as follows: the X-axis
is in the direction of Gt the equatorial vector lying tn the
system III Prtme Meridian 1957-0; the Z-axis is in the
direction of J. the spin axis of Jugiterl and the Y-axts is
parallel to dupiter*s equatorial plane and completes a
right-handed orthogonal system.
...............................................................
PIONEER 10_ SOBERMAN
ASTEROID/METEOROID ASTRONOMY
...............................................................
Data set name - REFORMATTED REDUCED DATA ON SKY/ASTEROID/
METEOROID LIGHT EmiSSIONS ON MAG. TAPES
NSSDC ID 72-OI2A-O3At ASTEROID/METEOROID/SKY EMISSIONS
Time period covered - 03109172 TO 01107176
(AS verified by NaSOC)
Quantity Of data - 55 REELS O_ TA_
The Asteroid/Meteoroid Detec.tor (AMP) data are on
55_opI, 7-track magnetic tape recorded on an SOS 930 computer.
In order to facilitate the analysis of the AMO data, the
original Experimenter Data Record (EOR) tapes were reformatted_
and several qay*s data were copied onto one reel of magnetic
tape. Thts data set consists of these combined tapes. The
data are mtxed made and each is _ulttfiLed. A data tape
referred tb as an (EDR) was received by the experimenter for
each day of the mission of the spacecraft. Each EOR consists
of four tape files, The first file Is a Level deftntng the
time period covered by the EDR and giving other _tsceLLaneous
descriptive information, The second file contains a List of
all commands sent to the spacecraft during the given day,
These include commands to orient the spacecraft* tJrn
instruments on and offt etc. T_e third file contains
spacecraft attitude data for the preceding 51 days, Including
celestial latitude and Longitude. These first three files are
In _CD format, The fourth file i_ in bi_ary format and
contains the bulk of the A_O tnstrucent data.
...............................................................
Data set name - FINAL REPORT OF DATA ANALYSIS
NSSDC 10 72-012A-03_, DATA ANALYSIS, FINAL REPORT
Iime period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - R CARDS OF B/W _ICROFICHE
This data set is the final report containing the data
analysis of the AsterololMeteorold Astronomy experiments
carried in Pioneers 10 and 11. It discusses methods of
reducttons_ descriptions of the instruments (telescopes),
caLiqratlons, assumotlons_ and results, Graphs and tables of
counts of penetratto_ qoth total and i_ sectors of
heliocentric distance are given. PLOTS of number vs particle
size distributions are given, Appendix tables give the data
measured by the Asterold/Meteorold Detector IA_D), Table C,1
gives event number_ day of year, sectors bandwidth_ entrance
ttme (bits) and exit time (bit_) for each of the four
telescopes on Pioneer 10. Table C,2 gives backgrounds and peak
signals for events measJred Oy the AMP On Plone_r 10. Columns
Include event number, day of year, sector_ bandwldth_
background (blts) and peak signals (b(ts) for each of the four
telescoqes on Pioneer 10. Tables C.3 and C,_ give the same
quantities for the Pioneer 11 t elescoo es as are i_ C.I _d C.2
respectively for Pioneer 10. Appendlx £ contains tables of
particle concentrations tn ore-asteroid belt regton_ and
asteroid belt region sectors for P_oneera 10 and 11 tn separate
tables. Other appendices Include trial computer simulation of
analysis procedure, and calculation and tabulation of
gegencchetn brightness. A table (H-l) gives the gegenschetn
brightness as a functton of heliocentric distance tn
astronomical units tAUt. Copies of several articles of
analysis and results of these experime_ts are appended. This
document (TRF B33320)t which is th_ sole source of reduced data
from these experiments available from NSSDC* tS tn fiche for_
.................................. r ...... - .....................
PIONEER lOt VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES
...................... ° ................. . ......................
Data set name - PIONEER 10 JUPITER ENCOUNTER _RDION AN3
ELECTRON COUNT RATES ON TAPE
NSSDC IO T2-OI2A-IIA_ PION-10 JUPITER ENCOUNTER TAPES
Ttme period covered - 11/25/73 TO 12/18/73
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains jupiter-encounters particle
count-rate data written at BOP-Pot on T-track_ binary
(odd-parity) magnetic tapes by a UNIVAC _18 computer. Each
tape contains a single file composed of a number of 6gO-word
(18-bit words) records. Each record contains spin-averaged
rates for each channel and 26 frame-by-frame rates for each
channel together with the corresponding spacecraft roll angles.
The angular resolution is about 14 des, Each record alSO
contains tlme and spacecraft trajectory Information and the
spacecraft position and orientation tn Jovian $ystem-III
coordinates.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - ONE HOUR CRUISE AVERAGES ON MAGNETIC TAPE
(*)
NSSDC IO 72-012A-11B_ ONE HOUR CRUISE AVERAGES
Time period covered - 03/0A/72 TO 05/16182
IAs verified by N$SDC)
Quantity of data - 6 REELS 0 r TAPE
These expertmenter-suppLted_ Jovian charged particle 1-h
averaged cruise data are On 9-track_ 1600-bpt_ ASCII magnetlc
tape created on a U_IVAC A18 computer, Each 1226-byte record
contains spacecraft IO; ttme in year_ day_ begin and end day
fractions; quarter hour no.; perto_ (60 mtn); type of data; no.
of samples; effective counts| sum of raw counts/O.09375; count
rate average (counts/s); standard deviation of count rate;
(Fourier coefficients); K (phase a_plttude); phase angle; SUm
of raw counts; and no. of errors. Various combinations of
detectors yield information on 5- to 21-MeV electrons and 30-
to 77.5-_eV protons; 0.55- to 21-MeV electrons and 6.6to
77,5-MeV protons; electrons above 31 meV and protons above 77.5
MeV and electrons above 0.06 MeV.
...............................................................
PIONEER lOt wEINBERG
ZODIACAL-LIGHT TWO'COLOR
;;_1_;_t_Z!_1_...............................................
Data set name - ZODIACAL LIGHT PPOTOMETER BACKGROUND SKY
DATA ON _AGNETIC TAPE
NSSDD ID 72-OI2A-I_A* BACKaROUND S_Y TAPES
Time period covered - 05/17172 TO 10106/73
iAs verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
Thts magnetic tape data set contains reduced data of
qhotooolartmetrtc measurements Of the qrtghtness Of the sky,
The tapes are 1600-bpi_ 9-track. btnary_ created on a Univac
1110 computer. The first file is a directory containing two
records of tape Identification Information. There are a
variable number of data files, each beginning with a header
recorO containing day of year_ input tape number_ section
number (each day's observations of the sky may he broken into
as many as eight sections oetlneated by Look angle)t start and
stop times of observatlons_ ephemeris Informatlon_ number of
stars used to get pointing correction* standard devlation_
number of Look angles, ano Look angles Included in the section.
The data records contain right ascension and declination of
center of field of viewt elongation angle of sun_ blue and red
brfghtness in Experiment _ata Record (EDR) unltst dectlnatlon
and right ascension of star, dwell tlr_ and vlgnettlng
correction.
5g
NSSDC ID 73-O19A-OOD, PRELIMINARY TRAJECTORY CHART
Iime period covered - 02/27/72 TO 0_/00/7_
(Date sJpolled oy experimenter]
This data set consists of two sets of charts of
preliminary trajectories provided by JPL. One set of charts is
for the spacecraft Pioneer E (Launched August 27t 1969t but
fatted to attain orbtt), Pioneer F (Pioneer 10_ ID 72-012k),
and Pioneer G (Ptoneer lit ID TO-OIgA). This set can be used
to determine the positton of the spacecraft with respect to the
earth-sun llne at various times into the _Isslo_s. A user car
also determine the estimated telemetry bit rate that will be
used as a function of position of the spacecraft with respect
to the sunl and as a function of the vartoJs communication
antennas available to recetve the data. The reverse side of
the chart contains similar information for Mariner 71 (Mariner
g. ID 71-051A)_ Mariner I0 (Marlner lot 10 73-OBSA59 Helios A
LID 74-OgTA)t and Pioneer g (68-100A) s_oert_oosed on the
Pioneer El Ft and 5 trajectories. The second set of charts is
similar to the first but contains Mariner 9t Pioneer lot
Pioneer 11, Mariner lot and Helios A on _ne slde, and Ploneer
lO and Pioneer ll on the other side. Both sets of charts can
be used to oetermlne the direct Line-of-slght viewing period.
...............................................................
PIONEER 11_ ACUNA
JOVIAN MAGNETIC FIELO
...............................................................
Data set name - FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER JOVIAN ENCOUNTER 5
MINUTE AVERAGES ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 73-01gA-14A, JOV. ENCOUNTER 5 _IN AVGSt TAPE
Time period covered - 12/02/7_ TO 12/03/T4
(AS verified _y _SSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL 3F TAPE
This data set consists of one card-lmage, 800-bpt, BCD
magnetic tape treated at NSSDC from a card deck supplied by the
experimenter. The data consist of 5-mtn averaged magnet¶c
field values obtained during the 12-h interval centered on the
closest approach of Pioneer II to Jupiter. During this perlodt
the spacecraft was within 8 Jovian radii of the planet. The
data are time-conttnuoas, except for _ l-h gap at perlJove due
mainly to spacecraft occultation. Each 5-mln record contains
spacecraft position information (Zenocentrtc dtstancet
latttudet and system I and system IT] tong ftudes)t field
Cartesian components in celestial inertial coordtnatest field
spherical polar components in a Zenocentrtc coordinate syste¢0
and the number of finer time scale points in the 5-m¶n average.
See Mead_ d. Geophys. Res.t v. 791 O. 351_i for a diSCussion of
the relevant coordlnate systems. See Acuna and Nessp d.
Geophys. Res.t v. 811 p. 2glT0 for a discussion of the model
planetary field derived from these data. There were several
comment cards supplied with the card decke and these have also
been put on the magnetic tape.
...............................................................
Data set name - SATURN ENCOUNTER 5 MINUTE AVERAGED DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 73-OIgA-IAB_ SATURN ENCOUNTER 5 MIN AVG DATA
Time period covered - 0g/01/79 TO 09101/79
(AS verified dy NSSOC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of 5-mtn overages of magnetic
field measurements made with the fLuxgate magnetometer during
the Saturn encounter of Pioneer 11. The experimenter-supplied
data are on a 9-trackt 1600-bolt ASCII magnetic ts_e created on
the MODCOMP IV computer from card images. Each data record
contains time as yeart day of yeart and seconds of day;
spacecraft to Saturn distance expressed in Saturn radii;
Saturn-centered Latitude and Longitude of the spacecraft;
radtatl azlmuthat_ and polar components of the magnetic field
expressed in Gauss in the same S_turn-centered spherical
coordinate system. The first 21 records contain a descrlptton
of the data. The data cover 10-i/2 hourst with radial
distances from 6 Saturn radii inbound to G Saturn radii
outbound.
...............................................................
PIONEER 11_ ANDERSON
CELESTIAL MECHANICS
...............................................................
Data set name - DOPPLER TRACKING DATA AT JUPITER
ENCOUntER ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ]D 73-017A-ogR_ DOPPLER TRACKING (JUPITER ENCNTR5
Time pertoo covered - 0_/17/74 TO 12/25/7A
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set_ from the principal tnvesttgator_ is
contained on magnetic tape (7-trackl 8OO-bptt 36-bit word
length generated on s UNIVAC 1108 computer). The data include
Ca) the time of ObServation [tn seconds since January 1. lgSO_
at zero houri zero mlnutet and zero secondSt (b5 the Doppler
Comoresston time (in hundredths of a second) or ranging
components for range datal it5 the radto band tndtcator_ (d5 a
tracking network tndtcatort (e) a transmitting station number_
(f] a receiving station number_ and (g) a data type indicator
(e.g.t one-way OoppLerl two-way O©ppLert etc.)t (h5 either the
Doppler observabLe_ the CRVID observablet the range observable_
or the angle observable, (15 the reference freQuencyt and (J)
the pass Identification.
...............................................................
Data set name - DOPPLER TRACKING _ATA SATURN E_COUNTER
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 73-019A-OgB_ DOPPLER T _ 3KING DATA SATURN ENCO
Time period covered - 0B/01/79 TO 09/18/79
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supptledl Doppler tracklng_ Saturn
encounter data are on T-trackl BOO-bpl_ binary magnetic tape
created on a UNIVAC IIOB computer. The variable Length records
are divided into nine Different groups. Each group contains a
5-word Oescrlptlve header followed by a variable number of data
records. The file identification group contains one record
identifying the spacecrafte system and program used to create
the dotal and the date the data were created. The fingerprints
group gives more Information on the program used to create the
data. The user lapel group iS optional and contains 3CO Label
information. The orbit data identifier group contains one
record tdentlfyfng the various fields and their positions
within the orbit data record. The orbit data group contains
the time of observation in seconds from January 15 19_0;
compression time; radio band indicator; tracking network
indicator; transmitting and receiving station number; data
type; reference frequency; and pass and spacecraft
identification. The ramp data _denttfter group contains the
conversion factors used for the ramp data (data transmitted at
a precisely controlled rate). The ramp data group is a series
of records consisting of begtnnln_ and ending times of ramp in
seconds past January It 1750_ transmitter frequency (Hz) and
freguency rate (ME/S). The orbit data summary group contains
the radto band indicator; tracking network indicator; receiving
station number; data type; number of points; and time of
earliest and latest points. The control statement group
contains BOO card images of art the Orbit Data Editor (ODE)
control statements. The e_-of-ftle group contains only the
5-word header record. It is used to indicate the end of Oats.
...............................................................
PIONEER 11t BARNES
DUADRISPHERICAL PLASMA A_ALYZEB
Data set name - SOLAR WIND PROTON BULK SPEED DATA ON
MASNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 73-OIgA-13A_ SOLAR WIND PROTON BULK SPEED DATA
Time Period covered - 0A/21/73 TO 12131179
(As verified by NSSDC5
Quantity of data - 5 REELS OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled_ solar wind proton bulk speed
data are on g-track_ BOO-bpt_ binary magnetic tape created on
an IBM _60 computer, The unblotkedt 32-byte records contain
two 3DO control words; year; day ®f year; mIlllseconds of day;
¢ht-square; error with free proton bulk velocity (km/s); and
free proton bulk velocity (km/secS, Time parameters and
COntrol words are in integer format. The remaining words are
tn floating-point representation.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - FULL HISTORY_ SOLAR WIND PROTON PLASMA
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE. (-5
NSSOC IO TO-olgA-13B_ FULL HISTORYt SOLAR WIND PROTONS
Time pe?iod covered - 0A/21/73 TO 1240G181
(AS verified by NSSDC)
g _ntity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These e_perlmenter-supplled data are written as rite 1 on
OF POOR _" _'' ,',_v
9-trackl lOOO-bpft binary magnetfc tape created on an IflM
_OB1 computer. They consist of the following time-ordered
solar wfnd paral_ters for proton: the number densfty (W/c¢)l
temperature (dee K), b_lk speed (km/s), flow azimuths and flow
etevatlon (deE). The parameters were derived by Least-square
fftttng a converted fsotropf¢ maxveLtlan dtstrfbutlon functfon
to the raw data; the bulk velocity was transforted to fnertfat
coordinates centered on the spacecraft with the Z axis toward
the north ecliptic pole and the x axis in the Z sun plane=
Estimated errors are 12% for density, 20% for temperature1 20
km/s for speadJ and 1 dee for angles= ALL analyzed ftts are
included in this data sets with ba.d and Questionable fits
flagged. There are up to 5 samples per hour. In addttfon to
the five parametersl each data record contstn= the Least-sQuare
uncertafnttes of eaoh parameter, the ch¶-square of the fits and
trajectory parameters (helfocentrtc ecliptic). Microfiche
plots of the parameters and related functions are available at
NSSDC as 73-019A-13E and -13F.
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR WIND PROTON PLASMA
DATA AND MOMENTS ON MAGNETIC TAPE. {*)
NSSDC IO 73-019A-13C_ MR AVG SOLAR WIND PROTONS*MOMENTS
Time pertod covered - 04121/73 TO 12106181
(As verlfled by NSSDC)
guanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set is wrfttan as file 2 on a S-track9
1600-bpfe btnary magnetic tape created on an IBM 3081 tomoJtar.
It consists of time-ordered hourly averages of the five solar
wind plasma parameters and related functions. The parameters
are density (protons/cc)t temperature (deE K), bulk speed
(km/s)t and the two flow angles (deE). The fjncttons are the
momentum fluxt convective pressurel thermal pressura_ and
energy density. ALso included is the rms dispersion fn each
parameter average. The averages are generated from the full
data sett 73-OtgA-13B.
...............................................................
Data set name - _AILY AVERAGED SOLAR WIND PROTON PLASMA
DATA AND MOMENTS ON MAGNETIC TAPE. (*)
NSSDC ID TO-oIgA-13D9 DAILY AVG SOL WIND PROTON*MOMENTS
Time period covered - 0_/21/73 TO 12/0G/81
(As verified oy NSSDC)
Guanttty of data - i REEL OF TAPE
Thts data set is written as file 3 on a 9-track_
160G-DOlt binary magnetic tape created on an IBM 3081 computer.
It consists of time-ordered daily averages of the five solar
wind plasma parameters and related functions. The parameters
are density (protonlcc)t temperature (deg K)t bulk speed
(km/s)i a_d the two fl3w angles (deE). The fj_cttons are the
momentum fLuxt convective pressure_ thermal pressure_ and
energy denstty. ALso fncluded are the rms dfspersfon tn each
of the parameter averages. The averages are gener3ted from the
full data set_ ?3-019A-13B. Microfiche Listings of the daily
averages are also available at NSSOC as 73-OIgA-13G.
...............................................................
Data set name - FULL HISTORY SOLAR WIND PROTON PLOTS ON
MICROFICHE (*)
NSSDC ID TO-OIgA-LOE, PULL HISTORY SOL _IND PROT PLOTS
Time oerlod covered - 0_/21/73 TO 12/06/81
(AS verified Oy NSSDC)
Quantity of rata - 6 CARDS OF B/W _ICRDFICHE
These experlmenter-generated microflcha plots present the
time history of the proton plasma parameters a_d soma related
functiOnS, obtatned from the data set available on tape at
NSSOC as 73-019A-13B. Bad flts have been omitted. There are
three frames for each _O-day interval, contalnlng temoeraturel
density, bulk speed, momentum flux, convective pressures
thermal oressure_ energy dansltyt flow azimuth, flow elevation,
and the cht-sguare of the fit. (The temDerature_ denstty_ and
speed plots are excerpted as T3-oIgA-13R.)
...............................................................
3ata set name - 5q-DAY SOLAR WIND PROTON T_N_V PLOTS ON
_ICR_FICHE. ('}
NSSOC 13 TO-o1gA-13F, 5_-3AY S _ PROTON TtNIV PLOTS
Time period covered - 0_/21/T3 TO 12/06/81
(AS verified Dy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I CARD OF BIw _ICROFICHE
These experlmenter-generated microfiche plots present the
time history of the proton plasma parameters obtained from the
data set available on tape at NSS]C as TO-OIgA-LO_. _aJ fits
have been omltte_. Proton temperature, denslty_ and bulk speed
are plotted for each 5A-day interval° (Data set 73-oLgA-13E
oontafn= plots of functfons of these parameters as well.)
Data set name - LISTING OF OAILY AVERAGES SOLAR WIND
PROTON AND MOMENTS ON MICROFICHE 4.)
NSSDC IO T3-O19A-13Gt LIST DAY AUG S W PROTON +MOMENTS
Time oerlod covered - 04/21173 TO 12106181
(As verlffed by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This experimenter-generated mlcroflohe lists the d_fly
averages of the solar w¶_d plasma proton parameters and related
funotlons (available on tape at NSSDC as ?3-019A-15D). Lfsted
are the temperatures denslty_ bulk speeds momentum fluxt
thermal pressures convective pressuree energy densttyl flow
angLes_ and the heliocentric e£lfpti¢ distances kongftude_
latft_da_ and solar latttude of th_ spasecraft-
....................................... _ ......................
PIONEER 11_ F]LLIUS
JOVIAN TRAPPED RADIATION
..............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER TRAPPED RADIATION DATA SUMMARY.
TAPES
NSSDC ID 73-019A-OSA, ENCOUNTER DATA SUMMARY TAPES
Tfme perlod covered - 11/25/7A TO 12109174
(As verified by NSSDC)
guanttty of data - 4 REELS OF TAPE
The Jovian trapped-radiation data obtained by the
University of California at San D_ego are on 5_6-bpl_ T-tracks
bfnary magnetic tape recorded on a CDC 3600 computer from raw
data tapes using a reduction program. The tapes were supplied
by the experimenter. Each 300-word (_8 bttslword) re¢ord
contains one complete data summary 4108 S each)t along with
associated tnformatton_ including satellite numberl mode of
reducttonl ttma and date; bft rates; and pulsa_ aleotrometer_
and trajectory data.
...............................................................
Data sat name - JUPITER TRAPPED RADIATION DATA ANALYSIS
TAPE
NSSOC ID 73-01gA-OSE, ENCOUNTER BINARY REgUDTION TAPES
Time period covereQ - 12/02/7A TO 12/03/74
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
The UCSD Jovian trapped radiation data are on 556-bpf_
btnary_ 7-track magnetic tapes rasorded on a ODD 3600 computer
from raw data tapes using a reduction program. The tapes were
supplied by the experimenter. ALL data are written as positive
btnary integers to facilitate decoding by different machines.
Each 3a2-word 448 bits/word) record contatns encounter data_
including time in mttttseconds; count rates; flag _ata;
colatitudes_ longitudes and radius for the spacecraft* sun and
Jupiter; magnetic field Values; L values; and round-trip Light
time.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - JOVIAN TRAPPED PARTICLE INTER=LANETARY
DATA SUMMARIES ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 73-019A-05C_ INTERPLANETARY DATA SUMMARY TAPES
Time period covered - 04/16/73 TO 0_/31/7?
(AS verlffad by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
These experimenter-supplied_ Interplanetary summary data
are on T-track_ 556-0pL_ btnary msgnetts tape created on a COO
_600 computer. Each _O0-word record tontafns ona complete data
summary (1OR seconds)_ along with associated information
Including satellite number; mode of reduotton (earth traversal_
cruisa_ or Jupltar encounter); start and stop time of summary
(in milliseconds); year and day of year; bit rates; and puLse_
electrometer, and trajectory data.
...............................................................
Data set na_e - TRAPPED RADIATION DETECTOR SATURN
ENCOUNTER 91NARY REDUCTION DATA ON TAPE
51
NSSDCTO73-019A-OSD_ SATURN ENCTR BINAEY REOUCTION TPS
Time perloo covered - 0_/30/79 TO 09/0_/79
(As verified by NDSDC)
3uantlty of data - I0 REELS OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled_ Saturn encounter binary
reduction data are on T-track. 556-b01, olnary magnetic laDe
created on a COC 3600 com_Jter. Eac_ physical 31ock contains
elght 42-word Logical records consisting of Cole time (starting
from January I, i_/2) In milliseconds; Detector IO/HV status;
count rate/electrometer range; encoder overflow/electrometer
range; data flags; performance _ara_eters; angular scan of Look
vector during _ste sample; angle oetween Look vector and sun
vector; satellite ephemeris information; telemetry format; bit
rate; spacecraft number; recelvlnj station nJmber; anQte
oetween look vector and ecliptic nadir of Look vector; and two
fill words contalnlng a°2. The Last 6 words of each _hyslcal
block consist of 5 fill wor_s and the binary reduction tape
format I_ (_=_aturn encoJnter).
_ata _et na_e - _HG_OGE_EOUS DA_LY $_ARY DATA AT
VARIOUS BIT RATES 0_ _A_NETIO TARE
_$S00 I_ T3°O19A-O5E_ 1NHDMOGENEOUS DAIL_ _R I_TERPL_T
Time _eri_d co_ered - _ TO _1_
_As verified O_ N_S_O_
Q_antity o_ bata- _ _EE_ _ TAPE
Tbese e_peri_en_er_suPDlied_ inho_ogeneo_s daily summary
_nteroLanetary _ata are on _trac_ _-bpi_ binary _agnetic
tape created o_ a O_C _0 ¢_m_ter. _asb _-_ord record
contains one sompLete data summar_ and consists oi satellite
_o_ mode oi reduction_ start and stuD time of _ummary i_ Cole
time im_; day of _ear and year_ E_R tape _ame_ binary
red_ctio_ tabe n_me_ data f_r_at_ oit _ate_ r_d trip Ligbt
time _s_ min._ ma_°_ and average o_ls_ temperat_re_ and _igh
voltage reQuLator current and d_t_ctor 0 te_pe_ature_ p_Lse
dala consisting of a_erage _Oo of counts per reading_ _M$
deviati_n_ ma_ and _no resid_e_ _o. of _esdings_ total
counts_ total time _s_ a_erage no. of SQUats per second_ and
p_Obable erro_ electrometer data con_sting of a_erage
readi_ R_S de_iation_ ma_o and _ino _esid_e_ ma_ mtn._ a_d
a_erage c_rrent_ a_d _Oo of rea_i_Qs_ a_d _ words of epbe_eris
i_formation for o_e o_ three modes -- eart_ traversal_ sruise_
or _upiier encounter.
Data _et _ame _ I_TERPL_NET_RY DATA PLO_S ON MICrOfILM
NSSDC ID 73o019A-O5_t INTERPLANETARY _ATA PLOTS_MFILM
Time period covered - 04/16/73 TO 02/09/82
(AS verlfled by N$SDC)
_uantlty of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
Thls data set consists of plots of count rates vs time
from three channels on each of the C_ M_ and E detectors on the
Trapped Radiation Experiment for the interplanetary medium.
Thls data set is on the same roll as 72-012A-OSE.
_ata set na_e _ _R COMPRESSED S_MMARY DATA 0_
MAGN_TI_ T_RE _°_
NSS_E IO T_DI?A_G_ _-_0_ O0_PRES$EO S_MM_RY DATA
Time period co_ered _ _T_ TO _
(As verified _y _SSO0_
_ua_tity of data - _ R_E_S DF TRPE
Tbese e_oeri_enter°s_ppLted_ _our co_pressed summary
data _re _n ?_trac_ _boi_ _i_ry magnetic taoe sreated o_
a _ _1_ comD_ter. Easb _-_ord record contains one
complete sum_ary_ along _Ith associated information consistig
of satellite nu_ber_ mode of _eduction_ _tart and StDD time of
summary iCoLe ti_e_ _ear and da_ of _eae_ taoa IO; data and
bit rate f_agl; round tei_ ltgbt ti_e _Ba_L _ini_um_ _a_¶muB_
and aveeage pulse temDersture_ high _oLtage regulato_ cureent_
a_d detestor E te_peratu_e_ average o_Lse sounds per r_ di_g_
RMS deviation| n_be_ of readi_gs_ _otaL Dutae da_a_ t_aL time
(aecond$_ a_eraQe number of Sou_ts_s_ average electromagnetic
read_ng_ maximum and minimum rasid_el average_ ma_._ a_d min_
current_ _u_be_ of readings; and traJasto_y dota for eart_
tra_ersal_ cruise_ a_d _upiter encounter _odas_
_O_EER _ GEH_ELS
_M_GI_ PHOtOPOLARIMETER iIPP_
Dsts let name _ COLOR PRESS REL_AS_ PHOTOgRaPHY
hSS_C IO 73-019A-O7A. COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPMy
Time perlod covered - 11124/74 TO 12104/?4
(Date supPLied by exberimenter)
Quantity of Oats m 25 COLOR POSITIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of photographs from Pioneer 11
which have been released to the press. Included are pictures
of Jupiter0 Jupiter's Great Red Spotw Iot Ganymede and
CatLtsto. ALso included are full otsk color images of Saturn
and its rings. Captions are available for each photograph.
...............................................................
Data set name - POLARIZATION DATA FOR JUPITER
NSSDC I_ 73-oIgA-o7B, POLARI_ATION DATA ON _I=RD_IC_E
Time period covere_ - 05/30/73 TO 09/05/79
(As verlfleo by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 256 CARDS OF B/W MICROfIChE
Thts data set on microfiche contains polarization data
tPoP the Polartmeter of Pioneer 11 of Jupiter. The data are in
tabular for_ and contain the following information: (I) sector
number_ (2) number of rolls, (3) Dotaelzatlon values_ (_)
standard devlatlon_ and (5) maxlmum and minimum values. The
heading of each card indicates which aperture was used. The
first card contains computer program information such as
command_ address, length_ file, anb miscellaneous information,
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - BLACK A_O wHITE PMOTOPOLARIMETER IMAGERY
NSSDC IO 73-019A-07C, BLACK & WMIT[ POLARIMETER IMAGERY
Time period covered - 11/30/T_ TO 12/04/7_
(As verified by NSS}C)
_uantlty of data - 2mR B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of B/W negatives of Ptoneer 11
images obtained from the Imaging Photobotarlmeter experiment
(IPP}. When the caption is at the bottom_ north is up and the
rfstng Limb ts on the Left, The images are displayed at a
constant scale of 0.8 mm/sPacecraft rots (scan by IPP). There
are two images Lone red and one blue) for each frame number.
The numbering system proceeds from high numbers and decreases
until closest approach designated C, such that number 1 is at
Jupiter perlapsls. Numbers them increase on the outgoing
trajectory and are destgnate_ D, For exampLe_ image AIO_R, for
whtch film was e_posed through a red fttter_ was obtained while
the spacecraft was approach¶ng Jupiter at a far distance from
the planet. The numbers were asstgn_d before image dtsptay_ So
there are some numbers for which good data were not obtained.
The qualtty of the t_ages ranges from Door to good.
...............................................................
Data set name - PHOTOS FROM PIONEER 11 IMAGE
PHOTOROL&RIMETER ON 8XlO NEGATIVE FILM
NSSDC ID 73-019A-OTDt B/W @xlo PHOTOGRAPHY
Time period covered - 11/DO/T_ TO 12/0_/7A
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 47 B/W NEGATIVE rR&q_S
This data set consists of B/W negatlvea of Pioneer 11
images obtained from the Imaging Photopolartmeter
experlmentiIP_), When viewed with the caption at the bottom_
north is uP a_d the rtltng limb ta on the left. The images are
displayed st a constant scale of 0,8 mm per spacecraft roll
(scan by ]PP)= There are two tmages_ one red and one b_ue for
each frame number, The numbering system proceeds from htgh
numbers an_ decreases until closest approach (designated C) so
that number 1 IS at perlapsl=. They then increase on the
outgoing trajectory and are designated D= For example_ image C
65 R WaS expoled through a red ftEter while the Ipacecraft was
approaching Jupiter at a far distance from the planet. There
iS a corresponding frame in the blue (BI, The numbers were
asslgned before image dtlptay_ and so_ there are some numbers
for which no good data images exist. The images lee displayed
with only a one-dtmenstonat rectifications SO there tS lobe
distortion present. The quality of Oetstl of the images ranges
from Door to good,
...............................................................
Data set name - INDEK TO PHOTOS OF PI3NEER 11 IMAGE
PHOTOPOLARIMETER ON FICHE
62 OF POOR QUALITY
NSSDC ID 73-OZ9A-O7Et INDEXES OF DATA
Time period covered - 11/23/7q TO 12/06/74
(AS verified Oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set lS the index for the images from the
Imaging Photooolartmeter experiment (IPP) on Pioneer 11, The
index is sequenttalt and the columns in the index are as
follows: (1) month and day+ (2) frame number (with filter
deslgnatton following), (3) date and time in UT+ designated aS
day of year+ hour and minute_ (4) range in kilometers from
spacecraft to center of dupttert (5) fixed size (one picture
element tn kilometers projected on the planet)t (6) phase angle
(degree)_ (7) latitude (at sJbsoacecraft)1 (8) longitude ltn
system I)w and (9) longitude (in system II).
...............................................................
Data set name - IMAGING PHOTOPOLARIMETER POLARIZATION
DATA ON MAG TAPE
NSSDC IO 13-OI9A-O7F, POLARIZATION _ATA ON TAPE
Time period covered - 05/51/75 TO 10/29/76
(As verified by NSSDC)
g'uantlty of data - 12 REELS OF TAPE
This data set is oolartzattoq data from the I_agtng
Photopolartmeter experiment (IPP) on the Pioneer lO and it
missions. The data are on 7-trackw 55G*bpq_ RCDI unblocked
with vartabte lengths magnetic tapes. A copy of the CDC G_O0
program COPTAV+ used to generate these tapes, acco_panles them.
Tables i and 2 provide Lists of Pioneer 10 and 11 observations
(day/yr)_ the number of 4-roll data sets (each set of which _ay
yield a polarization sol_tt_n)i and the nJmber of sectors/roll
[SECT). Each sector consists of four words (channels BP_ 8S+
Re! RS). These tables also lt_t the tape files and object
Ob served for each day. The record Length varies as 4. SECT.
Each observing day consists of two files: (1) the _eader record
(similar to that found on the E_R) with indication whether
orlglnat EDH data have been edited or not (.edited PLUM run" or
"PLUM run"+ respectively) )rlor to Oelng averaged by the
program pLUM and (2) the data file consisting of 2*record sets+
the spacecraft altitudes (A-84) in the first record, spacecraft
(EDR) housekeeping, and the data [C-M subscript 56) in the
second record. The second record Length may vary from day to
day as a function of 4- SECT (Table I). Each dual record set
pertains to data averaged over a sln_le aperture (word 81 of
the housekeeping data). A polarlmetrlc solution is computed
from an R-record set with records 2, 4+ 6+ and 8 containing
data for apertures 0.5 mr+ lambda/21 Dr, and 8 mr (records a+
5+ G+ 4 respectlvelyi. Table 3 eouates parameters A-M found in
COPTAV with the conventlona l names or mnemonics given in
Pioneer documentation, These tapes contain the same kind of
information as the PLUM microfiche gata sets (72-012A-078 and
73-01gA-078)* except they do not contain the standard
deviations for intensities InclJded in the PLUM _Icrofiche. It
iS recommended that the PLUM microfiche be used if possible.
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER I_AGE LOG Or+ MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID TD-O19A-OTG, JUPITER IMAGE LOG ON MICROFICHE
Time period covered - 11/23/74 TO 12/OR/Tq
(As vertfted by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of a Log of the images of Jupiter
_ade by the missions of PlDneer 10 and 11. Images are
tdentJfleo by a series Letter and a sequence number. The
Letter identifies the spacecraft: A and 8 are for Pioneer lOl
and C and D are for Pioneer i1* A indicates images taken prior
to peri_ove ano the numbers decrease monoto_Icallyl while B
denotes after part,owe anP the numbers increase monotonically.
LikewiSe for Pioneer 11+ C denotes ante-perlapslst and D
denotes oostoeriapsls, Other 3ara_eters are als3 listed glvlng
earth transmit tlmet earth receipt time, stretch factor+
tetesccpe motlbn_ range to Jupiter, phase angle+ longitude of
central _rlalan on system II+ oixel slzev zenocentrlc
latitude, cone angle, and clock angle.
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER COLOR IMAGERY
NSSDC ID 73-015A-OTH_ JUPITER COLOR IMAGERY
Time oerlod covered - Ii/29/T4 TO L2/OG/74
[As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - _7 COLOR NEGATIVE FRAMES
This oata sell supplied by the investigator, consists of
color negatives from Pioneer 11 obtained by the I_agln_
PhotopoLarlmeter experiment (IPP)* The imaging
PhotoDOlart_eter gathered data using the red and blue
components of the light reflected from Jupiter, Reconstructing
tmages by ustng the red and blue produced a purple image;
howevert it was possfble to synthesize a green t_age so thatl
when all the images were compos_ted+ an adequate co_or image
was produced,
.................................. P ............................
Data set name -SATURW ENCOUNTER
NSSDC ID 73-OIgA-OTJ_ SATURN ENCOUWTER
Time period covered - 08/23/79 TO 09/05/79
(As verlffed by NSSDC}
Quantity of data - 82 COLOR POSITIVE FRAMES
These datat supplied by the expertmenter_ consist of
t _ge= obtained during the Pioneer 11 encounter with Saturn.
The images encompass days of year (OOY) 23Tm2_8, 1979. Most of
the images are fatnt_ or dtstorted_ or have many tines of
mtsslng information. The best frames among these are F35A+
showing atmospheric structure of Saturn_ polar hood. and the
rings welt, F12B is good for the ring structures_ showing the
rings only, GooO images among the negatives are F37 (blue),
F33A, F33R (red), :19.SB*R+ and F128 and R. The best tmages
among the color are F37_ F33_ F19.5_ and F12 (The connotation
of Letters F and G carried o_ the scheme of designating
approach and recession to Saturn as to Jupiter previously},
The |nformatton block on the stereo pairs gives range_ phase
central point tatttude_ start and stop times of exposure
sectors_ filter used_ and data processed. The best stereo
pairs are F37_ F329 FI2 (for rtngs)_ FI?.5_ and F33.
Accompanying the photos is a partial ttsttng of the photos with
a brief description of features visible and a complete Listing
which gives the following information: |1) frame number (image
seq. NO.)_ (2) mtdttme in bOY+ h+ mtn; (3) range in km; (4)
ptxel size in km. (_) phase angle in degrees; (6) Latttude_ (7)
Local central meridian (LCM) and [8) a "not displayed" code.
The "not displayed" code is explatneo separately,
...............................................................
Data set _me - SATURN ENCOUNTER _ATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC I0 73-019A-OTK_ SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA ON MAG TAPE
Time period covered - 08/25/79 TO 09/05/7g
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data ° 6 REELS OF TAPE
These Saturn encounter data are on 9-track_ 1600-bp¶+
ASCII magnetic tape created on a CDC &_O0 computer. Each tape
contains a COpy of the "Imaging Photopolarlmeter Tape User*s
Guide" document followed by sets of four files. Each set
records all relevant data pertaining to the specified
data-taking time-block. The first file tn the set contains
Logistics information. File 2 contains a ltst of all commands
sent to the spacecraft during the tlme-block. The third flte
contains spacecraft attitude data (repeated every GO characters
for different dates and times). File _ contains housekeeping
data plus ate intensities telemetered during a data cycle (one
rotation of the spacecraft about its spin axts) of the Imaging
Photopotarlmeter (iPP) instrument.
...............................................................
Data set name - INDEX OF JUPITER IMAGES
NSSDC ID 73-OIgA-O?L, INCEX OF JUPITER IMAGES
Time oerlod covered - (N/A)
Quantity of _ata - 4 PAGES OF UNBOUND HAR_COPY
This data set consists of the index of the photos
obtained on the pioneer 11 flyby of Jupiter on December 4.
I974, from the Imaging PhotopoLarlmeter (IPP). The parameters
provided are (I) the Imaglng sequence nunberl (2) mld-tlme of
the exposure+ (3) range of the spacecraft from the planets (4)
plwel size of the footprlnt on the planet+s surfacer from which
resolution can be derived, (5) phase angler (G) Latttude_ and
(7) longitude of the center of the disk in both systems I and
It. The numberlng decreases until closest approach and iS
preceded by the Letter C. After closest approach_ the
numbering increases and iS preceded by the Letter D*
Therefore_ C numOers indicate approach and D numbers denote
recession. These are on the sa_e roll as data set T2-OI2A-OTJ,
.................................. _ ............................
Data set _ me - INDEX DF SATURN IMASES
65
FO_,,_ _UALiTY
NSSDC IO 73-OIgA-OTM, INDEX OF SATURN I_AGES
Time period covered - (N/At
Quantity of data - A PAGES OF UN_OUND HARDCDPY
This data set consists of the index of the photos
obtatne_ on the Pioneer 11 flyby of Saturn on August 51 1979,
from the l_aglng Photooolari_eter. The oarameters provided are
(I) the imaging sequence number, (2) mid-time of the exposure,
(3) range of the spacecraft from the olanet_ (4) pixel size of
the footortnt on the olanet's surface, from which resolution
can be derived, (5) phase angle, (S) latitude, and (7)
longitude of the center of the disk, and (8) a code for not
dlsolaylng a picture. The numbering decreases until closest
approach and is preceded 3y the letter F. After closest
approachp the numbering increases and is preceded by the Letter
G. These are on the same roLl as ddta set T2-DI2A-OTJ.
..............................................................
PIONEER 11, JUDGE
ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY
...............................................................
Data set name EUV EDR PHOTON EMISSION DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE (*)
NSSDC ID TD-OIgA-OAA, EUV EOR PHOTON E_ISSION DATA
Time period covered - OA/O6/T3 TO 05/23/81
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 45 REELS OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplledt Ultraviolet Photometer data
are on g-track, 6250-boi, binary magnetic tapes created on an
IBM 360 computer. Each tape contains data from a varying
number of Oays I worth of data. Data from each day consist of
four data files called an Experiment Data Record (EDR). Each
EDR consists of (1) a Logistics ftLe containing soar,craft and
tape identification tnformatton; (2) a command file containing
day of year and time of day of command verification9 command
• nemonic (instrument onv instrument off, and remove cover), and
command status; (3) a spacecraft attitude file containing
elapsed days since start of year_ elaosed tlme in milliseconds
(_s) since start of day, ecliptic latitude and Longitude of
spin axis. and clock a_gle of sJn (Heltos) anO star (Canopus)
_n degrees; and (_) an experiment data file containing elapsed
time In day of year and milllseconJs of day, time correction
flag, reference select status (clock angle determlnation) t
signal noise, Deep Space Station n_moer, bit ratel moO, (real
time, telemetry store or memory readout), round trip Light time
(ms), extended frame countert star delay timer roll attitude
tlmer, soln oeriod0 roll pulse and roll-lndex pulse phase error
measurementD tlme-of-rolt attitude timer, dc bJs voltage and
current_ power status, platform temperaturet and a data word
containing subcommutated engtneertng data (when'related to the
ultraviolet photometer) and two mainframe words.
...............................................................
Data set name - USE ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
NSSDC 10 73-O19A-O6Bt USE ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
Time period covered - 0a/30/73 TO 09/30180
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL DF MICROFILM
This data set, suOmttted oy the principal investigator tn
hardcopy form_ was microfilmed by NSSDC and is available fro_
NSSOC in that format. It covers both Pioneers 10 and 11 on the
same roll. The plots give tlme-averaged counting rate vs
clock-angle for the two-channel _hotometer. The title contains
the Pss Pass (pss pppp ddd mmm dd XYYY), where pss = 10 for
Pioneer IC and pss = II for Pioneer 11, pppp = pasA number or
number of days since launchw ddd = day of year, mmm = month, do
= dater and yyyy = year. The Y a_t5 represents the average
count rate in counts per second_ while the X axis gives the
clock-angle In degrees, At the bottom of the plot are listed
the following than: M- hydrogen or lambda L, _e- _ lium or
tambda St the channel of the instrument; interval times: ttme
pertod for which the average ts takenj given tn hours_ minutest
and secondsp as follows M1n, Avg, Max = values for
corresponding count rate given in counts her second; Mtn,
Clock, MaX = ¢lockmangLe where (minimum/maximum) count rate
occurs; and n OBS = number of _observations made by the
instrument.
...............................................................
PIONEER llt KINARD
METEOROID DETECTORS
...............................................................
Data set name - METEOROID ENVIRONMENT OATA FOR JUPITER
NSSDC ID 73-01gA-O_A_ METEOROID E_IRONMENT DATA/JUP
Time perlod covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - _ CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set COnsists of published documents by the
principal investigator and co-Investigators on the Meteoroid
Detector experiment on Pioneers 10 and 11 at Juptter, and
constitutes the only data to be depostted at NSSDC. There are
five papers: (1) Hum,st D. H.t et al., "Cosmic Dust
Encountered by Pioneers 10 and 11" a paper _resented at the
1973 AGU meeting; (2) Ktnaro, W. H._ et al., "Interplanetary
and Near-Juplter Meteoroid Environcents: Prettmtnary Results
from the _eteoroid Detector Experiment;" Science, v. 1_3_ n.
A122_ p. 321, 197A; (3) Hum, st 3. d., et al., "The
Interplanetary and Near-Juplter Meteoroid Envlronments$ m J.
Geophys. Res._ Vo 79, n. 25_ IgTQ; (4) Humes_ D. H., et al._
"Ptoneer 11 Meteoroid Detection Experiment; Preliminary
Results," Sctence_ v. 188, n. _187_ b* _73_ 1975; and (5)
Pumas, D° H.t "The Jovian Meteoroid Environment, in Jupiter, _
edited by T. Gehrels and M. S. Matthewst U° of Arlz. Press,
Tucson, Artzona_ pp. 1052-67, 1976. In these documents_ data
that are presented are plots of (1) cells penetrated vs time
from Launch for various thicknesses of cells, (2) penetration
flux vs distance from sun for Explorer 23 and Ptoneer 10, (3)
spattel Uenstty VS Sun distance, for assu_ed ctrcuiar and
elliptical orbits for Pioneer 10 data, (_) number of cells
punctured vs time after instrument turned on for Pioneer 10_
(5) interval between penetrations vs ttme from periapsts for
Pioneer 10_ (6) distance from Jupiter v# time to periapsts /or
Pioneer 10= i7) penetration flux vs distance from Jupiter for
Pioneer 10_ (8) average impact speed vs distance from Jupiter
for Pioneer 10, {g) ratio of effective area to actual area vs
distance from Jupiter for Pioneer 10, (10) spatial density vs
distance from Jupiter and from channel 0 for Pioneers 10 and
11_ (11) log cumulative spatial density vs tog masR at 5 AU,
(12) calculated log cumulative flu_ vs Log mass into the Jovian
atmospheret and (13) pressure vs meteoroid mass. These
documents have been mirror(chad onto one data set, which is
also listed under NSSDC ID 72-O12A-O_A. Thts same data set
also contains Pioneer 11 data from near Saturn, which is
described under NSSDC IO 73-oIgA-0_B.
...............................................................
Data set name - RESULTS FROM METEOROID EXPERIMENT FOR
SATURN
NSSDE ID 73"01gA-O;B, METEOROID EXP RESULTS AT SATURN
Tlme period covered - (N/A)
guanttty of data - 1 CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of published Oocuments by the
ortnctpat investigator and co-tnwestlgators for the Meteoroid
Detector Experiment on Pioneer 11 at Saturn, ano it constitutes
the only data submission to NSSDC from this experiment. There
are three documents: (1) _umes_ D. H., "Impact of Saturn Ring
Particles on Pioneer 11," presented at the AGU meeting, Dec.
3-7_ 19Tg_ San _ranciscoe California; (2) Humes_ D. H., et at._
"Impact of Saturn Ring Partlcles on Pioneer 11_" Sclence_ v.
207, pp. _43-A_ 1980; and (3) Hum,s, D. M._ "Results of Pioneer
10 and 11 Meteoroid Experiments: Interplanetary and
Near-Saturn," J. Geophys. Res., v. 85, n. AII_ pp. 58_I-52_
1980. Data presented in these documents are plots of (1)
Saturn ra.dtat distance vS ttme from pertapsts for channels 0
and 1, (2) number of impacts vs semi-major axis (a), (3) ratio
of impacts (3-50 Saturn radii) to number of impacts (tess than
3 Saturn radii) vs the se_t-ma_or a_ts (a), (_) altitude above
ringIplane vs time from rtng plane crossing, (5) Probability of
impact vS particle diameter, (6) ratio of effective area to
actual area vs angle from spin axis_ (7) cells penetrated vs
time from launch, for Jupiter an, Saturn, (8) Saturn distance
VS time from oertapsts, (9) penetration flux vS heliocentric
range showing Jupiter and Saturn fluxes_ (10) eccentricity va
inclinstton_ (11) penetration flu= vs heliocentric range_ (12)
log penetration flux vs helt©centrt¢ range for various
(neE(natron distrtbution$_ (13) penetration flux va
heltooentrtc range, anO (1_) ratio of near-Jupiter flu= to
interplanetary flux vs eccentricity. These documents have been
etcroftched together On the same data set as 72-012A-O4A and
73-01gA-O_At whlch contain data from near Juptter from Pioneer
10 and 11.
...............................................................
PIONEER 11, _LIORE
S-BAND OCCULTATION
.................................. • .... . .......................
Data set name - FINAL PLOTS AND LISTINGS OF JUPITER
OCCULTATION DATA_ ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 73-01gA-10A_ JUP,OCCULT - FINAL PLTSILSIS MFLM
Ttme otriod covered - 12/03/7_ TO 12/03/7q
IA; verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set is contained on I6-mm microfilm and
6_
consistsof listings ol the oJtouts of the intermediate and
final programs used to analyze pioneer 11 data resulting from
opsuttatlons of Jupiter, These data include the derived
atmospheric parameters (e,g.9 temperaturel pressure_ Lapse
rate) that appear nowhere else. Other outputs_ resulting from
intermediate programst are also listed. These data were
received from the principal investigator. Included on this
_ioroftLm are data from the Pioneer 10 Occultation of Jupiter.
...............................................................
Data set name - INTERMEDIATE DATA FILES OF JUPITER
OCCULTATION OATAt ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 73-019A-lOB_ JUP.OCCULT -- INTERMED.OATA_ TAPE
Ttme period covered - 12/03/Ta TO 12/03/74
(As verified by NDSDC}
Ousnttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set was generated by the principal investigator
using the Pioneer 11 Jovian radio occults tton data as input to
subset of the occultation software. The software removeda
drift and bias from frequency resldualst computed bending
angle0 ray-asymptote dtstancet power correctlons_ and
refractivity as a function of radius to the center of the
planet Jupiter. The data set is contained on one 7-tracks
8OO-bPt_ binary magnetic tape generated on a UNIVAC 1108
computer.
...............................................................
Data set name - REDUCEO TELEMETRY SIGNALS FOR JUPITER
OCCULTATIONt ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID TI-OIgA-lOCt JuP.OCCULT -- RED.TM SIGNALS_TAPE
Time period covered - 12/03/74 TO 12/03/79
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantl ty of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
ThtS data set tS contained on three magnetic tapes
supplied by the principal investigator. These tapest whlch are
g-track, 8DO-boil odd-parity tapes generated oq a UNIVAC 1108
computer* were prepared by sampling the analog spacecraft
signal an¢ time from analog-recorded tapes. The sample rate is
401000 samples/s for both S-band _nd _-bano. The data on the
tapes are a digital representation of recorded signals received
from the spacecraftt the time of reception (UTC)t and heading
information. These magnetic tapes contain only the data from
the Jupiter ocoultatlon.
...............................................................
PIONEER 11_ MCDONALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA
...............................................................
Data set name - 15-MIN AVERAGED JUPITER ENDOJNTER OATA ON
_AGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 73-019A-12A_ 15-MIN AVERAGED JJPITER ENZOJNTER
Time perloQ covered - 11/26/74 TO 12/Og/Ta
(AS verified Dy NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled_ 15-mlnute averaged Jupiter
encounter data are on g-track_ 1600-oai_ binary _agnetlc tape
created on an I_M 360 computer. Each varlable-length Logical
record contains number of data items in the record; no. of
averaging intervals i n the records; 132-character title
identifying the satellite and giving the start time of the
first and last averaging interval in the record; 132-character
descriptions of a variable number of data items; and a variable
number of averaging interval entries conslsti_g of time in
year0 _onth, dayt hour0 minute an_ secondst and a 2-word flux
entry containing a flux value and assoclateb statistical error.
...............................................................
Data set name - L5-MIN AVERAGED SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE.
NSSDC ID T3-CIQA-12B_ I_-MIN AVERAGED SATURN ENCOUNTER
Tlme period covered - OS/31/T9 TD Og/OR/Tg
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL 0 ¢ TAPE
These experlmenter-supplledt 1_-mlnute average_ Saturn
encounter oata are on g-track_ 1600-bui_ binary magnetic tape
an IBM 360 co_oJter. Each varlsble Length logical
created on
record contains number of data items in the record; no. of
averaging intervals in the records; 132-character title
identifying the satellite and givln_ the start tlme of the
first and last averaging interval in the record; 132-character
Pescrlptlons of a variable number of data items; and a variable
number of averagln3 interval entries consisting of time in
yeart aonthl day1 hourl mtnutet and seaonds_ and a 2-word fkux
entry containing a flux value and associated atstlsttsot error.
.................................. - ..................... .....--
Data set name - 6 HOUR AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO TS-O19A-12Ct 6-HR AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY DATA
Time period covered - OA/Oa/T3 TO 12131/85
IAS verified by NSSDC)
Quanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These exbertmenter-suPptledt 6-h averaged interplanetary
data are on a g-tracks 1600-bptt binary magnetic tape created
on an IBM 360 computer= Each variable Length logical record
contains number of data items in the record; number of
averaging Intervals in the records; 132-character title
identifying the satellite snd giving the start ttme of the
first and Last averaging tnterval tn the record; 132-character
descriptions of s variable number of data items; a variable
number of averaging interval entries consisting of time tn
years monthe days houri minutes and seconds; and s 2-word flux
entry containing s flux value and associated stattsttcat error;
...............................................................
PIONEER 11t SIMPSON
CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITION
...............................................................
Data set name - 15-MI_ ACCUMULATED RLt. SE-HEIGHT ANALYSIS
DATA ON TAPE (*)
NSSOC IO 73-OIgA-O2A_ 15-MIN PULSE HEIGHT TAPES
Ttme period covered - 04/0T/73 TO 12/31/80
[AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 50 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of 7-track_ blnary_ 800-bpt tapes
produced by the experimenter on am XDS-930 computer. The data
include coincidence-mode count rates together with 12R-channel
pulse heights of the three pulse-height analyzed elements (DI_
O2_ and DS) of the seven-element detector telescopet
accumulated during 15-mln periods Of real time. Data for each
15-mln period are organized into S variable number of
varlable-length physical records_ the first of which iS a
%20-word [2A-btt words) header record containing the times
count rstes_ spacecraft attitude angles, and housekeeping data.
SubseQuent records contain triads of pulse-height analyzer
measurements occurring within the 15-mln period. NO ephemeris
data are included on the tapes.
...............................................................
Data set name - 5-MIN° ACCUMULATED SECTORED COUNTING-RATE
SUMMARY TAPES {*)
NSSDC ID 73-D19A-O2B_ 5-MIN SECTORED COUNT-RATE TAPES
Time _erqod covered - 04107173 TO 12131180
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 23 FEELS OF TAPE
Thts data set is contained on 7-tracks binary magnetic
tapes written at 800-bPl with am XDS-_30 computer. The data
are grouoed into physical records of 960 2_-btt words, Each
physical record contains six 160-word Logical records. Each
logical record contains all experlment-mode count-rate data
accumulated over a nominal period of 5 mln. Information on
particle arrival directions is provided by count rates recorded
tn each of the eight octants (sectors) about the spacecraft
spin a_ts for the main and low-energy telescopes. No ephemeris
data are included on the tapes.
...............................................................
Oats set name - COUNT RAIE PLOTS BY SOLAR ROTATIONS ON
MICRO=_LM
NSSDC ID 73-OlgA-02C_ SOL.ROT.COUNT RATE PLOTSt M[ILM
Time period covered - Ow/O6/T3 TO 01/lq/7_
IAS verified by Nssgc)
Quantity of data - i FEEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of cotnctdence-mode_ count-rate
plots on mlcrofil_. Each plot covers a 2_-day interval
beginning each 2T-day solar rotation, The data begin in solar
rotation 1910 on April 6t 1973. For each rotatton_ 13 count
rates and 2 temperature readings are presented. Rates from the
main telescopet the Low-energy subsystem tetescope_ the
electron current detector_ and the fission cell detector are
included, Individual data points represent 15-mln or I- or 2-h
averages_ depending on the mode.
.................................. _ ............................
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PIONEERII, S_ITH
_AGNETIC ¢IELDS
...............................................................
Data set name - MINUTE AND HOURLY AVERAJEO VECTOR
_AGNETIC FIELD PLOTS ON MICROFILM
_SSDC ID 73-OIgA-DIA_ I MIN AVGD VR MAG FIELD DAIA, FILM
Time period covered - 04/06/73 TO 06/02/73
{As verified _y NDSSC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF WICRDFILM
This data set consists of exuertmenter-supplted, 35-mm
• tcroftl_ Plots of magnetic field magnitudes and direction
angles in RIM coordinates (see experiment description for
definition), There are 3-h plots *Ith l-min averaged data and
l-week plots wlth 1-h averaged data. The hourly averages are
plotted on several ftxe3 scales for field _agnltJdes.
...............................................................
Data set name - i MINUTE AVEnAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD
DATA _OR JbPITER ENCOUNTER ON TAPE 1")
_SSDC 13 73-oIgA-oIHI I VlN_ HOURLY, DAILY AVG. =RJISE
Tlme uerlod covered - 0A/06/73 TO 12/3L/80
(As verlfleo by NSSDC)
guanttty of data - 59 REELS OF TAPE
This gala set consists of experimenter-supplied T-trackl
800-Opt, 8CO magnetic tapes. Each tape contains 1-mln_ l-hp
ano 1=day averaged data, typically for 4 or 5 weeks. The data
consist of three field components, six covartan¢esD three
olrectlon coslnest field magnitude averaget and magnitude of
the average field. RTN coordinates are used (see elperiment
description for oeftnttton}o Heliocentric spacecraft ephemeris
information is also given with daily resolution.
...............................................................
Data set name - MIGM TIME RESOLUTION (5.3 VECTORS/SEE)
INTERPLANETARY DATA ON TAPE
NSSaC ID TD-OI9A-OIC, HI TIME RES B VRS, TAPE
Time period covered - 04130/73 TO 1211417_
(As verified py NSSDC)
guanttty of data - 16 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of exoertmenter-sJ_Dlted T-track
tapes written at 800-bpID blnaryp on a UNIVAC 1108 computer.
The tapes contain the experlmenter,s finest time scale data
(5.3 vectors/s). The tapes consists of two files, one for
each day. Each file has a variable number of physical blocks,
each of which in turn has a header and a variable number of
variable-length Logical records. Each logical record consists
of a series of consecutive data points. Except for the first
12 words of each header record, the 36 bits of each computer
word are distributed among yaP|pus physical parameters. Data
include tlmet heliocentric ephemerldes, spectrum analyzer data,
and magnetic field Cartesian components in solar l_terplanetary
cOOrdinates (X-axis from sun tO spacecraft; Y-axls obtained as
the vector product of the solar sptn vector and the unit vector
along X, positive in the direction of planetary _otlon; Z-azts
completes orthogonal, right-handed system).
...............................................................
Data set name - SATURN ENCOUNTERoONE MINUTE AVERAGEDt PE
COORDINATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 73-DIgA-OIDp SATURN ENCOUNTER MINUTE AVG RE CO
Time period covered - 08/30/?9 TO 09/08/79
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These experimenter-supplied, Saturn encounter 1-mtn
averaged Pioneer inertial (PE) coordinates data are written in
two files on a 9-trackt I600-_x_i, ASCII m_netlc tape. The
first file contains magnetometer data with 50 blocks (physical
records) per day of data. The first block iS a 240-byte header
containing the dater spacecraft ]D (G=Ptoneer 11)p trajectory
parameters, and identifying text. Each logical record (30 per
block) of blocks 2-50 contains length of data used (MS} and 14
magnetic field data averages tn the RE coordinate system.
BLocks 2-49 contain the mtnJte averages for each day. Hourly
averages and a daily average for the same time period are found
in block 50. The 14 magnetic field parameters included are the
three Cartesian components of the ftetdt the |duares of these
¢omponentst the products of each possible pair of ¢omponent=_
the direction ¢ostnel (l.e.t each component divided by the
total fteld)_ the fteld magnttudet and the square of the field
magnitude. Pile 2 contains trajectory information conslstlng
of spacecraft ephemeris time (decimal daft froB day 2_A)t
ground-received uT, one-way Light time (second$)t Pioneer
celestial (AE) system Latitude and Longitude of the earth_ sun_
and spacecraft_ kronographtc (KG) system Latitude and longitude
of the spacecraft temporary angle, and the radial distance of
the spacecraft from Saturn (in Saturn radii).
.................................. r ..... . ......................
Data set name - JUPITER ENCOUNTER iNSIDE 7 RJI JG
COORDINATES DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 73-01gA-OIE, JUPITER ENC.TRAJ.INSIDE 7RJ JG CO
Ttme period covered - 12103/74 TO 12/0317A
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL Or TAPE
These experlmenter-suppl¶ed9 Pioneer magnetometer data
for JuPiter close encounters are written in two files on a
9-trackp 1600-bpi_ ASCII magnetic tape. The first file
contains Pioneer IC data inside 7 Jupiter radii; the second
file contains Pioneer 11 data inside 7 Jupiter radii, i third
file contains documentation describing the data. Each data
record is RO bytes Long and contains the following:
ground-recelved tt_e In days (3.O:Dec.DiOO:OO); distance of
satellite from Jupiter (in dustter radii); Latitude and
longitude of satellite in the Jupiter-centered JG system; and
l-mln averages of x_ Yt Z cpmponents of field in JG,
dovlgraphlc (JG) coordinates are d_flned as follows: the X-axls
is in the direction of G_ the eduatortal vector lying in the
System Ill prime meridian 1957-0; the 7-axls is in the
direction of d, the spin-axis of Jupiter: and the Y-axis is
parallel to Jupiter's equatorial pLane and completes a
rlght-handed orthogonal system,
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER ENCOUNTER 1 MINUTE AVERAGED DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE (*)
NSSOC 10 73-oIgA-OIF_ JUPITER ENCOUNTER-I MIN. AVGD TAP
Time period covered - 11124174 TO 12124174
{AS verlfleo by NSSOC)
Quantity of data m l REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of an experlmenter-supptled
7-trackl BOO-bpt_ BCO magnetic tape. The tape contains one
file of 1-mtn_ l-h_ and 1-d everagbd data. There are 50 blocks
per day. The first block ts a header record 120 bytes tong.
Each of the remaining _9 blocks is 7200 bytes Long and consists
of 30 l _tcal _cords of 240 bytes each. The ls40 logical
records of blocks 2-_9 contain averages for the 1AdO minutes of
the day. In block 50_ the flr_t 24 Logical records contain
hour averages, the 25th contains day averages and the last 5
contain blanks. The data consist of three ftetd componentst
Six covartanses_ three direction cosines, field magnitude
average_ and magnitude of the average field, in the coordinate
system defined by the header blocks. The coordinate system
used iS the "S, J system." In this syltem_ if S and d denote
the unit vectors from the spacecraft to the sun and from the
spacecraft to Jupttert respect_ely_ then the X_ Y_ and Z
coordinates in the data set correspond to S, J cross S* and X
cross Yt respectively.
Data set name - HOURLY & 0AILY MAGNETIC _]ELD AVERAGES ON
MAGNETIC TAPE (*)
NSSDC ID 73-01gA-OIG_ HRLY & DAILY MAG FLD AVGS
Tlme period covered - 0A/06/73 TO 12/31/80
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of a 9-track_ 1600-bpt_ ASCII
magnetic tape created at NS _C on a MODCOMP computer by
e_tractlng the hourly and daily averages from 73-019A-OIB.
Each physical block of 7aAO bytes (31 logical records of 2AO
bytes) sontatn the date_ trajectory data (up to 3/51/76I_ and
number of milliseconds of data in each average_ as welt as the
hourly and daily averages for the three magnettc field
componentsp stx covariances, three d|rectton costnes_ field
magnitude average_ and magnitude of the average field. RTN
coordinates are used (see experiment description for their
deflnltlon).
...............................................................
PIONEER 11_ SOBERMAN
ASTEROID/METEOROID ASTRONOMY
Data set name - REFORMATTED _DUCED DATA ON SKY/ASTEROID/
METEROID LIGHT EMISSIONS ON MAG, TAPES
66
OF POOR QUALITY
NSSDC ID 73-019A-OOA_ ASTEROID/METEOROID/SKY EMISSIONS
Time period covered - 04111173 TO 12/291T_
(AS verified by NSSDC)
guanttty of data - 39 REELS OF TAPE
The Asterold/Meteorold Detector (AMD) data are on
556-bPtl 7-track _gnettc tape recorded on an SOS 930 computer,
The data are mixed mode and each LaDe ts multtftted. A data
tape referred to as an Experimenter Data Record (EDR) was
received by the experimenter for each day of the mission of the
spacecraft. Each [OR consists of foJr tape files. The first
file is a Level defining the time period covered by the EDR and
giving other miscellaneous descriptive information, The second
file contains a List of all commands sent to the spacecraft
during the given day. These include commands to orte_t the
spocecraftt turn instruments on and off, etc. The third file
contains spacecraft attitude data for the preceding 31 dayst
including celestial latitude and Longitude. These first three
files are in blnary-coded-declmat format. The fourth file iS
in binary format and contains the bulk of the AMO instrument
data. In order to facilitate the analysis of the AMO data_ the
original EDR tapes were reformatted and several days: data were
copied onto one reel of magnetic tape.
...............................................................
Data set name - FINAL REPORT OF DATA ANALYSIS
NSSDC ID T]-OtgA-O3B_ DATA ANALYSIS, FINAL REPORT
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 4 CARDS OF BIW wICROFICHE
This data set is the final report containing the data
analysis of the Asterold/Meteorold Astronomy experiments
carried in Pioneers 10 and 11. It diSCusses methods of
reductions, descrtottons of the instruments (telescopes),
calibrations+ assumptions+ and results. Graphs and tables of
counts of penetration+ aoth total and in sectors of
heliocentric distance are provided. PLots of number VS
particle slze distributions are given. Appendix tables give
the data measured by the Asterold/Meteorold Detector (AMD).
Table C.I gives event _umber. day of year, sectort bandwidth,
entrance time (bits) and exit time (bits) for each of the four
telescopes on Pioneer 10. Table C.2 gives backgrounds and peak
signals for events measured by the AMP on Pioneer I0= Columns
include event number, day of year_ sector, bandwidth.
background (bits) and peak signals (bits) fpr each of the four
telescopes on Pioneer LO, Tables C,3 and C,4 give the sa_e
ouantltles for the Pioneer 11 tetescooes as are in C,1 and C,2
respectively for Pioneer I0= AppeNdix E contains tables of
particle concentrations in the pre-asterold belt region+ and
asteroid belt region sectors for Pioneers 10 and 11 in separate
tables. Other apoendtces contain trial computer simulation of
analysis procedure, and calculation and tabulation of
gegenscheln brightness. A table (H-l) gives the gegenscheln
brightness .as a function of heliocentric distance in AUs.
Copies of several articles of analysis and resJlts of these
experiments are appended,
...............................................................
PIONEER 11, VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER ENCOUNTER PROTON AND
ELECTRON COUNT RATE3 O_ TAPE
NSSDC 13 T3-oIgA-ILA, PeON-IT JUPITER E4COUNTER TAPES
Time periOO covered - 11/Ig/TW TO 12/12/T4
(As verified Py NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 7 REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains Juplter-encounter+ particle
count-rate data written at BOO-boa on 7-trackl blnary
(odd-parlty) magnetic tapes by a UNIVAC 418 computer. Each
tape contains a single file composed of a nudger of 6gS-word
(i8-blt words) records. Each record contains spln-averaged
rates for each channel and 23 frame-by-frame rates for each
channel together with the corresponding spacecraft roll angles.
The angular resolution is aboJt 7 degt and two records are
required for complete angular coverage. Each recore contains
time and spacecraft-trajectory InformGtlon and the spacecraft
oosltlon and orientation in Jovian system-Ill cDordlnates. A
malfunction of the standby data processor caused an appreciable
(up to 30%) error in two of the seven nonredundant count-rate
channels for a "period of about _ days following pertapsts.
Further details are provided in docJmentation accomoanylng the
data set.
..............................................................
Data set name - SATURN ENCOUNTER-CHARGED PARTICLES
NSSDC ID 75-019A-IIB_ SATURN ENC,-CHARGED PARTICLES
Time period covered - 08/30179 TO 09105179
(As refitted by NSSDC)
Ouant tty of data " 1 REEL OF TAPE
These charged particle data from the Saturn encOunter
were supplied by the experimenter on 9-trackt 1600-bpll ASCII
magnetic tape created on a UNIVAC 418 computer. Each 5184-byte
record consists of a time cluster+ three data matrices
containing particle count rates (anguLar}_ spln-averaged Count
rates_ and raw data. a corresponding magnetic field matrix
containing helium vector magnetometer dalai trajectory data on
spacecraft position+ and an angle matrix containing spacecraft
roll angles. The 14O-ttem particle count rate array consists
of 14 angular Dins for each of 10 detector rates. Various
combinations of detectors yield information on O.OA to 21 MeV
electrons and 0.61 to 77.5 MeV protons; 0.55 to 21 MeV
electrons and 6.6 to 77.5 MeV protons; electrons above 21 MeV
and protons above 77.5 HeY; and electrons above 0.06 MeV. The
data cover E days which bracket the closest approach to Saturn=
Count rates have been corrected for dead time using the methods
described in J. Geophys. Res. (v. 85, lgBO+ pp. 5679-56g_).
Thls article also discusses problems associated with the
identification of individual partltle species.
...............................................................
Data set name - ONE HOUR CRUISE AVERAGES ON MAGNETIC TAPE
(*)
NSSDC ]D 73-01gA-11C+ ONE HOUR CRUISE AVERAGES
Time period covered - 04/0G/73 TO 05/18/82
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 6 REELS OF TAPE
These experlmenter-suPplled_ Jovian charged particle l-h
averaged srutse data are on g-track, 1600-bpt+ ASCII magnetic
tape created on a UNIVAC 418 computer. Each 1226-byte record
contains soacecraft ID; time in xearl dayt begin and end day
fractions; quarter hour number; period (60 mtn); type of data;
number of samples; effective counts; sum of raw counts/O.Ogo75;
count rate average (counts/s); standard deviation of count
rate; M (Fourier coefficients); K (phase amplitude); phase
angle; sum of raw counts; and number of errors. Various
combinations of detectors yield information on 5- to 21-MeV
electrons, and- 30 to 77.5-Mev protons; 0.55- tO 2]-MeV
eLectrons_ and 6.6- to 77.5- MeV protons; electrons above 31
MeV_ and protons above 77.5 MeV; and electrons above O.OG MeV.
...............................................................
PIONEER I19 WEIN_ERG
ZODIACAL-LIGHT TWO-COLOR
PHOTOPOLARIMETRY
.................................. - ............................
Data set name - PIONEER 11 STARLIGHT/ZODIACAL LIGHT
EXPERIMENT DATA ON MASNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 73-DLgA-15AI STARLIGHT/ZODIACAL LIGHT EXPER
Time period covered - 05/28/T4 TO 09/2A/T4
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This magnetic tape data set contains reduced data of
photopolarlmetrlc measurements of the brightness Of the sky.
The tapes are 1600-Pp% g-track_ blnary_ created on a Univac
1110 computer. The first file is a directory containing two
records of tape identification information. There are a
variable number ol data files each beginning with a header
record containing day of year, input tape number, section
number (each dayts observations of the sky may be broken into
as many as eight sections delineated by Look angle)+ start and
stop times Of observatlons_ ephemeris tnformattonw number of
stars used to get pointing correctton_ standard deviation,
number of Look angles+ and Look angles included in the section.
The data records contain right ascension and declination of
center of field of view+ elongation angle of sun+ blue and red
brightness in Experimenter 3ata Records (EDR) units,
declination and right ascension of starw dwell time+ and
vlgnettlnq correction.
*********************** PIONEER VENUS i ***********************
...............................................................
Data set name - ORHITAL PLOTS O_ MICROFICHE
(*)
NSSDC ID T8-O51A-OOOq ORBIT PLOTS_ _FICHE
Time period covered - L2/05/78 TC 03/28/_G
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 8_ CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of microfiche cards of plots of
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Orbits in x- and Y- coordinates for. various orbits of the
Pioneer Venus OrPttert showtng the relationship to the planet,
Data set name - ATTITUDE-ORBIT LISTINGS ON MICROFICHE
(*)
NSSOC TO 7B-OSIA-OOEI ATTITUDE-ORBIT LISIINGSt MFICHE
Time period covered - 12/05/TB TO OT/IT/aG
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of qata - 527 CARDS OF BI_ MICROFICHE
This data set consists of microfiche cards of tables of
ephemeris orbital information for the Pioneer Venus Orblter,
Parameters listed are date0 tlme_ altlt_de9 vectors xg Yt Z_ in
km/s; Venus and earth vector radii in AU; earth-to-Venus
Longitude tn degrees; transformation matrices; and shock normal
in X, Yt and 2 coordinates. This Oata set also contains data
for 78-051A-12D.
...............................................................
3ata set name - IONOPAUSE AND BOWSHOCK CROSSINGS TIMES
AND LOCATIONS
NSSDC IQ ?B-O51A-OOF_ ID_OPAJSEpBOWSHOC_ CROSS TIMEwLOC
Time perloo covered - 12/05/78 TO 11119181
(As verified Py NSSOE)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF TAPE
These eloerlmenter-supolled_ ionopause and boNshock
crossing tt_es and Locations data are on 9-trackt l&OO'bblt
ASCII magnetic tape created on a DEC 11/70 computer. They were
submitted by L. He Bracet the principal investigator on the
Electron Temperature (Lan G mul r( Probe experlment. From
analysis of his Langmutr Probe datap these crossings were
lPentifleP in the spacecraft ephemeris Data, There are two
files of ioglcal records of 12D characters in length grouped
together in blocks of 1200 bytes. The crosslngs are identified
from 1978 day 329 through 1981 day 323. The first file
contains the tonopause inbound and outbound crossings data
which include orbit number9 date (year and oay of year)_ time
(hoursJ minutes, and seconds)_ Latitude (above and below
equator of Venus)p alttt_de (kilometers above average surface
of Venus of 6051 km radtus)_ local solar time (LST) in hours
and tenthst measureo from anti-solar direction to point of
measurement in the equatbrlal olale of VenJs)$ and solar zenith
angle (SEA) measured from the sun to the point of measurement,
The second ftle contains the bowshock inbound and outbounq
crossings data tn the same format. The data for both are for
orbits through 1080. Thts data set is also available in
microfilm (7B-O51A-OOG).
...............................................................
Data set name - IDNOPAUSE AND BOWSHOCK INBOUND AND
OUTBOUND CROSSING TIMES AND LOCATIONS (*)
NSSOC ID 7B-O51A-OOGv IONOPAUSE_BOWS CROSS TIME*LOC FIE
Tlme perloq covered - 12/05/7B TO 11/iglBl
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of Data - I CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of the microfilmed printout
Listings from data set 78-051A-OOF, The Listings are of the
tonopause and bowshock inbound and outbound crossings time and
location. These were identified In the spacecraft ephemeris
data from analyses of the Electron Te_oerature (LanGmutr) Probe
Experiment (OETP) by its prlnclpal investlgator0 L. H. Brace.
The Ltsttngs_ in the same format for both tonopause and
bowshock crossings give the orbit numPer_ date (yea rs and day
of year)t time (hours_ mtnutes_ and seoonds)_ Latitude (above
or below the equator of Venus)t altitude (kilometers above the
average surface of Venus of &051 km radtus) l local solar ttme
lIST) in hours and tenths measured from the anti-solar
direction to the point of measurement in the equatorial plane
of Venust and solar zenith angle (SZA) measured from the sun to
the point of measurement.
...............................................................
PIO_ER VENUS Ip BARNES
SOLAR WIND PLASMA ANALYZER (O=A)
...............................................................
Data set name - OPA (SED) OATE AND VELOCITY DATA (ORBIT
1-7A0) ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC TO 7B-O51A-IBA_ OPA-SED DATE VELOCITY(ORBIT 1-7A0
Time period covered - 12/05/78 TO 10/21/81
(As verified by NSSDE)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplledt Orbit er PLasma Analyzer date
and velocity data are on B-trackt BOO-bpl, EBCDIC magnetic tape
created on an IBM 360 computer. The data consist of reduced
solar wind flow speed (km/s) and proton number density (per c¢)
observed _ust before the (first) inbound crossing of the bow
shock of Venus_ and the same quantities )ust after the (last)
outbound CrOSsing. Those parameters were obtained by a
teastquares ftt of a convecttng tsotropfc MaxweIllan proton
velocity dtstrtbuttont convolved through the Instrument
response function obtained from laboratory caltbratton_ to the
raw currents, The flow speed obtained by this procedure should
normally be accurat_ (conservative error bars would be • or -
10 percent), The proton number density tS generally tess
accurate (conservatively * or - 50 percent). Each file on tape
contains data for _1 orbits, Orbit numbert times of
measurement (hours and minutes UT at the spacecraft)_ and
reduced parameters arm given for each orbit. The precise time
of measurement refers to the completion of the measurement
cycle (approximately 9 minutes) of A5 sptn periods. The time
ts always within 2 measurement cycles of the inferred shock
crossing. These data are contained on the SpeciaL Events Data
(SED) tapes produced by the Unified Abstact Data System (UADS),
...............................................................
Data set name - SOLAR WIND PLASMA ANALYZER OATA_
DECEMBER II_ 197B
NSSDC IO 78-051A-IBB_ PLASMA ANALYZER DATA 12-78
Time oertod covered - 12/11/7B TO 12/11/78
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL _ TAPE
This plasma data iS on g-track_ 1600-bpt_ ASCII magnetic
tape created on the MODCOMP computer= Each BO-byte card image
record contains 3round Received Time (GRT) tn day_ hour_
mtnutest and se¢onds; velocity (km/s); azimuthal angle (deg);
polar angle (deg); proton density per cubic centimeter; and
temperature (deg K), These data are on the Composite Data (CO)
tape_ which contains data from mamy experiments created by the
Unified Abstract Data Systems lUAUS)* These data cover seven
Orbits on Dec. II_ I_78.
....... _ .......................... _ ............................
Data set name - SOLAR WIND PLASMA (UADS-LFD FILE) DATA ON
MA3NETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78"051A-18C_ SOLAR WIND PLASMA (UADS-LFD FILE)
Time period covered - 12/05178 TO 11/26/81
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 10 REELS OF TAPE
These Unified Abstract Data System (UADS)t low frequency
data are on g-track, 8OO-bpi_ mlxeq-mode magnetic tape created
on an IBM 360 computer, The first ftle on each tape provides a
readily available description of the data contained in the
tape=s second and third files. It contains a variable number
of 80-character EBCDIC records. File 2 contains status
information for the 9 experiment data sets contained on the
tape. There is one 26G-character EBCDIC record for each orbit
included on the tape. The third file consists of a variable
number of binary 396-byte logical records, There are 301
LogicaL records per orbit of data. These records contain the
processed orbital data centered around pertapsts sampled at
approximately 12-s intervals. The first logical record for
each orbtt contains the data for all of the tnstruments=
variables sampked at the UT start tlme specified for the orbit
In tts status record (file 2). Record 1_1 contains the
varlabLes_ data sampled at the time of perlapsls_ aS specified
in the orbttts status record, The first _ bytes of a record
act as a keys giving the recordts orbit and nominal time
relative to perfapsis. The tapes contain data for the
following experiments data sets: Electron Temp. Probe (-01A)_
Radar ALtimeter (-02B)_ Retarding Potential Analyzer (-07A)_
Neutral _rttcte Mass Spectrometer (-11A)_ Trtaxtal Cluxgate
Magnetometer (-12A)t ELectric Field Detector (-13A)t UV
Spectrometer (-15B)t and Ion Mass Spectrometer (-17A)_ and
solar wind plasma analyzer (-IRE), They will be described
identically under each IO.
...................... . ........................................
PIONEER VENUS 1_ BRACE
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROBE (OETP)
........................................ . ......................
Data set name - ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY
(UADS-LFO FILE) O_TA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 7B-OSZA-OIA_ ELECTRON TEMP DENSITY (UADS-LFD)
Time period covered - 12105/78 TO 1L/26/81
(As verlfleq by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 10 REELS OF TAPE
These Unified Ab|tract Data System (UAOS)_ low frequency
data are on 9-track_ 8OO-bptt mtx_d-mode magnetic tape created
on an IBM 360 computer, The first file on each tape provides a
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readily avattabLe description of the data contained in the
tapels second and third files. It contains a variable number
of 80-character EBCDIC records. FILe 2 contains status
information for the 9 exoertment data sets contained on the
tape. There is one 26S-character EBCDIC record fdr each orbit
included on the tape. The third file consists of a variable
number of binary 3%-byte Loglcal records, There are 301
Logical records per orbit of data. These records contain the
processed orbital data centered around pertapsts sampled at
approximately 12-s intervals. The first Logical record for
each orbit contains the data for all of the tnstrume ntst
variables sampled at the UT start time specified for the ordtt
in its status record (file 2). Record 151 contains the
variables t data sampled at the time of pertapsts, as specified
in the orbtt's status record. The first 4 bytes of a record
act as a key. giving the record's orbit and nominal time
relative to pertapsts. The tapes contain data for the
following experiments data sets: ELectron Temp. probe (-01A).
Radar ALtimeter (-028), Retarding Potential Analyzer (-07A),
Neutral Particle Mass SPectrometer (-11A)t Trtaxtat FLuxgate
Magnetometer (-12A), ELectric Field Detector (-LGA)t UV
Spectrometer (-ISB)_ and Ion Mass Spectrometer (-17A]. and
solar wind plasma analyzer (-18C), They will be described
identically under each ID,
...............................................................
Data set name - CD OBSERVED IONOPAUSE LOCATIONS DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 7B-O51A-OIBt CD OBSERVED IONOPAUSE LOCATIONS
Time period covered - 12/05/78 TO 08/07/81
(AS Verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These experimenter-suPplied0 observed tono3aJse Locations
data are on g-track, IBOO-bplv ASCII magnetic tape created on
the MODCOMR IV computer, Each Logical record contains the
orbit number; periapsts date and time in hourst mtnutest and
seconds; seconds of day; Latitude; Longitude; altitude; and
solar zenith angle for both the inbound and outbound crossings,
These data are contained on the Composite Data {CDI tabe
produced by the untried Abstract Data System (UAGS).
...............................................................
_ata set name - PIONEER VENUS ORB. ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
AND DENSITY PROBEtI2-S,(UADS-LFD) (*)
NSSDC ]O 78-051A-OLCp 12-S ELEC TEMP DENSITY (UADS-LFD)
Time period covered - 12106/78 TO Q2/18/84
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity Of data - i REEL OF TAPE
This Data set consists of one tape containing data of the
Orbiter ELectron Temperature Probe (OETP) aboard the pioneer
VenJs Orblter. This is the revised data set replacing the OETP
input on the I0 UADS-LFO LaDes ($1D=TS-OGIA-OIA). It was
written in the Unlftec Abstract 3eta System (UADS)-Low
=re_uency Data (LFD) format on a POP 11170: 9 track,
anlaDelled, 1600-bplt ASCII-coded _agnettc t_oe, The first
three records on the tape describe: (1)the measured parametersp
(_)the format used and (3)the fill vaL_eso with the foregoing,
the data records begi_nlng with record _4 can be read to the
enO of the file. Each data record contains date (1978339), time
(_lltlseconds)t orbit number, time tag (from -1800 to _lRO0 in
increments of l_)t electron temperature (deg. K) electron
density (cm-3)_ and s_scecraft _otentlaL iV). The values were
derived by taking a time weighed average of all measurements
wlthln the 12 sac of each UAO sample time. In general, the
errors are believed to be Less than IOX. Red values were
identified and deleted.
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS It CROFT
GAS-PLASMA ENVIRONMENT-DUAL FREQUENCY
EXPERIMENT (OGPE)
...............................................................
Oata set name - GAS AND PLASMA ENVIRONMENT SIGNAL
STRENGH LISTS
NSSDC ID 7@-051A-O3G. GAS-PLASMA ENVIR.SIGS STRENGTH II
Time period covered - 12/121TB TO 11/28/79
(AS vertffen by NSS_C)
_uantlty of data - _ REELS 0 _ MIZROFILM
This Data set consists of reduced Data of signal strength
for various orbits of Pioneer Venus i Orbiter around Venus that
are used for analysis for the Gas and Plasma Environment
experiment. These are NSSDC-mlcrofIlmed cats from the original
12 working notebooks of tape printouts used by the principal
investigator. Information contained In the Listings is the
following: (I) spacecraft number, (2) orbit number with entry
or exlt inalcated, (3) ground station synthesis frequency9 (Q)
oownllnk frequencyt (5) time after midnight in secondst (6)
S-GX after bias removed, in Hertz_ (7) ray asymptote, (8}
binding rayt (9) spacecraft radial dtstancet (10) signal
strengtht (11) refracttvtty_ (12) sun vectors Xl Yt Zt tn
kilometers. (13) day of year tn h_ mln, St (1_) S-frequency and
S-residual, and (15) X-frequency and X-residual,
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS It EVANS
gAMMA BURST DETECTOR (OGBD)
.................................. r..... r ......................
Data set name - OGBD SOLAR EVENTS DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-051A-OGA, OGBD SOLAR EVENTS
Time period covered - 06107180 10 06129180
tOate supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This data sets obtained from the expertmenterl consists
of a 9-trackt ldO0-optt CDC 6600 magnetic tape. It contains
Pioneer Venus Orbiter Gamma-Ray Burst Detector flux-rate data
tn the energy range 60-200 key for solar flares occurring
19001061071 1980106/21_ and 1980106/29. The tape contains 11
ftLes_ of which the first is an ID ftte_ written in COO
alphanumeric display code_ and ts 2000 characters in Length.
The remaining 10 fites_ which are of variable Lengthl, sonstst
of data from individual event responses one tile per
response. The first record in each file contains the event
date_ the Universal Time, the background counting rate, and the
flux conversion factor, ergs per so cm per count_ all in CDC
alphanumeric display code. The r_malnlng records on each file
consist of _00 words each, alternating between the Uf in
seconds at the start of the data sample and the net flux of the
data sample. ALL of the records beyond the first are written in
COO 60 bit floating point format. The instrument is Oescrlbed
in .The Pioneer Venus Orbiter Gamma Burst Detector_ = R.W.
KLebesadeL_ at. al, IEEE Transactions on Geosclence and Remote
Sensing, VoL. GE-18, No.l, January_ 1980, pp76-Sg.
Data set name - OGBD HOURLY AVERAGES ON MAGNETIC TAPE
(*)
kSSDC IO 78-051A-OBB_ OGBD HOURLY AVERAGES
Time period covered - 05122/78 TO 09107/83
(As verified by NSSDC)
g _ntlty of data - I REEL 0¢ TAPE
This data set_ obtained from the experimenter, consists
of hourly-averaged data from the Pioneer Venus Orbiter
Gamma-Ray Burst Detector, The data are contained on a _-trackt
IGOO-bpt_ VAX 111780 standard-labeLed magnetic tape, The data
consist of 29008 Logical recordst written in ASCII format. The
first two entries in each record consist of the date and UT In
seconds at the beginning of the data sample, The third entry
iS the averaged count rate for the entire energy tntervaL_
100-2000 keV. The _th entry _s simply the sum of the 5th
through 8th entries, which are the count rates In the energy
intervals (in keY) 100-200, 200-500, 500-1000. and tO00- 2000_
respectively. The Rth entry is not necessarily the same as the
3rd, pecause photons occasionally were counted twtce_ if their
energy was near the borderline between two energy intervals.
The 3rd through _th entries all refer to "guarded = count rates;
i.e.t those which have Peen adjusted by deleting counts which
were also detected by the charged particle scintillation shell.
The 9th entry contains the unguarded count rate for counts with
energy above 100 keV. The lOth entry contains the count rate
for the "trigger reference," used as a baseline for the
gamma-ray burst Logics. FinaLly_ the llth entry_ which is
usually blank, may contain a date referring to the processing
date for this data sample.
...............................................................
Data set name - DG_O HOURLY AVERAGES ON MICROFICHE
(*)
NSSDC ID TS-O51A-GGC_ OGBO _OURLY AVERASES-M_ISHE
Time period covered - 0_12217B TO 09107183
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - iI CARDS OF 8/W MICROFICHE
Thls microfiche data set was generated at NSSDC from
hsrdcopy provided by the Principal Investigator group. 11
contains tables Of hourly averaged count rates for different
energy intervals. Each frame table shows lO columns with the
followlng headlngs: date (YY/_/DD); universal ttme (s);
average count rate for the entire energy interval, lOG to 2000
keY; the sum of the count rates in the energy intervals (in
keY) lO0 to 200. 2C0 to 5001 500 to 1000, and 1000 to 2000;
co_tS i n the energy interval 100 to 200 keY; counts in the
energy interval 200 to 500 keY; counts in the energy interval
500 to ZO&O keY; counts in the energy interval 100 to 2000 keY;
and ftnaLly_ count rates for the ..trigger reference" used as a
baseline for the gamma-ray burst Logics,
6g
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PIONEER VENbS ], KEATIN3
ATWDSPHERIC DRAG lOAD)
...............................................................
Data set name - _TwOSPMERIC DRAG OE_,$1TIES
NSSSC 13 7B-OBIA-lgA. ATMOSPHERIC DRAG DENSITIES
Time perioD covered - 12/09778 TO 0@707179
(AS verified Oy _OSDC)
Quantity of data - I CARD OP B/W _ICROFICHE
This data set conslsts of data of atmospheric denslttes
determined and tabulated near iG _e_ N latlt_Je at altitudes
between 140-I_0 k_ for all times of the day. Table i gives
atmospheric drag densities and associated parameters for each
Orbit in which a measurement could De made. It gives the date
(mo/day/yr)_ orbit n_ber_ altitude in k_t density in g/cuolc
cat the error In petermlnlng the oensfty divided Oy the
Oensltym density scale heightt exosoherfc temperature+ local
solar time in hours_ and e_st long_tJde in Oe_rees, Table
gives the results of the model; i.e.+ Local solar tlme in
hours_ altitude in kfLometerst densi[y in g/cublc cm_ number
penalty of atomic oxygen In atoms/cublc ¢m9 the ratio of the
numoer density of atomic oxygen to that of carbon dioxides snd
the temperature in deg K at that altitude. Further explanation
of the method of data reduction and eodel generation can be
obtained from the article: "Venus Upper Atmospheric
Structure+" J. Geophys. Res., v. BS_ p. 7gA1, 1980.
...............................................................
Data set name - 3AD (SED) P/V ATMOSPHERIC DRAG MODEL ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID ?B-O51A-L?Bt OAD(SEO) PV ATM. 3RAG MODEL
Ttmr period covered - 12/09178 TO 0BI07179
(AS verified _y NSSOE)
Quantity of _ata - I REEL OF TAPE
These exberlmenter-suoqlled+ at_osoherlc drag model data
are on g-tracks _O0-bpl_ EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM
360 computer. Lath card image record contains the local solar
time in hours; altitude (km); oensfty (g/tc); number density of
atomic oxygen (part/col; ratio of nJ_ber densftles of 0/C02;
and temperature. These data are contained on one file of the
SpeclaL Events Data (SED) ta_e produced by the Unffleo Abstract
Data System (JAOS).
...............................................................
Data set name - DAD iSED) P/V ATMOSPHERIC DRAG
OBSERVATIONS (OBITS 5-246) ON MAG. TAPE
NSSDC ID 7B-OBIA-29OI OADiSED) PV ATM DRAG OBS ORBS-2_6
Time period covered - 12/09178 TO 08/07/79
iA$ verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OR TAPE
These exoeri_eqter-suqolfedt atmossheric drag
observations data are on g-trackD BOO-bolt EBCDIC magnetic tape
created on an IBM 360 computer. Each card image record
consists of time in _onth0 day of monthj and year; orb it
number; altitude (km); density (glee); error tn
density/density; scale height (km); exosphertc temperature;
Local solar ttme In hours; and Venus Longitude, The data are
contained on one file of the Special Events 3eta (SED) tape
produced by the unified Abstract Data System (UADS) and contain
observations for orbtts 5-24G.
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS It KLIORE
RADIO OCCULTATION fORD)
...............................................................
3ate set name - S-BAND AND W-SAND RADIO OCCULTATION DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 7B-OBIA-20A, S-SANDtW-BAND RADIO OCCULTATION
Time period covered - 12/05/78 TO 02/27/79
(As Verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
The se e xperfme nter-supptfed+ S-band and X-band radio
otsultatton dote are on 9-trackm 1600-boil binary _aonett© tide
created on a UNIVAC 1100/B1 computer. There are 3 types of
data files, The .first ftlets a processed data file containing
number of data points; spacecraft ID; orbit no,; mode; day of
year for orbit; transmitting station no.; receiving Deep Space
Station no,; 1-way9 2-way= or 3-way oats; band type; ground
station frequency; spacecraft Oownllnk frequency; time of
sample in year+ day of year_ and seconds of day; S-band and
W-banD frequency (hz): frequency residuals (Hilt and power
( _ m). The second file contains ionospheric data consfstlng of
the same tdenttfytng information Is in the processed oats file
plus raotus (km) at which latitude and solar zentth angle are
defined; ttme (seconds past midnight): closest approach
dtstance of ray from center of planet; asymptotic ray distance
(km); range from spacecraft to tenter of planet; electron
density; refractive bending anglei refractivity| signal level
(dam); and Latitude and solar zenith angle at ClOSeSt approach
distance. The thlr_ file conslsts of temoerature_ pressure_ and
refractivity data as a function of radial d|stance,
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS I+ KNUDSEN
RETARDING POTENTIAL _NAL_ZER (ORPA)
...............................................................
Data set name m PLASMA PARAMETER (UAOS-LFD FILE) DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
KSSDC ID 7B-051A-OTA_ PLASMA PARAMETER iUADS-LPD FILE)
Tim_ perloQ covered - 12/05/7B TO ll/IG/B%
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - iO REELS OF TAPE
These Unified Abstract Data System (UADS)_ tow freouency
data are on _-trackt BOD-PDI+ mlxed-mode magnetic tape created
on an I_M 360 computero The first file on each tape provides a
readily available descrlptlon of the data contained in the
tape+s second and thtr_ files. It contains a variable number
of SO-character EBCDIC records, FtLe 2 contains status
Informatlon for the g experiment data sets contalned on the
tape. There is one 266-character EBCDIC record for each orbtt
included on the tape. The thfrd ffle consists of a variable
number of binary 39G-byte logital records, There are 301
Logical records per orbit of data. These records contain the
processed orbital data centered around periapsfs sampled at
approximately 12-s fntervals_ The flrst toofcat record for
each orbtt contains the data for all of the instruments,
variables sampled at the UT start time specified for the orbit
in its status record (file 2). Record 1E1 contains the
varlables _ data sampled at the time of perfapsls_ as spectffed
in the orbft_s status record. The first t bytes of a record
act as a keyt gIvfng the record's orbit and nominal time
relative to oerfapsls. The tapes contaln data for the
following experiments data sets: Electron Temp. Probe (-OlA)_
Radar Altimeter (-O2B)_ Retarding Potential Analyzer (-07A)_
Neutral Particle Mass Spectrometer (-11A)+ Trtaxtat Fluxgate
Magnetometer (-22A)_ Electric Field Detector (-13A)_ UV
Spectrometer (-15_)_ Ion Mass Spectrometer (-17A), and solar
wlnd plasma analyzer (-1BE). They will De described
identically under each ID.
.................................. _. ...........................
PIONEER VENUS i_ NIEMANN
NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER (ONMS)
...............................................................
Data set name - NEUTRAL GAS COMPOSITION iUAOS-LFO FILE}
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 7B-O51A-11A_ _EUTRAL SAS 30MP (UADS-L_3 _3LE)
Time period covered - 12/05/T8 TO 11/26/81
(AS vertfled by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 10 REELS OF TAPE
These Unified Aostract Data System (UAgS)_ lOW frequency
data are on 9-track_ BOO-bpit mixed-mode magnetic tape created
on an IBM 360 computer. The first file on each tape provides a
readlty available description of the data contained In the
tape's second and third files, it contains S variable number
of BO-character EBCDIC records. File 2 contains status
information for the 9 experfmemt data sets contained on the
taoe. T_re ts one 266-character EBCDIC record for each orbtt
included on the t_e. The third file consists of a varlabte
number Of binary S?6-byte logfsal records. There are 301
Logical records per orbtt of data, These records contain the
processed orpttat data centered around perlapsls sampled at
approximately 12-S intervals. The ftrst Logical record for
each orbit contains the data for all of the Instruments.
variables sampled at the UT start time specified for the orbit
in its status record (file 2)w Record 151 contatns tNe
variables_ data sampled at the time of periapsism aS specified
tn the orbtt,s status record, The first _ bytes of a record
act as a keym giving the recordms Orbtt and nominal time
relative to pertap$1s. The tapes aontatn data for the
tottowqng experiments data sets: ELectron Temp, probe (-01A).
Radar Altimeter (-02B)_ Retardtmg Potential Analyzer (-OTA),
Neutral Particle Mass Spectrometer (-I_A) t Triaxtal rLuxgete
Magnetometer (-12A)_ Electric Field Detector (-1SAlt UV
Spectrometer (-15B)_ Ion Mass Spectrometer (-17A)_ and solar
wtrw_ ptas_ anaLyzer (18C). They will be described ldenticetLy
under each ID.
7O
Data set n..,e - ONMS VENUS SUMMARY LOW FREQUENCY DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE {*)
NSSDC ID TB-O51A-11B_ ONMS VENUS SUMMARYt LOW FREQ DATA
Time period covered - 12124178 TO 08115/80
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set_ provided by the principal tnvesttgatort
contains 19 months of neutral composition and density data
obtained in the upper atmosphere of Venus. Thls data set is on
a 9-trackt l&OO bolt ASCII magnetic tape created on a DEC POP
11170 computer. Concentration of CO2w COt N21 Ot 4, and Me are
given as a function of universal time (in milliseconds of day)
over an altitude range of approximately 150 to 300 km.
Positional parameters of the spacecraft are also included and
provide the altitude over the mean surface of Venus9 the
latitude on the surface of Venus_ the local solar ttme_ and the
solar zenlth angle. Comprehensive documentation for this data
sett including a detailed description of the tape_ ts available
from NSSDC. A discussion of the acquired data. the reduction
to meaningful composltlon_ and examples of the composltlon and
temperature of the thermosphere/exosphere for the first Venus
diurnal cycle iS glv'en in "Mass Spectrometric Measurements Of
the Neutral Gas Composition of the 7hermosphere and Exosphere
of Venust" J. Geophys. Res.t 85, 7817 (1980).
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS It PETTENGILL
RADAR MAPPER (DRAb)
...............................................................
Data set name - TOPOGRAPHIC 4APS
NSSDC ID 78-051A-O2A_ TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
Time perloQ covered - 05/28/80 TO 05/2_/80
(AS verified by N3SDE)
Quantity of data - 1 B/W PRINT
This data set consists of an 8- W 10-1nch negative of a
orelimlnary topographic ma3 of the sarlace of Venus, Contour
interval is 1 xm and all elevations refer to a radius of G045
kr for Venus, Some features are deslqnated.
...............................................................
Data set name m RADAR MEASUREMENT (UADS-LFD FILE) DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NESDC IO 78-051A-02_g RADAR MEASURE_EN_ (UADS-LFD FILE)
Time period covered - 12105178 TO 11/26181
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 10 REELS 0 ¢ TAPE
These Unified Abstract Data System (UADS)_ lOW frequency
data are on g-track, 800-bpl. _Ixed -mOde _agnetlc tape created
on an IBM 360 computer, The first file on each tape provides a
readily available description of the _ata contained In the
tapers second and third files, It contains a varlabte number
of 80-character EHCDIC records. F_le 2 contains status
information for the g experiment data sets contained on the
tape. There is one 26G-character E_CDIC record for each orbit
included on the tape. The third file consists of a variable
number of binary 3g6-byte loglc_l records. There are 301
logical records per orbit of data, These records contain the
orocessed orbital data centered around perlapsls sampled at
approximately 12-s intervals, The first logical record for
each orbit contains the data for _ll of the Instruments t
variables sampled at the UT start time specified for the orbit
in its statJs record (file 2). Record 151 contains the
varlables_ data sampled at the time of perlapslsv as specified
in the orbltts status record. The first R bytes of a record act
as a key, giving the recordls orbit and nominal time relative
to perlapsls. The taoes contain data for the following
experiments data sets: Electron Temp. Pro_e (-01A)t Radar
ALtimeter (-D2B)_ Retarding Potential Analyzer (-OTA)_ Neutral
Particle Mass Spectrometer (-11A)_ lrlaxlaL FIJxgate
Magnetometer (-12A), Electric Field Detector (-13A), UV
Spectrometer (-L_B] and Ion Pass Spectrometer (-17A)t are solar
w; _ plasma analyzer (-iBC). They wltl be descrlbed
identically under each ID.
...............................................................
3ate set name - RADAR ALTIMETRY OF CRUST-PIXED LAT - LONG
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDE ID 78-051A-O2Ct RADAR ALTIM. COMPOSITE DATA
Time period covered - 12105/78 TO 09101/81
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supptled_ radar altimeter composite
data are on 9-trackt 800-bpt_ EBCDIC magnetic tape created on
an IBM 360 computer. Each file of data consists of SO-byte
logical records arranged in 8 d_fferent arrays. The first 5
arrays are fixed length (etther 1000 double-precision floating
point fields or 1000 16-blt integer ftelds)t and each fits
exactly into an integral number of logical records. The
remaining 3 arrays are of varying length. The arrays consist
of the following: pertapsts times (ms) counting from midnight
December 30/31 of the previous year; sam1- major a_es of the
osculating orbital ellipse at pertaDStS (km); eccentricity of
the osculating orbital ellipse at perteosts; data source codes;
data editing levels (no. of times the data have been processed
by the editing system); 7 sub-arrays Of altimetry data
consisting of crust-fixed Latitudes and Longitudes; planetary
radius; Hagiors scattering law parameter (C); Presnel
refteatlon coefficient; spacecraft radial velocity (km/s); and
orbit number and roll number relative to pertabsls; and
latitude and longitude pointer arrays that index the altimeter
data arrayst used to reference the date In the altimeter data
section by increasing the value of the crust-fixed latitudes
and longitudes. These data are on the Composite Data (CO) tape
(which contain data from many experiments) created by the
Unified Abstract Data System LUAUS).
...............................................................
Data set name - ALTIMZTRIC AND RAOIOMETRSCt LOW FREQUENCY
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE (*)
NSSDC ID Ta-OSLA-02_ ALTIMETRIC E RADIOMETRIC, LFD
Time period covered - 12/08/T8 TO 03/19/81
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data sett provided by the principal tnvesttgator_
contains the final altimeter and radiometer data from the
Radar M_per instrument. The data set is on a 9-track_ 1600
bpi_ ASCII magnetic tape created on as IBM 370 computer. The
tape contains 2 files. The first file contains 15 parameters
of oertapsts orbital data. The second flle contains 25
parameters related to the radar and radiometer measurements-
Some of the parameters on the second file are the date and ttme
of the observattons_ the latitude and longitude of the
measurementst the radiometer voltage readlng_ the radiometer
background readlng_ the planet brightness temperature_ the
planetary radius measured by the atttmeterl the formal error of
the measurementse and various correlatlon coefficients,
Comprehensive documentation for thts data set. including a
detailed description of the taper is available from NSSDC. A
discussion of the measurements is given in "Pioneer Venus Radar
Results: Altimetry and Surface Properties," J. Geophys. Res.t
85t 8261 (1980).
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS 1_ PHILLIPS
INTERNAL DENSITY DISTiIBUTION (DIDO)
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - LINE-OF-SIGHT ACCELERATIS_ PLOTS AND
LISTINGS
NSSD£ ID 78-051A-23A, LINE-OF-SIGHT AEEL PLOTS * LIST
Ttme period covered - 03/01179 l_ OR/30/BO
(As verified by NSSOC)
Guantity of data - 2 _EELS OF MICROFILM
Thls data set consists of microfilmed tables and olots of
the line-of-sight gravity data obtained by using the Radio
Occultation Experiment data. Tabular data include perlapsls
orbital number, tlmet reslduals_ attitude_ latltude_ longltude_
fltt acceleratton_ ratio of residuals to fit. and radius
vector, Plots show instantaneous rates in seconds vs time in
minutes past epoch for perlabsls passes.
...............................................................
Data set name - HIGH RESOLUTION ACCELERATION GRAVITY DAIA
O_ RASNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 78-051A-23B_ GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION OATA
Time period covered - 12109179 TO 08129180
(AS uerlfled by NSS]C)
guanttty of data - 5 REELS OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled_ gravitational acceleration
data are on 9-trackt 1600-bP% ASCII magnetic tape created on a
UNIVAC 1100 computer. The records are DO-byte card images.
The first record in a data group contains perlapsls number;
Tl
LZ 1S
year; month; day of month; hour of day; and minute; and earth
Longttude_ Latitude. and distance. Each successive record
contains spacecraft Latttudep spacecraft longttudet
Line-of-sight acceleration in mtLLt_Pters/sec_no squared and
altitude of spacecraft (in km).
Data set name - VENUS GRAVITY: ANALYSIS OF BETA REGIO
NSSQC IO 78-051A-23C, VENUS GRAVITY AT BETA REOIO
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - I BOOK OR BOUND VOLUME
Thls data set, taken from the paper by Esposltol P.B._ et
al., in Icarus, v. 51, DO. 448-_59, 1982w which presents
results using analyzed radio tracktng data acojtred over Beta
RapiD, Plots of (1) converged 3poplar residuals from orbit
PB&G, (2) vertical gravity maps using different masses of
dtskst (3) Doppler restoJaLs of orott 566 from 1_1 surface disk
massest and (AT vertical gravity map due solely to topography.
are gtuen. Appenatces give the solutions for the two different
masses chosen (?_ and 191)o
...............................................................
Data set name - GRAVITY FIELD OF VENUS: A PRELIMINARY
ANALYSIS
NSSDC IO 78-051A-23Dt GRAV.FIELD OF VENUS,PRELIM. ANAL.
Time perloo covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - I BOOK OR BOUND VOLUME
This data set consists of the analyzed data from the
llne-of-slght accelerations (LOS) obtained fro_ the radio
tracking data on the Orbiter of Pioneer Venus. The published
plots ( Phillips. R. d.. et alot ;ciencet v. 205t PO. 93-96.
1979) were obtained from the data in data set 78-051A-23B.
This data set presents (1) plots of LOS profiles from orbits
92-9R acquired March 6 through 13t 1979t at pertapsts altitudes
varylnQ from 156-161 km, 12i depth of compensation, (3) gravity
spectra for Venus and eartht and (AT gravitational ootential
power spectra for Venus. earthy moons and Mars.
...............................................................
Data set name - GRAVITY ANOMALIES ON VENUS
NSSDC IO 78-OBIA-23E_ GRAVITY ANOMALIES ON VENUS
Tlme period covered - LN/A)
Quantity of Data - 1 BOOK OR BOUND VOLUME
Thts data set is taken from the paper by W. L. SJogren_
et at.w (J. Geophys° Res._ v. BBt DO. 8295-8302t 1980) whtch
used analyzed data Obtained from the Doppler radio tracking
which provided gravity measures over a significant portion of
VenJs. The resolution obtained is aOout 300-1000 km in area
from 10 Oeg S to 40 deg N Latitude and TO deg W to 130 deg E
Longitude. The data are presented in graphs and tablest sho_tng
correlations of gravity with tooography_ and atmospheric
effects on the orbital period. Typical Doppler residuals are
also presented as well aS topographic models simulation
results,
...............................................................
Oats set name - VENUS GRAVITY ANOMALIES AND CORRELATIONS
WITH TOPOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID T8-O51A-23F. GRAVITY ANOM. CORREL. WITH TOPOG.
Ttme perl od covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 1 BOOK OR BOUND VOLUME
This data sets taken from the Raper by W. L, SJogren, et
al.t d. Geophys° Res., v. 880 DO. 1119-1127, 198_t presents the
analyzed results from the Pioneer Venus Orblter radio tracking
data. It gives plots of (1) typical Doppler residuals with
spltne ftt for orbit 557_ (2) Line-of-sight (LOS) gravity
contours 5 mgats aport superposed on a tooogra0htc map at 150
km altitude, 15 deg N Latitude and at 800 km altitude et BO deg
N and 20 deg S latttuOe_ (3) LOS accelerations from topography
data calculated at spacecraft altitude assuming density at
2.Tg/CU cm with 20 mgaLs contoursl (4) _OS BougJer gravtty9 15)
ratio plots Of LOS gravity due to topography vs observed LOS
gravttyt (6) singular points for vertlcal gravity moot (7)
vertical gravity contoJrs at 200 km altitude derived from LOS
gravttyt (8) vertical gravity at 200 km altitude, derlved from
topographyt and (9) vertical Bouguer gravity at 200 km
altitude.
...............................................................
Data set name - LINE-OF-SIGHT DATA ON MAGNE TIC T_PE
(e)
kSSDC ID 78-051A-236, LIKE-OF-SIDH_ ON TApE
Time oerlod covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These data are archived at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
and not at NSSDC. They may be obtained from JPL through Roger
Craig. These data are Line-of-sight (LOS) data on tape. They
include various map values for 2- x 2-degree squares. Each raw
observation tS a G-vector value in Venus-centered coordinates
including Latitude, Longitude, and altitude of the spacecraft;
and Latltu_e, Longitude and amplitude of the LOS acceleration.
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS 1_ RUSSELL
MAGNETOMETER (OMAG)
...............................................................
Data set name - 2A SE3OND AVERAGED (bAD S-LPD FILE) DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 78-051A-12A_ 2_ SEE AVGD DATA (UADS-LFD FILE)
Time period covered - 12105178 TO 11/26181
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 10 REELS OF TAPE
These Unified A_stract Data System (UA3S)j tow freouensy
data are on 9-trackD 80O-bpt_ mixed-mode magnetic tape created
on an i_M 360 computer. The first file on each tape provtOes a
readily available description of the data contained in the
tape's second and third files° It contains a variable number
of GO-character EBCDIC records, File 2 contatns status
information for the 9 experiment data sets contatne_ on the
tape. There is one 2GG-character EBCDIC record for each orbit
included on the tape. The third file consists of a variable
number of binary 396-byte logical records. There are 301
Logical records per orbit of data. These records contain the
processed orbital data centered around perlapsls sampled at
approximately 12-s intervals. The first Logical record for
each orbit contains the data for all of the instruments.
variables sampled at the UT start time specified for the orbit
tn its status record (file 2}. Record 151 contains the
variables, data sampled at the time of perlapsls, as specified
In the orbtt's status record. The first _ bytes of a record
act as a key. giving the record's orbit and nominal time
relative to pertapsts. The tides contain data for the
following experiments data sets: Electron Tamp, Probe (-01A).
Radar ALtimeter (-023), Retarding Potential Analyzer (-OTA).
Neutral Particle Mass Spectrometer (-11A). Trtaxtal Ftuxgate
Magnetometer (-12A), Electric Field Detector (-13ATe UV
Spectrometer (-158), and Ion Mass Spectrometer (-17A)9 and
solar wind plasma analyzer (-IBCi. They will be described
identically under each ID.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - CD 52 SECOND TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON
TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-05LA-12B, CD 32 SEC. TOTAL MAD FIELD DATA
Time period covered - 0_IOA/79 TO 06103/79
(As verlfled by NSSDC]
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These expertmenter-supplted_ 32-second averaged total
magnetic field data are on 9-trlck_ 1600-_)pt_ ASDII magnettc
tape created on the MODCDMP IV computer. The data are averaged
magnetic fletd strength over two major telemetry frames. The
time tag (hour. minutes, and seconds) t= for the center of the
averaging intervaL. These data are contained on 15 filet on
the Composite Data (CO) tape created by the Unified Abstract
Data System (UADS), The data w_re originally produced on an
IBM 360 computer tn EBCDIC but were converted to ASCII to
facilitate processing.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - CO 32 SEC MERGED MAGNETIC AND PEAK
ELECTRIC FIELD DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-051A-12C_ CD 32 BED MR@ MAD * PEAK ELEC FLD
Time period covered - 06108179 TO 08/08179
(AS vertfted by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These expertmenter-suppLted_ 32-second averaged merged
total magnetlc field and peak electric field data are on
?-track, 1600-bpt_ ASCII magnetta tape created on the MODCONP
IV computer, Each Logical record conta|ns Universal Ttme CUT)
in hours_ mtnutes_ and ae¢orw_e; averaged total magnettc field
strength; and peak electric field measurements in mtLLivoLts
per meter per root Hertz for 100_ and 7_0 Hertzt and for 5.4
and 30 kilohertz. These data are contained on 59 files on the
Composite Data (CO) tape created by tke Unified Abstract Data
72
System (UADS), The data were originally produced on an IBM 360
computer tn EBCDIC but were converted to ASCII to facilitate
processing.
...............................................................
Oata set name - SEDR LISTINGS OF EPHEMERIS DATA
(*)
NSSDC ID 78-051A-I2D, SEDR LIST OF EPHEMERIS OATA
Time oertod covered - 03105182 TO 07123183
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Ouanttty of data - 98 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
Thls data set consists of tables of ephemeris data for
the magnetometer experiment on Pioneer Venus 1 Orbiter. The
sarameters Listed tnclude decal day of year, tt_et altitude, X,
Yt Z velocity vectors_ distance in astronomical units (AU),
earth-Venus longitudel and transformation matrtces from VSS to
VSO coordinates. Starttng data are in the same data set as
77-OSIA-OOE.
...............................................................
Data set name - HIGH-RESOLUTION, 12 SEE AND 2 MIN B AND E
PLOTS ON MICROFICHE (*5
NSSDC ID 7B-O51A-12E, HI°RES_ 12-S, & 2-MIN B & E PLOTS
Time period covered - 12/05178 TO og/os/R4
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1052 CARDS OF B/_ MICROFICHE
This data set consists of summary plots from the Pioneer
Venus Orbiter magnetometer and electric field detector
tnstrumentsl on monochrome _i¢roftche cards. The first panel
on each card contains • 24-h time serles of the vector
magnetometer data with the three Cartesian components In the
spacecraft coordtnate system and the total field strength given
in gammas. The time resolution of the data ts 1 mtn.
Calibration and telemetry spikes are common_ but easily
recognized. The second panel plots 2-mtn peak values and
average values for the spectral amplitudes tn each channel of
the electric field detector: 30 kHZ, 5=4 kHz_ 730 HZ_ and 100
MZ. The third plot gives 1-mln averages of the electric field
phase in the 5.q kHz channel9 together wtth the number of
ootnts used in the computation of the magnettc field and the
standard deviations of the magnetic field (components and
total). The fourth panel gives engineering and ephemeris
Informatlonw including instrument temperatures and spacecraft
altitude and solar zenith angle. The next three panels include
the highest resolution magnetometer and electric field data for
the 18 mln on either side of perlapsls. The final 2q panels on
each card are alternating 2-h sjm_artes of the 24-s average
magnetic and electric fields.
...............................................................
Data set name - L2-SEC B _ E FIELDt PERIAPSIS DATA (VENUS
IONOSPHERE) ON MAGNETIC TAPE. ('5
NSSDC I0 7BmOSIA -12F, 12-5 B*E FIELD, PERIAPSIS
Time period covered - 12/C5/78 TO 05/2R/84
(As verlfle_ by NSSDC)
Quantity of oata - _ REELS OF TAPE
This data set co_ststs of g-track tapes. The tapes are
ASCII, 1GOO-bpl and were created tn a flxed-length,
blocked-record format. There are 5)0 files per tape, Each
file contains 8 ph yslcal records (or blocks), which are 6080
bytes Long, Each physical record contains 38 Logical records9
which are 160 bytes Long. The loqlcaL records are arranged as
follows: record I - data headers; record 2 - FORTRAN format;
record 3 - data fill examples; records _ to end - time, orbit,
time of perihelion, data. Each ftle contains data for one
orbit in a 2-h period about perlapsls. The data are 2_ s
averages taken 12 s apart. Record i Lists types of data
recorded. Magnetic field valuest expressed as gammast are
given in the order X, Y, and Z componentsw total fleld_
standard deviation of components_ and standard oevlatlon of
total field. The VenJs Solar 3rottal cooroinDte system is
usedt in which the x direction points toward the sun, the Z
direction is normal to the orbital plane of Venus, and the Y
direction is in the orbital plane pointing opposite to the
direction of orbital _otlon. Electric field data are given in
maxlmum and average values for each of the following
frequencies: IC_ HE, 73C Pzt 5._ k_zl and 30 kHZ in units of
voLts/(_*Mz**II2). Catlbratlo_ pulses occur once per day and
are readily recognized. Telemetry spikes are also present on
occasion.
...............................................................
Data set name - 2"uINUTE CVEPLAPPED AVERAGED DATA TAKEN
EVERY MINUTE ON MAGNETIC TAPE (')
NSSDC IO TB-OSIA-12Gt 2-MIN OVERLAPPED AVGeEVERY MIN.
Ttme period covered - 12/06178 TO Ogl3O/8_
(AS verified by NSSDC)
guenttty of data - 24 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of 9-track ta_es In a
ftxedmtengthl blocked-record format. The data are stored at
1600-bpt in ASCII_ with a blocking factor of 30 logical records
per block and 260 bytes per logical record. The ftrst block
contains _ ta headers_ the FORTRAN forlat_ and data fttl. Each
file contains 24 h of data. The data let contains 2-mtn
overlapped everegest with 1-mtn centers_ of the magnetometer
and electric field sensor experiments. ALso included are
spacecraft posttton and attitude data. Using the Venus Solar
Orbital (VSO) coordinate system_ magnetic field Cartest_n
components are gtven_ together with the total ftetdt standard
deviations of ¢omponentst end standard deviation of total
field, In the VSO coordinate system9 the X direction points
toward the sun_ the Z direction is normal to the orbital plane
of Venus, end the Y direction is in the orbital plane, pointing
opposite to the direction of orbital motion. Electric field
data are given in maximum and average values for each of the
followtng frequencies: 100 Mzl 730 HZt 5e_ kHz_ and 30 kHz in
units of voltslim*Hz-*l/2).
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS I_ SCARF
ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR (OEFD)
Data set _ me - 2_ SECOND AVERAGED ( _DS°LFD =ILE) DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-051A-IDA_ 2_ SEC AVGD DATA (UADS-LFD FILE)
Time period covered - 12/05/78 TO 11126/81
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - tO REELS OF TAPE
These unified Abstract Data System (UADS)_ Low frequency
data are on 9-track, 8OO-bp% mtx_d-mode magnetic tape created
on an IBM 360 somputer. The first file on each tape provides a
readily available description of the data contained in the
tape's second and third files. It ¢ontatns a variable number
of 80-character EB331C records. FtLe 2 contains status
information for the 9 experiment data sets contained on the
tape. There iS one 266-character EBCDIC record for each orbit
included on the tape. The thtrO file consists of a variable
number of binary 396-byte Logical records. There are 301
logical records per orbit of data. These records contatn the
processed orbital data centered around pertapsts sampled at
approximately 12-s intervals. The ftrst logtcaL record for
each orbit contains the data for all of the instruments'
variables sampled at the UT start time specified for the orbit
in its status record (file 25. Record 1_1 contains the
variables _ data sampled at the time of pertapsts_ as specified
in the orbtt_s status record. The first _ bytes of a record
act a key_ giving the record_s orbit and nominal time
relative to oertapsts. The tapes contain data for the
following experiments data sets: Electron Temp. Probe (-01&)_
Radar ALtimeter (-C2B)_ Retarding Potential Analyzer (-07A),
Neutral Particle Mass Spectrometer (-11A5, TrlaxlaL Fluxgate
Magnetometer (-12A), Electric Field Detector (-13A)_ UV
Spectrometer (-ISB) and Ion Mass Spectrometer (-17A5, and solar
wind plasma analyzer (-18C5. They will be described
identically under each I0.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - CD 32 SEC MERGEO MAGNETIC AND PEAK
ELECTRIC FIELD DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 7B-OSIA-138, CO 32 SEE MRG NAG * PEAK ELEC FLO
Time period covered - 06/08/79 TO 08108179
(As verlfled by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These exoerlmenter-supplled_ }2-second averaged merged
total magnetic field and peak electric field data are on
9-track, 1600-bpl, ASCII magnetic tape created on the MODCOMP
_V computer. Each Logical record contains Unlversat Time (UT5
in hours_ minutes, and seconds; averaged total magnetic field
strength; and peak electric fletd measurements in mtlItvolts
per meter per root Hertz for 100 and 730 Hertz, and for 5._ and
_0 kilohertz, These _ata are contained on 59 files on the
Composite Data (CO) tape created by the Unified Abstract Data
Syste_ (UADS), The data were ortginalIy produced on an I_M 3GO
computer in ERCDIC but were converted to ASCII to facilitate
processing.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - HIGH-RESOLUTION, 12 SED AND 2 MIN _ AN_ E
PLDIS ON MICROFICHE (.5
73
NSSDC ID ?8-051A-13Ct HI-RES, 12-St _ 2-MIN B & E _LOTS
Time period covereo - 12/05/78 TO 081051BA
(As verified l) y N_SDC)
Quantity of data - 1052 CARDS O r BIw MICROFICHE
This data set consists of summary plots from the Pioneer
Venus 3rbiter magnetometer and electric field detector
instruments, on monochrome microfiche cards, the first panel
on each card contains a 24-h time series of the vector
magnetometer data with the three Cartesian components in the
spacecraft coordinate system and the total field strength given
in gammas. The tire resDIJtlo_ of the dsts is 1-mln.
Calibration and telemetry spikes are common, but easily
recognized. The second panel PLots 2-mln peak values and
average values for the spectral amplitude in each channel of
the electric field detector: 30 k_z, 5,A khz, 730 HZ, and lOO
HZ. The thlro plot gives 1-mln averages of the electric field
phase in the _.4 kHz channelt together with the number of
Ootnts used in the computation of the magnetic field and the
standard deviations of the magnetic field (components and
total). The fourth panel gives en_Ineerlng and ephemeris
Informatlon_ Incluclng instrument temperaturesl spacecraft
altltude, and solar zenith angle. The next three panels
include the highest resolution magnetometer and electric field
data for the 1_-mln on either si_e of perlapsls. The final 24
panels on each card are alternatln_ _-h summaries of the 24-s
average _agnetic and electric fields.
...............................................................
data set name - Z-MINUTE OVERLAPPED AVERAGED DATA TAKEN
EVERY MINUTE ON MAGNETIC TAPE. (*}
NSSOC 13 78-051A-13D_ 2-MIN OVERLAPPED AVGtEVERY _IN.
Time period covereO - 12106/78 TO Og/OO/B4
(AS verified b_ N3SOC)
guantlty of data - 24 REELS OF TAPE
Thts data set consists of g-track tapes created tn a
fixeO-length_ blocked-record format. The c_)ta are stored at
1600-bpt tn ASCIIt wlth a blocking factor of 50 logical records
per block and 260 bytes per logical record. The first block
contains data headers, the FORTRAN format, and data fill. Each
file contains 2A h of data. The data set contains 2-_1n
overlapped averagest with I-mln centerst of the magnetometer
and electric field sensor e=perlments. Also included are
spacecraft position and attitude data. Using the Venus Solar
Orbltal (VSO) coordlmate syste_t _gnetl¢ field Cartesian
components are given_ together with the total fteldl standard
deviations of components t and standard deviation of total
field. In the VSO coordinate system, the x direction points
toward the san_ the Z direction ts normal to the _rbttaL diane
of Venus_ and the Y direction is in the orbttal ptane_ pointing
oppostte to the direction of orbital motion. Electric field
data are given in maximum and average values for each of the
following frequencies: 100 _z, 730 Hz, 5.4 kHz_ and 30 kHz in
units of volts/im*MZ*-l/2).
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS lw SHAPIRO
CELESTIAL MECHANICS (OCM)
...............................................................
Data set name - HIGMmRESOLUTION VENUS GRAVITY DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC tO 7B-O51A-21A_ HIGH-RESOLUTION VENUS GRAVITY pAT
Time period covered - 04/25/79 TO 05128/?9
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These htgh resotut ion Venus gravity data are on g-trackp
IGOD'bpl, EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM R341 computer.
The tape contains 6 files. Files 1 and 2 contaln the Venus
gravity data (surface mass density in units of hand-planet
masses per square degree). The first file was created by the
FORTRAN program found in file 3 and listed by the FORTRAN
program in flte 4. These programs read and write the tape under
Format control. This card l_age form of the data Is _ore
convenient for users who use non-tOM type systems. The second
filet which contains the same information as the first ftle was
written and Listed by the FORTRAN programs in files 5 and 6_
respectively. These programs do unformatted reads and writes.
rile 2 is best suited for users with IBM-compatible systems.
...............................................................
Data set name - GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL MODEL OF BETA
REG]O ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID ?B-O51A-21B, SRAVIT POTENTIAL MODEL _ZTA REGIO
Time period covered - 04/2517g TO 05/28/?9
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These data consist of a model of the gravitational
potential of Venus in the vicinity Of Heta Regto. The data are
on a 9-tracks 1600-bpt_ E_CD]C magnetic tape created on an IBH
4341 computer. The Venus surface-density data (in units of
hand-planet masses per square degree) are contained on _ files.
The first file was written ant listed by the FORTRAN programs
C ontalned in files 3 and 4 of data set -21A. This card image
form of the data is more convenient for users with
non-IBP-compatlble systems. The secon_ file_ which contains the
same information as the first fi_e_ was written and listed by
the :ORTRAN programs in files _ and G of data set -21A. These
programs dO unformatte_ reads ano writes. File 2 is best
suited for users with I_P-¢ompattb(e systems.
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS I, STEWART
PROGRAMMABLE ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER
(OUVS)
...............................................................
Data set name - _ALSE SDLOR IMAGES
NSSDC ID 7B-OSlA-15A_ FALSE COLOR IMAGES
Time oerlod covered - 05/29/79 TO 05/29/7g
CAs verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - A BIW NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set iS composed of color negatives and
positives in false colors of the whole disk and limb of Venus
in ultraviolet (UV) from the Ultraviolet Experiment on Pioneer
Venus 1-Orblter. These show th_ variations in UV over the
surface of Venus. The landing areas of the four Probes (large_
and three Small Probes)t the e_uatort and the terminator as
well are suPerimPosed on some photos. These photos are part of
the Press Release photos from the Pioneer Venus mission.
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - AIRGLOW MEASUREHENT (UADS-LFD FILE) DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 7B-OSlA-IBB, AIRGLOW MEASUREMENT (UADS-LFD)
Time period covered - 12/0B/?8 TO 11/26/81
(As verified by NSS)C)
Quantity of data - 10 REELS OF TAPE
These U nlfled AO stract Data System (UA3S)_ Low frequency
data are on 9-track_ 800-bpt_ mixed-mode magnetic tape created
on an IBM 360 computer, The flrst.file on each tape provides a
readiLy available description of the data contained fn the
tape_s second and third files. It contains a variable number
of BO-character EBCDIC records_ Ptle 2 contains status
information for the g expertmemt date sets contained on the
tape. There is one 26G-character EBCDIC record for each orbit
included on the tape, The third file consists of a vartabie
number of btnary 396-byte logical records. There are 301
Logical records per orbit of data. These records contain the
processed orbital data centered around pertapsls sampled at
approximately 12-s intervals. The first Logical record for
each orbit contains the data for all of the instruments'
variables sampled at the UT start time specified for the orbit
in its status record (fiLe 2). Record 151 contains the
vartaoles_ data sampled at the time of pertapsts_ as specified
tn the orbttls status record. The first 4 bytes of a record
act as a key_ giving the recordts orbit and nomlnat ttme
relative to pertapsis. The tapes contain data for the
following experiments data sets: Electron Temo. Probe (-OlA)_
Radar Altimeter (-02B)_ Petardl_g Potential Analyzer (-07A)*
Neutral Particle Mass Spectrometer (-llA)_ Trtaxial Fluxgate
Magnetometer (-12A)_ ELectric F told Oetector (-13A)l UV
Spectrometer (-15B)_ and Ion Mass Spectrometer (-1TA)_ and
solar wind plasma analyzer (-18C}. They will be described
identically under each ]O,
..............................................................
PIONEER VENUS 1_ TAYLOR
iNFRARED RADIOMETER (3IR)
...............................................................
Data set name - ORBITER INFRARED RIDI3METER RADIANCE DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
74
4SSOC ID 78-051A-16Aj OIR RADIANCE DATA
Ttme period covered - 12/12/78 TO 02114/79
IAS verified by NSSDC)
Ouanttty of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
These Orbiter infrared radfometer data are on 9-track,
1600bpt, otnary magnetic Lade created on a SEt 32135 computer.
The data for each orbit are contained in 3 ftL_ with a
variable number of orbits per tape. Pile 1 is a 15vord header
containing orbit numbers year, monthl and day of orbit
oertapsts; start and stop times In spacecraft UT (Ms);
pertapsts time (ms); version number of tape; and year, month_
and day of precursor tape generation and radiance data tape
generation. File 2 contains 155 words of geometry and
calibration data. File 3 contains L50 record groups (bins)
consisting of a header record and multiple data records. The
4-word header contains no. of soundings in the bin and upper
Limit Latitude, maxtmu_ and mtnimJ_ Longitude in the bin
(Aries/ecliptic). Each 17-word data record consists of 8-bit
data numbers for channels 1-8; poLynomlal-corrected and power
Law-corrected data numbers for channels 1-8; Latitude and
Longitude (Venus body-fixed and solar fixed); cosine of angle
between Local normal and @trectton to spacecraft and sun;
cosine of the azimuth difference tn the plane of the Local
horizontal between vector pofntlng to the spacecraft and vector
pointing to the sun; semf-maJor and minor axls of ellipse;
Aries/ecliptic Longitude and Latitude Of the radiometer Look
vectorl Venus surface to viewed point distance; Llne-of-sfght
velocity of spacecraft; tire of soJndtng (_s relative to
pertapsts); and a data quaLtty indicator.
...............................................................
Data set name - COMPUTER ENHANCEMENT OF THERMAL EMISSION
NSSDC ID TB-O51A-l&Bt COMP ENMANCMNT OF TMERMAL EMISSON
Time period covered - (N/A)
guantlty of data - 1 BIW NEGATIVE _RAME
This data set consists of two color images of part of
Venus0 northern hemisphere ootained by the infrared radiometer
on December 1978, The white cross at the center marks the
north pole. The frames give the intensity of the thermal
emission fro_ the pLa_etts atmospheres showing both the day
and night sides.
...............................................................
Data set name - CD ZONAL AIM TEMPERATURE VS LATITUDE DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID TB-O51A-16Ct ZOVAL AIR TEMP. V3 LATITUDE
Time period covered - 12108178 TO 01113179
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter'supP Lledl zonal alr temperature versus
Latitude data are on 9-track, 800-bpt, EBCDIS _agnetic tape
created on an IRM 360 computer. Each record contafns latltude_
channel 2 temperature tat 90 km)_ channel 3 temperature (at 80
km), and channel 4 temperature Cat 70 km). Each physical block
of 80 bytes contains 5 Logical records. ALL nuTbers are 32-oil
integers and have been multlplle_ by 100. These data are on
the Composite Data (CD) tape (which contains data from many
experiments) created by the Untfte_ Abstract Data Syste_
(UADS).
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS 1_ TAYLOR_ JR.
ION PASS SPECTROMETER 1-60AMU (OIMS)
...............................................................
_ata set name - 12 SECOND AVERAGED ION DENSITY (UADS-LFD
FILE) DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID TB-OSLA-ITA_ L2 SEE AVGD ION DEN (UADS-LFD)
Time period covered - 12/05/78 lO 11/26/81
(AS verified by N_SDC)
Quantity of data m I0 REELS 0 _ TAPE
These unlflec Abstract Data System (UADS)t Low frequency
data are on 9-track_ BO0-bpi$ mixed-mo_e magnetic tape created
on an I_M 360 computer. The first tlle on each tape provides a
readily available description of th_ data contained _n the
tapeWs second and third files. It contains a variable number
Of 80-character EBCDIC records. File 2 contains status
information for the g experiment data sets contained on the
tape. There is'one 26E-character EBCDIC record for each broil
included on the tape, The third file consists of a variable
number of bi_ ry 396-byte logical records. There are 301
Logical records per orbit of gala. These records contain the
processed orbital cata centered around perlapsls sampled at
approximately 12s intervals. The first Logical record for each
orbit contains the data for all of the instruments' variables
sampled at the UT start tfme sRectfted for the orbtt in its
status record (file 2). Record 151 contains the variables'
data sampled at the time of pertapsls, as specified in the
orbttls status record. The first A bytes of a record act as a
keys giving the record_s orbit and nominal tfme relative to
pertspsts. The tapes contain data for the following
experiments data sets: Electron Temp. Probe (-01A)t Radar
ALtimeter (-02B)_ Retarding Potential Analyzer (-07A)0 Neutral
Particle _ss Spectrometer (-11A)t Trtaxtal FLuxgete
Magnetometer (-12A), ELectric Field Detector (-13A)_ UV
Spectrometer (-15B)l and Ion Mass Spectrometer (-LTA), and
solar wind plasma analyzer (-LaC), They wtLt be described
identically under each ]D.
.................................. P ............................
Data set name - POSITIVE ION COMPOSITION MEASUREMENTS ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-051A-17B* 12-SEC ION DENSITIES(REPLACES17A)
Time period covered - 12105/78 TO 05/29/84
(AS verified by NSS)C)
Quantity of data - L REEL OF TAPE
This data set, on 1 unlabeled ASClI-coded, 9-trackv 1600
bptt 1-ftLe tapes was provided by the principal investigator.
It was created on a DEC PDP Ll/70 computer. The data are from
the first 2000 orbits of the Pioneer Venus Orbiter, covering
the period from planet encounter (December 1978) to May 198R.
It replaces the O]MS entry on the earlier LO UADS-LFD tapes
(78.051AmITA). This tape's first three records name the
measured denstttes_ and descrtbe the format used and the fttL
values. Beginning with record 4, each data record includes the
date (1578 339); time (ms); orbit number; ttme tag (from -tROD
to -1800 in increments of 12); and the number densttfes (number
per ¢c) of L2 individual positive ion species tO, 02, NO_ C02,
C, N, h_ Mel atomic oxygen 18, 02_ CO, and N2) In the order
described tn the first record, The values are derived by
taking an average of all measurements within the 12 s of each
UADS sample time. Possible error sources are described in
document .Documentation for Users".
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS 1_ TRAVIS
C LO L_D PRO TOPOLARI E TER
...............................................................
Data set _me - EDLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSOC ID 7B-051A-OEA, PRESS RELEASE PHOTOS
Time oerfod covered - 12115/78 TO 05/28/79
(As verified by NSSDC)
guantlty of data - 17 C_OR NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of 4- X 5-tnch negatives of press
release photos that were released for public distribution.
Included are photos of Venus' cloud structure and false-color
infrared maps showing weather patterns. Captions are included
with the Imaqes,
...............................................................
Data set name - DIGITAL MAP IMAGES ON MAGNETIC TAPE
(*)
KSSDC ID 78-051A-O6B, DIGITAL MAP IMAGES ON MAG T_RE
Ttme oerlod covered - 12108178 TO 11/12/81
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 60 REELS OF TAPE
These Cloud Photopolarlmeter Experiment digital map
images data are on g-track, 1600-bpi_ EBCDIC magnetic tape
created on an IBM 360 computer. The ftwed-bLock 320D-byte
records each contain RO Logical records of 80-byte card images.
There is one file of data for each map. The first Logical
record on a file ts a header which fdenttftes the poLartmeter
map number and the year and day of year of acoutsttfon. It is
followed by groups of oata_ one group for each set of three
rolls constltutinq a recoverable polarimeter scan at a given
wavelength. Each group is headed by a card image containing
year_ day of year, time (soacecraft UT), wavelength (2TO_ 365,
550_ or g35), gain setting, and the number of card t_ages to
follow lone for each sector), The fotlowinq card images
contain intensity, polarfmeter (percent)_ and spacecraft
position information,
...............................................................
Data set name - ORBITER CLOUD PHOTOPOLARIMETER IMAGERY
(*)
75
NSSDC ID ?8-051A-06C_ OCPP ]_AGES
Timv perioa covered - 12/05/T8 TO 07/15/79
(As verified by N$SDC)
Quantity of data - _20 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of _- X 5-inch negatives of the
nominal mlsslonq full-dlsk i_ages of Venus obtained from the
Cloud PhotopoLarlmeter Experiment (recorded in the near UV)i
and a magnetic tape of I4 files_ (d_ta set 7B-O51A-068) each of
which contains the digital data for a single DSP _ polarlmetry
map. A draft version of the experiment docume_ orlon
accompanies the data. The maps are of Low resolution at four
wavelengths: 270t 365t 550. and g35 nm, The OOPP images were
_eometrically rectified by _i-linear interpolation of the raa
intensity data. There are 2000 X 2500 resolution elements in
the negatlvesp aria the full disk olameter Is 1600 elements.
Frame number is a 4-dfgttt consecutive (in time order)_ number_
and is found at t he bottomp oreceded by the word Venus, ALso at
the hottomt on the same Liner are year. Day of yearp and time
(Hw MM) UT corresponding to the ob_;ervatlon of disk center.
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS It WOO
ATMOSPHERIC AND SOLAR CORONA TURBULENCE
(OTUR)
...............................................................
Data set name - RADIO OCCULTATION ATMOSPHERIC tURBULENCE
(MTUR/OTUR) DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO TB-Q51A-22A, RADIO OCCULT ATM TURBULENCE
Time period covered - 12/13/78 TO Q2/05/79
lAs Verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL 3F TAPE
These e_perlmenter-supplled, radio Occult atfon
atmospheric turbulence data are on _-track, I600-bpi_ ASCII
magnetic tape created on a UNIVAC I108 computer. Each 720-byte
record contains the following: satellite _nd experiment
identification (13); year and day of year of observation;
station number of oPaervatlon; S-band/X-band IDa time between
samples (seconds); phaselock loop amolltude estimated time
constant; phase-lock loop freqJency tracking Oaqdwidth (B2);
year and day of year of first and Last samples; total number of
potnts in the file; tlme of data sample (seconds); and relative
amplitude. The data are selected time series of received
signal amplitude, with time constants chosen to resolve the
very rapid amplitude fluctuations associated with radio
sclntlllattons caused by temperature fluctuatlon/turbulence in
the atmosphere of Venus.
*'*''*****''''*******'* PIONEER VENUS 2 ***********************
PIONEER VENUS 29 TAYLDR_ J8,
ION MASS SPECTRDMETER (3IMS_
Data aet name _ BI_S gATAv B50_I4OKM DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSOC ID TB-07BA_02B_ BI_S DATA0 B50-1_M DATA D_ TAPE
_ime period co_ered _ _0_ TO _2_O_TB
_Aa verified by N_SOC)
Ouantity of data _ 1 REEL OP TAPE
Theae e_p_rimenter_s_pplied_ io_ maas spectrometer data
are on _-track_ 1GO0_Ppi_ ASCII magnetic tape created on an IBM
_OB_ computer. Each _°byIe recprd contains UT ti_e i_ tent_a
of seconds_ altitude in tentNa o_ kilomateraP ion denaity in
ions_c_bic c_ and atpmic mass _nita° The tape contains data
for massea _ 2_ A_ _ I_ _ 2B_ _0_ _2_ and _ fpr the tt_e
int_r_al f_o_ _0_ (te_tha of a sacond) to T_GO o_ d_y _ of
_gTB, This co_responda to the altitude range B_O _ dp_ to
a_o_t la0 k_ This _aa the o_Iy range of data retrie_ahle frpm
the E _Pe_i_ent Data Becord (EDR_ ta_e_°
PIDNEER gENUS 2_ _ON _N
_EUTRA_ _ASS SPECTBDMETER (_N_S)
Data aeE _aee -TME UPPE_ ATMDSPMERE _ VE N_S D_RING
MDBNING DONDITIDNS
NSSDC IO 78-OTBA-03_ UPPER ATMo MORNING CONOITIONS
Time period covered - 12/09/78 TO 12/09178
(AS verified by NSSIC)
Quantity of data - 2 PAGES OF UNBOUND HAPDCOPY
This data set consists of tables of the measurements
resulting from the descent of the Pioneer Venus _us into the
Venuslan atmosphere on December 9_ 1978. ?hese tables were
taken from the paper by Von Zahn_ et al. in J. Geophys. Rea.m
v. BS_ n, AI3_ pp. 7B29-78WO_ 1980. Table I gives the measured
number densities of Me_ C02, COl _2, and C3_N2 at various
descending altitudes from 200 to 130 km. Table 2 gives the
Morning Side Model for the upper atmosphere of Venus. The
columns include model densities of C32. N2, _e_ C_ O_ and the
derived Quantities of mass denslty_ mean molecular welght_
temperature_ pressure_ molecular dlffusionl an_ eddy
coefficients for various altitudes from 220-100 km.
* * * * PIONEER VENUS PROBE LRG *,*****,*****,,
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE LRG_ BOESE
I_FRARED RAOIOMETER (LIP)
...............................................................
Data set name - (LIP) SED-FILE PRE-ENTRYt DESCENT AN'D
ON-8OAR_ CALIBRATION DATA ON MAGNETIC IAPE
NSSOC 10 78-OTBD-B5A_ (LIR) SED PRE_ DE SC_ CA.I_ DATA
Time period covered - 12/09/78 TO 12109/78
(As verlfled by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplteP_ pre-entry_ descent_ and
on-boarO calibration data are on Q-track. I600-hpl ASCII
magnetic tape created on the MODCOMP IV computer. The data
consist of Ground Received Time (GRT) in hours, mlnutes_ and
seconds; fluw measurements (in watts per square meter) for the
following micrometer spectral bandpasses: 3 to 160_ 6 to T_ 7
to 8_ and 8 to 9. The onmboard calibration data indicate an
increasing signal during the descent phase of the _Isslon.
This was due to increasing Probe Bus voltage; the calibration
system was not on regular power. This type of change was
observed during calibration of the instrument. The last
calibration cycle ended two minutes, 18 seconds prior to impact
on Venus_ surface. These data are contained on the Special
Events Data (SED) tape produced by the Unified Abstract Data
Syste_ (UADS).
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE LRG_ COUNSELM_
DIFFERENTIAL LONG BASELINE
INTERFEROMETE8 (DLBI)
...............................................................
Data set name - DLDI CD RELATIVE CRUSTAL AND ATMOSPHERIC
VELOCITY COMPONENTS DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-0780-09B_ CO REL, CRUSTAL • ATMOS,VEL,COMP
Time period covered - 12/09/7B TO 12/0g/78
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL O_ TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled_ relative crustal and
atmospheric velocity components data are on g-tratk_ _0O-bpt_
EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM 360 computer. Each
80-byte card image record contains time reception of the Probe
signal at the Canberra tracking statton_ expressed as seconds
since zero hours UTC December g_ 1978; Cartesian components of
the velocity of the Probe relative to the crust of the planet
in meters per second; and 2 of the 3 Cartesian components of
the velocity of the Probe relative to the ambient atmosphere_
in meters per _¢orld. These components were derived by
theoretical calculation Involving the aerodynamic drag_ the
gravttattonal_ and the inertial foraas acting on the Probe,
These data are on the Composite Data (CD) tape (which contains
data from many experiments) created by the Unified Abstract
Data System (UADS),
.................................. p ..... _ ......................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE LRGt CROFT
ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION (MPRO)
.................................. _ ...........................
Data met name - ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION SPECTRAL
AMPLITUDES
76
NSSDC ID 78-0780-11At SPECTRAL AMPSt SIG*NOISE SPECTRA
Time period covered - 12109178 TO 12109/78
(AS verified bY NSSDC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF MICROFILM
These data are processed digital data obtained from the
Deep Space Radio telemetry and then supplied to the PI for the
Atmospheric Propagation Exoerlment for the Probes on Pioneer
Venus, lhey are contained in five notebooks labeled 13-17
inclusive. Notebook 13 contains files marked Box 1 through 5
inclusive. These boxes designate the boxes of punched cards
that were produoed when the PI read the prt_ ed lists (from the
telemetry) in order to make these digital data manually. In
the notebooks they are in printout form. These in turn have
been microfilmed and are available from NSSDC in that format.
Formats are given early in Notebook 13 where the ortgtnal lists
are included. These are Labeled in decibels and are Just as
the PI received them from NASA-JPL in their original form.
Notebooks 14 through 17 are LaPeled "Probe Spectra" and there
is one notebook for each of the four probes (Large0 Small it
Small 2 and Small 33, In each case there Is a Large body of
ltg24 numbers packed together in a 32X32 array of 4-digit
codes. Each array represents the spectrum of signal-plus-noise
for 10 s as derived by John Armstrong. Each set of four digits
gives amplitude in thousandths of decibels, The data are based
on the open-logo recordings from Deed Space Station 1_, The
absolute Level iS arbitrary, The first value iS the Ground
Received Time in UT seconds; second value is the amplitude
estimate in decibels _ and Is based on power measured In the
in-phase and Quadrature channels _Ith the center frequency of
the fiLters guided by a phase Lock loop. Nextt the date-time
group ts gtven_ followed by the number of points (lg02_) and
the bandwidth (1017.5 HZ). On the next Line ts given the time
of year in seconds. Since this data set contains data from
each of the four probes noted abovel tt is Listed (and
described identically) under each of the NSSOC IDs:
78-0780-11AI 7B-OT8E-O7A* 7B-OTBF-OTAt and 78-OTBa-OTA, Users
of these data are advised to contact John Armstrong at JPL.
Results for these data are found in 3eophys. Res. Letters1 v.
7_ n. 7t 521-_* 1980,
...............................................................
Data set name - PROBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL PLUS NOISE (MPRO)
NSSDC IO 78-0780-llBt PROBE SPECTRA OF CIGNAL * NOISE
Time period covered - 12/09/78 TO 12109/78
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of oata - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set is contained within the orffvtous data set
78-07RD-OTA and iS described therein.
...............................................................
Data set name - GAS AND PLASMA ENVIRONMENT SIGNAL
STRENGTH DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC IO 7B-OT_D-11C9 GAS * PLASMA ENVIR. SIGNL STRNGTH
Time period covered - 12109/78 TO 12/09/78
(As verified by NaSDC)
Quantity of oats - I REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled* gas and plasma environment
signal strength data are on 9-track_ 1600-bplt ASCII magnetic
tape created on a PRIME computer. The data a re contained on I0
files and consist of the signal strength from the descending
Probes ands in the case of the Day Probe (Sm 3)t after Landing.
The first file iS an introduction containing a List of the
first few lines from each of the data files together with some
comments on their interpretation. Files 2-5 contain California
Deep Space Network (OSN) measurements with one point every 10
seconds, The next _ files contain measurement for the
Australian Deep Space Network (DSN) with a point every second.
File 10 contains all of the gay Probe (Sm 3) records during the
final part of its Life on the surface of Venus. Each data
record contains UT in hoJrs_ mtnJtes_ and seconds¢ and
Automatic Gain Control (AGO) in decibels.
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE LRG_ MOFFMAN
NEUTRAL PARTICLE MASS SPECTROMETER
{LNMS)
...............................................................
Data set name - GAS SAMPLING TABLEStI-I_ AMU AND 15-208AMU
NSSDC IO 7B-OTaD-OGAo GAS SMPLG TBLStI-15AMU*IS-2OaAMU
Time period covered - 12109/78 TO 12109/78
(As verified Dy N_SDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
Thts data set is the complete printout sJo_ttted Oy the
principal tnvestfgator (PI) on the composition of the Venus
atmosbhere. It consists of a series of scans of the masa
spectrum by stepping the ton-accelerating high voltage between
successive mass peak tops gnder the control of
mfcropro¢esser, Columns 1 through 3 give the_ scan numb,
(1-51)t telemetry frame number (15-131)t and probe altitude
above Venus* surface on each poge. The remaining 8 columns are
the number of ton ¢oun'ts per integration bertod (235ms)
obtained for each mass peak position (at the head of the
column) as a funotton of scan number (equivalent to altitudeS.
Included in the data set ts a paper by Hoffman_ J- H.t et al.e
IEEE Trans. on Geoset. and Remote Sens,, v, GE-18t n, 1_ pP.
80-BRt 1980.
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE L_Gt OYAMA
GAS CHROMATOGRAPH (LOCi
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - SED LOWER ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC 13 78-OTBO-O_A_ LOWER ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITON (SED}
Time period covered - 12/09178 TO 12/09/78
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These experimenter-suppltedt gas chromatograph Venus
tower atmosphere composition data are on g-tracks 800-bptl
EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM 360 computer. Each
record contains the Ground Received Time (GRT) tn hourst
minutes* and seconds; altttude (km); atmospheric pressure
(bars); concentration and intervals for the followlng gases:
C02, Nt H20t Ot A_ COt Net and S02; and the upper limits for
the following undetected gases: M_ CM_t KR_ ethytenet ethanew
hydrogen sulfides carbonyl sulftde_ prooanet and nitrous oxide.
Carbon dioxide and the seven neutral minor constituents were
determined from individual and direct measurement of peak areas
by computerized curve fitting. Three sample records are gtve_
These data are contained on the Special Events Data (SED) tape
provided by the Unified Abstract Data System (UADS).
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE LRGt RAGENT
NEPHELOMETER (LN)
...............................................................
Data set name - SED PlY NEPMELOMETER BACKSCATTER CHANNEL
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 78-OTBD-O2A_ SED NEPHEL, BACKSCATTER CHAN DATA
lime period covered - 12109/78 TO 12109/78
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled_ Pioneer Venus Large Probee
nephelometer backscatter channel data are on g-trackt 8OO-bpi0
EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM 360 comouter, fhe card
image records are combined on one file. The first portion of
the data is a tabulation of the angutar weighting or
sensitivity functions f (theta), for the nephelometer as a
functlon of scattering angle with respect to the direction of
propagation of a nearby monochromatic incident Light beam at a
wavelength of approximately 900 nanometers. The next section
contains the actual measured cross sections aS a function of
Grounc Received Time (GRT). The data include the data baseline
offsets in orcer to Illustrate the fluctuation of the data and
give some indication of baseline drift during the descent of
the Probe. It is necessary to subtract these baseline offsets
from the data in order to obtain the true cross section. The
first data listed are readings of a monitoring target peaced In
the field of view (FOV) of the instrument, lhts target was
automatically removed from the FOV upon instrument deployment
as noted by the comment -aeroshell removed." These data are
contained on the Special Events Data (SEO) tape provided by the
Unified Abstract Data System (UAOS).
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE L_t SEIFF
ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE (LAS)
...............................................................
Data set name - LAS (SED) PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 7B-OT80-OIA, PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE DATA
Time period covered - 12/09178 TO 12/09/78
1As verified by NSSDC)
gu _ ttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These expertmenter-suppltedw atmospheric structure
pressure and temoersture data are on 9-track_ 800-bptt EBEOI3
77
magnetic tape Created on an IBM 363 cornouter, Each card image
record coqslsts of Gr3dnd Recelveo Tlme (G_T) in hoursl
minutes= and seconds; derived altitude (km}; atmospheric
pressuresp iemperaturest and derived densities; and
compressibility factor. The oressure data tabulated have been
corrected for offsets and sensor non-ltneartttest and for Probe
dynamic pressure due to the velocity of descent, The
temperature data have been corrected for zero offset+ for
amplifier drift+ and for dynamic temperature effects due to
Probe velocity. Compressibility factors range from 0,999 at
the highest altitudes to a minimum of 0,9925 around 25 km to a
• a=tmum of 1,009 at the surface, Altitudes are referenced to
5052.0 kmt _htch is the observed radtjs in the vicinity of the
Large Probe Lsndtn 0 stte as deter_tneo by the Orbiter Radar
Altimeter Experiment (78-05lA-02), The data are based on the
_erglng of two independent sets of data from redJ_dant Sensors.
data entries are at A-s intervals above 13 kml and at 32-S
intervals thereafter. Below about 13 K_t the temperature data
were faulty+ SO in this region, extrapolated values are given.
These data are contained on the Soec]al Events Data (SED) LaDes
prOduced by the bntfied Abstract Data _ystem (UAdS).
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE LRQ_ TOMASKO
SDLA_ FLUX RADIOMETER (LSFR)
...............................................................
Data set name - (LSFR) SED-FILE SOLAR UPt DOWNp AND NET
FLUW DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 70-078D-07A_ (LSFR) SED SOL._ UPt DN_ NET FLUX
time period covered - 12109178 TO 12109/78
IAS verified py NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These ewperlmenter-supplled_ solar flux measurement data
are on 9-trackt 800-bp% EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM
360 computer, Each card t_age record contains Ground Received
Time (GRT) corresponding to when the data sample was taken;
atmospheric pressure in earth atmosoheres; altitude (km); the
upward+ Oownwardt and net (downward minus upward) flux in the
visible channel (approxtmately 0,_0 to 0,96 _tcrons); the
upwarQ_ downward_ and net fluxes for the narrow-band channel
(approxlmately C,_? to 0.67 microns); and the upward_ downwardt
and combined fluxes f_r the combined channel (a synthesis of
both the visible and infrared channels into a single broadmband
(approximately 0,41 tO 1,78 microns), These data are contatne_
on the Special Events Data (SED) tape provided _y the unified
Abstract Data System {dAbS).
*********************** PIONEER VENUS PROBE SMI ***************
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SMI_ COUNGELMAN
DIPFERENTIAL LONG BASELINE
INTERFEROMETER (DLBI)
...............................................................
Data set name - GN1 CD RELATIVE CRUSTAL AND ATMOSPHERIC
VELOCITY COMPONENTS ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID TB-OTBE-DdB, SNI CD REL.CRUSTAL÷ATMOS,VEL,COMP
Time period covered - 12/09/70 TO 12/09/78
(AS verified Oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplied, relative crustal and
atmospheric velocity Components data are on 9-track_ BOO-Pot+
EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM computer. Each BO-bxte
card image record contains time of reception of the Probe
signal at the Ca _erra tracking stattont expressed as seconds
since zero hours UTC December 9_ 1978; Cartesian components of
the velocity of the Probe relative to the crust of the planet
in meters per second; and two of the three Cartesian components
of the velocity of the Probe relattve to the ambte_t atmosphere
in m/s. These components were derived by theoretical
calculation involving the aerodynamic dragl the gravltatlonal_
and the inertial forces acting on the Probe, These data are on
the Comoostte Data (CD) taoe {which contains data from _any
experiments) created by the Unified Abstract Data System
(dAbS),
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SMX+ CROFT
ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION (HERD)
...............................................................
Data set name - ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION SPECTRAL
AMPLITUDES
NSSDC ID 78-078E-OTA_ SPECTRAL AMPSt GIG*NOISE SPECTRA
Time period covered - 12/09/78 TO 12/09/78
(As verified by NSSDC)
Qu_tfty of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
These data are processed digital data obtained from the
Deep Space Radio telemetry a r_ then supplied to the PI for the
Atmospheric Propagation experlment for the probes on Pioneer
Venus, They are contained in five notebooks Labeled 13-17
inclusive, Notebook 13 contains files marked Roy I through
inclusive. These boxes designate the boxes of punched cards
that were produced when the principal tnvesttqator (PIt read
the prtnte_ Lists (froe the telemetry) in order to make these
digital data manually, In the notebooks they are in printout
form. These in turn have been microfilmed and are available
from NSSOC in that format, Formats are given early in Notebook
13 where the original Lists are included. These are labeled in
decibels and are Just as the PI received them from NASA-JPL in
their original form. Notebooks LA through 17 are Labeled
"Probe Spectra" and there is one notebook for each of the four
probes (large_ Small It Small 2 and Small 3). In e_ch case
there is a Large oody of 1+024 numbers packed together in a
32X32 array of _-dfgtt codes. Each array represents the
spectrum of signal-plus-noise for _0 s as derived by _ohn
Armstrong, Each set of four digits gives amplitude in
thousandths of decibels, The data are based on the open-Loop
recordings from _eep Space Station I_. The absolute Level is
arbitrary, the first value is the Ground Received Time in UT
seconds_ second value is the amplitude estimate in dectbets_
and is based on power measured in the in-phase and quadrature
channels with the center frequency of the filters guided by a
phase lock Loop. Next_ the date-time group is gtven_ followed
by the number of points (_02_) and the bandwidth liCIT.5 HZI.
Cn the next Line is given the time of year in seconds. Since
this data set contains data from each of the four probes noted
above_ it ts listed (and described identically) under each of
the NSSDC IDs: 78-078D-11A+ TB-O7BE-OTA, 78-078F-OTA, and
78-078G-OTA. Users of these bats are advised to contact John
Armstrong at JPL. Results from these data are found in
Geoohys, Res. Letters+ v. 7_ n, 7+ pp. 521-% 1980,
...............................................................
Data set name - GAS A_D PLASMA ENVIRONMENT SI3NAL
STRENGTH DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-078E-BTC+ 5AS * PLASMA ENVIR. SIQNL STRNGTH
Time period covered - 12/09/78 TO _2/09/78
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-suppLied_ Probe slgnal-strength data
are on 9-track+ 1600-bpi_ ASCII magnetic tape created on a
PRIME computer. The data are contained on 10 files and consist
of the signal strength from the descending Probes and_ in the
case of the Day Probe (S_ 3)+ after Landing. The first file is
an introduction c ontatn¶ng s List of the first few lines from
each of the data files together wtth the same comments on their
interpretation. Files 2-5 contain Callfornta Deep Space
Network (DSN) measurements with one point every 10 seconds.
The next 4 files contain measurem'ents for the Australian Deep
Space Network with a point every Second, File 10 contains all
of the Day Probe (Sm 37 records during the ftna[ part of its
life on the surface of Venus, Each data record contains UT in
hours+ mtnutes_ and seconds; and Automatic 3sin Control (AGC)
in decibels,
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SMI+ RAGENT
NEPHELOMETER (SN)
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - SNliNP) SED BACKSCAITER CHANNEL DATA ON
MAQNETIC TAPE
NSSOC IO 78-OTBE-O2A_ SNIiNP) SED BACKSCT CHAN. DATA
Time period covered - 12/09/78 TO 12/09/78
(AS verified by NSSDC}
Quantity of data - 1 REEL O_ TAPE
These experlmenter-suppLied_ Pioneer Venus Small Probe II
nephelometer backscatter channel data are on 9-track_ 800-bpt_
EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM 560 computer. The Card
image records are contained on one file. The first portion of
the data ts a tabulation of the angular weighting or
sensitivity function f (theta)_ for the nephetometer as a
funct|on of Scattering angle with respect to the dtrectton of
propagation of a nearby monochromatic incident Light beam at a
wavelength of about 900 nanometera. The next section contains
the actual leasured cross sections as a function of Ground
_ecetved Time. The data include the data baseline offletl in
order to illustrate the fluctuation of the data and give some
indication of baseline drift during the descent of the Probe.
It ts necessary to subtract these baseline offsets from the
data in order to obtain the true cross section, The first data
Listed are readings of a monitoring target placed in the field
T8
Ofview(FOV)ofthetnstrulent. This target was automatically
removed from the FOg upon instrument deployment as noted by the
comment "widow cover open." These data are contained on the
Special Events Data (SEDI lade provided by the U_tfted Abstract
Data System (UAOS).
...............................................................
Data set name - SED AMBIENT BACKGROUND RADIATION CHANNELS
AND SPECTRAL F_CTION DATA ON MAG. TAPE (.)
NSSDC ID TB-OTBE-O2B, SED AMBo BKGR. RAD.D SPECT. FUNC.
Time period covered - 12/09/7B TO 12/09/78
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These expertmenter-supplted_ ambient background radiation
channels spectral functions data are on g-trackt 800-bpt EBCDIC
mag f_ettc tape created on an IDM 3&O com_uter. The data consist
of card images of data received from the Probe UV and visible
channels used to detect ambient radiation. The first portion
of the data consists of tabulations of spectral functions vs
wavelength in nanometers for the UV and utstbLe channelS. The
second portion of data consists of the instrument readings
along with the Ground Received Time (GRT). The time of window
cover opening is noted. For these data, the baseline offset has
nit been subtracted from the data presented so that the user
may attempt to note small deviations from the baseline.
Basettre offset values are about those values recorded by the
instrument prior to window cover ooenlng. ALL the data
received from the Probe were tabjtated fro. instrumental
deployment until instrument or Probe failure occurred. These
data are contained on the Special Events Data (SED) tape
provided by the Unified Abstract Data System (UADS)o
...............................................................
Data set name - SED TIME VS TEMPERATURE DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE 4.)
NSSDC ID ?B-OTBE-02C+ SED TIME VS. TEMP. DATA
Time period covered - 12/09/78 TO 12/09/78
(As verified Oy NSSOC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled, nephelometer time us
te_er at_r e data are on g-track, 8OO-opl, EBCDIC _agneti¢ tape
These card image records consistcreated on an IBM computer,
of a listing of the instrument temperatures at the locations of
the tlght-emltting diode (LED) vs Ground Received Ti_e (GRT).
These data are provided to indicate the range of internal
e_vlronmentaL conditions experienced by the instrument. These
data are contained on the Soeclal Events O_ta (SED) tape
orovided Py the _nlfied Abstract Data,System (UADS),
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SMIp SEIFF
ATMOSPHERE STRUCTURE {SAS)
...............................................................
Data set name - SEO-FILE SAS LOW ATMOSPHERIC STATE
PROPERTIES (NORTH PRO_E) DATA ON MAG TAPE
NSSDC ID 7B-OTBE-OIAt (SAS) SED LOW ATHOS PROPERTIES
Time period covered - 12/09/7B TO 12109/78
(AS verified ny N%SDC)
Quantlt_ of data - i REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supolled+ atmospheric structure Low
atmosoherlc orooerties data are on g-track+ BOO-Dot+ EBCDIC
magnetic tape created on an IBM 360 co_outer. Each card image
record consists of Ground Received Time (GRT) in hourss
• Inutes, and seconds; derived altitude ;kT); atmospheric
pressures+ temperatures, and derived aensltles; and
compressibility factor. The pressure Data tapulatea have been
corrected for offsets and sensor non-Linearltles+ and for Probe
dynamic oressure d_e to the velocity Of _escent. The
temperature data have been corrected for zero offset+ for
amplifier drift, and for dynamic temperature effects due to
Probe velocity, Comoresslbillty factors range from 0,999 at the
highest altitudes to a mlnimu_ of 0.925 arsJ_d 25 k_ to a
maxlmu_ of I,009 at the surface. _ltltudes are referenced to
6052.0 km t which is the observed radius in the vicinity of the
Large Probe landing site as determined by the Orbiter Radar
ALtimeter Experiment (78-OE. IA-02). The data are based on the
merging of two Independent sets of data from the redundant
sensors° Data intervals are 8 s in upper descent+ 16 s in
lower descentl and 32 S below 12 to l_ k_. Belo_ about 13 k_
the temperature data were faulty, so in this region
extrapolated values are given° These data are contained on the
Special E_ents Data {SED) lades produced PY the uqlfled
Abstract Data System (uADS).
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SVl, SUOMI
NET FLUX RADIOMETER (SNFR}
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - (SNFR) SED-FILE NET FLUX RADIOMETER
;NORTH PROBE) DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 78-OTBE°OiA_ SNFR SED NET FLUX RADIOMETER
Time pertod covered - 12109/78 TO 12109/78
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-subplled+ net flux radiometer data are
on g-track, BOO-bpi, EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM 360
computer. Each 80-byte card tma_e record contains the Ground
Received Time (GRT[ in minutes after 1900 S_T; altitude (km)
above 90.3 bars surface pressure; pressure (bars); atmospheric
temperature (K); external sensor temperature (K); net total
radiance flux density in watts/so m as measured+ with positive
signs indicating upward flux e_ceeds downward flux; and net
flux corrected for estimated effects of deployment transtent_
rate of change of offset_ and non-vertical attitude, These
data are contained on the Special Events Data ISED) tape
provided by the Unified Abtract Data System (UADS).
*********************** PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM2 ******'********
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM2, COUNSELMAN
DIFFERENTIAL LONG MASELINE
INTERFEROMETER (DLBI)
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - SN2 C3 RELATIVE CR_STAL AND ATMOSPHERIC
VELOCITY COMPONENTS DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-OTBF-ODB_ SN2 CD REL.CRUSTAL*ATMOS.VEL.COMP
Time period covered - 12109/78 TO 12109/78
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL _ TAPE
These experlmenter-suppLied+ relative crustal and
atmospheric velocity components data are on 9-trackt BOO-bpi_
EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM 360 computer. Each
GO°byte card image recorb contains time of reception of the
Probe stgnal at the Canberra tracktng station+ expressed as
seconds since zero hours UTC December 9_ 1978: Cartesian
components of the velocity of the Probe relative to the crust
of the blanet_ in m/s; and two of the three 3artesian
components of the velocity of the Probe relative to the ambient
atmosphere in m/s, These components were derived by
theoretical calculation involving the aerodynamic Oragt the
gravltatlonal_ and the inertial forces acting on the Probe.
These data are on the Composite Data (CD) tape ;which contains
data from many experl_ents) created by the Unified Abstract
Data System (UADS).
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM2, CROFT
ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION (MPRO)
...............................................................
Oata set name - ATMOSPHERIC pROPAGATION SPECTRAL
AMPLITUDES
NSSDC ID 78-078F-OTA_ SPECTRAL AMPS, SIG+NOISE SPECTR A
Time perloO covered - 12/09/78 TO 12/09/7B
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
These data are processed blgltal data obtained from the
Deep Space Radio telemetry and then suoplieo to the P] for the
Atmospheric Propagation experiment for the probes on Pioneer
Venus, They are contalne_ in five notebooks labeled )3-17
inclusive, Noteoook 13 contains files marked Bow I through 5
inclusive. These boxes designate the boxes of punched cards
that were produced when the principaL ¶nvesttqator (P]) read
the printed Lists (from the telemetry) in order to make these
digital data manually, In the notebooks they are in printout
form. These in turn have been microfilmed and are available
tro_ NSSDC in that format. Formats are given early in Notebook
13 where the original Lists are included° These are Labeled In
decibels and are Just as the Pl received them from NASA-JPL in
their original form, Notebooks L4 through 17 are Labeled
"Probe Spectra" and there is one notebook for each of the four
probes (Large_ Small L, Small 2 and Small 3), In each case
there is a Large body of IIC_4 numbers packed together in a
32x32 array of _-Otgtt cobeso Each array represents the
spectrum of slgnal-plus-nolse for 10 s as derlveO by John
Armstrong. Each set of four digits gives amplitude in
thousandths of decibelS. The data are based on the open-todD
recordings from Deep Space Station I_. The absolute Level iS
arbitrary. The first value is the $round Received Time [3R])
in UT seconds; second value is the amplitude estimate in
7_
_r'. '¸¸ _,
declpeLs_andis basedonpower_easuredin theIn-phaseanP
ouadrature channels with the center frequency of the filters
gutoed _y a ohase Lock loop. _Jext. the date-time group is
gtvent followed by the number of _o|nts (1.024) _d the
bandwidth (I017.5 HZ). Cn the ne.t Line is given the time of
year in seconds. Since this data set contains data from each
of the four probes noted aoove_ it is Listed (and described
identically) under each of the NSSDC IOs 7B-OTBD-1LA.
7@-07_E-O7A, 7_-078F-OTAt and 7_-07_G-OTA. Users of these data
are advlse_ to contact John Armstrong at JPL. Results from
these data are found in GeoDhys. Res. Lettersp ¢. 71 n. 7. op.
521-A, 19B0.
Data set name - PROSE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL PLUS NOISE (HERO)
_SSOC I0 7B-DTBF-O7B_ PROBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL * _OISE
Time period covered - 12/09/78 TO 12/09/T8
(As verlfleo by 43SDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set is contained in the preceding data set
70-O78P-DTA and is described therein.
...............................................................
Data set name - GAS AND PLASMA ENVIRONMENT SIGNAL
STRENGTH DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC IO 78-078F-07C, GAS * =LASMA ENVIR. SIGNL STRNGTH
Ti_e period covered - 12/Og/T8 TO 12/09/7B
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - [ REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-suoolled_ Probe signal strength data
are on 9-track_ 1600-bplt ASCII magnetic tape created on a
PRIME computer. The pata are contained on 10 files and consist
of the signal strength from the descending PrObeS andt in the
case of the Day Probe (S_ 3), after Landing. The first file is
an introduction containing a llst of the first few lines from
each of the data files together with some comments on their
interpretation. Piles 2-5 contain California Deep Space Network
(DSN) measurements wltS one ooint every IO seconds. The next 4
files contain measurements for the Australian 3SN with a point
every second. The tenth file contains all of the Day Probe (Sm
3) records durlng the final Jart of its Life on the surface of
Venus. Each data record contains UT in hours_ mfnutes_ and
seconds; and Automatic Gain Control (AGC) in decibels.
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM2t RAGENT
NEPH[LOMETER (SN;
Data set name - (SN) SED-FILE BACKSCATTER_ ANGULAR
WEIGHTING (NIGHT-PROBE) FUNCTION DATA
NSSDC IO 7B-O78F-O2Ae (SN) SED BKSCAT.t ANG. WT. FN.
Time period covered - 12109178 TO 12109178
(AS verlfleb by NSSDC)
Quantlty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled_ Pioneer Venus Probe9
nephelometre backscatter Channel data are On 9-track_ BOO-bplt
EBCDIC _agnetlc tape created on an IBM 360 comoJter. The card
i_age records are contained on one file. The first portion Of
the data is a tabulation of the angular weighting or
sensitivity function, f (theta), for the ne)heLometer as a
function of scattering angle with respect to the direction of
propagation of a nearby non-achromatic incident Light beam at a
waveLe_th of about 900 ha. The nemt section contains the
actual measured cross sections at a function of Ground Received
Time tORT). The data include the data baseltne offsets in
order to illustrate the fluctuation of the data and gtve some
Indl¢atlon of baseline drift during the descent _f the Prec.
It iS necessary to subtract these baseline offsets from the
data in order tO obtain the true cross section. The first data
Ltsted ape readings of a monitoring target placed in the field
of view (FOV) of the instrument. This target was automatically
removed from the FOV upon instrument deployment as noted by the
comment "window cover open.. These data are contained on the
Special Eventa Data (SED) tape provided by the Unified Abstract
Data Syatem (UADS).
Data let name - (SN) SEO-FILE TIME VS TEMERATURE
(NIGHT-PROBE) DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-078F-O2B_ (SN) SED TI_E VS TEMP. DATA
llme period covered - 12/09/78 TO 12/09/78
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data m I REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled_ nepheLometer time vs
temperature data are on 9-track, @O0-bpl EECDIC magnetic tape
created on an IB_ 3_0 computer. These card image records
consist of a Listing of the instrument temperatures at the
Locations of the llght-emlttlng diode (LEO) vs Ground Received
Time (GRit. These Data are provldeb to indicate the range of
internal envlroncental conditions experienced by the
InstrJment. These data are contained on the Special Events
Data (SED) tape orovlded by the Unified Abstract Data System
(UADS).
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - SN SED-FILE AMBIENT BACKGROUkD RADIATIO_
CHAN_ELS & SPECTRAL _UNCTIDN (NIGHT-PROBE)
NSS_C ID 78-078F-O2D_ (SN) SED AHB. RKGR. RAD._ SP. FN.
Time period covered - 12109/78 TO 12/09/T8
(AS verified by NSSDC)
guantfty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These eKpert_enter-supplted_ ambient background radiation
channel£ spectral f_ncttons data are on 9-track_ BOO-bpt_
EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM 360 computer. The data
consist of card images of data received from the Probe UV and
visible channels used to detect a_btent radiation. The first
portion of the data consists of tabulation of spectra(
functions vs wavelength in nanometres for the UV and vtstbte
channels. The second portion of data consists of the
instrument readings along wlth the Ground Received Time (GRT).
The time of window cover opening is noted. For these data the
baseline offset has not been subtracted from the data so that
the user may attemot to note small deviations from the
baselfne. Baseline offset values are about those values
recorded by the Instrument prior to window cover opening. All
the data received from the Probe were tabulated from
instrumental deployment until the instrument or Probe failure
occurred, These data are contained on the Special Events Data
(SED) tape provided by the Unified Abstract Data System (UADS).
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE S_2_ SEIFF
ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE (SAS)
...............................................................
Data set name - (SAS) BED-FILE LOW ATMOSPHERIC STATE
PROPERTIES (NIGHT-PROBE) DATA ON HAG. TAPE
NSSOC IO TB-O78F-OIA_ (SAS) SED LOW ATHOS PROPERTIES
Time period covered - 12/09/70 TO 12/09/78
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled_ atmospherfc structure Low
atmospheric oropertles data are on 9-track_ 8OO-bpi_ EBCDIS
magnetic tape created on an IB_ 360 computer. Each card image
record consists of Ground Received Time (GRT) in hoursm
minutes_ and seconds; derived altitude (km); atmospheric
pressures_ temperatures_ and derived densttteai and
compressibility factor. The pressure data tabulated have been
corrected for offsets and sensor non-ltneartttest and for Probe
dynamic preasure due to the velocity of descent. The
temperature data have been corrected for zero offset, for
amplifier drfft_ and for dynamic temperature effects due to
Probe velocity. Compreastbttty factors range from 0.999 at the
highest altitudes to a mfnimum of 0.925 around 25 km to a
maximum of 1.009 at the surface. ALtitudes are referenced to
6052.0 km_ which fs the Observed radius in the vfctnlty of the
Large Probe Landing site as determined by the Orbiter Radar
Altimeter Experiment (78-051A-02). The data are based on the
merging of two independent sets of data from redundant sensors.
Data intervals are 8 s in upper descent_ 16 s in lower descent_
and 32 s belom 12 to 1_ km. Below about 13 km_ the temperature
data were faulty_ SO in this regton_ extrapolated values are
given. These data are contained on the Special Events Data
(SED) tapes produced by the Umifted Abstract Data System(UADS).
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM2_ SUOMI
NET FLUX RADIOMETER (SNFR)
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - (SNFR) $ED-FILE NET FLUX RADIOMETER
(NIGHT-PROBE) DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
BO
NSSDC ID 7B-OTBF-OiA_ SNFR SED NET FLUX RABIOMETER
Time period covered - 12109178 TO 12109178
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These expertmenter-suppltedt net flux radiometer data are
on 9-trackt 800-bptt EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM 360
computer. Each BO-byte card image record contatns the Ground
Recetved Time (GRT) in mtnJtes after 1900 GMT; altitude Ikml
above 90.3 bar pressure surface; pressure (bars); atmospherlc
temperature (K]; external sensor temperature (K); net total
radtance flux density in W/sq m as measured_ _tth positive
signs indicating upward flux exceeds downward flux; and net
flux corrected for estimated effects of deployment transtent_
rate of change of offsett and non-vertical attitude. These
data are contained qn the Special Events Data (SED) tape
provided by the unified Abstract Oata System (UADS),
*********************** PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM3 o*************"
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM3, COUNSELMAN
DIFFERENTIAL LONG BASELINE
INTERFEROMETER (DLBI)
...............................................................
Data set name - SN3 CD RELATIVE CRUSTAL AND ATMOSPHERIC
VELOCITY COMPONENTS DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC IO 78-078G-O3R_ SN3 CC REL,CRUSTAL÷ATMO_=VEL,COMP
Time period covered - 12109178 TO 12/09/78
(AS verified by NSSBC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF TAPE
These experimenter-supplied1 relative crustal and
atmospheric velocity components data are on 9-trackt 800-Opt1
EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM 360 co_puter. Each
B6-byte card image record contains time of reception of the
Probe signal at the Canberra tracking statlont expressed as
seconds since zero hoJrs UTC December 9, 1978; Cartesian
components of the velocity of the broom relative to the crust
of the planet in m/s; and two of the three Cartesian components
of the velocity of the Probe relative to the ambient atmosphere
in m/s. These comsonents were derived qy theoretical
calculation involving the aerodynamic dragt the gravitational,
and the inertial forces acting on the Probe. These data are on
the Composite Data (CD) tape (which contains data from many
experiments) created by the Unified Abstract Data System
CURDS).
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SMI_ CROFT
ATEOSPHERIC PROPAGATION (HERO]
...............................................................
Oata set name - ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION SPECTRAL
AMPLITUDES
NSSDC IO T8-O7BG-OTAt SPECTRAL AMPS, SIG+NOISE S=E:TRA
Time period covered - 121091?8 TO 12/09178
(As verlfled by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
These data are processed dlyltaL data obtatned from the
Deed Space Radio telemetry a_d then sjpolled to the Pl for the
Atmospheric Propagation Experiment for the Probes on Pioneer
Venus. They are contained in five notebooks labeled 13-17
inclusive. Notebook 13 contains files marked Box I through
inclusive. These boxes designate the boxes of _unched cards
that were produced when the PI read the printed lists (from the
telemetry} in order to make these dl;]Ital data manually. In
the notebooks they are in 3rintoJt form. These in turn have
been microfilmed and are available from NSSOC In that format.
Formats are given early in Notebook 13 where the original lists
are included. These are Labeled In decibels and are Just as the
Pl received them fro_ NASA-JPL in their original form.
NOtebooks l_ through 17 are labeled "Probe Spectra" and there
is one notebook for each of the four Probes (Large, S¢all I_
Small 2 and Small 3). In each case the re is 3 large _ody of
I*02_ numbers packed together in a 32x32 array of 4-dlgit
codes. Each array represents the spectru_ of slgnaL-plus-nolse
for 10 s as derived by John Armstrong. Each set of four dlqlts
gives amDtltude in thousandths of declPels. The data are based
On the open-loop recordings from Deep Space Station 14. The
absolute Level is arbitrary. The first value is the Grouno
Received Time in UT seconds; second value is the ambtltu_e
estimate in decibels and is based on 3ower _easured in t_e
In-phase and quadrature channels with the center frequency of
the filters gulped by a phase lock Loop. Next, the date-tlme
group is glven_ followed _y the nJnoer of points (lt024) and
the bandwidth {lOIT.5 HZ), On the newt llne is given the time
of year in seconds. Since this data set contains data from each
of the four Probes noted above9 it _s listed (and described
identically) under each of the NSSDC IDs 78-0783-IIA,
78-078E- 07Am 78-078F-O7A, and ?B-OT8G-OTi. Users of these data
ape advlsed to contact John Armstrong at JPL, Results from
these data are found in Geobhys, Res. Lmttecst v. 7_ n. Ti pp.
521-52At 19B0.
Data set name - PROBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL PLUS NOISE (MPRO)
NSSDC ID 78-O?8G-O?B, PROBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL • NOISE
Time period covered - 12/09/78 TO 12109/78
IAs verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set iS contained in the previous data set
?8-OTBG-OTA and ts described therein.
.................................. p ..... . ......................
Data set name - GAS AND PLASMA ENVIRONMENT SIGNAL
STRENGTH DATA Oh TAPE
NSSDC ]D 78-OTaG-OTC_ GAS + PLASMA ENVIR* SIGNL STRNGTH
Time period covered - 12109178 TO 12109178
(As verified by NBSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experimenter-supplled_ Probe signat strehgth data
are on 9-track, 1600-bpt_ ASCII magnetic tape created on a
PRIME computer, The data are contained on 10 files and consist
of the signal strength from the descending Probes, and in the
case of the Day Probe ISm 3), after landing. The first flee is
an introduction containing a List of the first few lines from
each of the data files together with some comments on their
interpretation. Files 2-5 contain the California Deep Space
Network (OSN) measurements with one point every 10 seconds,
The next _ files contain measurements for the Australian OSN
with a point every second. The tbnth file contains all of the
Day Probe (sm 3) records during the final part of its life on
the surface of Venus. Each data record contains UT in hours_
mtnutes_ and seconds; and Automatic 3aln Control IAIC) in
decibels.
...............................................................
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SmIt RAGENT
kEPMELOMETER (S_)
.................................. .............................
Data set name - (SN] SED-FILE BACKSCATTER CHANNEL DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-078G-O2A_ (SN) SED 8AS<SCATTER CHA_NZL DATA
Time period covered - 12/09/78 TO 12109/78
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL Or TAPE
These exberlmenter-suppLied_ Pioneer Venus Probe
nephelometer backscatter channel data are on 9-trackt 880-bplt
EBCDIC magnetic tape created on am IBM 360 computer. The card
image records are contained on on_ file. The first portion of
the data is a tabulation of the angular weighting or
sensitivity /unctton_ f (theta)_ for the nebhelometer as a
function of scattering angle with respect to the direction of
propagatlon of a nearby monochromatic incident Light beam at a
wavelength of about 900 nm. The next section contains the
actual measured cross sections as a functlon of Ground Received
Time (GRT). The data include the data baseline offsets in
order to illustrate the fluctuation of the data and give some
indication of baseline drift durfng the descent of the Probe.
It iS necessary to subtract these baseline offsets from the
data tn order to obtain the true cross section. The first data
Listed are readlnps of a monitoring target placed in the field
of view (FOV) of the instrument. This target was automatically
removed from the FOV upon instrument deployment as noted by the
comment "window cover open." These data are contained on the
Special Events Data (SEa) tape orovlded by the Unified Abstract
Data System (UADS),
...............................................................
Data set name - (SN) SED-FILE AMBIENT BAC<GRVD RADIATION
CHANNELS & SPECTRAL FUNCTION (DAY-PRO_E)
_SSDC ID 7B-O78S-O2B_ (S_) SEO AMa. 8KGR, RA]., SP. PN.
Time period coveree - 12/09178 TO 12109/78
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Ouanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These e_perlmenter-supplled_ ambient background radiation
channels spectral functions data are on 9-trackt 800-bpl E_COI3
magnetic tape created on an I_M 3_0 computer. The data consist
of Card images of data recelved from the Probe UV and visible
channels used to detect ambient radiation. The first portion
of the data consists of tabulations of soectra[ functions vs
wavelength in nanometers for the UV and visible channels. The
second oortlon of Oata consists of the instrument readtnqs
along wtth the Ground _eceived Time (3RT). The time of window
cover opening ts noted. For these data t he baseline offset has
not been subtracted from the data presented so that the user
may attempt to note small deviations from the baseline,
_aseltne offset values are about those valJeS recorded by the
instrument prior to window cover opening. All the data
received from the Probe were taouldted from instrumental
_e_loyment until the instrument or Probe failure Occurred.
These dat_ are contained on t_e Soectal Events 3ata (SEC ¸) tape
provided by the dntfted Abstract data _ystem (UADS)°
Data set name - SED TIME VS TEMPERATURE DATA DN MAGNETID
tAPE It_
NSSDC ID T8_G7_G_02C_ SED TI_E VS_ TEM_° DATA
T_me _erioc_ ¢overe_ _ 1_1091T8 TO 121_9178
CAs verified by N_SOC_
Ouantity _f data _ _ REEL OF TAP_
Th_se e_eri _enter_s_ppli_d_ _pheLo_eter ti_ vs
te_erat_r_ _a_ are on _t_ac_ _O_boi_ E_DDI_ _aonetic ta_e
¢_e_ted _n an _ _0 co_ter. _hese c_d i_age re_ds
¢o_ist of a listin_ oi th_ instrument temperatures at the
l_cati_n_ _f the l_ht_e_itti_ d_ode _ED_ _s the _ro_nd
Received Ti_e _R_o These dat_ ar_ orovi_ed to indicat_ the
ran_ of internal e_viro_entaL c_ditions e_perienced b_ the
instrument. These data are contained on the SpectaL E vents
_ata _S_D_ ta_ provided by the _if_ed Abstracl Data Syste_
_U_S_.
PIONEE_ VEN_S _R_E S_ _£IF_
ATMDSP_ERI_ $T_UOT_E _$A$_
_at_ set _a_ _ _AS_ SED-FILE LO_ _T_D_ERIC STATE
_OPE_TIE_ _OAY_PRO_E_ _ATA DN MAG TAPE
_SS_ I_ _T_G_01A_ _SAS_ SED _D_ AT_S P_ERTIES
Tim_ _ri_d covere_ _ I_T_ TD _T_
_A_ verified _y _SDC_
Q_tity of data _ 1 REEL bE TAPE
These e_pe_ime_ter-_u_lied_ a_sohertc _truct_re lo_
atmospheric properties data _re on _tr_c_ RO_-Ppt_ E_CDIC
_agnetic tape create_ o_ an I_ _ co_puter_ Each card i_aQe
_ecord c_nsists of _ro_d _ece_d Ti_e _T_ i_ ho_rs_
_inutes_ and se¢onds_ dert_ed _Ltitude _ atmospheric
p_ess_res_ temperat_es_ and de_i_ed _e_sities_ a_d
c_pr_ ss_bility factor. The pressure d_ta tabulated ha_e been
c_rr_cted for offsets and sensor _o_li_eariti_s_ _d for Probe
dynamic p_es_r_ _e to the velocity _f descent. _he
_e_perat_re data have _een corrected for _ero offset_ for
amplifier d_ift_ a_d for dynamic temperature effects d_e to
Prob_ _elocity. Co_pressibiltty factors range fro_ _._9 at the
hi_h_st altitudeS to a _i_im_m of _.9_ aro_ _ _m to a
• _imu_ of _._09 at the s_rface. Altitudes are referenced _o
_.0 _ _hic_ is the o_served r_di_s i_ the _ici_ity of th_
Large Prob_ la_di_ site a_ determined by the Orbiter Radar
ALtimeter E_pe_e_t _T_A-_° The data aee based on the
merging of iwo independent sets of _ata fro_ the redundant
s_sorso data inter_als a_e _ s i_ _Per d_scent_ _G s in
Lo_er desce_t_ and _ s beLo_ 1_ to _ _m. _elo_ abo_t 1_ _
the temperature data _ere fauLty_ so i_ this regio_
e_tra_o_ated vaL_es are gi_en_ These data are co_tai_ed _ the
Special E_ents data ISED_ taoes oroduced by the _itie_
A_stract D_ta System _UADS_.
PIONEER VENUS PRD_E $_ $UDMI
NET FLU_ _AD_D_ETER _SNFR_
Dat_ set _e _ _SNF_ $_D_F_D NET F_ RAdIOmetER
_DAY-PRD_E_ _ATA ON _AGNETIC TAP_
NSSDC ID T_-_T_-O_A_ SNFR SED NDT F_ RADIDMETE_
Ti_e period co_ere_ - _?_T_ TD _9_T_
_As verified by NSSOC_
_ua_tity of data _ L REEL OF _PE
These e_peri_e_ter-suoolted_ net flu_ radio_ete r data a re
on _trac_ _O°bpi_ E_COIC mag_eti¢ tape crea_ed on a_ I_M _0
co_putero _ach _b_te card image record oo_tains the Gro_d
Recai_ed Ti_e _RT_ t_ minutea aftee I?_D _MT_ a_tttude i_m_
a_e _o_ _ar presaure s_rfaca_ oressure ibars_| at_osoheric
temperature IK_ e_tee_a_ sensor te_peeature (_ _et total
radiance fl_ denstty i_ W_ • as _eaaured_ _ith positive
sig_s i_dicatin_ upward fLu_ e_ceeds do_ard fL_ and _et
flux corrected for estimated effects of deployment transient9
rate of change of offset, and non-vertical attitude. These
data are containeD on the Special Events Data (SED) lade
provided by the Unified Abstract Data System IUADS).
*********************** VDNERA 9 *****************************
VENERA _ VA_$_ER_
PLASMA ELECTROSTATIC SPECTROMETER
Data set _ me - I-HOUq AVERAGES OF SOLAR WIN] PARAMETERS
VELOCITY A_O TEMPERATURE ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO TS-OSOA-lOkt 1-_R AVE SOLAR WIND V * T$ MFICHE
Time period covered - 06/09/75 TO I0131/75
(As verified by NSSDC)
Ouantity of data - 2 CAR_S OF B/W wICRORIC_E
This data set consists of mtcroflched tables of l-h
averages of ion temperature tn electron uolts_ and average
solar wind velocity in km/s for UT hour of date (y_msa)=
Venera _ and 10 data (75-050A-10_t and 75-05_A-10A) are
combined. Most of the aata are from Venera 10 with Venera 9
data filling in the gaps. Those Data that are asterisked are
Venera g data. The parameters Listed are preliminary.
Included also are plots of solar wind velocity vs day of month_
for the months of June 197b through April 197G.
*********************** VENERA 9 DESCENT CRAFT ******,********
...............................................................
VENERA S DESCENT CRA_T_ UNKNOWN
PANORAMIC TELEPHOTOMETER FOR SURFACE
IWAGERY
...............................................................
Data set name - COMPUTER ENHANCED LANDER PHOTOGRAPHY OF
THE V_NUSIAN SURRASE
kSSOC IO 75-050D-OIA_ LANDER PHOTOGRAPHY
Time oerlod covered - 10122/75 TO I0/221T5
IAs verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 B/W NEGATIVE FRAME
This data set consists of ¢omputer-enhanced photographs
of the surface of Venus at the landtng site of Venera 9. They
show the surface characteristics in the immediate vtctntty of
the Landing spacecraft. Resolution iS in the cm range. Parts
of the spacecraft are also vlslb(e. The original paper print
contains dirt specks. Therefor_ copies will be somewhat
degraded.
*********************** VENERA 10 *****************************
...............................................................
gENERA 101 VAISBER_
PLASMA ELECTROSTATIC SPECTROMETER
...............................................................
Data set name - I-HOUR AVERAGES OF SOLAR WIND PARAMETERS
VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 75-05_A-IOA_ 1-MR AVE SOLAR WIND V + T_ MIICHE
Time periOd covered - 06/16/75 TO 0AI19/76
(As verlfle_ by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 CARDS OF _/W MICROFICHE
Thls data set consists of mtcroflched tables of 1-h
averages of ion temperature in electron voltse and average
solar wind veloctty in km/a for UT hour of date (y,m_d).
Venera S an_ 10 data I75-050A-lOA_ and TS-O5_A-IOA) a_e
combined. Most of data are from Venera 10 with VENERA 9
flLltng in gapS. The asterisked data are Venera 9 data. The
parameters ltsted are preliminary, Included also ape plotl of
solar wtnd _eLottty vs day of month fop months from June 1975
through April 1976,
*********************** VENERA 10 DESCENT CRAFT ***********_***
.................................. . ............................
VENERA 1_ DESCENT CRAFT_ UNKNOWN
PANORAMIC TELEPHOIOMETER FOR SURFACE
IMAGERY
Data set name - COMPUTER ENHANCED LANDER PHOTOGRAPHY OF
82
THE VENUSIAN SURFACE
NSSDC ID 75-O§4D-O1A_ LANDER PHOTOGRAPHY
Time pertod covered - 10125175 TO 10125/75
(As vertfted by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 B/W NEGATIVE FRAME
The data set consists of computer-enhanced photograghs of
the surface of genus at the Landing site of Venera 10. They
show the surface characteristics in the immediate vicinity of
the Landing spacecraft. Resolution is in the cm range. Parts
of the spacecraft are also visible. The original paper print
contains dirt specks. Therefore_ copLes will be somewhat
degraded,
*********************** VENERA 13 DESCENT CRAFT ***************
...............................................................
VENERA 13 DESCENT CRAFTt UNKNOWN
PANORAMIC TELEPHDTOMETER FOR SURFACE
_::_:: ........................................................
Oata set name - BLACK AND WHITE SURFACE PHOTDSt PANORAMA
NSSDC ID 81-1060-01A_ B/W SURFACE PHOTOSt PANORAMA
Time period covered - 03101/82 TO 03101182
(As verified by N3SDC)
Quantity of data - 2 BIW NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of B/_ photOgraphy of the surface
of genus returned by the Venera 13 Lander. In alll eight B/W
photographs were transmitted by two cameras during the
1go-minute surface life of Venera 13. NSSDC holds two of the
B/W panoramas returned oy Venera 13. Panorama views cover 170
degrees and are composed of 1000 x 252 ptxels. Each ptxel has
a value between O and 512. The slgnal/nolseratlo for the
genera cameras using the colorless glass filter was
approximately 1000 for IlLJmlnatlon by a 6000 luw type A
source. The depth of field of the genera 13 cameras extended
from 0.8 m to Inflnlty. For further information on the cameras
or the orocesstng of the otct_res see Cosmic Research* 19B3_
Consultants Bureaut New Yorkt v. 21t n. 2 and 3 or the Russian
original9 Kosmtcheskte IssleoovantJa_ I_R3p Moscowt v. 21t n. 2
and 3. Selected B/W photographs are included in these issues.
...............................................................
Data set name - COLOR SURFACE PHOTOS9 PANORA MA
NSSDC ID 81-106D-O1Ht COLOR SURFACE PHOTDS_ PANORAMA
Time period covered - 03/01/_2 TO 03/01/82
(As verified by I_SDC)
Quantity of data - 2 COLOR POSITIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of a color ph)togr aph of the
surface of Venus returned Py the Venera 13 Lander. In alll 14
color photographs were transmitted by 2 cameras during the
1gO-minute surface life of Venera 13. NSSDC holds one of the
color panoramas returned by Venera 1_, Panorama views cover
170 de_rees. Color pictures are pronuc,.d by a color separation
process using three filters: dark hluel greenl and red. The
dark blue fttterl centered at 0.45 mtcro_eterst has a
signal/noise ratio of 200 under illumination by a 6000 lux type
A source. The green filters centered _t 0.5_ mlcrometerst has
a slgnal/nolse ratio of 300 Jnder illumination oy a GO00 lux
type A source. The red filter, centered at 0.63 mtcrometers_
has a slgnal/nolse ratio of 300 under illumination by a 6000
lux type A source. A color test rod contalnlnq gray
(Innermost)_ red_ green_ and blue (outermost) is Visible in the
picture. Because of a deficit of olue wavelength radiation on
the VenUslan surface9 only the red segment of the test rod has
color in the olcture approxlm,}tlng its true color. Thea
3anorama vieNs are co_ooseo of 252 * I000 otxels. Each oixel
has a value between 0 and 512. The depth of field of the
Venera 13 cameras extended from O,R m to infinity, For further
information on the cameras or the oroce SSt ng of the pictures
see Cosmic Research_ 1g_3, Consultants hureau_ New York_ V, 21_
n. 2 and 3 or the Russian orlglnal_ Kos_Icheskle IssledovanlJat
2 and 3. Selected B/W and color1983_ MoscowI v° 21_ n.
(Russian edition only) photographs are IncIaded in these
issues,
*********************** VENERA 1_ DESCENT CRAFT "''*'****''****
...............................................................
VENERA I_ DESCENT CRAFT_ UNKNOWN
PANORAMIC YELl PHOTOMEIER F OR SURFACE
IMAGERY
...............................................................
Data set name - ELACK AND WHITE SURFACE PHOTOSI PANORAMA
NSSDC ID 81-110D-OIA_ BIw SURFACE PHOTOS_ pAN3RAMA
Ttme period covered - 03/05/B2 TO 03lOB/B2
IAS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 B/w NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of B/w photography of the surface
of venus returned by the genera 1R Lander. In alL_ four RtW
photographs were transmitted by two cameras during the
BE-minute surface Life of Venera 14. NSSOC holds two of the R/W
panoramas returned by Venmra lk, Panorama views cover 170
degrees. Panoramas are composed of 1000 x 252 pixets_ each of
which has a value dmtween 0 and 512. The signal/noise ratio
for the genera cameras using the colorless glass filter was
approximately 1000 for illumination by a _O00 lux type A
source. The depth of field of the Venera 14 cameras extended
from 0.8 m tO Infinity. For further information on the cameras
or the processing of the pictures see Cosmic Research_ 1983_
Consultants Bureaut New York_ v° 21, n. 2 and 3 or the Russian
ortgtnal_ Kosmtcheskle IssLedovant_a_ 1983_ MOSCOW_ v. 21_ n° 2
and 3. _lected B/W photographs are included in these issues.
* VIKING 1 LANDER e**=* *****''_***'*****
.................................. - ............................
Data set name - BIbLIOGRAPMY OF THE VIKING MARS SCIENCES
NSSDC IO 75-075C'00D_ BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKING MARS SCI
Time period covered - (N/A)
guantlty of data - 10 CARDS OF BIw MICROFICHE
Thls is the first edltlon* published May 1Be 1978, of a
bibliography of the scientific results of the Viking mlsslonst
the two Landers and the two Orbiters. It attemots to tnclude
every publication in a scientific Journal of the experimental
results_ or theoretical interpretation of the Viking data
descriptions of the scientific instruments that might be of
value to scientists utilizing these Oata_ and a few general
books summarizing the results or descrtbtng the
papers or
mtss_on operations and history. This bibliography does not
include abstracts or presentations at scientific meetings=
accounts in newspapers and popular magazines_ and scientific
discussions of Mars that are _ot directly related to the
information acquired by the Viking spacecraft,
.................................. _ ............................
VIKING i LANOER_ ARVIDSON
LANDER IMAGING
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - BLACK AND wRITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID 75°OTGC-O6A, BLACK & w_ITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
Time oerlod covered - 07/20/76 TO 07/25/TB
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 16 BIW NEGATI@E =RARES
These data are on _- x 5-in, B/W negatives released by
the Project for public distribution. These photographs are of
selected scenes near the Lander that are of general interest to
the public, A description of each photograph is included.
...............................................................
Data set name - COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID 75-075C-06B_ COLOR LANDER PRESS RELEASE PHOTOS
Time period covered - 07126/76 TO 10106176
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 12 COLOR POSITIVE FRA4ES
These data are on q- x 5-1n, color film released by the
Pro_ect for public distribution. These photographs are of
selected scemes near the lancer that are of general Interest to
the Dubllc. A description of each photograph iS included. ThP
coloring cannot be consloered to be accurate because of color
inaccuracies in reproduction.
.................................. - ............................
Data set name - TEAM DATA REC3R_ (TDR) IMAGIN; PRODUCTS
83
OF i.OOi_ _;,_ITY
NSSDC ID 7_=075C-0GCt TDR _/W PHOTOGRAPhy
Time period covered - 07/20/76 TO 02/24/_2
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 907 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
These data, supplied by the Lander Imaging teamt are on
5- x 12-in. R/W film. TDR data consist of those camera events
ICE) fro_ the EDR thought to be of _ost general interest. They
exclude such things as s_ectaltzed photometric sertes_
call,ration and scan verification eventst and solar Images,
The processing parameters for the camera events in the TOR were
chosen to create _hotogra3htc oroOdcts of the highest
scientific quattty, Each frame is divided into segments, with
the data block appearing on the last segment of the camera
event. The TQR and EDR CE labels are Identical. The TDR
version will be used for reqJasts unless EDR is s3_ctfted. The
TCR-IPL Prime ?-!Ission Catalog (75-075C-06K) should be used to
oraer TDR images.
Data set name _ EXPERIMENTER dATA REDO_ _EOR) _LACK AND
_HITF PHOYOG_PHY
_SDC ID T5_075C_060t EDR 81u PHOTQ_p_y
Yi_e DaeIod cqvered - OT12QIT6 TO O_D_
_s verified _ N_SDC_
QuanIIt_ of d_ta - _0_ _ N_OAtI_ES
T_is _ata set_ s_poliad _y the La_der _magI_g Yea_
consIst_ of the _ _DR version of the Lander phoiography_ The
data bLoc_ on each frame contains ide_Iification_ processing_
and c_mera eve_I information° The dat_ are available on _tn,
roll fiL_ or as i_di_IduaL _- _ _I_, fra_as_ and _ay _e
ordered _Ith o_ without the data bloc_° This total data _et _s
a complete recOrd of the Lander Imaging data _ rece_ _n
earth. The Picture _atalog of Primary Mission EO_
_T_O_D-O_E) should be _sed Io ord_ E_R images°
_ata set _ame _ PICTURE C_T_LO_ 0_ PRiMaRY _I_S]ON
_P_IMENY _AT_ RECORd _EDR)
_SO_C I_ T_-_T_O-O_E_ PICT_R_ _T 0 _ P_ _IS$_ON _OR
TI_e period co_ere_ _ _
_uantIty of data _ _ CARDS 0_ _ RI_RD_ICHE
Thes_ daIa are on _ microfiche _e_erated at NSS_C _om
N_ Reference _u_lIcation _0_ orepareo by RoPert _, Tucker°
This p_PLIcation i_ a general reference for the Imaging data
fr_ the V_ing La_dar primary _issio_. It oresants the
rasults _f the procedures that _are appltad to th_ imaging _ata
to praduce a_ orga_i_ed record that is as comptete and as
e_ror-free as possible, The result is caLLad the E_perIment
_ata Record IE_R)° This q_bLIcation co_tai_s all i_ages
returned _y the t_o _i_Ing Landers during the primary missto_.
S_yLI_e drawing_ display the outli_es of tbe Images a_ the_
appear i_ the _Ie_Ing area. _lso tncL_ded are a selection of
computer-generated camera event reoorIs that _ist suppLe_antaL
Information about the conditions u_der wh_oh the data _era
collected and how they _ere orocessed and recorded. In
addition to a comorehensIve reo_rt_ several LIstInQs are
I_cI_dad tHat _r_up _he images in a variety of _ays Ie_g,_ _y
ti_a of day_° _ section on tar_Inology has _ean i_pLuded to
assist _th th_ Interpretation o_ the listt_g_ and the I_age
oresentatIon, Se_aral diagrams also provtde assts_ance on this
subject. This publication _ll acguaint the _ser _ith the
I_agI_g date that are available fr_ the VI_i_g L_nder prtmar_
mission and the p_oced_re used to qbtaIn photographic products.
It is necessar_ tq ordar this daIa set to select EDR I_ages
_T_OT_D-O_D),
Data set name - TEAM DATA RECORD (TDR) COLOR PHOTOGRAPHy
NSSOC IO TS-O?SC-O6Ft TOR COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
Time period covered - 07/22176 TO 11103176
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of date - 201 COLOR NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set_ supplied by _the Lander Imaging Teaml
consists of 5- x t2-tn, color images selected fros the B/W TDR
Images. There are generally two versions of each scene. The
two versions represent the colors as seen on Mars under Mars
ttghttng conditions and as seen on earth under earth Lighting
conditions. Included on each frame are gray scale wedges9 data
bLocksv and color spectrum histograms. OttastonaLLyl a thtrd
type ts gtYen tn which the color ts as on Mars but was made
from products that did not hive the full six-channel dais
acquired. This type tS catted "radcam% The TDR-]PL Prime
Mission Catalog (T5-O75C-O6K) should be used to order TOP
Images. The cotortng cannot be considered to be accurate
because of color inaccuracies In reproduotton,
Data set name - HIGM-RESOLUTION B/W MOSAICS
NSSDC ID 75-075C-OGH_ _ANDZR HI-RES MOSAICS
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 16 _/W NEDATIVE _RAM_S
This data set. supplied by the Lander Imaging Team,
consists of computer-generated high-resolution mosaics on _-
10-In. B/W negatives. Two sets of mosaics were produced: one
set for images acquired early In the morning and a second set
for images acquired in the mld-afternoon. The complete mosaic
scene extends 342.5 deg in azimuth. The image area extends
from approximately 5 Oeg above the horizon 1o 60 deg betow.
The mosaic negatives have been made In two forms. In one case_
using a 25-micrometer spot size, the complete four Quadrants of
a single mosaic are contalneo on a sinqle R- _ 10-ln. negative.
In the second case_ three products are made using a
]DO-mlcrometer spot slze. They cover Quadrants i and 2_ 2 and
3t and 3 and _ on each of three 8- x 10-1n. negatives. The
quadrant azlmuth limits are as follows: Quadrant i is 0 to 90
eeg_ quadrant 2 Is 8_ to 17_ deg, _uadrant 3 Is 16_ to 25_ deg,
and quadrant Q iS 252 to 302 _eg*
...............................................................
Data set name - HIGH RESOLUTION BLACK AND WHITE OONUT
PROJECTION MOSAICS
NSSOC ID 75-075C-0GI_ LANDER OONUT PROJECTION IMAGE
Time period covered - 08109/76 TO 08/19/76
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - q _/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set_ supplied dy the Lander Imaging Team_
consists of 8- x lO-In. B/W negatives of computer-generated
panoramas produced to show a 360-deg flsheye-type image of the
Martian terrain with the camera in the center of the image.
This produces a _hole" where the cameras could not scan and
hence the na_e ',donut = . They are useful primarily for showing
the locations of features relative to the Landers. Each donut
Image was created using a high-resolution mosaic from data set
TS-OTSC-OGH. These mosaics were sub-sampled by a factor of
threes reducing the resotutton_ to conserve computer processtn_
time. The donut images were generated for the same time
periods as the mosaics.
...............................................................
Data set name - MULTIPLE CE-LABEL IBLUE-GREEN-REO) LANDER
PHOTO;RAPHy ON 5XI2-INCH FILH
hSSDC ID TS-O?SC-OGJ, MULTI-CE-LABEL LANDER PHOTOS
Ttme oerlod covered - 03/11/71 TO 03112/77
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 7 COLOR NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data sect supplied by the Lander Imaging Team_
consists of 5- x 12-In. color images prepared by combining the
output from 2 or 3 diodes (usually redt greent and blue). The
images were acquired during the bxtended mission and supplied
by the Lander Imaging Team. The sotortng cannot be considered
to be accurate because of inaccuracies in reproduction and
aging of the images, NO catalog of these photos exists at
NSSOC.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - TDR-IPL PRIME MISS/ON CATALOG ON
MICROFICHE
NSSOC ID TS-O75C-O6K_ TDR-IPL PRIME MISSION CATALOG
time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 3 CARDS OF B/W RICROFICHE
Thts data set, supplied by the Lander Imaging Team_ iS on
8/W microfiche. The necessary Ordering information ts camera
event (CE) tabeh verston_ segment_ and IPL Picture ID,
Engineering Parameters are also InCLuded. An asterisk with the
CE label Indicates the availability of a color image. It is
necessary to order this data set to select TOP Images
(75-075C-06C and *06F).
Data set name - CATALOG OF PRIMARY MISSION TDR DOLOR
IMAGES
8_
NSSDC ID 75-075C-0GL_ CATALOG OF PRIMARY TDR COL IMAGES
Time period covered - iN/A]
Quantity of data - 2 CARDS OF BIW MICROFICHE
This data set consists of a catalog prtntoutt which was
filmed by NSSDCw of all primary mission TDR color images. The
necessary ordering information is camera event (CE) label_
verston_ segmentw and IPL picture ID. Engineering parameters
are also included, It is necessary to order this data set to
select color TOP images (75-075C-06_) - and (75-083C-06F).
...............................................................
Data set name - HIGH-RESOLUTION MOSAIC INDEX AND
MOSAICKING DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID 75-075C-06M, HI-RES MOSAIC INDEX * DESCRI=TION
Time period coy,rap - iN/A)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF MICROFILM
This data sett filmed by NSSDCw from experimenter
supplied hardcopy_ consists of all the available Lander high
resolution mosatcst a mosaicking descripttong and an index on
16-mm microfilm. The intended purpose of this data set fs to
aid in selecting individual photographs.
...............................................................
Data set name - PRIME_ EXTENDEDt AND CONTINUATION PICTURE
CATALOG
NSSDC ID 75-075C-06N9 PRIME_ EXTI CONT MISSION PIC CAT
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 66 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
These datap on black and white mlcroflchet supplied by
the investigation teamt are in CO_TI format with 60 images per
card. The top of each card c_ntalns the microfiche card number
and a frame delineating the CE label numbers contained on that
card. The images are actual duplications of the Lander photos.
The data block for each image contains information as to
spacecraft namer camera_ CE Label humbert azimuthal el_ atton
anglest sun azimuth and elevation. The IPL picture ID is also
given in this data block.
...............................................................
Data set name - EXPERIMENT DATA RECORO IMAGE DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 75-075C-060. EDR IMAGE DATA ON IAPE
Time period covered - 07/20/76 TO 06/08178
{As verified by NSSDC)
_uantlty of data - go REELS OF TAPE
These ewperlmenter-supplledt experiment data record image
data are on g-trackl BOO-bpl EBCDIC _agnetlc tape created on an
IBM 360 computer. The data are picture images with each
horizontal llne of picture elements (plxels) represented as one
Logical record. Each image flte on tape consists of a series
of Label records followed by 512 records of plxel information.
The label records contain parameter information for the
associated i_age. The Iengtht in characters_ of the physical
label records is equal to the number of plxets in a horizontal
image llne or 360_ whichever is greater$ The label record
contains the following parameters: satellite Identlflcatlon_
camera numberl dlodel steaslzel channeLlto_el azlmutht
etevatlonl offset_ qaln9 scan fatal data ratel data pathl total
llnesl rescan begin and totall sun azimuth and eLevatlon_
antl-solar azimuth and elecatlon; event day a_d time of dayt
standard devlatlon9 number of missing lines and gaosl
percentage of missing dotal and so Jrce tape and isle number.
...............................................................
Data set name - HIGH RESOLUTION MOSAIC
_SSDC ID 75-075C'06Pt HIGH RESOLUTION MOSAIC
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - iG REELS OF TAPE
The experlmenter-subplledt hlgh-resolutlon mosaic data
are on g-trackt BOO-Dolt EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM
360 computer. The data are picture images with each horizontal
line of picture elements (plxels) represented as one Logical
record, Each image file on tape consists of a series of label
records followed by 512 records of plxel information, The
Label records contain parameter information for the associated
image, The lengthy in characterst of the physical label
records is eg_al to the n_moer of olxel s in a horizontal image
Line or 3601 whichever is greater. The Label record contains
the following _arameters satellite identification; camera
number; dlode_ stepslze; channel/mode; azlmuthl elevation;
offset; gain; scan rate; data rate; data path; total tin.l|
resca_ begin and total; sun azimuth arid elevation; anti-soLae
azimuth and elevation; event day and time of day; standard
deviation; number of missing llnes and gaps; I_ercentage of
missing data and source tape and file number,
Data set name - STEREO HIGH RESOLUTION
NSSDC ID 75-075C-060t STEREO HIGH RESOLUTION
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 8 REELS O_ T_PE
These expertmenter-subpLteOt stereo high-resolution data
are on 9-trackt 8OO-bott EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM
360 computer, The data are picture images wth each horizontal
Line of picture elements (ptxets) represented as one togtcat
record. Each image file on tape consists of a series of tab¢(
records followed by 512 records of ptxeL information. The
Label records contain parameter information for the associated
image, The length_ in characters_ of the physical labe_
records ts equal to the number of ptxels in a horizontal image
Line or 360_ whichever ts greater. The label record contains
the following parameters satellite identification; camera
number; diode; stepstze; channetlmode; azimuth; ekevattonl
offset; gatnl scan rate; data rate; data path; total lines;
rescan begin and total; sun azimuth and etevattoni'antt°sotar
azimuth and elevation; event day and time of day; standaed
deviation; number of missing lines and gaps; percentage of
mlsstng data and Source tape and f_Le number,
...............................................................
Data set name - STEREO MOSAICS
NSSDC ID 75-OTSC-O6R, STEREO MOSAICS
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data m 32 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
These negatlves_ provided by the experlmenter_ contain
both standard vlstereo and special vlstereo. The special
vLstereo emphasizes or enhances certain topographic
characteristics of the scene. Each negative is labeled either
standard or special and contains information on the
hlgh-resolutlon mosaic it was produced from. It identifies
whether the image is from the fromt or back of the Lander_ and
teLLs which eye_ right or left_ should view the image, The
Image Processing Laboratory picture identifier (IPL picture ID)
iS expressed as the date of the processing of the image on the
computer (yy/mm/dd/hhmmss).
...............................................................
Data set name - TOPOGRAPHIC MAP ATLAS OF LANDING SITE
NSSDC ID 75-075C-06T_ TOPO MAP ATLAS-LANDING SITE
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 1 _OOM OR BOUND VOLUME
This data set consists of two kinds of topographic map
products generated from the stereo pictures : (1) elevation
contours and (2) vertical profiles, The maps of the Viking 2
Lander site are in Part Ill. ALso included are descriptions of
the mapp¶ng techniques and indices, These maps cover the area
fro_ the immediate foreground of the Lander to 500 m out in
both the front and back of the Lander, The ranging accuracy
decreases approximately quadrattcally_ with pLUS or minus 1 cm
accuracy near the Lander to plus or minus 20 m at 100 m range,
The maps were proceed at scales ringing from 1:1 to 1:2000 and
then reduced to half-size for incorporation in the book format,
.................................. . ............................
Data set name * HIGH _ESOLUTION LITHO MOSAICS
_SSQC ID 75-OTEC-O6w_ HIGH RESOLUTIO_ LITHO MOSAICS
Time period covered - (N/A)
These mosaic lithographs are available through the US
Geological Survey. For each of these mosaics there iS a set of
five sheets consisting of four single sheets for each sectort
and a fifth sheet with the complete mosafc_ with an image
inches high and 38 inches Long. The one-sector sheets_ each
with an image 2_ inches high by 30 inches Long assembled
together make a mosaic two feet high by 10 feet wide. The
lithographs were made by standard procedures using a screen of
130 Lines/inch, Each single sector Lithograph product has two
sets of flduclal scales bordering the image, One gives the
azimuth angle from Mars north and the elevation angle relative
to the nominal horizon, the second set gives the IPL llne and
sample number, The sector 1 sheet and sector 2 sheet cover
tines 170 to 22g0 and 2200 to _320 respectively from the sector
B5
1 and 2 BgO bpt dtgtal tape, The sector E sheet ant sector A
sheet Lines cover Lines AC to 2160 and 2070 to _190
respectively from t he sector 3 an3 _ ROD DOt t_oe, There are
approximately 90 Lines of overlap of the scene between adjacent
sector images, the fifth sheet for each mosaic has two A-inch
high by 3B-Inch Long t_ages of the co_DLeted mOS_tC scene= One
iS bordered by IPL line and sample numbers that reference the
four-sector 1603 bpt digital tape for that mosaic, The second
serves the sa_e purpose as the reduced image in the single
sector sheetst giving the relationship oetaeen rectified ca_er_
control coordinates and azimuth angles from Mars north, it
also iopntlfles the distance and size of rocks in the scene.
These sheets have two other images of interest. One is a
T-Inch diameter Image of a oslar stereographic sroJectlon of
the mosaic, lhls is the "donut" proJectlon. The second is an
image acquired by the Viking DrOller cameras showing the
Location of the Vlklng Lander.
...............................................................
Data set name - RANGE DATA SETS OVERLAIN ON LANDE_
MOSAICS ON MASNETIC TAPE
NSSDC I_ T_-O75C-OGWt RANGE DATA SET OVERLAYS DATA
tlme oerlod covered - (N/S)
guantlty of data - g REELS OF TAPE
These experimenter suppltedt range data set products are
on 9-track t BOO bptt EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM 360
computer. The data are 3tcture t ma_es with e_ch horizontal
klne of a picture element (plxel) represented as one logical
record. Each image file on tape consists of a series of Label
records followed by 512 records of plxeL information, The
label records contain parameter information for the associated
image, the Length_ in charactersD of the physical Label record
is equal to the number of plxels in a horizontal image llne or
360, whichever Is greater. The label record contains the
following parameters: satellite identification4 camera no.t
dtode_ stepstze_ channel/model aztmuthl eLevatton_ offset_
9aln, scan rater data rater data Datht total Ltnest rescan
Depth and totalt sun azimuth and elevation, anti-sun aztmuth
and elevattont event day and time of Oayt standard devtattont
no. of missing lines and gaps. oercentage of missing data. and
source tape and file numbers.
...............................................................
Data set name - IMAGING OATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
(*)
NSSDC ID 75-OTSC-O6Yw PLANETARY IMAGING DATA ON MAG TAP
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - _0 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of the Experiment Data Records
([DRs) for the aopro=Imately 6000 images obtained by the Viking
1 Lander TV expertmentl stored on 6250-Opt magnetic tapes. The
EDRs constst of unprocessed {raw) instrument data tn VICAR
format. Each image file consists of 515 or more blocks*
containing a _artable number of bytes per block. The number of
pyres per block is equal to the nun_oer of scan lines taken by
the camera or 3GOt wdlchever Is larger. Details of the data
set are orovldeQ by Martin et aL.D "Planetary Image Conversion
Task: Final ReportD" JPL Publication B5-50t 19851 wh¶ch is
available at NSSDC. This Publication includes the only catalog
currently available for the data set. The catalog Lists images
by Ptcno._ an image sequence humbert against tape/file
position. For this reasont it tS necessary to be able to
identify the Ptcnos. of interest before placing In order.
...............................................................
VIKING 1 LANDER_ BIEMANN
MOLECULAR ANALYSIS
...............................................................
Data set name - GAS CHROMATOGRAPH MASS SPECTROMETER SOIL
ANALYSIS DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-075C-0AA_ GEMS SOIL ANALYSIS FLIGHT DATA
Time perloq covered - (N/A)
Quanttty of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
These data, on 9-trackt 800-bptt unlabetedD
IBM-compatlble tapest are in raw formt _ust aS they were
received by the Vtkt_g eKseri_enters from the telemetry
decommutatton program outputt except that they have been put
into logical orger and gaps have been filled in, They are
unlikely to be usable by anyone not very falttlar with the
• lsston operations and the tnatrusent deatgn. Each sample runt
colprtetng one file on the taper includes several spectral
scans divided arbitrarily into small blocks, The quantities
Listed are the output of the analog-to-dlgttal converter on a
Logarithmic scale as a function of time. Separate blocks of
engineering data contain temperaturest preaaureat and other
instrument paramPterso
Data set name - SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECTRA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-075C-04Bt SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPESTRA
Time period covered - (N/A]
Quantity of data - I REEL OP TAPE
The mass spectrum datat on 9-trackt ROO-bpt tapes_ ape
reduced versions of the GCMS soil analysis data (75-075C-04AI.
Each sample run is on a separate flle, and there I$ one record
for each spectral scan, Including mass spectrum data and
engineering data. Listed is the intensity in arbitrary linear
units as a functton of mass number from 12 to 215 tn the
conventional mass spectrum format. The engineering information
included permits conversion of intensities to current units.
Data set name - SSIL AVALYSIS MASS SPECTRA ON MIERO;ILM
NSSDC ID 75-075C'OQCt SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE MASS SPECTR
Time oerlod covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
The same data as on the mass spectra tapes are presented
as Par graphs on _6-mm microf_lm. Each frame contalns one
complete graph of the intensities of all masses detected.
Because the lower masses (mostly CO2 and M2O) are predomtnant_
a second graph starting at about mass _5 shows the heavy
elements at a more appropriate scale. Graphs of engineering
parameters are also included.
.................................. _ ............................
_ata set name - GEMS ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-075C-0_D_ GEMS ATMOSPHERE PLIGHT DATA
Time period covered - iN/A)
These data, on g-trackt BOO-hot taper are the GCMS raw
data for the atmospheric analyses, For the Viking 1 primary
mlsslon there were A filtered atmospheric samples with CO and
CO2 removedt 17 unfiltered samplest and _ samples after I0
enrichment cycles to increase the concentration of trace
elements. For the Viking 2 primary mission there were
filtered atmospheric samples w_th CO and CO2 removed, 2
unfiltered samplest 1 sample after 5 enrichment cyclest 2
samples after 10 enrichment cycLest and _ samples after 15
enrichment cycles. These tapes contain data in raw form
similar to that on the soll analysis flight data tapest but the
Data Quantity ts much Less. The parameters are mass
spectrometer electron multtplter output as a function of time
for each measurement scan and the.associated background scan.
...............................................................
VIKING 1 LANDER_ HARGRAVES
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
.................................. _............................
Data set name - INDE_ OF MAGNET IMAGES ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC TO TS-O75C-lOAt INDEX OF MAGNET IMAGES ON M/FICHE
Ttme period covered - 07120176 TO 10106176
(AS verified by NSS_C)
Quantity of data - 1 CARD OF BIN MICROFICHE
These data are on B/W microfiche generated at NSS_C from
a hardcopy index supplied by the investigator. Thts index
Lists the Lander camera images taken of the magnet pairs
mounted on the sampler arm and the Lander body. The Listing
contains the Martian day (sol); image reference number by ce
Label; resolution; if colort black and whtte_ or tnfraredI if
in the sun or shaded; and comments.
...............................................................
Data set name - MAGNET IMAGES ON ROLL FILM
NSSOC IO 75-075C-10Bt MAGNET IMAGES ON ROLL FILM
Time period covered - 07120176 TO 10106/76
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 37 BIW POSITIVE FRAMES
These data are on 5-in, B/W roll film generated At NSSO_
from Lander camera images Supplied by the Lander Ilaglng Tell.
These data are the best images of the magnet patti taken by the
Lander camera, They are aLSO avaiLabLe as individual BIM
86
frames.
..............................................................
VIKING I LANDERt KLEIN
BIOLOGY
...............................................................
Data set name - GAS EXCHANGEs LABELED RELEASE_ AN3
PYROLYTIC RELEASE DATA ON MICROFILM
NSGDC IO 75-075C-03Ft GEXt LRi AND PR MEASUREMENTS
Ttme pertod covered - 07/20/76 TO 05/50/77
(AS verlfted By NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 13 REELS OF MICROFILM
These Qatar supplied by the investigation teaml are on
16-ram microfilm and consist of descriptions of the commands
that were sent to operate the three tnstrume _ s_ and
tabulations of raw and reduced data returned. The command data
tncLude Mars time for each experiment sequences the commands
sent_ predicted data points for each command file that were
used to time tag the data when tt came back from the
instruments and a summary of the major events of each command
sequence. These command data are identified as Biology/C. The
tabulation/plot data include tnstrdment responses time-tagged,
engtneertngl and summary plot data. The instrument response
data consist of raw return downLtnk data in octal forml the
same data after basic reduction, and the time-tagged data in
value point form. The time-tagged data are the primary reduced
form of the data, These data are Mars Mission Time (MMt) of
the data polntt Local Lander Time ILLT), type of measurement,
the value of the data potntt and diagnostic information about
each data oathS. Engineering data are tncLude_ after the red
and reduced data. The fourth part of the data contains plots
that summarize the data. The reduced data for the biology
instrument are GEX chro_atogram voltagest GEX nalotoles us time
plotst PR radioactivity vS time, LR countslmln summary_ and
time-tagged instrument values.
...............................................................
VIKING 1 LAMbERt MICHAEL_ dR.
LANDER RADIO SCIENCE
...............................................................
Data set name - DOPPLER AND RANGE TRACKING DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 75-075C-11Bt RANGE + DOPPLER DATA
Time period covered - 06120176 TO 01/28177
IAs verified oy NSSDC)
Ouanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set_ supplied by the Radio Science Teams iS
contained on 7-tracks 800-bpt tapes that are merged and
reformatteP versions of the original project tracking rarest
and have essentially the same format as the Orbiter tapes.
Each record contains alLt or a sJbset of, the following
parameters: time, Doppler frequency, range ll.m., light time In
nanoseconds)t and certain tracktn) station information.
Spacing Oetween DooDler aoints iS usQally 10 S; oetween ranging
points it is from 2 to 20 mln. Each tape contains data from
one spacecraft. A set of IBM cards Listing the range hardware
delay calibration data is included with these data, The
calibrations are given for the co_olned effect of the signal
delays caused by both a tracklng statlonWs equipment and the
spacecraft transponder.
...............................................................
Data set name - DECALIBRATEO LA_DER RANGE DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSaC ID 75-075C-11Ct DECALIBRATED RANGE CATA TAPES
Time period covered " (N/A)
This data set, supplied by the Radio Science Team, is
¢ontal_ed on 7-tracks 8OO-Ppl tapPs. For the *good* range
points, which are a subset of the range oolnts on the tracking
data tapes (75-075C-11_), the results of an extensive
calibration program are presented. The parameters Listed are
time, uncorrected range in nanoseconost correction for time
delay in the Lander transponders correction for tlme delay in
the tracking station egJipment, correction for the
interplanetary plasma effect (fro_ near-slmultaneous Orbiter S-
and X-band data), an_ final corrected range. The final
corrected range should be the pest obtatnaole value of the
range between the tracking station antennas and the Lander.
...............................................................
VIKING I LANDER* biER
ENTRY SCIENCE ATMOSPHERIC $TR_CTURE
...............................................................
Oata set name - ATMOSPHERE TEMPERAIURE AND PRESSURE
LISTINGS ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID TS-07_C-02A_ ATHOS TEMP + PRESS LSTNGS_ MFICH
Time aertod covered - 07t20/7& TO 07/20/7&
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
Thls data set consists of tables and Ltstingst filmed by
NSSDC from data supplied by the exper_mentert of atmospheric
pressure and temperature measured during the Lander entry phase
including the parachute descent. The tables give the time II)g
atmospheric pressure (mb)l attt2ude Ikm)t vehicle velocity
(m/s) and t_e temperature (dee K), The listings gtve the
aLtttude measured by the radar altimeter, the axial
accelerations the normal acceleration tn the plane of the lift
vectors the relative velocity, th_ relative flight path angles
the relative heading angler and the areocentrtc Latitude and
longitude.
...............................................................
VIKING 1 LANDER_ NIER
ENTRY SCIENCE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERIC
COMPOSITION
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - TIME-ORDERED MASS SPECTRA PLOTS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 75mOTSC-12At NEUT. ATHOS. MASS SPECIRA ON rILW
Time period covered - 07/20/76 TO 07/20/7&
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - L REEL OF MICROFILM
Thts IG-mm mtcrottlm data set was generated at NSSDC from
hardcopy data plots supplied by the investigation team. These
data include time-ordered mats spectra plots displayed on a
semtLog graph. The ordinate stale iS ion turrent_ and the
ttnear abscissa scale ts word number. Beneath the abscissa is
printed spacecraft time (measured from the time of deorbtt) and
universal tlme. With the accompanying documentatlon_ it is
possible to convert current values to ambient particle number
densities, word numoer to atomic masst and time into altitude
in kilometers.
...............................................................
Data set name - TIME-ORDERED ION CURRENT LISTINGS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 75-07_C-12B, tABLES OF M.S. CURRENTS ON FILM
Ttme period covered - 07/20/76 TO 07/20/76
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MISROFILM
This IE-mm microfilm data set was generated at NSSDC from
hardcopy tabulated data provided by the investigation team.
These data consist of the time-ordered ion current listings
from which the mass spectra plots were produced. The items
tabulated include: word number$ frame number_ electrometer
current readlngst and gain step. At the end of the film are
additional ion current data mot in temporal order and
miscellaneous housekeeping data. The accompanying documents
permit the conversion of current to ambient particle number
denslty_ word number to atomic mass9 and ttme to altitude in
kilometers.
.................................. p............................
VIKING 1 LAMbERt NIER
E_IRY SCIENCE IONOSPHERIC PROPERTIES
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - IRAJECTOPY AhC ATTITUDE DATA ON TAPE
NSSOC I_ 75-075C-1_A* EXP.T_AJECT.'ATT_TUDC DATAt TAPE
Time perlod covered - 07/2017E TC 07/20/76
IAS verlfleo by NSSaC)
Ouantlty of data - ! PEEL OP TAPE
These data, supplied by the investigation team, are on
_-track_ binary, 1600-bpl, unlabeled tape, and contain
trajectory and attltu_e data for the Vlklnq ] and 2 Lancers.
There _s one flle for each spacecraft. Each record in a file
contains the following parameters: time in seconds from
_eorblt; velocity in km/s; altitude above Mars' mean surface in
kilometers; and flight angle, headlng angle, sub-Lander
latlt_de_ sub-Lander longitude, RPA angle of attack_ UAMS angle
of attack, _PA sun angles and zenith angle all measured in
degrees.
...............................................................
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Datasetname- RPAIONANDELECTRONDATA O TAP[
NSSDC ID 75-075C-14_1 RPA ION-ELECTRON ]ATA O_ TAPE
Tlme period covered - 07/20/76 TO 07/20/7B
(As verified _y _SSDC)
Ouantlty of data ° L REEL OF TAPE
These dotal supplied by the investlgatlo_ tea_1 are on
9-trackt 1600-bolw binary tape. The data contain the complete
record of the collected current vs retardlng potential as a
function of time for both Landers in ooth the electron and ion
modes, There are four files on this taper and each record
contat_s time in seconds from deorbltt sequential frame numher_
major frame number_ and pairs of retarding potential and
collector current values.
OaIa set name - RRA ION AND ELEOTRO_ DATA ON M]CRDFILM
NSSOC ID 75-075C-I_C, RPA ION-ELECT. DATA ON 35MM RILM
Time period covered - 07120176 TO 07120/7&
(As verified Dy NDSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
These dotal supplied by the investigation teamt are on
16-mm microfilm. The data are essentially the same as the
magnetic tape data set (75-075C-14B) and tncLJde current vs
retarding potential plots for each individual sweep In the
energetic electron mode; similar plots for thermal ions wlth
the leasi-sqJares fit t_ the theoretical equation to determlne
¢oncentratlons_ temperature_ and other parameters; and tlme
plots of aLtltudet velocltyp and pertinent angles to define the
instrument environment during the entry.
...............................................................
VIKING 1 LANOERt SHORTHILL
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
...............................................................
Data set name - PUBLISHED REPORTS ON THE RESULTS 0 = THE
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES EXPERIMENT
NSSOC ID TS-OTSC-OIA_ PHYSICAL PROPERTIES REPORTS
Tlme period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 2 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
Thts Oats set consists of reports oubltshed by the
investigation team that discuss the results of the Physical
Properties Experlment, The re_orts discuss the _srdwsre usedt
the results of tests using the systems test bedl the results of
the tmaglng science tester and the results of the s¢tente
end-to-end tests, The approximate dates of the tests and the
elements tested ere also discussed. It is emphasized that the
results are preliminary andt therefore_ subject to change,
...............................................................
VIKING I LANOERi TELLMAN
qETEOROL OG Y
...............................................................
Data set name - SANMET LISTINGS OF TEM_RATURE AND VECTOR
WIND VS TIME
NSSDC ID 75-075C-07A_ SANMET TEMP*VCTR WND VS TIME-LIST
Ttme period covered - 07120178 TO 05116177
(As verlfled by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1522 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
Thls data set. on B/W mttroftcheD consists of a copy of
the computer printout of the science analysis of meteorology
(SANMET) orogram9 which presents ell the information about
every measurement that was available to the Viking Meteorology
Science Team, Raw data {instrument voltage readtng=)l redused
dated end statistical summaries are included, Much of the
information is redundant or of no val_e to the Jser. For each
Mlr$ day there are four lets of data Ltst|ngl: (1) instrument
voltage outputs (raw date)| (2) calculated vottaget reststancet
end temperature values; IS) wind larw_ temperature data in
geophysical units; and (4} pressure data in geoohystcal units.
There ts also Information on the date base input Chit
controlled the SANMET run and on parity errors in the data.
The reduced data (items 3 and 4) were used to orepare the
abridged data sets -078 end -OTC.
Data set name - HIGH TIME RESOLUTION PLOTS OF VECTOR WIND
AND TEMPERATURE VS TIME (SECONDS)
NSSDC 10 75-075C-0769 VECTOR W_DITEMP US TIME(SEC)PLTS
Time oerlod covered - 07120/76 TO 07/20/7B
(AS verified by NSSDC)
guantlty of data - 17 REELS OF MICROFILM
This i6-mm microfilm data set was generated at _SSOC from
hardcopy reduced data plots prepared by the exoerlmenter. The
data consist of plots of three parameters (wind sDeedt wind
dlrectlon_ and temperature) vs time (Mars seconds) elapsed
since the beginning of the measurement, Such fnformation as
earth start and stop tiles of the observaton iS printed at the
too of each frame. Normally there is one 5-mln observing
period for each Mars hour, except that the first observing
period each day Is for I0 mln. Each plot displays reLatlve[y
fine time stale data taken for one of the hourly observ_tlon
periods.
...............................................................
Data set name - LOW TIME RESOLUTION (AVERAGE) PLOTS OF
VECTO_ WIND AND TEMPERATJRE VS TIME (MRS)
NSSDC IO 75-075C-07Ct VECTOR WIND/TEMP VS TIMC(HRS)RLTS
Time period covered - 07120/76 TO 08129/78
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 5 REELS DF MICROFILM
This IE-mm microfilm data set was generated at ESSDC from
hardcoPx analyzed data prepared by the experimenter from the
reduced data in data set 75-075C-07B, The data consist of
sertes of three film framesl one frame each for wind speedt
wind dlrectlont and temperature, Each plotted point iS
oOtatned Py averaging all observations taken during one Mars
hour (module). Each Plot depicts daily parameter variations
for a particular day,
...............................................................
Data set name - METEOROLOGY PRESSURE DATA ON MAGNETIC
TARE
NSSDC ID 75-075C-070_ METEOROLOGY PRESSURE TAPE
Time period covered m 07119/76 10 09102/76
(As verified by NSSDC)
guant¶ty of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These data are written on magnetic tape and are 7-track_
800-bpt_ even partty_ BCD_ unlabeled. The data were created on
a Univac 1108 computer. Each physical record consists of 10
Logical records of 20 characters. The data are contained on 4A
ftLes and consist of a sol header record and data records,
Each header record contains a flag (atways-9)_ Viking Lander
no.t soLl no. of groups in sol_ no. of potnts re_ettedt and
mean pressure of the sol (mb), Each data record consists of a
flag (eLways_9)9 Local Lander time of record_ no, of points
comprising group (record)t and mean pressure of the group
(record), This format is the same for Viking 2 Lander
meteorology pressure data (7_-085_-07D),
Data set name - METEOROLOGY WIND TEMPERATURE DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO TS-O75C-OT[_ METEOROLOGY WNOTMP TAPE
Time period covered - 07119176 TO 09102/76
(As verified by NSSDC)
quantity of data m 1 REEL OF TAPE
These data are written on msgnett¢ tape and are 7-track_
800-bote even partty_ BCO_ and unlabeled, The data were
created on a Univac 1108 computer. Each physical resord ts one
LOgical record of 120 characters. The data sre contained on 44
files wlth each file containing data for one sol, Each file
consists of module header records followed by data records for
the module. The header records ¢ontatn the module no,_ start
ttme_ Lender eooch_ sol no._ date quality tndtcetor_ Lander
no, e and simple interval. The data records contain mtnlmum_
maxtmumt overage and standard deviation values for wind sPeed_
wtnd angler thermocoupLe temp.t and reference sensor temo,t
plus Sums of aLL fLags_ parity ftagst and all missing valuee_
average ttme_ and average platRnum resistance temperature.
Thts format is the same for gtktng 2 Lander meteorology wind
and temperature data (75-083C-07E)A
.................................. _ ............................
Date set name - DAILY PLOTS OF Wilt TENPERATUR[ ANO
PRESSJR[
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NSSDC ID 75-075C-07Fp DAILY PLOTS OF WNOTMP * PRESSURE
Time period covered - 07120176 TO 09101/76
(As _rtfted by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
These data were filmed P y t_ NSSDC from plots provided
by the team leader. The plots consist of two consecutive sols
plotted continuously. The upper Left corner contains the
Lander number and the sol day number. Immediately below this
is the value of the areocentrtc longitude of the sunl in
degrees_ at midnight of the indicated sol. The time scale is
in hours of local Lander time. The times Of sunrisee noon_ and
sunset are tndtcated by Long tick Barks on the upper border of
the plot. The temperature plots are _totted at the mean time
of each data record and connected by stratght lines. The
pressure data are taken from the pressure catalog produced at
Florida State University (¢SU). The pressure scale uses S
nominal range of 10 mb which may shift up or down to fit the
data. The pressure plots are connected by a dashed line. The
winds plotted are derived from the wind and temperature catalog
produced at FSU. The _t_d plots are in standard _eteorologtcal
notation wtth a half arrow and barbs. For direction North is
at the top and West is at the left. On the bottom of the shaft
each full barb represents 2 m/s_ which a half barb represents 1
• /s. Five full barbs are allowed totally 10 _/s. For Larger
winds the rtght scale Of the shaft is used. Each full barb on
the right side represents 10 m/s. rive full barbs on both
rlght and left represents GO m/s. For still stronger winds the
value of all harps is doubled and a stroke is placed across the
tip of the half arrow to denote thts doubling. Winds tn excess
of 120 m/s are given as a half arrow wlth no barbs but a square
at the tail of the arrow. A wind of Less than 0.5 m/s is
considered calm and represented by a circle around the time of
data.
...............................................................
Data set name - PRINTED PRESSURE AND WINO_ TEMPERATURE
CATALOG
NSSDC 10 75-075C-07G_ PRINTED PRESS • WINOTMP CATALOG
Time period covered - 0T120/7G TO 10/18/76
(As verified by NSSDE)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF MICROFILM
These data, filmed by NSSOC from hardcopy supplied by the
team LeaOerl consist of the meteorology pressure catalog and
the meteorology wind and temperature catalog. The pressure
catalog has one page for each sol per Lander. The pages are
numbered begtnlng with 0 for each Lander. There is a header_
on each paget which contains; (1) the Lander numbert (2) sol
number, (_) number of grou_s in the sol, (_) nu_oer of points
repeatedt {5) page number and (6) the mean pressure for the
sot. Items 3 and _ are more fully explalneo In the
documentation section, preceding the catalog data. on the
• tcroftl_. The wind and temperature catalog also has headers
for each page of data. The headers consLst of (1) page and SOL
number with {aT the header numbert (DO the sol numbert is) the
data of the SANMET computer run_ (d) the SANMEI program used;
(2) module headers wtth (aT the module number_ CO) the ttme of
start of module in UTt (c) the sample interval in seconds, and
(d) a data Quality indicator; (3) column labels with (aT
rec-record number within the module, (b) hours - the mean llt
of the record in hours+ (c) soeed sigma max _tn- for columns
referring to wtnd speeds (d) angle sigma max- for columns
referring to wind direction, (e) amp T sigma max mln-four
columns referring to a_btent temperatures, (iT ref T sigma max
mln-four columns referrLng to temperature measured by the wind
reference sensor1 (g) plat- the mean for the record of the
values from the platinum resistance thermometerl (h) p-
information on a certain class of 3artty errors detected by
SANMETI (t) f- information on whether SANMET rejected one or
more _easuremenc potntst (J) m- the number of missing samples
in a record andl (k) i- an tndicatton of the possible
unrepresentativeness of the data because of flow fro_ the
Lander body towards the meteorological sensors. A more
complete explanation of these headings can be found In the
documentation of Viking meteorology wlnd and temperature
catalog which precedes these data on the microfilm reel.
...............................................................
Data set name - WIND AND TEMPERATURE CATALOG ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-075C-07Hw WIND AND TEMPERATURE CATALOG
Time period covered - 07120/76 TO 0g/14/78
(As verified Oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experimenter supoLted_ wind and temoerature catalog
data are on 9-track_ 16bObble ASCII magnetic tape created on a
Univac 1108 computer. The data are means and other statistics
for each record of observation (sol)_ conststln3 usually of 16
samples. The records are blocked with thirty, 120 character
fixed Length Lines each. Two types of lfnes are contained on
each file: module header lines followed by data Lines for the
tooule° Each header Line contains module no.; start tt_e for
the module tn years day of year_ haur and minute; start tilde in
local Martian Lander ttme; data 9uaLtty indicator; start ttm e
tn s_ and time in s between samples. Each data line contains
the record no. within a module; highest and lowest wtnd speeds;
the amount (In dart-degrees} by whlch the w_nd direction
departs from the vector mean dtractton; the amount by whtph t h_
max./mtn, temp. ts above/below the mean thermocouple tamp, and
reference sensor tamp,; no, of m_sstng samples tn the record;
mean Local Lander tlme in hr; vector mean wtnd speed and
arithmetic standard devtatton of wind speeds tn meters per a;
vector mean wind direction tn des; standard devtatton of wind
direction from the vector mean wtnd dtrectton; artthmett¢ mean
thermocoupLe temp. and reference sensor temp. and standard
deviation of those temps, in deg K; and the mean for the rebOrd
of the values from the platinum resistance thermometer in the
boom housing.
...............................................................
Data set name - SOLAR AVERAGE PRESSURE DATA - PLOTS AND
LISTINGS (*)
NSSDC IO 75-075E-071, SOL AVG PRESSePLOTS & LISTINS
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quanttty of data - 3 CARDS OF B/W MICROPISME
This data set consists of two types of plots of Martian
daily average pressure data. The mean pressure data (tn
mtlltoars)* retrieved from the sol average pressure tape (NSSD_
75-075C-07J), are derived from Individual measurements that are
sampled at intervals of 30 to 90 mtn. They are time-weighted
daily average pressure with certain assumpttons regarding gaps
of longer than 3 h. Depending on the location of the gads and
their length_ missing data are either filled in by
interpolation or by extrapoLatton_ or are excluded from the
time*weighted statistics. The first type of plot has data
presented in 670-sot blocks. The Lower panel has the SOt
average pressure values plotted against time (in SOi$_
normalized to Local midnight). The upper panel illustrates the
maximum time gap (in hours) in the same time pertod as that Of
the Lower panel. The second type of plot has data presented in
lO0-sol blocks. The Lower panel has the daily average pressure
values from both Viking Lander I and Viking Lander 2 plotted
against time. The upper Level panel illustrates the standard
deviations for both Lander 1 and Lander 2, The standard
deviations provide crude indications of synoptic activity at
both Lander 1 and Lander 2_ and of dust-generated tides at
Lander 1. where time gaps are Longer than 6 h_ data are
excluded from both types of plot_. ALtogether there are 22_5
soLs of data plotted for Lander 1 and 1050 sots of data for
Lander 2. Notice that on the plots Lander 2 data begtn on sol
QA because of its delay in landtmg relative to Lander 1. For
more information, refer to the -Atmospheric Pressure Statistics
From the Surface of Mars: the Viking Meteorology Expertmente"
by d, E. Tttlman* avaLLaole at _SDC on the data tape that iS
mentioned above.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - SOLAR AVERAGE PRESSURE DATA 0_ MAGNETIC
TAPE (*)
NSSDC ID 75-075C-07J_ SOL AVERAGE PRESSURE TAPE
Time period covered - 07/20/76 TO 11/12/82
tam verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This e_perlmenter-supplled data set consists of Martfan
daily average pressure Oats written on a g-tratk_ 1600-bp%
ASCIIt unlabeled tape by a Prime computer. The mean pressure
data (in millibars) are derived from Individual measurements
that are sampled at intervals of 30 to 90 mtn. They are
tlme-welghted daily average pressure values with certain
assumptions regarding gaps Longer than 3 h. Depending on the
Location of the gaps and their Length. missing data are either
f|lled in by interpolation or e_trapolatton, or are excluded
from the ttme-welghted statistics. Besides the average
pressure_ other parameters are provided for each sol including
mtnlmum pressure, standard devtatton_ length of maxtmum time
gap_ starting and ending times of Large gaps$ and other
supporting Information. There are two separate copies of data
from each Lander. including a total o1 22A5 sols of Lander l
average pressure values available on the tape. For more
information_ refer to the "Atmospheric Pressure Stattsttcs From
the Surface of Mars: the vtktng Meteorology Experiment," by J.
E. TttLman_ available at NSSOC on the data tape. It should be
noted that all records of the Lander 1 data contatn _00 ASCII
charatters_ _ut the last tape recOrd of the Lander 2 data is
only 800 characters Long_ contrary to the format given in the
descriptive document.
VIKING 1 LANDER_ TOULMIN_ 3RD
INORGANIC ANALYSIS
...............................................................
Data set name - SPECTRA PLOTS ON MICROFICHE
(,)
89 "''
NSS_CIO 75-075C-13Ae SPECTRA PLOTS ON M/FICHE
Time period covered - 11113175 TO 02123/78
(As verlfled oy NSSOC)
Ouantlty of data - _A CARDS OF B/w MICROFICHE
This data set consists of B/_ microfiche provided by the
Investlgatton team containing Logarithmic plots of the data in
the spectral history file (see 75-075C-13£). The title on each
plot includes Lander ID D spectru_ numberw PC tube+ sample or
calibration Infor _ tlonw command history Informatlont count
period (if other than 7.7 s)t ooerator_ detector vottagel and
date. The X-axts represents enerqy (channel number)0 and the
Y-axts represents Intensity that has been normalized to reflect
a 3O.7-s coJnt period/channel. The oc I and 2 d_ta represent
the Iron-55 radiation source information while pc 3 and 4 data
represent the cadmlum-lO9 information,
...............................................................
Data set name - COMMAND, SPECTRA+ AND TEMPERATURE HISTORY
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO TS-O75C-13E, COMMAND, SPECTRA+ TEMP MIST MTAPE
Time period covered - 07/20176 TO 10129/7G
{As verified oy HSG_C)
Quantity of nata- 3 REELS OF TAPE
These data are on 7-track, BOO°bpt+ BED+ even parity
magnetic tape supplied by the investigation tea_. Each tape
contains three files. The command history (file 1) contains
the instrument parameters that were sent to the guidance
control and seoue_tng computer (GC$C)o The file consists of a
header; the number of commands in each group; the _umber of the
first command in each group; the Purpose; the commann table
number; the number of the offset entry; the pc tube number; the
high-voltage bias; the code use_ to identify dJmOt fLag_ or
sample Informatlon; the count period per channel; the window
group (start channel); the execution time; the time in seconds
to begin execution on Mars; and the predicted number of data
frames. The temperatJre history file (file 2) contains
temperature measurements tn the KRFS box. The ftLe consists of
a header+ the total number of temperature groups as provided by
the Viking data software (each group contains a maximum of 675
measurements)+ the number of groups stored tn the ftLet the
temperature reaolnqs in the XRFS boxl and the GCSC tlme (in
seconds) when each temperature was measured, The spectral
history ftLe (file 3) contains the instrument response data.
The file consists of 8 header_ the spectrum name+ raw spectrum
data normalized to a count +1me of 30.7 s per channel+ the PC
tuOe that generated the spectrum, the time and date the
spectrum WaS assembled at dPL+ the data frame nJlbers used to
make the spectrum_ the count period for each data frame+ and
the name of the ooerator who generated the spectrum.
...............................................................
Data set name - COMMAND HISTORY ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 75-075C-13Ft COMMAND HISTORY ON M'FICHE
Time period covered - 07/21/76 TO 1112_17g
(As verified by NSSDC)
Ouantlty of Data - 2 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set, on black arid white microfiche+ provided by
the investigation team_ contains instrument _ara_eters that
were sent to the guidance control and sequencing computer
(GCSC)= The tabular files consist of a header+ the number of
the first command in each gra_o_ the purpose of command+ the
command table number= the pc tube number, the high voltage
biasp the cope used to identify dump, flag or sample
tnformatton_ the execution time+ the predicted number of data
frames and GCSC time,
...............................................................
Data set name - TEMPERATURE HISTORY ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO 75-075C-13Gt TEMPERATURE HISTORY ON MIFICHE
Time period covered - 07/21176 TO 12/05/79
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 20 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
These datal on black a_d white microfiche+ Provided by
the investigation team contain temperature measurementsl tn the
order received from the decsetm in degrees Fahrenheit. The
measureaents are further Listed after sequencing by time. The
gutdance control and frequency CO_DJier itme_ in seconder is
ttsted as are the sol+ Mars local time tn hours and mtnutesl
and the temperature in degrees and tenths of degrees. The
temperature htstory iS arrayed by group with each group
containing a maximum of 675 measurements.
KSSDC ID 7S-OT5A-OOD, BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKING MARS SCI
Time oerlod covered - (N/A)
Quantlty of Data - I CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
Thts iS the first editlont Published May 1B_ 1978+ of a
bibliography of the scientific results of the Viking missions+
the two Lanners ann the two Orbiters. It attempts to include
every publication in a scientific Journal of the experimental
results9 or theoretical interpretation of the Viking data+
nescrtpttons of the scientific instruments that might be of
value to scientists utilizing these data_ and a few general
papers or books summarizing the results or describing the
mission operations and history. This bibliography does not
tnctude abstracts or presentations at scientific meetings.
accounts in newspapers and popular magazines+ and scientific
discussions of Mars that are _ot directly related to the
information acquired by the Viking spacecraft.
...............................................................
VIKING i ORBITER, CARR
ORBITER IMAGING
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Data set name - BLACK AND WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHy
NSSDC ID 75-075A-OIA, BLACK E WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
Time period covereo - 0_/12/76 TO 11122/78
(AS vertfted by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 50 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of t- x 5-in. B/W negatives that
were released by the project for public distribution. Some are
individual frames or mosaics cf potential Landing sites taken
early In the mission. The rest were chosen to show features of
particular interest. Descriptions of each photograph are
included.
Data set name - B/W RECTILINEAR PHOTOGRAPHy
NSSDC ID 75-075A-OIB, RECTILINEAR ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Tlme period covered - 11/20/76 TO 08/15/80
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data -33100 B/W POSITIVES
These data+ suppLleo by the Orbiter Imaging Team, are on
5- x 5-In. B/W film and represemt the aurface as viewed from
the Orbiter scan platform without geometric corrections for
oblique-viewing distortion. Most images are available in two
processed versions; (1) the shading corrected iGOR) ver$tont
suitable for albedo contrast and photogrammetric studies; and
(2) the high-pass Tittered (NGF) version, which provtdec
maximum feature dtscrtmtnabtltty (at the cost of true atbedo
contrast). Both versions have beam processed to remove or fttt
in tetemetry btt errorcl camera btemlshas_ and nonuntformtttea
in vtdtcon response. Corrected data are then Linearly
stretched in contrast to fill the dynamic range of the film.
Each processed picture has a data block containing all
pertinent information for the i_,age. To select these data, use
the SEOR (TS-O75A-O1E); the rectilinear and orthographl¢
photography index (75°0TeA-OIL); the Quadrant+ Latitude+ and
Longitude I_dex (TS-OTBA-OtM)= or the lO°deg box tnde=
(75-075A-01I). In orOertng_ spectfy both the Dtcno and the
roll/file number.
...............................................................
Data set name - B/W ORTHOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHy
NSSDC TO 75-075A°OICt ORTHOGRAPHIC ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Time period covered - 07123176 TO 05113177
(AS verified by NSSOC)
g _nttty of data -167A3 B/W POSITIVES
These _ata_ supplied by the Orbiter Issglng Team_ are on
5- x B-In, B/W film and are a aubset of the total Image set
that has been trsnlformed to an orthographic mapping
projection, so that the scene appears as if viewed from
dlrectLy overhead. The center of pro_ectlon in all cases tl
the center point of the frame. TO preserve maximum
dtscrtmtnabtitty of featurea_ the size of the projected 1maRe
te foraatte_ to fttl_ aS nearly el polslbte, the mask
dimensions (1584 ptxeLa square). Thereforet the scale wilt
9O
vary from tmage to image in a series. This is especially
evident tn those sequences obtained at oeriapsis when the
vlewlnggeometry and range are changing most rapldty. The
scale of each image Is glven In tke data block under SCO
(km/ptxel}. A scale bar to the right of the image facilitates
photographic reconstruction of a series of Images to a stmttar
scale. Not all images are available In the orthographic
version. Most orthographic images available were produced in
the NGF version and, therefore_ do not present true atbedo
characteristics. To select these dater Jse the SEDR
(TS-OTSA-OIE); the rectilinear and orthographic photography
_ndex (75-075A-OIL}; the quadrantl latttudep and Longitude
index (75-075A-OIM); or the lg-deg box index (75-075A-OtI), In
ordering, specify both the ptcno and the roll file number,
...............................................................
Data set name - COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSOC ID 75-075A-O10t COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
Ttme period covered - 06/18176 TO 03/03/77
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 7 COLOR POSITIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of 4- x 5-tno color ne_tives
released by the project for public distribution. Bec_se of
color inaccuracies in reproduction_ the coloring cannot be
considered accurate. It is not oosstble to reproduce
accurately the red spectral reng_ that would De perceived by
the human .yet because of a Lack of adequate data.
...............................................................
Data set name - SEOR PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPORT DATA ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 75-O75A-OiEt SEDR SUPPORT DATA ON MICROFILM
Time period COvered - 06/23/76 TO 09/20176
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF MICROFILM
This oats set consists of Supplementary Experiment Data
Record (SEOR) on microfilm for the orbital photography on the
Viking 1 Orbtter and will be the only catalog available for the
Orbiter photography, Information supplied In these Listings
iS: picture identification nJmber (Ptcno) by which tt is
arranged; camera information such as exposure timer filter
used9 and which camera_ coordinates of center reticle of framet
ano processing laboratory and versions of photost e,g., aLOedo
stretch or maximum dtscrt_tnabtltty; and mosatc or stereo
comments, Definitions of the parameters precede the table,
The main table is followed by a one-Ltne Listing of the
photographs ordered by Latitude, proceeding from south to
north. This Listing ¢ontatns onl_ the Ptcno, Latitude and
Longitude of center reticule of each photograph,
...............................................................
Data set name - MOSAICS MADE FROM THE BLACK AND wHITE
DEGREE BOx ON MICROCIC HE (*)
NSSOC ID T5-O75A-OIF, B/W MOSAICS
Time period covered " (N/A)
Quantity of data - 503 B/W POSITIVE FRAMES
These data, suootfe_ oy the Orbiter Imaging Teamv are 4-
x 5-1n. B/'W mosaics. Hand-rendered mosaics are available for
much of the coverage obtained by the Viking Orbiter cameras.
¢or the most part, these mosaics provide contiguous coverage of
scenes _ade uo from individual images, and no attempt has been
made to conform to a global control net. Measurements made
from these mosaics wilt be highly inaccurate. Mosaics produced
by the united States Geological Survey (USGS) designated as mc
_uads or mc sub_uads and bJtlt Jooq the appropriate shaded
relief _ap are valid mapping coverage. Each mosalct identified
by the prefix 211- and a four-digit nu_ber_ is supplied with a
footprint plot providing the individual ptcno as well as roll
and file order numbers for the individual frames laktng Jo the
mosaic. ALL of these numbers shouto be sPeclfle_ when ordering
individual frames. In a few cases _here the particular version
of a frame In the mosaic is not avaIlaole, s si_II_r version of
that frame is designated on the footprint plot. The mosaic
summary and index (75-OT5A-O2J) should be used to select these
data,
...............................................................
Data set name - E/W STEREO PAIRS
NSSOB IO ?5-OTSA-OIMt STEREO PAIRS 5XS-INCH FILM
Time period oavered - 06/23176 TO 0_/22/7T
(AS veri/ted by NSSDC)
guantlty of data - 28 B/W POSITIVE FRAMES
These datat supplied by the Orbiter Imaging Teamt are on
5- x 5-in, B/W film and consist of frames identified as having
overlapping coverage, Frames should be ordered in the
orthographic version for Iter_o studies, It should be
understood that the visual imaging subsystem on the Viking
orbiters was not well adapted for acquiring stereo data_ and
that their acquisition was not a major objective of the primary
mission. The pairs contain significant but varlabLe amounts of
overlap. In some cases the two frames were taken at widely
different times so that Lighttng conditions Old not match well,
Stereo coverage of higher quality and greater Quantity was
obtained in the extended mission.
Data set name - INDEX BY LATITUOE_ LONSITUDE_ AN3 10
DEGREE BOX ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO 15-0?5A-011, INBEX BY LATILON AND 10 DEQ BOX
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set, supplied by the Orbiter Imaging Teaml is
on B/W microfilm, It consists of two indexes: one Lists the
images by center latitudet an_ 1he other Lists the images by
LO-deg boxes of Latitude and longitude. The first bOx is at
O-deg Longitude and the north pole, and covers the area O-deE
to IO-deg W Longitude and 90-dee to 80-deg N Latitude. The
second box is ZO-deg to 20-dee W Longitude and gO-deE to 80-deg
N latitude. The latitude and Longitude of the intercept point
5 (center ot image) ere used for these computational and only
images where the intercept potnt 5 is on the planet Irma5 it 90
deE) are Listed, Each index contains these parameters: pfcno;
frame start count (FSC) number; center Latitude; center
Longitude; emission angler the angle between the surface normal
and the Line to the spacecraft; incidence angle, the angle
between the surface normal and the Line to the sun; range to
surface; and Mars time,
...............................................................
Data set name - MOSAI_ SUMMARY AND INDEX 3N qISROFILM
NSSDC IO 75-O75A-OIJ_ MOSAIC SUMMARY AND INDEW,MFILM
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of bata - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of an indexed summary of Viking
Orbiter mosaics. The tnformatlon given tn tabular for_ is:
(1) identification number, (2) mosaic ]Or (3) comments (area or
features in v¶ew)t (4) production tlmet (5) revolution numberl
(6) number of images mosaicked, (7) minimum Latitude, (8}
maxlmum tatltude_ (9) mlnlmum Longitudet and (10) maximum
Longltude. This Listing is followed by an index ordered by
PICNO number that cross-references the page number of the
mosaic in the previous tisttng. Information given in thls
listing is: (1) PICNO, (2) central latttudep and (3} central
longitude of each photo tn the mosaic.
...............................................................
Data set name - PHOBOS_ DEIMOS, STARt TERMINATOP, AND
LIM_ IMAGES INOEX ON MICROFILM
NSSOC IO 75-075A-OIK, INDEX TO PH090S_ DEI_OS, STAR
Time period cowered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL O_ MICROBIC M
This oats set is a_ index of images of the Martian moons_
stars, Mars terminator_ and Mars llmb on microfilm generated at
NSSOC from hardcopy supplied by the 3rbtter Imaging Team. It
lists picno; filter; exposure; the range from the Orbiter to
Phobos, Detmos_ and the Limb of Mars; ang the surface
coordinates of the corner or center of the picture, tf _ars
appears in the picture. A "termlnator _ plcture is defineo as a
picture for which at least one corr_er is on the unlighted
portion Of the Mars surface, A 'Limb" picture has at Least one
corner off the surface entirely.
...............................................................
Data set name m RECTI.INEAR AND ORTROORAPHIC _40TO_RAPHY
INDEX ORDERED BY ROLL/FILE NUMBER
91
r'!; ._'_,)_,R QUALITY
NSSOC IO 75-075A-DILl RECT * ORTHO I_gEX 8Y ROLL FILE
TIme period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - _ CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
Thls data set is on BIw microfiche generated at NSSOC
from hardcopy supolled by the Orbiter Imaging Team. The data
are an index to the rectilinear (75-OTSA-OIB) and orthograohlc
(75-OTSA-OLC) photograDhyt and are sorted Py roll/file njmber.
The Indel Lists the picture number (plcno) and the version
(PROCLAB).
...............................................................
Oats set name - INDEX OF IMAGES ORDERED BY QUADRANT_
LATITUDE_ AND LONGITUGE ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 75-O75A-OIMt LIST O C IMAGES @Y QUADs LAT/LONG
Tlme period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
These data, supptled by the _rblter Imaging Teams are an
index of rectilinear= orthographic, and mosaic images ordered
by Quadrant, latltude_ and Iongltude on 16-mm microfilm. A
Quadrant ts one of the 30 sections into which the Mars surface
tS divided on the set of USGS 1:5,000s000 scale maps. The
information Listed includes plcno, center IatltudeD center
longltude_ incidence aTglel emission angle_ filter, range to
surface, SCR-2 version, NGF version, orthographic projection
verston_ and four possible mosaic appearances. This Is
considered the best and most complete index for ordering
Orbiter images from NSSDC.
...............................................................
}ata set name - IPL PROCESSING OF the VIKING ORBITER
IMAGES ON 5-1NCH FILM
NSSDC [0 75-OTSA-OINt IPL PROCESSED PHOTOGRAPHY
Time period cdvered - 11108/76 TO 03126179
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 300 8/W POSITIVE FRAMES
This data set c_nststs of all of the IPL pr_ esGed
photography provided by the Orbiter team. The photogr _ hy
includes such things as contour mapping, stereo coverage, etc.
...............................................................
Data set name - PRIME AND EXTENDED _ISSION CATALOG ON
MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 75-075A-010, PRIME, EXt, CONT _ISSION PIC CAT
Tlme period covered - [N/A}
Quantity of data - 503 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set Is on B/W microfiche supplied by the
Orbiter I_aglng Team. The _Icroflche cards are in COSATI
format with 60 images per card. The top row of each card
contains Oescrtpttve information such as (1) spacecraft
identification and sequence number_ (2) gray scale controls (3)
resolution control fraser (_) first and last dtcnot= on the
card, and (5) any MTIS target frames that may have accompanied
the images on the card. The images are arranged by ptcno and
version, The primary _tsstofl is on cards 1-164 wtth approach
sctenc • sequences 168C09-170C49 on cards 1-3 and revs
C03AOl-136AS4 on cards 4°164. The extended mission is on cards
165-312 which contain revs 175AOa-398A48. The continuation
mission is on cards 313-527t and contain revs *OOAOl-Gt8A56.
The primary mission ended when the communications llnk between
Mars and earth was degraded and temporarily Lost due to solar
conjunction, this explains the gap tn the revs between the
primary and extended mission. ALL the cards contain 2 versions
per image except cards 4-36 which have 3 versions per image.
Microfiche quality is sufficient for Ordering individual
images; howeverl tt is not intended for scientific analysis.
...............................................................
9ata set name - IPL PROCESSED FALSE COLOR RECONSTRJCTED
ORBITER IMAGES (*)
NSSDC ID 75-O75A-OIP_ IPL PROCESSED COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
Time period covered - 07/50/76 TO OT_30/7&
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 25 COLOR NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of color images reconstructed by
the Image Processing Laboratory (IPL) of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. Color eteeents of the same scene shJttered three
ttmesl seconds apart, are re¢ombtned using software developed
for thts purpose. These triplets are usually obtained by using
the redl green and violet filters; howevert in some cases the
blue filter is substituted for the violet. In false color
reconstructton_ tt iS necessary to take many "perceptions" into
account. Each frame ts broOuced in two ways. The first is the
Martian surface as the computer says it must be within a
perceotuaL range of what a group of viewers say they will
tolerate. Thts_ in combination with color distortions
generated by the GRE {playback device), film t photographic
pagers and photolab procedured, produces images which vary
slightly in color. The second production is not ttmtted by
perceptual parameters.
_ata set name - USGS PHOTOMCSAIC COLOR NEGATIVES
NSSDC ID 75-075A-010, USGS COLOR P_OT3MOSAICS
Time period covered - (N/A)
Cuantlty of data - 9_ COLOR NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of 8XlO-tn color negatives of
various scenes on Mars on Mercator projection as provided by
the US Geological Survey Image Processing Section. the photos
show the c o[ or and relative albedo of Mars as closety as
possible with Viking data. Variations in density of
approximately 0.]5 have been noted between frames_ caused by
inconsistencies In processing but the variations are not
present in the final computer mosaics. The brightest areas on
the brightest pictures have an albedo of about 0.25t and the
darkest areas on the darkest pictures are of about albedo O.Og.
the K in Ptcno is used to Otsttngutsh that it is a color photo_
and the numerals correspond to the number of the green number
of the set used to make the color composite. The pictures are
accompanied by data blocks and COlOr wedges below them. The
data blocks give information on p_cture exposures and process,
zenith angles, altitudes of spatecraft_ sub-soLar point angtew
Mercator projection Longitude and [atttude_ staIe_ spacecraft
numberp and orbit number. A clear film overlay for the
1:25t000,000 topograohtc map of Mars showing the Ideation of
each scene accompanies the data set.
...............................................................
Data set name - US;S _HOtO MOSAICS 5M
NSSOC ID 75-075A-OIR, USGS PMOTDMOSAICS 5M
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 179 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
Thts data set consists o_ black and white R _ IO in
negatives of photomosatcs_ controlled by the l:S million
Mariner 9 and Viking data, produced by the USGS at Flagstaff0
AZo The images are mosaics of V_king I and Viking 20rlblter
high-resolution Pictures placed on an air-brushed background
based on earlier data from Mars. The mosaics were created at
1:1,25 million and scaled to 1:5 million. Each mosaic covers
the areal surface for the Mars subguadrangle maps. The legend
of the mosaics includes the Mars subquadrangte map number and
the center ¢oordtnates in deg of Longitude and latitude.
Longitude and Latitude Lines at 5 deg intervals are shown where
the base image ts not covereq by the Viking mosaics. Mosaic
coverage of the subquadrangle areas varies depending on
available images at the time ©f creation of the mosaics.
Footprint sketches showing the Viking picture numbers accompany
the mosaics. These picture numbers can be used In ordering
individual frames making Up the mosaics.
...............................................................
Data set name - USGS _MOTOMOSAICS _*SM
(.)
NSSDC ]D TS-O75A-01S, USGS RHOTOMOSAIDS 7.5M
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 155 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set conalsts of black and white 8 x 10 in
negatives of photomosatcst controtted by the 1:5 million
Mariner ? and Viking dsta_ produced by the US$S at Ptagstaff_
Az. The images are mosaics of Viking 1 and Viking 2 Orbiter
high-resolution pictures prated on an air-brushed background
based on earlier data froB Mars, The MOSaics were created at
1:1,25 million and scaled to 1:75 million. Each mosaic covers
the areal surface for the Mars subquadrangte maps. The Legend
on the mosaics'Includes the Mars subguadrangte map number and
the center coordinates in deg of Longitude and Latitude,
Longitude and Latitude Lines at 5 deg intervals are shown where
the base image is not covered by the Viking mosaics. MOSaic
coverage of the subquadrangle areas varies depending on
avat table t_ges at the ttme of creation of the mosaics.
Footprint sketches showlng the Viking ptsture numbers aScompany
the mosaics. These picture numbers can be used tn ordering
individual frames making up the mosaics.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - SEOR GUADRANT AND SUBQUADRANT PLOTS ON
MICROFICHE
92 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QLJAL_TY
NSSDC ID TS-O75A-OITI SEDR QUAD/SUBQUAD PLOTS
Time period covered - iN/A)
Quantity of data - 73 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
These data_ in microfiche supplied by the investigation
teamt contain a comoEete Listing of act images dhich make uo
the USGS mosaics, In addition the image numbers are displayed
in the positions where the images are in the mosaic, The
mosaic humbert spacecraft and date of pboto coverage are given
at the bottom of each plot. The Image resolution is also
displayed at the bottom of the plot.
...............................................................
Data set name - MARS IN 5Dr MOVIEFILM
NSSDC ]O 75-075A-OLU, MARS IN 3DtMOVIEFILM
Time period covered - (N/A}
Quantity of data - 900 COLOR NEGATIVES
This movtet on 16mm film1 uses an anagtyph technique for
stereo separation Ithe Left eye and right eye ftL_ are printed
through filters onto a single reel to gtve superimposed red and
green images). It must be viewed with glasses that have red
and green filters to allow each eye to see the correct image.
The image is in black and white for the scenes which were black
and white tn the original matertatl and false color tn the
remaining scenes, The movie combines techniques of computer
image Drocesslngt ani_atlon_ and stereo movie technology, It
includes some stereo scenes acquired by the Viking Orbiter
¢amerast shots taken at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory showing
the operation of the Viking Lander spacer raftt and surface of
Mars as viewed in three dlmenslons_ at both Lander sttes_ by
the Viking Lander cameras system, The running time for this
movie is 23 minutes. A stereo sound track version of this
movie that requires two oroJectors was made for soectaL
shoHtngs by JPL. That version tS not available from NSSDC.
...............................................................
Data set name - bLACK AND WHITE PHOTOMOSAICS 1:5001000
(*)
NSSDC IO 75-075A-O1V_ BIW PHOTOMOSAICS I:500 K
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 97 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of high resolution It:BOOK)
ohotomosatcs which exist as B x 10-in first generation BIW
negatives. They cover the equatorial region betdeen 65 and 75
degrees Longttu_el and include the east central and central
parts of Vatles Marlnerls. They were produced from Viking 1
Orbiter I_agery by th_ U.S, Geological Survey (Ftagstaffw
Arizona), Footprint sketches showing the Viking picture
numbers and the Latitude and Longltude of the corners accompany
the mosaics. Each bhotomosatc covers an area that is 5 degrees
on a side.
...............................................................
Data set name - USQS PHOTOMOSA]CS 1:2M
(*l
NSSDC IO 75-075A-OIWt USGS PHOTOMOSAICS 1:2M
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 88 B/W NEGATIVE FRA MEG
This data set contains 8 X I$ negatives, The scale used
is i to 2000. The negatives are made up from Imagery from both
Viking 1 and 2 OrOlters, Footprint maps accomcany the data,
...............................................................
Data set name - IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
(.)
NSSDC ID 75-OTSA-OIXt IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
Time aerloa covereO - 06118176 TO 0_115/80
(As verified oy NDSDC)
Quantity of data - 367 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of the Ex_erl_e_t Data Records
(EDRs) for the approwtmatety 55000 images obtained by the
Viking I Orbiter TV experlmentt stored on 6250-bpl magnetic
tapes. The EDRs consist of d_Drocessed (re w) instrument dats
in VICAR format. Each image file consists Of 53 blocks
containing 32C00 bytes per block, Each block iS composed of 20
Logical recorOs of 1600 bytes each. The first two Loglcat
records of the f_rst bLoc_ contai_ a Label. The La_el is
followed by iOBG Logical records (one per image llne)
containing clxeL an_ engineering data. Details of the data set
are provided by '_artln et aL._ "Planetary Image Conversion
TasX: Final Report_" JPL PobL_catio_ B5-BO_ 1985, which iS
available at NSSDC. Thtl publication Includes the only catalog
currently available for the data set. The catalog tlsts tmages
by Ptcno._ an 1edge sequence humbert against tape/file
position. Far this remsont it ts necessary to be able to
identify the Pleads. of interest before pLa¢tng an order.
.................................. . ..... . .......... a ...........
VIKING I ORBITERs FARMER
MARS ATMOSPHERIC WATER DETECTION iMAWD)
.................................. p ..... . ........... . ..........
Data set name - ATMOSPHERIC WATER RADIANCE/GEOMETRY DATA
ON TAPE
NSSDC ID TB-OTBA-ODAt ATMOSPHERIC wATER DATA O_ TAPE
Time period covered - 06/18176 TO 06/15180
tAS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 68 REELS OF TAPE
These data are contained on 9-trackt btnary_ B00-bpt
magnetic tape supplied by the investigation team. They conta_
the decattbrated values of the infrared radiance from each
observation and a variety of geometrical parameters that define
the area viewedl and Include pertinent observational
parameters. Each tape record contains all the data from one
c omblete raster (15 consecutive measurements)l tncludfng the
radiances and the area of the surface vlewed_ followed by
average values for the whole raster as welt aS pertinent
geometrical and timing information.
...............................................................
VIKING 1 ORBITER, KIE:FER
INFRARED THERMAL HAPPING (IRTM)
.................................. p ..... . ......................
Data set name - OECALIBRATED INFRARED THERMAL MAPPING
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 75-075A-O2At 3ECALIBRATED IRTM DATA OV MA3TAPZ
Time period covered - 06122176 TO 02123/79
(AS verified by NSGDC)
guanttty of data - 36 REELS OF TAPE
These data are contained on 9-trackt btnary_ 800-bpt
magnetic tape suopLted by the investigation team. They contain
the decaltbrated values of brightness for every observation and
a variety of geometrical parameters to define the area viewed
and the pertinent observational parameters. Included are
header records speclfylng the geometry of the orbit and of the
spacecraft at the time of the observational seouence_ and data
records giving the brightness data and the geometric parameters
pertaining to each measurement.
...............................................................
VIKING 1 ORBITERs MlC_AELt JR.
ORBITER RADIO SCIENCE
...............................................................
Data set name - SURFACE ELECTRICAL PROPERTY DATA PLOTS ON
MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 75-075A-OiA_ 381 M_Z RELAY LINK
Time period covered - 07/21/76 TO 10/0A/76
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MI_ROCILq
These data are on 16-mm microfilm generated by NSSDC from
paper plots supplied by the Radio Sctence Team. The plots show
amplitude vs time of Lander telemetry signals received by the
Crblters, This data set tncluces Orbiter 2 and Lander 1 and 2
data. There are three sections to the data: multtpath
residual data fro_ L_nder I to Orbiter 11 gain and axial ratio
data from Lander 2 to Orbiter 2, and gatn and axial ratio data
from Lanber 2 to Orbiter 1.
...............................................................
Data set name - RADIO OCCULTATION OBSERVATIONS ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-O75A-O_B_ _ADI3 OCCULTATION DATA TAPES
Time period covered - 10106176 TO 11/01/76
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 7 REELS OF TAPE
These data_ suDplled by the qadlo Science Team_ are
contained on 7-trackt 8OO-bpl, BED magnetic tapes. In one
occultatton observation Several hundred to several thousand
measurements of Doppler frequency were made using either the
S-band or x-band frequenctes_ or both. _or each measurement
.... - -. ;,_ IS
there (s trajectory Inf_rmatlon and frequency _for_atlono On
the tapest trajectory i_les giving the position and velocity of
the Orb¶tar and earth relative to Mars alternate with data
files g_vlng the measured Do_ler frequency or frequencies at
corresponding ti_es.
Data set name - _R_ITER RADIO GCIENCE T_AC_ING DATA ON
_AG_ETIC TAPE
NSSDC 1D T5_OT_A-O_D_ OR_ITE_ TRApPiNG _ATA 0_ _A_ TARE
Ti_e _eriod covered - _NIA_
These 7_trac_t 8ODdest _aq_et_¢ tepes_ s_pp_ied _y the
Radi_ Science _ea_ are merged a_d reformatted _er_ions o_ the
o_i_aL project tracking tap_s_ Each record contains all _r a
subset of the _Llo_ing para_eters_ time_ S_band D_pter
_re_e_K_ _o_d Doppler _re_a_cy_ S_an_ r_e a_d K_a_d
range _L_ht ti_e in nanosecP_dS_ a_d certain tracking statiP_
i_or_atio_. Spac_n_ between Doppler pptnts _s _ _i_ pr Less
and _e(ween rang_nQ p_ints _s _r_ _ t_ _ _in_ Por a_Iysis
o_ the Doppler a_d range track¶_g data fro_ the Drbiters_ _
typ_s P_ a_ditionat data are re_|_ed_ _ O_biter stat_
_ect_rs °- th_e _re tabuLatio_ (_s_aLIy daiL_ o_ the
_o_it_ a_ _l_¢ity vect_r_ _ _e s_acecr_t i_ various
cpprdinate syste_s_ and (_ calendar of Orbiter _a_eu_ers -_
th_ _re chronological I_stin_s _f th_ ti_es oi Cr_ter
• a_uvers. Rro_Lsive _aneuYers ¢ha_e_ the spacecraft _rbtt
discP_tinuP_sLy. N_ro_Lsive _a_e_ers_ _hich _erety
reori_te_ th_ orPiter_ are nevertheless clearly v_s_PLe i_ the
D_ppLer data. Th_se two additto_al typ_s o_ s_ppprt_g data
are _cL_ded as part _t this d_ta set.
_ata set n_e _ _EGALI_RATED RANGE OA_A ON MAGNETI_ TAPE
N_SDC ID 75-O75A-OiEp DECALIBRATED RANGE _ATA TAPES
Time perlod covered - (N/A)
These data+ suopliea by the Rad¶o Science Team+ are on
7-track_ BCO-bpl magnetic tapes. For the _good* range polntst
which are a s_bset of the range points On the tracking data
tapes (see 7_-07SA-O_O)_ the results of an extensive
callPratlon program are _resented, The parameters Listed are
tlme_ uncorrected range in nanoseconOst correction for ttme
delay in the spacecraft tra_nder_ correction for time delay
in the tracking station eaulpment, correct(on for the
interplanetary plasma effect (from comparison of S- and X-band
dataI_ and final corrected range, The tatter should be the
best obtalnabte value of the range between the tracklng statlon
antenna and the spacecraft antenna,
*********************** VIKING 2 LAVDER ,*=***i******=***=.,,**
Data set name - _IBLIOGRAPMY OF THE VIKING MARS SCIENCES
NSSDC ID 75-083C-OODt BIBLIOGRAPHY O_ VIKING MARS SCI
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - ZO CARDS OF BIw MICROFICHE
Thls tS the first ed|tton_ published May 18_ I9TBt of a
bibliography of the scientific results of the Viking mtssionst
the two La_ders ano the two Orb4ters, It attempts to include
every publication in a scientific Journal of the experimental
results_ or theoretical Interpretation of the V_ktng data_
descrtpttons of the scientific instruments that m_ght be of
value to scientists uttt4ztng these data and a few general
papers or books summarizing the results or describing the
mission operations and history, This btbltography does not
include abstracts or presentations at scientific meettngs_
accounts tn newspapers and popular _agazinest a_d scientific
discussions of Mars that are not directly related to the
information acquired by the Viking spacecraft.
...............................................................
VIKING 2 LANDER_ ANDERSON
SEISMOLOGY
...............................................................
Data set name - SEISMIC DATA RECORD FORMAT PROGRAM
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-083C-08A_ SEISMIC DATA PROGRAM TAPE
Ttme period covered - (N/A)
Quanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
Theae datat supplied by the investigation team_ conatat
of a T-track_-8OO-bpi_ even Darity_ BCO magnetic tape progra_
that _S used to read the EDR tapes described 4n data set
75-OBSC-OB9* This program ([DRF_T) was written to remove the
control words and to write the output as card Images_ one
record to an image. Thls was necessary because the EDR tapes
were wrltten in BC] by a Fortran program on a Univac 1108.
When data _re written Py a Fortran program on that machlne_
only one record format Is permlssible_ and the control words
are in blnaryt not _CD* _hlch comDllcates the task of reading
the E_R tapes.
Dat_ set _e _ S_IS_IC _ATA RE_ORDS ON MAgnETIC
TAP_
NSSDC I_ _S_B_C_B_ SEIS_IE EDR-_ TAPES
T_me period covered _ _9_ TO O_?_TR
(As verified _y NSSDC_
D_antity _ _ata - _l_ _EE_S _ TAPE
These data_ s_pplied by the tnvestigation tea_ conatst
of _track_ B_bpi_ even parity_ BCD _ag_et_c tapes created on
a _nivac _10_ c_mp_ter_ The recpr_s are arranged in bu_fers_
_hich are the basic _its pf seismp_eter data° Eash _uffer haa
t_o hea_e_ recorPs cp_taining _nfprmatio_ such as t_ming_ the
n_er _f data samples in the buffer_ and the operating status
of the _nstru_ent° PoLLo_in_ the hea_er _ecords are the da_a
sa_Leso Each data sample conaists p_ one sa_pte fro_ each of
the three _ivtduaL seis_P_eterso If a sample ta n_
availsbLe _rp_ s cp_ppne_i_ _er®s are _ritteno At teast o_e
data sample is _ritte_ for each _eas_re_e_t period°
D_ta _t na_e _ SEISMOGRA_ RE_ORDS _OR SDL _°_ DN
MI_RDPILM
NSS_C ID T_-_C_C_ SEISmOgRAM RECORDS SO_ _-_ M_IL_
Time period c_vered - 0_ TD O_l_T_
_s verified by NSSD_
_uant¶ty _f da_a ° _ R_EL 0_ MI_RD_IL_
These _ata _nsist o_ p_Pts generated frpm the da_a on
the EOR magnetic tepes _-OB_-O_B| _or the _irst eight
Martia_ _ays _soLs_ of operat_p_° The plpts shp_ ti_e vs
vpLtageo Th_ pLpts are _pr the three seis_o_eters with each
being pLotte_ to shp_ amplitude and _er_ crossings vs ti_e_
Additional infor_atio_ such as fitter_ mo_e_ a_d b_th _T and
local Mars ti_e_ are i_cl_d_d _tth each plot° Theee
e_peri_enter-_e_rate_ plots are _ll that are e_P_cted in this
d_ta f_rmo
VI_lNG _ LANDER_ ARVIDSON
_A_ER I_AGIN_
Data s_t name - BLA_K AND w_ITE PRESS RELEASE P_OTOGRAP_Y
NSSOC IO 75-OBSC-OGA_ BLACK E WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
Time period covered - 09/09/?5 TO 02/22/77
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Ouanttty of data - 12 B/W POSITIVE =RA_ES
These data are on R- x 5-|n, B/W negatives released by
the Project for public distribution, These photographs are of
selected scenes near the Lander that are of general interest to
the public, A description Of each photograph ts included.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - COLOR PRESS _ELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSOC ID 75-083C-06B_ PRESS-RELEASE COLOR PHOTOS
Ttme period covered - Z1/26/76 TO 01/17/77
(Date supplied by experimenter}
Ouanttty of data - 5 COLOR POSITIVE FRANCS
These data are on A- _ 5-tm, ¢otor film reteaaed by the
Project for pubttc d_strtbut]on; These photographs are of
selected scenes near the Lander that are of general ]etereat to
the public. A description of eac_ photograph Is Included° The
cotortng cannot be considered to be accurate because of color
Inaccuracies tn reproduction°
Data set name - TEAM DATA RECORD (TDR) B/W %qA$£S ON FILM
9_
NSSDC[ 75-083C-06C_TDRLANDERIMAGING PRODUCTS 5X12
Time period covered - 09103/76 TO 06107177
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 879 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
These data, suoqlted oy the Lander Imaging Teame are on
5- x 12-in. B/W film. TDR data consist of those camera events
(CEgs) from the [DR thought to be of most general interest. It
excludes such things as specialized photometric sertes_
calibration and scan verification eventsl and solar images.
The processing parameters for the camera events in the TDR were
chosen to create photographic products of the highest
scientific Quality. Each frame is divided into segmental with
the data block appearing on the Last segment of the camera
event. The TOR and nOR CE Labels are identical. The TDR
version will be supplied for requests unless EDR is specified.
The TDR-ImL grime mission catalog (T5*O83C-OGK) should be used
to order TOR images.
...............................................................
Data set name - EXPERIMENT DATA RECORD BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID 75-083C-OGDt EDR BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
Time period covered - 09/03/T6 TO 11/05/76
(AS verified by N$SDC)
Quantity of data - 1138 B/W NEGATIVES
This data set1 supplied Oy the Lander Imaging Team_
consists of the B/W EDR version of the Lander photography. The
data block on each frame contains tdenttftcatfon_ processtng_
and camera event information, The data are available on 5-1n.
roll film or as individual 5- x 5-1n, frames and _y be ordered
with or without the data block. This total data set is a
complete record of the Lander imaging data as received on
earth. The picture catalog of primary miSSiOn EDR (75-083C-06E)
should be Jsed to order EDR images,
...............................................................
Data set name - PICTURE CATALOG OF PRIMARY MISSION
EXPERIMENT DATA RECORD (EDR)
NSSOC TO 75-OBOC-OGEt PICTURE CAT OF PRIME MISSION EDR
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 6 CAROS 3F B/W MICROFICHE
These data are on B/W microfiche generated at NSSDC from
NASA Reference Publication 1007 predated by Robert H, Tucker.
Thts pudltcation is a general reference for the t magt rk_ dat3
from the Viking Lander primary mission, It presents the results
of the procedures that were aool'ied to the imaging data to
produce an organized record that is as complete and as
error-free as oosslble. The result is called t_e experiment
data record, Tnls publication contains all images returned by
the two Viking Landers during the primary mission, Skyline
drawings display the outlines of the images as they appear in
the vlew_ng area, ALso i_¢LJdeO are a selection of
computer-generated camera event reports that List supplemental
information a_out the conditions LJnder ,htch the data were
collected and how they were processed and recorded, In addition
to a com_rehensive reoort_ several Listings ar_ included that
group the images in a variety of ways (e,g,_ by time of day},
A section on terminology has been included to assist with the
interpretation of the Listings and the image presentation.
Several diagrams also provide assistance on this sJbJect, This
publication will acquaint the user wlth the imaging data that
are available from the Viking Lander primary mission and the
orocedure uses to obtain _hotogra_hlc proPJets, It Is
necessary to order this data set to select EDR images
(75"OBOC'OEO),
...............................................................
Data set name - TEA = OATA RECORD (TDR} COLOR IMAGES ON
FILM
NSSDC ID 75-083C-06Ft TDR COLOR IMAOE$ 5XI2-1NCH
Ti_e period covered - 09/0_/76 tO 11/05/76
(AS verlfleO Oy N_SDC)
Ouantlty of data - 336 COLOR NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set_ supplied by the Lander Imaging Team,
consists of 5- w 12-In. color i_ages seLecte_ from the TOR
images. There are generally two versions of each scene. The
two versions represent the colors as seen on Mars under _ars
Lighting conditions and aS seen on earth under esrth Lighting
conoitlons, _ncluded on each frame are gray scale wedgest data
blOCkS* and color spectrum histograms, Occasionallyl a third
type is given *In which the color is as on Mars but was made
from products that dt_ not have the full six-channel data
acquired, This type Is called "radcam". The TDR-IPL prime
mlsslo_ cataLo_ (75-083C-06K) should be used to order TD_
images. The coloring cannot be considered to be accurate
because of color inaccuracies in reDroducilon,
..... ° .........................................................
Data set name - HIGH-RESOLUTION B/W MOSAICS
NSSDC ID 75-083C-06Ht LANDER HI-RES MOSAICS
Time period covered - iN/A)
Quantity of data - 2_ B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data sect supplied by the Lander Imaging Teamt
consists of computer-generated ht_h-reaotutlon mosaics on 8- x
lO-In, B/W negatives. Three sets of mosaics were produced:
one set for images acquired early in the morntngt one set for
images acquired around noont and ore let for images acquired in
the early evening. The complete mosaicked scene extends 342,5
deg in azimuth. The image area extends from approximately 5
deg above the horizon to 60 deg below, The mosaic negatives
have been made in two forms, In one case0 using a
25-micrometer soot stzet the complete four quadrants of a
single mosaic are contained on a single 8- x lO-Ino negative.
]n the second easel three products are made using a
lO0-mtcrometer spot size, They cover quadrants 1 and 21 2 and
3, and 3 and 4 on each of three B- = lO-tn, negatives. The
quadrant azimuth Limits are as follows: quadrant 1 ts 0 to 90
deg_ quadrant 2 is BA to 17A deg_ quadrant 3 is 168 to 258 degt
and quadrant _ is 252 to 3_2 deE,
...............................................................
Data set name - HIGH RESOLUTION BLACK AND WHITE DONUT
PRDJESTION MOSAICS
NSSOC ID 75-083C-06I_ LANDER DONUT PROJECTION IMAGE
Time period covered - 09121/76 TO 10107176
(As vertiled by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - G BIW NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set_ supplied by the Lander Imaging Team_
consists of 8- x lO-fn. B/W negatives of computer-generated
panoramas produced to show a 360-deg flsheye-type image of the
Martian terrain with the camera in the center of the image.
This produces a "hole" where the cameras could not scan and
hence the name "donutWo They are useful primarily for showing
the Locations of features relative to the Lenders. Each donut
image was created using a hlgh-resotutlon mosaic from data set
75-OBOC-O6H. These mosaics were sub-sampled by a factor of
threes reducing the resoLutton_ to conserve computer processing
time. The donut images were generated for the same time
periods as the mosatcs.
Data set name - MULTIPLE El-LABEL (BLUE-GREEN-_ED) LANDER
PHOTOGRAPHY ON 5XI2-INCH FIL M
NSSDC ID 75-OB3C-OGd_ RULTI-CE-LA_EL LANDER P_OTOS
Time period covered - 06102177 TO 06102/77
IAS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 7 COLOR NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of 5- x 12-1n. color images
prepared DF combining the output from two or three diodes
(usually red* green_ and blue), The images were acoulred
during the extended mission and supplied by the Lender Imaglnq
Team. The coloring cannot be considered to be accurate because
of color inaccuracies in reproduction and aging of the images.
NO catalog of these photos exists at NSSDC.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - TDR-IPL PRIME MISSIO_ CATALOG ON
MICROFICHE
NSSOC ID T5"OBOC-OGK_ TDR-]PL PRIME MISSION CATALOG
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - R CAR_S OF _/W MISRD_IS_E
This data set, supplied by the Lander Imaging Team_ is on
_/W microfiche, the necessary ordering information is camera
event iCE) labei_ verslon_ segments an_ IPL plc Id.
Enqlneerlng parameters are also inCLuded, An asterisk with the
CE Label i_dlcates the avallablllty of a color image. It iS
necessary to order this data set to select TDR i_ages
(TS-O_OC-06C and -06F).
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - CATALOG OF PRIMARY MISSION TDR COLOR
IMAGES
g5
NSSDC TO 75-083C-gGL. CATALOG OF PRIMARY TDR COL IMAGES
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 2 CARDS OF BI_ _ICROFICHE
This data set consists of a catalog prlntout_ which was
filmed by NSSDC, of all primary mission TDR color images. The
necessary ordering information iS camera event iCE) lahet_
versiont segmentl IPL pic IO. Engineering parameters are also
included. It is necessary to order this data set to select
color TDR images (75-075C*0GF) and (TS-OBDC-OGF)o
...............................................................
Data set name - HIGH-RESOLUTION MOSAIC INDEX AND
MOSAICKING DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID TS-OB3C-OGM, HI-RES MOSAIC INDEX + DESCRIPTION
Time period covered - L0/08/77 TO 10123177
(As verified by _3SOC)
Quantity of data - L REEL O_ MICROFILM
Thls data set_ filmed by NSSDC_ from experlmenter
suoolleO hardcopyQ consists of all the available Lander high
resolution mosalcs_ a mosaicking descrlotlon_ and an index on
16-mm microfilm. The intended purpose of this data set is to
aid in selecting individual photographs.
...............................................................
Data set name - PRIME, EXTENDED, AN3 C04TINUATION PICTURE
CATALOG ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC 10 75-OB3C-OGN, PRIMEr EXTt PONT MISSION PIC CAT
Time period covered - (N/AS
Quantity of data - 57 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
These datal on black and white microfiches supplied by
the investigation teamt are in COSATI format with 60 images per
card. The too of each card contains the microfiche card n_oer
and a frame delineating the CE label numbers contained on that
Card. The images are actual duplications of the Lander photos.
The data block for each image contain9 information as to the
spacecraft name1 cameral CE label nJmber, azttJthal el evatto_
anglest sun azimuth and elevation. The IPL bl¢ TO Is also
given in this data block.
...............................................................
Data set name - EXPERIMENT DATA RECORD DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-083C-060_ EDR IMAGE DATA ON TAPE
Time period covered - Og/O2/76 TO 05/16/78
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - BT REELS OF TAPE
These expertmenter-suo_Lted_ exoerlment data record image
data are on 9-track_ BOO-bptB EBCDIC magnetic tape created on
an IBM 360 computer. The data are picture images with each
horizontal Line of PictJre elements (otxeLs) represented as one
logical record. Each image file on tape consists of a series
of Label records followed by 512 records of ptxel information.
The label records contatn parameter information for the
associated image. Ihe length, in charactersl of the physical
Label records is equal to the number of ptxel$ in a horizontal
image Line or 360t whichever is greater. The Label record
contains the following parameters- satellite tdenttftcatton_
camera number_ diodes step stzet channel/model aztmuth_
elevattont offset_ gatnl scan rate. data rate_ data path, total
ttnes_ rescan begin and totaLt sun azimuth and etevattont
anti-solar azimuth and elevation, event day a_d time of dayt
standard deviation; number of missing Lines and gaps_
percentage of missing data and source tapes and file number.
...............................................................
Data set name - HIGH RESOLUTION MOSAIC
NSSDC IO 75-OB3C-OGPp HIGH RESOLUTION MOSAIC
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 24 REELS OF TAP_
The expertmenter-iupptteOt high-resolution mosaic data
are on ?-track= 8gO-bbtw EBCDIC _agnettc tape created on an IBM
360 computer. The data Ire picture images wtth each horizontal
ltne of picture elements tptxeLs) represented as one Logical
record. Each image file on tape ¢onststa of a serte| of Label
records followed by 512 records of Dtxet information. The
Label records contain parameter information for the associated
teage. The tength_ in characters_ of the physical Label
recordt t$ equal to the number of btxets in a horizontal image
line or 360_ whtchever t$ greater. The label record contains
the following parameters satellite identification; camera
number_ diode; step size; channel/model azimuth; elevation;
offset; gatn_ scan rate; data rate; data path; total tines;
rescan begin ano total; sun azimuth and elevation; anti-solar
azimuth and elevation; event day and time of day; standard
devlatlon_ number of missing lines and gaps; percentage of
missing data and source tape and file number.
Data set name - STEREO HIG_ RESOLUTION
NSSDC ID 75-083C-0GQ_ STEREO HIGH RESOLUTION
Time period covereo - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 12 REELS OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled_ stereo hlgh-resotutlon data
are on g-trackl 8OO-bpi_ EBCDIC magnetic tape created on an IBM
360 computer. The data are Picture images with each horizontal
ltne of picture elements (pfxets) represented as one logical
record. Each tmage file on tape consists of a sertes of label
records followed by 512 records of ptxeL information. The
label records contain parameter information for the associated
image. The length_ in characters_ of the physical Label
records iS equal to the number of plxeLs in a horizontal image
Line or 360t whichever iS greater. The Label record contains
the following parameters satellite identification; camera
number; diode; step size; channel/mode; azimuth; elevation;
offset; gat n; sea n rate; data rate; data path; total Lines;
rescan begin and total; sun azimuth and elevation; anti-solar
azimuth and elevation; event day and time of day; standard
deviation; number of _Isslng lines and gaps; percentage of
missing data and source tape and file n_ber=
...............................................................
Data set name - STEREO MOSAICS
NSSOC ID 75-OB3C-O6R$ STEREO MOSAICS
Time periOd covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 3_ B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
These negattvest provided by the expertmentert contain
both standard vtstereo and special vlstereo. The special
vtstereo emphasizes or enhances certain topographic
characteristics of the scene, Each negative is Labeled either
standard or S_ ctal and contains information on the
hlgh-resolutlon mosaic it was produced from. It identifies
whether the image is from the froRt or back of the lanoert and
tells which eyet right or Leftt should view the image= The
Image ProcesstnQ Laboratory picture identifier iIPL pit fd) is
expressed as the date of the processing of the image on the
computer (yy/mm/dO/hhmmss).
Data set name - TOPOGRAPHIC MAP ATLAS OP LANDING SITE
NSSDC ID 75-083C-0GT_ TOPO MAP ATLAS-LANDING SITE
Time period covereO - iN/A)
Quantity of data - I BOOK OR BOUND VOLUME
This data set consists of two kinds of topographic map
products generated from the stereo pictures : (1) elevation
contours and (2) vertical profiles. The maps of the Viking 2
Lander site are in Part liT. ALso included are descriptions of
the mapping techniques and indices, These maps cover the area
from the immediate foreground sf the Lander to 500 m out in
both the front and back of the Lander. The ranging accuracy
decreases approximately ouadrattcallyt with plus or minus ]-Cm
accuracy near the Lander to plus or minus 20 m at lO0-m range.
The maps were pro_ced at scales ranging from i:1 to 1:2000 and
then reduced to half-size for incorporation in the book format.
Data set name - HIGH RESOLUTION LITHOSRAPHIC MOSAICS
NSSDC IO 75-OB3C-OGWt HIGH RESOLUTION LITHO MOSAICS
Time period covered - (N/A)
These mosatc Lithographs are avaiLabLe through the US
Geological Survey. For each of th_se mosaics there ta a set of
five aheets consisting of four single sheets for each seetor_
and _ fifth sheet with the complete mosatc_ with an image
tnche high and 38 tn¢hes Long. The one*sector sheetst each
with an Image 2¢ inches high by 30 inches Long assembled
together make a mosaic two feet high by 10 feet wlde. The
tfthographs were made by standard procedures using a screen of
130 L_nes/inCh. Each aiflgte setter Lithograph product has two
sets of ftductaL acate$ bordertng the image. One gives the
azimuth angle from Mars north and the elevation angle retattve
to the nominal horizon. The second set gives the IPI Line and
sample number, The sector I sheet and lector 2 sheet cover
96 _
Lines 170 to 2290 and 2200 to 4520 respeatively from the sector
1 and 2 800 bpt digital tape. The sector 3 sheet and sector 4
sheet lines cover lines 40 to 2160 and 2070 to 4190
respectively from the sector 3 and 4 BOO bpl tape, There are
approximately 90 Lines of overlap of the scene between adjacent
sector imageS. The fifth sheet for each mosaic has two 8-tnch
high by 3B-tnch Long images of the completed _asaicked scene*
One is bordered by IPL Line and sample numbers that reference
the four-sector 1600 Opt digital tape for that mosaic. The
second serves the same purpose as the reduced image in the
single sector sheetst giving the relationship between rectified
camera control coordinates and azimuth angles from Mars north,
It also identifies the distance and size of rocks tn the scene,
These sheets have two other images" of interest. One is s
7-tnch diameter image of a polar stereographtc projection of
the mosaic, Thts is the _donut = projection. The second ts an
image acquired by the Viking orbiter cameras showing the
Location of the Viking Lander.
...............................................................
Data set name - IMAGING 3ATA 3N MAGNETIC TAPE,
(*)
N$SDC ID 75-083C-06Xt IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
Time period covered - 09/03/76 TO 02/01180
(As vertfted by NSSDC)
@uanttty of data - 31 REELS OF TAPE
Thts data set consists of the Experiment Data Records
(EORs) for the approximately q600 images obtained by the Viking
2 Lander TV exDerimentt stored on 6250-00t magnetic taoes, The
E_Rs consist of unprocessed (raw) instrument data tn VICAR
format, Each image file consists of 515 or more blocks_
containing a variable number of bytes per block, The number of
bytes per block is e_Jal to the nJ_ber of scan lines taken by
the camera or 3601 whichever is larger, Details of the data
set are provided by Martin et al.t "Planetary Image Conversion
Task: Final Report_" JPL Puollcatton 85-50_ 19851 which is
available at NSSDC. This publication includes the only catalog
currently available for the data set. The catalog lists images
by Ptcno._ an image sequence numper_ against tape/file
position, For this reasont it is necessary to be aPle to
identify the Ptcnos. of interest before placing an order,
...............................................................
VIKING 2 LANDER_ BIEmANN
MOLECULAR ANALYSIS
...............................................................
Data set name - GAS CMROMAIOQRAPM MASS SPECTROMETER SOIL
ANALYSIS DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
_SSDC IO TG-OBSC-OAA_ GCMS SOIL ANALYSIS FLIGHT DATA
Ttme period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
These data_ on 9-trackt 800-bOil unLabeledt
are in raw forml Just as they wereIBM-compatible tapest
received by the Viking experimenters from the telemetry
Oecommutation program outputt except that they have been put
l_to Logical order and gaps have been filled In. They are
unlikely to be usable by anyone not very familiar with the
• tsston operations and the Instrument design, E_ch samble rjn_
comprising one file on the tape_ includes several spectral
scans dlvloed arbitrarily into small blocks. The quantities
listed are the output of the analog-to-dlgltal converter on a
logarithmic scale as a function of time. Seosrate blocks of
engineering data contain temperaturesl pressures, and other
instrument parameters.
...............................................................
Data set name - SOIL ANALYSIS MASS _PECTRA ON MAGkETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID 7_-O83C-OAE* SOIL ANALYSIS _!ASS SPECTRA
Ti_e period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - l REEL OF TAPE
The spectral data_ on g-track_ BO]-bpl tapes_ are reduced
versions of the GCMS soll analysis data (75-0_3C-04A). Each
sample run is on a separate file_ and there is o_e record for
each spectral scan_ Including mass spectrum data and
engineering data. Listed is the intensity In arbitrary linear
units as a function of _ass nJ_ber from 12 to 215 in the
conventional mass spectrum format. The engineering information
included permits conversion of intensities to current units.
...............................................................
Data set name - SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECFRA ON MICROFILM
NSSOC IO 75-OBSC-O¢Ct SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE MASS SPECTR
Time gertod covered - (N/A)
guanttty of _ata - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
The same data as on the mass spectra tapes are presented
as bar graphs on 16-mm microfilm. Each frame ¢ontatns one
complete graph of the intensities of alt masses detected,
Because the tow* r masses (mostly 302 and H2D) ere predomtnant_
a second graph starting at about mass 45 shows the heavy
elements at a more appropriate scale, Graphs of engineering
parameters are also included.
Data set name - GCMS ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID TG-OB_C-OAD, GCMS ATMOSPHERE FLIGHT DATA
Time period covered - (N/A)
These data_ on 9-track_ 800-bpt tape_ are the GCMS raw
data for the atmospheric analyses, For the Viking 1 brlmary
mission there were 4 filtered atmospheric samples with CO and
C02 removedt 17 unfiltered samplest and 3 samples after 10
enrichment cycles to increase the concentration of trace
elements. For the Viking 2 prlrsry mission there were
filtered atmospheric samples with CO and C02 removed_ 2
unfiltered ssmples_ 1 sample after 5 enrichment cycles_ 2
samples after 10 enrichment cycles_ and 6 samples after 15
enrichment cycles. These tapes contain _ata in" raw form
similar to that on the sot[ analysis flight data tapes_ but the
data quantity is much Less, The parameters are mass
spectrometer electron multiplier output as a function of time
for each measurement scan and the associated background scan,
...............................................................
VIKING 2 LANDER_ HARG_A VE S
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
...............................................................
Data set name - INDEX OF MAGNET IMAGES ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 75-083C-10A_ INDEX OF MAGNET IMAGES ON M/FICHE
Time period covered - 09103176 TO 10131/76
(AS vertffed by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I CARD OF RIW MICRD=ICHE
These data are on BIW microfiche generated at NSSDC from
a hardcopy index Supplied by the tnwestlgator. This index
lists the Lander camera images taken of the magnet pairs
mounted On the sampler arm and the Lander body. The listing
contains the Martian day (sol); image reference number by CE
label; resolution; if cotor_ black and whtte_ or infrared; if
in the sun or shaded; aria comments.
...............................................................
Data set name - MAGNET IMAGES ON ROLL CIL_
_SSDC ID 75-083C-10F, _AGNET IMAGES ON ROLL FILM
Ttme period covered - 09103176 TO 10/_1/76
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data " 47 BIW POSITIVE =RA_ES
These Oata _re on _-tn, B/w roll ftl_ generated at NSSDC
from Lander camera images supplied by the Lander Imaging Team.
These data are the best images of the magnet pairs taken by the
Lander camera. They are also available as individual B/W
frames,
VIKING 2 LANDER_ KLEIN
BIOLOGY
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - GAS EXCHANGE_ LABELED RELEASE_ AND
PYROLYTIC RELEASE DATA ON MICROFILM
NSS_C IO 75-OB3C-OSF_ GEX_ LR_ AND PR MEASUREMEntS
Time oerlod covered - Og/OwITG TO 0_/2917T
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 11 REELS OF MICROFILM
These dotal supplied by the investigation team_ are on
16-mm microfilm and consist of descriptions of the commands
that were sent to operate the three Instruments_ and
tabulations of raw and reduced data returned. The command data
include: Harm tlme for each experiment sequencer the commands
sent_ predlcteo data points for each command file that were
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used to time tag the data when it came back from the
Instruments a r_ a summary of the major events of each command
seauence. These command Pata are Identified as BIOLOGY/C. The
tabulation/Blot data include instrument response, time-tagged,
engtneertngt and summary Plot data. The instrument response
data consist of raw return downltnk data tn octal for_, the
same data after bostc reduction, and the time-tagged data in
value point form. The time-tagged data are the primary reduceo
for_ of the data. These data are _ars mission time (mmt) of
the data point, Local Lander tt_e (llt}t type of measurement,
the value of the data point, and diagnostic information about
each data point. Engineering data are included after the raw
and reduced data. The fourth part of the data is plots that
summarize the data. The re_ced data for the biology
Instrument are ge_ chromatogram voLtaqest gex nanomoles vs time
plots, pr radioactivity vs time. tr counts/mtn summary, and
time-tagged instrument values.
VIKING 2 LA_OER, _IC_AELt JR.
LAN_ER RAGIO SCIENDE
_ata set name - _OPPLER AND RANGE T_ACKING DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID T5-OBOC-IIB, RANGE + D3PPLER 3ATA
Tlme period covered - G9105176 TO 0112917?
(As verified by s_SSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL 3F TAPE
This data set, supplied by the Radio Science Team, is
contained on T-track0 BOO-bpt tapes that are merged and
reformatted versions of the original project tracking tapesw
and have assent tally the sa_e format as the Orbiter tapes.
Each record contains all, or a subset oft the following
parameters: tlmet DooDLer frequencyl range (l.e.t k tght tlme tn
nanoseoonds)t and certain tracking statto_ tnfo _atlone
Spacing between Doppler points is usually 10 s; between ranging
points it is from 2 to 20 mtn. Each tape contains data from
one spacecraft. A set of IBM cards ttsttng the range hardware
delay calibration data iS tnctuded with these data. The
calibrations are given for the combined effect of the signal
delays caused Dy Both a tracking stattonts equipment and the
spacecraft transponder.
...............................................................
Data set name - DECALIBRATED LANDER RANGE DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID TS-OBOC-llCp DECALIBRATED RANGE DATA TARES
Tlme period covered - (N/A)
This data setl supplied by the Radio Science Team, tS
contained on 7-track_ BOO-bpt tapes, For the tgood _ range
3otntst which are a subset of the range points on the tracktng
data tapes (75-083C-11B)_ the results of an extensive
calibration program are presented. The parameters listed are
tt_e, uncorrected range in nanosecondst correction for ttme
delay in the Lander transoonOer, correction for time delay tn
the tracking station equipment t correction for the
interplanetary plasma effect (from near-simultaneous Orbiter S-
and X-band data), and final corrected range. The ftr_ t
corrected range should be the best obtainable value of the
range between the tracking station antennas and the LanDer.
...............................................................
VIKING 2 LANDER_ NIER
ENTRY SCIENCE ATMOSPHERID STRUCTURE
...............................................................
Data set name - ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
LISTINGS ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO 75-083C-02A_ ATHOS TEMP * PRESS LSTNGSt WELCH
Tlme period covered - 09/05176 TO 09/03176
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
Tht= data set consists of tables and ltsttngsJ filmed by
NSSDC from data supplied by the expertmenterl of atmospheric
pressure and temperature measured during the Lander entry phase
including the parachute descent. The tables gtve the ttme
(seconds)t atmospheric pressure (mtlttbars)l altitude
Iktlometers)_ vehicle velocity (meters/second) and the
temperature (degrees Kelvin), The listings gtve the altitude
measured by the radar aLtt_eter_ the axial aBcelerattont the
normal acceleration tn the plane of the lift vectors the
relative veLoctty_ the relative flight oath anglel the relative
heading angle_ and the areocentrtc Latitude and I0ngttude,
...............................................................
VIKING 2 LANDERI NIER
ENTRY SCIENCE NEUTRAL ATMOSRMERIC
COMPOSITION
...............................................................
Data set name - TIME-ORDERE_ MASS SPECTRA PLOTS ON
MICRO=ILM
_SSDC ID 75-OROC-12A_ NEUTo ATMOS. MASS SPECTRA ON FILM
Tlme oertod covered - 09/03/76 TO 09103/76
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This 1&-mm microfilm data set was generated at NSSDC from
hardcopy data plots supplied by the investigation team. These
data include time-ordered mass spectre plots displayed on a
semtlog graph, The or_tnate scale iS ion current, and the
Linear abscissa scale is word number. Beneath the abscissa ts
printed spacecraft time (measured from the ttme of deorbtt) and
universal time, With the accompanying documentatton_ it is
possible to convert current values to ambient particle number
denstttes_ word number to atomic mass_ and time into altitude
in kilometers.
...............................................................
Data set name - TIME-ORDERED ION CURRENT LISTINGS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 75-083C-12B_ TABLES O_ M.S°CURR[NTS ON _]Lq
Tlme period covered - 09103/76 TO 09103176
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - l REEL OF MICROFILM
Thts 16-mm microfilm data set was generated at NSSDC from
hardcopy tabulated data provlde_ by the investigation team.
These data consist of the time-ordered ton current Listings
from which the mass spectra plots were produced. The items
tabulated tnolude: word number, frame numbers electrometer
current readtngs_ and gain step. At the end of the ftlm are
additional ion current data not tn temporal order and
miscellaneous housekeeping data. The accompanying documents
permit the conversion of current to ambient particle number
density, word number to atomic mass, and ttme to attitude In
kilometers.
.................................. _ ............................
VIKING 2 LANDER_ NIER
ENTRY SCIENCE IONOSPHERIC PROPERTIES
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - TRSJE:TORY AND ATTITUDE DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC IO 75-OBOE-I,A, EXP.TRAOECT.-ATTITUDE DATA, TAPE
Ttme oertod covered - 09/03176 TO 09103176
(As verified by NSSDEI
Ouantlty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These datat supplied by the investigation team_ are on
9-track_ btnaryt 1600-bpt_ umtabeLed tapes and contain
trajectory and attitude data foe the Viking 1 and 2 LanOers.
There tS one file for each sPaceoraft. Each record in a file
contains the following parameters: time In seconds from
deorbtt; veLootty in km/s; attttude above Marl' mean surface _n
kilometers; and flight angte_ heading angLe_ sub-Lander
latltudet sub-Lander longttude_ RPA angle of attaok_ UAMS _gLe
of attack I RPA sun angLe_ and zenith angle all measured tn
degrees.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - RPA ION AN_ ELECTRON DATA ON TAPE
NS_C ID 75-083C-1SB, RPA ION-ELECTRON DATA ON TAPE
Time oerlod covered - 09103176 TO 09/03176
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF TA_E
These dotal supplied by the investigation teams are on
9-tracks 1600-bolt binary tape. The data contain the ¢omptete
record of the collected current vs retarding potential as a
function of ttme for Ooth Landers tn both the electron and ton
modes. There are four fttes on this t aoe_ and each record
contains time in seconds from deorbtt_ sequeflttaL frame number_
major frame number_ and pairs of retarding potential and
collector current values,
Data let name - RPA ION AND ELECTRON DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSOC IO 75-083C-14Ct RPA ION-ELECT. DATA ON 3SMM FILM
Time period covered - 09105176 TO 09105176
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
These data, supplied by the Investigation team, are on
16-mm microfilm. The data are essentially the same as the
magnetic taPe data set (TS-O83C-14B) and include current vs
retarding potential plots for each tnOtvtPual sweep in the
energetic electron mode; similar olots for thermal ions with
the Least-sQuares fit to the theoretical equation to determine
¢oncentrattonse temperature, and other parameters; and time
plots of altitude, velocity, and pertinent angles to define the
Lnstrument environment dJrlng the entry.
...............................................................
VIKING 2 LANDERp SHORTHILL
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
...............................................................
Data set name - PUBLISHED REPORTS ON THE RESULTS OF THE
PHY.SICAL PROPERTIES EXPERIMENT
•NSSDC ID TS-O83C-OLAe PHYSICAL PROPERTIES REPORTS
Time period covered - (N/A}
Quantity of data - 3 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of reports published by the
investigation team that dtscJss the results of the physical
properties experiment. The reports discuss the hardware used_
the results of tests using the systems test bed, the results of
the imaging science tests, and the results of the science
end-to-end tests. The approximate dates of the tests and the
elements tested are also discussed. It is emphasized that the
results are preliminary and, therefore, subject to change.
...............................................................
VIKING 2 LANDER, TILLMAN
METEOROLOGY
...............................................................
Data set name - SANMET LISTINGS OF TEHPERATURE AND VECTOR
WIND VS TIME ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 75-08_C-07A$ SANMET TEMP÷VCTR WND VS TIME-LIST
Time oerloO covered - LZlI?/76 TO 02/11/78
{As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1TG2 CARDS OF BIw MICROFICHE
This data set. on B/W microfiche consists of a copy of
the comouter printout of the sctence analysis of meteorology
(SANMEY) program_ which presents all the information about
every measurement that was available to the Viking Meteorology
Sclence Team, Raw data (instrument voltage readings), reduced
data, and statistical summaries are included. Much of the
information is redundant or of no value to the user. For each
Mars day there are four sets of data llstlngs: Ill instrument
voltage outouts (raw data); (2) calcJLated volta3ee reslstance,
and temperature values; (3) wind and temperature data in
geophysical units; and (q) pressure data in geophysical units.
There is also information on the data base input that
controlled the SAN_ET run and o_ Darlty errors in the data.
The reduced data [items 3 and 4) were used to prepare the
abridged data sets -07B and -07C.
...............................................................
Data set name - -IGH TIME RESOLUTIO_ PLOTS OF VECTOR WINC
AND TEMPERATURE VS tIRE (SECONDS)
NSSDC 13 75-083C-0TB, VECTOR WI_D/TE pp VS TIME(SEC)PLTS
Time period covered - Og/03/T6 TO 05/17179
(AS verified by NO. SOD}
Quantity of data - 20 REELS OF MICROFIL_
This 16-m_ microfilm data set des generated at NSSDC from
hardcopy reduced data plots prepared by the experimenter. The
data consist of plots of three oarameters (wind soeed, wind
direction, and temperature) vS tt_e (_ars seconds) elapsed
since the beginning of the measurement. Such information as
earth start and stop times of the observation is printed at the
top of each frame. _ormaLly there is one 5-mln observing
oeriod for each Mars hour. exceot that the first observing
period each day iS for 10 mln. Each plot displays relatively
fine time scale data taken for one of the hourly observation
3erlods.
...............................................................
gata set name - LOW TIME RESOLUTION {AVERASE) PLOTS OF
VECTOR WIND, AND TE'.!PERATURE VS TIME (HRS]
NSSDC ID T5-083C-07C, VECTOR WINDITEMP VS TIME(HRS)PLTS
Time bertod covered - 09105176 TO 05116119
(AS verified by NSS_C)
Quantity of data - 7 REELS OF _LICROFILM
Thls 16-mm microfilm data set was generated at NSSDC from
hardcopy analyzed data prepared by the experimenter from the
reduced data in dato set TS-O83C-OTB. The data consist of
series of three film framese one frame each for wind speedt
wind direction, and temperature. Each plotted point is
obtained by averaging all obsermatton_ taken during one Mars
hour (mooule]. Each plot depicts daily parameter variations
for a particular day,
Data set name - METEOROLOGY PRESSURE DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID 75-083D-OTD, METEOROLOGY PRESSURE TAPE
Time period covered - 09105176 TO 11/0_/76
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These data were wrltten on T-trackt GOOmbptl evenmperttyt
BED. unlabeled magnetic tape. The data were created on a
Univac 1108 computer. Each physical record consists of 10
Logical records of 20 characters. The data ere contained on &l
ftles and consist of a sol header record and data records.
Each header record oontatns a flag (akwaySmgII Viking Lander
no., sole no. of groups in sol, no. of points rejected, and
mean pressure of the sol (mb). Each data record conststs of a
flag (always*g). Local time of recPrd, no. of points comprtsfng
group (record)t and mean pressure of the group (record). This
format is the same for Viking I Lander meteorology pressure
data (75-07_C-07D).
...............................................................
Data set name - METEOROLOGY WINO TEMPERATURE DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC 10 TS"OB3C'OTEt METEOROLOGY WNDTMP TAPE
Time period covered - 09103/76 TO ll/OR/T6
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These data are written on 7-track_ 8DO-boil even-parity.
BCDt unlabeled magnetic tape. The data were created on a
Univac 1108 computer. Each physical record is one logtcaL
record of 120 characters. The data are contained on Gl files
with each file containing data for one sol. Each file consists
of module heaOer records followed by data records for the
module. The header records contain the module no.p start ttme,
Lander epoch, sol no.. data Quality indicator. Lander no._ and
sample fnterval. The data records contain mfntmump maxt_um_
average an_ standard _evlatlon values for wind speed, wind
angler thermocouple temp.[ reference sensor temp.t plus sums
of all flags, parity flags_ and all missing values, average
time and average platinum resistance temperature. This format
iS the same for Viking I Lander meteorology w1nP and
temoerature data (75-OTSC-OTE)*
...............................................................
Data set name - DAILY PLOTS OF WIND* TEMPERAIUREt AND
PRESSURE
_SSOC IQ 75-083C'07F, DAILY PLOTS OF WNDTMP * PRESSURE
Time period covered - 07/20/76 TO 09129/76
(As verified by NSSDC)
Ouanttty of data - I REEL OF MISROCILM
These data were filmed by the NSSOC from plots provided
by the team Leader. The plots consist of two consecutive sols
plotted continuously. The upper Left corner contains the
Lander number and the sol day number. Immediately below this is
the value of the areocentrlc Longitude of the sun_ in degrees
at midnight of the indicated sol. The time scale iS in hours
of Local Lander time. The times of sunrlse_ noonl and sunset
are indicated by long tick marks on the upper border of the
plot. The temperature plots are plotted at the mean time of
each data record and connected by straight Lines. The pressure
data are taken fro_ the cressure catalog produced at FLorida
State university (FSU). The pressure scale uses a nominal
range of 10 mb which may shift up or down to fit the data. The
pressure plots are connected by a dashed Line. The winds
plotted are derived from the wind and temperature catalog
produced at FSU. The wind plots are in standard meteorological
notation with a half arrow and oarbs. North is at the top and
West is at the left, On the bottom of the shaft each full barb
represents 2 m/s. For larger winds the right scale of the
shaft iS use_. Five full barbs on both rtqht and Left
represents 60 m/s, For still stronger winds the value of all
barbs iS doubled and a stroke tS placed across the tip of the
half arrow to denote this doubling. Winds in excess of 120 m/s
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are given as a half arrow with no barbs but a square at the
tail of the arrow. A wind of Less than 0.5 m/s is considered
calm and reDresented by a circle around the time of data.
...............................................................
_ata set name - PRINTED PRESSJRE ANd WIND,TEMPERATURE
CATALOG
NSSDC ID 7_.-083C-07GI PRINTED PRESS + WNOTMP CATALOG
Time period covered - 09/04/76 TO 11/05176
iAs verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
These data, filmed by NSSDC from hsrOcopy supplied by the
team leaderj consist of the meteorology pressure catalog and
the meteorology wtnd and temperature (WNOTMP) catalog. The
pressure catalog has one page for each sol per Lender. The
pages are numbered begining with C for each Lander. There Is a
headerp or each paget which contalns; (1) the Lander number_
{2) SOL numberv (3) number of groups in the sol. (4) number of
points repeatedt (_} page number and (G) the mean pressure for
the sol, Items 3 and 4 are more fully explained tn the
documentation secttont precedtnQ the catalog data. on the
microfilm. The WNDTMD catalog also has headers for each page
of data. The headers consist of (1) page and sol number wtth
(a} the header number. (b) the sol number. (c) the data of
SANMET computer run, tO) the SANHET Grogram used; (2) todule
headers with (a) the module numberi (b) the time of start of
module in UTI (c) the sample Interval in seconds, and (d) a
data Quality indicator; (3) column lapels with (3) rat-record
number within the modulet (b) hours - the mean 11t of the
record tn hourst (c) speed sigma max min- for columns referring
to wind speedw (d) angle sigma max- for columns referring to
wind dtrecttont (e) a_P t sigma mal _tn-four colJtns referring
to ambient temperaturest (f) ref t sigma max mtn-four columns
referrlnq to temperature measured by the wind reference sensort
(g) plat- the mean for the record of the values from the
platinum resistance thermo_etert (h) O- information on s
certain class of parity errors detected by SANMET, It) f-
information on whether SANMET rejected one or more measurement
points, (J} m- the nJmoer of _tsstng sample s t_ s record andl
(k) t- an Indication of the possible unrepresentattveness o4
the data because of flow from the Lander body towards the
meteorological sensors. A more complete explanation of these
headings can be foJnd in the docu_entatto_ of Viking
meteorology WN_TMP catalog which precedes these data on the
microfiche reel.
...............................................................
Data set name - WIND AND TEMPERATURE CATALOG ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC IO 75-083C-07M, WIND AND TEMPERATURE CATALOG
Time period covered - 09/0A/76 TO 12105/78
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TA
These experimenter supptted_ wind and temperature catalog
data are on 9-trackt 1600 bpt, ASCII maqnettc tape created on a
Univac 1L08 computer. The data are means and other statistics
for each record of observation (sol). consisting usually of 16
samples. The records are blocked with thirty, 120 character
fixed length Lines each. Two types of Lines are contained on
each file: module header Lines followed py data Lines for the
module, Each header line contains module no,; start ttme for
the module in year, Oay of yearD hour and minute; start time in
Local Martian lander time; data Quality indicator; start ttme
in st and time in s between sa_ples, Each data line contains
the record no. within a module; highest and lowest wtnd speeds;
the a_ount (in deci-degrees) by which the wtnd direction
deParts from the vector mean direction; the amount by which the
max./mln, tamP. is above/below the mean thermotoJole temp. and
reference sensor temp.; no. of missing samples tn the record;
mean Local Lander ttme in hr; vector mean wind speed and
arithmetic standard deviation of wtnd speeds lq _eters per s;
vector mean wind direction in deg; standard deviation of wtnd
direction from the vector mean wind direction; arithmetic mean
thermocouple temp. and reference sensor tamp. and standard
deviation of those temg== tn deg K; and the mean for the record
of the values from the platinum resistance thermometer in the
boom housing.
...............................................................
Data set name - SOLAR AVERAGE PRESSURE DATAt PLOTS AND
LISTINGS (.)
NSSDD I0 75-083C-071t SOL AVG PRESS,_LOTS & LISTING
Time period covered - i N/A)
Quantity of data - 3 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set ¢onststs of two types of plots of Martian
daily average pressure data, The mean pressjre data (tn
mtLttbars), retrieved from the sol average pressure tape (NSSDC
75-083C-07J)0 are derived from individual measurements that are
lampted at intervals of 30 to gO _|n, They are time-weighted
daily average pressure wlth certain assumptions regarding gads
of longer than 3 h. depending on the location of the gaps and
their length, missing data are either filled tn by
interpolation or by extrapolation1 or are exctuded from the
time-weighted statistics, The first type of plot has data
presented in 670-sol blocks. The Lower panel has the sol
average pressure values plotted against time (in sotst
normalized to Local midnight), The upper panel illustrates the
maximum time gad (in hours) in the same time period as that of
the lower panel, The second type of plot has data presented in
IO0-soI blocks. The (offer panel has the daily average pressure
values from both Viking Lander 1 and Viking Lander 2 plotted
against time. The upper level panel illustrates the standard
deviations for both Lander 1 and Lander 2. The standard
deviations provide crude indications of synoptic activity at
both Lander L md Lander 2, and of dust-generated tides at
Lander I, Where ttme gaps are Longer than 6 h, data are
excluded from both types of plots, ALtogether there are 22_5
sots of data Plotted for Lander I and 1050 sots of oata for
Lander 2. Notice that on the plots Lander 2 data begin on sol
q4 because of its de(my in Landing relative to Lander L. For
more information, refer to the +'Atmospheric Pressure Statistics
From the Surface of Wars: the Viking Meteorology _xDerlment_"
by J. E. TiILman, avallable at NSSDE on the data tape that Is
mentioned above.
...............................................................
Data set name - SOLAR AVERAGE PRESSURE DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE (*)
NSSDC ID 75-083C-07Jt SOL AVERAGE PRESSURE TAPE
Time oerlod covered - 09104176 TO 07121179
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TA_E
This experlmenter-supplled data set consists of Martian
daily average pressure data written on a ?-track. 1600-bDt,
ASCII* unlabeled tape by a Prime computer. The mean pressure
data (in millibars) are derived from individual measurements
that are sampled at intervals of 30 to 90 mtn, They are
time-weighted daily average pressure values with certain
assumptions regarding gaps longer than 3 h. Depending on the
Location of the gaps an_ their length, missing data are either
filled in by interpolation or e=trapolatton t or are excluded
from the time-weighted statistics. Besides the average
pressure_ other parameters are provided for each sol including
minimum pressures standard devlatlone length of mawtmum tlme
gaps starting and ending times of large gads. and other
supporting information. There are two seDarate copies Of data
from each lander, including a total of 1050 sols of Lander 2
average pressure values avaltabte on the tape. _or more
tnformattont refer to the "Atmospheric Pressure Statistics From
the Surface of Mars: the Viking Meteorology _xpertment," by J,
E. Ttllman, available at NSSDC on the data tape. It shOuld be
noted that all records of the Lander 1 data contain 4400 ASCII
c_racters, but the Last tape record of the Lander 2 data tS
only 800 characters Long, contrary to the format given in the
descriptive document.
...............................................................
VIKING 2 LANDER, TOULMIN_ 3RO
INORGANIC ANALYSIS
...............................................................
Data set name - SPECTRA PLOTS ON MICROfIChE
i*)
NSSDC ID 75-083C-1_A_ SPECTRA PLOTS ON M/FICHE
Tlme period covered - 11121/7_ TO 03/01/78
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 23 CARDS OF B/W MICROFIC_
This Data set consists of B/W microfiche provided by the
investigation team containing logarithmic plots of the data in
the spectral history file (see 75-083C-13E). The title on each
plot includes Lander td. spectrum number_ pc tube_ sample or
calibration information, command history tnformattont count
period (if other than 7.7 s)_ oberatort detector vottage_ and
date. The _-axls represents energy (channel number)t and the
y-axis represents intensity that has been normalized to reflect
a 30,7-= count period/channel= The pc ( and 2 date represent
the iron-55 radiation source information whtle Pc 3 and 4 data
represent the cadmium-lOg information.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - COMMAND_ SPECTRA_ AND TEMPERATURE HISTORY
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 75-08_C-13E$ COMMAND_ SPE:IRA_ IEMP _IST MTAPZ
Time perlod covered - 09/03/T6 TO 21101/76
IAs verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
These data are on 7-track_ 800-bpt, BCD. even-parity
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magnetto tape supplied by the investigation team. Each tape
contains three files. The command history title 1) contains
the instrument parameters that were sent to the guidance
control and sequencing computer (GCSC). The ftLe consists of a
header; the ngmber of commands in each group; the number of the
first command tn each group; the pJrpose; the command table
number; the number of the offset entry; the p¢ tube number; the
high-voltage bias; the ¢ode used to identify dump_ fLagt or
sample information; the coJnt period per channel; the wtndo*
group (start channel); the execution time; the time in seconds
to begin execution on Mars; and the predicted number of data
frames. The temperature history file (file 2) contains
temoerature measurements In the XRFS box. The ftLe consists of
a headert the total number of temperature groups as provided by
the Viking data software (each group contains a maximum of 615
• easurements)t the number of groups stored in the ftle, the
temperature readings tn the XRFS box_ and the GCSC time (in
seconds) when each temperature was measured. The spectral
history file (tile 3) contains the instrument response data.
The file consists of a headert the spectram namer raw spectru_
data normalized to a count time of 30.7 s per channelt the pc
tube that generated the spectrumt the time and bate the
spectrum was assembled at JOLt the data ira me numbers used to
make the spectruml the count period for each data framer and
the na_e of the operator who generated the spectrum.
Data set name - COMMAND HISTORY ON MICROFICHE
NSSOC ID 75-083C-13Ft COMMAND HISTORY ON M_FICHE
Time period covered - 09106/76 TO 10121178
(As verified by NGSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set. on black and white mtcroflche_ provided by
the investigation team_ contains instrument parameters that
were sent to the guidance control and sequencing computer
(GCSD). The tabular files consist of a headert the number of
the first command in each groupt the purpose of commandt the
command table number_ the pc tube numberl the high voltage
blast the code used to identify dumpt flag or sample
Informatlont the execution time, the predicted njmber of data
frames and GCSC time,
...............................................................
Data set name - TEMPERATURE HISTORY ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 75-083C-13G_ TEMPERATURE HISTORY ON MtFICHE
Time period covered- 09106176 TO 11/g5/78
(As verified Oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 14 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
These datat on black and white mlcroflchev provided by
the investigation team cantaln temoeratJre measure_entst in the
order received from the decsetl in degrees Fahrenheit, The
measurements are further Listed after sequenclnq by time, The
guidance control and sequencing computer tlme_ in seconds_ is
listed as are the solv Mars local time in hoJrs and mlqJtegt
and the temperature in degrees and tenths of degrees. The
temperature history is arranged by group wlth each qrouo
containing a maximum of 675 _eas_re_ents.
NSSDC 13 7E-OBaA-OOD9 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKING MARS SOl
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of oata - I0 CARDS OF BIW NICROFIChE
This is the first editlon_ oubLished May 1at 197_ of a
blbLiograahy of the scientific resJlts of the V1klng mlsslons_
the two Landers and the two Orbiters, It attempts to include
every publication in a scientific Journal Of the experimental
resultst or theoretical interpretation of the Viking datat
descriptloqs of the scientific instruments that might be of
value to scientists utilizing these data and a few general
papers or books summarizing the results or describing the
mission ooerat_ons and history. This blOl( O_r_ph y d _ s not
include abstracts or presentations _t scientific meetlngsl
accounts in no.spaDers and OOpUl_r magazines! and scientific
Qiscusslons of Mars that are not directly related to the
information acquired by the Viking soacecraft,
...............................................................
VIKING 2 ORBITER, CA_R
ORBITER I_AGING
...............................................................
Data set name - BLACK RND WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
N S_C IO TS-O83A-O1At BLACK & wHITE PRESS RELEASE P_OTO
Time period covered - 10/16/75 TO 06t17/78
(Date supDlted by experimenter)
Quanttty of data - 13 B/W POSITIVE FRAMES
Thls data set oonststs of 4- x S-in. B/W negatives that
were released by the project for bubtt¢ distribution because
they were o| particular tntere=t. Most show Mars surface
featurest but one tS the first photograph of the earth seen
from more than 10 million km in SpaDe and shows the earth in a
crescent phase. DecrtDttons of each photograph are included°
Data set name - MOSAICS MADE FROM THE BLACK ANd WHITE
RE{TILINEAR AND ORTHOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY (*)
NSSDC ID 75°083A'OIB_ B/W MOSAICS
llme period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 377 BIW POSITIWE FRAMES
These data_ supplied by the Orbiter Imaging Team_ are _-
x 5-_n. B/W mosaics. Hand-rendered mosaics are available for
much of the coverage Obtained by the Viking Orbiter cameras.
For the most osrtl these mosaics provide contiguous coverage of
scenes made up from individual images and no attempt has been
made to conform to a global control net. Measurements made
from these mosaics wile be htghly inaccurate. Mosaics produoed
by the US Geological Survey (USGS) designated as ME quads or ME
subquads and built upon the apbroprtate shaded relief map are
V alid m aDDing coverage. Each mosat¢_ identified by the breflx
211- and a four-dlglt numbert is supplied with a footprint plot
providing the individual blond as welt as roll and file order
numbers for the individual frames making up the mosaic. ALL of
these numbers should be specified when ordering individual
frames, In a few cases where the particular version of a frame
in the mosaic iS not avatlabte_ a similar version of that frame
ts designated on the footprint clot. The mosaic summary and
index (TB-O83A-011) should be used to select these data.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - B/W RECTILINEAR PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC IO TS-O83A-OID_ RECTILINEAR ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Tlme period covered - 08/12/76 TO OG/2_/TB
(As verified by NSSDC]
Quantity of data -20708 BIW POSITIVES
These data_ supplied by the Orbiter Imaging Team_ are on
5- x 5-1n. BIW film and represent the surface as viewed from
the Orbiter scan platform without geometric corrections for
obliQue-vlewing distortion. Most images are available in two
processed versions: the shading corrected (SCR2) verslont
suttaole for albedo contrast and photogrammetric studies; and
(2) the high-pass filtered (NGF) verston_ which provides
maximum feature dlscrlmlnablllty (at the cost of true albedo
contrast), Both versions have been processed to remove or fill
in telemetry btt errorst camera blemtshesl and nonuntformtttes
in vtdtcon response. Corrected data are then Linearly
stretched in contrast to fill the dynamic range of the film.
Each orocessed picture has a data block containing all
pertinent information for the image. TO select these dater use
the SEDR (75-OB3A-OIG]; the rectilinear and orthographic
photography index (75-OBaA-OtK); the auadrantt latttudet and
Longltltude index (75-083A-O1M); or the lO-deg box index
(75-OGaA-OIH). For ordertngt specify both the picno and the
roll/file number.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - aLACK AN_ wHITE ORTHOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC 13 75-OBaA-OLE_ 3LACK & wHITE ORTHOGRAPHIC PHOTOS
Time period covered - 08112176 TO 11127/77
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 9E_9 _IW POSITIVES
These data_ suppLleo by the Drblter Imaging Teamt are on
5- x 5-1n* BIw film and are a subset of the total image set
that has been transformed to an orlhographl¢ mapping projection
sO that the scene appears as if viewed from directly overhead.
The center of projection in all cases is the center point of
the frame. To preserve maximum dlscrlmlnabillty of featureSt
the size Of the projected image is formatted to ftLL_ aS nearly
as posslbLet the mask otmenstons liBRa ptxels square;.
Therefore_ the scale Will vary from image to image in a series,
This iS especially evident in those sequences obtained at
oertapsts when the viewing geometry and range are changing most
rapidly. The scale of each image is given in the data block
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under SCD (km/hlxel), A scale bar to the right of the Image
facilitates ohotographtc rcconstrJctton of a series of images
to a similar scale, Not all images are available In the
orthographic version, Most orthographic images available were
produced i_ the NGF version a_dl therefore+ do not oresent true
albedo characteristics, To select these data, use the _EOR
(75-OBOA-OIO); the rectilinear and orthographic photograohy
tnaex (75-083A-OIK); the duadrantp Latltudet and Lonqttude
index (75-O83A-OIM); or the lO-deg cox index (75-OBOA-O1H),
For orderlngD specify both the plcno and rolllfILe number,
Data set name - _/W STEREO PAIRS
NSSDC I} 75-083A-01c l STEREO PAIRS bXi-INCM FILM
Tlme oerlod covered - 09/22/?6 TO 0_/24/17
(AS verified py NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 24 BIw POSITIVE FRAWES
These data_ supplied by the Orbiter Imaglng Team+ are on
5- x S-In. B/W film and consist of frames identified as having
owerlaoplng coverage, Stereo studies of Viking images are
still in the earliest stages and no stereo product as such has
been defined, Frames should be ordered In the orthographic
version for stereo studies, It should be understood that the
visual imaging subsystem on the Viking Orbiters was not well
adapted for acqulrlng stereo data, and that their acquisition
was not a major objective of the ortmary mfsstoq. The oatrs
contain significant but variable amounts of overlap, In some
cases the two frames were taken at widely d|fferent times so
that Lighting co_ Itlons dld not match welt. Stereo coverage
of higher quality and greater _antity was 3otalned in the
e_tended mission,
...............................................................
Data set name - SEOR PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPORT OATA ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 75-083A-O1Ot $EDR SUPPORT DATA ON MICR_ ]LM
Time period covered - 08/II176 TO 07123178
(As verified Dy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS O c MICROFILM
This Oata set consists of Supplementary Experiment Data
Record (SEOR) on microfilm for the orbital photography on the
Viking 2 Orbiter and wilt be the only catalog available for the
Orblter photography. Information supplied in these Listings
tS: Picture identification number (Ptcno) by wh¶ch It Is
arranged; camera information such as exposure ttme_ filter
used_ and which cameraw coordinates of center reticle of fra_e_
and processing Laboratory and versions of photost e,g., albedo
stretch or maximum dtscrtmtnabtLtty; and mosaic or stereo
comments. Definitions of the oarameters precede the table.
The matn table is followed by a one-ltne listing of the
photographs ordered by latttudew proceeDing from south to
north. Thts Ltsttng contatns only the Ptcnol Latitude and
Longitude of center reticule of each ohotograph.
...............................................................
Data set name - INDEX BY LATITUDEs LONGITUDEs ANO lO
DEGREE BOX ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO 75-083A-OIHt INDEX BY LATILON3 AND I0 DES BOX
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set+ supplied by the 3rbtter Imaging Team_ is
on microfilm. It consists of two indexes: one lists the
images oy center latitude+ and the other Lists the images by
lO-deg boxes of latitude and longltude, The first box ls at
O-deg Longitude and the north polar anp covers the area O-deg
to lO-deg W Longitude and ?O-deg to BO-deg N latitude. The
Second box ts lO-deg to 20-deg W LongttJde and 90-deg to 80-deg
N Latitude. The Latttude and longitude of the intercept point
5 (center of image) are used for these computations+ and only
tmages where the tntercedt ootnt 5 is on the planet (e_a_ Lt
90-deg) are listed. Each index contains these parameters:
ptcno; frame start count (FSC) number; center Latitude; center
Longitude; emission angles the angle between the surface normal
and the llne to the sDacecraft; Incidence angle+ the angle
between the surface normal and the Line to the sun; range to
surface; and Mars time.
...............................................................
Data set name ° MOSAIC SUMMARY AND INDEX ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 75-0836-011+ MOSAIC SUMMARY A_D INDEXt M/FILM
Time Period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL C_ MICROFILM
Thts data sets supplied by the Orbiter Imaging Teams
consists of a summary and index and sample image of Viking
Orbiter mosaics on microfilm, The summary contains
identification number_ mosaic IDt comments (area or features in
view)+ production ttmel revolution number+ number of images in
mosaic+ minimum and maximum Latitudes and minimum and maximum
longitude. This summary is followed by an index ordered by
olcno number that cross-references the page number of the
mosaic ¶n the summary section. The index includes ptcno_
central Latitude+ and centrat Longitude of each photo in the
mosaic,
...............................................................
Data set name - PHOHOSt DEIMOS+ STAR+ LIM3+ SNO
TERMINATOR IMAGES ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 75-OROA-Oljt INDEX TO PHOBOS_ OEIMOSt STAR
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quanttty of data - i REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set, supplied by the Orbiter imaging team+ is
an index Of tma_es Of the Martian moons+ stars+ Mars
terminators and Mars Limb on microfilm. It lists ptcno;
ftLter; exposure; the range from the Orbiter to Phobo£_ Oetmost
and the limb of Mars; and the surface coordinates of the corner
or center of the picture+ if Mars appears tn the plcture. A
_terminator" picture is defined as a Picture for which at Least
one corner is on the unlighted portion of the Mars surface. A
"limb * picture has at least one corner off the surface
entirely,
...............................................................
Data set name - RECTILINEAR AND ORTHOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHy
INDEWES ORDERED BY ROLL/FILE NUMBER
NSSDC ID Ti-O83A-OIK+ RECT * ORTHO INDEX BY ROLL FILE
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quant Sty of data - _ CARDS OF BIW MICROFICHE
This data set Is on BIW microfiche generated at NSSOC
from hardcopy supplied by the Orotter I maging Team. The data
are an index to the rectilinear (75-083A-010) and orthographic
(75-083A-OIE) photographyt and are sorted by roll/file number.
The index lists the picture number (olcno) and the version
(PROCLAB)o The index was periodically updated by the imaging
team.
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - PRIME ANn EXTENDED MISSION CATALOG ON
MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO 75-083A-OIL+ PRIME+ EXTw CONT MISSION PIC CAT
Time period covered - 08105176 TO 02102/77
(AS verified by NSSQC)
Quantity of data - 516 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
Thts data set I= on B/W microfiche supplied by the
Orbiter Imaging Team, The mlcroflche cards are in COSATI
format with 60 images per cards The top row of each card
contains descriptive information such as tl) spacecraft
Identtftcattonl and sequence number+ (2) gray scale ¢ontrol_
(3) resolutto_ control frame+ CA) first and Last ptcno=s on the
carol and (5) any MTIS target frames that may have accompanied
the images on the card, The images are arranged by ptcno and
version, Quality o1 the mtcrmftche is excellent. Prime
mission data are contained on cards 1-76+ the extended mission
on cards 97-R03 and the co_ti_uatlon mission ts on cards
AOA-51&,
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - INDEX OF IMAGES ORDERED BY QUADRANT_
LATITUDEs AND LONGITUDE ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO ?5-083A-OIM_ LIST OF IMAGES BY QUADs LATILONG
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF MICROFILM
These dates supdLied by the Orbiter Imaglng Teams ape an
index of rectlLinear_ orthograght¢_ and mosaic images ordered
by quadrant+ Latitude+ and Longitude on 16-mm microfilm
generated at N SSDC from hardcopy. A Quadrant ts one of the 30
sections tnto which the Mars surface iS dtvtded on the let of
USGS I:5_OO0_O00 scale maps. The information listed includes
plcnos center Latitude, center Longitude+ incidence angler
emission angte_ fttter_ range to surface+ S_R-2 version, NG¢
version+ orthographic projection verl$onm and four possible
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mosaic appearances. This ts considered the best and most
complete index for ordering Orbiter images from NSSOC.
...............................................................
Data set name - IPL PROCESSED BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDE ID 75-083A-OLNt IPL PROCESSED PHOTOGRAPHY
Time period ¢overed- 11/24/76 10 07/05/78
IAS verified by NSSOC)
Ouanttty of data - 300 B/W POSITIVES
This data set consists of all of the IPL-processeO
photography provtded by the Orbiter team. The photography
includes such things as contour magptngv stereo coverage, etc.
...............................................................
Data set name - IPL PROCESSED FALSE COLOR RECONSTRUCTED
ORBITER IMAGES (-)
NSSDC ID 75-O83A-DIO_ IPL PROCESSED COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
Time period covered - 11/04/76 TO 05130/77
(AS verified Py NSSOE)
Quantity of data - 34 COLOR NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data consists of color images reconstructed by the
Image Processing Laboratory (IPL) of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. Color elements of the same scene sh_ttered three
ttmest seconds apart_ are recombtned using software developed
for this purpose. These triplets are usually obtained by using
the red. green and violet filters; howevert in some cases the
blue filter is substituted for the violet, In false color
reconstruction, It is necessary to take -perception" into
account, Each fra_ is produced in two ways, The first is the
Martian surface as the co_ojter says it mJst be within e
perceptual range of what a group of viewers say they will
tolerate. Thtst tn combination with color distortions
generated by the GRE (playback devtce)l filet photograohtc
papert and photolab procedures_ produces images which vary
slightly in color. The second oroductton ts not limited by
perceptual parameters,
...............................................................
Data set name - COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC 10 7S-O83A-OIPt COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRA=HY
Time period covered - O&/1RJ78 TO O&/141TB
(As vertfted by NSSOC)
Quantity of Data - i COLOR POSITIVE FRAME
These data consist of 4 _ S-inch color negatives released
by NASA Headquarters and the Jet ProoJlston Laboratory for
public distribution. The restriction in reproducing the red
spectral range perceived by the human eye cause the coloring In
these negatives to be somewhat Inaccjrate. The t_agery covers
areas considered to be of htgh public interest,
...............................................................
Data set name - USGS PHOTOMOSAICS SM
NSSDC IO 75-OBSA-OIQt USGS PHOTO MOSAICS 5M
Time period covered - (N/A]
Quantity of data m 179 BIW NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of B/w 8 w 10 t_, negatives of
photomosatcst controlled by the 1:5 million Mariner 9 and
Viking datat produced by the USGS at PLagstafft Arizona, The
images are mosatcs of Vtkfna 1 and Vtktqg 2 Ortbtter
hlgh-resolutlon pictures placed on an alr-brushed background
based on earlier data from Pars. The mosaics were created at
1:1.25 million and scaled to 1:5 million, Each mosaic covers
the areal surface for the _ars sJbouadrangke maps. The legend
of the mosaics includes the Mars subquadrangle map number and
the center coordinates in deg of longitude and latitude,
Longitude and latitude lines at S deg intervals are shown where
the base image is not covered by the Vtktng mosaics. Mosaic
coverage of the subquadrangle area_ varies dependlnQ on
available images at the time of creation of the mosaics,
Footprint sketches showing the Viking ptctJres nj_oers
accompany the mosaics, These picture numbers can be used in
ordering individual frames making up the mosaics,
...............................................................
Data set name - USGS PHOTOMOSAICS 7._
(,)
NSSDC IO 75-O83A-OIR_ USGS PHOTOMOSAICS 1:7,5 M
Time bertod covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 155 BIW NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of B/W 8 x 10 in, negatives of
photomosatcs, controlled by the 1:5 million Mariner 9 and
Viking data_ produced by the USGS at Ftagstaffl Arizona. The
images are mosaics of Vtktrrg 1 end Viking 2 Orbtter
high-resolution ptctures placed on an air-brushed background
based on earlier data from Mars, The mosaics were created at
1:1.25 million and scaled to 1:7,5 mlllton, Each mosaic Covers
the areal surface for the Mars s cgo Quadrangle maple The legend
on the mosaics includes the Mars subquadrangle map number and
the center coordinates in dog of Longitude and latitude,
Longitude and latitude Lines at 5 deg Intervals are shown where
the base image 1$ not covered by the Viking mosaics, Mosaic
coverage of the subquadrangle areas varies dependlng on
available images at the time of creation of the mosaics.
Footprint sketches showtng the Vtktng picture numbers accompany
the mosaicSo These ptcture numbers can be used in ordertng
individual frames making up the mosaics.
...............................................................
Data set name - SEDR QUADRANt AND SUBGUADRANT PLOTS ON
MICRO:ICHE
NSSOC ID TS-OaSA-OLSt SEDR QUAD/SUBQUAD PLOTS
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 73 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
These datat in mlcroflche _uppl|ed by the investigation
teams contain a complete llstlnqQ of all images which make up
the USGS mosaics, In addition the image numbers are displayed
in the positions where the images are in the mosaic, The
mosaic humbert spacecraft and date of photo coverage are given
at the bottom of each plot, The image resolution is also
displayed at the bottom of the plot,
...............................................................
Data set name - MARS IN 3D9 MOVIE FILM
NSSDC ID 75-083A-011_ MARS IN 3Dr MOVIEFILM
Time period covered - IN/A}
Quantity of data - 900 COLOR NEGATIVES
This movtet on 16mm ftlmt uses an analytic technique for
stereo separation (the Left eye amd right eye firm are printed
through filters onto a single reel to give superimposed red and
green images}, It must be viewed wtth glasses that have red
and green filters to allow each eye tO see the correct image.
The image iS in black and white for the scenes which were black
and whtte In the original matertalt and false color in the
remaining scenes. The movie combines technlquest image
processlngt antmattont and stereo movie technology. It
tncludes some stereo scenes acquired by the Viking Orbiter
eamerast shots taken at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory showing
the operation of the Viking Lander spacecraftl and surface of
Mars as viewed in three dtmenstons_ at both Lander sttest by
the Viking Lander cameras system. The running t_me for thts
movie is 23 minutes. A steres sound track version of this
movie that requires two projectors was made for special
showings by dPL, That version iS not available from NSSDC.
.................................. p ............................
Data set name - USGS PHOTOMOSAICS 1:2M
(*)
NS_C IO TS-OBOA-OIV_ USGS PHOTOMOSAICS 1:2M
Time perlodcovered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 80 B/W NEGATIVE _RAM_S
This data set contains 8 X 10 negatives. The stale used
iS 1 to 2000, The negatives are made up from imagery from both
Viking 1 and 2 Orbiters, Footprint maps accompany the data,
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC TO 75-OBOA-OIWp IMAGING DATA ON MAG_ETIS TAPE
Time period covereo - 08112176 TO 06124178
iAS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 179 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of the Experiment Data Records
(EORs) for the approximately 26000 images obtained by the
Viking 2 Orbiter TV experlment_ stored on G250-bpl magnetic
tapes, The EORs consist of unprocessed (raw) instrument data
in VICAR format. Each image file consists of 53 blocks_
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containing 32000 bytes per block, Each block iS composed of 20
logical records of 1600 bytes each. The first two logical
records of the first block contain a Label. The label is
followed by 1056 logical records (¢ne per image llne)
containing otxel and engineering data. Details of the data set
are provided by Martin et aL.t "PLanetary Image Converstoq
Task: Ftnal Reportt" JPL Publication 85-50. lgBSt which iS
available at NSSDC. Thts publication includes the only catalog
currently available for the data set. The catat33 Lists images
by Ptcno.t an image sequence humbert against tape/file
bOSttton. For this reason I it ts necessary to be able to
tdenttfy the Pianos. Of 4nterest Deform placing an order.
...............................................................
VIKING 2 ORSITERt FARMER
MARS ATMOSPHERIC WATER DETECTION (MAWO)
...............................................................
Data Set name - ATMOSPHERIC WATER RADIAnCE/GEOMETRY DATA
ON TAPE
NSS_C ID 75-083A-OlAp ATMOSPHERIC WATER DATA ON TAPE
Time period covered - 07/31/76 TO 07/24/7R
(As verlfleo oy NSSDC)
Guantt ty of data - 2S REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains the results of the atmospheric
water detection exoertteqt and a catalo; of thos_ resuLts_ both
residing on 9-trackt btnaryl 800-bpt magnetic ta_e suPplied by
the investigation team. The results include the OecaLtbrated
values of the 4nfrared radiance fro_ each observation and a
variety of geometrical _arameters that define the area viewed,
and pertinent observational parameters. Each tape record
cOntains all the data from One complete raster (IS consecutive
• easurements)t including the radiances and the area of the
surface vtewedt followed by average values for the whole raster
as well as pertinent geometr4caL and timing information.
...............................................................
VIKING 2 ORBITERs KIEFFER
INFRARED THERMAL RAPPING (IRTM}
...............................................................
Data set name - DECALIBRATED INFRARED THERMAL MAPPING
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC 13 75-O83A-O2At DECALIBRATED IRTM DATA ON MAGTAPE
Time period covered - 08111176 TO 07/2¢/78
(AS verified Py NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 20 REELS OF TAPE
These data are contained on 9-trackg btnaryo 800-bpt
magnetic tape supplied by the investigation team." They contain
the decaLtbrated values of brightness for every observation and
a variety of geometrical Qara_eters to define the ares viewed
and the pertinent observational parameters. Included are
header records specifying the geometry of the orbit and of the
spacecraft at the time of the observati onaL Sequen¢ et and data
records giving the brightness data and the geometr t¢ sorcerers
pertaining to each measurement,
...............................................................
VIKING 2 ORBITERt MICHAELI JR,
ORBITER RADIO SCIENCE
...............................................................
Oata set name - SURFACE ELECTRICAL PROPERTY DATA PLOTS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID TS-O83A-OMA_ 381 MMZ RELAY LINK
Tlme pertoq covered - 07121176 TO 10/0¢/76
(AS vertfted by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
These data are on lA-mm mtCroftlm generated at NSSDC from
paper plots supplied by the Rsdto Science Telm. The plots show
amplitude vs time of Lander telemetry signals received by the
orbiters. Thts data set includes Orbiter 1 and Lander 1 and 2
data. There are three sections to the data: multtoath
residual data from Lander 1 to Orbiter It gain and axial ratio
data from Lander 2 to Orbiter 2, and_gatn and axial ratio data
from Lander 2 to Orotter 1.
...............................................................
Data set name - DECALIBRATED RANGE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC IO 75-083A-O_Bt DECALIBRATED RANGE DATA TAPES
Time period covered - (N/A)
These dalai on 7-track_ 800-bpt tape, consist of a series
of estimates of the range between the spacecraft antenna and
the tracking station antenna, The data set was produced by the
Radio Science Team, For the Dgood, range potntst which are a
subset of the range points on the tracking data tapes (see
7_-OB3A-CiO)t the results of an extensive calibration program
are presented. The Parameters Listed are time, uncorrected
range in nanoseconds, correction for time delay in the
spacecraft transoonder_ correction for time delay in the
tracking station equtpment_ correction for the Interplanetary
plasma effect (from comparison of S- and X-band data)t and
final corrected range. The latter should be the best
obtainable value of the range between the tracking station
antenna and the spacecraft antenna. These data are available
from J. HrenkLe at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(213-35_-628B,)
.................................. p ............................
Data set na me - LI_E OF SIGHT ACCELERATION LISTINGS AND
PLOTS
NSSOC ID ?5-OB3A-ORFt ACCELERATION L]STS AND PLOTS
Ttme sertod covered - lO/O0/TT TO 07/00178
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - i REEL OF MICROFILM
These data_ on microfilm supplied by the expertmeniert
are gravity data which were obtained from the reduction of
Doppler radio tracking data, The results are displayed tn
tabular Listings and plots of line-of-sight accelerations from
orbits 433 to 685_ covering the tlme period October 1977 to
July 1978. ALso displayed in /he listings are spacecraft
position and velocity at orbit epoch. _obpler restduatsD
Lotttudet Longttudet and altitude.
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - ACCELZRATI3_ GRAVITY D_TA ON MAGNETIC
TARE
NSSOC ID 7S-O85A-OMG_ GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION DATA
Tlme perlc_ covered - 12116177 TO 09128/79
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These expertmenter-supplted_ gravitational acceleration
data are on 9-track_ 16DO-bpt_ ASCII magnetic tape created on •
UNIVAC 1100 computer. Each 80-byte Logical record contains
spacecraft Latitude iMars true equator of date); spacecraft
Longitude (Mars true equator of dater positive ts East_
negative is West)I line-of-sight acceleration in
millimeters/second squared; spacecraft altitude above the
Martian surface; earth Latitude (Mars true equator of date at
the ttme of Line-of-sight obsermatlon); earth tongltudei and
earth distance from the center of Mars (in millions of km).
The data cover orbits _33-685.
*********************** VOYAGER 1 *****************************
.................................. _ ............................
VOYAGER It BRIDGE
PLASMA SPECTROMETERS
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY DATA (H$ COOR) ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 77°OBAA-O6At JUPITER PLASHA SUMMARy TAPES (HG)
Time period covered - 03102/79 TO 03/2_179
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF TAPE
These comblned magnetometer and plasma data in
heLIogrophic coordinates ere on 9-treckt 62SO-bolt binary
magnetic tape created on on IBM _60 computer. These standard
Label tapes contain variable blocked records consisting of four
dtstt_ct types O_ records: headert magnetometer sctencet
plasma sclence_ and engtneertng_ The header records contain
spacecraft identification (IO)t time Of dalai time of rune and
tape IO Information. The magnetometer records contain 48-a_
9,6-s_ and 1.92-s averages of the field in hettographt¢
coordtnates_ 48-s averages of the field in spacecraft
coordinatea_ and _0 words of Supplemental Experiment Data
Record (_DR) data. The plasma s¢tenc$ data consist of plasma
flow velocity (sPeed_ and 2 angLea)t proton number density and
tempera_ure_ 2S6 words of raw dota_ and 50 words of SEDR data.
These sctence records are preceded by a variable-length
engineering record containing a value and readout time of the
data tn seconds Past t4me on record header block. ALL of the
data records are preceded by i ]2-word common header block
10_ ORIGINAL PAGE _$
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identifying the record type. Since data from two experiments
are contained tn this data sets tt ts llsted under two ID
numbersl viz. 77-084A*OSA and TT-O84A-OSA.
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY DATA ($3 _OOR) ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID ?T-O84A-OGBt JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY TAPES ($3)
Time pertod covered - 03/02/79 TO 05/16/79
(As verified by NSSDC)
QuantLty of data - 4 REELS OF TAPE
These ¢ombtned magnetometer and plasma data tn System 3
coordinates are on 9-track_ 6250-Dot, binary sagnettc tape
created on an IBM 3&O computer. These standard label tapes
contain variable blocked records consisting of four distinct
types of records: headers magnetometer sciences plasma
science, and engineering. The header records contain
spacecraft identification (ID), time of dats_ ttme of rune and
tape IO information. The magnetometer records contain _8-s,
9.&-s and 1.92-s averages of the field in System 3 coordtnatest
_8-s averages of the field tn spacecraft coordtnstest and 40
words of Supplemental Experfment Data _ecord LSEDR) data. The
olasma sctence data consist of _lasma flow velocity (speeds and
2 angLes)t proton number density and temperaturet 256 words of
raw datat and SO words of SEOR data. These science records are
preceded by a variable-Length engineering record containing a
value and readout ttme of the data in seconds Past time on
record header block. ALL of the data records are preceded by a
32-word common header block identifying the record type. SLnce
data fro_ two experiments are contained in thts data sets tt
tS listed under two IO numberst vtz. 77-O84A-OSBI and
77-08RA-OSB.
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER PLASMA DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 77-084A-O&Ct JUPITER PLASMA DATA TAPE
Time period covered - 03/01/79 TO 03/07/79
(AS verified by NOSDC)
_uanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These ex_ rfmenter-subPlled, Juplter plasma analysis data
are on 9-tracks 6250 bpit binary _agnettc taoe created on a_
IBM 360 computer. There are seven different types of records.
ALL have identical formats and contain time in year_ days hours
ttnutep secondt and milliseconds; data _ode (L-_odet M-modes or
electron mode); type of analysts; tape generation date; and a
3G-word matrl_ contalnLng the results of the analysis. These
results depend on the mode and type of analysis for the record.
The seven different record types are (1) L-mode Positive-ton
charge densities (moment analyses), (2) M-mode posltlve-lon
charge densities, (3] selected middle magnetosphere L-mode
fttst (_) selected middle magnetosphere H-mode fits, (5)
conttnuoJs middle magnetosohere M-mode fttsP (6) Io torus
M-mo_e fits, and (7) electron moment and fit parameters.
...............................................................
_ata set name - PLASqA SATURN ENCOUNTER (Hg COOR) DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE (')
NSSDC Ig 77-O8_A-O6D, PLASMA SATURN ENCOUNTER (H3 :OOR)
Time perloo covered - 11109/80 TO 11119/80
(As verlfled oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of combined magnetometer and
olssma data in spacecraft-centered hettograohtc coordinates on
g-tracks k250-opi binary tapes created on an IBM 360 computer.
The standard Label tapes contain variable blocked records
consisting of four distinct types of records: headers
magnetometer sciences }lasts sclence_ and englgeerlng. The
header records contain spacecraft tdentiftcatfont time of datav
time of runt and tape IO information. The magnetometer records
contain RB-S_ g.G-st and 1.g2-s averages of the field in
hellographlc coordinates; Qa-s averages of the field in
spacecraft coordinates; and _0 words of Supplemental Experiment
3ata Record (SED_) data. The plasma science data conslst of
_lasma flow velocity (speed and two angles)t _roton nJmber
density and temperaturew 256 Words of raw data_ and 50 words of
SEGR data. These science records aru preceded by a
varlable-length engineering record containing _ value and
readout time of the data in seconds oast the tlme on the record
header block. All of the data records are preceDeD by a
32-word common header block identifying the record type.
...............................................................
Data set name - SATURN E_COJ_TER (Ll COORDINATES) )ATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPES (*)
NSSOC 10 77-084A-O6Et SATURN ENCOUNTER Ll COORO
Time oertod covered - 08125181 TO 08429181
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
Tht= data set consists o1 combined magnetometer and
plasma data tn Saturn-centered Ll coordinates on 9-track.
6250-bpt binary tapes created on an IBM 560 computer. The L1
coordinate system ts described Mn Death and Kaisers _eophys.
Res. Lett. 8t 253, 1981. In this systems the first axis Is
along the Saturn*spacecraft ttnet positive away from Saturn.
Another axis Is parallel to Ssturn_$ meridian planet positive
southward. The final orthogonaL axts ts parallel to Saturn's
equatorial pkane and is positive eastward. The standard Label
tapes contain variable blocked records consisting of four
distinct types of records: headers magnetometer sciences plasma
sctence_ snd engineering. The header records ¢ontatn
spacecraft tdenttflcattont ttme of dsta_ ttme of runl and tape
IO information, The magnetometer records contain _8-S_ 9.S-
and 1.92-S averages of the field in hettogrspht¢ coordinates;
A8-s averages of the field tn L1 coordinates; and _0 words of
Supplemental Experfment Oats Retord (SEOR) data, The plasma
science data consist of pLssma flow velocity (speed and tw_
angtes)_ proton number density and temperatures 256 words Of
raw dalai and 50 words of SEDR data. These science records are
preceded by a vartsole-Length engineering record containing a
value and readout time of the data tn seconds past the time on
the record hesper block. ALL of the data records are preceded
by a 32-word common header block _denttfytng the record type.
...............................................................
VOYAGER 1, BROADFOQT
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - UV SPECTRAL DATA RECORDS ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC 10 77-08RA-OAAt UV SPECTRAL DATA RECORDS
Time period covered - 09/12/77 TO 11115/79
(Date supplied by expertmenterl
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These UV spectral data r_cordst on magnetic tape, are
belng held by and are available from the principal
Investigators A. L. Broadfoot_ at the University of Srtzonat
Tucsont Arizona. Requesters for these data are referred to
him. Data are available for Jupiter and for the tnterpLanetsey
medium.
...............................................................
Data set name - UV PM3TOMETRY OF SATURN _URING ENCOUNTER
NSSDC ID 77-O84A-O_B. UV PHOTOMETRY FOR SATURN
Tlme period covered - iN/A)
These data are betng held by and are available from the
principal investigators A. L* Broadfoott at the University of
Arfzonst Tucson_ Arizona, Requesters are referred to him,
VOYAGER it HANEL
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND RAOIO_ETRY
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER INFRARED INTERFEROMETER
SPECTROMETER AND RADIOMETER MERGED DATA
NSSDC IO 77-08RA-O3A_ JUPITER IRIS MERGED DATA ON TAPES
Time period covered - 02/02/79 TO 05/15/79
(AS verified by NSS3C)
Quantity of data - 9 REELS OF TAPE
These infrared tnterferometer spectrometer reduced data
are on 5-tracks &250-bpt_ binary magnetfc tape created on an
I_ M 3_0 computer. The first 500 bytes of each record contain
header Informatlon consisting of calibrated thermal emission
spectra_ housekeeping oata_ as well aS spacecraft navigation
and Instrument-polntlng information. The remaining 11_076
bytes of each recorD contain 2t769 radiance values (tn
ascending wave number order). The reduced data record tapes
werP created by merging the experlmenter-supplled scan platform
supplementary tapest the fixed Instrument supplementary tapes
and the exoerlmenter _ats record tapes.
...............................................................
Data set name - SATUR_ IRIS RADIANCE DATA ON _AS_ETIC
TAPE
lOS
7, OF Po_R QUALITY
NSSDC ID 77-OR_A-C3Bt SATURN IRIS RA]IA_CE, TAPE
Time perl od covered - I01221B0 TO 11118/80
(AS verified oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 15 REELS OF TAPE
This reduced data set contains raotance values as a
functlon of wave number_ callorate_ thermal emls_ion spectral
navigation and polntlng datat and housekeeping data for the
Saturn encounter of Voyager i, The data are on 9-trackt
160Q'boil binary magqetlc tape created on an IBM 360 and
supDlled to NSSDC by the experimenter. The first 500 bytes of
each logical recoro are header ann ephemeris information, and
calibrated thermal emission spectra. This is followe_ by
ll,OTS oytes containing radiance values as a function of
In¢reaslng wave number. Each tape contains IRIS records
ordered by time. Documentation for these tapes is contained in
"Voyager Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer and Raolometer
(IRIS)-Documentatlon for ReduceO Data Records (RDR) for the
Saturnian System_" IgR2o NASA X-693-R2-DQ,
...............................................................
VOYAGER 1_ KRIMIG]S
LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE
...............................................................
Data set name - LOW-ENERGY SEDTOR-AVERAG[D FLUX DATA ON
_AGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO TT-OB_A-OTAt LOW-ENERGY SECTOR-AVG. FLUX, TAPE
Time period covered - 02/2_/7g TO 03/21/79
(As verlf_ed Dy NDSDD)
Quantity of data - IO REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of sector-averaged particle fluxes
in the vtctntty of Jupiter and ts on 9-tracks 1SO0-bPtt binary
tagnettc tape created on a PDP-11 computer. Each logical
record begins *tth header information dealing with the time
interval for which measurements were cotlecteo and the
averaging interval. Thts t s roll owed b y c punt rates from 91
data channels in each of 8 sector posit ions _Lus a sector
average. The species countedl the number of channelst and
thelr energy ranges (in MeW for electrons and MeV/nucleon for
other particles) are (1) electronst 12 channelst 0.015 to
greater than 8.5; (2) protonst 8 channels_ 0.27 to greater than
240; (3) Z.GE.It 8 channels9 0.03-4.01; (4i Z.GE.2t 2 channels_
0.78-_.22; (5) aLohast 11 channeLs_ O.O?5-&4; (6) Light nucleic
3 channels0 0.60-21; 17) medij m ngclet_ LO cha_neLs_ 0.0A7-200;
(8) heavy nucleic 8 channels. 0.062 to greater than 125; (9)
tons_ 20 channels1 0.285 to 5g; (10) miscellaneous singles, 8
channels; and (11) miscellaneous cotncidence_ 1 channel. The
spacing of channels is generally Logarithmic. An estimate of
counting rate uncertainties follows thtst and is in turn
followed Oy the number of samples which go into determining
each count rate ttn t er_s of the basic accumulation interval).
The remainder of the pate set consists of reduced date. Fluxes
corresponding to the count rmtes mentioned above have been
calculated by aODtytng corrections for dead tibet geometrical
factorsw and passband. Following this is an estimate of the
flux uncertainties. Ttme resolution depends on the step rate
and ca n vary f tom 6 seconds to 6 minutes,
...............................................................
Data set name - LOW-ENERGY TIME-AVERAGED FLUX DATA ON
MAGNE TIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 77-OBAA-OlBt LOW-ENERGY TIAE-AVGD, FLUXI TAPE
Tlme period covered - 09/07177 TO 12/30/79
(AS vertfled by NSSDC)
Ouantity of data - 8 REELS OR TAPE
Tht= data set consists of time-averaged particle fluxes
in interplanetary space and tn the vicinity Of duptter. It ts
on 9-trackj 1600-hot, binary _agnett¢ tape and was created on a
POP-11 computer. After ttme averagtng_ the data have bee_
binned according to sector. Each toqtcal record begins wtth
header information dealing with the ttme tnterval for which
measurements were collected end the averaging interval. This
ts followed by count rates from the 91 data channels in each of
8 sector pOSitions plus a sector average. The species countedt
the number of channelst and their energy ranges (tn MeW for
electrons and MeW/nucleon for other particles) are (1)
etectronst 12 ¢hanneLst 0.015 to g _ater than 8,5; (2) proton=_
B channelst O.2T to greater than 2_0; (3) Z.GE°It 8 ¢hannelst
0.03-_.01! (_) Z.GE.2_ 2 channeLst 0.98-A,22; (5) atphas_ 11
¢hannelst 0.075-64; (6) light nuclett 3 channeLat 0.60-21; IT)
medium nuctett 10 channels_ 0.0_7-200; (8) heavy nuctet_ B
channels_ 0.062 to greater than 125; i?) loner 20 ¢hanneLst
0.285 to 59; (10) miscellaneous atngtest 8 channels; and (11)
mtlceL _ neous ¢otncldencet 1 channel. The spacing of channels
iS generally Logar tthstc° An estimate of counttng rite
uncertainties which fotLows this tS tn turn followed by the
number of samples uhlch go tnto determining each count rate (in
teems of the basic accumutatton Interval). The remainder of
the data set ¢onststs of reduced data. FLuxes corresponding to
the count rate_ mentioned above have been calculated by
applying corrections for dead tlme_ geometrical factorst and
passbano. FoLlowinQ thls Is an estimate oi the flux
uncertainties. The tlme resoLutlon Is usually 15 mlnutes or I
hour.
_ata set na_e _ SCAN A_ERAGE_ SATUR_ E_TE_ _ATA D_
MA3NETIC TAPE
hSSDC ID 77-084A-07C_ SCAN AVERAGEtSATURN ENCOUNTER
Time period covered - 11112/80 TO 11/13180
(AS verified by NSSDE)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These tow-energy_ charged parttcle_ scan averages Saturn
encounter data are on g-tracks ]60O-bpl_ binary magnetic tape
created on _ VAX computer. Each _OtOgO-byte record contains
100 words o header information; count rates of log data
channels in 10 sector positions; uncertainties of the count
rate data; number of samples of count rates in units of basic
accumulation time for mode; fluxes corresponding to the count
rates (differential fluxes evaluated at standard values of the
energy and corrected for finite passband widths and
contamination by undesired spectes); and flux uncertainties.
...............................................................
VOYAGER 1_ NESS
TRIAXIAL PLUKGATE MAGNETOMETERS
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY DATA (HELIOGRAPHIC
CDOROINATE SYSTEM) ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 77-OB_A-OSA_ MAGNET, JUPITER SUMMARY (HG COOR)
Time period covered - 02/25/75 TO 03/2R/79
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF TAPE
These comotne_ magnetometer and plasma data tn
hellographl¢ coordinates are on 9-track_ 6250-bolt binary
magnet¶c tape created on an IBM 360 computer° These standard
Label tapes contain variable blocked records conststtng of four
disttnct types of records: header_ magnetometer sciencel plasma
sctencet and engineering. The header re¢orda contain
spacecraft identification, time of data_ time of run. and tape
4denttftcation Information. The magnetometer records contain
Qa-s_ g.&-s_ and l.g2-s averages of the field in heltographt¢
coordtnatest 48-s averages of the field in spacecraft
coordinates_ and _O words of Supplemental Experiment Data
Record (SEDR) data. The plasma science data consist of plasma
flow veloctty (speed and two angles)t proton number density and
temperature_ 25G words of raw data_ and 50 words of SEDR data.
These science records are DreAeded by a variable-length
engineering record containing a value and reaOout time of the
data in seconds past time on record header block. ALl of the
data records are preceded by & 32-word common header block
identifying the record type. Since data from two experiments
are contained In this data set_ tt is listed under two IO
numbers_ vtz. TT-OBcA-OSAe and T7-OBqA-O6A.
....................................... _ .......................
Data set name - JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY DATA (SYSTEM Ill
COORDINATE SYSTEM) ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDE ID 77-OBcA-OSH, MAGNET. JUPITER SUMMARY ($3 COOR)
Time pertod covered - 03102179 TO 03/16/79
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - ¢ REELS OF TAPE
These combined magnetometer and plasma data tn System 3
coordinates are on 9-tracks 6250-bpt_ blnary magnetlc tape
created on an IBM 360 computer. These standard Label tapes
contain variable blocked records consisting of four distinct
types of records: headers magnetometer sciences plaice
sctencel and engineering. The header recorda contain
spacecraft identification (IO)_ t_me of dates ttme of runt and
tape ID information. The magnetometer records contatn e8-st
9,6-Se and 1,92-S averageA of the fteld in Syltem 3
coordinates= Ra-s averages of the field tn spacecraft
¢oordtnetest and RO words of Supplemental Experiment Data
Record (_DR) data. The plasma science data conslst of plasma
flow velocity (sPeede and 2 engtes)e proton number denatty and
temoeraturee 256 words of raw datil and 50 words of SEDR data.
These detente records are preceded by a varlmblemlength
engineering record containing a watue and readout time of the
data in seconds past time on re¢ard header blo¢ke All of the
data records are preceded by I 32-word common header block
Identifying the record type, St_¢e data from two expertment$
are ¢ombtned in thts data aet_ tt is ltsted under two I)
numberer vlz, T7-OBiA-O5Bt and ?T-O8AA-068.
Data let name - 48-SEC AVERAGED MA6NETIC FIELD SUMMARY
106
PLOTS-JUPITERONMIC OFICHE
NSSDC ID T?-OBeA-OSCw MS-SEE RAG FLD PLOTS-JUPITERIFICH
Time period covered - 02127/79 TO 03/23179
(As verified by NSSDCl
Quantity of data - 2 CARDS OF BIW MICROFICHE
Thts data set consists Of daily plots of 48-s averages of
the magnetic fteLd at Jupiter for both Voyagers 1 and 2. They
were microfilmed frol the publication "_agnettc Field
Measurements at Jupiter by Voyagers 1 and 2: Daily PLots of A8
Second Averages" by R. P. Lepptngt et at. in NASA TM 83864.
These data are also on data set 77-07GA-05C, PLots are of fl
lambda0 delta, and rms vS time.
...............................................................
Data set name - MAGNETOMETER_ SATURN ENCOUNTER (_G coon)
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE (,)
NSSDC IO TT-OSAA-OSDt SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA (HG coon)
Time pertod covered - 11109180 TO 11/20/80
(AS verified by NS$OC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of combined magnetometer and
plasma data in spacecraft-centered heLtographtc coordinates on
8-track, 8250-bp| binary cages created on an IBM 360 tomouter.
The standard Label tapes contain variable blocked records
consisting of four distinct types of records: header1
_agnetometer sctercet plasma science, and engineering, The
header records contain soacecraft tdentLftcattont time of datat
time of runt and tape ID information. The magnetometer records
contain Aa-s_ g.6-st and 1.92-s averages of the field tn
heLtograohtc coordinates; Aa-s averages of toe field in
spacecraft coordinates; and qO words of Supplemental Experiment
Data Record (SEDR) data. The plasma science data consist of
olasma flow velocity (sPeed arid two angles), proton number
density and temperaturet 256 words of raw dat at and 50 words of
SEOR data. These science records are preceded by a
variable-Length engineering record containing a value and
readout time of the data in seconds past the tt_e on the record
header block. ALL of the data records are preceded by •
32-word common header block tdenttfytng the record type.
...............................................................
Data set name - SATURN ENCOUNTER (Ll COORDINATES) DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE I*)
NSSDC IO TT-DBAA-OSE. SATURN ENCOUNTER Ll COORD
Time period covered - 08123181 TO 08129181
(AS verified by _SSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of combined magnetometer and
plasma data in Saturn-centered L1 coordinates on ?-trackt
6250-bpt binary tapes created on an IBM 360 computer. The L1
coordinate 'system Ls described in beech end K]Iser9 Geoohys.
Res. Lett. Be 253w 1981. In thts system, the first axis is
along the Saturn-spacecraft liner oostttve away from Saturn.
Another axis iS oaratleL to SatJr_=s _ertdtan _Lsne_ posttLve
southward. The final orthogonaL axis is parallel to Saturnes
eouatortaL plane and tS positive eastward. The standard Label
tapes contatn vartaoLe blocked records consisting of four
distinct types of records: headerl _agneto_eter science0 oLasma
science, and engineering. The header recordc contain
spacecraft Identlficatlont time of datal tLme of run_ and tape
ID tnformatLon. The _agneto_ete r rat ords contain 48-si ?,6-S$
and 1.g2-s averages of the field tn heltogr_htc coordinates;
Aa-s averages of the field tn L1 coordinates; and SO words of
Supplemental Experiment Data Record (SEOR) data. The plasma
science data consist of olas_a flow velocity (speed and two
angles)_ proton number densLty and temoereture_ 256 words of
These scLence records are
raw data_ and SC words of SEOR data,
preceded by a varlabte-Length engineering record containing a
value and readout time of the data in seconds _ast the tt_e on
the record header block. ALL of the data records are preceded
by a 32-word common header block identifying the record type.
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED IMFt _G COORDINATES DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE (*)
NSSDC ID 77-884A-OSFt HOUR AVERAGE IM;, HD CCDRDt TAPE
Ti_e period covered - 09/06/77 TO 02/28/79
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity Of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of g-track binary tapes created on
an ]_M 3081. _ne LODe contains only Voyager I data while the
other has data from Voyagers 1 and 2t Im two separate files.
The tapes contain hour averages of the ¶nterplanetary _agnet_c
field, The magnetic field direction iS in hellographlt
coordinates. Ir_ detatl, each record contains the following
parameters: a spacecraft ID, the year_ day and hour of
observation; scalar and vector averages of the fteLdt and the
hettographtc coordinates of the spacecraft.
.................................. . ............................
VOYAGER l0 SCARF
PLASMA WAVE (,01-56 K_Z)
..............................................................
Data set name - 2q HOUR PLASMA WAVE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 77-OBAA-13At 24 HR PLASMA WAVE PLOTSe MFILM
Ttme period covered - 01119/79 TO 11/30180
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
Thts data sect submitted by the expertmenter_ ¢onststs of
Voyager plasma wave subsystem (PWS) dota plots on microfilm,
Each plot covers • 2s-h interval starting at 0000 UT, Each day
spacecraft event time (SCET) ta corrected for one-way Light
tlme to the earth. The data for each of the 16
step-freQuency-receiver (SFR) channels are plotted with ttme aS
the abscissa end amplitude as the ordtnate. For each channell
vertical bar is plotted with a height approximately
roporttonaL to the Log of the amplitude averaged over 96 s
(typlceLLy)_ and • Line connects the peak values for the same
interval above the averages. Hencet the average field strength
appears aS • solid black areal ond the Line above represents
the peak values. Each channel iS identified by • channel
number (1-16) on the right of the plot and by the channel
center frequency (10 HE+ 1T.8 H_t 31.1 HE+ ,.,! 56.2 kHz) on
the left. The absc¶ssa ts Labelled with SCET (hr); the radial
distance (rO) from Jupiter in Jovian radii; the magnetic
Lotttude (mtat)_ tn degrees based on the Smith et el. (1_75) d_
model; the system III (1965) Longitude (tongO)_ in degrees; and
the total time (LT) of the spacecraft tn hourc. The day of
year (January 1 equals day 1)_ year$ month_ and date are found
on the right oorder. 3thor Labels on the right ere the program
name and processing date which may be ignored by the user. The
spacecraft t$ identified on the Left border; the numbers on the
Left identified oy SCET and F3SC provide a correspondence
between SCET and the spacecraft clock and may be ignored by the
user. The format designator across the top (Gs-Ot 0C-1_ etc.)
gives the spacecraft deta format and in most cases may be
ignored. When the format designator tS CR-n (where n equals 3=
A, 5 or 6) the PWS data rate ts reduted_ end the number of
samples per unit ts decreased.
...............................................................
VOYAGER 1_ SMITH
IMAGING
...............................................................
Data set _e - COLOR PRESS RELEASE P_OTOSRAPHY
NSSOC ID 77-084A'OIAt COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
Time period covered - 12/10/78 TO 11/13/80
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 115 COLOR NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set conststs of q- x 5-inch color press release
photo negatives that were released by the Voyager oroJect
office for public distribution. Included are photos of
duptter_ tts main features_ and some of tts satellites
Including the four GaLiLean ones. Descriptions are provided
with each photograph.
...............................................................
Data set name - SYSTEMATIC MTIS IMAGES OF JUPITER AND ITS
SATELLITES
NSSDC ID 77-08_A-OIBt SYSTEMATIC MTIS IRASES_JUPITER
Time period covered - Ol/O_/7g TO 11113/80
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data -39799 BIW POSITIVE FRAMES
These data_ supoLte_ by the Voyager Imaging team_ are on
5- X 5-inch film and consist of both Jovian and satellite
Images. There are two versions of each planetary image:
shadtnq and fIltered_ arranged as vertical pairs tn a ouad
format. SatelLite Images are fuLL frame wtth three versions
each: shadtngt ftLtered_ and map grid° Each image is
identified Oy the Picno (ottture numoer)_ which follows a
loglcal prooressLon throughout the data set, Unless specified
otherwiset all versions will oe orovlded for each request.
Shading images are useful for albedo studies, white the
filtered version provides the most detail. These data are also
available in dtgttal tape format from Susan La Voter mail stop
168-5]_, Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Pasadena. California,
...............................................................
I07 OR!G;_TAL PAGE IS
_ata set name - aLACK A_D WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID ?7-OBiA-OICt BLACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
T1_e period covered - 01/01/79 TO 11/16/80
(AS verlfled by _OSDC)
Ouantlty of data - 120 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
Thts data set consists of _- x 5-inch black and white
negatives of press release photos that were released by the
Voyager oroJect office for public distribution. Included are
photos of Jupiter, tts main featJr eat _d some of its
satellites including the four GaLIlean ones. Descriptions are
provided with each photo.
...............................................................
)ata set name - PICTURE CATALOG INOEX ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 77-OBCA-OIDw VOYAGER INDEX ON MFILM
Time period covered - (N/A)
Ouantlty of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of the picture catalog index for
Voyagers 1 and 2w Listed In order by Ptcno (otcture number).
Columns give camera, comments fitter, Experiment Data Record
(EDR)_ spacecraft event times spacecraft Latitude anO
longitudes subsotar point Latitude and Longitudes solar
Incidence a_gte_ spacecraft emission angle1 ohase angles
suPspacecraft aztmuthw north aztmuth_ sun azimuths resolutions
range_ and shear velocity information, definitions are given
on the ftrst two pages. Th§s data set is on the same data set
aS 77-076A-GIC.
Data set name - PICTURE CATALOG OF JUPITER ENCOUVTER
NSSDC ID 77-084A-O1E_ PICTURE CATALOG OF JUP ENCOUNTER
Time period covered - {N/A)
Quantity of data - 200 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of mlcroftthed images of the
MiSsion Testing Image System (MTIS) Laboratory photos obtained
on the Voyagers I and 2 missions, Inctudlng Juplter0 Saturn and
their satellites, It is intended to be used ss a catalog,
Data blocks are printed below the photo, and intensity plots to
the right. This data set ts on the same data set as
77-07GA-QIE.
...............................................................
Data set name - BLACK AND WHITE MOSAICS OF JUPITER'S
GALILEAN SATELLITES
NSSDC ID 77-OBqA-O1F_ BLACK AND WHITE MOSAICS_ JUP SATS
Time p_toO covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 39 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of 8- X lO-tneh B/W photos from
Voyagers 1 and 2 of the surfaces of Uuptter_s Oalttean
satellites. In some cases they have a Latitude-Longitude grld
superimposed. This data set is tn the sale data set as
7T-O7GA-D1F.
...............................................................
Data set name - COLOR PHDTOMOSAICS 0_ JUPITERPS 3ALILEAN
SATELLITES
NSSDC IO TT-DBaA'O1Gt COLOR MOSAICS OF JUPtS SATS,
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 1 COLOR POSITIVE FRAME
This data set consists of an 8- x lO-tnch color
photomosal¢ lap of the surface of Juptterls GaLtLean satellite0
Io_ at the scale of 1:2 mttLton. I_ was compiled from Voyagers
1 and 2 photos* It iS an the same data set as 77-076A-OIH,
...............................................................
Data sat name - FILTERED AND UNFILTERED IMAGES O_
SATURNeS SATELLITES
NSSDC IO 77-OB4A-OIMI IMAGERY OF SATURN'S SATELLIES
Ti_e period covered - (N/A)
Ouanttty of data - 96 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
Thts data set consists of W- X 5-tnch negatives of
filtered and unfiltered images of some of Saturnts satetLites.
The images range from far to near encounter. At the bottom of
the photos a data block gives processtng tn/ormattono and a
gray scale=
...............................................................
Data set name - SELECTED I_L I_AGES OF SATUR_,S
SATELLITES
NSSDC ID 77-OBiA-0119 SELECTED IPL IMAGES OF SATURN SAT
Ti_e period covered - (N/A)
Ouantlty of data - IO0 B/W NEGATIVES
This data set consists of Voyagers 1 and 2 selected
photos of some of Saturnts moons with various processtngs for
aLbedo and detail, A Gala block giving the process parameters
is printed oetow the photo_ and a brightness graph is printed
to the right,
.................................. r ............................
Data set name - BLACK AND WHITE SYSTEMATIC MTIS IMAGES OF
SATURN
NSSDC ID 77-084A-OIJ_ SYSTEMATIC MTIS IMASES_SATURN
Tt_e period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data -42873 B/W POSITIVE fRAmES
This data set consists of Voyager 1 MTIS Laboratory
imagery of Saturn and tts sateLtOtes at encounter, Below the
ptcture is a block of supporting data with information
concerning cameral ftLter_ errors_ stretoh factorso and center
coordinates. At the side are three graphs giving inputs
processing! and output intensities, The Quality of the photos
iS gOOd and they can be used for some scientific purposes.
...............................................................
Data set name - PICTURE CATALOG OF SATURN ENCOUNTER
NSSDC ID 77-OBRA-OIK_ PICTURE CATALOG OF SAT ENCOUNTER
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 155 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of microfiche of the Voyager 1 IPL
Laboratory tmagery o_ Saturn and its satellites at encounter.
Below the picture tS a block of supporting data with
tnformatton concerning camera_ ftttert errorst stretch factors_
and center coordinates. At the side are three graphs gtvtng
decals ftltered_ and mask intensities. Quality is good and the
pictures can be used for some scienttft¢ purposes.
...............................................................
Data set name - FOOTPRINTS AND INOEX AIRBRUSH MAPS OF
GALILEAN SATELLITES OF JUPITER (*)
NSSOC ]O 77-084A-O1L_ FOOTPBINTS*AIRBR MAPS OF JUP SATS
Ttme per10d covered " (N/A)
Quantity of data - 24 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of 8- x %O-inch negatives of
airbrush maps of the Jovian satellites. The maps of Europa are
final drawtngat and those of 1o are preliminary. The maps
themsetves_ available for distribution from USGSt wilt be
p_Dttshad as they are completed.
...............................................................
Data let r_me - IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 77-OBqA-OIMt IMAGING OA|A ON MAGNETIC TAPE
Time period covered - 01/0¢/79 TO 11/IT/80
(As verified by N$SDC)
Quantity of data - 2_7 REEL S OF TAPE
_hts data set consists of the Experiment Data Records
(CORal for the approximately 38000 Images obtained by the
Voyager 1 TV experiments stored on 6250-bpt magnetic tapes.
The EDRI ¢onstst 01 unprocessed iraw) instrument data tn VICAR
format. Eack image file consists of 33 bLockst containing
32000 bytes per block. Each block tS composed of 25 Logical
records of 1280 bytes each. The f_rst three Logical records of
the first block contain a LabeL. The Label ts foLLowed by BOO
108
Logicalrecords Lone per image Line) containing ptxeL and
engineering data. Details of the data set are provided by
Martin et at.t "PLanetary Image Conversion Task: Final Reports"
JPL Publication 85-50_ 19851 which ts available at NSSOC. This
publication includes the only catalog currently available for
the data set. 1he catalog Lists images by FOS counts a
spacecraft event ttmel against taoelflLe oostttono For this
reasons it is necessary to be able to identify the FDS counts
of interest before placing an order.
...............................................................
VOYAGER 10 STONE
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY
_t_t__X_ ...........................................
Data set name - JUP;TER FLUX TIME-HISTORY RECORDS DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC IO 7T-O84A-O8At JuPiTER FLUX TIME-HISTORY RECORDS
Tlme period covered - 02/28/79 TO 03/17/79
(AS verified oy NSSOC)
guanttty of data - L REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplledt Jupiter encounter cosmic ray
data are on g-trackp 1GOO-bpfl mlxed-_ode magnetic tape created
IBM 360 computer. Each tape contains ntr_ files
on an
consisting of a number of flux time-history records. Each
record contains a count of the numper of data items whose
tlme-hlstory is IncluDed In the record; a count of the number
of averaging intervals; definitions of data items included in
the record; and averaging interval entrles containing tlme in
yearl month_ days hour_ mlnute_ and secondo and a flux word
consisting of one of nine available proton and electron flux
rates.
...............................................................
VOYAGER le TYLER
RADIO SCIENCE TEAM
...............................................................
Data set name - COMPLEX ENVELOPE OCCULTATION SIGNALS DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 77-O8_A-O2Ap COMPLEX ENVELOPE _CCULTATION SIGN
Time period covered - 03/05/TO TO 03/D5/79
(AS verified by NOSQC)
Ouantlty of Data - 7 REELS OF TAPE
Complex envelope occultation slgn_ls data are on g-trackw
800-bPlt ASCII magnetic tape created on a Data General Eclipse
S/250 computer. The first record on tape contains descriptive
text a nO the values needed to compute event tlmes_ frequencles_
sampling rates_ and bandwidth. The first data record contains
1_-cm (S-band) samples; then the next three contain 3.6-cm
(X-band) samples. The pattern In groups of four records Is
repeated for the remainder of the tape. The first sample in an
S-band record coincides with the first sample in the X-band
record which immediately follows. It should be noted that the
first S- and X-band data records on each tape Pegln with sample
values of zero which result from the f(lterlng _ethoOs and are
required for time alignment.
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER OCCULTATION9 MERGED OCCULTATION
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
_SSDC I9 T7-O84A-ODB_ MERGED OCCULTATION DATA
Tlme period covered - 03/05/79 TC 07/i0/79
(As verified oy N3SDC)
guantlty of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These exoeri_enter-supplled9 merged occultation data are
on 9-tracke 8gO-bolt ASCII _agnetlc tape created on a D_ta
General Eclipse C/250 computer. The data are blocked with nine
80-byte Logical records per phxslcaL record. There are two
file types_ one containing trajectory Informa tlon and the other
radio frequency information. The trajectory file consists of
three header records followed by five data records per time tag
follows: number of time points in file; spacecraft no.;
as
ephemeris ti_e (sis a_proxlmate one-way tight time (S); sun
position; and spacecraft and earth position and velocity. The
radio frequency file consists of four header records followed
by two data records per time tag as follows: number of time
3olnts In file; spacecraft no,; receiving station no.;
spacecraft oscillator frequency (Hz); year and day of year;
seconds past midnight; S-band received and residual frequency
(HI); S-band received Dower (dR); K-band recelveo and residual
frequency {HE); and X-band received power (dB), ALL Dosltlon
and velocity vectors are Juolter-centereQ in the
earth-mean-equator 1950 coordinate system.
...............................................................
Data set name - RADIO OCCULTATION BY SATURN'S RINGS ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 77-084A-O2Ce RADIO OCCULTATION-SATURN'S RINGS
Ttme period covered - 11113/G0 TO 1111318g
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
Ihls data set consists of radio occultation data by
Sat ...... tngs, and was :up_ _;peth:re;;;;rt::nt;rDa;;
g-tra¢k_ 800-bpt_ binary ag
Eclipse S-250A computer. The first file contains one 1200-byte
record of identification information. File 2 contains 13-¢l
data consisting of Desk power( stamdard deviation and frequency
of peak; maximum signal; integrated QowerL correlation; mean
noise; standard deviation of noise; system temperatures for
13-cm and 3.G-cm wavelength (right and Left circular
polarization); receive time (seconds from 1950); receive time
in day of yeare hours, mtnutes_ seconds and fractional seconds;
earth and deep space station position and vetoctty( transmit
time in seconds from 1950 and day of year_ hoursl minutes,
seconds and fractional seconds; Saturn and Voyager poattton and
velocity; high gain antenna borestght unit vector; intersection"
time and point position; radial distance to intersection point;
azimuthal Oosttton of intersection point Longitude on Saturn of
sub-intersection point; and record number. File 3 is identical
to file 2 but contains 3.&-cm data.
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - SATURN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSOC TO TT-OR_A-O2D_ SATURN RADIO OCCULYATION DATA_TAP
Ttme period covered - 11113/80 TO 11113/80
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These Saturn radio occultation data are on 9-tracke
1GOO-bpte ASCII magnetic tape created on a PRIME computer. The
tape contains Saturn entry and exit frequency and amplitude
data; and entry and exit trajectory data. Zach frequency and
amplitude file contains a header with the number of date
records in the file; spacecraft tO; entry, exit flag;
transmitting and receiving stat4on numbers; communications
mode; and frequency bands. The data records contain time in
year_ day ot year_ and seconds past mtdn§ght; S- and X-band
recetveO RF frequency (Mz); and S- and X-band received power
(d_). Each trajectory file begins with a header containing
number of data records in file; spacecraft ID; entry_ exit
flag; file IO; transmitting and receiving station numbers;
speed of Light (kmls); difference between ephemeris and
universal times Is); and approximate one way Light time (s).
Each trajectory data record contains spacecraft event ephemeris
ttme (seconds past 1950); occulting body to spacecraft distance
and veloclty_ earth distance and veloclty_ and sun distance and
velocity.
...............................................................
Data set name - TITAN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC IO 77-08_A-O2E, TITAN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA_TAPZ
Time period covered - 11/12/80 TO 11112/80
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of Rata - I REEL OF TAPE
These Titan radio occultation data are on 9-track,
1600-boi_ ASCII magnetic tape created on a PRIME comoutero The
tape contains Titan entry and exit frequncy ano amplituOe aata_
and entry and exit trajectory data, Each frequency and
a_olltude file contains a header with the number of data
records in the file; spacecraft ID; entry_ exit flag;
trans_Ittlng and receiving station numbers; communications
mode; and frequency bands. The data records contain time in
year_ day of xear_ and seconds past midnight; S- and X-band
received RF frequency (wz); and S- and X-Dand received power
(d_). Each trajectory file begins with a header containing
numOer of _ata records in file; spacecraft IO; entry_ exit
flag& file ID; transmitting and receiving station numbers;
speed of Light (k_/s); difference between ephemeris and
universal times (S); and approximate one way Light time (s).
Each trajectory data recoro contains spacecraft event ephemeris
time (seconds past 1950); occulting body to Spacecraft distance
and veloctty_ earth distance and veloctty_ and sun distance and
velocity.
...............................................................
Data set name - SATURN EKCOUNTER DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
19g
ORi,_,._AL P_GE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
NSSDC I3 77-084A-O2P, SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA ON MA3 TAPE
Time Derloo covered - I0/21/80 TO 12/05/80
(AS verified oy N_SDC)
Quantity of data - l_ REELS DR TAPE
These Saturn encounter data are on 9-track_ 1600-bpIw
binary magnetic tape created On a UNIVAC 1108 c3_puter° Each
1792-word physical block contains a 6_-word file Identlflcatlon
record_ a 6A-word transponder records and 26 tracklnQ data
records, The file ID record identifies the tape snd gives the
time the tape was created. The transponder record contalns the
instrument on and oft times (in years day of year9 hourl
mlnutet and second of day); the network ID; station number; and
transmltter tyoe and frequency, Each tracking data record
contains _oppLer frequency, ranges and tracking statlon
information along Nlth a record time tag and sDacecr_ft_
networkl and station identification.
Data set name _ RADIO OCCULTATIOn1 TITA_ _NDOU_TE_ DATA
_N MAG_DTIC YAPE
_SSDC ID 77-084A-02Gt RADIO OCCULT_TITA_ ENCDUNT _MDD_
Time Deriod covered - 111_1G_ TD LL_121_0
_As verified oy _SDC_
_u_ntiiy of data _ _ REE_G g_ TAP_
_hese e_p_ri_e_ter_s_D_ie_ radi_ occ_a_ion_ Tita_
encounter data are o_ _track_ l_-Ppi_ binary _agnetic tape
¢_eated on a Data General Eclipse S_0 computer, Afler
filtering a_ _ecimation_ the data fro_ the medium band system
were store_ in records _00 words _ _ts_ Ion_. The first _
c_m_Le_ _or_s comorise a header consisting of time and day of
first sa_pLe_ nu_er of comoLex s_ples per record; _mple
_eri_d i_icr_econds_; deci_atio_ ratio_ iirsi and last
frequency in p_ssband _H_ date a_d ti_e of p_ocessing_ tape
and file ide_tiiication; spacec_af_ an_ station _umb_rs;
reaL_ti_e recorder and data cha_nel number. RoLL_ing the
header i_f_rmaiio_ a_e $12 co_ole_ _at_ vaL_es r_Drese_ti_g the
output fro_ the filtering a_d decimation process.
_ata sat _ame o _AOI_ DC_LTAT_D_ SA_ EN_O_TE_ DATA
0_ MAGNCTI_ TAPE
_$SDC I_ _T-_A°O_H_ RA_ID OCC_L_A_ E_O_NT i_AR_
Ti_e period co_ered - _1_0 T_ _111_0
iAs verified Dy _$S_D_
_ua_tity _i data _ _ _EEL_ 0_ TAPE
These e_p_rimenter-suppLied_ ra_io occ_ltation_ Satur_
encounter data are on g_track_ _-b_i_ binary _ag_etic tape
created Dn a _at_ _e_e_a_ EcLiose S-2_0 computer. The filtered
and decimated data from the _arrow band system are stored in
data records c_ _12 compLe_ words i_ bits_. The first d_ta
recDr_ contains S_ban_ samp_es_ t_e ne_t three contain _band
samples. _his oatter_ in _ro_s of four records is re_eated
for the remainder of the fi_e. T_e iirst sample in an S_ba_d
record coinctde_ _ith the first sample i_ the _band record it
precedes. After filtering a_d deci_ation_ the sampling rates
are e_actly _ _ at _band and 1_$ _ at _-band, _he firat
record i_ eac_ fi_e is 1_ CO_D_e_ words i _ Le ngth_ and contains
descriptive iniormatiDn consisting _f time of first sa_ Le i_
fiLe_ i_p_t tape _ame; decimation ratic for filtering; first
tilter bin for S_ban_ a_d _and_ and processing date and time.
Dat_ set name _ _ADI_ OEC_LTAT_ON_ SA_N E_D_N_ER iMEO_
NSSDC ID 77-08AA-021_ RADIO OCCULTtSATURN ENCOUNT iMED}
Ilme period covered - (N/A}
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supptted_ radio occultattont Saturn
encounter data are on 9-track_ 1600-Pot_ binary _agneti¢ tape
created on a Data General Eclipse S-250 computer. After
fllterlng and dectmatton_ the data from the medtum band
system were stored in records 600 complex (64 btts) long, The
first 88 complex words comprise a header consisting of time and
day o1 first sample; number of complex samples per record;
sample period (microseconds); decimation ratio; first and Last
frequency in Passband (HZ); date and time of processing; tape
and file identification; spacecraft and station numbers; and
real-time recorder and data channel number. Following the
header information are 512 complex data values representing the
output from the filtering and decimation process.
...............................................................
Data set name -- OPACITY AND PHASE OF RINGS DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE (*)
NSSDC IO TT-OG_A°O2J_ OPACITY AND PHASE 0 _ RI_;S
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL _ TAPE
These experimenter-supplied data are on 9-tratk_ l&OO-bpt
magnetic tape and consist of x- and S-band opacity and phase of
Saturn*s rings as derived from the Radio Occultation Experiment
on Voyager 1. The data have been processed to improve their
spatial resolution. An inversion filter has been used to
derive an approximation to the true profile of opacity and
phase by taking into account the diffraction effects of the
rings. The data ftLe_ File 3 on the tape, contains both ore-
and post-lnverslon data. Plte I on the tape contains a
"simulated impulse response" - that ts_ the data that would be
generated by the inversion filter if the ring contained an
extremely narrow transparent ga_ in an otherwise opaque ring.
FtLe 2 contains a similar "simulated step responses, which
Illustrates how an infinitely sharp transition from an opaque
ring to free space would appear after Inversion. The ftrst file
on the tape_ Pile 0 (ASCII format)_ ¢ontatns documentation of
the contents of the tape, Including a general descrtptton_
Information on file tormats_ record formats_ number
conventtons_ and a sample program to read the data from the
tape.
VOYAGER 1_ WARWICK
PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY
...............................................................
Data set name - LOW BAND DYNAMIC SPECTRA PLOTSIJUPITER
NSSDC ID 77-08AA-10A_ LOW BAND _YN SPECTRA PLOTS_JUP
Time perl_ covered - 09/05177 TO 12131/79
¢AS vertfted by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
These plots_ microfilmed by NSSDC from hardtopy data
supplied oy the experimenter, =ere produced on a 12-inch
Versatec electrostatic plotter with 200 dot/inch resolution.
The date (ymmdd or yymmod) and the spacecraft (V 1 or V 2) are
displayed on the right hand stde of each plot, The plot
consists of four panels. The first panel has no tdenttfter;
the second is Labeled T (total power)_ the third R (right-hand
polartzatton)_ and the fourth L (left-hand polarization), The
vertical axis for each panel represents the frequency with the
first tick mark equal to 0.25 MHz ind eash tick mark increasing
by 0.25 MHZ up to 1,25 _Hz (the frequency increases in the
downward Direction)° The horizontal axis represents spacecraft
event ttme where each tick ts equal to I hour. In the tower
three panels (T_ R, and L) the darkness is proportional to the
Logarithmic intensity of the signal above a computed
background. The Lower two panels represent the frame averages
of R and L measurements. The sum of these two is shown tn the
T panel, Their difference gfves the polarization sense
displayed in the top panel {unlabeLed)t where white (black)
represents a dominance of right-hand (taft-hand) polarization,
Supporting documentation wtth a mmre thorough data description
appears at the beginning of the microfilm reel.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - HIGH BAND DYNAWIC SPECTRA PLOTS_JUPITER
NSSDC ]D ?7-0R_A-IOB_ HIGH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS_JUP
Time Period covered - 02/01/79 TO 04129/79
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
These glots_ ttcrofttmed by NSSDC from hardcopy data
supplied by the expertmenter_ were produced on a 12-tnch
Versatec electrostatic plotter wtth 200 dot/inch resolution,
The date (ymmdd or yymmdd) and the spacecraft (V 1 or V 2) are
displayed on the right hand s_de of each plot. The plot
consists of four panels. The ftrst panel has no identifier;
the second Is Labeled T (total p O_er)t the thtrd R (right-hand
Potartzatton)_ and the fourth L (Eeft-hand Polart=atton). The
verttcal axis for each panel represents the frequensy wtth the
first tlck mark equal to 0.25 MHz and each tick mark increasing
by 0.25 MHz Up to 1.25 MHz (the frequency increases in the
downward dtrestton). The horizontal axis represents spaceoraft
event time where each tick ls equal to 1 hour, Inthe lower
three panels (T_ Rt and L) the darknesl is proporttonll to the
Logarithmic intensity of the signal above a computed
background, The Lower two panels represent the frame averages
of R and L measurements. The sum of these two ta shown tn the
T panel. Their difference gives the polarization lense
displayed in the top panel (untabeted)e where white (brick)
represents a dominance of right-hand (left-hand) Polarization.
Supporting documentation with a mare thorough data description
appears at the beginning of the microfilm reel,
...................... o ...................... . .................
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Datasetname- PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO ?7-08¢A-lOCt PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY _ATA
Time period covered - 08105/77 TO 03/31t80
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF TAP_
These expertmenter-sgppkted, planetary radio astronomy
data are on 8-trackt 6250-bolt binary magnetic tape created on
an IBM 360 computer. Each 321484-byte physical block co_t atns
forty 812-byte Logical records. A data record consists of the
date tn yeart month and day; spacecraft event time in elapsed
milliseconds; telemetry mode (cruise mode data rates in frame
completion times from 48s to 2880 s); and the averaged received
power foe all 189 frequencies in descending order over the
frame (tn mtLLtbets) for TO Lowifrequency and 128
high-frequency channels. There is an extra feeQJency available
in the high band corresponding to 401550 kHz (although it ts
usually set to zero).
...............................................................
Data set name - DECAMETRIC EMISSION CATALOG (15-_0 MMZ)
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO TT-O84A-1ODt DECAMETRIC EMISSION CAT.15-_O MHZ
Time period covered - 02101179 TO 0_/05179
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - l REEL OF TAPE
The data set consists of a list of Jupiter vs decametrtc
radio emission (DAM) recorded by the Voyager Planetary Radio
Astronomy (PRA) experiment during oerlods in lg7g adjacent to
encounter. The events were read from the Voyaqer spectral
records in the frequency range 15 to 40 MHZ. Each event is
Listed by a day number and the date with the beginning and end
times in spacecraft ephemeris tlme (SCET). The upper and Lower
frequency Limits of the event are given in MHI. The
corresponding System III (1965.0) central meridian Longitudes
and the Io-ohase values are given for each event. For further
details see Barrowt Astronomy an_ Astrophysics Supplement
Series, v. A6t O. 111_ 1981.
...............................................................
Data set name - LOW BAND DYNAMIC SPECTRA PLOTStSATURN
NSSDC ID 7T-O84A-IOE+ LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS+SAT
Ttme period covered - 01/01/80 TO 05/16/81
(As verified Dy _5SDC)
Quantity of aata- I REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of 16-_ _tcrofttm of the Low-band
dynamic spectra from the Radio Astronomy experiment on Voyager
1. Four shade_ spectral plots are displayed on each framer
giving frequency VS spacecraft event time in hours of the day.
The tOp soectrum is for polarization+ where white iS for
right-handed domtnance_ and black is for Left-handed dominance;
the T-spectrum ts for total power (sum of right and Left); the
8-soectrum is for right-hand oower; and the L-spectrum is for
Left-hand power. Data set -1OF, which is for the high-band
dynamic spectra+ is on the same roll.
...............................................................
Data set name - HIGH BAND DYNAMIC SPECTRA PLOTSqSATURN
NSSBC ID TT-Oa_A-IOF, HISH BAND OYN SPECTRA PLOTStSAT
Time period covered - 01/01/80 TO 05116181
(AS verified by N3SDC)
Quantity of _ata - I REEL OF MIC_FIL M
This data set consists of I6-mm microfilm of the
hlgh-band dynamic spectra from the Radio Astro_o_y experiment
on Voyager 1. Four shaded spectra are displayed in each framer
giving frequency vs spacecraft event time in hours of the day.
The top spectrum is for aoLarlzatlont where white is for
rlght-hand dominance* and black is for Left-hand domlnance; the
T-spectrum is for total power (sum of Left and right); the
R-spectrum is for rlght-hand power; and the L-spectrum is for
Left-hand power. This data set is on the sa_e roll as -10E
(low-band).
VOYAGER 2t BRIDGE
PLASMA SPECTROMETERS
...............................................................
Data let name - JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY DATA (HG COOR) ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID T7-O76A-OGAt JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY TAPES (HG)
Time Qertod covered - 06119119 TO 08/18179
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 15 REELS OF TAPE
These combined magnetometer snd plasma data in
hettographtc coordinates are on 9-tra¢kt 6250-bptt binary
magnetic tape created on an I_4 360 computer* These standard
Label tapes ¢ontatn variable blocked records consisting of four
distinct types of records: headert magnetometer sctencel
plasma science, and engineering. The header records contain
spacecraft identification (IOI, ttme of datat ttme of rune and
tape IO information. The magnetometer records contain 48-s,
9.6-st and 1.gt-s averages of the field in heLlographtc
coordtnate$t 48-s averages in spacecraft coordlnatest and 40
words of Supplemental Experiment Data Record (SEDR) data. The
plasma data consist of plasma flow velocity (speedt and 2
angLes)t proton number density and temperaturet 256 words of
raw datat and 50 words of SEOR data. These science records are
preceded by a variable-Length engineering record containing a
value and readout ttme of the data in seconds past time on
record header block. ALL Of the data reeords are preceded by a
32-word common header block identifying the record type. Since
data from two experiments are om this data sett it iS Listed
under two IO numbers, vtz. 77-076A-OSA and 77-076A-O6A,
...............................................................
Data sat name - JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY ($3 COOR) DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO TT-OTGA-OBBt JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY TAPES (S3)
tlme period covered - 07/04179 TO 08112/79
(As vertfled by NSSDC)
Quantity of data m 10 REELS OF TAPE
These combined magnetometer and plasma data in System 3
coordtnates are on 9-trackt 6250-bpt_ binary magnetic tape
created on an IBM 360 computer. These standard Label tapes
contain variable blocked records consisting of four distinct
types of records: headert magnetometer science1 plasma
sciences and engineering. The header records contain
spacecraft identification (ID)_ time of datat time o1 rune and
tape ID information. The magnetometer records contain ;8-st
g.B-St and 1.92-s averages of the field in System 3
coordtnates_ 48-s averages in spacecraft coordinates0 and 40
words of Supplemental Experiment Data Record (SE_R) data. The
plasma records consist of plasma flow velocity (speedt and 2
angLes)l proton number denstty and temperaturet 256 words of
raw datat and 50 words of SEDR data. These science records are
preceded by a varlabLe-length engineering record containing a
value en_ readout time of the data in seconds past time on a
record header block, ALL of the data records are preceded by a
32-word common header DLock identifying the record type. Since
data from two experiments ere on this data sett it is Listed
under two ID numberst vlz. 77-076A-058 and TT-OT6A-OBB.
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER PLASMA ANALYZED DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
KSSDC ID 77-076A-06Ct JbPITER PLASMA ANALYZED _ATA TAP_
Time period covereO - 07/0_/T9 TO 07112/79
(As verified by NSS]C)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
The se experlmenter-supplle01 Jupiter plasma analysis data
are on g-trackl 6250-bcil binary magnetic tape created on an
IBM 360 computer. There are Seven different types of records,
ALL are formatted identically and contain time in year_ days
hour_ _Inutet second_ and millisecond; data mode (L-mOdel
M-mode or electron mode); type of analysis; tape generation
date; and a 30-word matrix containing the results Of the
analysis, These results depend on the mode and type of
analysis for the record. The seven different record types are
(1) L-mode posltlve-lon charge densities (moment analyses)t (2)
M-mode posltlve-lon charge densltlest (3) selected middle
magnetosphere L-mode fits+ (_) selected middle magnetosphere
M-mode fits, (5) continuous middle magnetosphere M-mode iltst
(E) Io torus M-mode first and it) electron moment and ftt
parameters.
...............................................................
Data set name - PLASMA SATURN ELCOUNTER (HG COOP) DATA ON
MASNETIE TAPE (*)
111
NSSDC ID 7T'OTGA-OGO, PLASMA SATURN ENCOUNTER (H3 _OOR)
Time period covered - 08/23181 TO 091D£/81
(As verified py NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of combined magnetometer and
plasma data in spacecraft-centered heliographlc coordinates on
g-trackt 6250-bnl binary tapes created on an IBM 368 computer.
The standard label tapes contain variable blocked records
consisting Of four distinct types of records: hea_ert
magnetometer science, plasma science, a r_ e r_jineerlng. The
header records contain spacecraft Identiflcationt time of dalai
time of run, and tape 13 information. The magnetometer records
contain 4B-s, g.6-s, and 1.g2-s averages of the field in
hetlograohlc coordinates; 48-s averages of the field in
spacecraft coordinates; and AO words of Supplemental Experiment
Data Record (SEDR) data. The pl_isma science data consist of
plasma flow velocity (speed and two angles)0 proton number
density and temperature, 256 words of raw datat and 50 words of
SEDR data. These science records are preceded by a
varlabte-tength engineerl _ record containing a value and
readout time of the data in seconds bast the tl_e on the record
header block. All of the data records are preceded by a
32-word common header block identifying the record type.
...............................................................
Data set name - SATURN ENCOUNTER (11 COORDINATES) DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE (*)
NSSOC IO 77-076A-OGEw SATURN ENCOUNTER L1 COORO
Time oerlod covered - III0918Q TO 11118/80
(AS verlfled by NOSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of combined magnetometer and
plasma data in Saturn-centered Ll coorolnates on 9-track,
6250-bpl binary tapes created on an IhM 360 computer. The Ll
coordinate system is descrtoed in Desch and Kaiser, Geoohys.
Res. Lett. 8, 253, 1981. In this system, the ftrst axts is
along the Saturn-sPacecraft llne, positive away from Saturn,
Another axis Is parallel to Saturn's meridian planel posltlve
southward. The final orthogonal axis is parallel to Saturnls
ecuatorlal plane and Is positive eastward. The standard Label
tapes contain variable blocked records consisting Of four
disttnct types of records: header. _agneto_eter sctencel plasma
sctenceland engtneering. The header records contain spacecraft
tcenttftcatlon_ time of data1 tlme of runt and tape ID
Information. The magnetometer records contain 48-s, ?.6-st and
1.92-t averages of the field in heliograohtc coordinates; 48-s
averages of the field in L1 coordinates; and AO words of
Supplemental Experiment Data Record (SEDR) data. The plasma
science data consist of olasma flow ueLoctty (speed and two
angles), proton number density and temperatur_ 256 words of
raw Dotal and 50 words of SEDR data. These science records are
preceded by a varlable-length engineering record containing a
valde and readout time 3f the data in seconds past the time on
the record header block. All of the data records are preceded
by a 32-word common header block identifying the record type.
...............................................................
VOYAGER 2_ BROADFOOT
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY
...............................................................
Data set name - UV SPECTRAL DATA RECORDS ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 77-O76A-O_A, UV SPECTRAL DATA RECORDS
Time period covered - 10127180 TO 10127/80
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quanttty of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These UV spectral data records0 on magnetic taper are
being held by and are avatlaole from the principal
tnvesttgatort A. L. 8roadfoott at the University of Arizona,
Tucson9 Arizona. Requesters for these data are referred to
him. They are available for _otfl Jupiter and Saturn as well as
the interplanetary medium.
...............................................................
Data set name - UV SPECTROSCOPY DATA_ INTERPLANETARY
MEDIUMt TAPE.
NSSDC ID 77-076A-O4B_ UV INTERPLAN. DATA TAPE
Time period covered - (N/A)
These data. on magnetic tapel are held by the principal
tnesttgatorw A, L. Broadfoot at the University of Artzonat
Tucsont Arizona, Requesters for these data are referred to
htm, These data are for the tnterolanetary medtJ_ only.
...............................................................
VOYAGER 2_ HANEL
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND RADIOMETRY
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER IN_RARED ISTERFEROMETER
SPECTROMETER AND RADIOMETER _ERGED DATA
NSSDC ID 77-076A-O3A_ JUPITER IRIS MERGED DATA ON TAPES
Ttme period covered - 06121/79 TO 07118179
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Oua_tlty of data - 6 REELS OF TAPE
These infrared Interterometer spectrometer reduced data
are on 9-track_ 6250-bpt, binary magnetic tape created on an
IBM 360 computer. The first 500 bytes of each record contain
header information consisting of catlbrated thermal emission
spectral housekeeping data, as welt as spacecraft navigation
and Instrument-pointlng information. The remaining 11_07_
bytes of each record contain 21769 radiance values (in
ascending wave number order). The reduced data record tapes
were created by merging the exPerlmenter-suppLied scan platform
supplementary tapes, the fixed instrument supplementary tapest
and the experimenter data record tapes.
...............................................................
Data set name - SATURN IRIS RADIANCE DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID 77-076A-03_ SATUR_ IRIS RAOIANCEt TARE
Time period covered - 08/13/B1 TO 09/04/81
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Guantlty of data - 11 REELS OF TAPE
This reduced Jata set contains radiance values as a
function of wave number_ calibrated thermal emission spectrae
navigation and pointing datal anc housekeeping data for the
Saturn encounter of Voyager 2. The data are on 8-track,
1600-bpt, binary magnetic tape created on an IBM 360 and
supplied to NSSDC by the experimenter. The first 500 bytes of
each Logtcal record are header and ephemeris Informatlont and
calibrated thermal emission spectra. This is followed by
11,076 bytes containing radlancm values as a function of
increasing wave number. Each tape contains IRIS records
ordered by time. Oocumentatton for these tapes IS contained In
"Voyager Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer and Radiometer
(IRIS)-Oocumentatton for Reduced Data Records (RDR) for the
Saturnian Systemt" 1982, NASA X-693-82-30.
.................................. . ............................
VOYAGER 21KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE
.................................. r ............................
Data set name - LOW-ENERGY SECTOR-AVERAGED FLUX DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 77-O76A-O7At LOW-ENERGY SECTOR-AVG. FLUX, TAPE
Tlme period covered - 07103/79 TO 07125173
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 6 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of seCtor-averaged particle fluxes
in the vicinity of Jupiter and is on 9-track0 1600-bpt, binary
magnetic tape created on a POP-11 computer. Each logical
record begins with header information dealing wtth the ttme
interval for which measurements were collected and the
averaging interval. Thls is followed by count rates from 76
data channels in each of 8 sector positions plus a sector
average. The species countedt the number of channelst and
their energy ranges (in MeV for _Lectrons and HeY/nucleon for
other particles) are (18 electronst 17 channels1 0.015 to
greater than 6; (2) protonst 8 channels, 0.27 to greater than
2_0; (3) Z.GE.lt 8 channelst 0.03-4.01; 14) Z.SE.2t 2 channetat
0.98-4.22; (5) alphast 11 channets_ 0.075-64; (6) Light nucleic
3 channetst 0.60-21; (7) medium nuPtet_ 10 channets_ 0.0_7-200;
(8) heavy nucLel_ 8 channels, 0.062 to greater than 125; (9)
miscellaneous stngtes, 8 channeis; and (10) miscellaneous
coincidence, 1 channel. The Spacing of channels iS generally
togarlthmtc. An estimate of ¢ounttng rate uncertainties
follows thtsv and is in turn followed by the number of =amptes
which go into determ¶ntng each count rate (in terms of the
basic accumulation interval). The remainder of the data set
consists of reduced data. FLuxes corresponding to the count
rates mentioned aoove have baen calculated by applying
corrections for dead ttme, geometrical factor=_ and paieband.
Following thls is an estimate of the flux uncertainties. Time
resolution depends on the step rate and can vary from 8 eeconda
to 6 minutes.
.................................. e ............................
Data set name - LOW-ENERGY TIME-AVERAGED FLUX OATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
112
NSSDC IO 77-076A-OTBv LOW-ENERGY TIME-AVGD* FLUKg TAPE
Time period ¢overed- 06/09/7_ TO 07/23179
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of time-averaged particle fLuNes
in the vicinity of Jupiter. It 4s on 9-trackt 1GOO-bpt* Otnary
magnettc tape and was created on a POP-11 computer. After time
averagtngt the data have been binned according to sector. Each
Logical record begins with header information des Ling with the
ttme interval for which measurements were collected and the
averaging interval. This iS followed by Count rates from the
7& data channels in each o1 8 sector _ostttons plus a sector
average. The species countedt the number of channelst and
their energy ranges (in MeV for electrons and MeV/nucleon for
other particles) are (1) electrons, 17 ¢hannetst 0.015 to
greater than 6; (2) protons, 8 ¢hannelst 0.27 to greater than
240; (5) ZoGE. Lt 8 channel$t 0.03-4.01; (4) Z.GE.2t 2 ¢hannelst
0.98-_.22; (5) alphast 11 channelst 0.075-&4; (G) light nuolett
3 ¢hanneEst 0.60-21; (7) medium nucLetl 10 channeLst 0.047-200;
(8) heavy njckett 8 ohannetsl 0.062 to greater than 125; i9)
miscellaneous stngLest 8 channels; and LlO) miscellaneous
cotnctdence, 1 channel. The spactng of channels is generally
logarithmic. An estimate of counting rate uncertainties which
follows this is in turn followed by the number of samples which
go into determining each count rate (in terms of the basic
accumulation interval). The remainder of the data set consists
of reduced data. FLuxes ¢orrespondtng to the count rates
mentioned above have been calo_lat ed by aoolytng corrections
for dead time, geometrical factors_ and passband. Following
this is an esttmatelsof the flux uncertainties. The time
resolution is usually minutes or 1 hour.
...............................................................
Data set name - SCAN AVERAGE* SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA ON
MASNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 77-07GA-OTCt SCAN AVERAGE,SATURN ENCOUNTER
Tlme period covered - 08124181 TO D8125/81
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - L REEL OF TAPE
These low energy-chargedl particle scan averaget Saturn
encounter data are on 9-track9 1800-bolt binary magnetic tape
created on a VAX compJter. Each lOtO00-byte record contains
100 words of header information; count rates of 100 data
channels in 1C sector positions; uncertainties of the count
rate data; number of sa_ples of count rates in units of basic
accumulation time for mode; fluxes corresPonding to the count
rates (differential fluxes evaluated at standarp values of the
energy and corrected for finite passband widths and
contamination by undesired soectes); and flux J_certatnttes=
...............................................................
VOYAGER 21 LANE
MULTIFILTER PMOTOPOLARIMETERt
!_:_!___....................................................
Data set na_e - FHOTOPGLABIMETER JUPITE _ ENCOUNTER DATA
ON TAPE
NSSOC ID 77-07GA-11A* PMOTCPOLARIMETER JUPITER ENC DATA
Time period covered - 08/28/7@ TO 07/i0/7g
(As verified by NSSQC)
Quantity of Data - i REEL OF TAPE
These experlmenter-suPplled_ photopolarlmeter Jupiter
encounter Data are on g-track_ EOO-DPi_ ASCII magnetic tape
created on a POP L1/3_ computer. The data represent the
average count Level for a Qa-s spacecraft ma_or frame. Each
logical Pate record contains the spacecraft clock tlme_
latltude and longitude Lolcture _ody optic sxls intercept
planetodetlc Latitude and longitude), phasel emission angle
(viewing angle_ solar incidence an_le_ and countS). The
encounter period was dlwlded between Voyager e xperlmenters and
segments of time became known by the type of obserwat ions made.
The four data croups submitted in this data set are referrer to
north-south maov east-west map_ Clou_ Z_ and Ganymede. The
_rth-south data were taken over a complete Jjotter rotation
period 3 days before the Jupiter closest approach. The Cloud
data were taken in five segments durln9 the Jupiter approach
De rl od i n order to obtain phase angle coverage of the planet.
The Cloud Z data group includes several east-west map swaths
where the optic axis traced an equatorial latitude swath fro_
the east llmb to the west Limb thereby varying the viewing
geometry.
...............................................................
3ata set name - 3ATURN_TITAN_AND OELTA _CORPll E_SOUNTE8
_ATA O_ MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC 10 77-07EA-11Bt SATURNtTITAN_OELTA $CORPII [NCNTR
Time pertod covered - 08/12/8_ TO 08/25/81
(As verified by NSS_C)
Quantity of _ata - I REEL OF IAPE
These Saturn encounter data are contained o_ ?-tra¢_t
laO0-bpt* ASCII magnetic tape created on a VAX tltTBO ¢omputer.
The data oo_sfst of atmospheric measurements for Saturn and
Titan. and a stellar occultation 9f Satuenis ring system, The
Saturn data are divided tnto three groups: (1) the "East-West
M_'! (2) the -North-South" scanst end (3) the "_eLt" and
"Zones" scans, The "East-West" map tS a raster scan of the
0,11 deg field of view across Saturn's northern hemisphere at •
phase angle of 10 deg. These wer_ limb. to-terminator scans it
5 latitude _ands. Group 21 the three -North-South" scans are
along the central meridian. The high resolution
limb-to-terminator scans In the_ EQuatorial Zone" and "North
EQuatorial Belt" at phase angles up to 68 deg are in the third
group, The whole dtsk intensity _nd polarization observations
of Titan cover phase angles tram 3 to 15¢ deg. The stellar
OCcultation data were Obtained using the 2GiO-A ftttert the
45-deg _alyzer_ the 1.0-deg circular aperature_ a
O.OO75-second integration per|od_ and high-gain voltage. The
data have been averaged into b_ns of 600 Integrations. The"
start Delta Scorptt. was observed continuously from its
emeraton from behind Saturn's disk through the shadowed Dt Ct
Bt At and F r¶ngs.
...............................................................
VOYAGER 21 NESS
TRIAXIAL FLUXSATE _AG_ETOMETERS
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - PLASMA JUPITER SUMMARY DATA (HELIOGRAPMIC
COORDINATE SYSTEM) ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 77-076A-OSA_ MAGNET, JUPITER SUMMARY (HG POOR)
Time period covered - 06/19/79 TO 08/18179
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 15 REELS Or TAPE
These combined magnetometer and plasma data in
heltographtc coordinates are on g-track_ 6250-bpl. binary
magnetic laDe created on an IBM 360 computer. These standard
label tapes contain variable blocked records consisting of four
distinct types of records: header, magnetometer sclencet
plasma sclencet and engineering. The header records contain
spacecraft identification (ID). time of data_ ttme of runt and
tape ID information. The magnetometer records contain 4B-st
8.6-SI and I.92-S averages of the field in heltographfc
coordinates. _8-s averages of the field in spacecraft
coordinates, and AO words of Supplemental Experiment Data
Record (SEDR) _ata. The plasma science data consist of plasma
flow velocity (speed, and 2 angle_)_ proton number density and
temperature* 256 words of raw data_ and 50 words of SEDR data.
These science records are preceded by a variable length
engineering record containing a value and readout time of the
data tn seconds past time on record header block. All of the
data records are preceded by a 32-word common header block
identifying the record tape. Since _ata from twO experiments
are contained in thts data set, it is listed under both ID
numberer vtz, 77-076A-OSA and T7-O76A-O&A.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - PLASMA JUPITER SUMMARY _ATA (SYSTEM lit
COORDINATE SYSTEM) ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC I_ 77-076A-058_ _AGNEI. JUPITER SUMWARY ($3 EOOR)
Ttme period covered - 07104/79 TO 08112179
IAS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 10 REELS OF TAPE
These combined magnetometer and plasma data in System 3
coordinates are on 9-track, 6250-bplt binary magnetic tape
I_M 380 computer. These standard label tapes
created on an
contain variable blocked records consisting of four distinct
types of records: header_ magnetometer sclence_ plasma
sclence_ and englneerlnq. The header records contain
spacecraft Identlflc_tlon (ID)_ time of dater time of runt and
tape ]D information. The magnetometer records contain 4_-St
9*6-S and 1.92-s averages of the field in System 3 coordlnates_
4B-s averages of the field in spacecraft coordlnates_ and _C
words of Supplemental Experiment 3ata Record (SEOR) data, The
plasma science data consist of plasma flow velocity (speed* and
2 angLes)_ proton number density anc temperature_ 256 words of
raw data_ and 50 words of SE_R data. These science records are
preceded by a varlable-length engineering record containing a
value and readout tlme of the data in seconds past time on
record header block. ALl of the data records are preceded by a
32-word common header block identifying the record type, Since
data from two experiments are on this data set_ it tS Listed
under two I_ numberst vlz. 77-076A-0_8 and 77-076A 068.
...............................................................
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Dataset name - _8-SEC AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD SUMMARY
PLOTS-JUPITER ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC IO 77-076A-05C9 ¢8-SEC HAG FLD PLOTS-JUPITERIFICH
Time period covered - 07/02/79 TO OH/IN/T9
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of daily olots of RB-s averages of
the magnetic field at Jupiter for both Voyagers I and 2, The
plots were microfilmed from the publication "Magnetic Field
Measurements at Jupiter oy Voyagers 1 ado 2: "Daily P Lots of 48
Second Averages" by R. P. Leo_Ingt et at. in NASA TM 8386¢.
These Pata are also on Oata set as 7T-OB_A-05C.
...............................................................
Data set name - _AGNCTOMETER SATURN ENCOUNTER (HG COOP)
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE (*)
NSSDC IO 7T-OTGA-050, MAGNET. SATURN ENCOUNTER(H; COOP)
Time period cOvered - 08123/81 TO 09102/81
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of combined magnetometer anO
plasma data in spacecraft-centered heltographic coordinates on
9-trackt E250-bDi binary tapes created on an IBM 360 computer.
The standard label tapes contain variable blocked records
consisting of four d tsttrct types of records: header,
magnetometer selencet plasma sciencel and engineering. The
header records contain spacecraft Identlficationt tlme of natal
time of runt and tape ID information. The magnetometer records
contain ¢8-st B.6-st and 1.B2-s averages of the field in
heliographic coordinates; 48-s averages of the field in
spacecraft coordinates; and 40 words of Supplemental Experiment
Data Record (SLOP) data. The plasma science data consist of
plasma flow velocity (speed and tdo angles)_ proton n_mPer
density and temperature, 256 words of raw data0 and 50 words of
SEDR data, These science records are preceDed by a
varlable-length engineering record containing S value and
readout time of the data tn seconds past the time on the record
header block, All of the data records are preceded by a
32-word common header block identifying the record type.
...............................................................
Data set name - SATURN ENCOUNTER ill COORDINATES} )ATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE (')
NSSDC ID T?-O76A-OSEt SATURN ENCOUNTER L1 COORD
Tlme period covered - 11/09/80 TO 11/18/80
(AS verified oy NSSOC)
Ouanttty of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of combined magnetometer and
Dlasma data tn Saturn-centered L1 coordinates on g-trackt
6250-bDt binary tapes created on an IBM 360 computer. The L1
coorplnate System ts described tn Oesch and Katserl Geophys=
Res. Lett. 81 253_ 1981. In thts system_ the first axis ts
along the Saturn-spacecraft li_et positive away from Saturn.
Another axts is parallel to Saturn,s meridian planet positive
southward_ The final orthogonal axis tS parallel to SaturnVs
equatorial plane and ts positive eastward. The standard Label
tapes contain variable blocked records consisting of four
distinct types of records: headert magnetometer sctencet plasma
sctencet and engineering, The header records contain
spacecraft tdentlftcattont time of datat tlme of r u_lt and tape
ID information. The magnetometer records contain aS-st S.6-st
and 1.S2-s averages of the field tn hellographtc coordinates|
48-s averages of the field tn L1 coordtnates; and RO words of
Supplemental Experiment Data Record (SEORI data. The plasma
s¢tense data consist of plasma flow velocity (speed snd two
anglesI, proton number density and temperature_ 256 words of
raw datat and 50 words of SEDB data. These science records are
preceded by a variable-length engineer in g record contatntng a
value and reaDout time of the data in seconds past the ttme on
the record header block. All of the data records are preceded
by a 32-word common header block identifying the record type.
...............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED IMFt HG COORDINATES DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE (*)
NSSOC IO 77-076A-OSFI HOUR AVERAGE IMF_ MG COORDt TAPE
Ttme period covered - 08120177 TO 09106179
{As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
Thta data set consists of interplanetary magnetic ftetd
measurements on S-track btnary tapes crested on an IBM 3081
computer. One tape contains only Voyager I data while the
other has data from Voyagers i and 21 in two separate ftles.
The tapes contain hour averages of the Interplanetary magnetic
ftetd. The magnetic field direction is in heLtographtc
coordinates. In detatlt each record contains the following
parameters: S sDacecraft IOt the yeare day and hour of
observation; scalar and vector averages of the ftetdt and the
heliographtc coordinates of the spacecraft.
...............................................................
VOYAGER 21 SCARF
PLASMA WAVE (.01-56 KHZ)
...............................................................
Data set name - 24-HOUR PLASMA WAVE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 77-OTGA-13A_ 24-HR PLASMA WAVE PLOTS, MFILM
Time period covered - 05125179 TO 09/05181
(As verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
lhis data set_ submitted by the experlmenterl consists of
Voyager plasma wave subsystem sews) data plots on microfilm.
Each plot covers a 24-h interval starting at 0000 UT. Each day
spacecraft event tlme (SEAT) iS corrected for one-way light
time to the earth. The data for each of the 16
steP-frequency-receiver (SF_) channels are plotted wlth ttme as
the abscissa and amplitude as the ordinate. For each channet_
a vertical bar is plotted with a height approximately
proportional to the log of the amplitude averaged over 96 S
(typtcally)_ and a ltne connects the peak values for the same
interval above the averages. Hencet the average field strength
appears as a solid black area and the line above represents the
peak values. Each channel ts Identified by a channet number
(1-16) on the right of the plot and by the channel center
frequency (10 Hzl 17.8 Mz_ 31.1 HZm ...t 56.2 kHz) on the left=
The abscissa ts Impelled with SCET (hr); the radial distance
(rJ) from Juptter in Jovian radii; the magnetic latitude
(Mtat)t In degrees based on the Smith et at. (1975) D_ model|
the system III (lS65} longitude IlongS}e tn degrees; and the
local time (LTI of the Spacecraft in hours. The day of year
(January I equals day 1)t yeart monthl and date are found on
the right border. Other labels on the right are the program
name and processing date which may be ignored by the user, The
spacecraft is identified on the left border; the numbers on the
Left identified by SCET and FDSC provide a correspondence
between SCET and the spacecraft clock and may be ignored by the
user. The format designator across the top (SS-]t OC-lt etc.)
gives the spacecraft data format and in most cases may be
ignored. When the format designator is CR-n (where n equals 31
41 5 or 6} the PWS data rate is reduced, and the number of
Samples per unlt is decreased.
...............................................................
VOYAGER 21 SMITH
IMAGING
................................... _ ...........................
Data set name - BLACK AND WMIIE PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHy
(*)
NSSDC ID 77-OTGA-QIA_ BLACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
Ttme period covered - 02108/78 TO 09104181
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 129 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of A- • 5-inch black and white
negatives of press release photos that were released by the
Voyager Project Office for public dtstrlbutlon. Included are
photos of Jupiter and SaturnD their math featurest and some of
their satellites. Descriptions are provided with each photo.
.................................. . ............................
Data let name - COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
(*)
NSSDC IO 77-076A-OiBt COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHy
Tlme pert od covered - 06/25/79 TO 08129181
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 98 COLOR POSIIIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of 4- x 5-|nch color press release
photo negatives that were released by the Voyager Project
Office for public distribution, ImcLuded are photos of Jupttar
and Saturnt their main featurest and some of their lataLttteh
Descriptions are provided wlth each photo.
...............................................................
Data set name - VOYAGER INDEX ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 77-G76A-O1Ct VOYAGER I NOEX ON MFILM
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of the Voyager ofcture catalog
index for both Voyager i and 2. It is ttsted in order by Piths
(picture number), Columns gtve cam,rat commentl ftLtart
Experiment Data Record (EOR)t spacecraft event time, spacecraft
Latitude and Longitude, sub solar point Lat4tude and Longitude,
solar incidence angler spapecraft emission angler phase angle,
subspacecraft aztmuthl north azimuth, sun aztmuthl resolution,
ranger and shear velocity information. Definitions are given
on the first two pages. This data set is on the same data set
as 7?-08AA'01D •
...............................................................
Data set name - SYSTEMATIC MTIS IMAGES OF JUPITER AND ITS
SATELLITES
NSSOC ID 77-076A-010, SYSTEMATIC MT]S IMAGES,JUPITER
Time period covered - 05101179 TO 06125181
(AS verified by NSSOC)
Quantity of data -29272 B/W POSITIVE FRAMES
These data, supplied by the Voyager imaging team, are on
5- x 5-tnch film and consist of both Jovian and satellite
images. There are two versions of each planetary image:
shading and filtered, arranged as vertical pairs in a Quad
format. Satellite images are full frame with three versions
each: shadfng, filtered and map grid. Each tm age is t_nttfLeO
by the Ptcno (picture number), which follows a Logical
progression throughout the data set. Unless specified
otherwise, all versions will be orovtded for each request.
Shading images are useful for alP,do studies, while the
filtered version provides the most detail. These Data are
available also in digital tape format from Susan La Vole, malt
stop 168-51A* Jet ProoJlsion Laboratory* Pasadena, California.
...............................................................
Data set name - PICTURE CATALOG OF JUPITER ENCOUNTER
NSSDC ID 77°D76A-OIE_ PICTURE CATALOG OF JUP ENCOUNTER
Time period covered - {N/A)
Quantity of Data - 169 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of microfiche images of the PTIS
laboratory photos obtained on the Voyagers 1 and 2 missions,
and it is to be used as a catalog* Data blocks are printed
below the photoe and intensity plot_ are printed at the right
of the picture. This data set is in the same data set as
77-084A-O1E.
...............................................................
Data set name - bLACK AND WHITE MOSAICS OF JUPITERIS
GALILEAN SATELLITES
_SSDC Ig 77-O?GA-OIF_ BLACK & WHITE MOSAICS OF JJP SATS
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 39 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
Thls data set consists of 8- x lO-Inch B/W ohotomosalcs
ol the surfaces of JjDiter's SaLIlean satellites: To, Europa*
Ganymede, and CaIListo. In so_e c _ e_ there is a
latltuoe-longituce grld superimpose_. _hls _ata set is in the
same data set as 77-OBQA-OIF.
...............................................................
3ata set name - _ELECTED IPL IMAGES OF SATURNtS
SATELLITES
N_SDC ID 7T-OTGA-Olfl, SELECTED ]PL I_AGES OF SATURN SAT
llme period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 900 B/W _EGATIV_S
This data set coqsists of Photos of selected moons of
Saturn with varlous Drocesslngs for alOedo and detail. A data
block giving the process parameters is _rlnteO below the photo,
and a brightness scale graoh is printed to the rLght of the
ohoto. This data set is tq the so_e _ata set is TT-OB_A-O1G.
These photos are also available in digital tape format from
Susan La Vole, mall stop iGB-Si_t Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California.
...............................................................
Data set name - SYSTEMATIC MTIS IMAGES,SATURN ON 5 INC_
FILM
NSSDC ID 77-OT6A-011* SYSTEMATIC M]IS IMRGES*SATURN
Time period covered - (N/A)
Ouantity of data -24026 B/W POSITIVE FRAMES
This data set consists Of the Voyager 2 MTIS Laboratory
imagery Of Saturn and its satellites at encounter. Below each
picture is • block of SUpporting data with information
concerning camera, ftLter_ errors_ stretch factorst and center
coordinates, At the s4de are three graphs giving input,
processtng_ and output intensities- The quality is goodl and
the photographs can be used for some scientific purposes.
.................................. . ............................
Data set name - PICTURE CATALOG OF SATURN ENCOUNTER
NSSDC ID 77-076A-OIJ* PICTURE CATALOG 0 _ SAT ENCOUNTER
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data - 150 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of microfiche from Voyager 2 IPL
Laboratory imagery of Saturn and its satellites at encounter,
B_eath each picture is a bLoCk of supporting data with
information concerning camerat filter, errors, stretch factorst
and center coordinates. At the rfght side of the picture are
three graphs of tntensttyt one for decal9 one for ftttered_ and
one for mask. The qualfty iS gOOd and can be used for some
scientific purposes.
.................................. _ ............................
Data set name - FOOTPRINTS AND INDEX AIRBRUSH MAPS OF
GALILZAN SATELLITES OF JUPITER (,)
NSSDC ID 77-OTGA-OIKt FOOTPRINTS*AIRBR MAPS OF JUP SATS
Time period covered - iN/A)
Quantity of data - I_ B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of B- x lO-tnch negatfves of
airbrush maps of the Jovian satellites. The maps of Europa are
final drawings, and those of 1o are preliminary. The maps
themselves, available for distribution from USQSt will be
published as they are completed.
...............................................................
Data set name - IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
(*)
NSSDC ID 77-OTGA-OIL* IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
Time period covered - 04/2_/79 TO 08/30/81
(AS verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 197 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of the Experiment Data Records
(EDRs) for the approximately 29000 images obtained by the
Voyager 2 IV experlmentt stored on 6250*bpl magnetic tapes.
The EDRs consist of unprocessed (raw) instrument data in VICAR
format. Each image flle consists of 33 blocks, containing
32000 bytes per block. Each block IS composed of 25 Logical
records of 1280 bytes each. The first three Logical records Of
the first block contain a Label. The Label Is followed by 800
logical records (one per image Line) containing plxel and
engineering data. Details of the data set are provided by
Martin et at., "PLanetary Image Conversion Task: Final Peportt"
JPL Pdbllcatlon B5-50, 1985. which Is available at NSSDS. This
publication includes the only catalog currently avafLabte for
the data set. The catalog Lists images by FDS count, a
spacecraft event time, against tape/file posltton. =or this
reason_ it is necessary to De able to identify the FDS counts
of interest before placing an order.
...............................................................
Data set name - SYSTEMATIC MIPL IMAGES OF URANUS
(*)
NSS_C IG 77-OTGA-OIM* SYSTEMATIC MIPL IMAQES, URANUS
Time period covered - (N/A)
Quantity of data -13a1_ H/W POSITIVE PRAMES
These data, recorded on 5*Inch film, are all the images
taken during the Uranus encounter_ of the planet and its rings
and satellites. Two versions of each image are provided:
shadlng-corrected_ suitable for photometric studies, and
contrast-enhanced, suitable for studies of fine detail. Each
image is supported oy data blocks, below and alongside, which
give pointing information for the camera and the processing
history of the image.
...............................................................
VOYAGER 2* STONE
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HIGH- AND _0OERATELY LOW-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE
Data set name - JUPITER FLUX TIME-HISTOrY REDOROS DATA ON
4AGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 77-076A-OBAt JUPITER FLUX TIME-HISTORY RECORDS
Time period covered - 07103179 TO 08/04/7g
(As vertfted Oy NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experimenter-supplied, JuPiter encoJqter Cosmtc ray
Data are on g-track, 1600-bpt, mixed-mOde magnetic tape created
on an IBM 360 computer. Each tape contains ntne files
consisting of a number of flux ti_e-htstory records. Each
record contains a count of the number of data items whose
time-history ts included in the recorD; a count of number of
averaging intervals; definitions of data items included in the
record; and averaging tntervsL entries containing time in yesrt
month, days hours minute, and second, and a flux word
consisting of one of nine avatlanle proton ann electron flux
rates.
...............................................................
VOYAGER 2t TYLER
RADIO SCIENCE TEAM
...............................................................
Data set name - COMPLEX ENVELOPE OCCULTATION SIGNALS DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 77-OT6A-O2A, C04PLEW ENVELOPE OCCULTATION SIGN
Time period covered - 07/10/79 TO 07/10/79
(As vertfled by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 20 REELS OF TAPE
These expertmenter-supptteds complex envelope occultation
signals data are on ?-track, 800-opt, ASCII magnetic tape
created on S _ata General Eclipse S/250 computer, The first
record on tape contains descriptive text and the values needed
to compute event timesl freQuenctesi sampling rates, and
bandwidth. The first data record contains 13-cm (S-ba_d)
samples_ then the next contain 3.G-cm (X-band) samples. The
pattern in groups of four records ts repeated for the remainder
of the tape. The sample in an S-band record coincides with the
sample tn the W-band record which immediately follows. It
should be noted that the first S- and X-band data records on
each tape begin with sample values of zero which result from
the filtering _ethod a_d are required for time sltgnment.
...............................................................
Data set name - JUPITER OCCULTATION, MERGED OCDU.TATION
OATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC Ig TT-O76A-O2B. MZRGEO OCCULTATION DATA
Time period covered - 03105/7g TO 07110179
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
These experimenter-suppLied, merged occultation data are
on 9-teackt 800-Pot0 ASCII _agneti¢ tide created on a Pats
General Eclipse S/250 computer. The data are blocked with nine
80-byte Logical records per phystcal record. There are two
file tyues_ one containing trajectory information and the other
radio fre=ue_cy Information, The trajectory file consists of
three header records followed by ftve data records per time tag
as follows; number of time points in file; Spacecraft no,;
ephemeris time (s); approximate one-way Light time is)( sun
position; and spacecraft and earth Oosftton and velocity. The
radio frequency file conststs of four header records followed
by two Oats reCOrdS per time tag as follows: number of time
points in file; spacecraft no.; receiving station no.;
Spacecraft oscillator frequency (HZ); year a_d day of year_
seconds Past midnight; S-band received and residual frequency
(Mz); S-band received power (dB)¢ X-band received and residual
frequency (MZ); and X-band received power (_). ALL position
and velocity vectors are Jupiter-centered in the
earth-mean-egustor 1950 coordinate system.
...............................................................
Data set name - SATURN RADIO OCCULTA{ION DATA ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID 77-OT6A-02CI SATURN RADIO OCCULTATION OATAITAP
Ttme period covered - 08126181 TO 08/26/81
(AS verified by NSSOD)
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
These Saturn radio o¢cdLtetton data are on 9-treckt
1600-bptt ASCII magnetic tape created on a PRIME computer. The
tape contains Saturn entry and exit frequency and amplitude
data, and entry and exit trajectory data. Each frequency and
amplitude flle contains a header with the number of data
records in the file; spacecraft ID; entryg exit flag;
transmitting and receiving station numbers; communications
mode; and frequency bands. The data records contain time in
years day Of year, and seconds past midnight; S- and X-band
received RF frequency (Hz); and S- and X-band received power
(dR). E _ h trajectory file begins with a header containing
number of data records in file; spacecraft ID; entry, exit
flag; file IO; transmitting and receiving station numbers:
speed of Light (km/s); qtffere _ e between Ephemeris Time and
Universal Tlme (s); and approximate one way tight time [s).
Each trajectory data record contains spacecraft event ephemeris
time (seconds past 1950); occulting body to spacecraft distance
and velocity, earth distance and velocttyw and sun distance and
velocity.
Data set name - SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 77-076A-O2D$ SATURk ENCOUNTER DATA ON MAG TAPE
Time period covered - 0810Tlal TO 09/18181
(As verified by NSSDC)
Quantity of data - 6 REELS OF TAPE
These Saturn encounter data are on 9-trackt 1GO0-bptt
binary magnetic tape created on a UNIVAC 1108 computer. Each
1792-woro physical block contains a 8_-wor_ file identification
lID) record, a 6*-word transponder record_ and 26 tracking data
records. The file ID record identifies the tape and gives the
time the tape was created. The transponder record contains the
instrument on and off times (in years day of yeart hour0
minute, and second of day); the network ID; station number; and
transmitter type and frequency. Each tracking data record
contains DoppLer freouencyt range, and tracking station
information along with a record time tag and spacecraft,
network, and station I_=
...............................................................
Data set name - RADIO ODE _ TATIDNt SATURN E _ OUNTER DATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID TT-OTAA-O2Et RAG[O OCCULTATIONp SATURN ENCOUN1
Time period covered - 08/26/81 TO 08126181
(As verified by NSSDC)
Guanttty of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
These experfmenter-supplted_ radio occuttattons Saturn
encounter data are on g-track0 1600-bptt binary magnetic tape
created on a Data General Eclipse S-250 computer. After
filtering and decimation, the data from the medium-band system
were stored tn records 600 complex words (AA bits) long. The
first 88 complex words comprtse a header consisting of time and
day of first sample; number of combLex samples per record;
sample period (microseconds); decimation radio; first and Last
frequency in passbano iMz); date and time of processing; tape
and file identification liD); spacecraft and station numbers;
real-time resorder and data channel number. FoLLowing the
header information are 512 complex data values rebresenttng the
output from the filtering and decimation process.
...............................................................
VOYAGER 2_ WARWICK
PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY
Data set name - LOW BAND DYNAMIC SPECTRA PLOIStJUPITER
NSSDC IO ?7-076A-lOAD LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,JUP
Time period covered - 08/20/77 tO 12131/79
(As verified by NSSDC)
Guanttty of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
These plotst microfilmed by NSSDC from hardcopy data
supplied by the exoertmentert were produced on a 12-inch
Versatec electrostatic plotter with 200 dot/inch resolution.
The data (yamd or yymmdd) and the spacecraft IV 1 or V 2) are
disolayed on the right-hand stde of each plot. The plot
consists of four banets. The f_rst panel has no Identifiers
the second is labeled 7 (total po_er)l the thtrdR (rtght-hand
potarlzatton)0 and the fourth L (Left-hand potartzatlon). The
pert|oil awt$ for each panel represents the frequency with the
first tick mark equal to 0.25 MHz and each ttpk mark increasing
by 0.25 MHZ Up tO 1.25 MHZ (the frequency increases tn the
downward dtrestton). The horizontal axis represents spacecraft
event ttme where eaoh ttck ts equal to I hour. In the lower
three oanels (Tt RI and L) the darkness ts proportional tO the
logarithmic intensity of the signal above a computed
background, The lower two panels represent the frame averages
of R end L measurements. The Sum of these two tS shown in the
T panel. Their difference gtees the polarization sense
displayed in the top panel (untobeted)t where white (black)
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representsadominanceof right-hand (left-hand) polarization.
Suoporttng documentation wtth a more thorough data descrtotton
appears at the begtnntng of the microfilm reel.
Data set name - HIGH BAND DYNAMIC SPECTRA PLOTSIJUPITER
NSSDC ID 77-076A-10Bt HIGH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,JUR
Ttme period covered - 05/01179 TO 08110179
IAs verified by @SSDC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
These plots_ microfilmed by NSSDC from hardcopy data
supplied by the exoert_enter_ were oroduced on a 12-inch
Versatec electrostatic plotter with 200 dot/inch resolution,
The date (ymmdd or yymmdd) and the spacecraft (V 1 or V 2) are
displayed on the rtght-ha_ stde of each plot, The plot
consists of four panels: the first panel has no tdef_ttftert
the second ts Labeled T (total power)l the third R (right-hand
poLartzatton)_ and the fourth L (Left-hand polarization), The
vertical axls for each oanel represents the freojency with the
first tick mark equal to 0.25 MHZ and each tick mark increasing
by 0,25 MHZ up to 1.25 MMZ (the frequency increases tn the
downward direction). The horizontal axis represents spacecraft
event time where each tick is eqJat to 1 hoJr. In the Lower
three panels {T. Re and L) the darkness is proportional to the
logarithmic intensity of the signal above a computed
background, The Lower two asnels reoresent the frame averages
of R and L measurements, The sum of these two is shown in the
T panel. Their difference gives the polarization sense
displayed in the top panel (unlabeled) t where white (black)
represents a dominance of right-hand (left-hand) oolartzatton,
Supporting documentation with a more thorough data description
appears at the beglnnlng of the mtcroftl¢ reel.
...............................................................
Data set name - PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 77-OTGA-10C0 PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY DATA
Time period covered - 08120/77 TO 0_/30/80
(AS verified by N$SDC)
Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF TAPE
These experlmenter-supplled_ planetary radio astronomy
data are on 9-track_ 6250-bolt binary magnetic to_e created on
an IBM 360 computer. Each 32tA84-byte physical block contains
forty 812-byte Logical records. A data record consists of the
date in year, month and day; spacecraft event tlme in elapsed
milliseconds; telemetry mode (cruise mode data rates in frame
completion times from 48 s to 2880 S); and the average received
power for all Igg frequencies in descending order over the
frame (in mIlllOets) for 70 Low-frequency and 128
high-frequency channels, There is an extra frequency available
In the hlgh band corresponding to 40t550 kHz (although it is
usually set to zero),
...............................................................
Data set name - OECAMETRIC EMISSION CATALOG (15-40 MHZ)
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 77-07&A-10D, DECAMET_IC EMISSION CAT.15-AO MHZ
Time period covered - O6/OAtT9 TO 0T/23/79
(As verified Py NOSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of a List of duplt_r's deca_etrtc
radio emtss¶on (DAM) recorded by the Voyager Planetary Radio
Astronomy (PRA) experiment during oerlods in 1979 adjacent to
encounter. The events were rea_ from the V_y_ger s_ ctral
records in the frequency range 15 to 40 MHZ. Each event is
listed by a day number and the date with the pegtnntng and end
times in spacecraft ephemeris time (SCET). The upper and Lower
freouency ltmtts of the event are given t_ MHZ. The
corresponding System III (1965.0) central merldlan longitudes
and the To-phase values are given for each event, For further
details see C, Barrows Astronomy and Astrophysics Supplement
Serlest v. _6_ P. 111, 1981.
...............................................................
Cata set name - LOW _AND DYNAMIC SPECTRA PLOTS_ SATURN
NSSDC 13 77-076A-10E. LOW EAN3 OYN SPECTRA PLOTStSAT
Time period covered - 01101180 TO 1213]/81
(As verified Py NSSOC)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL 3F MICROFILM
This data set consists of 16-mm microfilm of the l_-Pand
dynamic spectra from the Radio Astronomy experiment on Voyager
2, Four shaded spectral plots _re :Jlsplayed on each frame_
giving frequency vs spacecraft event ttme in houri of the day.
The top spectrum it for polarizations where white ts for
right-hand doatnanceJ and black is for Left-hand dominance; the
T-spectrum is for total power (sum of right and teft); the
R-spectrum to for right-hand power; ahd the L-spectrum is for
left-hand power. This data set is on the same _oLt as -1OF
(high-band),
...............................................................
Data set na:e - HaSH 3AND OYNAMIC SPECTRA PLOTS,SATURN
NSSDC 13 77-076A-10Fe HIGH BA_) DYN SPECTRA PLOTStSAT
Time period covered - 01/01/80 TO 12/31/81
tAs verified by NSSDC)
Quantity Of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of 16-mm microfilm of the
high-band dynamic spectra from the Radio Astronomy experiment
on Voyager 2. Four shaded spectra( plots are dtsptayed in each
frame_ giving frequency vs spacecraft event time in hours af
the day, The top opec trum ts for poLa r|zatton0 where white is
for right-hand domtnanoel and black is for left-hand domtnanpe|
the T-spectrum is for total power (sum of right and teft); the
R-spectrum is for right-hand power; and the L-spectrum is for
Left-hand po_er. This Oats set is on the same roll as -IOE
(low-band).
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*• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE t
**.B..ee•******•******•*•tt•••*•ott***e*•*•****•**•*•***•***•**•**•***''***
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
, DATA SET NAME
HELIOS-A 1211_17R
FECHTIG
GURNETT
GURNETT
GURNETT
KEPPLER
KUNOW
LCINERT
NECS
NEUBAUER
NEUBAUER
ROSENBAUER
TRAINOR
HELIOS-B 01115176
GURNETT
GURNEIT
GURNETT
KEPPLER
KUNOW
LEINERT
NESS
NEUBAUER
NEUBAUER
ROSENBAUER
TRAINOR
MARINER 2 0812T162
ANDERSON
COLEMANt JR,
NEUGEBAUER
NEUGEBAUER
MARINER 4 11128/6_
ANDERSON
LEIGHTON
SIMPSON
ORBIT ATTITUDE DATA ON MAG TAPE
HELIOS-AwMICRO_ETEOROID
MICROMETEOROIO IMPACT DATA
SOLAR WIND PLASMA WAVE
2R-HR SURVEY PLOTSw MFILM
HELIOS-A_FINE WAVE SPECTRUM ANALS
SURVEY PLOTS,1HZ TO 20TKHZI MFILM
HELIOS-AI2T-KMZ - 3-_HZ qADlO WVE
LOG ANT TEMP VS TIREw24 HR PLOTS
LOG ANT TEMP VS TIME ON TAPE
LOG ANT TEMP_MONTHLY PLOTS
HELIOS-At ENRGTC ELECT * PROT OCt
HOURLY AVERAGED ELECTRON-PROTON
HELIOS-A_IMEV-1GEV CR PROT,*ALPHA
HOURLY AVG COUNt RATE DATA
HELIOS-AtZOOIACAL LT. PHOTOMETER
REDUCED DATA TAPE
ZODIACAL LIGHT DATA ON TAPE
HELIOS-AtTRIAX,FLUXGATE MAGNEYMTR
HOURLY AVERAGED 4ASNETIC FIELD
HELIOS-AtTRIAX, FLUXGATE MAGNTHTR
8 SEE AVG MAG FIELO VECTOR DATA
HOURLY AVG HAG FIELD VECTOR DATA
MERSED HOURLY AVGD FIELD _ PLASMA
I-H AVE PLOT_ PLASMA _ NAG MERGED
MELIOS-AwTRIAX SRCH COIL MAGNTMTR
B-G AVG SPEET DEN 8 CHAN 6,8-1470
HELIOS-A,PLASMA DETECTORS
HOURLY AVG* PLASMA DATA
MERGED HOURLY AVGD FIELD * PLASMA
I-H AVE PLOTo PLASMA * HAG MERGED
HELIOS-A_COSMIC RAY DETECTORS
SECTORED X-RAY PLOTSt MFILM
HOURLY AVERAGED FLUXES OF PROTONS
ORBIT ATTITUDE DATA ON MAG TAPE
SOLAR WIND PLASMA WAVE
2R-HR SURVEY PLOTSt MFILM
HELIOS-BtFINE WAVE SPECTRUM ANALS
SURVEY PLOTSt iHZ TO 20TKHZ+MPILM
HELIOS-At2T-KHZ - 3-RHZ RADIO NVE
LOG ANT TEMP VS TIMEI2R HR PLOTS
LOG ANT TEMP VS TIME ON TAPE
LOG ANT TEMPtMONTHLY PLOTS
HELIOS'Bt ENRGTC ELECT _ PROT DET
HOURLY AVERAGED ELECTRON-PROTON
HELIOS-Bt%MEV-IGEV CR RROT,*ALPHA
HOURLY AVG COUNT RATE DATA
HELIOS-B_ZODIACAL LT, PHOTOMETER
REDUCED DATA TAPE
ZODIACAL LIGHT DATA
HELIOS-_TRIAX FLUXGATE MAGNETMTR
HOURLY AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD
HELIOS-BtTRIAX FLUXGATE MAGNETMTR
HOURLY AVG MAG FIELD VECTOR DATA
B S£C AVG RAG FIELD VECTOR DATA
MERGED HOURLY AVGD FIELD _ PLASMA
1-H AVE PLOTt PLASMA ÷ NAG MERGED
HELIOS-BtTRIAX SRCH COIL MGNTMTR
B-S AVG SPT DEN 0 CHAN 6.8-14tOMZ
HELIOS-Bt PLASMA DETECTORS
HOURLY AVG. PLASMA DATA
MERGED HOURLY AVGD FIELD * PLASMA
1-H AVE PLOTp PLASMA * HAG MERGED
HELIOS-Bt COSMIC RAY DETECTORS
SECTORED X-RAY PLOTSt MFILM
HOURLY AVERAGED FLUXES OF PROTONS
MULTI COORD SYS EPHEM
MARINER 2tCOSMIC RAY IONIZATION
QUARTER AND DAY AVG ION DATA LIST
MARINER 2t3 AXIS FLUXGATE HAG.
FIELD COMPONENTS ON HAG TAPE
PLOTS OF FIELD CORPONENTSt2HR
MARINER 2p INFRARED RADIOMETER
IR RADIATION TEMPERATURES
MARINER 2tELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
ELECTROMETER NUHBERSt-Tt V,CALIB
PLASMA PARAMETERS TtVBDEN
HOUR AVERAGES OF VELOCITY
3-HR AVG OF PLASMA PARAMETERS
3HR AVGS OF PLASqA PARAM ON M/FLM
MARINER RtCELESTIAL MECHANICS
CELESTIAL MECHANICS_MAG tAPES
CELESTIAL MECHANICS LISTING
MARINER A_ TELEVISION
PHOTOS CALIBRATED * CORRECTED 4X5
PHOTOS OF MARSIJPL REPORT 32-88R
TELEVISION PICTURES ON MICROFILM
MARINER R* COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
RAW COUNT RATE(CONTAIN OVRFLOW)
PHA DATA(MEET JPL HI QUAL.LVL)
DIIIRATE(I.4 HR,AVE)+DIS,SUM.
D(1)D(2)RATE(4,24 HR*AVE)_D,S*
NSSDC ID
7A-Og7A
74-OQTA-OOE
74-097A-12
74-097A-12A
7A-DBTA-04
74-097A-ORA
7A-OBTA-OB
74-097A-OBA
7A-O97A-06
74-O97A-OAA
7R-O97A-OGB
7A-O_TA-O&C
74-OB7A-IO
74-097A-lOA
74-O?7A-OT
74-097A-OTA
74-097A-11
7A-O97A-1IA
74-097A-11B
74-097A-02
T_-097A-O2A
7R-O97A-OZ
7_-OeTA-O1A
74-097A-010
74-097A-O1C
7A-O97A-01D
74-09TA-03
74-097A-ODA
TA-09TA-O9
TA-O9TA-OBA
T4-OBTA-OBB
7R°OB7A-09C
74-097A-08
TR-OBTA-OBA
74-097A-080
76-003A
76-O0_A-OOD
76-003A-04
76-O03A-O_A
76-003A-05
76-O0]A-OBA
76-003A-06
76-O03A-O6A
76-O03A-06B
76-003A-06C
76-003A-10
TG-O03A-IOA
76-00_A-07
TG-OO_A-O7A
76-003A-11
T6-O03A-11A
76-D03A-11B
76-003A-02
TG-OO3A-O2A
76-003A-01
78-O03A-OIA
76-OO]A-OI_
T6-O03A-O1C
T6-O03A-O1D
76-003A'03
76-00_A-03_
76-003A-09
76-O03A-OBA
76-003A-090
76-005A-09C
76-003A-08
TA-O03A-OBA
76-003A-088
62-041A
62-041A-000
62-041A-OR
62-041A-ORA
62-OAIA-03
62-O_lA-O3A
62-OAIA-03B
62-ORIA-02
62-041A-O2A
62-0_1A-06
62-041A-OGA
62-O_1A-O&B
62-041A-06C
62-OA1A-06D
62-O_IA-OGE
6R-OT7A
64-077A-09
6R-OTTA-O9A
64-O77A-OgB
64-077A-01
64-OTTA-OIA
64-077A-O1B
6A-OTTA-OIG
6_-077A-04
6A-OTTA-OAA
6R-OTTA-OAB
G4-OTTA-04C
6*-OTTA-O4D
DATA SET INFORMATION
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
1211017R 05/31/78 11
12/19/74 01/02180 11
12/1017_ 12/31/T7 11
12110/7_ 12131177 11
12110174 OA/30176 11
12113/7A 0A/25/76 11
12/10174 0_130/76 11
12/1017_ 12131/80 11
12/11/tA 12/31/83 12
12/11/7R 02118185 12
12111/74 02/18/85 12
1211_I7_ 12131177 12
12/10174 0A130176 12
12110174 06/30179 12
12110/74 12/29/80 12
12/10/7R 12129180 13
12/10/74 09/20/75 13
12/12/7R 12131/80 13
12110/74 12/29/80 13
12/10174 12/29180 13
12117174 02/1218_ 13
12115174 02112/84 IA
01/15176 03/31178 IR
01/19/76 03/08180 1R
01115/76 12131/77 14
01/23/76 10131/77 14
02/02/76 10/31/77 14
11/01176 12/31/77 14
01115176 03/08/80 14
01116/76 03t08/80 15
01117/76 12/22/79 15
01/01176 12/23/79 15
01/17/76 12/31177 15
01115/76 06/26t79 15
01/15176 0_/30/76 15
01115176 03/0AI80 15
01115/76 03/04/80 16
01115176 11/21/76 16
01/17176 03108180 16
01115176 03/0R/80 16
01/15176 03/0R180 16
01119/76 12/23179 16
01/18176 03107180 I7
08/27162 01/04163 IT
08128162 12/30162 17
08129162 11115/62 17
08/29/62 10131/62 17
12114/62 12/1R/62 17
08129162 12/30/62 IB
08/29/62 12t29tG2 18
08129/62 12130/62 IB
08129/62 12129162 18
08129/62 12129162 18
11/28/6R 12/08167 IB
12105164 12108167 18
07114165 0711_165 18
07/1AI65 07114165 19
01114165 0711R165 19
11/2816A 10101165 I9
11128/64 10/01165 19
11128164 10101165 19
11128/6q 10/01165 19
p_r'_D".'C_ p_E ELAN:'{ NOT FILMED 121 _}_!L._'_'.,'_ P_,GE ISOF POOR QUALITY
• t
= SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE *
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
• DATA SET NAME
SMITH
MARINER 5 0611R/67
ANDERSON
BRIDGE
ESHLZMAN
SMITH
MARINER 6 02124169
ANDERSON
BARTH
KLIORE
LEIGHTON
NEUGEBAUER
PIMENTEL
MARINER 7 03/27169
ANDERSON
BARTH
KLIORE
LEIGHTON
NEUGEBAUER
PIMENTEL
MARINER 9 05130/71
BARTH
HANEL
KLIORE
MASURSKY
MARINER 4tMAGNETOMETER
INTRPLNTRY, MAG. FIELD-5 H AVGS+
INTRPLNTRYeMAe.FIELD-50.4 S AVGS,
I_TRPLNTRY,MAG,FIELD-2.B MIN AVGS
INTRPLNTRY, MAG.FIELD-4,2 S AVGS.
INTRPLNTRY.MAG,FIELD-16,8 S AVGS,
MARINER 5, CELESTIAL MECHANICS
CELESTIAL MECHANICS MAGtTAPES
MARINER St FARADAY CUP
ONE HOUR AVG. PLASMA RARAM, -FILM
ONE HOUR AVG PLASMA PARAM,ON TAPE
LISTINGS OF COUNTS/FRAME-FINE RES
PLASMA PARAM WITH B-FINE TIME TAP
MARINER 5t TWO FREQUENCY BEACON
TOTAL ELECT CONTE_TtHRLT VAL (CQ)
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT+HRLY (MO}
CORRECTED ELECTRON DENSITYt TAPE
MARINER 51HELIUM MAGNETOMETER
TRIAX. MAGNETIC FIELD ON TAPE
TRIAX HR, AVG, MAGNETIC FLD* TAPE
B-FIELD AVGS, I DAY+ 5 HR, I HR
TRIAX MAG, PLD, VENUS ENCOUNTER
B WITH PLASMA PARAM-PLAS SCALE TP
MARINER 61 CELESTIAL MECHANICS
2 WAY DOPPLER RADIO TRACK]NGtTAPE
MARINER 61UV SPECTROMETER EXPER
UPPER ATHOS. UV SPECTRAt MAG,TAPE
MARINER 6w$-BAND OCCULTATION
S-BAND OCCULTATION DATAw MAG TAPE
MARINER 61MARS SURFACE TV CAMERA
PHOTOStRAW ANALOG NEAP ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS,RAW ANALOG FAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOSt ENHANCED NEAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOSw ENHANCED FAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB NEAR ENCOUNTR
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB FAR ENCOUNTER
MAX DISCRIM CONTRAST ENHANCED NE
MAW DISCRIR CONTRAST ENHANCED FE
PHOTOS_ B/W MOSAICS NEG qx5 NE
NE ENHANCED TAPES
NE PHOTOMETRIC TAPES
FE PHOTOMETRIC TAPES
MARINER 6tCHAN IR RADIOMETER
2 CHANNEL IR RADIOMETER DATA
MARINER 6tiM SPECT 1,5-15 MICRON
IR SPECTROMETER DATA
MARINER 7+CELESTIAL MECHANICS
2WAY DOPPLER RADIO IRKING ON TAPE
MARINER 7+UV SPECTROMETER EXPER.
UPPER ATHOS, UV SPECTRAt HAG,TAPE
MARINER 7mS-BAND OCCULTATION
S-BAND OCCULTATION DATAm MAG TAPE
MARINER 7sMARS SURFACE TV CAMERA
PHOTOS_RAW ANALOG NEAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOStRAW ANALOG FAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOSt ENHANCED NEAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS, ENHANCED FAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB NEAR ENCOUNTR
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB FAR ENCOUNTER
MAX DIS CONTRAST ENHANCED NE
MAX DIS CONTRAST ENHANCED _[
PHOTOS_ B/W MOSAICS NEQ 4W5 NE
NE ENHANCED TAPES
NE PHOTOMETRIC TAPES
FE PHOTOMETRIC TAOES
PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHS _X5
MARINER 7,2 ChAN IR RADIOMETER
2 CHANNEL IR RADIOMETER DATA
MARINER 7,1R SPECT 1,S-IS MICRON
IR SPECTROMETER DATA
PRELIMINARY TRAJ. CHART
MARINER 9 ORBIT DATA TAPES
MARINER 9tUV SPECTROMETER
LOWER ATMOSPHERE DATA C_ FICHE
UPPER ATMOSPHERE-AIROLOWt FICHE
1216o 1304 A LIMB/DISC DATAtFICHE
STELLAR DATA ON MICROFICHE
LOCAL TOPOGRAPHY-ATLAS
PRESSURE ALTITUDE MEASUREMENTS
MARINER 9,1NFRA INTERP SPECT
MARINER 9 IR INTER, SPECT, (IRIS)
MARINER 8iS-BAND OCCULTATION
OCCULTATION OATAtPLOT+TABLESwFILM
MARINER 9t TELEVISIO_ PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOSt MTVS RAW
PHOTOS+MTVS ALBEDO
PHOTOSIMTVS MAX DISCRIMINATION
I;L ORTHOGRAPHIC CONTRAST ENHANCE
IPL ORTHOGRPHIC MAX DISCRIM.
MTVS PHOTOS W/SUP DATA_ ON MFICHE
BLACK & WHITE PANORAMIC MOSAICS
S£O_ SUPPORT DATA 16-MM M/FIL_
DATA SET INFORMATION
NSSOC ID ...................................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
6A-O77A-02
6A-O77A-e2A 11/28/64 10/01/65 20
6R-O77A-02B 11/28/6R 10/01/65 20
64-077A-02C 11/29/6A 10/01/65 20
6A-OTTk-02D 11129/6A 01103165 20
6R-O77A-OgE 01/05/65 10/01/65 20
67-060A
67-060A-07
6T-OGOA-OTA 06tla/67 11120/67 20
67-060A-03
67-060A-O3A 06/19/67 11/21467 20
6T-O6OA-OSB 06/1_/67 11/21/67 20
67-060A-03C 06/1q/67 11/21/67 21
67-060A-030 06/1R/67 11/21/67 21
6T-O60A-02
6T-06OA-O2A 06/1A/67 11/21/67 21
67-OGOA-028 06/IR/67 11/21/67 21
6T-O6OA-O2C 09/01167 10/26/67 21
67-060A-05
67-060A-O5A 0641R/67 11/21/67 21
6T-O6OA-05B 06/14/6T 11/21/67 21
67-060A-05C 06/1A/67 11/21/67 21
67-060A-OSD 10/19/67 10/19/67 _2
67-060A-OSE 06/1A/67 11/21167 22
69-01AA
69-01RA-05
69-O1AA-OSA 03/05/69 09/02/69 22
69-01AA-0_
69-OlAA-OAA 07/31/69 07/31/69 22
69-019A-06
69-Ol_A-O6A 07100169 08100169 22
69-O1AA-OI
69-OlRA-OIA 07/31/69 07/31/69 22
69-OIAA-018 07/29/69 07/30/69 22
69-O1AA-01C 07/31/69 07/31/69 22
69-Ol_A-OlD 07/29/69 07/30/69 23
69-OlRA-OIE 07/31/69 07/51/69 23
69-O1AA-OIF 07/29169 07/30/69 23
69-O1RA-OIG 07/31169 07/31/69 23
69-OIAA-OIH 07/29/$9 07/30/69 23
69-OlqA-OlI 07/31/69 07151169 23
69-O1AA-OiJ 07131169 07131169 23
69-O1RA-O1K 07/31/69 07131169 23
69-01_A-O1L 07/29/69 07/29169 24
69-01AA-03
69-01RA-O3A 07131169 07131/69 24
69-01AA-02
69-O1AA-O2A 07/31169 07131169 2A
69-030A
69-030A-05
69-050A-O5A 0_/12/69 09107169 24
69-030A-OA
69-030A-OAA 08105169 08105/69 24
69-050A-06
69-030A-OAA 08100/69 08/00169 24
69-050A-01
69-030A-OIA 08/05169 08405/69 25
69-030A-018 08/02/69 08/04/69 25
69-030A-OIC 08/05/69 08105/69 25
69-030A-010 08/02t69 08/0R/69 25
69-030A-OIE 08105169 08105169 25
69-050A-O1F 08102169 08/04/69 25
69-030A-OIG 08105169 08105/69 25
69-030A-01_ 08102169 08104/$9 25
69-030A-011 08/05/69 08/05/69 26
69-050A-O1J 08/05/69 08/05/69 26
69-030A-OIK 08/05/69 08/05/69 26
69-030A-OIL 08102169 08/04/89 26
69-030A-O1M 08/02/69 08/04/69 26
69-030A-03
69-030A-O3A 08/05/69 08/05/69 26
69-030A-02
69-030A-O2A 08/05/69 08/05/69 26
71-051A
TI-051A-OOD 05/30/71 ]1/30/73 26
71-OS1A-OOE 05/30/71 10/25/72 27
71-051A-02
71-051A-O2A 11/27/71 01/21/72 27
TI-O51A-02B l|/IA/Tl 02/08/72 27
71-051A-02C 11/12/71 12106/71 27
71-051A-O2D 11/1_/71 01/16/72 28
71-051A-G2E 01/22/72 02/26/72 2R
71-051A-C2F 01/23/72 03/01/72 28
71-D51A-03
71-OS1A-O3A 11114/71 10116/72 28
71-051A-08
71-051A-OBA 11/14171 10/26/72 28
71-051A-0_
71-051A-ORA 11/13/71 10/27/72 28
71-051A-O_B 11/13/71 10/27/72 29
71-051A-0_C 11/13/71 10/27/72 29
71-05IA-OqD 11/13/71 10/27/72 29
71-051A-ORE 11/13/71 10/27/72 29
71-051A-O_P 11/13/T1 10/27/72 29
71-05IA-O_G ll/lq/T1 10/27/72 29
71-051A-O4H ll/1R/71 10127/72 29
122
* SPACECRAFTNAME LAUNCH DATE *
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
, DATA SET NAME
NEUGEBAUER
MARINER 10
BRIDGE
BROADFOOT
CHASE, JR.
HOWARD
MURRAY
NESS
SIMPSON
PIONEER 5
OREENSTADT
SIMPSON
WINCKLER
PIONEER 6
ANDERSON
11103173
03/11/60
12/16165
TELEVISION INDICES IG-MM M/FILM
IPL/RDR MICROFICHE CATALOG
SEOR FINAL DATA TAPE
CATALOG OF MTVS PHOTOS ON MFILM
BLACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
MOSAIC CATALOG + INDEX ON MFILM
LIMB INDEX w/SUPPORT DATAt MFICHE
LIMB MICROFICHE CATALOG
CAL TECH SELECTD MTVS*IPL PHOTOS
USGS SEMICDNTROLLED MOSAICS
SHA_ED RELIEF MAPS
PICTURE ÷ ENHANCEMENT DATA TAPE
JPL MOSAIC CATALOG + INDEX MFICPE
RDR PRODUCTS (STAIUS)
IPL ENHANCEMENT CATALOG
MARS GLOBE PHOTOMOSAICS
MARS GLOBE PHOTOMOSAIC INDEX
INDEX OF IMAGES BY 10 DEGREE BOX
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
MARINER 9tINFRARED PAD.
I0 AND 20MICRON BRIGHT TEMP-MTAPE
MARINER IO_SCAN*ELCTOSTAT ANALYZR
MVM PLASMA DETAIL TAPE
MARINER los EUV SPECTROSCOPY
INTERPLANETARY EMIS H-HEr ON TA
MARINER lot IR RADIOMETRY
IR RAG. DATA OF MERCURY ON TAPE
IR RADIOMETRIC DATA OF VENUS
IR RADIOMETRIC DATA OF MERCURY
MARINER 10, RADIO SCIENCE
VENUS OCCULT-FINAL BLTS/LSTS MFLM
REO TELE SIGNAL DATA_ VENUS OCCLT
VENUS OCCULTATIOVt INTERNED. DATA
MERE.OCCULT - RED.TM SIGNALS_TAPE
MARINER IO_TELE. PHOTO,
EARTH/MOON CALIBRATION SEO TO-MM
EARTH/MOON CALIBRATION SEO, FICHE
VENUS ENCOUNTER PHOTOSs 70-MM
MERCURY 1ST ENCOUNTER TO-MM
PR PHOTOS OF MERE AND VENUS
MERCURY 2ND ENCOUNTER 70-MM
VENUS ENCOUNTER MICROFICHE
MERCURY IST ENCOUNTER MICROFICFE
MERCURY 2ND ENCOUNTER MICROFICHE
INDEXES OF DATA
MERCURY 3RD ENCOUNTER 70-MM
MTCF SEDR SUPPORTING DATA M/FILM
IPL SEDR SUPPORTING DATA+ M/FILM
MERCURY ENCOUNTERS IPLIRDR TO-MM
IPL MERCURY STEREO 70-MM
SEDR SUBSET SUP. DATA FOR ALL PhO
MERCURY IPL CALTECH MICROFICHE
MERCURY 3RD ENCOUNTER MICROFICHE
PHOTOGRAPHY FROM ATLAS OF MERCURY
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
MARINER 10t FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
1.2 SEC PLOTS/ SZQ COORDSI MFILM
HR AVG INPL HAG VECTOR PLOTS
HR AVG INPL HAG VECTORS ON TAPE
42 SEC DATA+ SEQ COORDSt TAPE
42 SEE DATAe VENUS COORDS+ TAPE
6 SEE LISTSt SEO COORDS+ MFILM
6-SEE NEAR-VENUS FIELD PLOTS
1.2 SEC PlOTSt VENUS COORDS$ MFLM
1.2 SEC PLOTSt HEROD COORDS+ MFLM
6 SEC LISTSt VENUS COORDS+ MFILM
6 SEC LISTSt MERE. COORDSp MFILM
1.2 SEE PLOTSt GSE EOORDSt MFILM
6 SEE LISTS, GSE COORDS+ MFILM
MVM PLASMA DETAIL TAPE
MAG FLD÷TRAJ DATA PLOTSeLISTINGS
HRLY-AVG FLD-STND IMFISOLAR WIND
1 HOUR AVERAGED PLOTS
1.2_66642 SEC MERCURY ENCTR TAPE
MARINER 10+ ENERGETIC PARTICLES
PULSE HEIGHT DATA ON TAPE
RATE DATA ON TAPE
PIONEER 5, SEARCH COIL MAG
TABLES AND GRAPHS OF Tt HAG AMP
COMPUTER LISTINGS OF TELEMETRY
SANBORN OSCILLOGRAMS AND CALIBRAT
PIONEER 5tTRIP COINC PROP COUNTER
PLOTS TRIP.*SINGLE DATA VS TIME
DIGITAL TRIP.+SINGLE DATA(TIME)
PION St/ON CH+GM(E/1.55o2.86 P)
TABULATIONS RATES VS T MFLM
COMPUT LSTNG RATES VS T MFLM
EPHEMERISt ORBIT PLOT
EPHEMERIS TAPES
COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS TAPES
CORDTATION DELAY TIME LISTINGS
PIONEER 6tCELESTIAL NECHANICS
CELESTIAL MECHANICS MAG. TAPES
NSSDC ID
t
TI-051A-OAI
71-051A-OAJ
71-051A-OA<
Tl-051A-OAL
71-OBIA-O_M
71-051A-OMN
?I-051A°O_O
TI-051A-OAP
71°051A-ORG
71-051A-OMR
7]-OS1A°04S
71-051A-O_T
71-OBIA-OMU
71-051A-O_V
71-O51A-OAw
71-O51A-O_X
71-051A-OAY
71-051A-OAZ
71-051A-O_a
71-051A-01
71-051A-OtA
73-085A
73°085A-03
73-085A-O3A
73-085A-05
?3-OGSA-O5A
73-085A-OB
73-085A-OGA
73-005A-068
73-085A-06C
73mOGSA-02
73-OB5A-O2A
73-085A-028
73-OBSA-02C
73-OBSA-O2D
73-OBSA-01
73-085A-OIA
73-085A-018
73-OBSA-01C
73-OBSA-O1D
73-OBSA-OIE
73-OBSA-OIF
73-085A-O1G
73-OB5A-QIH
73-085A-01I
73-OBSA-O1J
73-OBSA°OIK
73-OBSA-OIL
73-085A-O1M
73-085A-O1N
73-085A-010
73-085A-OIP
73-OBSA-OIG
73-OBSA-OIR
73-085A-01S
73-OBBA-OIT
73-085A-04
73-085A-OMA
T3-OBSA-ORB
73-085A-ORE
73-085A-OMD
73-OBSAmOME
73-085A-OAF
73-OBSA-O_G
73-O85A-OMH
73-085A-04I
73-085A-OAJ
73-OBSA-OMK
73-005A-OML
73-OBSA-OAM
73-085A-O4N
73-085A-040
73-O85A-O_P
TO- O85A-O_g
73-OBSA-OMR
T3-OBSA-O7
73-OBBA-O7A
73-085A-07B
60-OOIA
60-001A°02
60-O01A-O2A
60-O01A-O2B
60-O01A-O2E
60-001A-01
60-O01A-OIA
60-O01A-OlB
60-001A-03
60-O01A-O3A
60-O01A*O3D
65-103A
65-105A-OOD
65-105A-OOE
65-105A-OOF
65-105A-OOG
65-105A-07
65-105A-O7A
DATA SET INCORMATION
...................................
TIME SPAN
Oa }ATA PAGE
ll/1A/71 10/27/72 30
11/1_/71 08106/72 30
11112/71 10118172 30
11109/71 10127/72 30
11/10/71 08/06/72 30
11113/71 10/27172 30
11/13/71 10/27/72 30
11113171 10/27/72 30
11/13/71 10127/72 30
NIA 31
01101/72 10128/72 31
10109171 10/17/72 31
11110/71 10/27/72 31
11109/71 10127/72 31
11/09/71 10127/72 31
01/01/72 10127/72 31
N/A 31
N/A 31
11/14/71 10122172 32
11/1A/71 03127172 32
03/28/?A 03/16/75 32
11106/73 01/2B/TA 32
03129174 03129/74 32
02105174 02/05/7_ 32
03129/74 03/29/74 32
12/04173 02105174 33
02/05/74 02/05174 33
N/A 33
03/29/7_ 03/29/7A 33
11103/73 0g12317_ 33
11/03/73 09/23/7_ 33
02/05/7A 02/I0/7_ 3_
0312917A 04/02174 3_
02/0_/74 0A/03/7_ 34
09123174 09/23/74 3_
02/05/7A 02105174 3_
03129/T_ 03/29/7A 34
09/21/74 09/21/74 35
02/05/7_ 09/21/7_ 35
03112175 03/17/75 35
11/03/73 09/23/7_ 35
11103/73 0912AI74 35
_/A 35
03/2917_ 09/26/74 35
11103/73 09/23/7_ 35
03/16/7A 09/21/7A 36
03116175 03116175 36
NIA 36
11103173 03116/75 36
ii/03/73 04/14/7A 36
11/03/73 04/II17_ 36
11103173 0_I1517A 36
11/03/73 0_/09/7_ 36
Ol/20/?A 0210617A 37
11103173 04/15/7_ 37
02/0_/7_ 02105/74 37
01/20/7_ 02/05t7_ 37
03/25/7_ 03/30/7_ 37
01/19/74 02/05/7_ 37
03/2517_ 03130174 37
11103173 11/06173 37
11103173 11106/73 38
03/28/7_ 03116175 38
03/29/7_ 03116175 38
11103173 09/18t7A 38
11103/73 09/18/7A 38
0312617_ 03/31/7A 38
11/03/73 03121175 38
11103173 0_/23/7_ 39
03/11t60 05106/60 39
03111/60 07111/60 39
03111160 07/05/60 39
03111/60 05/10/6D 39
03111/60 05116160 39
03/11/60 0RI29/60 39
03/11/60 05/17/60 _0
12116165 03/11/70 AO
12116165 05116172 40
12116/65 05116172 40
12/0II65 05101/72 AO
12/18/65 09/2_/67 _1
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• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE *
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
• DATA SET NAME
BRIDGE
[SHLEHAN
LEVY
MCCRACKEN
NESS
SIMPSON
WOLFE
PIONEER T 08/1T/66
BRIDGE
ESHLEMAN
LEVY
MCCRACKEN
NESS
SIMPSON
WOLFE
PIONEER 8 12/13167
CS_LCMAN
MCCRACKEN
NESS
SCARF
WEHBER
WOLFE
PIONEEQ 9 11/08168
ESHLEMAN
PIONEER 69 FARADAY C l_°
PLOTS OF VELI DENt TEMPt VS TIME
HIT PLASMA PARAM 1 MR AV GEOPHYSB
NSSDC PLASMA PUBLICATION-MIT DATA
HOUR AVG PLASMA =ARAWETERS ON TP
PIONEER 6. TWO FREQUENCY RECEIVER
TOTAL ELECT CONTENTeHRLY VAL (DO)
TOTAL ELECT CONTENTIHRLY VAL(MO)
CORRECTED ELECT DENSITYtTAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DENSe PLOTSt 35MR
PIONEER 6.SUPeCONJUNC.FARABAY ROT
SUPERIOR CONJ.FARADAY ROTATION
PIONEER 6+COSMIC RAY DETECTOR
HOURLY COUNT RATESt MFILM LISTING
HOURLY COUNT RATES. MFILM PLOTS
PIONEER 6tSINGLE AXIS MAGNETOMETE
SO SEC VR MAGNETIC FIELD AVGeTAPE
HOURLY AVGD VR MAG FIELDt MFILM
HR AVG PION-6 * 7 VECTORS ON TAPE
PIONEER 61COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
COUNT RATE + PULSE HEIGHT DATA
COUNT RATE PLOTS+27 DAY EACH
PIONEER 61 ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
PLOTS OF PLASMA PARAMETERS
SOLAR GEOPHYS DATA PBLSO SOLAR WD
MR AVG PLASMA PARAM ON NAG TAPE
HOURLY AVERGD PLASMA PARAM - MFLM
EPHEMERIS+ ORBIT PLOTS
EPHEMERIS TAPES
COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS TAPES
COROTATION DELAY TIME LISTINGS
PIONEER 71FARADAY CUP
PLOTS OF VELI DENt TEMPt VS TIME
81T PLASMA PARAM I MR AV GEOPHYSB
NSSDC PLASMA PUB-HIT DATA MFICHE
HOUR AVG PLASMA _ARAWETERS ON TP
MAGNETOTAIL HIGH RES FLUXES-LIST
PIONEER 71 TWO FREQUENCY BEACON
TOTAL ELECT CONTENTt HRLY VAL(DO)
TOTAL ELECT CONTENTtHRLY _AL (MO)
CORRECTED ELECT DENSITYI TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTSI 3SMM
PIONEER 7tSUPERIOR CONJ FARADAY
SUPERIOR CONJUNCTION FARADAY ROT
PIONEER 7.COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY
HOURLY COUNT RATES_ MFILM LISTING
HOURLY COUNT RATESt MFILM PLOTS
PIONEER 7ISINGLE AXIS HASNETOMETR
30 SEE VR MAGNETIC FIELD AVGwTAPE
HOURLY AVGD VR MAD FIELDt MFILH
HR AVG PION 6 + 7 VECTORS ON TAPE
PIONEER TtCOSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
COUNT RATE + PULSE HEIGHT DATA
COUNT RATE PLOTS+27 DAYS EACH
$GO PBLSMD CR PROTON COUNT RATES
PIONEER It ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
PLOTS OF PLASMA PARAMETERS
SOLAR GEDPHYS DATA PBLSD SOLAR WO
MR AVG PLASMA PARAM ON RAG TAPE
HOURLY AVERGD PLASMA PARAM - MFLM
EPHEMERIS TAPES
COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS TAPES
COROTATION DELAY TIME LISTINGS
PIONEER 8tTWO FREQUENCY BEACON
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT_ HRLY VAL(OD)
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT_HRLY VAL (MO)
CORRECTED ELECT DENSITY. TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DENS, PLOTSI 35MM
PIONEER 81COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY
? MIN AND 1 HR COUNT RATES+ TAPES
7 MIN AND 1 MR COUNT RATES+ FILM
PIONEER 8tSINGLE AXIS MAGNETOMET
HOURLY AVERAGED VECTORSI PLOTS
DO-SEE VR MAG FIELD AVGS ON TAPE
HOURLY AVERAGED VECTORSI MAG TAPE
PIONEER 8_ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR
FINE TIME SCALE E-FIELD SPECTRU_
SUMMARY PLOTSI ELECT FLD, DEI,
PIONEER 8_COSMIC RAY GRADIENT BET
20MIN AVG TELESCOPE RATE PLOTS
HR AVG TELESCOPE RATE PLOTS
SGD PBLSHD PROTON COUNT RATES
DAILY AVG RATEI 4PILH LISTING
DAILY AVGD RATESIHFILM PLOTS
PIONEER 8+ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
PLASMA PARAMETERS
EPHEMERIS TAPES
COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS TAPES
COROTATION DELAY TIME LISTINGS
PRELIMINARY TRAJ, CHARTS
PIONEER 9tTWO FREQUENCY BEACON
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT_ HRLY VAL(DO)
TOTAL ELECT CONTENTtHRLY VAL (MO)
NSSDC ID
65-105A-02
65-105A-O2A
65-105A-02B
65-105A-02C
65-105A-O2D
65-105A-04
65-105A*OAA
65-105A-OAB
65-105A-OAO
65-105A-04E
65-105A-08
65-105A-O8A
65-105A-05
65-tOSA-O5A
65-105A°058
65-105A-01
65-105A-OIA
65-105A-01B
65-105A-01C
65-105A-03
65-105A-O3A
65-105A°03D
65-105A-06
65-105A-OGA
65°105A-068
65-105A-06C
65-105A-06D
66-075A
66-075A-00D
66-075A-OO[
66°OTSA-OOF
66-OTSA-00G
66-OTSA-02
66-OTSA-O2A
66-075A-028
66-075A-02C
66-075A-020
66-O75A-O2E
66-OTSA-04
66-075A-O_A
66-OTSA-OAB
66-075A-OAD
66-075A-OAE
66-075A-08
66-075A-OBA
66-075A°05
66-O75A-O5A
66-C75A-058
66-OTSA-O1
66-075A-O1A
66-075A-018
66-075A-01C
66-075A-06
66-O75A-OGA
66-075A-060
66-OT5A-06E
66-075A-03
66-075A-O3A
66-075A-038
66°075A-03C
66-075A-030
67-123A
67-123A-000
67-123A-006
67-123A-OOF
67-123A-05
67-123A-OOA
67-123A-058
67-123A-03C
GT-I23A-030
67-123A-05
67-123A-OSA
6T'I23A-05B
67-123A-01
67-123A-OIA
67-123A-018
67-123A°01C
67-123A-07
67-123A-O7A
67-123A-07_
67-123A-06
67-123A-OGA
67-123A-068
67°123A-06C
6T-123A-060
67-123A-066
67-123A-02
67-123A-O2A
68-100A
68-)OOA-OOD
68-100A-OOE
GB-IOOA-OOP
GB-IOOA-O03
68-100A-03
68-100A-OSA
68-100A-038
DATA SET INFORMATION
...... p ..... _ ......................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
12118/65 04/03/69 AI
03101/69 02/28/70 _1
12116/65 05118/71 _1
12116/65 05109171 A1
12/16/65 07/11/66 A1
12/16/65 07/11/66 41
01/09/66 05/25t66 41
01110166 06101166 42
10112/66 11/2A/66 A2
12116165 02106167 A2
12/16165 01125167 42
01126166 07126166 A2
12117465 09105/67 42
12115/65 09115/67 42
12116165 12130170 43
12116/65 12126/68 43
12116/65 03/18/7A AS
12116165 05105175 43
12/18/65 03/04/66 43
12118/65 03/04166 " 43
08117t66 07109/71 43
08/17/66 01/02/T2 43
08117/66 01/02/72 44
08101/66 01/00/72 44
08118/66 12102/68 A4
06/02169 10131169 44
08118166 12102/6B A4
08119/66 11129/68 45
09119166 09130166 _5
08118166 11129/67 q5
08118166 11129167 A5
08117/66 10/26/67 A5
09/12/66 05120/69 45
06113167 07119/67 45
0_/18/66 01131167 A5
08117166 01128/67 A6
08117166 02/25167 46
08/17166 10129/67 46
08117166 10/27/67 _6
08117/66 12129/67 46
08117166 12127168 R6
0_I07/69 08107/71 A6
08117/66 02/09/69 47
05/21/75 05/21/75 A7
08119/66 11/28/66 47
08119166 11/28166 A7
12113/67 11/15/71 AT
12/13/67 11/15/71 A7
12/13/67 111011?I A8
1211A/67 08125/69 _8
12114167 0_/25/69 48
12119167 03/07/71 48
02/20/68 08/30170 48
12/13167 03131169 48
03121/69 12131170 A9
12123/67 12107/68 R9
12113/67 12/03168 49
12117/67 12130169 49
12113/67 10107168 A9
12115167 09123168 _9
12113/67 0A/10/68 R9
12113/67 04/21/68 A9
12101/69 05128175 50
12/13/67 11/05171 50
12113/67 11106/71 50
12/14/6T 01/05/7_ 50
11108/68 04/16172 50
11108168 04/16/72 50
11100/68 04/01/72 51
I110B168 51
11108168 07116169 51
11/09168 07116169 51
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• SPACECRAFTNAME LAUNCH DATE •
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
DATA SET NAME
MCCRACKEN
SCARF
SONETT
WEHBER
WOLFE
PIONEER i0
ANDERSON
BARNES
FILLIUS
GEHRELS
JUDGE
KINARD
KLIORE
MCDONALD
SIMPSON
SMITH
SOBERMAN
VAN ALLEN
WEINBERG
PIONEER 11
ACUNA
ANDERSON
BARNES
03103172
0AI06173
CORRECTED ELECT DENSITYw TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTS• 35MM
PUBLISHED BEACON SCINT OBS
BEACON SCINTILLATION OBS ON TAPE
PIONEER 9_ COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY
PRTCL COUNT RATES MFILM LISTINGS
PIONEER 9tELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR
E-FLD HR AVG BROAD BANDwROOMZwAP
FINE TIME SCALE E-FIELD SPECTRUM
E-FIELD SUMMARY PLOTS ON M/FILM
E-FIELD (10OwROOtO.E4 HI) ON TAPE
PIONEER 9MS-AXIS FLUKGATE MAGNETO
30 SEE AVG HAG FIELD VRS ON MFILM
PIONEER 91COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT
SGD PBLSHO PROTON COUNT RATES
RION 9_DAILY AVG RATE M/F LISTING
OAILY AVGO RATESvMFILM PLOTS
PIONEER 9+SOLAR PLASMA DETECTOR
PLASMA PARAMETERS
PRELIMINARY IRAJ. CHART
PIONEER IO*CELESTIAL MECHANICS
DOPPLER TRACKING DATA ON MAG TAPE
DOPPLER IRKING / SOLAR OPPOSITION
PIONEER 10t2 QUAO'SPHERE ANALYZRS
PLOTS OF BULK SPEED VS TIME-FILM
SOLAR WIND PROTON BULK SPEED DATA
FULL HISTORY• SOLAR WIND PROTONS
HR AVG SOLAR WIND PROTONS*MOMENTS
DAILY AVG SOL WIND PROTON+MOMENTS
FULL HISTORY SOL WIND PROT PLOTS
54 DAY S W PROTO_ ItN_V PLOTS
LIST DAY AVG S W PROTON*MOMENTS
PIONEER IOwJOVIAN TRAPPED PARTICL
ENCOUNTER DATA SUMMARY TAPES
ENODUNTER DATA A_ALYSIS TAPE
INTERPLANETARY DATA SUMMARY TAPES
INHOMOGENEOUS DAILY SUM INTERPLNT
INTERPLANETARY DATA PLOTS_MFILM
2Q-_OUR COMPRESSED SUMMARY DATA
PIONEER lot IMAGE PHOTOPOLARIMTR
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
POLARIZATION DATA ON MICROFICHE
BLACK AND WHITE =HOTOORAPHY
B/W 8X10 PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEXES OF DATA
POLARIZATION DATA ON TAPE
JJPITER IMAGE LOS ON MICROFICHE
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEX OF JUPITER IMAGES
PIONEER 10tUV PHOIOMETERt2OO-BOOA
EUV [DR PHOTON EMISSION DATA
USC ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
PIONEER TO.METEOROID DETECTOR
METEOROID ENVIRONMENT DATA/JUP
PIONEER 101 S-BAND OCCULTATION
JUP, OCOULT - FINAL PLTSILSTS MFLM
IO OCCULT - FINAL PLTSILISTS MFLM
TO OCCULT -- INTERMED.DATAt TAPE
IO OCCULT -- REO.TM SIGNALSw TAPE
JUR.OCCULT -- INTERMED.DATA_ TAPE
JUP.OCCULT - RED.TM SIGNALS• TAPE
PIONEER TO•CHARGED PARTICLE TELEo
15-MIN AVERAGED JUPITER ENCOUNTER
6-HR AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY DATA
PIONEER IO_CHARGED PARTICLE COMP
SOLROT COUNT RATE PLOTS• MFILM
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS DATA• TAPES
5-BIN AVG. COUNT RATE TAPES
PIONEER lOtS-AXIS HELIUM MAGNETOM
ENCOUNTER 1 BIN AV DATA PLOTStFLM
i MINt HOURLY• DAILY AVG. CRUISE
1 MIN AVGO VR MAG FIELD OAIA_FILB
JUPITER ENC.TRAJ. INSIDE 7RJ JG CO
PIONEER IOtASTEROID ASTRONOMY
ASTEROIDIM[TEOROIDISKY EMISSIONS
DATA ANALYSISw FINAL REPORT
PIONEER 109JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICL
PION-10 JUPITER ENCOUNTER TAPES
ONE HOUR CRUISE AVERAGES
PIONEER IOtZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOM.
BACKGROUND SKY TAPES
PRELIMINARY TRAJECTORY CMART
PIONEER 11D FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
JOV. ENCOUNTER 5 MIN AVGSt TAPE
SATURN ENCOUNTER 5 BIN AVG DATA
PIONEER 11_ CELESTIAL MECHANICS
DOPPLER TRACKING (JUPITER ENCNTR)
DOPPLER TRACKING DATA SATURN [NCO
PIONEER 11t2 QUADgSPHER[ ANALYZRS
SOLAR WIND PROTON BULK SPEED DATA
FULL HISTORY• SOLAR WIND PROTONS
MR AVG SOLAR WIND PROTONS*MOMENTS
DAILY AVG SOL WIND PROTON+MOMENTS
FULL HISTORY SOL WIND PROT PLOTS
NSSDC IO
68-100A-03C
68°100A°OOD
68-100A-OOE
68-100A-OOF
68-100A-05
68-100A-O5A
6B-IOCA-O7
68-100A-DTA
68-100A-O7B
68-100A-07C
EB-IOOA-OID
6B-lOOA-01
68-100A-OIA
68-100A-06
68-100A-OGA
68-100A-OGB
68-100A-06C
68-100A-02
68-100A-O2A
72-012A
72°012A-000
72-012A-09
72-012A-OBA
72-012A-OBB
72-012A-13
72°012A-13A
72-OI2A-13B
72-012A-13C
T2-Ot2A-130
72-O12A-13E
72-012A-1SF
72-012A-13G
72-012A-13H
72-012A-05
72-012A-O5A
72-012A°058
72°012A-05C
?2-012A-O5D
72-O12A-O5E
72-012A-OSF
72°012A°07
72-O12A-OTA
72-012A-078
72-012A-07C
72-012A-DID
72-012A°O7E
72-O12A-O7F
T2-G12A°OIG
72-012A-0?B
T2-O12A-OIJ
72-012A-06
72-012A-O6A
72-012A°068
72-012A-0¢
72-012A-ORA
72°012A-10
72-012A-IOA
T2-O12A-IOB
72-012A-10C
72-012A-lOD
72-012A-lOE
72-012A-10F
T2-O12A-12
72-012A-12A
72-O12A-12B
72-012A-02
72-012A-O2A
72-012A-028
72-012A-02C
T2-O12A-01
72-012A-OID
72-012A-OIE
72-012A-OIF
72-012A-DIG
72-012A-03
72-012A-03A
72-012A-OSB
T2-O12A-11
72-012A-IIA
72-012A-118
72-012A-14
72-012A-14A
73°019A
73-01_A-OOD
73-019A*14
73-019A-14A
73-019A-148
73-01@A-09
73-019A-OgA
T3-O19A-OBB
73-019A-13
73-019A-13A
73-019A-13B
73-019A-13C
73-019A-130
73-0IRA-lIE
DATA SET INFORMATION
...................................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
11111/G8 03/07171 51
04104169 08127/70 51
12100/68 00100173 52
12/00/68 00/00/73 52
11/08/68 09/25/70 52
11108168 02127/69 52
11109168 09107189 52
12103168 09106169 52
11/08/E_ 07103/69 52
11/08/68 06/13/69 52
12101/69 08118174 53
11108/68 09/0AI71 53
11108168 09104171 53
11108168 OSIIBIIA 53
03103172 05100174 53
10105175 12128173 53
11113181 12109/81 53
OA/IB/72 12/12/73 53
0A/18/72 12131179 54
04118/72 06/25183 54
0A/18/72 06125/83 54
04118172 06125183 54
04118172 06125183 54
04118172 06125183 5q
0A/18/72 06/25183 5q
11125173 12119/73 54
12104/73 12105173 55
03103172 05/30/77 55
03103172 12131180 55
01/01/72 02/09182 55
02/011T2 12131183 55
11101173 12/15/73 55
04126172 07120175 55
12/02/73 12105173 55
12102/73 12105173 55
01126173 02115173 56
04126172 07120175 56
1112517] 12115173 56
12101173 12105173 56
N/A 56
03111/72 05130181 56
03130172 09125180 57
NIA 57
12/04/75 12104/73 57
12/OAIT3 12104173 57
12104173 12104173 57
12104173 12104173 57
12104/73 12104173 57
12104173 12104175 57
11126/73 12115175 58
03106172 12131/85 58
03/03/72 0111A/74 58
03/03/T2 12131/80 58
03105172 12131180 58
11125173 12115173 58
02127/72 11117/75 58
09t03/72 09130172 58
12103173 12/0A/73 59
b3/09/72 011071?6 59
NIA 59
11125173 12118173 59
0310_/72 05/16/82 59
05111/72 10/06/73 59
02/27172 05100174 60
12102174 12105/74 60
09101179 09101/79 60
04117/74 12t25174 60
08101179 09118179 60
04121173 12131179 60
0_121/73 12106181 60
04/21173 12106181 61
04121173 12106/81 61
04/21175 12106181 61
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Ol_I_!:r_,AkP_GE IS
OF POOR QUAL;TY
FILLIUS
GEHRELS
JUDGE
KINARD
KLIORE
CDONALO
SIMPSON
SMITH
SOBERMAN
VAN ALLEN
WEINBERG
PIONEER VENUS 1
BARNES
BRACE
CROFT
EVANS
KEATING
KLIDRE
KNUDSEN
NIZMANN
PETTENGILL
PHI_LIPS
05120178
S_-DAY $ W PROTON TtNtV PLOTS
LIST DAY AVG S W PROTON*MOMENTS
PIONEER lltJOVIAN TRAPPED PARTICL
ENCOUNTER DATA SUMMARY TAPES
ENCOUNTER BINARY REDUCTION TAPES
INTERPLANETARY DATA SUMMARY TAPES
SATURN [NCTR BINARY REDUCTION TP$
INHOMOGENEOUS DAILY SUM INTERPLNT
INTERPLANETARY DATA PLOTStMFILM
2A-HOUR COMPRESSED SUMMARY DATA
PIONEER 11t IMAGE PHOTOPOLARIMTR
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
POLARIZATION DATA ON MICROFICHE
BLACK & WHITE POLARIMETER IMAGERY
B/W 8X10 PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEXES OF DATA
POLARIZATION DATA ON TAPE
JUPITER IMAGE LOG ON MICROFICHE
JUPITER COLOR IMAGERY
SATURN ENCOUNTER
SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA ON HAG TAPE
INDEX OF JUPITER IMAGES
INDEX OF SATURN IMAGES
PIONEER lItUV PMOTOMETERt2OO-BOOA
EUV EDR PHOTON EMISSION DATA
USC ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
PIONEER lit METEOROID DETECTOR
METEOROID ENVIRONMENT DATA/JUP
METEOROID EX } RESULTS AT SATURN
PIONEER 11_ S-BAND OCCULTATION
JUP,OCCULT - FINAL RLTSILSTS MFLM
JUP.OCCULT -- INTERMED,DATAt TAPE
JUP,OCCULT -- REO,TM SIGNALSsTAPE
PIONEER 11JCHARGED PARTICLE TELE,
15-HIN AVERAGED JUPITER ENCOUNTER
15-MIN AVERAGED SATURN ENCOUNTER
6-HR AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY DATA
PIONEER 11tCHARGEO PARTICLE COMP
15-MIN PULSE HEIGHT TAPES
5-MIN SECTORED COUNT-RATE TAPES
SOL,ROT.COUNT RATE PLOTSw MFILM
PIONEER 11t3 AXIS HELIUM MGNETOM,
i MIN AVGD VR HAG FIELD CATA_FILM
I MINt HOURLYt DAILY AVG. CRUISE
HI TIME RES B VRSt TAPE
SATURN ENCOUNTER MINUTE AVG PE CO
JUPITER ENC*TRAJ,INSIOE 7RJ JG CO
JUPITER ENCOUNTER-I MIN. AVGD TAP
HRLY & DAILY MAD FLD AVGS
PIONEER 111 ASTEROID ASTRONOMY
ASTEROID/METEOROID/SHy EMISSIONS
DATA ANALYSISt FINAL REPORT
PIONEER 11tJOVIAN CHARGED PARTICL
RION-11 JUPITER ENCOUNTER TAPES
SATURN ENC.-CHARGEO PARTICLES
ONE HOUR CRUISE AVERAGES
PIONEER 11tZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOM,
STARLIGHT/ZODIACAL LIGHT EXPER
ORBIT PLOTSt MFICME
APTITUDE-ORBIT LISTINGSt MFICHE
IONOPAUSEtBOWSHOCK CROSS TIMEtLOC
IONOPAUSEtBOws CROSS TIME*LOC FIC
RIO?BOP-SOLAR WIND PLASMA ANALYZR
O_A-SED DATE VELOCITY(ORBIT 1-T40
PLASMA ANALYZER DATA 12-78
SOLAR WIND PLASMA (UADS-LFD FILE)
PIOTBORtELECTRON TEMRERATUR PROBE
ELEDTRON TEMP DENSITY (UADS'LFD)
CD OBSERVED IDNOPAUSE LOCATIONS
12-S ELEC TEMR DENSITY (UADS-LFD)
PIOTBORI RADIO SCIENCE TEAM
GAS*PLASMA ENVIR,SIGS STRENGTH LT
PIOTBORtGAMMA-RAy BURST DETECTOR
OGBD SOLAR EVENTS
OGBD HOURLY AVERAGES
0_O HOURLY AVERA$ES-MFIDHE
PIO7BORt ATMOSPHERIC DRAG (DAD)
ATMOSPHERIC DRAG DENSITIES
OAD(SEC) PV ATN. CRAG MODEL
OAD(SED) PV AIM DRAG OBS ORBS-24G
PIOTBOR, RADIO OCCULTATION (OOCC)
S'BANDtX-eAND RADIO OCCULTATION
RIDTBORtRETARDING POTENTIAL ANAL,
PLASMA PARAMETER (UADS-LFD rILE)
PIO780R-NEUTRAL PART MASS SPECT
NEUTRAL GAS COMP (UADS-LFO FILE)
ONMS VENUS SUMMARYt LOW FRED DATA
PIOTBGR_ RADAR ALTIMETER (ORAD)
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
RADAR MEASUREMENT (UADS-LFC FILE)
RAOAR ALTIM. COMPOSITE DATA
ALTIMETRIC & RAOIOMETRICI LFD
PIOTBORtINTERNAL DENS.DIST.(01DD)
LINE-OF-SIGHT ACCL PLOTS + LIST
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION DATA
NSSDC ID
DATA SET INFORMATION
........... _ 9 ......................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
73-019A-13F 04121/73 12/06/81 61
TD-O19A-13G 04/21t73 12/06481 61
73-019A-05
TD-O19A-OBk 11/25/74 12/09/7A 61
7S-OlBA-05B 12102174 12103/7A 61
TD-O19A-05C 04/16/73 05131/T7 61
73-OIBk-050 08/30/79 09/04/79 62
73-019A-OSE 04/16/T3 12/31180 62
73-019A-OSF 04116173 02109182 62
73-019A-05G 02t01/73 12131/83 62
TD-O19A-O7
73-019A-O?A 11/2_/74 I2/OA/7A 62
73-019A-078 05130/73 09105179 62
73-019A-OTC 11120174 12/04/7A 62
73-019A-070 11/30174 12104/T4 62
73-019A-O7E 11/2317R 12106/74 62
73-01BA-OTF 05/31/73 10129/76 62
TS-O19A-OTG 11/23/74 12109174 63
73-019A-OTH 11/29/7A 12/06/74 63
TD-O19A-O7d 08/23179 09105/79 63
73-Ol_A-OTK 08/25/79 09/05/79 63
73-019A-O7L N/A 63
73-019A-OTM N/A 64
TD-O19A-O6
73-Ol_A-O6A 04106173 05123181 6A
TD-O19A-06B OA/30/T3 09/30/80 64
TD-O19A-OA
73"019A-OqA NIA 64
T3-O13A-OR8 N/A 64
T3-O19A-lO
73-01ga-lOA 12/03tTR 12/03/7A 64
73-019A-lOB 12103174 12/03174 65
73-019A-10C 12/03/7A 12/03/7A 65
TD-O19A-12
73-O19A-12A 11/26/7A 12/09/7_ 65
73-019A-128 08131/79 09104/79 65
73--01_Am12C 04/08/73 12/31/85 65
73--019A'02
73"OlBAmO2A Oq/OT/T3 12/31/R0 65
73-019A-028 04107173 12131/80 65
73-01_A-02C 04106173 01/1A/74 S5
73-019A-01
73-019A-OZA 04106173 06102/73 66
73-019A-018 0¢/06173 I2/31/60 66
73-01_A-01C 04130173 12/14/7A 66
73-O1BA-010 08130179 09108/79 66
73-OlgA-OIE 12/03/7A 12/03/74 66
73-019A-OIF 11/24/7R 12124/74 66
73-019A-01G 04106/73 12/31/80 86
73-019A-03
73-O19A-ODa 0A/11/73 12/29/74 67
73-019A-038 N/A 67
73-019A-11
TD-O19A-11A 11/19/7_ 12/12/T_ 67
73-019A-118 08/30179 09/05179 67
73-019A-11C 04106173 05118182 67
73-018A-15
73-019A-ISA 05/28174 09124/74 67
78-051A
7B-05]A-OOD ]2/05/78 03/28/86 67
78-051A-OOE 12/05/78 07117186 6B
78-051A-OOF 12/05/78 11/19/81 68
78-051A-000 12/05/78 11/19/81 6R
78-051A-18
78-O_lA-IRA 12/05/78 10/21/81 68
78-051A-1BB 12/11/78 12111/78 68
78-051A-1BC 12/05178 11/26/81 6R
78-051A-01
78-051A-OIA 12105/78 11126/81 68
78-051A-01_ 12/05/78 08/07/81 69
TB-051A-OIE 12/06/78 02/18/B4 69
78-0_1A-03
7B-05IA-03G 12/12/78 11/28/79 69
78-051A-05
78-051A-OSA 08/07180 06129180 69
7B-05]A-05B 05/22/78 09/07/82 69
78-051A-05C 05122/78 09/07/83 69
78-051A-19
7_-OBiA-IgA 12/09/78 08/07/79 70
7B-G_IA-19B 12109/78 GB/OT/Tg 70
TB-OSlA-19C 12/09/78 08107/79 70
78-051A-20
78-051A-2OA 12/05/78 02127/79 70
78-051A-07
78-O_lA-OTA 12/05/78 11126/81 70
78-051A-11
78-051A-11A 12/05/78 11/26181 70
78-051A-118 12/2R/78 08/13/80 71
78-051A-02
78-OSIA-O2A 05/28/80 05128180 71
78-051A-028 12/05/78 11126181 71
7B-05]A-02C 12/05/78 09/01/8] 71
7B-O51A-O2D 12108178 03/19/81 71
7B-O51A-23
78-C_lA-23A 03101179 08130180 71
78-051A-23B 12109179 08129/80 71
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* SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
e,.teeee_tee*eme*eett_e,ote_e#e**,e_eIletewteoteo*tt**_**tQtt_e#eeetttttB_e
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
* DATA SET NAME
RUSSELL
SCARF
SHAPIRO
STEWART
TAYLOR
TAYLORt dR.
TRAVIS
WOO
PIONEER VENUS 2
TAYLOR• JR,
VON ZAHN
PIONEER VENUS PROBE LRG
BOESE
COUNSELMAN
CROFT
HOFFMAN
OYAMA
RAGENT
SEIFF
TOMASKO
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM1
COUNSELMAN
CROFT
RAGENT
SEIFF
SUOMI
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM2
COUNSELMAN
CROFT
RAGENT
SEIFF
SUOMI
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM3
COUNSELMAN
CROFT
08108178
08/08/78
08108/78
08108178
08/08/78
VENUS GRAVITY AT BETA REGIO
GRAV.FIELD OF VENUSpPREEIM.ANAL.
GRAVITY ANOMALIES ON VENUS
GRAVITY ANDM. C3RREL. WITH TDPOG.
LINE-OF-SIGHT DATA ON TAPE
PIOTBOR-TRIAX PLUXG MAGNETCMETER
2, SEC AVGD DATA (UADS-LFD FILE)
C3 32 SEE. TOTAL WAG FIELD DATA
CD 32 SEE MRG MAG • PEAK ELEC FLD
SEDR LIST OF EPHEMERIS DATA
HI-RESt 12-St & 2-MIN B & E PLOTS
12-S B*[ FIELD_ OERIAPSIS
2-MIN OVERLAPPED AVGtEVERY MIN.
PIO?8OR-ELECTRIC FIELD OCT.
2' SEE AVGD DATA (UADS-LFD FILE)
C3 32 SEE MRG MAG + PEAK ELEC FLO
HI-RESt 12-S_ & 2-MIN 8 & E PLOTS
2-MIN OVERLAPPED AVG$EVERY MIN.
PIO?8ORt CELESTIAL MECHANICS
HI_H-RESOLUTION VENUS GRAVITY DAT
GRAVIT POTENTIAL MODEL BETA REGIO
PIO780RpUV SPECTOMTR(1IOO-3*OOA)
FALSE COLOR IMAGES
AIRGLOW MEASUREMENT (UADS-LFD}
PIO780RtTEMPERATURE SOUNDER (OIR)
OIR RADIANCE DATA
COMP ENHANCMNT OF THERMAL EMISSON
ZONAL AIR TEMP. US LATITUDE
PIO78OR_ ION MRS SPECT.(I-GO AMU)
12 SEE AVGD ION DEN (UADS-LFD)
12-SEC ION DENSITIES(REPLACESITA)
PIO780R_ CLOUD PHOTOPOLARIMETER
PRESS RELEASE PHOTOS
DIGITAL MAP IMAGES ON MAG TAPE
OCPP IMAGES
PIO7BDR_ATM.SOL.CORONA TURBL.DTUR
RADIO OCCULT ATM TURBULENCE
PIOTBPA_ ION-MASS SPECTROMETER
BIMS DATA_ 850-1'0KM DATA ON TAPE
PIOT8PA_NEUTRAL PART.MASS SPECTMR
UPPER ATM. MORNING CONDITIONS
PIO7BRS_IR RAOIDMETER
(LIR) SED PRE_ DESC, CALIB DATA
RIOTBPBtATMS.CIRCULATION PATTERNS
CD REL. CRUSTAL * ATMOS.VEL.COMP
PIO70PBsATMOS. PROPAGATION (MPRO)
SPECTRAL AMPSI GIG*NOISE SPECTRA
PROBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL • NOISE
GAS • PLASMA ENVIR. SIGNL STRNGTH
PIOTBPB_NEUTRAL PART._ASS SPECTRM
GAS SMPLG TBLStl-15AMU_15-208AMU
PIOTBPB_ GAS CHROMATOGRAPH
LOWER ATMOSPHERE COMROSITON (SED)
PIO78PBgCLOUD ERTENTpSTRUC.tDISTR
SED NEPHEL. BACKSCATTER CHAN DATA
PIOTBPBtATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE
PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE DATA
PIO78PB_SOLAR ENERGY PENETRATION
(LSFR) SED SOL.* UPI DNw NET FLUX
PlOTBPCIATMS.CIRCULATION PATTERNS
SNI CO REL.CRUSTAL÷ATMOS.VEL.COMP
PIO78PC_ATMOSPH.PROPAGATION(MPRO)
SPECTRAL AMPSj SIG_NOISZ SPECTRA
GAS + PLASMA ENVIR. SIGNL STRNGTM
PIOTBPO*CLOUO EXTENTtSTRUC°_DISTR
SNI(NP) SED BACKSCT CHAN, DATA
SED AM8o BKGR. RAD.t SPECT* FUNC.
SED TIME VS. TEMP. DATA
PIOTBRC_ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE
(SAS) SED LOW ATMOS PROPERTIES
PIOTBPC_ INFRARED RADIOMETER
SNFR SEO NET FLUX RADIOMETER
PIO78PDtATMS.CIRCULATION PATTERNS
SN2 CD REL.CRUSTAL*ATMOS.VEL.CDMP
PIOT8PD_ATMOSPH.PROPAGATION(MPRO)
SPECTRAL AMPSt SIG'NOISE SPECTRA
PROBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL + NOISE
GAS * PLASMA ENVIR° SIGNL STRNGTH
PIO78PDtCLOUO EXTENTtSTRUC.pD]SIR
(SN) SEO BKSCAT._ ANG. WT. FN.
(SN) SED TIME VS TEMP. DATA
(SN) SEO AMB. BKGR. RAD=t SP° FN.
PIOTBPDtATMOGPHERIC STRUCTURE
(SAG} SED LOW ATMDS PROPERTIES
PIO78PDt INFRARED RADIOMETER
SNFR SED NET FLUX RADIOMETER
PIOT8PE_ATMS°CIRCULATIDN PATTERNS
SN3 CO REL. CRUSTAL_ATMOS.VEL.EOMP
PIO78PEtATMOSPH.PROPAGATION(MPRO)
SPECTRAL AMRSt SIG•NOISE SPECTRA
PqOBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL * NOISE
DATA SET INFORMATION
NSSDC ID ...................................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
78-051A-23C N/A 72
76-O51A-23D N/A 72
78-051A-23E N/A 72
78-051A-23F N/A 72
78-051A-23G N/A 72
78-051A-12
78-051A-12A 12/05/78 11/26/81 72
78-851A-128 0_/04/79 06103179 72
78-851A-12C 06/08/79 08/08/79 72
78-051A-12D G_/05/82 07/23183 73
78°051A-12E 12105178 09/0518R 73
78-051A-12F 12/05/78 05/28/8* 73
78-051A-12G 12106/78 09/3018, 73
78-051A-13
78-051A-13A 12105178 11/26181 73
78-051A-130 06108/79 00108/79 73
78-051A-13C 12/05/78 09/05/8_ 7A
TB-051A-13D I2/06178 09138184 7A
78-051A-21
78-051A-21A 0,12517g 05128179 7A
78-051A-218 0*125179 05128179 7*
78-051A-15
78-051A-15A 05/29t79 05129/79 7A
78-OSLA-158 12/05/78 11/26/81 T*
78-051A-16
78-051A-16A 12112178 0211'179 75
78-051A-168 NIA 75
78-051A-16C 12/08/78 01113/79 75
78-051A-17
78-051A-I7A 12/05/78 11/26181 75
78-051A-178 12105/78 05/2g/BA 75
78-051A-06
78-051A-OBA 12/13/78 05/28179 75
78-051A-068 12/08/78 11/12/81 75
78-051A-06C 12105178 07115179 76
78-051A-22
78-051A-22A 12113/78 02105179 76
78-078A
78-078A-02
78-078A-028 12409178 12109178 76
78-078A-03
7B-OTBA-03B 12/09178 12109/7B 76
78-078D
78-079D-05
78-078D-OSA 12109178 12109/78 76
78-078D-09
78-078D-098 12/09178 12/09/78 76
7B-OTB3-11
78-078D-IIA 12109178 12/09178 77
78-8780-118 12109178 12109178 77
78-078D-11C 12/09/78 12109/78 77
78-07BD-06
78-0780-06A 12/09/78 12/09/78 T7
78-078D-0.
78-0780-04A 12/09/78 12109/78 77
78-078D-02
78-0780-02A 12109/78 12109178 77
78-078D-01
78-078D-OIA 12/09178 12/09178 77
78-070D-07
78m878D-O7A 12/09/78 12409478 T8
78-078E
78-078E-03
78-078E-038 12/09/78 12/09178 78
78-078E-07
78-878E-OTA 12/89/78 12/09/78 78
78-078E-07C 12/09/78 12/09/78 78
78-07BE-02
78-OTBE-02A 12/09178 12/09/78 78
78-078E-020 12/09/78 12/09/78 79
78-078E-02C 12109178 12109/78 79
78-078E-01
78-078E-O1A 12/09/78 12/09/78 79
78-078E-0_
78-078E-O*A 12/09/78 12109178 79
78-078_
78-078F-03
78-078F-838 12109/78 12/09/78 79
78-078F-07
78-OTBF°87A 12/09/78 12/09/78 79
78-078F-078 12/09178 12/09178 80
78-078F-07C 12/09/78 12/09/78 80
78-078F-02
78-078F-O2A 12/09178 1210_/78 80
78-078F-828 12t09/78 12109178 80
78-878F-02C 12/09/78 12109/78 80
78-078F°01
78-078F-01A 12109/78 12/09/78 80
78-078F-OA
78-878F-O*A 12/09/78 12/09/78 81
78-078G
78-078G-05
78-078G-038 12/09/78 12/09/78 81
78-078G-07
78-078Gm07A 12109178 12109178 81
TB-OTBG-OTB 12109178 12/09/78 81
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• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE *
• tt *co ot ***** ******etttett*tteetQ * t *t** ***** *• a* **e* e* *** *it*e*** * ttt at ** * t
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
• DATA SET NAME
RAGENT
SEIFF
SUOMI
VENERA 9 06108175
VAISBERG
VENERA 9 DESCENT CRAFT 06108175
UNKNOWN
VENER& 10 0611_/75
VAISBERG
VENERA 10 DESCENT CRAFT 0611_175
UNKNOWN
VCNERA 13 DESCENT CRAFT 10/30/8]
UNKNOWN
VENERA 14 DESCENT CRAFT 1110_181
UNKNOWN
VIKING 1 LANDER 08/20/75
ARVIDSON
81EMANN
MARGRAVES
KLEIN
HICHAELt JR.
NIER
NIER
NIER
SHORTHILL
TILLMAN
TOULMINt 3RD
VIKING i ORBITER
CARR
08120175
GAS ÷ PLASMA ENVIR. SIGNL STRNGTH
PIOT8PEICLOUD EXTENTtSTRUCeeOISTR
(SN) SED 8ACKSCATTER CHANNEL DATA
(SN) SOD AMp, BKGR, RAOet SP. FN*
SOD TIME VS. TEMP. DATA
PIOTBREATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE
(GAS) SED LOW ATMOS PROPERTIES
PIOTBPEI INFRARED RADIOMETER
SNFR SOD NET FLUX RADIOMETER
VENERA 9t PLASMA ELECTRST SPECTRM
1-HR AVE SOLAR WINO V * T, MFICHE
VENERA 9t PANORAMIC TELEPHOTOMETR
LANDER PHOTOGRAPHY
VENERA lOtPLASMA ELECTRST SPECTRM
I-HR AVE SOLAR WIND V • T_ MFICME
VENERA IOtRANORAMIC TELEPHOTOMETR
LANDER PHOTOGRAPHY
VENERA 139 PANORAMIC TELEPHOTOMTR
BIW SURFACE PHOTOS9 PANORAMA
COLOR SURFACE PHOTOS9 PANORAMA
VENERA 14t PANORAMIC TELEPHOTOMTR
81W SURFACE PHOTOS, PANORAMA
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKING MARS SOl
VIKING I LANDERvLANDER IMAGING
BLACK & W_IIE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
COLOR LANDER PRESS RELEASE PHOTOS
T]R 81W PHOTOGRAPHY
EDR BIW PHOTOGRAPHY
PICTURE CAT OF PRIME MISSION EOR
TDR COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
LANDER HI-RES MOSAICS
LANDER OONUT PROJECTION IMAGE
MULTI-CO-LABEL LANDER PHOTOS
TDR-IPL PRIME MISSION CATALOG
CATALOG OF PRIMARY TDR COL IMAGES
HI-RES MOSAIC INDEX ÷ DESCRIPTION
PRIME_ EXTw CONT MISSION PIE CAT
EDR IMAGE DATA ON TAPE
HIG_ RESOLUTION MOSAIC
STEREO HIGH RESOLUTION
STEREO MOSAICS
70PO MAP ATLAS-LANDING SITE
HIGq RESOLUTION LITHD MOSAICS
RANGE DATA SET OVERLAYS DATA
PLANETARY IMAGING DATA ON MAG 7AP
VIKING I LANDERt MOLEC. ANALYSIS
G_MS SOIL ANALYSIS FLIGHT DATA
SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECTRA
SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE MASS SPECTR
GEMS ATMOSPHERE FLIGHT DATA
VIKING 1LANDERt MAGNETIC PROP.
INDEX OF MAGNET IMAGES ON M/FICHE
MAGNET IMAGES ON ROLL FILM
VIKING I LANDERt BIOLOGY
GEX_ LR9 AND PR MEASUREMENTS
VIKING I LANDERt RADIO SCIENCE
RANGE + DOPPLER DATA
DECALIBRATED RANGE DATA TAPES
VIKING I LANDERt ATM3SPH. STRUCT.
ATMOS TEMP * PRESS LSTNGSt MFICH
VIKING 1 LANDER_ ATMOSPH. CORP.
NEUT. ATHOS. MASS SPECTRA ON FILM
TABLES OF M.S. CURRENTS ON FILM
VIKING I LANOERtlONOSPHERIC PROP
EXP.TRAJECT.-ATTITUDE DATAI TAPE
RPA ION-ELECTRON DATA ON TAPE
RPA ION-ELECT. DATA ON 35MM FILM
VIKING i LANDERt PHYSICAL PROP.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES REPORTS
VIKING I LANDERt METEOROLOGY
SANME7 TEMR*VCTR WND VS TIME-LIST
VECTOR WINDITEMP VS TIME(SEE)PLTS
VECTOR WIND/TEMR VS TIME(HRS}PLTS
METEOROLOGY PRESSURE TAPE
METEOROLOGY WNDTRP TAPE
DAILY PLOTS OF WNDTMP * PRESSURE
PRINTED PRESS _ WINDTMP CATALOG
WIND AND TEMPERATURE CATALOG
SOL AVG PRESStPLDTS & LISTING
SOL AVERAGE PRESSURE TAPE
VIKING I LANOER,INORG.CMEM.INVEST
SPECTRA PLOTS ON M/FIChE
CDMMANOt SPECTRA. TE4P MIST MTAPE
COMMAND HISTORY ON MIFICHE
TEMPERATURE HISTORY ON MIPICHE
91BLIDGRAPHV OF VIKING MARS SOl
VIKING i ORBITERt IMAGERY
BLACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHO70
NSSDC ID
DATA SET INFORMATION
...................................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
78-0786-07C 12109178 12/09138 81
78-078G-02
78-0780-02A 12/09/18 12/09178 81
78-0780-028 12109178 12109178 81
78-0780-02C 12/09/78 12/09178 82
78-078G-01
78-0780-01A 12109178 12t09/78 82
78-0786-04
78-078G-04A 12109/78 12109178 82
75-050A
75-050A-10
75-050A-lOA 06109175 10/31175 82
T5-O5OD
75-0500-01
75-0500-01A 10122175 10122175 82
75-054A
TS-05AA-lO
75-054A-IDA 06/16/75 0qi19/76 82
75-054_
75-054D-01
T5-05AO-OlA 10/25175 10/25/75 83
81-106D
81-1060-01
81-1060-01A 03101/82 03101/82 B3
81-1060-018 03/01/82 03/01/82 83
81-110D
81-1100-01
81-110D-01A 03/05/82 03/05182 83
75-0752
75-075C-000 N/A 83
75-075C-06
75-0752-06A 07120/76 07125176 83
75=0750-068 07/26/76 10106176 83
75-0752-062 07/20/76 02/2A/82 8A
75-0752-06D 07120176 08/06/82 84
75-075C-06E NIA 84
75-075C-06F 07122176 Iii03176 84
75-0752-06H N/A Sq
75-0752-06I 08109/76 08/19176 84
75-0752-06d 03111/77 03112177 8A
75-075C-06K N/A 84
75-075E-OOL NIA 85
75-0752-06M N/A 85
75-0752-06N NIA B5
75-0752-060 07120176 08108178 85
75-0752-06P N/A 85
75-075C-06G N/A 85
75-075C-06R NIA 85
75-075C-06T N/A 85
75-OTSC-06W NIA B5
75-075C-06X N/A 86
75-0752-06Y N/A 86
75-075C-0R
75-075C-0_A N/A 86
75-0752-048 N/A 86
75-075C-042 N/A 86
75-075C-0_D NIA R6
75-075_-10
75-075C-IOA 07120176 10106176 86
75-075C-108 07120/76 10/06176 86
75-0752-03
75-0753-03F 07120176 05130177 87
75-075C-11
75-075C-118 06120/76 01/28177 87
75-0752-112 NIA 87
75-0750-02
75-0752-02A 07120176 07120/76 87
75-075C-12
75-0752-12A 07/20/76 07120176 87
75-0752-128 07120176 07120176 87
75-0752-14
75-0752-1_A 07/20/76 07120176 87
75-075C-1_B 07120176 07120/76 P8
75-07_C-1RC 07/20176 07/20176 88
75-075C-01
75-0752-01A N/A 88
75-075C-07
75-0752-07A 07120/76 05/16177 88
75-0752-078 07/20/76 07/20/78 88
75-0752-072 07120/76 08129178 _8
75-0752-07D 07119/76 09/02/76 88
75-0752-07E 07/19/76 09102176 58
75-075C-07F 07/20176 09101/76 89
75-075C-07G 07120176 10118/76 R9
75-075C-07H 07/20/76 09/Iq/78 B9
75-0753-07I N/A 89
75-075C-07J 07/20/76 11/12/82 89
75-075C-13
75mO75C-13A iii13175 02123/78 90
75-075C-13E 07/20/76 10129176 gO
75-075C-13F 07121/76 11/2_/79 90
75-075C-13G 07/21/76 12/05/79 90
75-075A
75-075A-000 N/A 90
75-075A-01
75-075A-OIA 0A/12/76 11/22/78 90
r
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INVESTIGATOR NAME EWPERIMENT NAME
. DATA SET NAME
FARMER
KIEFFER
MICHAELt JR.
VIKING 2 LANDER
ANDERSON
ARVIDSON
09109175
BIEMANN
FI_RGRAVES
KLEIN
MICHAEL_ JR,
NIER
NIER
NIER
SHORTHILL
IILLMAN
TOULMINt 3RD
RECTILINEAR ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ORTHOGRAPHIC ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
SEDR SUPPORT DATA ON MICROFILM
Bla MOSAICS
STEREO PAIRS 5KS-INCH FILM
INDEX BY LAT/LON AND 10 DEG BOX
MOSAIC SUMMARY AND INDEXpMFILM
INDEX TO PHOBOS_ DEIMOSt STAR
RECT * ORTHO INDEX BY ROLL FILE
LIST OF IMAGES BY OUADv LATILONG
IPL PROCESSED PHOTOGRAPHY
PRI_Ew EXTI CONT MISSION PIE CAT
IPL PROCESSED COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
USGS COLOR PHOTOMOSAICS
USGS PHOTOMOSAICS 5M
USGS RHOTOMOSAICS T,5M
SEDR GUAD/SUBQUAD PLOTS
MARS IN 3DtMOVIEFILM
B/W PHOTOMOSAICS 1:500 K
USGS PHOTOMOSAICS 1:2M
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
VIKING 1 ORBITERt SPECTROMETER
ATMOSPHERIC WATER DATA ON TAPE
VIKIN3 I ORBITERt RADIOMETER
DEEALIBRATED IRTM DATA ON MAGTAPE
VIKING I ORBITER,RADIO SCIENCE
381 MHZ RELAY LINK
RADIO OCCULTATION DATA TAPES
ORBITER TRACKING DATA ON RAG TAPE
BECALIBRATED RANGE DATA TAPES
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKING MARS SET
VIKING 2 LANDERt SEISMOLOGY
SEISMIC DATA PROGRAM TAPE
SEISMIC EDR-2 TAPES
SEISMOGRAM RECOROS SOL 1-8 M'FILM
VIKING 2 LANDER_ LANDER IMAGING
BLACK & WRITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
PRESS-RELEASE COLOR PHOTOS
TOP LANDER IMAGIN3 PRODUCTS 5X12
EOR BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
PICTURE CAT Or PRIME MISSION EOR
TDR COLOR IMAGES 5_12-1NCH
LANDER HI-RES MOSAICS
LANDER DONUT PROJECTION IMAGE
MULTI-CE-LABEL LANDER PHOTOS
TDR-IPL PRIME MISSION CATALOG
CATALOG OF PRIMARY TOR COL IMAGES
HI-RES MOSAIC INDEX * DESCRIPTION
PRIME_ EWTt CONT MISSION PIC CAT
EOR IMAGE DATA ON TAPE
HIGB RESOLUTION ROSAIC
STEREO HIGH RESOLUTION
STEREO MOSAICS
TOPO MAP ATLAS-LANDING SITE
HIGH RESOLUTION LITHO MOSAICS
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
VIKING 2 LANDER_ MOLEC, ANALYSIS
GCMS SOIL ANALYSIS FLIGHT DATA
SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECTRA
SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE MASS SPECTR
GEMS ATMOSPHERE FLIGHT DATA
VIKING 2 LANDER_ MAGNETIC PROP,
INDEX OF MAGNET IMAGES ON M/FICHE
MAGNET IMAGES ON ROLL FILM
VIKING 2 LANDER_ BIOLOGY
GEXv LRI AND PR MEASUREMENTS
VIKIN3 2 LANDER_ RADIO SCIENCE
RANGE - DOPPLER DATA
OECALIBRATEO RANGE DATA TAPES
VIKING 2 LANDER_ ATMOSPH. STRUCT.
ATHOS TEMP + PRESS LSTNGSw MFICH
VIKING 2 LANDERt ATMOSPH. COMP.
NEUT, ATMOS. MASS SPECTRA ON FILM
TABLES OF M.S,CURRENTS ON FILM
VIKING 2 LANDERtIONDSPHERIC PROP
EXP.TRAJECT,-ATTITUDE DATAv TAPE
RPA ION-ELECTRON DATA ON TAPE
RPA ION-ELECT. DATA ON 3BMM FILM
VIKING 2 LANDERt PHYSICAL PROP.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES REPORTS
VIKING 2 LANDERt METEOROLOGY
SANMET TEMP*VCTR WND VS TIME-LIST
VECTOR WIND/TEMP VS TIME(SEC)PLTS
VECTOR WIND/TEMP VS TIME(HRS)PLTS
METEOROLOGY PRESSURE TAPE
METEOROLOGY WNDTMP TAPE
DAILY PLOTS OF WNDTMP * PRESSURE
PRINTED PRESS * WNDTMP CATALOG
WIND AND TEMPERATURE CATALOG
SOL AVG PRESSIPLOIS & LISTING
SOL AVERAGE PRESSURE TAPE
VIKING 2 LANOERIINORG.CHEMeINVEST
SPECTRA PLOTS ON M/FICHE
COMMANDt SPECTRAt TEMP MIST MTAPE
DATA SET INFORMATION
NSSDC IO ...................................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
75-075A-010 11120/76 OR/15/BC 90
75-075A-OIC 07/23/76 05113177 90
75mO75A-O1D 06/18/76 03/03/77 91
75-075A-016 06/23/76 09120176 91
75-O75A-O1F N/A 91
7B-O?5A-OIH 06123176 04/22177 91
75-075A-011 NIA 81
75-075A-O1J N/A 91
75-075A°O1K NIA gl
75-075A-OIL N/A 92
75-075A-O1H N/A 92
75-075A-OIN 11/08/76 03126/79 92
75-075A-OID N/A 92
75-075A-O1P 07130176 07130176 92
75-075A-010 NIA 92
75-075A-OIR N/A 92
75-075A-01S NIA 92
75-OTSA-OIT N/A 93
75-OTBA-OIU N/A 93
75-075A-O1V NIA 93
75-075A-OIw N/A 93
75-OT5A-O1X 06/18/76 08/15/80 93
75-075A-03
75-075A-OOA 06f18/76 06/15/80 93
75-075A-02
75-075A-O2A 06/22/76 02/23/79 93
75-075A-04
75-G75A-CRA 07/21/76 10/0_/76 93
75-075A-048 10/06176 11101/76 93
75-075A-040 NIA 94
75-075A-04E NIA 94
75-083C
75-08_C-00D N/A 94
75-083C-08
7B-08BC-OBA NIA 9_
75-083C-088 09103/76 03129/78 94
75-083C-08C 09104/76 09/1117_ 9R
75-083C-06
75-0830-06A 09109175 02122/77 9_
75-0630-068 11126/76 01117/77 94
75-08_C-06C 09403/76 06407/77 95
75-083C-06D 09103176 11105176 95
75-083C-066 N/A 95
75-0830-06F 09105176 11105176 95
75-OBOC-06H NIA 95
75-083C-06I 09121/76 10107176 95
75-083C-06J 06102177 06102177 95
75-083C-06K N/A 95
75-083C-06L N/A 96
75-083C-06M 10108177 10/23/77 96
75-083C-06N NIA 96
75-083C-060 09102/76 05116/78 96
75-OBOC-06P : N/A 96
TS-O83C-O6Q " N/A 96
75-083C-06R NIA 96
75-083C-06T NIA 96
75-083C-06W N/A 96
75-083C-06X 09/03/76 02/01/80 97
75-083C-0_
TB-OBOC-OAA N/A 97
75-085C-0_B N/= 97
75-083C-0AC NIA 97
7B-OBOC-O_O N/A 97
75-083C-10
75-083D-lOA 09103/76 10131/76 97
75-0830-108 09103176 10131176 97
75-0830-03
75-OBOC-OBF 0910_/76 05/29/77 97
75-0830-11
75-0830-I16 09105176 01129177 98
75-0830-110 N/A 98
75-083C-02
75-083C-02A 09/03/76 09103176 98
75-0830-12
75-0850-12A 09/03/76 09/03176 98
75°083C-128 09/03176 09103176 98
75-083C-14
75-083C-1_A 09103176 09103176 98
TB-OBOC-l_B 09/03/76 09103176 98
TB-OBOC-14C 09103176 09103/76 99
75-0830-01
75-083C-01A NIA 99
75-0830-07
75-0830-07A 11117/76 02/11/78 99
7B-OB3C-OTB 09103176 05117179 99
75-0830-0TC 09/03/76 05/16/79 99
75-0830-070 09103176 11104/76 99
75-083C-07E 09103/76 11/0ql76 99
75-083C-07F 07120176 09t29/76 99
75-083C-07G 09/0_/76 11105176 100
75-083C-07H 09/0R/76 12105/78 100
75-0830-07I NtA 100
75-083C-07d 0910_/T6 07/21/79 100
75-083C-13
75-0830-13A 11121/75 03/01178 100
75-083C-13E 09/03/76 11101/76 100
129
* SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE *
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
* DATA SET NAME
VIKING 2 ORBITER
CARP
FARMER
KIEFFER
M[CHAELe JR,
09109175
VOYAGER I 09105/77
BRIDGE
BROAOFOO7
HANEL
KRIMIGIS
NESS
SCARF
SMITH
STONE
TYLER
VOYAGER 2
WARWIC_
08120177
COMMAND HISTORY ON MIFICME
TEMPERATURE HISTORY ON MtFICME
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKING MARS SOl
VIKING 2 ORBITERt IMAGERY
BLACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
BIW MOSAICS
RECTILINEAR ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
BLACK & WHITE ORTHOGRAPHIC PHOTOS
STEREO PAIRS 5XS-INCH FILM
SEDR SUPPORT DATA ON MICROFILM
INDEX BY LATILONS AND 10 DEG BOX
MOSAIC SUMMARY AND INOEW_ M/FILM
INDEX TO PMOBOSI DEIMOS_ STAR
RECT * ORTHO INDEX BY ROLL FILE
PRIMEi EXTt CONT MISSION PIE CAT
LIST OF IMAGES BY QUAOt LAT/LONG
IPL PROCESSED PHOTOGRAPHY
IPL PROCESSED COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
USGS PHOTO MOSAICS 5M
USGS PHDTOMOSAICS 1:7*5 M
SEDR QUADISUBQUAD PLOTS
MARS IN 30_ MOVIEFIL_
USGS PHOTONOSAICS 1:2M
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
VIKING 20RBITER_ SPECTROMETER
ATMOSPHERIC WATER DATA ON TAPE
VIKING 2 ORBITERt RADIOMETER
DECALIBRATED IRTM DATA ON MAGIAPE
VIKING 2 ORBITERtRAOIO SCIENCE
301 MHZ RELAY LINK
OECALIBRATED RANGE DATA TAPES
ACCELERATION LISTS AND PLOTS
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION DATA
VOYAGER it PLASMA SPECTROMETER
JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY TAPES (HG)
JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY TAPES (S3)
JJPITER PLASMA DATA TAPE
PLASMA SATURN ENCOUNTER (HG COOP)
SATURN ENCOUNTER LI COORD
VOYAGER It UV SPECTROMETER
UV SPECTRAL DATA RECORDS
UV PHOTOMETRY FOR SATURN
VOYAGER It IR INTERFEROMETER
JUPITER IRIS MERGED DATA ON TAPES
SATJRN IRIS RADIANCEt TAPE
VOYAGER ltPART, ANALYZRITELESCOPE
LOW-ENERGY SECTOP-AVG, FLUXt TAPE
LOW-ENERGY IIME-AVGD, FLUXt TAFE
S_AN AVERAGEtSAIURN ENCOUNTER
VOYAGER It FLUKGATE MAGNETOMETERS
MAGNET, JUPITER SUMMARY (HG COOP)
MAGNET. JUPITER SUMMARY ($3 COOP)
4B-SEC HAG FLO PLDTS-JUPITERIFICH
SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA (HG COOP)
SATURN ENCOUNTER L1 COORD
HOUR AVERAGE IMFt HG COORDw TAPE
VOYAGER I_PLASMA WAVE (,01-56KHZ)
2q HR PLASMA WAVE PLOTSt MPILM
VOYAGER It IMAGING
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
SYSTEMATIC MTIS IRAGEStJUPITER
BLACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
VOYAGER INDEX ON MFILM
PICTURE CATALOG OF JUP ENCOUNTER
BLACK AND WHITE qDSAICS_ JUP $ATS
COLOR MOSAICS OF JUPtS SATS*
I_AGERY OF SATURN'S SATELLIES
SELECTED IPL IMAGES OF SATURN SAT
SYSTEMATIC MTIS IMAGESISATURN
PICTURE CATALOG OF SAT ENCOUNTER
FOOTPRINTS*AIRBR MAPS OF JUP SATS
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
VOYAGER it COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
JUPITER FLUX TIME-HISTORY RECORDS
VOYAGER 11 COMER_T S'X BAND RADIO
COMPLEX ENVELOPE OCCULTATION SIGN
M_RGED OCCJLTATION DATA
RADIO OCCULTATION-SATURNtS RINGS
SATURN RADIO OCCULTATIO_ DATA*TAP
TITAN RADIO OCCULTATION DATAtTAPE
SATJRN ENCOUNTER DATA ON HAG TAPE
RADIO OCCULTtIITAN ENCOUNT (MED)
RADIO OCCULTtSATURN ENCOUNT (NAR)
RADIO OCCULTtSATURN ENCOUNT (MED)
OPASITY AND PHASE OF RINGS
VOYAGER it LF RF RCVR(*O2-AO_HZ)
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTStJUP
HIGH BA_D DY_ SPECTRA PLOTStJUP
PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY DATA
OECAMETRIC EMISSION CAT.15-40 MHZ
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS_SAT
HIGH BAND DYN _PECTRA PLOTSISAT
NSSDC IO
DATA SET INFORMATION
...................................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
75-083C-13F 09106/76 10/21/78 101
75-0830-13G 09/06176 11/05/78 101
75-083A
75-083A-000 _ A 101
75-083A-01
75-OBSA-O1A 10/16175 06417/78 101
75-083A-018 N/A 101
75-083A-01D 08112176 06/24/78 101
75-083A*01E 08/12/76 11127/77 101
75-083A-OIF 09122176 04/24/77 102
75-083A-01G 08/11/76 87123178 102
75-083A-01H N/A 102
TG-OBSA-01I N/A 102
75-083A-O1J NIA 102
75-083A-O1K N/A 102
?5-083A-OIL 08/05/76 02102/77 102
75-083A-OIM N/A 102
75-083A-OIN 11/2A/76 07/05/78 103
75-083A-010 11/04176 05t30/77 103
75-063A-O1P 06/1R/78 06/14/78 103
75*083A-OIQ N/A 103
75-083A-OIR N/A 103
7S-OB3A-01S N/A 103
75-083A-017 NIA 103
75-083A-OIV N/A 105
75-083A*OIW 08112176 06/24/78 103
75-083A-03
75-OB3A-O3A 07131/76 O7/2RI7R 10_
75-083A-02
75-OB3A-OIA 08111176 07/2A/78 104
75-OB3A-OA
75-083A-OAA 07121176 10/04/7_ 104
75-083A-OA8 N/A 104
75-O83A-OAF 10/00/77 07/00178 104
75-083A*040 12/16/77 09/28/79 10_
77-OBAA
77-08AA-06
77*OGRA*OGA 03/02/79 03/24179 lOq
77*08_A-068 0_/02/79 03116179 105
77-08_A-060 03101/79 03107179 105
77-08AA-060 21109/80 11119/80 105
77-08_A-06E 08123/81 08/29/81 105
77-DBRA-OA
77-OBqA-OAA 09/12/77 11/15179 )05
77-084A*OAB N/A I05
7T-08AA-03
77-O84A-O3A 02102179 03115179 105
7T-OBAA-O3R 10/22/80 11118/80 106
77-08RA-07
77-08_A-OTA 02124179 0312117? 106
77-084A-078 09/07/77 12/30/79 106
77-08_A-07C 11112180 11113180 106
77-08_A-05
77-O_AA-OGA 02/25179 03/24179 106
77-084A-058 03102179 03116179 106
77-08_A-050 02/27179 03/23179 107
T7-08RA-O_D 11109180 11120/80 107
77-084A°05E 08/23181 08/29181 107
77-08_A-OSF 09/06177 02/28/79 107
77*OBqA-13
77*OB_A-I3A 01/19/79 11130180 107
77-08AA-01
77-08qA-O1A 12110/78 1]/13/80 107
77-08_A-018 01/04179 11113/80 107
77-08_A-010 01/01179 11116180 108
77-0_4A-01_ NIA 108
77-08_A-016 NIA 108
7T-OB_A-01 _ N/A 108
77-084A-OIG _/A 108
77*08_A-OIH NIA I08
77-084A-01I N/A 108
77-_B_A*OIJ NfA 108
77-08RA-OIK N/A 108
77-08RA-OIL N/A lOB
77*ORAA-OIM 0110_/79 11117/8D 108
77-08_A-08
77-OBAA-OBA 02/28/79 03/17/79 109
77-08_A-02
77-O_AA-O2A 03/05/79 03/05179 I09
77-08AA*028 03105t79 07110179 109
77-08_A-020 11113/80 11/13180 109
77-08AA-020 11/13/80 11/13/80 109
77-08_A-O2E 11112/B0 11/12/80 109
77-08_A-O2F 10/21/_0 12105180 110
77-08RA-020 11112/80 11112/00 110
77-08_A-C2H 11/13/B0 11/13180 110
77-0_A-02I h/A 110
77-08qA-O2J N/A 110
77-084A-10
77-084A-lOA 09/05177 12/31/79 110
77-Oe_A-10_ 02101179 04129179 110
77-08_A-I00 09/05/77 03131/80 111
77-08_A-100 02101179 OA/O_/79 111
77-08_A-106 01/01/80 05/16/81 111
77-084A-iOF 01101/80 05116/81 111
77-07_A
130
* SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
- INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
* DATA SET NAME
BRIDGE
BROAOFOOT
HANEL
RRIMIDIS
LANE
NESS
SCARF
SMITH
STONE
TYLER
WARWICK
VOYAGER 2t PLASMA SPECTROMETER
JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY TAPES (HG)
JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY TAPES ($3)
JUPITER PLASMA ANALYZED DATA TAPE
PLASMA SATURN ENCOUNTER (HG DOOR)
SATURN ENCOUNTER LI COORD
VOYAGER 2t UV SPECTROSCOPY
UV SPECTRAL DATA RECORDS
UV INTERPLAN. DATA TAPE
VOYAGER 2p IR INTERFEROMETER
JUPITER IRIS MEROED OATA ON TAPES
SATURN IRIS RADIANCE, TAPE
VOYAGER 2_ PART ANALYZER/TELESCOP
LOW-ENERGY SECTOR-AVG. FLUX* TAPE
L3W'ENERGY TIME-AVGD. FLUX, TAPE
SCAN AVERAGE+SATURN ENCOUNTER
VOYAGER 21PHOTOPOLARIMETER
PHOTOPOLARIMETER JUPITER END DATA
SATURNtTITANtDELTA SCORPI[ ENCNTR
VOYAGER 2+ FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
MAGNET. JUPITER SUMMARY (HG COOP)
MAGNET. JUPITER SUMMARY ($3 CODR)
_B-SEC HAG FLD PLDTS-JUPITERtPICH
MAGNET. SATURN ENCOUNTER(HG EOOR)
SATURN ENCOUNTER LI CODRO
HOUR AVERAGE ]MF+ HG COORD_ TAPE
VOYAGER 2tPLAS_A WAVE(.01-56 KHZ)
24-HR PLASMA WAVE PLOTS+ MFILM
VOYAGER 2t IMAGING
BLACK & WMITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
COLgR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
VOYAGER INDEX ON MFILM
SYSTEMATIC MTIS IMAGES+JUPITER
PICTURE CATALOG OF JUP ENCOUNTER
BLAOK & WHITE MOSAICS OF JUP SAIS
SELECTED ]PL IMAGES OF SATURN SAT
SYSTEMATIC MTIS IMAGES,SATURN
PICTURE CATALOG OF SAT ENCOUNTER
FOOTPRINTS*AIRBR MAPS OF JUP SATS
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
SYSTEMATIC MIPL IMAGES, URANUS
VOYAGER 2t COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
JUPITER FLUX TIME-HISTORY RECORDS
VOYAGER 21 COHERNT S+X BAND RADO
COMPLEX ENVELOPE OCCULTATION SIGN
MERGED OCCULTATION DATA
SATURN RADIO OCCULTATION BATAITAP
SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA ON MAG TAPE
RADIO OCCULTATION, SATURN ENCOUNT
VOYAGER 2t LF.RF RCVR(.O2-AOMMZ)
L3_ BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,JUP
HIGH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTStJUP
PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY DATA
DECAMETRIC EMISSION CAT.15-40 MHZ
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS+SAT
HIGH RAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS*SAT
DATA SET IN=ORMATID_
NSSDC lD ...................................
TIME SPAN
3F ]ATA PAGE
77-076A-06
77-078A-06A 06/19/79 08/18179 III
7T-OTSA-06_ 0T104179 08112/79 111
77-076A-060 07/04/79 07/12/T9 111
77-076A-060 O8/23/81 09102/81 112
77-076A-06E 11/09180 11/18/80 112
77-OT6A-04
77-O76A-O4A 10127/80 10/27/80 112
77-O76A-O4B N/A 112
77-078A-03
7T-CTGA-O3A 06121179 07118179 112
77-076A-OOR 08113181 091DALE1 112
77-076A-07
77-076A-OTA 07103/79 07125179 112
77-O76A-O7B 06/09/79 07123179 113
77-076A-07C 08/2_/81 08125181 113
77-076A-11
77-OTGA-IIA 06126/79 07110/7_ 113
77-07_A-11B 08112/81 08/25/81 113
77-076A-05
77-076A-O5A 06119179 08116179 113
77-076A-05B 07/0_/79 08/12/79 113
77-076A-05C 07102179 0811_/79 IIA
7T-O76A-05D 08/23181 09/02/81 llq
77-076A-05E 11/09/80 11118/80 11_
77-076A-OSF 08120/77 09/06/79 114
77-076A-13
77-OT6A-IOA 05/25/79 09105/81 114
77-076A-01
77-076A-CIA 02/08/7R 0910_181 114
77-076A-018 06125/79 CRI29181 114
77-OTGA-OlC N/A 115
77-076A-OlD 05/01179 06125181 115
77-076A-016 N/A 115
77-076A-OIF N/A 115
77-076A-OIH NIA 115
77-076A-01I N/A 115
77-O76A-OIJ N/A 115
77-075A-01_ NIA 115
77-076A-OIL 04/2A/79 08/30/81 115
77-OT6A-OIM N/A 115
77-076A-08
77-076A-OBA 07103179 08/0A/79 116
77-07GA-02
77-076A-O2A 07110/79 07/10/79 116
77-076A-02B 03/05/79 07/10/79 116
77-078A-020 08126181 09126/81 116
77-076A-020 08107/81 09118/81 116
77-076A-02E 08/26/81 08/26181 116
77-076A-10
77-078A-IOA 08120177 12/31/79 116
77-076A-lOR 05101179 08110179 117
77-076A-10C 08/20/77 04/30/80 117
77-076A-100 06104179 07/23/79 117
77-076A-10E 01/01/80 12/31181 117
77-O76A-IOF 01/01/80 12/31/81 117
OF pO0_- _UALI'I'¥
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REGION - DISCIPLINE INDEX
* REGION *
t DISCIPLINE *
* SPACECRAFT NAME *
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME *
* DATA SET NAME *
MERCURY
IMAGING
MARINER 10
MURRAY MARINER IOITELE. PHOTO.
EARTH/MOON CALIBRATION SEQ TO-MM
EARTH/MOON CALIBRATION SEG, FICHE
MERCURY IST ENCOUNTER 7D-MM
P_ PHOTOS OF MERC AND VENUS
MERCURY 2NO ENCOUNTER 70-MM
MERCURY 1ST ENCOUNTER MICROFICHE
MERCURY 2ND ENCOUNTER MICROFICHE
INDEXES OF DATA
MERCURY 3RO ENCOUNTER 70-MM
MTCF SEDR SUPPORTING DATA M/FILM
IPt SEDR SUPPORTING DATAI M/FILM
MERCURY ENCOUNTERS IPL/RDR 70-MM
IPL MERCURY STEREO TO-MM
SEDR SUBSET SUP. DATA FOR ALL PHO
MERCURY IPL CALTECH MICROFICHE
MERCURY 3RD ENCOUNTER MICROFICHE
PHOTOGRAPHY FROM ATLAS OF MERCURY
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
FIELDS+ PARTICLES & PLASMAS
MARINER 10
BRIDGE
NESS
SIMPSON
MARINER IO_SCAN.ELCTOSTAT ANALYZR
MVM PLASMA DETAIL TAPE
MARINER 101FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
1.2 SEC PLDTSt SEQ COORDS+ MFILM
HR AVG INPL MAG VECTOR PLOTS
HR AVG INPL MAG VECTORS ON TAPE
42 SEC DATAI SE_ CODRDS+ TAPE
6 SEC LISTSw SEQ COORDS+ MFILM
1.2 SEC PLOTS, MERC. CGORDSt MFLM
6 SEC LISTS, MERC. COORDSt MFILM
MVM PLASMA DETAIL TAPE
HAG FLO*TRAJ DATA PLOTS*LISTINGS
_RLY-AVG FLD-STND IHF/SOLAR WIND
1 HOUR AVERAGED PLOTS
1*2tG,&_2 SEC MERCURY ENCTR TAPE
MARINER lot ENERGETIC PARTICLES
PULSE HEIGHT DATA ON TAPE
OTHER DISCIPLINES
MARINER 10
CHASE_ JR.
HOWARD
MARINER 10t IR RACIOMETRY
IR RADo DATA OF MERCURY ON TAPE
IR RADIOMETRIC DATA OF MERCURY
MARINER lot RADIO SCIENCE
MERC.OCCULT - RED.TM SIGNALS,TAPE
NSSOC ID
73-085A
73-085A-01
73-085A-OIA
73-O85A-OIB
73-085A-OlD
73o085A-01[
73-O85A-OIF
73-O85A-O1H
73-085A-01I
73-OBBA-OIJ
73-OBBA-OIK
73-085A-OIL
73-085A-OIM
TS-OBBA-O1N
73-085A-010
73-OBSA-OlP
73-OBBA-O]G
TS-OB5A-O1R
73-OBSA-01S
73-085A-OIT
73-085A
7]-OBEA-O_
73-OBBA-O3A
73-085A-04
73-O85A-OkA
73-OBBA-O4B
73-085A-04C
73-085A-040
73-OBSA-O4F
73-OBSA-04I
73-085A-O4K
73-085A-O4N
73-085A-0_0
73-085A-O4P
73-08BA-04_
73-OB5A-O4R
73-085A-07
73-O85A-O7A
73-OBBA
73-085A-06
73-OBBA-CEA
7]-OBBA-O&C
73-085A-02
73-085A-02_
PAGE
33
33
33
33
34
34
34
34
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
36
3&
36
36
32
32
32
36
36
36
36
36
37
37
37
3B
38
3B
38
3B
38
38
32
32
32
32
33
3_
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REGION - DISCIPLINE INDEX
* REGION
* DISCIPLINE
SPACECRAFT NAME
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME *
, DATA SET NAME
VENUS
IMAGING
MARINER i0
MURRAY
PIONEER VENUS i
P£TTENGILL
STEWART
TRAVIS
VE_ERA 9 DESCENT CRA=T
UNKNOWN
VENERA 13 DESCENT CRAFT
UNKNOWN
VENERA 1_ DESCENT CRAFT
UNKNOWN
MARIWER IO,TELE. PHOTO.
EARTH/MOON CALIBRATION SEG 70-MM
EARTH/MOON CALIBRATION SEQ_ FICHE
VENUS ENCOUNTER PHOIOS_ 70-MM
PR PHOTOS OF MERC AND VENUS
VENUS ENCOUNTER "ICRCFICHE
INDEXES OF DATA
MTCF SEOR SUPP3RTI_G DATA M/FILM
IPL SEDR SUPPORTING gATA_ M/FILM
SEDR SUBSET SUP. DATA FOR ALL PHO
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
PIGTBOB, RADAR ALTIMETER (ORAD)
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
RADAR MEASUREMENT (UADS-LFD FILE)
RADAR ALTIM. COMPOSITE DATA
PIOTB_R.UV SPECTOMTR(IIOO-}WOOA)
FALSE COLOR IMAG_S
PIOTBORt CLOUD PHOTOFOLARIMETER
PRESS RELEASE _OTOS
DCPP IMAGES
VENERA g_ PANORAMIC YELEP_OTOMETR
LANDER PHOTOGRAPHY
VENERA 13. PANORAMIC TELEPHOTOMTR
B/W SURFACE RHOTOS_ PANORAMA
_DLOR SURFACE RHOTOS_ PANORAMA
VENERA iAt PANORAMIC TELEPROTOMTR
_/W SURFACE RHOTOS_ PANORAMA
FIELDSt PARTICLES & PLASMAS
MARINER 2
ANDERSON
COLEMAN, JR.
NEUGEBAUER
MARINER 5
SMITH
MARINER 10
BRIDGE
NESS
SIMPSON
PIONEER VENUS i
BARNES
EVANS
KNUDSEN
RUSSELL
MARINER 2tCOSMIC RAY IONIZATION
QUARTER AND DAY AVG ION DA TA LIST
MARINER 2.3 AXIS FLUKGAYE MAD.
FIEL_ COMPONENTS ON MAG TAPE
PLOTS OF FIELD COMPONENTSt2HR
MARINER 2gELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
ELECTROMETER NUMEERSt-T_ VtEALIB
PLASMA PARAMETERS TtVoDEN
HOUR AVERAGES OF VELOCITY
3-HR AVG OF PLASMA PARAMETERS
3MR AVGS OF PLASMA PARAM ON M/FLM
MARINER 5tHELIUM MAGNETOMETER
TRIAX. MAGNETIC FIELD DN TAPE
TRIAX BR. AVG. MAGNETIC FLD. TAPE
B-FIELD AVGS. i DAY* 3 HRI i MR
TR]AX MAG. FLD. VENUS ENCOUNTER
B WITH PLASMA PARAM-PLAS SCALE TP
MARINER IO_SCAN.ELCIDSTAT ANALYZR
MVM PLASMA DETAIL TAPE
MARINER 10t FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
1,2 SEE PLOTSw SEQ COOROSt MFILM
_2 SEC DATAw SEQ COORDSI TAPE
_2 SEC DATA_ VENUS COORDSt TAPE
G SEC LISTS, SEQ COORDSt MFILM
6-SEC NEAR-VENUS FIELD PLOTS
1.2 SEC PLOISI VENUS COORDSt MFLM
& SEC LISTS_ VENUS COORDSI MFILM
MVM PLASMA DETAIL TAPE
MAG FLD*TRAJ DATA PLOTS*LISTINGS
HRLY-AVG FLD-STND IMF/SOLAR WIND
1 HOUR AVERAGED PLOTS
MARINER 10_ ENERGETIC PARTICLES
RATE DATA ON TAPE
PIOTBOR-SOLAR WIND PLASMA ANALYZR
OPA-SED DATE VELOCITY(ORBIT 1-lAO
PLASMA ANALYZER DATA 12-7B
SOLAR WIND PLASma (UADS-LFD FILE)
PIOTBORtGAMMA-RAY BURST DETECTOR
OGBD SOLAR EVENTS
OGBD HOURLY AVERAGES
OGBD HOURLY AVERAGES-MFICH[
PIOTBOR,RETARDING POTENTIAL ANAL.
PLASMA PARAMETER (UADS-LFE FILE)
PIOTBOR-TRIAX FLUXG MAGNETOMETER
24 SEC AVGD DATA (UADS-LFD FILE)
CD 32 SEC. TOTAL MAG FIELD DATA
CD 32 SEC MRG HAG + PEAK ELEC FLD
HI-RESt 12-St i 2-MIN B & E PLOTS
NSSDC ID
PAGE
73-08_A 33
73-OBBA-Ol 33
73-08_A-OIA 33
7_-086A-OIB 33
73-085A-01C 3_
73-O85A-O1E 3A
7_-O85A-OiG 5A
7_-08_A-OIJ 55
73-OBBA-OIL 35
73-OBBA-OIM _5
7]-O85A-O_P 3S
73-OBBA-OIT 36
78-0_1A 71
78-051A-02 71
78-051A-O2A 71
7R-OB1A-O2B 71
7B-O51A-02C 71
7B-OBIA-1_ 7_
7B-O51A-15A 7_
7R-OBIA-OE 75
78-OSIA-OGA 75
7B-O_IA-OEC 76
75-050D 82
75-050D-01 82
75-O50D-OIA 82
BI-IOGD 83
Bl-IO6D-01 R3
BI-IOED-OIA e3
81-106D-O1B 83
81-110D B3
Bl-llOO-O1 B3
81-1100-OIA 83
62-0_iA 17
G2-O_IA-04 17
62-O;IA-OkA 17
62-041A-03 17
62-041A-O3A 17
62-ORIA-O3B 17
G2-O_IA-06 iB
62-OA1A-OEA 18
G2-O41A-OGB iR
&2-O_lAoOkC 1B
G2-O_IA-OGD 1B
62-DA1A-OGE iB
67-060A 21
6T-O&OA-05 21
67-060A-OSA 21
67-06OR-ORB 21
67-060A-05C 21
&T-O6OA-OBD 22
67-060A-OBE 22
73-085A 32
73-OB5A-O_ 32
73-085A-O3A 32
73-OBBA-OA 36
73-O85A-OAA 36
73-O85A-OAO 36
73-OBBA-O_E 37
73-OBBA-O_F 37
73-OBBA-O_G 3T
73-OBBA-OqH 3T
73-085A-ORJ 37
73-085A-O_N 38
73-085A-OAO 3B
73-085A-O_P 38
73-085A-O_G 3B
73-085A-07 39
73-085A-O7B _9
78-051A 68
78-051R-18 68
78-051A-1BA 68
78-051A-18B 68
78-051A-1BC 68
78-051_-05 69
7B-OB1A-O5A 69
7B-OBIA-OBB 69
78-051A-0_C 69
78-051A-07 70
78-051A-O?A 70
78-051A-12 72
7B-O51A-12A 72
78-051A-12B 72
78-051A-12C 72
7R-O51A-12E 73
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* REGION
* DISCIPLINE
* SPACECRAFT NAME
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME *
* DATA _ T NAME *
********************************************************************************
SCARF
TAYLORt JR.
PIONEER VENUS 2
TAYLOR, JR.
VENERA 9
VAISBERG
VENERA 10
VAISBERG
VENERA 10 DESCENT CRAFT
UNKNOWN
12-S B*E FIELD, PERIAPSIS
2-MIN OVERLAPPED AVG_EVERY MIN.
PIOTBOR-ELECTRIC FIELD 9ET.
24 SEC AVGD DATA (UADS-LFD FILE)
CD 32 SEE MRG MAG + PEAK ELEC FLD
HI-REST 12-SI & 2-MIN B & E PLOTS
2-MIN OVERLAPPED AVGtEVERY MIN.
PIOT8OR, ION MAS SPECT.(I-60 AMU)
12 SEE AVGD ION DEN (UADS-LFD)
12-SEE ION DENSITIES(REPLACESITA)
PIOTBPA$ ION-MASS SPECTROMETER
DIMS DATAo 850-1ROKM DATA ON TAPE
VENERA 9_ PLASMA ELECTRST SPECTRM
I-MR AVE SOLAR WIND V ÷ T1 MFIEME
VCNERA IOtPLASMA ELECTRST SPECIRM
I-HR AVE SOLAR WIND V • Tt MFICHE
VENERA IDtPANORAMIC TELEPMOTOMETR
LANDER PHOTOGRAPHY
OTHER DISCIPLINES
MARINER 2
NEUGZBAUCR
MARINER lO
CHASEr JR,
HOWARD
PIONEER VENUS 1
BRACE
CROFT
KEATING
KLIORE
NIEMANN
PETTENGILL
PHILLIPS
RUSSELL
SHAPIRO
STEWART
TAYLOR
TRAVI5
WOO
PIONEER VE_US 2
VON 2AH_
PIONEER VENUS PRO_E k_G
BDESE
COUNSEL_AN
CROFT
HOFFMAN
MARINER 2, INFRARED RADIOMETER
IR RADIATION TEMPERATURES
MARINER 10, IR RADIOMETRY
IR RADIOMETRIC DATA OF VENUS
MARINER lot RADIO SCIENCE
VENUS OCCULT-FINAL PLTSILSTS MPLM
RED TELE SIGNAL DATA, VENUS OCCLT
VENUS OCCULTATICNt INTERMED. DATA
PIO780RDELECTRON TEMPERATUR PROBE
ELECTRON TEMP DENSITY (UADS-LFD)
CD OBSERVED IONOPAUSE LOCATIONS
12-S ELEC TEMP DENSITY (UADS-LFD)
PIO780Rt RADIO SCIENCE TEAM
GAS*PLASMA ENVIR.SIGS STRENGTH LT
PIOTBOR_ ATMOSPHERIC _RAG (OAD)
ATMOSPHERIC DRA3 DENSITIES
OADISED) PV ATM. DRAG MODEL
OAO{SED) PV ATM DRAG O_S 0R8S-246
PIOT_OR, RADIO OCCULIATION (OOCC)
S-BAND_X-RANO RADIO OCCULTATION
PIOTROR-NEUTRAL PART MASS SPECT
NEUTRAL GAS COMF (UADS-LFD FILE)
ONMS VENUS SUMMARYt LOW FRED DATA
PIOTROR_ RADAR ALTIMETER (ORAD)
ALTIMETRIC _ RADIOMETRIC_ LFD
PIOTROP.INTERNAL CENS.DIST.(OtOD)
LINE-OF-SIGHT ACCL PLOTS * LIST
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION DATA
VENUS GRAVITY AT _ETA REGIO
GRAV.FIELD OF VELUSDPRELIM.AkAL.
GRAVITY ANOMALIE _ 0_; VENUS
GRAVITY ANOM. EORREL. WIT_ IDPOG.
LINE-OF-SIGHT DATA ON TAPE
PIOTROR-TRIAX FLUXG RAGNEIOMETER
SEDR LIST OF EPHEMERIS DATA
PIOT80R, CELESTIAL _ECHANICS
HIGH-RESOLUTION VENUS GRAVITY OAT
GRAVIT POTENTIAL _ODEL BETA REGIO
PIDTBOR_UV SPECTOMTg(1IOO-3400A)
AIRGLOW MEASUREMENT (UADS-LFD)
PIOTBOR_TEMPERATURE SOUNDER (OIR)
OIR RADIANCE DAIA
COMP ENMANCMNT OF THERMAL EMISSDN
Z3NAL AIR TEMP. VS LATITUDE
PlOTBOR_ CLOUD PHOTOPhLARIMETER
DIGITAL MAP IMAG[_ Ok MAG TAPE
PIO78D&_ATM.SOL.CORO_A TURBL.OTUR
RADIO OCCULT ATM TJRBULENCE
RIOT_PA_NEUTRAL PART._ASS SPECTMR
UPPER ATM. MORNING CONDITIONS
PIOTBPB,IR RADIOMET[ p
(LIP) SE9 PR[_ _[SCt CALIB DATA
PIO78P_tATMS.CIPCULAT!ON PATTERNS
CD REL. CRUSTAL ÷ ATMOS°VEL.COMP
PIO78PE_ATMOS° PROPAGATION (MPRO)
SPECTRAL A_PS_ GIG-NOISE SPECTRA
P_D_E SPECTRA OF SIGNAL + NOISE
GAS * PLASMA ENVIR. SIGNL STRNGTH
PIOTRPB,NEUTRAL PART.PASS SPECTRM
GAS SMPLG I_LS_I-15A_U÷I5-2OQAMU
NSSDC ID
PAGE
7B-O51A-12F 73
7B-OG1A-12G 7_
78-051A-13 7_
T8-O51A-l_A 7_
78-051A-13B 73
78-051A-13C 7_
7BmO$1A-13D 7_
TB-O5IA-17 75
78-051A-17A 75
78-051A-17B 75
78-078A 76
78-078A-02 76
78-078A-O2B 7&
75-050A 82
75-050A-10 82
75-050A-IOA 82
75-05AA 82
75-05_A-10 R2
TG-O54A-IOA 82
75-05_D 83
75mOG_D--O1 83
75-05_D-OIA 83
62-0_IA iT
62-OAIA-02 17
62-O_IA-O2A 17
73-085A 32
TG-OBGA-O6 32
73-085A-068 32
73-OBSA-G2 33
73-085A-O2A 33
T3-OB5A-O2B 53
73-ORGA-C2C 33
TB-O51A G8
7B-O51A-OI 68
7B-O51A-OIA 68
78-051A-OIB 69
78-051A-01C 69
7B-OSIA-03 69
78-051A-O_G 69
TB-O51A-Ig 70
78-051A-19A 7C
78-051A-18R 70
TB-OGIA-IgC 70
78-051A-20 70
7B-O51A-20A 70
78-051A-II 70
7R-O51A-IIA 70
7P-O5IA-IIB 71
7B-O51A-02 71
78-051A-O2D 71
7R-OGIA-23 71
7_-051A-23A 71
78-051A-23B 71
7B-O51A-23C 72
TB-OGlA-23D 72
78-051A-23E 72
78-O51A-23F 72
7B-O51A-23G 72
78-051A-12 73
78"051A-12D 73
78-051A-21 7_
7_-051A-21A 7_
7R-O5_A-21_ 7_
78-051A-15 7_
TB-O51A-15_ T_
7B-O51A-16 75
78-051A-IEA 75
7B-O5IA-16_ 75
78-051A-16C T5
78-051A-06 75
7B-O51A-06_ 75
7R-OGIA-22 76
7B-O51A-22A 76
78-078A 76
7B-O7BA-O3 T6
7B-O78A-O_8 76
7B-O7BO 76
78"OTBD-_5 76
78-0780-05A 76
7_-07BD-09 76
78-O78D-OgB 76
7B-OTBD-11 77
7R-O7RO-I1A 77
7_-078D-118 77
7B-_78D-ilC T7
7B-0780-06 77
7Q-OTR_-CGA 77
I)7
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REGION - DISCIPLINE INDEX
• REGION
DISCIPLINE *
SPACECRAFT NAME
INVESTIGAT3R NAME E X_ RIMENT NAME *
gATA SET N_ME *
OYAMA
RAGENT
3EIFF
TOMASKO
PIONEER VENUS PROBE S_I
COUNSELMAN
CROFT
RAGENT
SEIFF
SUONI
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM2
CDUNSELMAN
CROFT
RAGENT
SEIF_
SUOMI
PIONEER VENUS PROBE SM3
CDUNSELMAN
CROFT
RAGENT
SEIPF
SUOMI
PlO78PBt GAS CHROMATOGRAPF
LOWER ATMOSPHERE C3MPOSITON (SED)
PIO?BPB_CLOUO EXTENT_STRUC.tDISTR
SED NEPMEL. BACKSCATTER CHAN DATA
PIO78PBDATMDSPHERIO STRUCTURE
PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE DATA
PIOTBPBtSOLAR ENERGY PENETRATION
(LSFR) SED SOL,_ UPt DN_ NET FLUX
PIOTBPCtATMS,CIRCULATION PATTERNS
SNI CO REL.CRUSTAL. ATMOS,VEL,COMP
PIOTBPCtATMOSPH,PROPAGATION(MPRO)
SPECTRAL AMPS_ SIG÷NOISE SPECTRA
GAS * PLASMA ENVIR, SIGNL STRNGTM
PIOTBPCtCLOUD CXTENT_STRUC,$OISTR
SNI(NP) SED BACWSCT CMAN, DATA
SED AM8. HKGR, RAD._ SPECT. FUNC.
SED TIME VS, TEMP. DATA
PIOTBPC°ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE
(SAS) SED LOW ATMCS PROPERTIES
PIOTBPCw INFRARED RACIDMETER
SNFR SED NET FLUX RADIOMETER
PIOTBPDtATMS,CIRCULATION PATTERNS
SN2 CO REL,CRUSTAL÷ATMOS,VEL.COMP
PIO78POIATMOSPH,PR3PAGATION(MPRO)
SPECTRAL AMPS_ SIG*NOISE SPECTRA
PROBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL * NOISE
GAS * PLASMA ENVIR, SIGNL STRkGTH
PIO78PDtCLOUO EXTENTISTRUC,IDISTR
(SN) SED BKSCAT,, ANG. WT. PN.
(SN) SEE TIME VS TEMP. DATA
(SN) SED AM8. BKGR, RAD.t SP, FN.
PIO7BPDtATMOSPMERIC STRUCTURE
(SAS) SED LOW ATHOS PROPERTIES
PIOTQPD, INFRARED RADIOMETER
SNFR SED NET FLUX RADIOMETER
PIOTBPEtATMS,CIRCULATION PATTERNS
SN3 CO REL,CRUSTAL*ATMOS.VEL.COMP
PIO7RPEtATMOSRH,PROPAGATION(MPRO)
SPECTRAL AMPSt SIG*NOISE SPECTRA
PROBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL * NOISE
GAS • PLASMA ENVIR. SIGNL STRNGTH
PIOTBPEtCLDUD EXTENTtSTRUC,tDISTR
(SN) SED BACKSCATTER CHANNEL DATA
{'SN) SED AMB° 8KGR. RAD°t SPo FN.
SED TIME VS, TEMP. DATA
PIOT8PEtATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE
(SAS} SED LOW ATMOS PROPERTIES
PIO78PEt INFRARED RADIOMETER
SNPR SED NET PLUX RADIOMETER
NSS3C ID
7B-O78D-O_
78-0780-ORA
78-078D-02
78-0780-02A
78-07RD-01
78-078D-OIA
78-078D-07
78-078D-OTA
78-078E
78-07BE-03
78-078E-O3B
78-078E-07
78-078E-OTA
78-078[-0TC
78-078E-02
78-OTBE-O2A
78-OTBE-O2R
78-078E-02C
TB-O78E-01
78-OTBE-OIA
78-07BE-OA
78-O78E-OAA
78-078F
78-078F-03
78-07RF-038
7B-OTBF-07
78-078F-OTA
7B-OT8F-078
78-078F-07C
78-078F-02
78-078F-O2A
78-078F-O2B
78-078F-02C
78-078F-01
TB-O78F-O1A
78-078F-04
78-078F-DRA
78-07BG
78-078G'03
78-078G-O_P
78"07RG-07
78"078G-OTA
78-O78G-GTH
78"078G-OTC
78"078G-D2
78-078G-O2A
78-078G-O2B
78-078G-02C
78-078G-01
78-078G-O1A
78-078G-OA
78-OTBG-O4A
PAGE
77
77
77
77
77
T7
7P
7R
78
78
78
7P
78
7G
7_
78
79
T9
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
79
80
80
BO
80
BO
80
80
80
RI
81
81
81
81
81
81
81
81
81
81
81
62
82
82
82
82
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REGION - DISCIPLL,_E INDEX
• REGION *
• DISCIPLINE *
• SPACECRAFT NAME *
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME *
t DATA SET NAME *
m.to * * ••.••.•.•.t.o.•.•tt.t***t*•***•***B***t**t******t*****t*tt*t•**$•** *** • * to
MARS
IMAGING
MARINER 4
LEIGHTON
MARINER 6
LEIGHTON
MARINER 7
LEIGHTON
MARINER g
MASURSKY
VIKING i LANDER
ARVIOSON
MARI N(R At TELEVISION
PHOTOS CALIBRATED * CORRECTED 4KS
PHOTOS OF MARStJPL REPORT 32-B84
TELEVISION PICTURES ON MICROFILM
MARINER 6_MARS SURFACE TV CAMERA
PHOTOS•RAW ANALOG NEAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS•RAW ANALOG FAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS• ENHANCED NEAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS• ENHANCED FAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB NEAR ENCOUNTR
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB FAR ENCOUNTER
MAX DISORIM CONTRAST ENHANCED NE
MAX DISCRIM CONTRAST ENHANCED FE
PHOTOS• B/W MOSAICS NEG _X5 _E
NE ENHANCED TAPES
NE PHOTOMETRIC TAPES
FE PHOTOMETRIC TAPES
MARINER 7_MARS SURFACE IV CAMERA
PHOTOSwRAW ANALOG NEAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS•RAW ANALOG FAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOSp ENHANCED NEAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS• ENHANCEC FAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB NEAR ENCOUNTR
PHOTOMETRIC OECALIB FAR ENCOUNTER
MAX DIS CONTRAST ENHANCED NE
MAX DIS CONTRAST ENHANCED FE
PHOTOSt B/W MOSAICS NEG 4X5 NE
NE ENHANCED TAPES
NE PHOTOMETRIC 1APES
FE PHOTOMETRIC TAPES
PqESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHS RX5
MARINER 9_ TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOS• MTVS RAW
PHOTOStMTVS ALBEO0
PHOTOStMTVS MAX DISCRIMINATION
IPL ORTHOGRAPHIC CONTRAST ENHANCE
IPL ORTHOGRPHIC MAX DISCRIM.
MTVS PHOTOS W/SUP DATA• ON MFICHE
ALACK & WHITE PANORAMIC MOSAICS
SEDR SUPPORT DATA 16-MM M/FILM
TELEVISION INDICES 16-MM M/FILM
IPLIRDR MICROFICHE CATALOG
SEDR FINAL DATA TAPE
CATALOG OF MTVS PHOTOS ON MFILM
BLACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
MOSAIC CATALOG * INDEX ON MFILM
LIMA INDEX W/SUPPORT DATA_ MFICHE
LIMB MICROFICHE CATALOG
CAL TECh SELECTD MTVS•IPL PHOTOS
USGS SEMICONTRDLLED MOSAICS
SHADED RELIEF MAPS
PICTURE + ENHANCEMENT DATA TAPE
JPL MOSAIC CATALOG * INDEX MFICHE
RDR PRODUCTS (STATUS)
IPL ENHANCEMENT CATALOG
MARS GLOBE PHOTOMDSAICS
MARS GLOBE PHOTOMOSAIC INDEX
INDEX OF IMAGES _Y 10 DEGREE BOX
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
VIKING i LANOERtLANDER IMAGING
BLACK & WHITE _R_GS RELEASE PHOTO
COLOR LANDER PRESS RELEASE PHOTOS
TOP B/W PHOTOGRAPHY
_]R B/W PHOTOGRAPHY
PICTURE CAT OF PRIME MISSION EDR
TOR COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
LANDER HI-BEG MOSAICS
LANDER DONUT PROJECTION IMAGE
MULTI-CE-LABEL LANDER PHOTOS
TDR-IPL PRIME MISSION CATALOG
CATALOG OF PRIMAPY TOg COL IMAGES
HI-RES MOSAIC INOEX - DESCRIPTION
PRIME_ EXTe CONT MISSION Pie CAT
EOR IMAGE DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID
64-077A
64-077A-01
64-077A-OIA
6_-077A-OIB
6R-O77A-O1G
69-01qA
69-014A-01
69-014A-OIA
Gg-O14A-OIB
69-01_A-01C
69-01_A-OID
6B-O1AA-OIE
69-OIMA-OIF
69-014A-OIG
69-014A-OIH
69-014A-01I
69-01AA-OIJ
69°01_A-OIK
69-014A-OIL
G9-OGOA
69-030A-01
S9-030A-OIA
69-030A-O1B
69-030A-01C
69-030A-O1D
69-030A-O1E
69-030A-OIF
G9-OGQA°O1G
69-030A-OIH
69-030A-01I
69-030A°O1J
69-030A-O1K
69-030A-OIL
69-030A-OIM
71-051A
71-051A-04
71-051A-OAA
71-051A-OAR
71-051A-OAC
TI-O51A-OAD
71-051A-ORE
71-051A-OMF
71-051A-OAG
71-051A-O_H
TI-OEIA-O_I
71-051A-OAJ
71-051A-O_K
71-051A-OAL
71-051A-ORM
71-051A-O_N
71-051A-ORO
?I-051A-O_P
71-051A°O_G
71-051A°O_R
71-051A-O_S
71-051A-OMT
71-051A-O_U
71-051A-OAV
TI-O51A-ORW
71-051A-O_X
71-051A-OMY
71-051A-OAZ
71-051A-ORa
75-07EC
75-075C-06
75-075C-06A
75-OT5C-O6B
75-075C'06C
75-075C-06D
75-O75C-GGE
75-075C-06F
75-OTEC-O_H
75-075C-061
75-075C-06J
75-075C-06K
TE-O75C-O_L
75-O75C-G6M
75-075C-06N
75-07EC-060
PAGE
18
IB
18
19
19
22
22
22
22
22
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
2A
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
26
28
28
28
29
2g
29
29
2g
2g
29
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
32
B3
83
83
83
84
RA
84
B4
R4
B4
84
BA
85
85
85
85
139
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REGION - DISCIPLINE INDEX
• REGION
DISCIPLINE
• SPACECRAFT NAME
INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
DATA SET NAME *
VIKING i ORBITER
CARP
VIKING 2 LANDER
ARVIDSON
VIKING 2 ORBITER
CARR
HIGH RESOLUTION _OSAIC
SIEREO HIGH RESOLUTION
STEREO MOSAICS
TOPO MAP ATLAS-LANDING SITE
"IGH RESOLUTION LITHO MOSAICS
RANGE DATA SET 3VERLAYS DATA
PLANETARY IMAGING DATA ON HAG TAP
VIKING I ORBITERI IMAGERY
HLACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
RECTILINEAR ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ORTHOGRAPHIC ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
SEDR SUPPORT DATA ON MICROFILM
9/W MOSAICS
STEREO PAIRS 5XS-INCH FILM
INDEX BY LAT/LON AND I0 DEG BOX
MOSAIC SUMMARY AND INOEX_MFILM
INDEX TO PHOBOSI DEIMOSt STAR
RECT • ORTHO INDEX BY ROLL PILE
LIST OF IMAGES RY OUADt LAT/LCNG
IPL PROCESSED PHOTOGRAPHY
PRIME_ EXTt CONY MISSION PIC CAT
IPL PROCESSED COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
USOS COLOR PHOTOMDSAICS
USGS PHOTOMOSAICS SM
USGS PHOTOMOSAICS T.SM
SEDR QUAO/SUBOUAD PLOTS
MARS IN 5D,MOVIERILM
B/W PHOTOMOSAICS 1:500 K
USGS PHOTOMOSAICS I:2M
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
VIKING 2 LANDERt LANDER IMAGING
BLACK & WHITE DRESS RELEASE PHOTO
PRESS-RELEASE COLOR PHOTOS
TDR LANDER IMAGING PRODUCTS 5X12
EDR BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
PICTURE CAT OF PRIME MISSION EDR
TDR COLOR IMAGES 5XI2-1NCH
LANDER HI-RES MOSAICS
LANDER DONUT PROJECTION IMAGE
MULTI-CE-LABEL LANDER PHOTOS
TDR-IPL PRIME MISSION CATALOG
CATALOG OR PRIMARY TDR COL IMAGES
HI-RES MOSAIC INDEX + DESCRIPTION
PRIMED EXTt CD_T MISSION PIC CAT
EOR IMAGE DATA ON TAPE
HIGH RESOLUTION MOSAIC
STEREO HIGH RESOLUTION
STEREO MOSAICS
TOPO MAP ATLAS-LANDING SITE
HIGH RESOLUTION LITHE MOSAICS
IMAGING DATA 04 MAGNETIC TAPE
WIKING 2.0RBITERw IMA_R_
BLACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
BIW MOSAICS
RECTILINEAR ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
BLACK & WHITE 3RTHOGRAPHIC PHOTOS
STEREO PAIRS 5XS-INCH FILM
SEDR SUPPORT DATA ON MICROFILM
INDEX BY LATILONG AND 10 DEG BOX
MOSAIC SUMMARY AND INDEXw M/FILM
INDEX TO PHOBOSI DEIMOS_ STAR
RECT • ORTHO INDEX BY ROLL FILE
PRIME_ EXTg CONT MISSION PIC CAT
LIST OF IMAGES BY OUADI LAT/LONG
IPL PROCESSED PHOTOGRAPHY
IPL PROCESSED COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
USGS PHOTO MOSAICS 5M
USGS PHOTOMOSAICS I:T.5 M
SEOR QUAD/SUBOUAD PLOTS
MARS IN 3Or MOVIEFILM
USGS PHOTOMOSAIES 1:2M
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
FIELOS_ PARTICLES & PLASMAS
MARINER
SMITH MARINER 4tMAGNETOMETER
INTRPLNTRY, HAG. FIELD-3 H AVGS.
INTRPLNTRY,MAG,FIELD-50,A S AVGS,
INTRPLNTRT.MAG*FIELD-2,8 MIN AVGS
INTRPLNTRy.MAG.FIELD-4.2 S AVGS,
INTRPLNTRY.MAG.FIELD-16,8 S AVGS,
OTHER OISLIPLINES
MARINER A
ANDERSON MARINER A_CELESTIAL MECHANICS
_SS)C ID
75-075C-06P
75-075C-06Q
75-075C-0GR
75-075C-06T
75-075C'06W
75-075C-0GX
75-OTSC-D6Y
T5-O?Sk
75-075A-01
75-075A-O1A
T5-OTSA-O1B
75-075A-01C
75-O75A-OID
75-075A-OIE
T5-OTBA-O1F
75-075A-O1H
75-OTBA-OII
75-O75A-OIU
TS-OTBA-OIK
75-075A-OIL
75-075A-OIM
75-OTSA'OIN
T5-O75A-OID
75-075A-OIR
75-075A-010
75-075A-OIR
75-075A-OIS
75-075A-OIT
75-075A-OIU
75-075A-OlV
75-075A-OIW
75-O75A-O1X
TS-OBIE
75-083C-06
TS-OBIC-O6A
75-083C-06B
75-083E-06C
TS-O83C-O6D
TS-OB3C-O6E
75-OBIC-OAF
75-083C-06M
75-083C-061
T5-OB3C-OBJ
T5-OGIC-O6K
TS-OB3C-OGL
75-OB3C-O6M
75-OBIC-O&N
75-083C-060
TS-OBIC-O6P
75-OB3C-O6G
TS-O83C-OGR
75-083C-OGT
75-085C-06W
T5-OB3C-OGX
75-083A
75-08_A-01
75-083A-OIA
75-O83A-O1B
75-OB3A-OID
75-O83A-OIE
75-OBSA-O1F
75-O83A-OIG
75-O85A-OIM
TS-OBIA-01I
75-OBIA-O1J
75-083A-OIK
75-O85A-O|L
75-OBIA-OIM
75-083A-OIN
75-083A-010
75-083A-OIP
75-085A-O1Q
75-OBSA-OIR
75-083A-01S
75-083A-O1T
75-083A-O1V
75-083A-O1W
GR-OTTA
64-077A-02
64-077A-O2A
GA-O77A-O2B
GN-OTTA-O2C
6A-OTTA*02O
64-OTTA-O2E
64-077A
G_-OTTA-09
PAGE
B5
B5
85
85
85
8f
8&
90
90
90
90
90
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
93
93
93
93
93
9A
9_
B_
9_
95
95
9_
95
95
95
95
95
96
96
9G
96
96
96
96
97
i01
IO1
i01
IDI
I01
I01
102
102
102
102
102
102
I02
IOS
103
103
2O
20
20
20
20
20
20
18
18
1.0
REGION - DISCIPLINE INDEX
* REGION
* DISCIPLINE *
* SPACECRAFT NAME
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME *
DATA SET NAME *
• te e* •* e**• e** *t**ee***ee*t*t•t* **_*_* tIQ** *t**Qtt• t*** t**** ***** * * *D * ** * *** t** te
MARINER 6
ANDERSON
BARTH
KLIORE
NEUGEBAUER
PIMENTEL
MARINER 7
ANDERSON
BARTH
KLIORE
NEUGEBAUER
PIMENTEL
MARINER 9
BARTH
HANEL
KLIORE
NEUGEBAUER
VIKING I LANDER
BIEMANN
HARGRAVES
KLEIN
MICHAEL• JR.
N]ER
NIER
NIER
SHORTHILL
TILL_AN
TOULMINt 3RD
VIKING I ORBITER
FARMER
KIEFFER
MICHAEL_ JR.
VIKING 2 LANDER
CELESTIAL MECHANICS_MAG TAPES
CELESTIAL MECHANICS LISTING
MARINER 61 CELESTIAL MECHANICS
2 WAY DOPPLER RADIO TRACKING,TAPE
MARINER 6wUV SPECTROMETER EXPER
UPPER ATHOS. UV SPECTRA• HAG.TAPE
MARINER 6tO-BAND OCCULATATION
S-BAND OCCULTATION DATA• HAG TAPE
MARINER 6_EHAN IR RADIOMETER
2 CHANNEL IR RADIOMETER DATA
MARINER 6_IR SPECT 1.5-15 MICRON
IR SPECTROMETER DATA
MARINER 7_CELESTIAL _ECHANICS
2WAY DOPPLER RADIO IRKING ON TAPE
MARINER 7tUV SPECTROMETER EXPER.
UPPER ATHOS. UV SPECTRA• MAG.TAPE
MARINER ItS-BAND OCCULTATION
S-BAND OCCULTATION DATA_ HAG TAPE
MARINER 7t2 CHAN IR RADIOMETER
2 CHANNEL IR RADIOMETER DATA
MARINER TtIR SPECT 1.5-15 MICRON
IR SPECTROMETER DATA
MARINER 9tUV SPECTROMETER
LOWER ATMOSPHERE DATA ON FICHE
UPPER ATMOSPHERE-AIRGLOW, FICHE
22161 1304 A LIM_/OISC DATA•FICHE
STELLAR DATA ON MICROFICHE
LOCAL TOPOGRAPhY-ATLAS
PRESSURE ALTITUDE MEASUREMENTS
MARINER 9_INFRA INTERF SPECT
MARINER 9 IR INTER. SPECT. (IRIS)
MARINER 9_S-BAND OCCULTATION
OCCULTATION DATA.PLOT+TABLESvFILM
MARINER 9_INFRARED RAD.
I0 AND 2DMICRON _RIGHT TEMP-MTAPE
VIKING I LANDERo HOLED. ANALYSIS
GEMS SOIL ANALYSIS FLIGHT DATA
SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECTRA
SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE MASS SPECTR
GEMS ATMOSPHERE FLIGHT DATA
VIKING I LANDERI VAGN[TIC PROP.
INDEX OF MAGNET IMAGES ON M/FICHE
MAGNET IMAGES ON ROLL FILM
VIKING I LANDER_ BIOLOGY
GEX_ LR_ AND PR MEASUREMENTS
VIKING i LANDER, RADIO SCIENCE
RANGE * DOPPLER DATA
DECALIBRATED RANGE DATA TAPES
VIKING i LANDER, ATMCSPH. STRUCT.
ATHOS TEMP * PRESS LSTNGSt MFICH
VIKING I LANDER_ ATMOOPH. COMP.
NEUT. ATMOS. MASS SPECTRA ON FILM
TABLES OF M*S. CURRENTS ON FILM
VIKING I LANDER_IONOSPHERIC PROP
[XP.TRAUECT.-ATTITUDE DATA_ TAPE
RPA ION-ELECTRON DATA ON TAPE
RPA ION-ELECT. DATA ON _5MM FILK
VIKING ] LANDER• PHYSICAL PROP.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES REPORTS
VIKING i LANDER• METEOROLOGY
SANMET TEMP*VCTR WND VS IIME-LIST
VECTOR WIND/TEMP VS TIME(SEC}PLTS
VECTOR WINO/TE _p VS TIME(HRS)PLTS
METEOROLOGY PRESSURE TAPE
METEOROLOGY WNOT _p TAPE
DAILY PLOTS OF WKOTMP • PRESSURE
PRINTED PRESS * _I_DTMP CATALOG
WIND AND TEMPERATURE CATALOG
SOL AVG PRESS.PLOT_ & LISTING
SOL AVERAGE PRESSURE TAPE
VIKING I LANDERIINORG.CHEM.INVEST
SPECTRA PLOTS DN M/FICHE
COVMAND, SPECTRA. TEMP HIST MTAPE
COMMAND HISTORY ON M'FICHE
TEMPERATURE HISTORY ON M_FICME
VIKING i OR_ITER_ SPECTROMETER
ATMOSPHERIC WATER DATA ON TAPE
VIKING 1 ORBITERe RADIOMETER
DECALIBRATED IRTM OATA ON MAGTAPE
VIKING i OR_ITER_RADIO SCIENCE
_81 MHZ RELAY LINK
RADIO OCCULTATIO_ DATA TAPES
ORBITER TRACKING DATA ON MAG TAPE
DECALIBRATEO PAKGE DATA TAPES
NSSDC ID
6R-OTTA-OBA
6_-OTTA-OgB
69-01_A
69-01_A-05
69-OI_A-O5A
69-01RA-OA
6?-OI_A-OAA
67-01_A-06
69-OlRA-O6A
69-01_A-03
69-OlAA-B3A
69-01_A-02
69-Ol_A-O2A
69-030A
&9-O_OA-05
69-030A-OSA
69-030A-0_
69-030A-OqA
69-030_-06A
69-030A-03
69-03_A-O3A
Gg-O]OA-02
69-030A-O2A
Tl-O51A
T1-O51A-_2
71mOS1A-O2A
71-051A-O2B
71-051A-02C
71-051A-020
71-O51A-G2E
71-051A-O2F
TI-O51A-03
71-O51A-O3A
71-051A-08
71-051A-OBA
71-051A-Ol
71-O5IA-OIA
75-075C
75-OT5C-OA
75-075C-0_A
75-075C-0RB
75-075C-0_C
75-B75C-O_D
75-075C-10
75-075C-1CA
75-075C-I08
75-875C-03
75-075C-03F
75mOT5C-ll
75-075C-11B
75-075C-11C
75-075C-02
75-075C-02A
75-075C-12
75-OT5C-L2A
75-075C-128
75-075C-I"
75-075C-IAA
75-OT5C-IAB
75-075C-I_C
75-075C-01
75-075C-_IA
75-075C-07
TS"OTSC-O7A
75-C75E-07_
T5-075C-C7C
75-075C-07D
75-075C-_7E
75-OT5C-O7F
75-075C-C7G
T5-075C-07_
TS-OTSC-OTI
75-GTSC-CTJ
75-075C-13
75-075C-_5A
TS-O75C-13E
75-075C-I_F
75-075C-13G
75-075A
75-B75A-03
TS-O75A-O3A
75-075A-02
75-075AmC2A
75-075A-OA
75-075A-OAA
75-075A-D_8
75-075A-O_D
75-075A-D_E
75-083C
PAGE
18
18
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
2_
2_
2A
2A
2A
2A
2*
2_
2_
2_
2R
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
27
27
2R
28
28
28
28
28
28
32
52
86
BE
R6
86
86
86
86
8&
8&
8T
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
88
68
88
88
88
9B
88
88
88
8B
89
B9
89
R9
8_
gC
90
90
90
90
93
93
95
9_
93
93
95
93
9A
9;
g_
IRI
REGION- DISCIPLINEINDEX
• REGION
• DISCIPLINE *
• SPACECRAFT NAME
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIRENT NAME *
• DATA SET N_ME
ANDERSON
BIEHANN
HARGRAVES
KLEIN
MICHAEL_ JR.
NIER
NIER
NIER
SHORTHILL
TILLHAN
TDULHIN_ 3RD
VIKING 2 ORBITER
FARMER
KIEFFER
MICHAEL• JR.
VIKING 2 LAN_ERt SEISROLOGY
SEISMIC DATA PROGRAM TAPE
SEISMIC EOR-2 TAPES
SEISMOGRAM RECOROS SOL 1-B M'FILM
VIKING 2 LANDER_ MDLEC. ANALYSIS
GCMS SOIL ANALYSIS FLIGHT DATA
SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECIRA
SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE MASS SPECTR
GCMS ATMOSPHERE FLIGHT DATA
VIKING 2 LANDER• MAGNETIC PROP,
INDEX OF MAGNET IMAGES ON H/FICHE
MAGNET IMAGES ON ROLL FILM
VIKING 2 LANDER_ BIOLOGY
GEXD LRt AND PR MEASUREMENTS
VIKING 2 LANDER_ RADIO SCIENCE
RANGE * DOPPLER DATA
)ECALIBRATEO RAISE DATA TAPES
VIKING 2 LANDERI ATMOSPM, STRUCT,
ATHOS TEMP • PRESS LSTNGS_ MFICH
VIKING 2 LANDER• ATMOSPH• COHP,
NEUT. ATMOS, MASS SPECTRA ON FILM
TABLES OF H.S,CURRENTS ON FILM
VIKING 2 LANOERtIONOSPHERIC PROP
EWP,TRAJECT.-ATTITUDE DATA• TAPE
ROA IDN-ELECTRD_ DATA ON TAPE
RPA ION-ELECT. DATA ON 35MM FILM
VIKING 2 LANDER• PHYSICAL PROP,
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES REPORTS
VIKING 2 LANDER_ METEOROLOGY
SANMET TEMP*VCTR WND VS TIME-LIST
VECTOR WINOITEMP VS TIME(SEC)PLTS
VECTOR WIND/TEMP VS IIHE(HRS)PLTS
METEOROLOGY PRESSURE TAPE
METEOROLOGY WNDTMP TAPE
DAILY PLOTS OF WNOTMP + PRESSURE
PRINTED PRESS • WNDTHP CATALOG
WIND AND TEMPERATURE CATALOG
SOL AVG PRESS_PLDTS & LISTING
SOL AVERAGE PRESSURE TAPE
VIKING 2 LANDERtINORD.CHEM,INVEST
SPECTRA PLOTS 3_ M/fICHE
COMMAND• SPECTRA_ TEHP HIST MTAPE
COMMAND HISTORY ON M_FICHE
TEMPERATURE HISTORY ON M_FIC_E
VIKING 2 ORBITERt SPECTROMETER
ATMOSPHERIC WATER DATA ON TAPE
VIKING 2 ORBITER• RADIOMETER
DECALIBRATED IRTH DATA ON MAGTAPE
VIKING 2 ORBITER•RADIO SCIENCE
381 MHZ RELAY LINK
DECALIBRATED RANGE DATA TAPES
ACCELERATION LISTS AND PLOTS
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION DATA
NSSDC ID
75-083C-0B
75-083C-08A
75-083C-088
75-083C-08C
75-083C-04
TE-O83C-ORA
75-083C-0_B
75-085C-0_C
75-083C-0_D
75-083C-10
75-083C-10A
75-083C-10B
75-063C-03
75-083C-03F
75-083E-11
75-083C-13R
TS-OB3C-11C
T5-083C-02
75-083C-02A
7E-OR3C-12
7S-OBDC-12A
75-083C-12B
75mOS_C-1R
75-083C-14A
75-083C-14B
75-083C-1AC
75-083C-01
75-083C-01A
75-083C-07
T_-OBDC-O7A
75-OB_C-O7B
75-083Cm07C
75-083C-070
75-083C-07E
75-083C-07F
75-083C-07G
7_-083C-07H
75-083C-07I
T_-OB3C-OTJ
75-083C-13
75-OBDC-13A
75-083C-1]E
75o083C-13F
7_-083C-13G
75-OB]A
75-083A-03
75-083A-ODA
75-083A-02
75-083A-O2A
TE-O83A-O_
75-083A-O_A
75-OBDA-O_B
TE-OBDA-O_F
75-083A-ORG
PAGE
9_
g_
9_
9_
97
g7
97
g7
g?
97
97
97
97
97
ge
g8
98
gP
gB
g8
g8
9R
g8
9,=
98
99
99
99
9g
99
99
9g
99
gg
99
108
tOO
100
100
lOO
In0
IO0
101
101
IO_.
lOa
'_0_.
tOa
10_
10_
tO'.,
I_2 OF PO0.__ _O_Li'Yr
REGION - DISCIPLINE INDEX
* REGION
* DISCIPLINE *
. SPACECRAFT NAME *
. INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME *
DATA SET NAME *
JUPITER
IMAGING
PIONEER 10
GEHRELS
PIONEER 11
GEHRELS
VOYAGER 1
SMITH
VOYAGER 2
SMITH
PIONEER 101 IMAGE PHOTOPOLARIMIR
COLOR P _ $$ RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
B/W 8X18 PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEXES OF DATA
JUPITER IMAGE LOB DN MICROFICHE
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEX OF JUPITER IMAGES
PIONEER 11_ IMAGE PBDTOPOLARIMTR
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
BLACK & WHITE POLARIMETER IMAGERY
B/W 8X18 PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEXES OF DATA
JUPITER IMAGE LOG ON MICROFICHE
JUPITER COLOR IMAGERY
INDEX OF JUPITER IMAGES
VOYAGER I_ IMAGING
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
SYSTEMATIC MTIS IMAGESIJUPITER
_LACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
VOYAGER INDEX ON MFILM
PICTURE CATALOG OP JUP ENCOUNTER
BLACK AND WHITE MOSAICS_ JUP SATS
COLOR MOSAICS DP JUP'S SATS.
ROOTPRINTSeAIRBR MAPS OF JUP SATS
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
VOYAGER 2t IMAGING
BLACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PBOTOGRAPPY
VOYAGER INDEX ON MFILM
SYSTEMATIC MTIS IMAGEStJUPITER
PICTURE CATALOG OF JUP ENCOUNTER
BLACK & WHITE MOSAICS OF JUP SATS
FOOTPRINTS*AIRBR MAPS OF JUP SATS
IMAGING DATA 0_ MAGNETIC TAPE
FIELOS_ PARTICLES & PLASMAS
PIONEER 10
BARNES
FILLIUS
MCDONALD
SIMPSON
SMITH
VAN ALLEN
PIONEER 11
ACUNA
BARNES
FILLIJS
MCDONALD
SIMPSON
SMITH
VAN ALLEN
VOYAGER i
BRIDGE
PIONEER 10t2 aU_D_S_H£ RE ANAL YZRS
PLOTS OF BULK SPEED VS TIME-FILM
SOLAR WIND PROTON BULK SPEED DATA
PIONEER IOtUOVIAN TRAPPED PARTICL
ENCOUNTER DATA SUMMARY TAPES
ENCOUNTER DATA ANALYSIS TAPE
2W-HOUR COMPRESSED SUMMARY DATA
PIONEER IOwC_ARGBD PARTICLE TELE,
15-MIN AVERAGED JUPITER E_COUNTER
PIONEER IGtCHARGED PARTICLE CDMP
SOLROT COUNT RATE PLDTSt MFILM
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS DATAt TAPES
5°MIN AVGo COUNT RATE TAPES
PIONEER IOtD-AXIS HELIUM MASNETOM
ENCOUNTER I MIN _V DATA PLOTS,FLM
i MIN_ HOURLYt DAILY AVG, CRUISE
JUPITER ENC,TRAJ,INSIDE ?RJ JG CO
PIONEER IO_JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICL
PlON-18 JUPITER E_COUNTER TAPES
PIONZE_ 11_ FLUWGATE MAGNETOMETER
JDVo ENCOUNTER 5 MIN AVGS_ TAPE
PIONEER 11_2 OUAOISPPERE ANALYZRS
SOLAR WIND PROTO_v PULK SPEED DATA
PIONEER 11tJOVIAN TRAPPED PARTICL
ENCOUNTER OATA SUMMARY TAPES
ENCOUNTER BINARY REDUCTION TAPES
2W-HOUR COMPRESCEO SUMMARY DATA
PIONEER II,CHARGED PARTICLE ISLE.
IB-MIN AVERAGED JUPITER ENCOUNTER
PIONESR 11tCHARGE_ PAPTICLE COMP
15-MIN PULSE HEIGHT TAPES
5-MIN SECTORED COU_T-RATE TAPES
SOL,ROT.COUNT RATE PLOTS, M_ILM
PIONFER ii,_ AXIS HELIUM VGNETOM.
I MIN_ HOURLY_ DAILY AVG. CRUISE
HI TIME RES B VRS_ TAPE
JUPITER ENC.TRAJ. INSIOE 7RJ JG CO
JUPITER ENCOUNTER-1 MIN, AVGO TAP
PIONEER 11_JOVIAN CHApGED PARTICL
PION-11 JUPITER ENCOUNTER TAPES
VOYAGER I_ PLASMA SPECTROMETER
JUPITBR PLASMA SUMMARY TAPES (MG)
NSSDC ID
72-012A
72-012A-07
72-012A-OTA
72-012A-OTC
72-012A-OTD
72-012A-07[
12-OI2A-O7G
72-OI2A-OTH
72-012A-OTJ
73-819A
TS-819A-07
73°019A-OTA
T3-819A-07C
73-C19A-OTD
TD-O19A-O7E
73-819A-OTG
73-019A-OTH
TD-OI9A-87L
7T-OR_A
77-084A-01
77-084A-O1A
77-ORAA-OIR
77-OBRA-81C
77-O84A-O1D
7T-O84A-OIE
77-RB_A-81F
77-8B_A-81G
77-B8;A-O1L
77-OB_A-81M
77-876A
77-076A-01
77-07BA-O1A
7T-O76A-O1B
77-076A-01C
TT-O76A°OID
7T-OT6A-81E
77-O76A-OIF
77-076A-OIK
77-O76A-OIL
72-012A
72-012_-13
72-012A-13A
72-012A-13R
72-812A-05
72-812A-OGA
72-012A-OGB
72-812A-OGF
72-812A-12
72-812A-12A
72-012A°02
72-012A-82A
72-812A-82B
72-012A-02C
72-812A-01
72-012A-DID
72-012A-81E
72-812A-OIG
72-012A-11
72-012A-11_
73-01_A
73-019A-I_
73-O19A-l_A
TD-819A-_3
73-D19A°I_A
7)-019A°8_
73-OIRA-OGA
73-019A-ORB
73-OIgA-OBG
73-019A-12
73-819A-12A
TD-819A-C2
73-OIgA-G2A
73-019A-02_
73-019A-02C
73-019A-01
73-OIgA-QIB
7_-019A-01C
73-OIgA-CIE
73-019A-OlP
73-019A-11
73-019A-IIA
77-OB_A
77-OBhA-OE
77ICB_AIR_A
PAGE
55
55
55
55
55
56
56
56
56
E2
&2
62
62
62
63
&3
63
63
107
107
107
107
108
108
108
10B
108
108
108
115
115
lt5
115
53
53
53
5A
5A
5_
55
55
58
58
58
5B
58
58
58
5P
5B
59
59
59
60
60
_8
,50
6C
61
61
`51
62
65
65
65
,55
&5
,55
56
6&
&6
`56
6B
B7
67
REGION - DISCIPLINE INDEX
* REGION
* DISCIPLINE
SPACECRAFT NAME *
INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
DATA SET NAME *
_*_**_*m_*_'_*_***_*_*_'_*_**_********_**_*****'**e*_t_**_t*_
KRIMIGIS
NCSS
SCARF
STONE
VOYAGER 2
BRIDGE
KRIMIGIS
NESS
SCARF
STONE
JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY TAPES ($3)
JUPITER PLASMA DATA TAPE
VOYAGER I_PART.ANALYZR/TELESOOPE
LOW-ENERGY SECTOR-AVG. FLUXt TAPE
LOW-ENERGY TIME-AVGD. FLUX_ TAPE
VOYAGER i, FLUXGAT[ MAGNETOMETERS
MAGNET. JUPITER SUMMARY (HG COOR)
MAGNET. JUPITER SUMMARY ($3 COOR)
_B-SEC MAG FLD PLOTS-JUPITERtFICM
VOYAGER I_PLASMA WAVE (.DI-SGKHZ)
2_ HR PLASMA WAVE PLOTSt MFILM
VOYAGER I_ COSMIC RAy TELESCOPE
JUPITER flUX TIME-HISTORY RECORDS
VOYAGER 2t PLASMA SPECTROMETER
JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY TAPES (HG)
JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY TAPES ($3)
JUPITER PLASMA ANALYZED DATA TAPE
VOYAGER 2, PART ANALYZER/TELESCOP
LOW-ENERGY SECTOR-AUG. FLUXt TAPE
L_W-ENERGY TIME-AVGD. FLUX_ TAPE
SCAN AVERAGEtSATURN ENCOUNTER
VOYAGER 2_ FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
MAGNET. JUPITER SUMMARY (HG COOP)
MAGNET. JUPITER SUMMARY ($3 COOP)
4S-SEC HAG PLD PLOTS-JUPITERIFICM
VOYAGER 2_PLASMA WAVE(.01-S6 KHZ)
2_-HR PLASMA WAVE PLOTSt MFILM
VOYAGER 2_ COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
JUPITER FLUX TIM_-HISTORY RECORDS
OTHER DISCIPLINES
PIONEER _0
ANDERSON
GEHRELS
JUDGE
KINARD
KLIORE
PIONEER 11
ANDERSON
GEHRELS
JUDGE
KINARD
KLIORE
VOYAGER !
BROADFOOT
HANEL
TYLER
WARWICK
VOYAGER 2
HANEL
LANE
TYLER
WARWICK
PIONEER IO_OELESTIAL MECHANICS
DOPPLER TRACKING DATA ON MAG TAPE
DOPPLER TRKING I SOLAR OPPOSITION
PIONEER 10_ IMAGE PHOTOPDLARIMTR
POLARIZATION DATA ON MICROFICHE
POLARIZATION DATA ON TAPE
PIONEER IOIUV PHOTOMETERt2OO-SOOA
EUV EDR PHOTON EMISSION DATA
USC ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
PIONEER IOpMEIEOROIO DETECTOR
METEOROID ENVIRONMENT DATA/JUR
PIONEER lot S-BAND OCCULTATION
JUR.OCCULT - FINAL PLTSILSTS MFLM
IO OCCULT - FINAL PLTS/LISTS MFLM
TO OCCULT -° INTERMED.DATAt TAPE
IO OCCULT -- RED.TM SIGNALS_ TAPE
JUP. GCCULT -- INTERMEO.DATA_ TAPE
JUP.OCCULT -RED. TM SIGNALSt TAPE
PIONEER 11, CELESTIAL MECHANICS
DOPPLER TRACKING (JUPITER ENCNTR)
PIONEER 111 IMAGE PHOTOPOLARIMTR
POLARIZATION DATA ON MICROFICM[
POLARIZATION DATA ON TAPE
PIONEER 11tUV PHOTOMETERI20O-BOOA
EUV [DR PHOTON EMISSION DATA
USE ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
PION[ER 11t METEOROID DETECTOR
METEOROID ENVIRONMENT OATA/JUP
PIONEER 11t S-BAND OCCULTATION
JUP.OCEULT - FINAL PLTS/LSTS MFLM
JUP*OCCULT -- |NTERREO.DATAo TAPE
JUP.OCCULT -- RED.TM SIGNALSjTAPE
VOYAGER ]m UV SPECTROMETER
UV SPECTRAL OATA RECORDS
VOYAGER 1_ IR INTERFEROMETER
JUPITER IRIS MERGED DATA ON TAPES
VOYAGER lm COMERNT S*X RAND RAOIO
COMPLEX ENVELOPE OCCULTATION SIGN
MERGED OCCULTATION DATA
VOYAGER |t LF RF RCVR(,O2-4OMMZ)
LOW BAND OVN SPECTRA PLOTStJUP
HIGH BAND OTN SPECTRA PLOTStJUP
PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY DATA
DECAMETRIC EMISSION CAT.15-_O MHZ
VOYASER 2t IR INTERREROMETER
JUPITER IRIS MERGED OATR ON TAPES
VOYAGER 2tPHOTOPOLARIMETER
PHOTOPOLARIMET[R JUPITER [NO DATA
VOYAGE_ 2t COHERNT S_X RAND RADO
COMPLEX ENVELOPE OCCULTATION SIGN
MERGED OCCULTATION DATA
VOYAGER 2_ LF.RF RCVRI.O2-ROMHZ)
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTStJUP
NSSDC ]D
77-OBMA-OGB
77-08RA-060
77-OB_A-O7
77-OBqA-OTA
77-ORRA-OTR
77=OR_A-O_
77-08_A-ORA
77-O8_A-OEB
77-08_A-05C
77-08_A-13
77-08_A-I_A
77-08_A-OB
77-08_A-OBA
7T-O76A
77-076A-06
77-O76A-O_A
77-OTGA-O6B
77-07GA-06C
77-076A-07
77-07EA-O7A
77-076A-O7B
77-076A-07C
77-07_A°0_
77°076A-D_A
7T-O76A-OSB
77-076A-ORC
?T-O76A-l_
77-076A-13A
7T-O76A-O8
77-076A-G8A
72-012A
72-012A-Og
72-O12A-ORA
72-O12A-O_B
72-012A-07
72-012A-O7B
72-012A-O7F
72-012A-06
72-012A-O&A
72°012A-ORB
72-012A-0.
T2-OI2A-O_A
72-012A-10
72-012A-lOA
72-012A-IOE
72-012A-10C
T2-O12A-ZOD
72-OI2A-IOE
72-OZ2A-IOF
73-019A
T3-O19A-09
73-019A-OgA
73-019A-07
73-oIgA-O7B
T]-OI?A-OTF
73-019A-06
73-Rl?A°OGA
73-OI9A-O6B
73-OI?A-OR
7Z-019A-ORA
73-019A-10
73-O19A-lOA
73-O19A-lOB
73-019A-10C
77-08_A
T7-OB_A-G_
T7-OBAA-O_A
77-RBRA-03
77-OBAA-OGA
77-08_A-02
TT-ORRA-O2A
T?-OR_A-O2B
77-ORAA-ZO
77-O8_A-1DA
77-OBAA-IOB
77-OBAA-ZOC
7?-OR_A-IOD
77-R76A
77-OT6A-03
7T-O76A-OGA
77-OT6A-11
7T-O76A-11A
7T-O7GA-02
77°076A-O2A
77-076A-O2B
7T-O76A-lO
7T-O76A-ZRA
PAGE
105
105
106
106
106
106
10_
106
107
10T
107
109
109
111
111
111
111
111
112
112
113
113
113
113
113
11A
11_
11G
lIE
53
53
53
53
55
55
56
56
56
57
57
57
57
57
51
57
57
57
57
60
GO
60
62
62
63
6_
6R
6_
6_
6_
64
GR
65
G5
I05
I05
105
109
I09
109
110
ill
tit
112
112
112
i13
113
116
116
I_R
R£GION - OISCIPL]N£ INDEX
* REGION .
* DISCIPLINE .
* SPACECRAFT NAME
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME *
DATA SET NAME *
* t. t ** at * Q..it ...t **or.. ** .t.**io **.****_* .tt..**** .t**** t**** ** .*******.**** i
HIGH B_NO OYN SPECTRA PLOTStJUP
PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY DATA
DECAMETR]C EMTSS]ON CAT=15-40 MHZ
NSSDC TD
77-076A-lOB
77-07&A-10C
77-07EA-IOD
PAGE
117
117
117
REGION - DISCIPLINE INDEX
• REGION .
• DISCIPLINE •
• SPACECRAFT NAME
INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
• DATA SET NAME *
SATURN
IMAGING
PIONEER 11
SEHRELS
VOYAGER 1
SMITH
VOYAGER 2
SMITH
PIONEER llt IMAGE PHOTOPOLARIMTR
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
BLACK & WHITE POLARIME TER IMAGERY
BIW BX10 PHOTOGRAPHY
SATURN ENCOUNTER
SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA ON nAG TAPE
INDEX OF SATURN IMAGES
VOYAGER I_ IMAGING
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
BLACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
VOYAGER INDEX ON MFILM
BLACK AND WHITE MOSAICS+ UUP SATS
COLOR MOSAICS OF JUPtS SATS.
IwAGERY OF SATURN+S SATELLIES
SELECTED IRL IMAGES OF SATURN SAT
SYSTEMATIC nTIS ]MAGESwSATURN
PICTURE CATALOG OF SAT ENCOUNTER
IMAGING 3ATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
VOYAGER 2+ IMAGING
HLACK & WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
VOYAGER INDEX ON MrILM
SELECTED IPL IMAGES CP SATURk SAT
SYSTEMATIC MTIS IMAGEStSATURN
PICTURE CATALOG OF SAT ENCOUNTER
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
FIELDSt PARTICLES & PLASMAS
PIONEER 11
ACUNA
BARNES
FILLIUS
MCDONALD
SMITH
VAN ALLEN
VOYAGER I
BRIDGE
KRIMIGIS
NESS
SCARF
TYLER
VOYAGER 2
BRIDGE
KRIMIGIS
NESS
SCARF
PIONEER 11_ FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
SATURN ENCOUNTER 5 MIN AVG DATA
PIONEER llt2 QUADISPHERE ANALYZRS
SOLAR WI_D PROTON BULK SPEED DATA
PIONEER It+JOVIAN TRAPPED PARTICL
SATURN ENCTR BIKARY REDUCTION TPS
PIONEER IItCMARGED PAPTICLE TELE.
15-MIN AVERAGED SATURN ENCOUNTER
PIONEER 11.3 AXIS HELIUM MGNETOM.
SATURN ENCOUNTER MINUTE AVG PE CO
PIONEER It+JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICL
SATURN ENC.-CHARSEO PARTICLES
VOYAGER 1+ PLASMA SPECTROMETER
PLASMA SATURN ENCOUNTER (HG COOR)
SATURN ENCOUNTER L] COORD
VOYAGER IIPART,ANALYZR/TELESCOPE
SCAN AVERAGE.SATURN ENCOUNTER
VOYAGER It FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS
SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA (HG COOP)
SATURN ENCOUNTER LI COORD
VOYAGER I_PLASMA WAVE (.01-56KHZ)
24 HR PLASMA WAVE PLOTSe MFILM
VOYAGER 1+ COHERNT S•X BAND RADIO
OPACITY AND PHASE OF RINGS
VOYAGER 2t PLASMA SPECTROMETER
PLASMA SATURN ENCOUNTER (HG COOR)
SATURN ENCOUNTER L1 COORD
VOYAGER 2t PART ANALYZER/TELESCOP
SCAN AVERAGE,SATURN ENCOUNTER
VOYAGER 2t FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
MAGNET. SATURN ENCOUNTER(HG COOR)
SATURN ENCOUNTER LI COORD
VOYAGER 2_PLASMA WAVE(.OI-56 KMZ)
2A-HR PLASMA WAVE PLOTS_ MFILM
OTHER DISCIPLINES
PIONEER II
ANDERSON
GEHRELS
KINARD
VOYAGER 1
BROADPODT
HANEL
TYLER
PIONEER 111 CELESTIAL MECHANICS
DOPPLER TRACKING DATA SATURN ENCO
PIONEER 111 IMAGE PHOTOPOLARIMTR
POLARIZATION DATA ON MICROFICHE
POLARIZATION DATA ON TAPE
PIONEER 11+ METEOROID DETECTOR
METEOROID EWP RESULTS AT SATURN
VOYAGER i_ UV SPECTROMETER
UV PHOTOMETRY FOR SATURN
VOYAGER lw IR INTERFEROMETER
SATURN IRIS RADIANCEt TAPE
VOYAGER I_ COHERNT S+X BAND RADIO
RADIO OCCULIATION-SATURNIS RINGS
_SS]C ID
73-019A
73-019A-07
T3-O19A-OTA
73-019A-07C
73-OIgA-OTD
73-019A-O7J
T3-OlBA-D7K
T3-O19A-OTM
77-OBAA
77-08aA-01
7T-OB_A-O1A
77°08RA-01C
77-OBAA-O1D
77-ORAA-OIF
77-O84A-OIG
77-OBAA-O1H
77-084A-01I
T7-OBAA-Ol_
77-OB_A-O1K
77-08RA-O1M
77-076A
77-076A-01
77-076A-O1A
77-076AoO1B
77-076A-01C
77-076A-OIP
77-07GA-OII
7T-OTGA-OIJ
77-OT6A-OIL
T3mO|gA
73-019A-1A
73-019A-14B
73-019A-13
73-OtgA-I_A
73-019A-05
73-019A-050
T3°OI9A°I_
73-019A-12B
73-019A-01
73-01BA-010
73-01gA-11
73-019A-11B
?7-OBAA
77-08RA-06
77-08_A-OED
77-O8_A-OGE
77°08AA-07
77-ORAA-D7C
77-OR4A-C5
77-OBAA-OBD
77-08AA-OSE
77-084A-13
77-OBAA-13A
77-OBAA-02
77-O84A-OZJ
77-076A
77-076A-06
77-O76A-DGD
77-076A°OGE
77-076A-07
77-076A°07C
77-076A-05
77-076A-O5D
77-076A-OSE
77-076A-13
TT-O76A-13A
73-019A
73-019A-09
73-019A-OOB
"73-019A-07
73-01gA-OTE
73-019A-OTF
73-019A-OR
?3-019A-OAR
77-OBAA
77-OBAA-OR
77-08AA°OAB
77-08AA-03
77-08AA-O3B
7T-O8AA-02
7T-O8AA-O2C
PAGE
62
62
62
62
62
63
63
6_
107
107
107
108
IOB
1OR
lOP
108
108
1OR
lOB
108
114
11R
114
114
115
115
115
115
6O
GO
60
60
6C
62
62
&5
65
66
66
67
67
105
105
105
I05
106
106
107
107
107
107
107
110
110
112
112
112
112
113
113
11A
lIP
11R
llR
llA
60
60
60
G2
62
63
6t+
6A
105
105
105
106
106
109
109
1A6
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REGION - DISCIPLINE INDEX
- REGION *
• DISCIPLINE
• SPACECRAFT NAME *
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME *
• DATA _ T NAME *
SATURN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA.TAP
TITAN RADIO OCCULTATION DATAtTAPE
SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA ON NAG TAPE
RADIO OCCULT,TITAN ENCOUNT (MED)
RADIO OCCULT,SATURN ENCOUNT (NAR)
RADIO OCCULT+SATURN ENCOUNT (MED)
WARWICK VOYA$CR 1_ LF RF RCVR(.O2-4OMHZ)
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTStSAT
HIGH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,SAT
VOYAGER 2
HANEL VOYAGER 2_ IR INTERrEROMETER
SATURN IRIS RADIANCE_ TAPE
LANE VOYAGER 2+PHOTOPOLARIMETER
SATURNtTITAN_OELTA SCORPlI ENCNTR
TYLER VOYAGER 2+ COHERNT S+X BAND RADD
SATURN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA+TAP
SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA ON HAG TAPE
RADIO OCCULTATION+ SATURN ENCOUNT
WARWICK VOYAGER 2s LF.RF RCVR(.O2-4OMHZ)
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS+SAT
HIGH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLDTStSAT
NSSOC TD
PAGE
7T-OBqA-O2D 109
77-OBqA-O2E 109
77-08qA-O2F 110
TT-OB4A-O2G 110
7T-OSqA-O2H 110
77-084A-021 110
7T-OBqA-lO 111
77-084A-IOE 111
7T-OBqA-IOF 111
77-07&A 112
TT-OT6A-O_ 112
TT-OT6A-O3B 112
77-076A-11 113
T7-O76A-IIB 113
77-076A-02 116
77-076A-02C 116
TT-OT6A-O2D 116
77-07&A-O2E 116
77-076A-10 117
77-O?6A-10E 117
77-076A-lOF 117
147
REGION- DISCIPLINEINDEX
* REGION *
* DISCIPLINE *
SPACECRAFT NAME •
INVESTIGATOR NAM{ EXPERIMENT NAME *
DATA SET NAME *
URANUS
IMAGING
VOYAGER 2
SMITH VOYAGER 21 IMAGING
SYSTEMATIC MIPL IMAGES_ URANUS
NSSDC ID
77"G76A
77-076A-01
77-07GA-O1M
PAGE
115
1L5
115
OF* t'_'_-i _,:_._A:ITY
REGION - DISCIPLINE INDEX
* REGION *
* DISCIPLINE *
* SPACECRAFT NAME
- INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME *
DATA SET NAME *
ot*tto_*e**_It_ttte_t*_*_**t_*_**_***_t'_*_t*_**_*_*o_****_*********_*_
INTERPLANETARY
FIELDS, PARTICLES & PLASMAS
MELIOS-A
GURNETT
GURNETT
GURNETT
KEPPLER
KUNOW
NESS
NEUBAUER
NEUBAUER
ROSENBAUER
TRAINOR
HELIOS-B
GURNETT
GURNETT
GURNETT
KEPPLER
KUNOW
NESS
NEUBAUER
ROSENBAUER
TRAINOR
MARIMER 2
ANDERSON
COLEMANt JR.
NEuGEBAUER
MARINER R
SIMPSON
SMITH
MARINER 5
_RIDGE
SMITH
SOLAR WIND PLASMA WAVE
2A-HR SURVEY PLOTSw MFILM
HELIOS'A*FINE WAVE SPECTRUM ANALS
SURVEY PLOTStIMZ TO 207KHZ_ MFILM
HELIOS-A_2T-KHZ - 3-MMZ RADIO WVE
LOG ANT TEMP VS TI_Et2A HR PLOTS
LOG ANT TEMP VS TIME ON TAPE
LOG ANT TEMP_MONTHLY PLOTS
HELIOS-At ENRGTC ELECT + PROT DET
HOURLY AVERAGED ELECTRON-PROTON
HELIOS-A_IMEV-1GEV CR PROT.÷ALPHA
HOURLY AUG COUNT RATE DATA
HELIOS-ADTRIAX.FLUXGATE MAGNETMTR
HOURLY AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD
HELIOS-A_TRIAX. FLUXGATE MAGNTMTR
8 SEC AVS MAG FIELD VECTOR DATA
HOURLY AVG MAG FIELD VECTOR DATA
MERGED HOURLY AVGO FIELD + PLASMA
1-H AVE PLOT_ PLASMA ÷ MAG MERGED
HELIOS-A_TRIAX SRCM COIL MAGNTMTR
8-S AVG SPECT DEN R CHAN &.8-1470
HELIOS-A_PLASMA DETECTORS
HOURLY AVG. PLASMA DATA
MERGED HOURLY AVGD FIELD _ PLASMA
I-H AVE PLOTt PLASMA ÷ MAG MERGED
MELIOS-A_COSMIC RAY DETECTORS
SECIOREO X-RAY PLOTSt MFILM
HOURLY AVERAGED FLUXES OF PROTONS
SOLAR WIND PLASMA WAVE
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS_ MFILM
HELIOS-B_FINE WAVE SPECTRUM ANALS
SURVEY PLOTS_ IMZ TO 2OTKHZtMFILM
HELIOS-B_ 2THZ-OMHZ RADIO WAVE
LOG ANT TEMP VS TIMEr24 HR PLOTS
LOG ANT TEMP VS TIME ON TAPE
LOG ANT TEMPIMONTHLY PLOTS
HELIOS-B_ ENRGTC ELECT ÷ PROT OCT
HOURLY AVERAGED ELECTRON-PROTON
HELIOS-B_IMEV-IGEV CR PROT._ALPHA
HOURLY AVE COUNT RATE DATA
HELIOS-B_TRIA_ FLUWOATE MAGNETMTR
HOURLY AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD
HOURLY AVG MAG FIELD VECTOR CATA
8 SEE AVG MAG FIELD VECTOR DATA
MERGED HOURLY AVGD _IELD * PLASMA
I-H AVE PLOT_ PLASMA * HAG MERGED
HELIOS-B_TRIAX SRCH COIL MGNTMTR
8-S AVE SPY DEN _ CHAN G.8-1_TOHZ
HELIDS-Bt PLASMA DETECTORS
HOURLY AVG° PLASMA DATA
MERGED FOURLY AVGD FIELD * PLASMA
l-H AVE PLOTt PLASma ÷ HAG MERGED
HELIOS-B_ COSMIC RAY DETECTORS
SECTORED X-RAY PLOTS_ MFILM
HOUELY AVERAGED FLUXES OF PROTONS
MARINER 2_COS_IC RAY IONIZATION
QUARTER AND DAY AVG ION DATA LIST
MARINER 2_3 AXIS FLUXGATE MAG.
FIELD COMPONENTS ON MAG TAPE
PLOTS OF FIELD COMPONENTS_2HR
MARINER 2_ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
ELECTROMETER _UMPERS_-T_ V_CALIB
PLASma PARAMETERS T_V_DEN
HOUR AVERAGES 0_ VELOCITY
3-MR AVG OF PLASPA PARAMETERS
3MR AVGS OF PLASma PARAM ON M/FLM
MARINER A_ COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
RAW COUNT RATE(CONTAIN OVRFLOW}
PHA CATA(MEET JPL HI QUAL.LVL)
O(1)RATE(I._ HR.AVE)÷DIS.SUM.
D(I)D(2)RATE(_.2R HR.AVE)*D.S.
_ARINER _.MAG_ETOMETEP
I_TgPLNTRY._AG.FIEL_-2.8 _IN AVGS
INTRPLNIRY.MAG.FIEL3*R.2 S AVGS.
INTRPLNIRY.MAO.¢IELO-16.8 S AVGS.
MARINER 9_ FARADAY CUP
O_E HOUR AVG. PLASMA PARAMo -FILM
ONE HOUR AVG PLASMA PARAMoO_ TAPE
LISTINGS OF COUNTS/FRAME-FINE RES
PLASMA PARAM WITH _-FINE TIME TAP
MARINER S_HELIUM MAGNETOMETER
TRIAXo MAGNETIC _IELD ON TAPE
NSSDC ID
7k-OgTA
74-O97A-OA
7_-097A-O;A
7A-O97A-OS
74-097A-OSA
T_-O97A-OG
T4-O97A-OEA
7_-097A-OEB
7q-ODTA-06C
7q-ODTA-lO
T_-ODTA-lOA
74-097A-07
74-097A-O7A
7_-09TA-02
7_-097A-O2A
7A-ODTA-O1
7q-Og7A-OIA
7q-O?TA-01_
TQ-ODTA-01C
7_-097A-OID
74-0_7A-0_
7_-ODTA-OOA
7_-097A-09
7_-097A-ODA
7_-O97A-ODB
7Q-O?7A-09C
7q-O_TA-OB
7_-097A-OSA
T_-OgTA-OSB
7E-OOOA
T&-OOOA-O_
7&-OOOA-OAA
76-003A-0_
76-O03A-OSA
7&-OOOA-OE
7&'OOOA'O_A
76-O03A-OEB
76-O03A-OGC
7&-OOOA-lO
76-O03A-lOA
76-003A-07
7_-O0_A-O7A
TG-OO_A-02
7G-OOOA-O2A
7G'OOOA'OIA
76-O03A-Cl_
7G-OO3A-01C
7&-OOOA-OIO
7E-OO3A-03
76-O03A-O3A
7E-OO}A-09
76-O03A-ODA
7E-OOOA-ODP
7G-CO3A-CDC
7G-OOOA-OB
76-O03A-OSA
76-003A-0_
62-041A
62-OqIA-04
G2-OAIA-O_A
62-041A-C3
62-O41A-OOA
G2-O_IA-CO_
G2-OAiA-OE
62-041A-OEA
&2-O_IA-OEC
G2-ORIA-OED
62-O_lA-OEE
E_-O77A
&4-OTTA-O_
6_-07?A-OAA
6_-077A-OkB
6A-OT7A-ORC
S_'OTTA'O_D
GR-OTTA-02
6_-077A-02C
E_-077A-C2C
S_-O77A-OZE
67-060A
GT-OEOA-03
67-CEOA-O3A
ST-OGOA-03_
GT-O6OA-G3C
GT-OEOA-030
67-060A-0_
67-OGOA-O_A
PAGE
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
15
13
13
15
13
13
1A
1A
IA
1A
1S
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
1P
1R
19
19
19
2O
20
2_
20
2O
2O
2C
2_
21
21
21
21
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• REGION
• DISCIPLINE
* SPACECRAFT NAME *
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
* DATA SET NAME *
MARINER 10
BRIDGE
NESS
SIMPSON
PIONEER 5
GREENSTAOT
SIMPSON
WINCKLER
PIONEER 6
BRIDGE
MCCRACKEN
NESS
SIMPSON
WOLFE
PIONEER 7
BRIDGE
MCCRACMEN
NESS
SIMPSON
WOLFE
PIONEER 8
MCCRACKEN
NESS
SCARF
WEBBER
TRIAX HR. _VO. MAGNETIC FLD. TAPE
B-FIELD AVOS. I _AY, 3 MR, I MR
R WIIH PLASMA PAPA_-PLAS SCALE TP
MARINER IOtSCAN.ELCTOSTAT ANALYZR
MVM PLASMA DETAIL TAPE
MARINER 10s FLUXDATE MAGNETOMETER
1.2 SEC PLOTSt SEO COORDSt MFILM
MR AVG ]NPL HAG VECTOR PLOTS
HR AVG INPL MAG VECTORS ON TAPE
42 SEE DATA, SEQ COOROSI TAPE
& SEE LISTS, SEQ CODRDS, MFILM
1.2 SEC PLOTS_ GSE COORDSs MFILM
G SEC LISTSs GSE COOROS, MFILM
MVM PLASMA DETAIL TAPE
HRLY-AVG FLD-STND IMF/SOLAR WIND
I HOUR AVERAGED PLOTS
MARINER lot ENERGETIC PARTICLES
PULSE HEIGHT DATA ON TAPE
RATE DATA ON TAPE
PIONEER 5t SEARCH COIL HAG
TABLES AND GRAPHS DF It MAG AMP
COMPUTER LISTIWSS OF TELEMETRY
SANBORN OSCILLOGRAMS AND CALIBRAT
PIONEER S_TRIP COINC PROP COUNTER
PLOTS TRIP.*SINGLE DATA VS TIME
DIGITAL TRIP.*SINGLE DATA(TIME)
PION 5tION CM•GM(EII.55t2.86 P)
TABULATIONS RATES VS T MFLM
COMPUT LSTNG RATES VS T MFLM
PIONEER 6, FARADAY CUP
PLOTS OF VELt DENt TEMPt VS TIME
MIT PLASMA PARAM 1 HR AV GEOPMYSB
NSSDC PLASMA PUBLICATION-MIT DATA
HOUR AVG PLASMA PARAMETERS ON TP
PIONEER 6tCOSMIC RAY DETECTOR
HOURLY COUNT RATESt MFILM LISTING
HOURLY COUNT RATESs MFILM PLOTS
PIONEER &,SINGLE AXIS MAGNETOMETE
30 SEC VR MAGNETIC FIELD AVGtTAPE
HOURLY AVGO VR MAG FIELOt MPILM
H_ AVG PION-6 • 7 VECTORS ON TAPE
PIONEER 6,COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
COUNT BATE * PULSE HEIGHT DATA
COUNT RATE PLOTSs27 DAY EACH
PIONEER 6_ ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
"PLOTS OF PLASMA PARAMETERS
SOLAR GEOPHYS DATA PBLSD SOLAR WD
HR AVG PLASMA PARAM ON MAG TAPE
HOURLY AVERGD PLASMA PARAM - MFLM
PIONEER 7_FARADAY CUP
PLOTS OF VELs DENt TEMPt VS TIME
MIT PLASMA PARAM / HR AV GEOPHYSB
NSSDC PLASMA PUB-MIT DATA MFICHE
HOUR AVG PLASMA PARAMETERS ON TP
MAGNETOTAIL HIGH RES FLUXES-LIST
PIONEER 7tCOSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY
HOURLY COUNT RATESt MFILM LISTING
HOURLY COUNT RATESt MFILM PLOTS
PIONEER 7,SINGLE AXIS MAGNEIOMETR
30 SEE VR MAGNETIC FIELD AVGtIAPE
HOURLY AVGD VR MAG FIELDt MFILM
HR AVG PION 6 * 7 VECTORS ON TAPE
PIONEER 7DCOSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
COUNT RATE * PULSE HEIGHT DATA
COUNT RATE PlOTSt27 DAYS EACH
SGD PBLSHD CR PROTON COUNT RATES
PIONEER 7, ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
PLOTS OF PLASMA PARAMETERS
SOLAR GEOPHYS DATA PBLSO SOLAR WD
HR AVG PLASMA BARAM ON HAG TAPE
HOURLY AVERGD PLASMA RARAM - MFLM
PIONEER 8tCOSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY
7 MIN AND 1 HR COUNT RATESt TAPES
7 BIN AND I HR COUNT RAT[St FILM
PIONEER 8tSINGLE AXIS MAGNETOMET
HOURLY AVERAGED VECTORSt PLOTS
30-SEE VR NAG FIELD AVGS ON TAPE
HOURLY AVERAGED VECTORSt MAG TAPE
PIONEER 8_ELECIRIC FIELD DETECTOR
FINE TIME SCALE E-FIELD SPECTRUM
SUMMARY PLOTSo ELECT FLD* DET,
PIONEER 8tCOSMIC RAY GRAOIENT OET
20MIN AVG TELESCOPE RATE PLOTS
8 HR AVG TELESCOPE RATE PL_TS
SGO PBLSHD PROTON COUNT RATES
NSSDC ID
67-060A-OGB
G7-O6OA-O[C
G7-OAOA-OEE
73-OGEA
73-085A-03
73-085A-ODA
73-O85A-D_
73-OBSA-DRA
73-O85A-ORB
73-OBEA-04C
73-OBEA-O_D
73-O85A-OAF
7_-OBGA-ORL
?3-OBEA-OAM
73-O85A-O4f_
T 3-085A- O_',p
73-085A-O4Q
T3-OREA-O7
73-OBEA-OTA
73-O_EA-OTB
60-O01A
60-001A-02
GO-OO1A-O2A
60-OO1A-O2B
60-001A-02C
6D-O01A-O1
60-OOlA-O1A
60-001A-018
60-OO1A-O_
6O-O01A-ODA
6C-O01A-030
65-105A
65-105A-02
65-105A-O2A
65-105A-O2B
65-105A-02C
65-105_-020
65-105A-0_
65mlOGA-OGA
GE-IOEA-OEB
65-105A-01
6_-105A-OIA
65-105A-OIB
65-105A-01C
65-105A-03
65-105A-ODA
DE-IDEA-030
65-105A-06
6_-IO_A-OGA
65-1D_A-DGB
65-105A-OGC
65-105A-O6D
66-075A
66°075A-02
6G-OTGA-O2A
66-07_A-O2B
66-075A-02C
66-O75A-O2D
66-075A-O2E
GA-O75A-05
66-OTSA-OGA
G6-OTGA-OGB
66-075A-01
66-O75A-O1A
66-O?GA-OIB
66-07flA-O1C
66-075A-06
66-O75A-O6A
66-07_A-060
66-OTGA-OAE
66-07_A-03
66-075A-CDA
66-075A-ODB
66-075A-03C
66-075A-ODD
67-123A
67-123A-0_
67-123A-O_A
67-123A-OSB
67-123A-01
67-123A-OIA
67-123A-O1B
67-123A-01C
67-123A-07
67-123A-D7A
67-123A-OTB
67°123A-06
67-123A-OGA
6T-I23A-O6B
67-123A-06C
PAGE
21
21
22
32
32
32
36
36
36
36
36
37
37
3B
3B
38
38
38
3B
39
39
39
39
3':)
3O
39
39
39
39
3_
40
41
_,I
RI
AI
AI
_2
42
_2
_2
A2
A2
A2
43
A3
A3
_3
43
A3
43
43
_4
44
44
_4
A5
A_
_5
RS
R6
4G
A6
A6
_6
AG
A6
_6
_6
47
R7
4T
47
RT
A8
RB
4B
A9
A9
A9
A9
4R
49
A9
A?
A9
_9
50
150
REGION - DISCIPLINE INDEX
* REGION *
* DISCIPLINE "
* SPACECRAFT NAME *
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME •
* DATA SET NAME •
WOLFE
PIONEER 9
RCCRACKEN
SCARP
SONETT
WEBBER
WOLFE
PIONEER 10
BARNES
FILLIUS
WCOONALD
SIMPSON
SMITH
VAN ALLEN
PIONEER 11
BARNES
FILLIUS
MCDONALD
SIMPSON
SMITH
VAN ALLEN
VOYAGER 1
KRIMIGIS
NESS
VOYAGER 2
NESS
DAILY AVG RATEe MFILM LISTING
DAILY AVGD RATEStM¢ILM PLOTS
PIONEER 81ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
PLASMA PARAMETERS
PIONEER 9t COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY
PRTCL COUNT RATES MFILM LISTINGS
PIONEER 91ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR
E-FLD MR AVG BROAD 5AND_4OOHZtAP
FINE TIME SCALE E-FIELD SPECTRUM
E'FIELD SUMMARY PLOTS ON M/FILM
E-FIELD (lOOo400tD.Eq HI) ON TAPE
PIONEER 9=3-AXIS FLUWGATE MAGNETO
30 SEE AVG MAG FIELD VRS ON MFILM
PIONEER gwCOSNIC-RAY GRADIENT
SGD PBLSHD PROTON COUNT RATES
PION 9tDAILY AVG RAID M/F LISTING
DAILY AVGD RATEStMFILM PLOTS
PIONEER 9_SOLAR PLASMA DETECTOR
PLASMA PARAMETERS
PIONEER 10_2 GUADIGP_ERE ANALYZRS
PLOTS OF BULK SPEED VS TIME-FILM
SOLAR WIND PROTON BULK SPEED DATA
FULL HISTORYp SOLAR WIND PROTONS
MR AVG SOLAR WIND PROTONStMOMENTS
DAILY AVG SOL WIND PROTON*MOMENTS
FULL HISTORY SOL WIND PROT PLOTS
5_ DAY S W PROTON TBNtV PLOTS
LIST DAY AVO S W PROTON_MOMENTS
PIONEER IOtJOVIAN TRAPPED PARTICL
INTERPLANETARY DATA SUMMARY TAPES
INHOMOGENEOUS DAILY SUM INTERPLNT
INTERPLANETARY DATA PLOTS_MPILM
PIONEER IO$CHARGED PARTICLE TELE,
6-HR AVERAGED I_TERPLANETARY DATA
PIONEER IOtCHARGED PARTICLE COMP
SDLROT COUNT RATE PLOTSt MFILM
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS DATAt TAPES
5-MIN AVG. COUNT RATE TAPES
PIONEER lOtS-AXIS HELIUM MAGNETOM
I MINt HOURLY, DAILY AVG. CRUISE
I MIN AVGD VR MAG FIELD DATA_FILM
PIONEER IDtJOVIAN CHARGED PARTICL
ONE HOUR CRUISE AVERAGES
PIONEER 11t2 QUAD'SPHERE ANALYZRS
SOLAR WIND PROTON BULK SPEED DATA
FULL HISTORY_ SOLAR WIND PROTONS
HR AVG SOLAR WINO PROTONS*MOMENTS
DAILY AVG SOL WIND PROTON*MOMENTS
PULL HISTORY SOL WIND PROT PLOTS
5_-DAY S W PROTON T_N_V PLOTS
LIST DAY AVG S W PROTON*MOMENTS
PIONEER IItJOVIAN TRAPPED PARTICL
INTERPLANETARY DATA SUMMARY TAPES
INHOMOGENEOUS DAILY SUM INTERPLNT
INTERPLANETARY DATA PLOTS,MFILM
PIONEER IT,CHARGED PARTICLE IDLE.
G-HR AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY DATA
PIONEER IItCHARGED PARTICLE COMP
15-MIN PULSE HEIGHT TAPES
5-MIN SECTORED COUNT-RATE TAPES
SOL.ROT.COUNT RATE PLOTSI MFILM
PIONEER 11,3 AXIS HELIUM MGNETOM.
I MIN AVGD VR MAD ¢IELD DATA_FILM
i MIN_ HOURLY, DAILY AVG. CRUISE
HI TIME RES B VRS_ TAPE
HRLY & DAILY MAG FLD AVGS
PIONEER 11_JOVIAN C_ARGED PARTICL
ONE HOUR CRUISE JVERAGES
VOYAGER ItPART.ANALYZR/TELESCOPE
LOW-ENERGY TIMD-AVSD. FLUXg TAPE
VOYAGER 1_ PLUXGATE _AGNETOMETERS
HOUR AVERAGE IMF_ HG COORD, TAPE
VOYAGER 2t FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
HOUR AVERAGE IMP, HG COORDt TAPE
OTHER DISCIPLINES
HELIOS-A
FECHTIG
LEINERT
HELIOS-B
LEINERT
HELIDSoAtMICROMETEOROID
_ICROHETEORDID IvPACT DATA
HELIOS-AtZOOIACAL LT. PHOTOMETER
REDUCED DATA TAPE
ZODIACAL LIGHT DATA ON TAPE
HELIOS-BtZODIACAL LT. PHOIOMETER
NSSOC ID
67-123A-O6D
67-|_SA-O_E
GT-123A-02
67-123A-O2A
68-100A
68-100A-05
68-100A-OSA
68-100A-07
68-100A-OTA
68-IOOA-O7B
G8-1OOA-OTC
68-100A-O7D
68-100A-01
68-100A-O1A
6B-IOOA-06
68-100A-OAA
68-100A-OAB
68-100A-06C
G8-1OOA-D2
68-100A-O2A
72-012A
T2-O12A-13
72-012A-13A
T2-O12A-13B
72-012A-13C
72-012A-13D
T2-O12A-13E
72-012A-13P
72-012A-13G
T2-O12A-13H
T2-O12A-05
TZ-O12A-05C
72-012A-050
72-012A-OSE
72-012A-12
72-O12A-12B
72-012A-02
72-012A-OZA
72-012A-O2B
72-012A-O2E
72-012A-01
72-OI2A-O1E
72-012A-OIF
72-012A-11
72-012A-lIB
73-019A
73-01gA-13
73-OIgA-13A
TD-O19A-1_B
73-019A-13C
73-019A-13D
73-01gA-13E
73-OIgA-I_F
7S-O19A-13G
73-019A-05
TD-OIgA-05C
73-019A-OSE
73-OIgA-OBF
73-019A-12
73-019A-12C
73-019A-02
73-OlSA-O2A
TS-OISA-O2B
73-019A-02C
TD-O19A-O1
73-OlOA-OIA
73-019A-OIB
73-019A-01C
?3-OIOA-OIG
73-019A-11
73-019A-11C
77-084A
77-08_A-07
TT-O_A-OTB
77-08AA-05
77-OB4A-O_P
7T-O76A
77-076A-05
77-O76A-O_F
7q-O97A
7_-OgTA-12
7q-OgTA-12A
7q-OSTA-I1
?_-097A-iIA
7_-097A-11B
76-003A
76-OD3A-11
PAGE
50
50
50
50
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
5*
5_
5A
5A
5_
55
55
55
55
58
58
58
58
SB
58
58
58
58
59
59
60
60
60
60
61
61
B1
61
61
61
61
62
62
G5
65
(=5
65
65
65
6_
66
(=6
66
G7
67
106
106
107
lOT
11_
11
11
11
12
12
12
15
15
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REGION ° DISCIPLINE INDEX
* REGION *
* DISCIPLINE
SPACECRAFT NAME *
INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT _AME
DATA SET NAME
_*_*+*_++_*+_+_+_*_*_**_*_+t+_+*_+_t*_*_*_*_'*_
MARINER 4
ANDERSON
_ARINE4 5
ANDERSON
ESMLEMAN
MARINER 6
ANDERSON
MARINER 7
ANDERSON
MARINER i0
BROADFOOT
PIONEER E
ANDERSON
ESHLEMAN
LEVY
PIONEER T
EGHLEMAN
LEVY
PIONEER B
ESHLEMAN
PIONEER 9
ESHLEMAN
PIONEER 10
ANDERSON
JUDGE
SOBERMAN
WEINBERG
PIONEER Ii
JUDGE
SOBERMAN
WEINBERG
VOYAGER 1
BROADFOOT
WARWICK
VOYAGER 2
BROADFOOT
WARWICK
REDUCED DATA TAPE
ZODIACAL LIGHT DATA
MARINER ltCELESTIAL MECHANICS
CELESTIAL MECHANICS,MAG TAPES
CELESTIAL HECHANICS LISTING
MARINER 5t CELESTIAL vECHANICS
CELESTIAL MECHANICS MAGwTAPES
MARINER 5t TWO FREQUENCY BEACON
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT,MRLY VAL (CQ)
TOTAL ELECT CONTENTtMRLY (MO)
CORRECTED ELECTRON DENSITY+ TAPE
MARINER 6s CELESTIAL MECHAhICS
2 WAY DOPPLER RAOIO TRACKING_TAPE
MARINER 7,CELESTIAL MECHANICS
2WAY DOPPLER RACIO TRKING ON TAPE
MARINE_ lot EUV SPECTROSCOPY
INTERPLANETARY EMIS H-HE, ON TAPE
PIONEER &,CELESTIAL MECHANICS
CELESTIAL MECHANICS MAG. TAPES
PIONEER 6,TWO FREQUENCY RECEIVER
TOTAL ELECT CONTENTtPRLY VAL (DD)
TOTAL ELECT EONTENT+MRLY VAL(MO)
CORRECTED ELECT DENSITY,TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTSe 35NM
PIONEER 6+SUP.CONJUNC.FARADAY ROT
SUPERIOR CONJ.FA_ADAY ROTATION
PIONEER 7t TWO FREQUENCY BEACON
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT. HRLY VAL(DD)
TOTAL ELECT CONIENTtPRLY VAL (MO)
30RREETED ELECT DENSITY, TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTS, 35MM
PIONEER 7+SUPERIOR CORd FARADAY
SUPERIOR CONJUNCTION FARADAY ROT
PIONEER B_TWO FREQUENCY BEACON
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT+ HRLY VAL(DO)
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT_PRLY VAL (MO)
CORRECTED ELECT _ENSITY+ TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTS+ 35HM
PIONEER 91TWO FREQUENCY BEACON
TOTAL ELECT CO4TENT_ HRLY VAL(DD)
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT,HRLY VAL (MO)
CORRECTED ELECT DENSITY, TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTS. )SMM
PUBLISHED BEACON SCINT OBS
BEACON SCINTILLATION OBS ON TAPE
PIONEER IOtCELESTIAL MECHANICS
DOPPLER TBACKIVG DATA ON NAG TAPE
PIONEER 10_UV PHOTOMETER+2OO-BOOA
EUV EOR PHOTON EMISSION DATA
USC ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
PIONEER IOtASTEROID ASTRONOMY
ASTEROIO/METEOROID/SKY EMISSIONS
DATA ANALYSIS, FINAL REPORT
PIONEER IGwZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOM.
BACKGROUND SKY TAPES
PIONEER ll_UV PHOTOMETER,2OO-BOOA
EUV EDR PHOTON EMISSION DATA
USE ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
PIONEER iI_ ASTEROID ASTRONOMY
ASTEROID/METEOROID/SKY EMISSIONS
DATA ANALYSIS/ FINAL REPORT
PIONEER _I+ZODIACAL LIGHT PMOTOM.
STARLIGHT/ZODIACAL LIGHT EXPER
VOYAGER It UV SPECTROMETER
UV SPECTRAL DATA RECORDS
VOYAGER It LF RF RCVR(.O2-4ONHZ)
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTStJUP
PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY DATA
VOYAGER 2t UV SPECTROSCOPY
UV SPECTRAL OATA RECORDS
UV INTERPLAN. DATA TAPE
VOYAGER 2s LF.RF RCVR(.O2-_OMHZ)
PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY DATA
NSSDC ID
76-O05A-11A
76-O03A-I1B
64-077A
64-077A-09
6_-077A-OBA
64-077A-OBB
6T°OGOA
67-060A-D7
67-060A-O7A
67-060A-02
6T-O60A-O2A
6T-OSOA-O2B
67-060A-G2C
69-014A
69-014A-05
6B-O1RA-OSA
69-030A
69-030A-05
69-030A°OBA
73-OBBA
73-OBBA-O5
73-085A-OBA
65-105A
65-105A-07
65-105A-DTA
65-105A-04
65-105A-ORA
&S-IO5A-O_B
65-105A-0_O
65-I05A-ORE
65-105A-08
6B-IOBA°ORA
66-075A
66-O75A-Ot
66-075A-OqA
6E-O75A-OAB
66-075A-O4D
66-OTSA-OAE
66-075A-OR
66-075A-OBA
67-123A
67-123A-03
67-123A-O3A
67-123A-O3B
67-123A-03C
67-123A-O3D
6B-IOOA
6B-IOOA-03
6B-lOOA-O3A
68-100A-O3B
68-100A-03C
68-100A-O3D
GB-IOOA-O3E
6B-IOOA-O3F
72-012A
72-O12A-OB
72-O12A-OBA
72-0%2A-06
72-O12A-CGA
72-012A-OGB
T2-O12A-03
72-O12A-O3A
72-O12A-O3B
72-012A-14
72-012A-l_A
73-019A
73-019A-06
73-01BA-OEA
73-019A-O6B
73-019A-03
73-019A-O3A
73-019A-O3B
73-019A-15
73-O19A-IBA
TT-OBkA
TT-OBAA-O¢
77-OBAA-ORA
77-OBkA-lO
TT-OB_A-IOA
77-OB_A-10C
77-076A
77-OT6A-04
77-O76A-O_A
TT-OTSA-OAB
77-0761-10
77-076A-10C
PAGE
15
15
18
IB
18
18
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
2A
2_
24
32
32
32
A1
AI
42
=,2
_5
45
_5
_,5
_B
_.8
48
48
_8
48
_B
51
51
51
51
51
.52
52
53
B]
53
5&
56
.57
59
59
59
59
59
S +,
67
61
67
67
67
1`05
1`05
110
1`10
111
t12
112
1.12
1.1.7
11.7
152
io
imo
z_
OI
mm
C_

LISTING
APPENDIX A
OF SPACECRAFT BY REGION
Planetary Studies
INVESTIGATED
NSSDC ID Spacecraft Launch
Date
73-085A Mariner I0 11/3/73
MERCURY
Rm = 2,439 km
Planetary
Contact and
Useful Data
Mission
Type
Closest
Approach
(in km)
Pass 1 3/29/74 Flyby 704
Pass 2 9/21/74 Flyby 47,000
Pass 3 3/16/75 Flyby 327
NSSDC ID Spacecraft
62-041A Mariner 2
67-060A Mariner 5
73-085A Mariner I0
75-050D Venera 9 Descent
75-054D Venera i0 Descent
78-051A Pioneer Venus 1
Orbiter
78-078A Pioneer Venus 2
Bus
78-078D Pioneer Venus
Large Probe-Day
78-078E Pioneer Venus
Small Probe l-Night
78-078F Pioneer Venus
Small Probe 2-Night
78-078G Pioneer Venus
Small Probe 3-Day
81-I06D Venera 13 Descent
81-110D Venera 14 Descent
VENUS
Rv = 6,051 km
Launch
Date
08/27/62
06/14/67
11/03/73
06/08/75
06/14/75
05/20/78
08/08/78
08/08/78
08/08/78
08/08/78
08/08/78
10/30/81
11/04/81
Planetary
Contact and
Useful Data
12/14/62
10/19/67
02/05/74
10/22/75
10/25/75
12/04/78
12/09/78
12/09/78
12/09/78
12/09/78
12/09/78
03/01/82
03/05/82
Mission
Type
Flyby
Flyby
Flyby
Lander
Lander
Orbiter
Entry
Entry
Lander
Lander
Lander
Lander
Lander
Closest
Approach
(in km)
41,000
4,000
4,200
0
0
20O
165
15
0
0
0
0
0
NSSDC ID Spacecraft
64-077A Mariner 4
69-014A Mariner 6
69-030A Mariner 7
71-051A Mariner 9
75-075A Viking 1 Orbiter
75-075C Viking 1 Lander
75-083A Viking 2 Orbiter
75-083C Viking 2 Lander
MARS
Rm = 3,397 km
Launch
Date
Planetary
Contact and
Useful Data
11/28/64
02/24/69
03/27/69
05/30/71
08/20/75
08/20/75
09/09/75
09/09/75
07/14/64
07/31/69
08/05/69
11/13/71-12/27/72
06/21/76-08/07/80
07/20/76-11/08/82
08/09/76-07/25/78
09/03/76-04/01/80
Mission
Type
Flyby
Flyby
Flyby
Orbiter
Orbiter
Lander
Orbiter
Lander
Closest
Approach
(in km)
9,846
3,431
3,430
1,387
1,513
0
1,499
0
}:'REC_i.;,_._ i;,;._ _L,_%','_;_ NOT FILMED 155
JUPITER
RJ = 71,490 km
NSSDC ID Spacecraft
72-012A Pioneer i0
73-019A Pioneer II
77-084A Voyager 1
77-076A Voyager 2
Launch
Date
03/03/72
04/06/73
09/05/77
08/20/77
Planetary
Contact and
Useful Data
12/03/73
12/04/74
03/05/79
07/09/79
Mission
Type
Flyby
Flyby
Flyby
Flyby
Closest
Approach
(in km)
210,000
36,800
278,000
650,000
NSSDC ID Spacecraft
73-019A Pioneer ii
77-084A Voyager 1
77-076A Voyager 2
SATURN
Rs = 60,270 km
Launch
Date
Planetary
Contact and
Useful Data
04/06/73
09/05/77
08/20/77
08/05/79
11/12/80
08/05/81
Mission
Type
Flyby
Flyby
Flyby
Closest
Approach
(in km)
21,400
124,000
i00,000
URANUS
Ru 25, 660 km
NSSDC ID Spacecraft
77-076A Voyager 2
Launch
Date
08/20/77
Planetary
Contact and
Useful Data
01/24/86
Mission
Type
Flyby
Closest
Approach
(in km)
81,5001
NEPTUNE
Rn = 24,820 km
NSSDC ID Spacecraft
77-076A Voyager 2
Launch
Date
08/20/77
Planetary
Contact
08/25/89
Mission
Type
Flyby
Closest
Approach
(in km)
1 Height above cloud top.
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Interplanetary Studies
PLANETARY PROBES
WITH INTERPLANETARY DATA
NSSDC ID
62-041A
64-077A
67-060A
72-012A
73-019A
73-085A
77-084A
77-076A
Spacecraft
Mariner 2
Mariner 4
Mariner 5
Pioneer i0
Pioneer ii
Mariner i0
Voyager 1
Voyager 2
Launch Date
08/27/62
11/28/64
06/14/67
03/03/72
04/06/73
11/03/73
09/05/77
08/20/77
Mission Type
Venus Flyby
Mars Flyby
Venus Flyby
Jupiter Flyby
Jupiter Saturn Flyby
Mercury/Venus Flyby
Jupiter/Saturn Flyby
Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Flyby
HELIOCENTRIC SPACECRAFT
NSSDC ID
60-001A
65-I05A
66-075A
67-123A
68-I00A
74-097A
76-003A
Spacecraft
Pioneer 5
Pioneer 6
Pioneer 7
Pioneer 8
Pioneer 9
Helios-A
Helios-B
Launch Date
03/11/60
12/16/65
08/17/66
12/13/67
11/08/68
12/10/74
01/15/76
Orbit Type
0 706 x 0.993 AU
0 813 x 0.983 AU
1 009 x 1.125 AU
0 992 x 1.008 AU
0 754 x 0.990 AU
0 309 x 0.985 AU
0 289 x 0.983 AU
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APPENDIX B
CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF SPACECRAFT
SiC Common Launch NSSDC
Name Date I D
Pioneer 5 03/11/60 60.001A
Mariner 2 08/27/62 62-041A
Mariner 4 11/28/64 64.077A
Pioneer 6 12/16/65 65-105A
Pioneer 7 08/17/66 66.075A
Mariner 5 06/14/67 67-060A
Pioneer 8 12/13/67 67-123A
Pioneer 9 11/08/68 68-100A
Mariner 6 02/24/69 69-014A
Mariner 7 03/27/69 69-030A
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Data and Document
Request Forms

NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*
Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 630.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA
Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 633.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last)
DIVISION/BRANCH/DEPARTMENT
TITLE/POSITION (Dr., Prof., Mr., Ms.,
Graduate Student, Research Associate, etc.)
MAIL CODE
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS
CITY
ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY
DATE OF REQUEST
I DATE DATA
DESIRED
STATE
TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Extension)
(Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)
[] Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
[] Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
[] Research and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)
[] Educational purposes (explain below)
[] Preparation of Master's thesis
[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis
13 Other:
[] Exhibit or display
[] Reference material
[] Use in publication
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have
been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles
based on this research.
*This form supersedes all other NSSDC Data Request Forms.
633-28 (2/85)
NSSDC CHARGE AND SERVICE POLICY
The purpose of the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) is to provide data and information from space science flight experiments in support of additional studies
beyond those performed by the principal investigators. Therefore, NSSDC will provide data and information upon request to any individual or organization resident in the
United States. In addition, the same services are available to scientists outside the United States through the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R&S).
(The addresses for both NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S are given on the reverse side.) Normally, a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost of reproduction and
the processing of the request. The requester will be notified of the cost, and payment must be received prior to processing the request. However, the Director of NSSDC
may waive, as resources permit, the charge for modest amounts of data when they are to be used for scientific studies or for specific educational purposes and when they
are requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their
grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state or local governments; and (5) nonprofit organizations.
DATA REQUESTED
NSSDC DATA SET
ID NUMBER
L
Additional Specifications
Spacecraft, Experiment, and Data Set Names
Form of Data*
[e.g., 16mm microfilm) or
Size of Reproduction
(e.g., contact, 8x10, etc.)
(Negatives, Positives, Paper Prints, etc.)
Data Take No., FDS/DAS
Times, Mission Frame
No., Timespan Needed, Film
Frame Numbers, etc.
*If requesting data on magnetic tape, please supply the necessary information below.
Density Mode No. of Tracks
[] 800 bpi [] BIN [] EBCDIC [] 7
[] 1600 bpi [] BCD [] ASCII [] 9
[] 6250 bpi Maximum block size
Computer
(Type/Model)
[] New tapes will be supplied prior to processing.
[] Original NSSDC tapes will be returned.
[] I shall pay for new tapes.
NASA
Nat!onar Aeronautics and
Space A(trT_ir !str ation
Goddard Space Flight Center
Oree,sbelt Marylaqd 20771
NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S DOCUMENT REQUEST FORM
Researchers WITHIN the United States send
order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 633.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
Researchers OUTSIDE the United States
send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 630.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 U.S.A.
REQUESTERINFORMATION (P]easeprint)
NAME TITLE
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY
TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Ext.)
DATE OF REQUEST DATE DESIRED
(Our average processing time for a request
is 3 to 4 weeks after receipt of request.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We
will notify you if we cannot meet the date
specified.)
DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION CATEGORIES
INTENDED USE OF MATERIAL (c_e:kall thatapply)
O Support of a NASA effort (project,
study, etc.)
D Support of a U.S. Government effort
(other than NASA)
[]Research and analysis project (in-
dividual or company)
[] Educational purposes (explain be-
low)
[] Preparation of Master's thesis
[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis
[] Exhibit or display
[] Reference material
[] Use in publication
[] Other:
Please indicate the document(s) you wish to receive on routine distribution by placing
an X in the box next to the specific category desired. Use the reverse side of this
form to order specific documents.
[_ Documents describing the operation of NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S
[]Documents describing the availability of satellite experiment data
[-]NSSDC Data Listing [_Particles and Fields
[_Astronomy [_Planetary Atmospheres
[_Geodesy and Gravimetry [3Planetology
[_Ionospheric Physics [3Solar Physics
[3Meteorology [_Earth Resources Survey
[0Report on Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments
[3Spacecraft Program Bibliographies
[_ Reports on Models of the Near-Earth Environment
_]World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites Launch Summaries
[] SPACEWARN Bulletin
[]NSSDC Newsletter
[] Crustal Dynamics mailings
[_Pilot Climate mailings
[]Pilot Land mailings
33-82 (3/86)
SPECIFIC DOCUMENTS
ORDER NUMBER PUBLICATION TITLE

,.,,.,..;,,., ._;p,_-_...Flight Center
